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The Monthly Review. First comment at the rebirth of this, the 
only local newspaper, must be to pay tribute to the previous 
editors. It is no mean achievement to keep a newspaper going 
for 6 years and Wallace Hirtle and family have done just that. 
They, and those before them, have rendered a most useful service 
to the Falkland. Islands. Re sincerely hope that this useful
ness will be continued in the future, during the lifetime of 
The Fallcland Islands TIMES.
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It is in your handsL

the teachers need anyway for preparation and rest. we must be
gin to think in terns of'house parents. People who love 
children, yet are firm in discipline, to be deputy duds and 
dads during term tine.
The Queen. We note that the idea is being mooted at the pres
ent tine of Her Majesty the Qupen visiting the U.S.S.R. When 
Her Majesty attended the recent Commonwealth Prime Minister’s 
conference it was her eighth visit to Canada. Yet not one 
visit to the Falklands. we feel that the present tine is a 
good time to begin the mechanics of suggesting an official 
visit. Even a forthcoming event suggests itself just right 
for a Royal occasion. We think it would be pleasing to many 
people in the islands if Her majesty the Queen were to accept 
an invitation either to lay the foundation stone for the perm
anent airfield, or to declare it open.

It is our intention to introduce a column under 
However, we do not intend to reproduce the
Also we will not be commencing until a 11 crimes 

So to put it in plain

Court Report, 
this heading, 
’gory details’, 
already committed have been dealt with.
English those who commit offences in the future can expect to 
see then recorded in this newspaper.

a
now
warm
If the weather at the end of the month is not too cold then 
some early turnips.

The old timer says ”no lime after the. 20th September”. Our 
advice to new-comers to supplying all your own vegetablesis 
don’t try too many varieties in your first year. Get your seeds 

(continued on page 14)

Price Increase. This is an age of price increases. «e are be
moaning incredible rises in the price of all sorts of goods that 
we must buy. lie regret that The Falkland Islands TIKES has also 
to increase its price - from 4p to 5p P^t issue. This is due 
partly to increased costs. For instance the price of tne paper 
we use has been doubled. wages have gone up for many recently 
ani most of the remainder will receive increases shortly. Thus 
we must pay increased prices for labour. "e hope to make the 
increase in our prices more acceptable by increased contents from 
time to time, with occasional use of pictures and by increased re
search into events and problems that we have. »<e believe that 
at $p The Times is excellent value.
Radio. This paper has long benefitted from excellent co-operation 
with the Falkland Islands Broadcasting Studio, Stanley. It is 
not for this reason but for sheer justice that we spring to its 
defence after recent comments on the ’I Think* programme. A 
licence costs £2 per year, i.e. under 4p per week. while we do 
not approve of direct government control of any media it is our 
opinion that excellent value for money is given. The people who 
should be complaining are those amateur radio enthusiasts who are 
licensed each year at £10 pur operator and get nothing for it 
other than a piece of paper. We are at a loss to know why they 
do not march up and down the road in protest!
Charities and appeals. Much of the news in our Review Column and 
on the radio is concerned with appeals for financial support by 
clubs and organisations etc. We feel that it is about time that 
the Income and Expenditure nccount and Balance Sheet of these 
groups should be publicly displayed, say in the Post Office, so 
that intending or actual subscribers would be able to see how the 
money is spent, and what other financial support is available. 
The Child Comes First. The Educational, financial ani social 
arguments for the removal of Darwin School to Stanley have been 
aire-i, albeit with the Govemnent fighting a rearguari action. 
The educational arguments are impressive - the others not so. 
we hope that now the decision has been made consideration will be 
given to the uoral, psychological and spiritual welfare of the 
children. . with upwards of 80 children resident in the hostel it 
will not an our opinion, be fair to the children (or the teachers; 
for then to be looked after in the teachers' spare tine - which

V^GjlT^kBi-jl GiiRijErIRG NQTuS FOR bErTEiviBEK:
These notes ..ill be a mixture of wisdom from an old hand at 

gardening in the Falklands, and mistakes to avoid from a new hand!
By now the garden should be dug and manured (if not then set 

to quicklyj. You should check over your vegetables stored from 
last year - particularly remove shoots from potatoes and throw 
out potatoes that have gone bad. ohallots should have been sown 
by now.

Lettuce seedlings can now be hardened off outdoors - best in 
cold frame first. Over wintered cauliflower and cabbage may 
be lemoved from cold frame and planted out. If you have a 
i sheltered spot then pickling onions and leexs may go in.

sow
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D V E K T I S E M E.N T

FxxLKLixND ISLANDS COMPANY, LIMITED, »iEST STORE

.T £20.6b RUNNING- Y.RDBELLTnIST uILTON CxRPET 12* uIDE

(LiNxJlx xJG/iINST^A CxRPET 9’ "IDE xxT H4.O5 RUNNING- YzJtD

x

The ob-

2 SETTER COTTAGE SUITES IN GREEN, RED x*ND BLUE £65.50
3 SETTER COTTAGE SUITES IN GREEN, RED xliD BLUE £04,50

SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE MODEL TS.125J £273.00 
oUZUKI MOTORCYCLE MODEL T.35OJ £303.00

FLYMO 15" ELECTRIC L*u<NmOwER 220/240 VOLT 
COMPLETE <»ITH C-t^BLE £44*43

FLYMO 19” PROFESSIONS LxmiNmOSR £53.09

17th April (London). 
was reconstituted as

The United Free 
On Satur-

cidents.
Isr April.

Preacher: Monsignor J. Ireland.

KITCHEN Tx.BLEb uITH FOLDING SIDES 4&” x 36”
IN KNOTTY PINE, ELM wND SILVERhOOD £24.29. -

GROUND BiS KETTLES 4 PINT £3.06 
GROUND BASE STEwPANS AND LIDS 

10" £4.94, 11" £7.43, 12" £8.33

Shop at the «EST .STORE for Fool, Clothing: 
Furniture, Ra<]ioS, Televisions,, Operas, 
Hardware, etc., etc. etc. .

REVIEW - a look at some of the events of our TIMES.
26 th March. End of ’’Tab. Three Night er”.
Church held 3 days activities to nark Harvest time.
day there was a coffee bar in the evening, on Sunday special 
services andon Monday a Harvest Supper and slide show attended 
by many townsfolk. Sunday was also Gift Day when £316 was 
given in the offerings. Other social and spiritual activi
ties made it a busy weekend.
30th March. Mr H.L. Bound, M.B.L., J.P. 
ary retired from Government service.

, Deputy Chief Secret- 
A reception in honour

of Mr Bound and Mr C.T. Reive also recently retired was held at 
Sulivan House.
30th March. Police reported three cases of breaking and enter
ing at the hones of Mr Allan Middleton and Mr Ian Strange and 
the large freezer unit of Hr Tony Hardy. Police appealed for 
the help of the public in reporting suspicious or unusual in- 

Also a warning was given to lock doors and windows.
Special Mothering Day Service held at the Cathed

ral. Preacher: Monsignor J. Ireland. Special feature was 
blessing of posies for children to take hone.
3rd April. Annual General Meeting of Stanley Badminton Club 
resulted in a report that the club had had a good year and had 
funds in hand. Elections for the committee brought the fol
lowing results - Chairman: Mr Alan Smith, Secretary: Mrs Rene 
Rowlands, Treasurer: Mrs C. Cox, and Marine Hamilton, Miss 
Judith Smith, Miss Rosemarie Allan, Mrs Elizabeth Knight and 
Mr Ian Cantlie.
16th April. Mr Gerard McKay and Mr Randolph Ross completed 
their apprenticeships with Mr R. Hills. Gerard is now a 
fitter and turner and Randy a motor mechanic.

The Falkland Islands Emergency Committee 
’’The Falkland Islands Committee” and will 

operate from an office at the London Wool Exchange.
jects remain the same i.e. assisting the retention of British 
Sovereignty over the Islands and the fostering links between 
the U.K. and the Colony. Joint Honorary Secretaries are: 
Messrs. E.W. Hunter Christie and F.G. Mitchell. The members 
include Sir Miles Clifford, Sir Peter Scott, Sir John Barlow, 
Capt. R.R.S. Pennefather, R.N. and Messrs. C. Kenyon, M.C.
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Ireland,

i

It is claimed that this will offer equal edu-
. (See

9 and 
Cave-

Annual Vestry Meeting of Christ Church Cathedral at
The Chaplain, Canon P. Holyer, reported a "forward-

The following
;, Mrs D.

and as sidesmen Messrs. R. Felton,
, P. Pock, D, Gooch, S.

At pre-meeting drinks
I book "1933 Many people attended an informal musical show at 

Called "Jambalaya" this folk concert featured 
Vicky 8 Tin Winteringhan, Derek & Catriona Cox, 

, Tony Gibbons, Michael Allan, Gerard 
This was followed by a dance featur- 

The proceeds were donated to

Hutchison, A.G. Barton, W.J. Grierson, N.G.H. Bell, R. Carter, 
R. Buxton and L. Price.
19th April. At a ceremony at Government House in the presence 
of invited guests Kiss Edith McMullen was presented with the 
insignia of the British Empire Medal by His Excellency the Gov
ernor. His Excellency said that this award was in recognition 
of long and devoted service as the Colony’s Radio Telephone Oper
ator. (For overseas readers we would explain that for most 
settlements the Radio Telephone Service is the only regular con
tact they have with Stanley).
19th April. The Government announced a plan to build a hostel 
for Camp school children to enable them to live in Stanley and 
attend Stanley schools (subject to a Development Aid application 
for £100,000 to H.M.G. being granted). The Government hopes 
that the hostel, intended for children over 8 years, will be com
pleted by the end of 1974 following which Darwin Boarding School 
will be closed. 7‘
cational opportunities to all the children in the Colony.
Editorial). 
23rd April, 
the Deanery, 
moving year" yet with "no room for complacency", 
were elected as Council, Miss V. Perkins, Mr Bob Peart 
Draycott and Mrs H. Knight, 
J. Ford, W. Hirtle, H. Knight, N. Pearson 
Heathnan, H. Luxton, R. Peart and D. Thon. x . . 
His Excellency the Governor presented the newly issued ---
Centenary Stamps" to Mr and Mrs C. Reive in appeciation of their 
service to the Cathedral over many years. 
19th-26th April. Sergeant Gill, Corporals Evans and Peat 
Marines Foster, Rigby, Pointon, Palmer, Foley, Weaver, Cgw, 
Walker, Johnston and LKA Edwards could be seen (if anyone was 
watching) marching? trampling? stumbling over Camp on patrols to 
Mount Kent, Estancia, Green Patch, Murrell, Port Harriet, Bluff 
Cove and Mount Challenger. (Ed. There arc- so many epic tales 
from "our very own Marines" based at Moody Brook that space for
bids the chronicler from including any more this tine). 
30th April. The s taff at St. Mary’s and many invited friends 
attended a 78th birthday and farewell party for Monsignor . 
Ireland. His Excellency the Governor accepted an invitation to

present the gifts and he also delivered a farewell speech to 
Monsignor.
A th Mav. The Nev/ Bower station was announced to be ready for 
full-load test to be carried out over the next 2 weeks prior 
to the official opening.
4th May. Police reported a ftrther ten cases of house-break
ing, petty larceny and stealing including the theft from Mrs 
Sarah Cartnell, one of our senior citizens, of her supply of 
potatoes. Four traffic offences and two cases of drunk and 
disorderly were also reported.
7th May. The Induction Service took place at St. Mary’s of 
the Right Reverend Daniel K. Spraggen as Ronan Catholic Prefect 
Apostolic of the Falklands. Monsignor Spraggen takes charge of 
the work at St. Mary’s following the retirement of Monsignor 
Ireland. He is assisted by Father Philip Brugger.man.
4th-7th May. Reverend Robin Forrester visited Darwin and 
Goose Green to visit the residents and school children.
Sunday school and a service were held.
10th May. Captain Collins, Colour Sergeant Mendoza and Cor
porals Peat and Evans visited the Senior School. They showed 
a film about the work of the Royal Karines, gave talks and dis
played some equipment which they use in their work.
11th lav. The 'firefly units of the Stanley ^ire Brigade ex
tinguished a fire in Mr Charlie Short’s garage. The interior 
of the garage and the rear of his land rover were badly 
damaged.
12th Mav.
the Town Hall.
Tina Edwards,
Pat Watts, Julie Clarke
Robson and John Sinr-.ons.
ing the local pop group "Dhome".
the Youth Club.
15th May. His Excellency the Governor opened the budget session 
of Legislative Council. This was well attended by members of 
the public. A centre page supplement to next month’s F.I.
TIMES will feature the major natters dealt with at this session. 
19th May. The new Power Station was opened at 11 a.n. by His 
Excellency the Governor. Delivering a maximum output of 12% 
Kw. the station cost approximately £167,000.
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Two

Christ Church Cathedral reported a successful 
Gross takings were £1401 giving a record not profit 
Canon Relyer gave thanks to all supporters both from

Groups of four or more •people: 
, Vivian 

Jean Thom, 
2nd HARiiM - Senor 

Phyllis Oliver, Maria Rowe, Eileen 
3rd OLD WOMAN AND HER SHOE - 

Neil & Glenda Watson, Veronica & Owen 
Alana & Sydney Smith, Glenda & Barry Ford, Jill & 

‘ndividuals. Pairs _anl

23rd May. Mr David Barton of Teal Inlet reported the safe arri
val of a parcel posted in Nev? Zealand in July 1971J 
24th-25th May. The Annual May Ball was again held in the’- Town 
Hall and organised by the Boys’ Brigade and Girls’ Brigade.
The’May Queen’ this year emerged as Miss Shirley Rozec- with Miss 
Brenda Blackley as her ’Princess’. When the ladies took their 
turn to vote it was Mr Terence McPhee who became ’Prince Charm
ing’ with Mr Alan Waiting as ’Assistant Prince’. Our congrat
ulations to the beautiful ladies and elegant gentlemen.
25th May. B.A.S. reported a serious happening to sone of their 
scientists travelling hone on the R.R.S. Bransfield. Apparently 
due to grudge sone biological, physiological .and botanical speci
mens were removed from two deep freezers and cast overboard.
These were needed for scientific research and also contributed 
towards work on higher degrees - and thus represent a great loss. 
The latest information (^ig. Aug.) is that two crew members have 
been charged with theft and remanded on bail by Southampton, 
England magi s t r a t e s.
,26th Jjav. A serious fire in the outbuildings of Sulivan House 
was discovered nt 6.20 a.n. Due to the fortunate discovery of 
the fire at an hour when no-one would be expected to be about, 
and also due to the prompt action of the Fire Brigade, the fire 
was contained and was not allowed to spread to Sulivan House it
self. Police advised that they are treating the fire as caused 
deliberately - particularly due to the fact that the Chief 
Secretary, occupant of Sulivan House, had received a number of 
abusive letters concerning the recent budget (3d. Why the Chief 
Secretary - he is only one vote out of eight on the ’Legco’). 
Police could find no evidence to suggest that the fire started 
accidentally.

Temporary Medical Officer Dr. Mario Lazar Vellico 
arrived from Argentina on a 3i month contract to cover the ab
sence on leave of Dr. Ashmore.
28th.Mav. Mr F.C. Gutteridge left the Colony after retiring re
cently. .He- has been in charge of power supplies in Stanley 
since 1950. He was also an active Justice of the Peace, Chair
man of the Apprenticeship Board and occasionally acted as Customs 
Officer. Our best wishes to Ted and also to Dot and their son 
Tom who left earlier in the year.

31st May. Mrs Elizabeth Felton retired today from the post of 
a Sister at the K.E.M. Hospital. uny folk will be grateful 
for her valiant work when the hospital was very understaffed 
during the middle of her contract. 
lst-2nd June, 
bazaar, 
of £987.
Camp and Stanley.
ITt.b June. The Education Department reports that the current 
influenza epidemic made a big impact on Stanley Schools, 
teachers and over 70 children were •off school this weak.
15th June. L.A.D.E. (operators of the only means of passenger 
transit to and from the Colony) advised a 50% increase in pas
sage and freight rates. This was attributed to recent rises 
in fuel, operational costs and wages.
15th June. Our congratulations to the Head of the Public Works 
Department Mr T.W. Royans on his receiving an M.B.E. in Her 
Majesty the Queen's Birthday Honour’s List.
15th June. Mr Henry Luxton is to be appointed to be head of 
the Government’s Posts and Telecommunications Department with 
effect from July 1st. He transfers from being Collector of 
Customs and Harbour Master. Mr D.R. Morrison was confirmed as 
Deputy Chief Secretary with retrospective effect to 1st April. 
22nd June. B.A.S. scientist Peter Butterfield fell 30 feet 
over an ice cliff at the Argentine Islands base. He suffered 
a fracture of the lower femur of the right leg and pelvis in
jury. Diagnosis and treatment was given by the base commander 
using many hours direction by Dr. Derek Cox, Acting Senior 
Medical Officer. (Latest news late Aug: He is up and hobbling 
about and appears to be on the mend).
22nd June. The Badminton Club’s annual Fancy Dress Dance held 
today. Prize winners were: ___________________
1st KENTUCKY MINSTRELS - Julia Kerr, Rosemarie Allan 
Perkins, Phyllis Rozee, Shirley Rozee, Jane Kerr, 
Susan Coutts, Trudi Felton and Rita Watts. 
Mario Sassi, Sadie Clements, 
Pittock and Barbara Teague. 
Kathy & Basil Morrison, 
Sumer s, 
Robin Henrickson and Carol Watson.
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sane complaint.

Nov? taken over by

expects

- won by port

I

1

The Medical Department announced certain changes.
Examples being:

2nd
Jrd ANNE AND MARK (ROYAL

Colony’s permanent airfield. 
October, 
by the end of December 19759 
tember 1975 subject to satisfactory tenders being received, 
recent ’Legco* forum revealed a t---1--- .............
$nd residents will no doubt be watching these dates 
11th Jul?/. C 
at ion on ” Monsun en 
Islands. 
20th July. T' ~ 
will hit the Colon?/ finances very hard.

A Government news release advised that B.M.G. expects 
to call for tenders at the end of July for construction of the

The closing date is the end of
It is hoped that the successful contractor will be named 

"nd the airfield completed by Sep- 
. The 

very keen interest in this matter 
—--- carefully.

Canon Uelyer returned to Stanley after a Canp visit- 
•nsunen” after making a circumnavigation of the

Threes: 1st THE FR'.AKS - Vi Bonner and Polly Stewart.
HANDjYRIN COUPLE - Enid & Harry Card.
ENGAGEMENT) - Pat & Bonnie Watts.
22nd June. Mr Les Halliday, the Government announced, is ap
pointed Acting Collector of Customs, Harbour Master and Officer
in Charge, Agricultural Department. He transfers from the Post 
Office.
1st July.
Charges up 25%
Hone Visits - 32p for first visit; 22p for subsequent visits for 

Out-patient visits 22p and 19p respectively.
Ward Fees - residents 94p per day; non-residents £5 per day.
Maternity Fees - residents £12.50; non-residents £35.
Clinics. Friday afternoon clinics changed to:
1st & 3rd Fridays - Infant Welfare clinic.
2nd Friday - Post-natal clinic.
4th Friday - Family Planning clinic (advice free with medicines

The^Government issued the following news today which 
_ x G.S.R.O. (European SpaceResearch Organisation) will be officially concluding operations 
m Stanley on 31st December although we understand that ’’.mopping- 
up operations’’ will continue for some months afterwards This° 
includes R.S.R.S. Due to this withdrawal the Govemnent have

and devices at cost).
Ch/iritab 1 e Re 1 iof (Ed. What a grisly title.’).
the Medical Department. Applications to the hospital on Friday's 
at 2.00 p.m.

Responsibility is also undertaken for Public Health and Rodent 
Control. 
6th July.

given notice to terminate the agx-eement with Cable & Wireless 
Ltd. on the sane date. Cable & Wireless maintain the connuni
cations equipment used by L.S.R.O. The Government expects to 
be able to maintain the equipment, which is at present joint 
owned by Cable & Wireless and Government, from its own resources. 
(Ed. Gossip reaches us expressing sone doubtson this).
Plat July. Amidst the usual incredibly loud musical background 
the Children’s Annual Fancy Dress Party was held in the Town 
Hall this aftornonn. Sponsored by the Working Men’s Social 
Club assisted this year by Mr T. L-ayng and Mr T.Dobbyns it was 
a groat success. All the children had a good tea and the judges 
Vicky Winteringhan, Maria Rowe and Ray Smith had a hard job.’ 
Results wore - Group 1: 1st GEISHA GIRL, Karen Clapp; 2nd CLOWNS, 
Lisa & Leeann Watson; 3rd TURKISH BCY, Katrina Clarke; 4th BRIDE 
& GROOM, Alayne Betts & Gerard Ford; 5th FaTII.R CHRISTMAS, Arron 
Stewart; 6th ANDY CAPP & FLO, Stephen e Deborah Ford. Group 2; 
SCARECROW, Kevin Clapp; 2nd WITCH' Christine Peck; 3rd BEAUTY 
2xND THE BEAST, Anya Smith Zachary Stephenson; 4th DUTCH GIRL, 
Diane Cheek; 5th RABBIT, Neil Rowlands. GtoujaJ.: RICKSHAW, 
Susan, Margaret & Sheila Butler & Michele King; 2nd PUSS IN THE 
WELL, Jeannie Dobbyns & Sharon Hewitt; 3rd WRIGL.Y TaLl.S, Fiona 
Clements. Group 4: CAMEL & TOURISTS, Len McGill, Michael Jones, 
Tinny Withers, Corn McGill, Cherry Rose Robson; 2nd BAG 0F GRxiSS, 
Raymond Poole; 3rd B^iND OF GYPSIES, Shona &. Sharon Strange A 
Sheile Napier.
25th July. Monsignor J. Ireland attended the investiture at 
Buckingham Palace to receive his O.B.E.
27th-28tb July. Squash & Golf Clubs held their ’two-nighter’ 
dance with the theme ’Winter/Summer’.
27th-2uth Jul£. The .annual winter Show was again held in the 
Gymnasium. be append a list of Special xpyarus and Medallions 
won and if space permits next month we will publish the winners 
by section.
Lady fiaskard Silver Challenge Cup for the exhibitor with most 
points in Show - tie between Mrs molly Barnes and mr K.D. 
Clements with 22 points each.
The Committee Challenge Cup for Fleece uocl, plus a medallion 
for the exhibitor with most points in Section - won by Port 
Howard (42); Runner-up, Port dan Carlos (35)*
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Is not it usual to advise

ixS

I
i

master, 
cult 
Poole>

Io 
Peck,

3rd august.
Badge: 

McGill, 
kozee.

bon by Mrs B.L. Miller 
uon by Mr R.D. Clements 
non by Mrs Veronica Fowler 
bon by Miss Sonia Summers 
bon by Mrs Molly Barnes 
ti on by Lin Isay Coutts 
»on by Mrs Annie Strange 
ii on by Mrs u. Goss

a camp trip

15tn ^xugust.Medallions
Homespun Wool 
boo dworking 
xxrt
Knitting 
Crochet
Embroidery
Sewing
Toy Making

__ annual Meetings of the Falkland Islands Sheep 
.ssociation Ltd- commenced today.

The Tom bal?.ace memorial Cup, presented by the Stanley Dramatic 
Society, plus a medallion for the exhibitor with most points 
in tne ..oodworking section - won by Mr R.D. Clements (10); 
Runner-up, Michael iwcKay (yj* 
"Needlewoman” Catalogue with P4.sji_^ouc]ie£> presented by tne 
Committee of the ..inter Show, for the exhibitor with most 
points in Sections H, I, J and K — won by mrs Molly Barnes (z2); 
kunner-up, Mrs T. Kenny (15)*
year’s" subscription to the magazine Woodworker" to the child 

with most points in classes 2-5 of the woodworking Section, 
presented by hr R.D. Clements - won by Michael McKay (5) J 
±Lunner-up, Derek Clarke (3)«
Gift Voucher f orj£L presented by Mrs Joan Bound, plus a medal
lion, for the child with most points in the Show - won by 
Lindsay Coutts (15); Runner-up, Stephanie Coutts <12;, who re
ceives a gift voucher for 50 pence, also presented by hrs joan 
bound.
Sewing Book presented by Kirs C. Rowlands, to the winner in the 
Sewing Section Class 5 (10 to 15 years) - won by maria Kirk of 
Darwin School (bi

section B
Section E
Section G
Section H 
Section I 
Section J 
Section K 
Section L 

30th July. 
Owners association Ltd. commenced today. Many managers and 
owners are in town. -also ^mnual Meetings of the General Employ
ees Union attended by delegates from East and nest. 
1st ^ugust. Reverend Robin Forrester returned from 
to the settlements immediately north of Stanley.

The following boys passed tiieir Boys’ Brigade First 
T. McCallum, G. Johnson, P. .peck, T. bithers, L.

zx. middleton, P. Coutts, J. Coutts, R.K. Rozee and D.
Congratulations fellows. ue hope that you keep up to

date in this subject so that if the need ever arises you will 
be able to help. actually we receive a lot of Boys’ Brigade 
news (for in Stanley we have a very active Company) but most of 
it, we regret, is not of permanent interest. However, see 
below.
9th ^ugust. Some alarm was caused in Port Howard today by 
aircraft passing over quite early in the morning. Enquiries 
by the itoyal Marines revealed that it had also passed over 
Darwin. Later the Secretariat announced that Vice-Comodoro 
de la Colina of the L.ix.u.E. office advised that this was an 
^xTgentine axir Force plane on a mission from Buenos ixires to 
.Antarctica. This was in preparation for a planned visit to 
the .Antarctica by the acting President of the xxrgentine.
(Ed. t(’e are somewhat disconcerted by the information being re
ceived after the plane passed over, 
or request permission in advance?).
10th august. The following promotions are announced by the 
Boys’ Brigade. To Corporal: D. Clarke and L. McGill. 
Lance-Corporal: G. Johnson, T. withers, 1. McCallum, P.
S. Clifton and xx. Middleton. .«ell done fellows.

The final of the popular rarlio programme
”winter Quiz" v/as hell today with Brian Barnes as question- 

befitted a final the questions were very diffi- 
(in our editorial opinion^) and the Junior School (Bob 

rxnnie Strange and oriirley Hirtle) emerged as clear 
winners over b.^.S. Supplies (Ray Clements, gillie May and 
axdrian Newman).
2Jth august. His Excellency the acting Governor, mr T.H. 
Layng, returned to Stanley after a Camp visit to Lively, 
Bleaker, George, elephant Jason and nest point Islands, 
Chartres and Fox Bay. He travelled by m.v. Forrest to 
Chartres, rover to Fox Bay then air to Stanley.
rf * Canon P.J. Helyer of Christ Church Cathedral 

returned to Stanley after a Camp trip to Lively Island, Fitz- 
roy including Island Harbour and Bluff Cove.
2oth _xxUgust. The 09th birthday of mrs ndith Harvey believed 
to be the oldest inhabitant of the Falklands.
2oth ^ugust. The noy al Marines sponsored and organised a 
Charity Dance in aid of Honeylanis Childrens hospital, nxeter. 
<L47 was raised which will be used to provide Christmas goodies
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BUSINESS NhnS:

on

n
j

Vc understand 
(El. ue suppose

It is expect-

_________ «e are pleasei to see that the recent agreement 
concluiei by the Sheep Owners association and the General Em- 
ployees Union provides for the farm workers to share in the 
present prosperity in the wool producing industry. JX ie tailei 
assessment will be given when the agreement is finalise!. ax 
ielay has occurrei in ascertaining the average selling price of

____z ani one 
stump rootei (Champion Scarlet Horn) variety (4). 

Cabbage (4) - Pride of the Market.
Turnips (J/6th - also useful for their tops} - jiarly Snowball 

ani Golien Ball.

(as oppose! to potato garden) that you shouli give to those, 
varieties name! are Suttons.

Carrots - say one long rootei (New Red Intermediate;

VEG^TcxBLh GARDENING NOTES FOR SEPTEMBER (Cont. from page 3}: 
for the following ani not much else (if the shops sell out it’s not 
too late by airmail - ani worth the expense;. Tne fraction after 
the description refers to the proportion of your small see! garden 
(as opposed to potato garden) that you shouli give to those. The

Swedes (j/6th) - Purple Top.
Kale (2/6th; - Extra Curled Scotch.
Sow some seeds from 

time and some Radishes, 
tomatoes or maybe you’ll go ahead and try ; 
you do get the seeds sown : ' 
Readers letter’s on interesting vegetables 
perience are welcome.

Finally, lightly fork over

a Packet of Mixed Lettuce from time to 
They’ll go fine with those imported

J some of your own. If 
straignt away - you’re really a bit late.

—j grown and gardening ex
Strawberry and perennial beds.

wool Prices. The heartening increase in wool prices is continu
ing. Our information is that again all farms have sold their 
1973/74 wool in advance. In this second successive year of 
higher prices, and the uncertainty felt in its continuance, it 
is obvious that tne motto is ’’a bird in the hand is worth two in 
the bush". Prices have ranged from O4p to 134p per kilo. 
European Space xesearch Organisation. The closure of E.S.K.O. 
and R.S.K.S. will eventually result in at about d locally em
ployed persons losing their jobs. ixlthough tne official clo
sure is December 31st it is expected that there will be suffic
ient work to keep people employed until after the middle of the 
year. «e also understand tnat several employees from overseas 
will be settling in the Falklands and therefore looking for em
ployment locally. Local contractors and traders will also 
suffer due to the closure. It will be interesting to see what 
property comes on the market as a result of the closure.
^JLginate Industries Ltd, report continuing activity in their 
pilot plant in Ross xoad. They hope to have a pre-production 
plant operational by end 1974 on the camber site, doubling 
their number of employees to 10. The main plant using some 
400 tons of kelp ^seaweed; daily is planned to be operational 
by end 1979 and employ some 10U people. Initially these em
ployees would be mainly technically trained people from over
seas but it is assumed that local people would gradually be 
trained, if available. Of course this all Spends on .alginates 
board maintaining enthusiasm for the project and its likelihood 
of being profitable. ue estimate that alginates have spent at 
least <£30,000 on this research plant since end l>70. The time 
is fast approaching when they must commit themselves to spending 
millions of pounds and they’ve got to try ani get their sums 
right first. 
S.0.VG.E.U.

for the children. The pop group ’Dome’ and tne Stanley Youth 
Club gave their services and the »est Store donated raiile prizes. 
31st ^ugust. .Stanley Junior and Senior Schools were opened to 
parents and friends. The usual displays of work were admired. 
Teachers were on hand to discuss childrens progress (or otherwise!; 
and explain things like ’’Colour Factor” to confused parents.
31st ^ugust. Darwin Shipping Ltd. announced that the Danish ves
sel 'Lxnnette Danielsen” has been chartered to make four round voy
ages between the United Kingdom and the Falklands and is expected 
to cal 1 at mar del PJata on the southbound voyage. It is antic
ipated that the first voyage will commence from Gravesend about 
the 17th September arriving Stanley about the Idth October.

It was also announced that a skeleton crew will arrive by air 
the 10th September to take away R.M.S. Darwin, 

that some local people will be joining the crew, 
that Darwin Shipping Ltd. will have to be renamed?;
ed that "Darwin” will sail to xm?gentina (•/Com^odoro Rivadavia) to 
refuel and thence to Greece.
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Feb. 14th.

!I I

Chairman 
£. ^Tony)

"Libertad” may couc again. 
"France” did last year.

traders* incomes from the B.^.b. ships R.K.b. John Biscoe and 
K.K.o. Bransfield also from the xoyal Navy’s’ H.m.b. Endurance.

The upland Goose, Stanley’s 23 bed hotel, tells of sone 
provisional bookings for the summer. hast years experience 
showed that most bookings were ma'ie pretty late anri sone visit
ors just turned up. The Tourist Office reports of a very poor 
response from both Stanley ani Camp for people who are prepare! 
to take in visitors as paying guests. ».e hear from the New 
Island preservation Co. Ltd. that firn bookings are coning in 
from J.8.2*.. an! enquiries from Europe and .Argentina from 
tourists, conservationists etc., who want to “live among the 
penguins” an! other wildlife.
£50,000 Bonanza. Most, if not all, farms have sent in appli
cations for grants, under H.wi.G.’s Commonwealth Development 
Fund, for sub-division fencing. This puts sone flesh on the 
skeletons in the cupboard, i.e. the periodical reports by 
visiting agricultural ’experts’J The philosophy is that bet
ter sub-division fencing allows butter stock control, which 
permits increased, numbers of sheep to be carried., which means 
aiore wool, which means higner profits for farms resulting in 
increased, taxation revenue. To anyone reading these notes 
in a few years time it will be interesting to see if any re
sults are published to show that the desired, effects were, in 
fact, produced. 
U'nempl oyme nt.

~ . ^xt the recent ^innual General
Meeting the Co-op deci'led. to raise its interest on share capi
tal to 5,o (from 3i/o)* This follows the recent increase in

wool for the Colony but this is expectel at any time, 
arly interesting is the approximately 35/o increase in contract 
X-i.e. piece work) rates for shearing, pressing, peat cutting, 
fencing etc. 2*. b day week will apply from 15th may to 31st 
2*.ugust. The Saturday morning off will not have to be made up 
by worising additional hours during the week. In addition a 
holiday entitlement to Buenos 2*ires every 5 years will be 
granted to locally employed persons.
managers .xSsociation. News reaches us of the formation of a
Managers 2*.ssociation at the ’farmer’s week’ in July.
is iwr L.G. (Tim) Blake of hill Cove and secretary mr
Blake of North ^rm (not related;. Its first aiia will probably 
be to seek to negotiate a scale of minimum salaries for farm 
managers. »»e send our best wishes to this new organisation. 
It is our experience that strong but responsible unions or 
workers associations are of benefit to exaployers and employees 
alike.
Sheepowner s_ Trading Company.

Official publications usually state no unemploy
ment in the Colony. Our feeling is that this is not so and 
the editor would be please1 to have the names of any persons 
who cannot find suitable employment. These will not be divulged 
without permission. It would also be interesting to hear of 
any continuously unfilled vacancies from prospective employers. 
Montan »ax. Mr C.J. Barrow, by profession a palaeontologist, 
visited "the Falklands at the end of 2xpril. The purpose was 
to advise the Government on tne possibility of exploiting peat 
resources in obtaining montan »»ax. To this end he travelled 
throughout tx±e uiast Falkland seeking to collect representative 
samples of' peat.
Stanley Co-operative society.

Sheen owners grading Company. Many readers will not be aware 
that plans are afoot to sell the interests of the F.l.C. other 
than sheep-farming, for around £600,000 to a locally based comp
any provisionally named the Sheepowners Trading Company.
Frankly we hope that this title -will be dropped immediately and 
a more representative orc adopted. «ie heard ’helper Trading Co. ’ 
suggested recently. 2*ny other ideas? The plan is still in 
process of documentation and assessment by the F.l.C.. its ad
visers and S.U.2X. representatives in London. ultimacely an 
offer-for-sale of shares in S.T.C. will be made and it is hoped 
that local farms, traders and private persons will subscribe, 
ae understand that the F.l.C. intend to retain a 46/0 share in 
the new company. The net effect, of course, will be a partial 
realisation of F.l.C. assets in the Colony.
Tourism. To date it is expected that tne following tourist 
snips will visit Stanley this season:
“Cabo San Roque” (about 600 passengers) Jan. 16th, 
"Cabo San Vicente” (about 600) Jan. 24th.
"Fnrico C” (about 1,000) Jan. 17th, Jan. 31st.
"Lindblad Explorer" (luxury about 100) 10th Feb, 1st March, also 
to Carcass, .<est Point,and New Islands. It is likely that the

2J.S0 other snips may turn up as the 
ne must not forget the stimulus to
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Pressure Gauges
Tourniquets

Car Tyres 

iviotor Cycle Covers

£2.07
£1.61

Champion Foot Pumps
Major loot pumps
Heater Bxose

£3*47

£5.93
£10.23

..oTQiffi

£8.4> each

£13.b7 ”
£3.60 «

£10.92
12p per ft.

Ibp and 40p each 
42p .

£5.05 -

£1.13 each
£1.61

The Falkland Islands TIMES is an independent publication 
in editorial matters. However, it is not yet independent in 
the practical matters of paper supply and duplicating and 
printing facilities. ue wish to offer our grateful thanks to 
the Falkland Islands Government for various kinds of help with
out which we would have had to wait some months before we could 
commence publication.

5.20 - 10

520/5^0/600 - 12 

625 - 760 - 10 
520 - 600 - 13 

750 - 20 
52 - 10

400 - 16 

Radiator Hose l^’ to 2” from 27p per ft tn 31p -per ft. 

Hydraulic Jacks -• 
tl M

Dunlop motor Tubes
it n >1

Introducing the new proprietor and editor of the *E.I. Times’ 
(incorporating the F.I. monthly Review. _

Name: Kobin William Forrester, brought up in the country 
in Chigwell in Essex. 1952-60 School: Thomas Hood Technical 
Commercial School, London, left after G.C.h.’s and joined Bank 
of Montreal, London. mainly dealing with British and North 
American securities (stocks and shares;. 1962 Joined Plessey
Co. Ltd. Ilford, Essex, as trainee accountant. 1963 appointed 
Unit accountant, Ilford Electronics nesearch Laboratory. 
1964/67 1 Nations Christian College, ware, Herts., for bible
and Missionary Course, graduated with College Diploma and London 
University, Diploma in Theology. 1967/60 assistant pastor, 
Stroud Green Baptist Church, London. 1960/71 Pastor, Church 
End Baptist Church, Finchley, London also I969/7O accounting 
Operations manager, Ilford Machining Division of Plessey Co. 
Ltd. 1971 onwards Pastor of United Free Church of the Falkland 
Islands (The Tabernacle;. Has visited most of the settlements 
in the islands.

service
> STORE

the Savings Bank rate to 3^7° (tax free). Sales for the past
three years have been pretty much the same but the Manager re
ported a significant increase in sales daring the first four 
months of the current trading year. Negotiations have been 
entered into with the taxation authorities to reduce the 
societies tax liability. sum of several thousand pounds is 
involved.
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victory became evident, as they elected to recruit i

M. Scholes
J. Middleton (3?
W. wiorey
0. 2ilmonacii

2.000 
2.000 
1.944
1.941

Here are the top 20 players:- 
«. uhitney 
G. Hamilton 
ivi. Smith 
a. J. Henricksen

oiler player Frei Betts, to replace Ross. It was a little 
unfortunate that they ieciiei to a iopt this policy, but be
cause they were obviously on the ’threshold of success’ we can 
understand their action, and congratulate the Snippets on 
their achievements. I can also aid that they won the team 
Knockout Cup, by defeating the G-lobe Trotters in the final. 
The Snippets comprised, Terry Betts ^Capt^, Les Biggs, Ian 
iviCphee, Alistair biggs, Kobin Luxton, Fred Betts and Gerard 
McKay.

In the Police Medals event, which is open to all teams 
except, the Kendall and KnocKOut Cup winners the nose "a” de
feated the unlucky Globe Trotters by 4 games to 3. This was 
tae 3rd tournament in which the Trotters had finished runners- 
up. The winning nose team was Tony Pettersson ^Captj, william 
bhitney, Doug Hansen, Terry PecK, Ken Halliday, nobin Henrick- 
sen and Bernard Shorey.

In the Individual Handicap Knocnout organised by the 
Darts Club, ..illiam uhitney beat mike smith, aiding to his al
ready full list of victories of the last few years in various 
tournaments. Whitney is obviously still a force to be 
reckoned with in local dart events.

Listed below is the final individual averages of players. 
It will be noticed that this list differs considerably with - 
the ’official’ list as issued by the Darts Club. However, 
their method of working averages i.e. dividing the player’s 
total points won, oy the number of games his team played, does 
not require a mathematician to deem this way incorrect. The 
Darts Club Secretary ivirs ousan «hitney informs me that this 
method of working the averages has been employed for many 
years, in which case, I hope that the Darts Club will review 
their system before next season.

I have produced my list on the rule that to qualify a 
player must have participated in ten matches. Also of course 
I have divided the player’s final total points won, by the 
number of games he has played.

2.2o5
2.211 
2.176 
2.166

SPORTS REPORT by Sports Editor Patrick batts.
During the winter months in Stanley, one of the main sport

ing activities has again been darts. The Stanley Darts Club 
organise the premier team event of the season tne ’Kendall Cup’, 
plus the individual Knockout Championship the ’Governor’s Cup*.

The f ormer is contested for by teams of seven who play each 
other on a ’home and away’ basis. The local public houses, 
along with the Royal marine Barracks usually providing the 
venues. The Governor’s Cup which is open to anyone, usually 
attracts a large entry, and is contested during two evenings 
play in a public hall. This years tournament was held in the 
Town Hall, and before a large and enthusiastic crowd, Les Biggs 
easily defeated william hhitney by 2 games to 0. In tne match 
for 3^d place between the losing semi-finalists Pat Khitney 
(brotner of williamJ beat Robin Henricksen by 2-1.

a feature of this years competition was the lowering of the 
minimum age of participation to 15 years. This innovation en
abled Bliss Julie Clarke aged 15 to win rhe ladies prize. This 
is organised in conjunction with the main event, and is awarded 
to the lady who progresses rhe farthest in the Governor’s Cup.

Reviewing the team event the Kendall Cup. Much to writers 
amazement, and seemingly most other dart fans, tne newly formed 
Snippets team emerged as winners, by 2 points jfrom the Globe 
Trotters. The Snippets team contained seven young dart players 
who, with their constant encouragement to each other, gained 
many unexpected victories over the fancied teams, the itose ,s«a” 
Victory "a", etc.

After the qualifying competition to-determine the teams to 
contest the Kendall Cup, the Snippets only 4ust qualified in 
their section, winning the 3rd position, benind the Victory “a” 
lo points, and Upland Goslings 12 points. This makes their 
final success still further unexpected. From the other section 
the Rose ”a“ 16 points, Globe Trotters 12 points and Blue Pig 
“B" emerged to make up the final six Kendall Cup team contest
ants.

With possible final victory not far away, Snippets lost 
the seivices of one of their young players Kandy boss. At this 
stage their anticipation o f a previously unthought Kendall Gup

------- -J an experienced
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Stewart
First dart starts

Three dart finish
Bull Centre

F.
M.
E.

T. 
it. 
P. 
G. 
n • 
F.

C. Clifton
T. Betts 
a.J. Henricksen 
Adrian Biggs
H. Ford 
p. Johnson 
Peter Short

4
3
3
3

12
11
10
10
9 
d

Adrian biggs 
reter Short 
Ken Summers 
T. McPhee 
H. Ford 
J. Ford 

season.

C. Clifton
D. Hansen

• Morey
J. Middleton (3)
J. Ford

13
13-
11
11
10

2.150 
2.05o 
2.055 
2.000 
2.000
2.000

11
10
10 
lu
10
10

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

a.J. Henricksen 
T. Pettersson 
... nhitney
P. Lee
H. Ford

o 
o
5
5
5
5
5

T. Betts
C. Clifton 
L.J. ’..atson 
peter Short 
J. Middleton

Petto-rsson 
v.hitney 
Lee 
Hamilton 
worey 
iihitney

L. Biggs 
Ford 
Smith 
Morrison

lo
14
13
12
12

Badminton
The Stanley Badminton Club organised two mixed doubles to 

tournaments, during their winter season. In the first of these 
Miss Judith Smith and Maxine G. Hamilton won over Miss Trudi 
Felton and Marine G. nilson in 2 straight games, 15-12, 15-10.

In the second of the mixed double events, kene kowlands 
and Marine Phil Shuttleworth beat miss Pita watts and marine G. 
Hamilton in 2 straight matches.

The Chairman ALan Smith said he was pleased with the en- • 
tries, and interest shown, in the two tournaments. Undoubt
edly this will give the Stanley Badminton Club an incentive to 
organise future championships. .

Sheep Bog Trials
jxt the oO acre paddock on July 20th, handler C.B. (Ben)

C. Clifton
F. hhitney
T. Pettersson
<t. whitney
P. Johnson
0. ALmonacid

P. Lee
K. Halliday
L. Biggs
G. Clifton
F. Ford
T. pettersson

Best individual performanes during tne 
the <---- ----

1.92H 
l.OOL 
l.o75 
1.750 
1.722 
1.700 

, niuvx-max ____These totals are
actual number obtained by each player, and a re not averaged.

Score sof 100 
21 
17 
17 
15 
14

Scores of 101 and over 
Ml J  • - ■ B~-L  . W M-'. II KM^.1

T. Betts 
L. Biggs 
C• Blackley 
ci. Etheridge 
F. Ford 
K. nalliday 
H.

In another major darts event, organised by the F.I.C. Ltd, 
uest Store, and sponsored by Johnny walker whisky distillers, 
the very attractive first prize of £40 went to Pat Lee. In 
the final, Lee came from behind with a brilliant finish to beat 
Peter Goss, who took the second prize of £20. £5 for third
prize was won by Ken Halliday who defeated Graham Edwards from 
the Moody Brook Camp. Edwards received £2, plus a bottle of 
Johnny walker whisky, as did all other winners. The ladies 
prize of ~10 was won oy Vivian Perkins. Miss Perkins beat 
Mrs Jenny Smith of Port uouis. Mrs Margie Pemberton won the 
third prize of £2, with her sister Mrs Pose ».eaver winning £1, 
for the fourth. The «est Store manager and staff are to be 
congratulated on their efficient organisation during the two 
evenings play. ..u must also thank Johnny t.alker for the ex
cellent cash prizes, amounting to £65.

In the ’Bells* whisky tournament, which Mr Les Peck of the 
Philomel Store sponsored, Boug Hansen took the 1st prize with 
a victory over Robin Henricksen, in the final.

Some Camp settlements have had their darts championships. 
At Fox Bay host John Lee beat Have Pateman by 2-0 to win £5. 
Tom Street won the Port Stephens tournament, which was run on 
a points basis. He amassed 44 points, ALan Clifton being the 
runner-up with 42 points. Milired Dickson won the ladies
title with 24 points.
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Tr_h uEaTHEk:

Mar.

proves
Can you spot a trend?

I

the 2nd highest for any month - exceeded in October 1935.
Perhaps it

er and arrange a course 
Championships.

June
13.6
17

12.9
6

G-et your opinions into print, 
invited, 
point.

Yours faithfully, 
ta.ix. Hirtle (fiirs)
Letters from, readers are

They should, if possible, be brief ani to the
Now where1 s that pen?...... ..

May

14.0
□

14.7
1

2o9
2.2
8.9

-5.5
>57.8

2o6
4.0

10.5
-2.7
36.6

1.6
24

1.9 
26

231
5.6

14.2
-1.3
95.9

2.2
19

302
1.8
8.1

-5.7
,31*2

6.2
4

14.O
N.a.

N.a.
9.2

lb. 8
0.0

35.o

It is nope! that the bheep Owners associ
ation who organise the trials and the log owners can come togeth- 

acceptable to both, in time for tne 1974

Having, in this manner, increase! revenue, we could dispense 
with water meters (and the high cost of installing them) and 
thus eliminate a possible danger of uncleanliness and an increase 
in our cost of living.

what’s all this pressure going up high in July? 
was due to Budget decisions being implemented).

LETTERS:
Note: The editor accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of 
matter in letters, reserves the right to abbreviate and reminds 
readers that views expressed in letters do not necessarily ex- 

..press the views of the Editor.

ii.ve. oind Speed Knots 
Hrs. G-ale Force
Hrs. nind 10 Knots or

Less 
xi.ve. Temp. (Cent.; 
Highest Temp. 
Lowest Temp.
.Rainfall mm.
xiVe. Daily Sunshine

Hours 
Ground Frost - Times

Ford of North .^rm with his dog ’»<est’ won the Championship Sneep 
Dog Trials. ’Jeff1 run by Kobin Jaffray of Port San Carlos 
gained second place. Raymond Evans of Pebble with ’Nibs’ cook 
third place. Generally, the feeling was that the standard of 
the dogs on view, was lower than usual. However, the dog hand
lers again stated their dislike of the Stanley course, which 
they insist has a lot to do with the below par performances 
their dogs produce. Dear Sir,

I enclose an English politician’s view on water meters with 
some views of my own.

The following extract from a 1973 Daily mirror suggests a 
danger to cleanliness and health where water meters are installed.

’The Government was accused last night of introducing a 
“tax on cleanliness and health” by putting domestic water 
supplies on the meter.

The Commons approved a clause in the uater Bill giving the 
ten regional water authorities, which are to be set up in England 
and uales, the power to instal meters for household supplies.

Labour spokesman, Gordon Oakes, fii.P. for uidnes, Lancs., 
said water should be treated in the same way as air - something- 
the public had a right to use according to need.

He added; “This is really a tax on cleanliness, a tax on 
public health"•’

X thinx that a more simple, and cheaper means of raising 
revenue would be to levy an export tax of, say, ^p per lb. on all 
wool shipped out. ixS the Colony exports something in excess 
of 4,000,000 lbs each year, this would produce more than £20,000. 
axs an alternative, a land tax could be imposed on, say, two- 
thiate of all holdings, allowing for one-third as being unsuitable 
for grazing stock. fee of Ip per acre would bring in a simi
lar suid to the wool tax suggested above.

Having, in this manner, increased revenue,

3.7 
14

a11 readings at Stanley Meteorological Station.
«e hope tuis summary of weather from March to July 

interesting in tabular form. Can you spot a trend? Interesting 
points are;

This march was the sunniest on record.
This xxpril was tne wettest since 1941.
This may was the dryest since 1959.
This July was generally the calmest for 20 years - includ

ing 40 consecutive hours of calm. iJ.so July found the pressure 
reaching 1043-3 millibars - the highest on record for July and 

(Ed.
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POST. J, SUBSCRIPTION JUTES: Sth ..pril

overseas.
19th ^pril dau.For 1 year
26th April dau.Surface mail overseas
29th xiprilairmail overseas son

Local and Argentina 3rd May son
6th May dau.
8th June dau.following couples whose engagements
10th June dau.
1st July dau.
9th Aug • son
12th jxug* son

13 th AUg. dau.

9th April

9th j.pril
Births
28th March 19th Aprildau
30th march 26th Juneson
2nd April son

Kir & Mrs Reynold Reid 
(Pamela McLeod)

Mr <x Mrs Daniel Limburn 
(Monica Bonner)

Overseas

twin 
daus.

oz)

Lhy not s end the Falkland Islands TIi-aES to friends and family 
Solve that gift problem.

o4p
£2.40

7bp (or 72p if more than one 
to the same address)

.ENGAGEMENTS:
Our congratulations to the 

to marry have been announced:
22nd June - Miss Sylvia Newman and Mr Tony Summers
10th July - Miss Jane Goss and ivir Melvyn Summers

.txt K.E.M. Hospital
Mr & Mrs Raymond Goodwin
(Marina Jaff ray)

Mr & ‘Mrs Jen Harvey
(Valerie Betts)

Air 6c Mrs Ron Betts
(Pamela Berntsen)

Pamela Ruth 
(5 lb 7 oz) 
Elizabeth Jayne 
(3 lb 12 oz) 
Jane 
(7 lb) 
Gherilyn Julie 
(b lb 10 oz) 
Christopher John 
(8 lb 3 oz) 
Christopher James 
(8 lb 9 oz) 
Julie /xnn 
(7 lb 9 oz) 
Lisa 
(7 lb 9 oz) 
Jill Edith 
(8 lb 6| oz) 
Shula Louise 
(7 lb 9 oz) 
Mark 
(6 lb 13 oz) 
Michael 
Christopher 
( 7 lb 8J oz) 
Tanya 
(6 lb 10 oz)

Angela Lynet.te 
(8 lb) 
Lillian 
(6 lb 6 
Gregory 
(9 lb 10|- oz)

In England, to Mr & Mrs Ivan Short, a daughter.
(Ivan is the son of Mr & Mrs Archie Short of Stanley).

In Nev/ Zealand, to wir & Mrs Ross Mulholland, a daugh
ter, Tanya (7 lb 1 oz). (Mrs Mulholland was 
formerly Rosemarie Rowlands).
In Australia, to Mr de Mrs Philip Norris, a son, Jason 
(6 lb 11 oz). (Mrs Norris was formerly Valerie Kirk

in Switzerland, to Mr & Mrs Claude Weber, a daughter.
Evelyn and Claude were here when he installed a com
puter for E.S.R.O.

Mr 1 Mrs Robin McGill
(Lorraine Halliday)

Mr & fairs Peter King
(^xrlette Henricksen)

Mr & Mrs Robert McNally
(Gay Johnson)

Mr & Mrs Freddie Ford
(Colleen Summers)

Mr & Mrs Terence Phillips
(Carol Clifton)

Mr & Mrs William Pole-Evans
(Shirley ALazia)

Mr & Mrs Ronald Reeves
(Cheryl Harvey)

Air de Mrs Robin Smith 
(Heather Murphy)

K-ir & Mrs Robin Henricksen
(Jill Ford)

Mr & Mrs Arthur (Mike) Peake 
(Fay Berntsen)

BIRTHo, MaRRIaGES aND DEzxTHS:
n».e rejoice with those who rejoice and mourn with those who 

mourn”•

DUE TO PRESSURE ON SP.xCE the following have been held over: 
Shipping News, ’Personal and Pen-pals’, and Camp Chronicle. 
’Reports from the Courts’ will only be made of procee^i ngs tp.sul t— 
ing from actions made after the publication date of this paper 
(see page 3).
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In the FalklandsMarriages
19th May
19th May
26th May

9th June

30th June
4th July

18th August

14th April
30th June

Deaths In the Falklands

Aged 63 years
Age! 67 years

Mil July

Office of Registrar 
General, Stanley
North uxrm

23 ri April 
28th May

Leslie Edward BIGGS
Viola Mary Maggie CLaMENTS 
Lars Maurentius BERNTSEN 
Bertram Leonard GLEzJ)ELL 
uLLbert Ferdinand. LELLwLxN 
Stanley Donald George McuJSKILL

Overseas

Office of Registrar 
General, Stanley
Goose Green

The Tabernacle,
Stanley
The Tabernacle,
Stanley
Office of Registrar
General, Stanley

Aged 68 years 
Aged 66 years 
urged 5b years 
jxged 63 years 
urged 92 years 
^rged 43 years

18th May 
loth June 
22nd June 
11th July 
13th July 
15th July

At Elgin, Scotland, Johnny MILNE
In Northern Ireland, Mrs Mary ,mn

BEuxTTIE
In a car crash in the United Kindom, 
George LUSH ex Base Leader, Halley 
Bay (1959)*

George kinston Charles BETTS
& Geraldine Fay JOHNSON

John McLEOD 6c Carol uJLberta
MINTO

Terence John CLaRKE & Fiona
Alison BONNER
Gerald William DICKSON &
Doreen aLuZIa

Ronald Edward DICKSON &
Iris FORD

John nlLSON & Margaret Jean 
\1HITM1JN
Terence Severine BETTS &
Melody Christine LEE

Overseas
Elaine Peake and Ian mayo (of Ruislip, Middlesex) at 
Portsmouth, England#

Helena Bain (Houlder Bros. Representative) to Carlos 
uLLstadt at Commo dor 0 Riva da via. Helena assists
travellers on arrival and departure at Commodoro 
Rivadavia.
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of at least four lays, and maybe as long as seven lays, on R.to.S. 
Darwin.

j*l though there were disadvantages of being so cut off there 
v/ere also aivantages, not the least of which was the fact that 
strangers couldn’t creep in unawares. Nowadays with a ’plane ser-

The Quality of Life
Less than two years ago to be a resident of the Falklands was 

rather like being a member of a rather special club, 
easy to join for there was an initiation ceremony - a sea journey
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are to us.

I

or

cold

would a wise waiting a bit yet -

Due to pressure on space 
like this month.

to rumour, 
in mail.

bather leave space 
4 weeks time. i 
a good start.

Eor the newcomer we suggest that 
Even a plastic topped one can be

SURFACE lvu.IL AT COivuviODORO RIV^Dx^Lx - (continue! from page 15).
Vice-Commoloro de la Colina of L.-u.D.E. advises that, contrary 

no special flight is contemplate! at present, to bring

than hitherto (see Review columns). _ „ . --
log of mai1 was not cleare! by the direct seamail route. Unless 
some special arrangements are male we are not likely to see the 
260 bags in Commo!ora Rivaiavia for a long while. However we 
must not grouse, it was meant kinily an! once teething troubles 
are over will restore a much misse! service.
Bingo. September has seen the intro!uction of Bingo sessions in 
the Town Hall. Bingo (or Housey Housey or Lotto) has become the 
curse of many, many homes in the Unite! Kingdom. It has become 
for many a kin! of irug an! housewives particularly have become 
a!!icte! to it often using up the family housekeeping money in the 
process. L'ith the amount of the stakes kept small an! the amount 
of fun kept large this will perhaps proviie an innocuous enough 
evening out. What is depressing is that in an ’educated society’ 
people should be reduced to covering numbers with little markers to 
keep themselves occupie! an! amuse!.

YOUR VEGETABLE GxdtDEN:
with the increasing warmth it looks as if it will be safe to 

start getting those small seels in, namely lettuce, radish, cress, 
spring onions, early turnip, kale, broccoli, carrot, parsnip, 
spinach, parsley, etc. Peas an! beans shoul! be in but it is not 
too late. «»e suggest that not all seels of each variety are put 
in at the sa^e time in case the weather turns really col! again.

_ 3 in the rows an! the rest can be put in in 3 or 
boaking parsnip seels before sowing will give them

we cannot inclule all we would 
But this is a goo! sign not a ba! one. we are 

particularly grateful for letters an! comments receive! after the 
first issue of the new style TIMES/Review an! the encouragement they 

More new ileas are always welcome from our realers.

vice each week strangers aboun! an! the pace of life is speeding 
up. With the stealy increase in contact with the outsiie worl! 
we must become choosey about what we accept from it. There are 
many features of the outsiie worl! that we can well io without. 
Some - such as irug abuse an! the circulation of sex orientate! 
literature alreaiy have a small footholi. Some - such as domin
ation by advertising propaganda, commercial over-exploitation of 
amenities, the lack of care for the iniivilual in a non-Christian 
society have yet to bedevil us.

The danger is that instead of choosing what is best in the 
outsiie world to add to our quality of life we will allow what is 
worst to creep in and completely ruin the special way of life 
which is ours.
Advertisements. We are pleased to receive the support of addition
al advertisers this month. We hope that you will read the advert
isements carefully. Advertisements help everyone - they add 
greater financial security to the newspaper; they should increase 
sales for the advertisers and they should inform the public. If 
your attention has been drawn to an item through this paper then 
please tell the advertiser. This will help us all.
Surface Mail. We are pleased that the G.P.O. in London has ar
ranged to get surface mail to the Colony from the U.K. much quicker

It is a pity that the back-
Unless

If you haven’t already sown cabbage and cauliflower in boxes 
pots then get this done straight away. This will also give 

lettuces a good start. Give them plenty of light as soon as 
they break through the soil or they will get weak and spindly. 
If they are already c oming on veil then they should be hardened 
off in the cold frame. For the newcomer we suggest that a cold 
frame is a good investment, 
useful.Some people arc anxious to get their maincrop potatoes in by 
the middle/end of October but we would a wise waiting a bit yet - 
particularly if the sproutings are longish.

Clean up around the rhubarb and thoroughly manure. Plant 
new strawberries from runners and plant new raspberry canes.

One more word to the newcomers. If there »are chickens near
by then make sure your vegetable garden is chicken proof. A few 
hens in a couple of hours can ruin weeks of work and maybe put 
you back a whole season. You may also need to use netting over
head to protect from birds.
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ESTaTl LOUIS ii IluLI^iliS

’GLOBE STOKE’

The Globe Store now has the following Record Tools in stock:-
Vice

u u u u
u n w u
u u n u

w
U

III

II

II

II

0

II

Personal service
at the

Globe Store*

jaws
n

£ 3.87
£ 1.32

£ 3.21
£ 3.3d
£ 6.06

Engineers
n

£17.33 each
£19.80
£20.79
£ 9.02 
£ 6.09

Quick action. £ 6.02
£ 5.31
£ 3.21
£ 1.08 per pair
£ 2.48 each
£ 8.22

RdVJEh - a look at s oine of the events of our TIMES
Colony’s airmail failed, to arrive - due to public 

(»ie should.

«e wish this great 
no ioubt it will be an active

5^” 
3i‘ 
5ia 
4” 

No. 3 4n
Bench Vice 7” jaws. 
Pipe Vice 
Chain Vice 
Floor Cramps 
Sash Cramps 
Combination Planes 
debate Planes 
Kouter Planes 
Circular Planes 
Jack Planes 
Cabinet Scrapers

September 3rd-.
holiday in Buenos xkires last Friday for elections, 
add that this is a rare failure of a good, service J.

September 3rd.. Keverent Kobin Forrester arrived, back from a Camp 
Visit to G-oose Green, Darwin and. Burnside.

September dth. Motor Cycle Trials held, at (the other) Goose Green 
near Kound Pond, outside Stanley. They were organise! by Chief 
Police Officer Terry Peck and. Sergeant-Major Mick Trowbridge of 
the Koyal Marines. the events take place off the public 
roads they were open to those not yet old. enough for a driving 
licence.

September 10th. Sir Vivian Fuchs retired, today as Director of the 
British .antarctic Survey. Stanley Officer-in-Charge E.C. (Ted.) 
Clapp issued, the following note, ’’Sir Vivian joined, the Survey 
26 years ago as a Geologist for service in .Antarctica. During 
his period. South he male some epic sleige journeys, two of which 
are still the longest on recori. During one of these journeys 
the concept of the Trans 4 Jitarc tic Expedition was born and as 
everyone knows, successfully carried out during tne International 
Geophysical Years 1957-58. Sir Vivian has always been an active 
Director and this is shown by the numerous transits through 
Stanley en route to .Antarctica. ^part from his very deep and 
sound ^mtarctic experience, his close and personal contact with 
many leading personalities and authorities in the world has 
greatly furthered the aims of the British ^intarctic Survey and 
thus brought much international credit to Britains activities on 
the white continent. Naturally all members of the Survey are 
sad to see Sir Vivian go but retirement is something that comes 
to us all* Our new Director is Dr. Hichard Laws who was the 
Head of our Life Science Division. Dr. Laws is a scientist of 
international repute and has also served his time in the ^Antarctic. 
The Survey is thus assured of new ideas and directions to improve 
the common cause, research in the imtarctic.” 
man of our times a happy retirement, 
one.

September 11th. The United Free Church (Tabernacle) held a Children’s 
Day for Sunday School children (it being day school holidays) from 
9.00 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. Games and activities, Bible Stories.etc. 
kept them busy.
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the Stanley/Monte  video__ ______
Christos K* and sailed for G-reece

September 25rd. Mrs Vi Robson completed $0 years as Cathedral 
Organist and a special service attended, by many friends narked, the 
occasion. During a reception afterwards a presentation was made 
to Mrs Robson to emphasise her Church’s appreciation of her ser
vices over these many years.

September 25 th. The m.v. ^mnette Daniel sen s ailed from Gravesend, 
England for the Falkland Islands at 15.50 hours. She is expected 
to arrive in Mar del Plata about the 10th October and arrive here 
about the 25th.

September 27 th. One of the Colony’s most familiar voices ceased 
public service today when Miss adith McMullen commenced her leave 
prior to retirement in England. Edith started work in the Posts 
and Telecommunications Department on the 19th September 1957 as a 
telephone operator and transferred to the Radio Telephone Station 
on 21st ^ugust 19b3. In recognition of her services to Camp 
Communications is di th was awarded the B.E.M. in the New Year’s 
Honours List, 
we wish Edith 

September 2oth.

Canon P.J. Helyer (Christ Church Cathedral) 
a Camp Trip. jT • • • -

Green Patch, Long Island and Estancia, walking the

The end of Radio Edith is the end of an era and 
a long and happy retirement.
n statement was issued by the Government stating 

that it was proposed that the Colony should give a wedding present 
to Princess mme and Captain Mark Phillips. In view of the 
couple’s interest and proficiency in horseriding, and the superb 
quality of locally made horse gear, the proposal has been made 
that, the gift be a piece or pieces of Falkland Islands horse gear 
with the makers name attached. The Government called for the 
submission of suitable items to the Secretariat.

September 28th. A ’Dance with a Difference’ was held very success
fully in the Town Hall attended by 250-500 people. Organised by 
Messrs Robert Rowlands and Harry Ford it featured many old time 
type dances such as the Valeta, Boston Two-Step, etc. Ye olde 
type 78 records were dug out to provide music together with ’live’ 
Rowlands Ragtime Band featuring Owen McPhee (accordion), Jim 
Lellman and Jim Peck (violins), Jim Ford (drums) and Harry Ford 
(devils fiddle).

September 28th. The Boys* Brigade reported that jLLlan Middleton 
and Derek Clarke passed their examinations for the Communications 
Badge with almost maximum marks. well done.

September 15th. The m.v. Forrest with a party of school girls, 
Mandy Bonner, Charlene Short, Cheryl Johnson, Trudi Jones, 
Teresa McGill and rniona Bonner accompanied by Mr and Mrs John 
Farrow, visited one of our most historic settlements, Port 
Louis. Bad weather curtailed the length of the visit but 2 
hours were spent ashore.

September 15th. On the radio programme ’Questions’ it was announced 
that a new route has been introduced for surface mail from U.K. 
The G.P.O. in London 'will despatch by sea to Buenos xxires it 
will then be flown in by the weekly Fokker Friendship F27 
space permits, 
arrive in B.a.

September 14th.

as 
260 bags were despatched on 50th august to 

about the 15th September (see page 2) • 
The Boys’ Brigade Bazaar total reached &460.48.

News was also given of two B.B. trips to ’Clamshell Point’ to 
continue the building of the main hut.

September 14th. Mrs Mac. left west Falkland (see article page 8). 
September 15th/16th. Kaleidoscope Concert at Fox Bay west (see 
page 15).

September 15th. The Tabernacle (United Free Church) held a coffee 
bar in the Church Hall. During the evening mrs Lendy Lent, 
Mr Dolan Lil 11 ams and Reverend Robin Forrester formed a panel 
to answer questions (put into a box anonymously) on the subject 
of ’Love and Marriage *.

September 19th. s.s. Darwin left Stanley, almost certainly for 
the last time, at 2.45 p.ia. Only about 50 people gathered in 
the rain on the Public Jetty or in land rovers on Ross Road to 
see her go. quiet departure after some of the great send 
off’s of the past, but appropriate - it being decided that we 
have no more use for her. It reminds us of Sir winston 
Churchill’s comment when refusing the Order of the Garter after 
being voted out of power following the last world war, ”Jhy 
should I accept the Order of the Garter after the people have 
given me the order of the bootJ" ’Darwin* has served Ground 
the Falklands and on the Stanley/Monte  video run since 1957. 
She has been runanei 'Christos K« ani sailei for Greece via Montevideo.

September 21st. Canon P.J. Helyer (Christ Church Catheiral) ar
rival hone from a Camp Trip. He visitei Johnson's Harbour,. 
Port Louis Green Patch, Long Islani an-1 Estancia, walking the 
last 15 miles from Estancia to Stanley in 5 hours.
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ADVERTISEMENT:

8p

B. Miller
Chairmar/Secretary G.u.S.H.

ao vruxxixg nuuse was situated right on the main track, everyone who passel always calle 1 in for smoko. In the oil lays it was a 
welcome break f or both horses and'riders and. in later years following

END OF AN EBA: (W.R. Luxton)
Friday the 14th September was a sad. day for all the people of 

Chartres and. indeed for the Lest Falkland, for on that day Mrs 
Jane McAskill left the Lest Falkland to go and live in Stanley 
after having spent all her life since she was born in 1092 on the 
West and the last sixty-two years at Chartres. Her name may sound 
a bit strange, because for as many years as most of us can remember 
she has always been known to everybody just as ivirs Mac.

Mrs Mac was bom at Leicester Creek house in the year 1892, 
and was one of ten children - three girls and seven boys. She 
spent her childhood years there but remembers visiting Chartres 
when the settlement was still on the old site some five miles up 
the river from where it is now. She remembers visiting the old 
managers house -where the remains of the foundation can still be seen 
among gorse hedges and gardens and at that time Mr Anson was still 
living there. Later on, when she was about fourteen she went to 
Roy Cove to work for Mrs Qement, mother of Mr Wickham Clement. 
Here she met her husband, Jack, who curiously enough, started work 
at Roy Cove on the same day as herself. Four years later, in 1911, 
on the 10th May, taey were married and came to live at G-oring House 
at Chartres where she has lived ever since. Surely this must be 
an all time record, 62 years in the same house. Sadly, in 1968 
she lost her husband but has continued to live at Goring House 
since then.

There can be very few people on the Lest who have not met or 
spoken to Mrs Mac. Goring House is situated on the main North/ 
South track and four telephone lines meet there. Ever since the 
line was erected she has acted as unofficial telephone operator, 
assisting people at all hours of the night sometimes, to get in 
touch with the Doctor at Fox Bay in emergencies. This long service 
to the community was recognised by Her Majesty the Queen in the 
time of Governor Arrowsmith and Mrs Mac was presented with the British 
Empire Medal. In the opinion of the vTriter this v.as probably the 
most well deserved decoration that has ever come to the Islands. 
Governor arrowsmith visited Chartres to present the medal where an 
appropriate ceremony was held, followed by a thoroughly enjoyable 
dance with many visitors.

As Goring House was situated right 
who passed always called in for smoko.

the advent of the mechanical horse people still continued to call in. 
If one assumes that Mrs Mac served ten smokos on average a week and 
that is being conservative, because sometimes she has had over twenty 
visitors in one afternoon, and that everybody (as they usually did; 
had two cups of Mrs Mac’s excellent tea, then during her time there 
she has served well over sixty thousand cups.

all the people of Chartres will miss Mrs Mac a great deal, and 
they and all her many other friends on the west will wish her all 
the best in her new life in Stanley. We look forward to seeing her 
come back for a visit before too long.

G. 0. S. H. the Guild of Spinners and Handicrafts
The “Falkland Home Industries” shop run by the Guild, is now 

firmly established in the front room at the Gymnasium. Our object 
is to sell for you, the people of the Islands, any local product be 
it Pebble Jewellery, Carved and Polished Horns, Plastic wall Plaques 
or other items with local fauna, articles made from fleece, homespun 
or Bronte wool, cured skins, prints of wild life or typical island 
scenery, or small paintings of island scenes and anything else you 
can produce.

Le pay for all knitting, 9p per oz. for uouble Knitting; 
for 4 ply plus BOp for a Fair Isle yoke; £1 for yoke and borders 
and lOp per oz. if all over Fair Isle.

The Tourist Season is not far off so get busy and send the 
re suits to us, thus supporting your own store and putting a little 
extra into your pockets.
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BUSINESS NE»»S:ADVERTISEMENT:
news

.tsmma’s Restaurant
3^, Ross Road.

Christmas Cakes

opportunity permits. 7
J

from Mix’Siill REST^U&xNT

xxlso FRESH every week
- Sausages each «eInesday
- Sausage Rolls e ach Thursday
- Bread Rolls and Bread Buns each Friday
- Empanadas each Friday

There does not appear to be much business and financial 
this month but we believe that the following is of interest. 
Local Stores

Orders always accepted for cocktail or party 
delicacies, also cakes, biscuits, tartlets, 
etc. etc.

ke hear that the building of the Falkland & Speedwell Store 
(previously known as Macxxtasney & Sedgewick) has been sold by 
Mr keg. Davis to Mrs Molly Barnes. The stock has been retained 
and transferred to the Speedwell Store which was re-opened on 
1st October. The Manager of the Speedwell Store is Mr Dave 
Ryan (ex Hill Cove,) and the store is opening at present from 2.00 
- 30 alternate afternoons. we understand that much old stock
is being sold off at reduced prices and new stock being ordered. 
Some new stock arrived on the oth October.

The proprietors of Kelvin Store and Joan Bound (Newsagency) 
report that they expect larger consignments of goods than usual 
to be received in the near future. Mr Terry Binnie has just re
turned from a buying expedition to the U.K. and Switzerland and 
Mr and Mrs Nap Bound from a similar expedition to U.K.

■ Tourism

orders now accepted 
price £2.50 do £3* Orders welcome 
from Camp customers and will be 
delivered from end of November as

Mr Lars Lindblad, together with Mrs Lindblad, was in the 
Colony from the 24th September to 1st October. Visits were 
made to Stanley friends and business people plus trips to New 
Island, nest Point Island, Carcass Island and the Malo River, 
we understand that Mr Lindblad is interested in building some 
small lodges or hotels for tourists both on the west Falklands 
presumably on these islands and maybe on the East too. Somewhere 
like Bleaker Island looks a possibility. It could also be poss
ible to base a small touring boat or two in the islands which 
could pick up the tourists and spend a week or two cruising around 
the Falklands to different places of interest. It is not likely 
that any developments will be clearly seen until the main airfield 
is under construction. we hear that an executive of Lindblad 
Travel will be visiting the Falklands in the near future, possibly 
in October or November. clearer outline of the pattern of Mr 
Lindblad’s future operations in the Islands will probably emerge 
during this visit. . If an enlargement of Lindblad Travel activity 
does take place it is likely that a travel agency will be opened 
and possibly a local company formed too, although Lindblad Travel
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’iig’ was

Teniers must be

ixll from the Tabernacle Bookstall.

30p;
30p;
30p;

The result will be two extra beirooms an! three 
This will take accommoiation up to about 2ti beis.

It is

’what about horoscopes?1 
. ~ ; ’They call it a fix* 
’Torture! for his faith’

ADVERTISEMENTS
’why I quit syndicate! crime’ 30p; 1
’Run, Baby Run’ (irug aiiiction) 40p;
’I’ve given up on parents’ 40p;
’Christ’s witchioctor’ 45p; ’The Bamboo Cross’ 35p.

By Dale Evans Rogers ’.ungel Unaware’ ani ’Dearest Debbie* 
30p each.

Illustrate! haribook Bibles in Moiern English bOp.
Childrens Bible Stories, washable covers 18p.
•all from the Tabernacle Bookstall. (Postage extra to Camp)•

REDISCOVERIN& ExJuKLtiNDS HISTORY;
Unier the auspices of the Royal Marines ietachnent a ’iig’ i 

organise! iuring September at Sauniers Islani, West Falklani. 
Transport was proviiei by m.v. Forrest. The following is their 
report.

’’Members of the excavations team inclulei Sergeant Gill, Mr 
Tei Clapp ani Marines Waton, Wilson, Seeley an! Muir, an! the 
iivers were Captain Collins, Ken Halliiay an! Marine Rigby. xx 
tente! base was rigge! insiie the ruins of an oil blockhouse an! 
the first task was to iientify the visible remains of the settle
ment at Port isgmont with a trace from an ol! book in Spanish which 
iescih.be! the settlement as it was in 1766.

The largest bull Ung in the settlement was the governor’s 
house, set on a hill, an! now consisting of low earth covere! mounts. 
Nothing now remains of a 6 canon stockaie close to the house but 
the numerous outhouses an! smaller builiings which forme! part of 
the settlement can still be iientifie! by low stone vails an! chirm Ay 
pieces some of which are still partly staniing. The team concen
trate! on clearing two of these smaller builiings an! succeeiei 
in laying bare the floors, fireplaces ani insiie walls to the extent 
where they will be of interest to any visitor. Using a mine ietect-
or, a large number of objects were recoverei, ranging from nails an! 
chisels to a fine axeheai an! an ol! harpoon heal. Many of the 
finis iniicate! that sealers ha! use! the houses many years after 
the ieparture of the inhabitants of Port Egmont. In one place, 
so many small iron objects were foun! that it is possible that a 
forge once existei at that spot. The mi ne ietector was then use! 
to cover all the other ruins, but apart from the oi! scrap of 
copper or iron, nothing of great interest was foun!. nt the en! 
of the iig, all the finis were lai! out on car! where they were 
foun! ani photographei. They are now to be examno! by John Smith 
an! then of fere! to the town museum for possible exhibition. None 
of the articles foun! will be kept by either the Royal Marines or 
Sauniers Settlement. The iivers set up a iiving workshop in the 
wool she! ani startei by examining the sea tei for any rubbish or 
remains iepositei by ships visiting Port Eguont-. The iives were 

interesting ani often very spectacular, but nothing whatsoever was 
foun!. This is probably !ue to the fact that s ailing ships anchor- 
ei. quite ..some iis.tance - offshore all ow plenty of room

(continue! on page 14)

has alreaiy a U.K. company which couli be use!.
New Islani Preservation Co. Lt! report more infinite bookings 

this summer from the Unite! States.
l»e unierstani that some iifficulty is being experience! in 

getting the white travel c ar! in Buenos .uires by people wishing 
to travel here. It is sail that applicants must be resiient at 
least 2 lays in Buenos aires before the permit will be grantei. 
Le hope that this is not so for it wouli sabotage our tourist 
inlustry before it gets off the grouni. If it is, then urgent 
measures must be taken to alter the procelure.

The extensions at the Uplan! Goose Hotel are still in process 
of being male, 
shower units.

’li’e have been given a copy of the excellent new brochure, 
of 4 pages in full colour ani features pictures ani information 
about the Falklanis an! the hotel.
Fencing Subsiiy

l.e have been unable to obtain any ietaile! information about 
the allocation of the £50,000 to the farms. However we have been 
aivisei that over half the money has alreaiy been pai! out.
Main .uirfieli

It is clear that this project is being taken more seriously 
in U.K. than by some people in the Falklanis. Engineers from 
two British civil engineering firms ’Costains’ an! ’Johnstons’ 
have visitei the Colony to appraise the site, 
male in Lonlun by November 8th.

iescih.be
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ANIMAL TALES:

Killer whales 
rie hope very much that . 
Pleasereport sightings.

new
Everyone was grateful for 
With so many entertainers 

taken to discuss the possibility of 
Maybe Campers in other parts

loose in Stanley.
(shameJ) he was taken to Sunday School at the Tabernacle.
all next day at Stanley School. Unfortunately he escaped

Perhaps all this learnin’ was too much for hi ml

KALEIDOSCOPE:
What is believed to have been the first organised concert to 

be held on the West Falkland was a great success in the hall at Fox 
Bay West on Saturday 15th September. Visitors arrived from Stanley 
on the Friday before} and from Chartres, Port Howard and far away 
Port Stephens during tae Saturday. The Stephens visitors had a 
13 hour trip to get to Fox Bay.

Kaleidoscope started at 6.30 and continued until 11.00 with a 
coffee break midway. A dance followed and although due to finish 
at 2.00 a.m. it finally came to an end at 3*45*

Many well known Stanley entertainers appeared including Greg 
and Tina Edwards, John Simmons, Tim and Vicky Winteringham, Derek 
and Catriona Cox, Tony Gibbons and Patrick Watts. It was also 
pleasant to see Campers "taking part. From Fox Bay Dennis Summers, 
Dave Pateman, Oil Giles and Tony Chaeter added their talent to the 

ixlso we must not forget Gina and Mandy who gained tremend- 
Another Wester to step forward was 
The audience was loud and vocal in 
One count gave the audience as 65 

later a count of everyone present gave the figure of 93 - 
much higher than anticipated, always an encourage-

show.
ous applause for their act.
Mike Biggs from Port Howard. 
expr3ssing its appreciation, 
a rd 
these numbers were 
ment to organisers and performers.

The dance had plenty of ’live’ music provided by Charlie 
Maddocks on his accordion and by a hastily organised beat group.

The inspiration behind Kaleidoscope was G-reg Edwards the 
Book-keeper/Teacher at Fox Bay nest, 
his vision which has not dimmed yet. 
present the opportunity was 
a kind of touring Concert party.
have a treat in store too. There is also the hope that encourage
ment and help will be available to those whose standards are not 
yet high enough for them to perform.
STOP PRESS (6.10.73) SURFACE MAIL aT COMMODORO RIVxdi.VL.:

40 bags of surface mail (papers) arrived by today’s Fokker 
Friendship together with the 1st class airmail missing from last 
week. If it appears that airmail delivery of the surface mail 
waiting at Commo dor 0 Rivadavia will not occur fairly soon then the 
Post Office will seek to make alternative arrangements for its 
delivery. (continued on page 3)

WHALES
Mr Jock Lauder of Dunnose Head advises us of two whales sighted 

at the end of .august. He believes they were Sperm whales. We 
were told that the larger was about 80 feet long but as Sperm Whales 
do not usually exceed 60 feet perhaps we ought just to say it was 

Both whales stayed for about 3 days.

(continued from page 13)
for manoeuvere and that all remains are scattered over a wide area. 

Two days were spent diving on the wreck of an old sealer close
- -------- . The identity and date

- —J is at least 200This is supported by the fact that she is fastened en- 
The stern post of the ship was loosened with 

was then removed and left

in on the beach near Saunders Settlement.
of the wreck are unknown but it is thought that she 
years old. “ 
tirely with copper. C"
a small charge of plastic explosive and it 
in the settlement.

The kin-incss an! help which the -ietachiaent receive-! fron Tony 
Pole-Evans an-i all those at the settleaent was quite remarkable an! • 
will not be forgotten. Very many thanks are due.”

very large.
were seen at Dunnose Head in February.
whales will return in greater numbers.
JEREMIAH THE MOUSE

Ve have reason to believe that there is an educated mouse at
After being c aught in the Forrester household

He spent 
that

evening.
BLUE Cats

It is evident, particularly in the Camp, that a few of the 
cats have a Persian somewhere in their ancestry. Does anyone know 
when a Persian cat was introduced into the Islands?
THOSE EGGS

A recent Snippets item on the radio mentioned that the Darwin 
School incubator was working and that 60 chicks were expected, he 
can now reveal the whole sad story. Out of the batch only one 
chick emerged - which died after 3 days. Evidently a vital part 
■which controls the temperature inside the incubator is not work.i ng. 
As a result the eggs were in turn cooked and frozen2
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RcLxDEK’S LETTER:

It

’B*

1.

2.

3.

(continue! on page 19)

was not possible 
They will be found

Yours faithfully, 
xx.F. xLLazia.

xxnnual General Meeting in recent years.
Because of lack of space in the last issue it 
to give the Challenge Shieli results, 
elsewhere in this section.

Darts News
xrn interesting natch took place recently in the Upland Goose

when Cyril Betts team of ex-Stanley xxrms players (champions many 
years ago) defeated the 1973 Kendall Cup winners ’Snippets’.
v/as ironic that in the deciding game Cyril Betts defeated his son 
Terry (captain of Snippets) by 2-0.

San Carlos darts season ended with Charlie x-lazia coming out top 
in the scores of ’100 an! over’ with a total of 32. Patrick Berntsen 
had 31 anrl Bill Middleton 27- Keith Heathman apart from winning 
^7*20 in all competitions, had the most 3 dart finishes with 14* 
/Charlie xJ.azia sc oral 13 and Bill Millie ton 8.
Stanley Darts League

In the Challenge Shiell competition, where teams who fail to 
qualify for the Kendall Cup compete, the Rose ’B’ were the winners 
with 16 points. Blue Pig with 10 points were tne runners-up. 
The Globe wanderers and Victory ligers tie! for thirl place with 
6 points each.

Dear S ir,
xxS it seems Mr Pat ><atts has all the answers concerning the 

darts at his fingertips, it might be a gool ilea for hiia to attend 
the next .annual General Meeting, then he couli put his suggestions 
forward anl tell us how the larts should be run anl how it is to 
be worked out at the end, or perhaps get himself elected as 
Secretary or Chairman.

For some years now it has been harl to find a committee, lue 
to lack of attendance at the xxnnual General Meeting, sometimes 
postponing the meeting until a later late. There are always too 
few interestel until it comes time for criticizing. It can be 
seen in the recoris that as many as 119 players have enterel the 
League, but as few as 17 to 20 attenling the xmnual General Meeting 
but in the enl we fini someone who is willing to lo their best, 
this involves a lot of one’s tine.

Mr 'watts must have got carrie 1 away a little as there is no 
mention of the Challenge Shiell, these winners are also excluded 
from the Police Medals. This event however was won by the Rose 

as recorded by the Darts League.

September is always a slack month for sport in Stanley. The 
larts season has finished anl the football season is not yet unler 
way. The football field has been getting a face-lift, with a 
large amount of re-turfing being accomplished. The goal-mouths 
on the top anl bottom fields have been repairel. The concrete 
cricket pitch which divided the two fields has been renovel, anl 
turf has been laid in its place. This will increase the size of 
the soccer fiell by sone six yards. I understand it is plannel to 
re-site the field, with the new centre-spot being somewhere in the 
region of the oil cricket pitch. This will mean just the one 
football fiell of course. Tliis should give the four newly turf el 
oil goal-mouths ample opportunity to grow again. The Chairman, 
Mr Terry Peck, tells mo that he hopes to have the Football League’s 
zmnual General Meeting during the middle of October anl that he 
hopes football will start around the end of October.

Cricket players who nay be alarmed at the thought of the cricket 
pitch disappearing nay like to know that it is intended to play on 
a turf wicket this season. I understand that this was unsuccessful 
in the past because the peaty nature of the soil in the Falklands 
tended to make the wicket ’break up’. However, the matting cover, 
formerly used on the concrete pitch, nay solve this problem if laid 
on the turf.

SPORTS REPORT - edited by Patrick watts.
In reply to ^.F. RLazia’s letter I would like to say the 

following: -
I an not condemning the Darts League, who generally run an 
efficient League, I was suggesting a change of system in 
their averaging method.
I have only played League darts for one- season during the 
last five (and that as a reserve; because of lack of time 
luring the winter months, hence my non-appearance at the
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FixLKUND ISLxxNDS CO. LTD.

hEST STORE

PYREX HK*T RESISTANT OVEN xJW TuBLE GLixSS .uxRE

YELLOW ROSE PATTERN THE u ESTHER:

the august

.aged 68.

ixgei 66. .
6th Sept.

all from the
aged 71*

WEST STORE.

Oval and oblong pie dishes l+2p
Pulling bowls 51pand 65p
Mixing bowls 85p
Three piece casserole sets £1.72 '
Large casseroles £1.06 and £1.60
Flan dishes 49p
Measuring jugs 45p
Butter dishes 42^-p

ave. win! Speed Knots 
Hrs. Gale Force
Hrs. uind 10 Knots or

Less 
ave. Temp. (Gent.) 
Highest Temperature 
Lowest Temperature 
Rainfall mm.
ixve • Daily Sunshine 

Hours 
Ground Frost - Times

gain runners-up prize, 
and Bill Duncan.

May
14.0

6

Ju2£

12.9
6

I
I

3*7
14

1.9 
26

>i£r.

14.7
1

289
2.2
6.9

-5.5
57.8

aug.

19.0
50

266
4.0

10.5
-2.7
36.6

231
5.6

14.2
-1.3
95.9

1.6
24

302
1.8
■8.1

-5.7
31.2

June
13.6 
. 17

PYREX HErxT RESISTANT OVEN JiD .TaBLE GLxxSS \u*RE
CLRtxR

(continue! from page 20) 
Deaths

17th May
19th May
19tll 41Ug.

104
2.7 
U.5 
-3.3• 37.2

Four piece iinner an! tea sets £6.04
Six piece dinner sets £8.66
Three piece casserole sets £2.55
Oblong casseroles £1.85
Cups, saucers, plates 6£tt an! 8^”
Sugar bowls, cream jugs, gravy boats an! saucers.

Overseas
Denis Beardmore in Buxton England.
Mrs Jessie ^mn'Skilling in Buenos .uires.
Hugh Hanning (marriei Ida Lanning) in 
Sydney, Australia.

Henry Thomas Hatchman (married Sybel 
Skilling) at Newbury, Berkshire, 
England.

Bridge Drive
On Tuesday, 4th September, in the Rose Hotel, Ron Betts and 

Tony Pettersson came out winners in a bridge, drive. Ken Sumners 
an! Phil Short beat Mr and Mrs Stan Smith by just three points to 

Booby was easily won by Mrs Daisy McKay 
26 people participated in -this event.

4.0
29

exceptionally windy month 
The total hours of sun-

2.2
19

Features of the ^ugust weather: 
although the maximum was only 56 knots, 
shine was only exceeded for august in 1971 (^ve. 4.3 hours). 
Maximum temperatures were rather higher than average and minimum 
rather lower. Ground frost.on 29 days contrasts with 
average of 21 days.
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Births
27th ,.ug. son

3rd Sept. iau
6th Sept. dau

15th Sept. son
dau22nd Sept.

29th Sept. dau
30th sept. dau
3rd. Oct. dau
9th Oct. dau

5th Sept.

13th Sept. a

15th Sept.

jxt K.h.M. Hospital
Mr & Mrs E. Milner James Richard. 

(7 lb 10 oz) 
Lisa Margaret 
(ti lb 2 oz) 
jmneliese ttose 
(7 lb 7 02) 
J onathan 
(b lb 14 oz) 
Corrina Frances 
(7 lb 1 oz) 
Marie 
(7 11 10 oz) 
Serena Samantha 
(7 lb 14 oz) 
Margo Jane 
(b lb 1 oz) 
.ungela Jane 
(6 lb 14 oz)

on page 19)

15th Sept. 
Marriages 
17 th XxUg.

England, a son,

Mr & Mrs I. Clifton
(Doreen Davis)

Mr de Mrs S.K. Sinclair
(Celia Turner)

Mr & Mrs G. Findlay
(Carrie Milne)

Mr & Mrs D. Hurst
(Una Maddocks)

Overseas
Mr & Mrs David Petrie, Cambridge, 

(7 lb. 7 oz).
Mr de Mrs Helus, Nev/ Zealand (Valerie Reive),

Mr & Mrs xx. Smith 
(Linda Howatt)

Mr & Mrs T.J. Clarke
(Fiona Bonner)

Mr & Mrs John Ford
(Hazel McLeod)

Mr 6c Mrs D.h. Hardy

BIRTHS, MuRRIuGES ^ND DEATHS:
”\»e rejoice with those who rejoice and mourn with those who 

mourn”.

daughter, Natasha Deann.
• Mr & Mrs Lewis Hall, New Zealand, a son.

Overseas
Owen May and .ungela Clarke at Brentwood, Essex, 
England. Bridesmaids - Petula Clarke and Bonnie 
Bonner. Best man » David Hardy. (All wedd-ing 
party are Falkland Islanders).

Gary Hallett and June May at Portsmouth, England.
(continued
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The Honourable Mr Adrian Monk’s speech at 
the Legislative Council meeting was the only declared opposition 
or reservations concerning the Falkland Islands Government’s pro
posal to give the argentine state oil company Y.P.F. the monopoly 
of supply to this Colony (see REVIe,»;. Probably other members 
silence should not be interpreted, as enthusiasm for the project.

However to the main point. People overseas should realise 
that the majority of residents in the Falklands assume that “they 
don’t want us”, ’they’ being the British Government. Throughout
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If however
letter.
Thanks.

pays
Next Month.

I

i

g

«e wish to thank His 
many government employees

One of the dangers of having a column like this is 
on every subject available. Thus 
major subject this month — and one 

Constant travel throughout 
----x we hope as 

> re-

YOUR VEGETABLE G.xRDEN:
Ho*. Hol Ho.’ No we are not making gardening a laughing 

matter but giving the best advice possible. For the next few 
nontns the hoe will play an important part in your vegetable 
garden. To stop weeds getting control over your precious vege
tables and ’eating’ their food hoe, hoe, hoc. xiim to get the 
hoe just under the surface of the soil. If your hoe is sharp, 
as it should be, the weeds will be beheaded and die off in the 
sun. xxll potatoes should be planted by the middle of the month. 
Swede seeds by middle to end of month will provide a useful vege
table for next winter. Transplant out hardened off lettuce, 
cauliflower and cabbage. Stake peas and beans. Celery and 
leek trenches should be well manured at the bottom and plants, 
if large enough, may be transferred tuere.

Finally if your cabbages start throwing up flower stems 
instead of heartening up try this tip. With a sharp knife cut 
into the stem, just above the ground, downwards to the middle.

(continued on page 20)

key issue that should be clearly understood, 
accepting these generous handouts we i 
bility with the British parliament and Public and the 
large including the United Nations. 7 ”
take seriously our desire to remain under the Union Jackl 
Cuba handed over its higher education, external 
mail communications and fuel supplies to the U.S 
seriously statements that they 
United States? Or if Gibraltar handed them 
we take them seriously? If we keep on • 
xxrgentina, however well intentioned they may be, in~the end NO
ONS blLL TAKE US SERIOUSLY.
Opinions. C ~ ‘' 
the danger of pontificating 
we confine ourselves to one 
of absorbing interest to all of us. C 
the islands is a useful means of keeping in touch. i . 1__ 7 
a result, not just to reflect editorial opinion, but alsoto

the islands there is growing a general distrust of the British 
Government. Perhaps this is what they want, who can tell? »«e 
must assume that the British Government want this impression to 
cone over otherwise they would put their public relations chaps 
on to the job of reversing it. Of course the best form of good 
publicity is promises kept. Here .Argentina shows up very well. 
Britain shows up poorly. Argentina promised a weekly air service 
and it is in operation and has now been so for a year. Bri tain 
promised a sea connection with the mainland - and we are now told 
that the 1971 agreement doesn’t mean what it quite plainly says 
and that there will be no sea service unless the Falklands 

anyone wonder that some people are sceptical about 
*<e hope it is

fleet feeling and sentiment throughout the Colony, 
you disagree with anything or have a point to make - then send a 

ue will be pleased to hear from you.
ix newspaper depends on new si 

Excellency the G-overnor, Mr E.G-. Lewis; 
plus local firms and individuals who have aided us this month. 
Many have been very generous of their time and this has been a 
great help. The profusion of news means that we have had to 
“stretch” the TIMES this month even though so much was left out 
that we wished to include.

u'e intend to make the December issue of the Falkland 
Islands TIMES a bumper Christmas Issue. picture for children 
to colour; a quiz and a competition. There will be the second 
half of the interview \ri_th His Excellency the G-overnor. Also 
at the festive season we will be publishing the results of an 
investigation into allowances, grants and concessions available 
to elderly and needy people. Make sure you get your copy, 
uhy not send off a subscription to a friend or relative overseas 
using the form opposite page 12? The more copies sold means 
the more resources to produce a better paper.

for it. Can i 
the promised permanent airfield from Britain? 
falsely based scepticism.

Of course the issue is not just fuel supplies. Falkland 
Island children now go in increasing numbers to xm?gentina schools 
for education, which of course involves indoctrination in the 
Argentine way of life. People cannot enter or leave the islands 
without the consent of the z^rgentine Government ^xirline. lxnd 
now’ it is proposed to put our fuel supplies in the hands of our 
ikrge.ntine neighbours.

\»e wish t o point out for consideration what we think is the
By continually

■will be losing our credi- 
------ \iorld at

In other words they won’t
If 

passenger and 
i.-ix. would we take 

wished to remain outside of the 
over to Spain would 

taking handouts from
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FALKLAND ISLANDS CO. LTD.

irfEST STORE

4
^mother expedition from Darwin School returnedToys Toys

The missing

Toys

Myers single interior sprung mat tresses £24.85.

all from the WEST STORE.

I

Fuldalux floor covering lOOfb polypropylene, synthetic foam-backed., 
6.5mm thick, 2 metres wide, in colours, gold., red., grey and. green, 
£9.10 running yard..

Dandycord, plastic woven rugs in assorted sizes and colours, 
priced, from 97p to £5.27*

Bulldog spades £3-70*
Garden potato forks £3-13*

Brier Rose rugs priced from £2.35 to £7.44*
Brier Rose carpet squares sizes 2^ yards x 3 yards £22.99;
3 yards x 4 yards £36.78*
Brier Rose stair carpeting 22” wide £2.00 running yard;
27” wide £2.35 running yard.
Toys Toys
Biltons China in Vienna Pattern
6^-” and 10” plates, cups & saucers, coupe/soups, 7 piece fruit 
sets, 15 piece coffee sets, 20 piece and 30 piece dinner sets, 
sugar bowls, tea pots.
From Staffordshire Potteries
Large variety of mugs, tea sets, tea pot sets, coffee pot sets, 
tea cups & saucers, tea plates, 10“ plates, lb piece tea sets, 
20 piece combination dinner/tea sets for 4 places.
Toys Toys Toys
LEG Deep Freezers 3*75 cubic feet £86.75.
LEG Deep Freezers 8.9 cubic feet £117.09.

REVLl,, - a look at some of the events of our TIMES.
September 29th 30th. Darwin Boarding School reported their 

first camping trip of the season. 10 boys and the headiuaster 
Mr Peter Trevelyan spent a tiring weekend getting things ready 
for the summer at the school caravan by the Wickham Heights.

-October 1st. bag of airmail letters failed to arrive today 
causing much speculation and consternation.

October 1st. Rev. Robin Forrester (United Free Church) return
ed to Stanley from a Camp Visitation to Dunnose Head, Port 
Stephens and Goose Green including Darwin School. Services 
and meetings were held.

October 3rd. Dundee, Perth and London Securities Ltd. owners 
of the Falkland Islands Co. Ltd, announced a proposed merger 
with Charrington, Gardner, Locket A Co. Ltd. The Directors 
of D.P. & L. announced that support for the merger (takeover?) 
had already been received from 30*7/o of the shareholders of 
D.P. & L.

October 7th.
home happy after a weekend expedition led by V.S.O. teacher 
Mr Ian Readhead. mi adventurous weekend due to a grass fire 
which threatened to engulf the caravan. a camp was made a 
safe distance away and investigations the next day showed that 
the caravan was undamaged, apparently a wind change altered 
the direction of the fire a mere 200 yards away.

October 8th. The missing bag of airmail turned up together 
with another 40 bags of the surface mail marooned in Commoloro 
Rivalavia.

October 10th._____  His Excellency the acting Governor, Mr T.H. Layng 
returned, to Stanley from a tour of uest Falkland. accompanied 
by Secretariat clerk Peter King he drove his land rover from 
Fox Bay East to Port Howard, then to Hill Cove, then to Roy 
Covenant Chartres, then back to Fox Bay West and finally down 
to Port Stephens. Question and answer sessions were held at 
most overnight stops.

October 12th. The Government announced that overseas scholar
ships have been awarded to Fiona Clements, eldest chill of 
Mr & Mrs R.D. Clements and to Derek Pettersson eldest child 
of Mr & Mrs T. Pettersson, both of Stanley. Fiona expects 
to go to Dorset, England in September 1974 and Derek to the
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jx short session of Legislative Council was heli 
In his opening brief speech

October 19th* 
Town Hall.

October 22nd.

Rev. Robin Forrester returned from a brief visit
ation trip to the people of best Point Island ani ueddell Island.

’Dhome* the local music group heli a dance in the

British Schools, Montevideo, Uruguay in March next year, 
hearty congratulations to both. 
October 18th. 1__  __________

installation for the past 18 months 
Y.P.F. was interested ani they wanted 
investment worthwhile - hence the legislation. ~ Mr Layng also 
advise! that sovereignty safeguards had been written into the 
contract and that it was terminable at 6 months notice from the 
end of 1974- He said that it was expected that the effect of 
bulk storage would be to reduce the price of petrol from 80+p 
per gallon to 30+P per gallon.

His Excellency the Governor and Mrs Lewis arrived 
back in Stanley after their leave in Europe.

October 22nd. n.v. imnette Danielson arrived this afternoon from 
London via Mar del Plata. The xinnette Danielson is a new ship 
and tliis was her first commercial voyage. (She is expected to 
arrive back in U.K. at the end of November ani sail from U.K. 
for Liar del Plata and Stanley arriving Stanley about 7th 
January).

October 25th.
in the Court and Council Chamber.
His Excellency the Governor said that he and Mrs Lewis were 
pleased to be back from leave and sent greetings to friends in 
Stanley and Camp. He said that he had had an audience of Her 
Majesty the Queen who follows our progress closely. He also 
met many ex residents or visitors.

The reason for the meeting was to consider legislation to 
give power to the Governor-in-Council to control the import
ation of oil products. The Chief Secretary, in moving the 
motion, said that a contract was being negotiated for Y.P.F. 
(the Argentine State Oil Co) to build and operate a hulk storage 
plant for the retailing of fuel in the Falklands. Primarily 
petrol and gas oil and possibly aviation spirit, kerosene and 
lubricants. He said that the installation would cost over 
£400,000 and that "no British company has been prepared to put 
this investment into the Colony". He said that the government 
had been trying to interest an oil company in setting up a bulk 
installation for the past 18 months or so. j.apparently only

a monopoly to make the
Mr Layng also

The Honourable Adrian Monk in explaining why he would 
not vote for the legislation, but rather abstain sail that 
he felt the move demonstrated that the British Government did 
not want the Falklands. He explained that he thought that 
the British Government could have built the installation and 
serviced it by an annual visit from a Royal Fleet auxiliary 
tanker. The bill was passed.

On the adjournment motion the Honourable L.G. *Ti n1 
Blake referred to the decision to abolish the post of resi
dent doctor at Fox Bay. He expressed the view that people 
might move from the ..est Falkland as a result. He hoped 
that "we would not live to regret it".

October 26th. The Explorers, the Junior Section of the Girls’ 
Brigade, held a display for their parents in the Parish Hall. 
On show was handiwork completed during the winter. Mrs H. 
Luxton and Mrs T. pettersson were thanked for their help in 
teaching the girls. Prizes for hard work were presented to 
Pauline Biggs, Haley Bowles and Natalie McPhee. The event 
finished -with a children’s tea and games.

October 27th. The Girls’ Brigade held a party in the Parish 
Hall. The main event was to say ’goodbye’ to the Lieutenant, 
Miss Shirley Hirtlc who is credited with being the mainstay 
of Stanley Girls’ Brigade for some years. The Girls’ Brigade 
Captain Mrs G. Malcolm gave a speech of thanks and presented 
a set of crested tea spoons on behalf of the Company.

October 27th. Ji lively dance was held at Port Stephens.
’Musicians’ were Charlie Jones (radiogram!), Fred Newman on 
accordion and Michael, James and Leon on guitar, drums ani 
’voice* respectively. The excuse for the dance was the visit 
hone of Miss Linda Dickson now a nurse at the K.E.M. Hospital.

October 29th. Canon P. HeIyer (Christ Church Cathedral) con
cluded a longish Camp trip to Fox Bay East & west, Goose Green, 
San Carlos (including Port Sussex house) and Salvador (includ
ing La Rhonda). Services and Infant Baptisms were held.

(continued from page 10)
Nations and so on. It night be a personal matter for the Governor. 
They consult governors regularly on all sorts of major questions and 
they will stay here. Ordinary stuff goes down there. That is in 
effect what it is. One also keeps an eye on defence natters and the 
British xxntarctic Territory and anything else affecting us in this area. - 
RF: Thank you, that’s very interesting.

(Next month: Local matters and politics).
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I went

RE:
HE:

RF:
Iffi:
RE:
Iffi:
RE:

RE:
HE:

In amongst the pine trees;
or have their

His Excellency:
RE: (

8
piXRT I OF INTERVIEW BY THE EDITOR nlTH HIS EXCELLENCY THEjTOyERNOR Off 
T^TeLKLuNDS, MR E.G-. Iffiu IS, C. id .G-.. O.B.E*

Robin Forrester: Your Excellency. Welcome back.
__M : Thank you.

Goul n you give some outline of wnere you travelled to on your lea/e 
please?
HE: Certainly. ue are fortunate having a flat in London so that for 
quite a bit of the time we stayed in Lonion ani I was available then for 
consultations in the office, ani also use! that as a base to meet 
friends. Of course we travellei to visit various frienis in England, 
the Lake District ani other parts, ani then the main part of our leave 
was spent in Spain at Marbella a resort on the Spanish coast up from 
Algecims which has now become extremely fashionable. Marbella only 
a locale or two ago usel to be just a small fishing village but now 
it’s got tremendous golf courses, ani yacht harbours ani it’s become 
the playgrounl of the rich. *e .stayed with frienis who have a villa 
on the golf course ani swimming pool. with the sea on one sile ani 
the mountains coning up into the Sierras behind, it’s quite beautiful.

Is it very hot or a mill climate?
Very hot, it was in xdigust.

R£: yuu join we roreign service in New Zealand or in Britain?
HE: I joinel the Colonial Service at the end of the war. In the* early " 
lays of the post-war era they triel to make the Colonial problem a 
Commonwealth problem ani therefore they recruitel from New Zealand Uni- 

anl from Australian

RE:
HE: Very hot, it was in august. But of course its been such a 
marvellous summer in England that I think it was hotter in Lonion at 
one stage than what it was in Marbella. *«e left Marbella ani went 
up to Jabea, again in Spain, ani stayel there with frienis, very oil 
family frienis. That’s where we met all sorts of Falkland Islanders 
incluling Dr Slessor. It’s on a beautiful peninsula near Denia, 
rather an attractive Spanish fishing port ani here again this has 
been ievelopei quite recently. In amongst the pine trees; beautiful 
promontories-and all sorts of people are retired there 
second homes there.

Is it a holiiay resort as such?
It is a holiiay resort as such and people go tuere from all over 

Europe tnese lays, ani its the wealthy French ani G-ermans ani others 
that are there. In ^ugust I suppose every seconl car one saw hal a 
French licence plate on it. Then we returned to Englanl ani for the 
most part of September until I cane back in October we hal continuing 
meetings in the office ani so on, also paying short visits to fricnls 
in Europe ani in Englanl.

Do you regarl your hone as Englanl or as New Zealanl?
It’s a very difficult question. I still have large numbers of 

relatives in New Zealanl including brothers ani sisters but now I 
suppose because I’ve been in the service so long my home would be re
garded as in Englanl rather; than N.Z. - although I maintain very 
close ties with N.Z. I think that Englanl has now the greater pull -

RE: You deliberately worked yourselves out of a job, in fact?
HE: Yes. But I went out of one ioor ani in the other door. I went 
out of the Colonial Service ioor ani into the Commonwealth Relations 
Office. Then I went to Pakistan ani came back, ani hal 3 or 4 years 
in the office by which time it hai become the F.C.O., the Foreign ani 
Commonwealth Office. Then I went to the Far East ani I was in the 
Far East when I receive! the ’call’, as they say in the church, to cone 
to the Falklands i

Do you have any children, please? 
No, we haven’t.
So your brothers ani sisters in New Zealanl are your main fami ly? •» 
Yes, that’s correct.
Thank you. Goull you tell us now about your audience with the 

Queen, what actually happened?
HE: Me were at one of the garien parties which the Queen hoi is ani then 
towards the enl of the garien party the Queen ani Prince Philip receive! 
one or two people from overseas, Sir Alec Douglas-Home the Foreign 
Secretary was there, ani we hai a very interesting talk to them both. 
The Queen takes a great interest in the islanis. Prince Philip, of 
course, has been iown. also into the -antarctic. They are aware of the 
difficulties ani problems. The Queen is extremely well informe 1 on 
all matters. She’s been Queen now for quite a consiierable perioi ani 
people are incline! to forgot that she probably knows ' more about worli 
problems that most politicians io. upart from what she gets from the 
Foreign ani Commonwealth Office she has her own aivisers so she is very, 
very w ell informei inieei. This is I think a very gooi thing ani she 
takes a personal interest in her dependent territories particularly.
I think sometimes one would be surprised at how closely she looks into 
such matters as stamp issues an! things like that. xml very properly 
too, a likeness of her heal appears on them. This was a very gooi

put it that way.
Dii you join the Foreign Service in New Zealanl
IJoinei the Colonial Service at the enl of the war.

era they triel to make the Colonial problem
versities, they recruitel from Canaiian Universities
Universities so that N.Z. always hai a large number of people in the 
Colonial Service. Many, incluiing Lori G-rey, who has just finishei in 
Ireland, to mention one who I serve! unier in Nigeria
when he was Colonial Secretary came from New Zealand. I retired from 
the Colonial Service in 1%2 because Nigeria then became independent.
I iiin’t retire ;vith any sense of regret. „e felt that we had done a 
good job and if Orleans could take care of things we felt it was a 
task c ompleted.

You deliberately worked yourselves out of a job, in fact? 
But I went out of one door and in the other door.
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RE: 
HE: 
RE: w
goo! _<nowle!ge of a place is a goo! sign or a ba! sign, 
know very little it couli nean they are letting well alone, 
interpret it as a goo! sign?
HE: I think it’s a goo! sign. There is no substitute for knowlu!ge 
about a place an! the Queen sees all the lespatches that are sent in 
by her ixnbassaiors an! by her Governors an! so on. She’s very well 
inforne! an! of course she’s travclle! greatly throughout the Coniion- 
wealth, she’s a treneniously charging an! lively personality. 
RE: Thank you. Perhaps we can switch to a bit nearer hone, 
often ask Lie, “what ioes the Governor actually io”. There is 
Governor here, a Chief Secretary an! his staff, couli you tell 
what you consiier the role of the Governor to be in a place like the 
Ealklani Islanis?
HE: It’s a valii question. You night say, ’what ioes the Chief 
Secretary io?’. uhat ioes anyboiy io but one is appointei by the 
Queen to try ani show that there is a gooi aieiinistration in her io- 
nains ani everything affecting policy, of course, ioes eni up on i.iy 
'lesk, or quite „often_is initiate! fron ny iesk. Ani the Governor is 
at the top of the pyranii.as far as the aiainistration is concernei.

Do you represent the Queen ani the British Government?
I represent the Queen, yes.
Ani the British Government as well, 

mainly The Queen’s representative.-
I’m appointei by Warrant by the Queen, put it that way, ani we 

a colony ani therefore we are itrectly Her Majesty’s Government’s 
XLS such I represent Her Majesty’s Government, I’m
Ve’re getting at problems like that of the Unite!

’ s Government ’ s 
inuerests as -well as the Colony’s interests. I can’t go into ietails 
here but all the cypher traffic that comes in here on all sorts of 
natters is all hanilei in this office. ifLl cypher traffic comes to 
the

HE:
RE: 
IS:
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The 197V74 l°ce-l soccer season has startei. The appeal for 
persons who were intere stei in playing football, brought an unex
pectedly high total of 57• Of this total 23 are Royal Marines. 
However it is encouraging to note that nine 16 year olds or under 
have registered. The Connittee held their selection meeting 
and picked the following teams.
REDS OX: B. Ford, G-. Hamilton, P. Shuttleworth, J. Farrow, M. 

Luxton, G-. Lilson, G-. Robson, T. Betts, J. Lee (Capt), P.
Seeley, w. Bowles, 0. iLLmonacid, G. McKay, S. Jaff ray, R. Evans, 
xx. Mendoza, D. Collins, G-. Johnson, B. Hewitt.

MUSTtJNG-S: T. Peck, R. Cave, T. Gibbons, R. Peat, R. Summers, 
P. weaver, I. McPhee, T. McPhee, R. Betts (Capt), xx. Foster, 
R. Felton, P. watts, D. *xllen, T. xxllen, C. Muir, M. McKenna,
J. Simmons, T. McCallum, J. kaliace.

ROGERS: Syd Smith, G. Edwards, M. Scholes, xx. Taylor, Terry 
Summers, xx. Laton, L. Biggs, B. Morrison, V. Steen ^Capt), 
F. Palmer, J. Stephenson, Pirrola (YPF), R. Triggs, P. Peck,
K. Gill, G. Fraru., L. Coop, G. Hewitt, I. Cantlie.

without knowing too much about the standards of all the 
selected players, it would appear that Redsox and Mustangs are 
evenly matched, but that Rangers are somewhat weaker. Their 
absence of a top class goal-keeper probably weakens their defence 
a little. Redsox seen to be strong in all departments and 
should be a hard team to beat. However, the ’experts’ usually 
find their ideas cruelly distorted before the season is very 
old, and this season could prove no exception.

The first League fixture was played on uednesday the 7th 
November, when Mustangs and Rangers played out a scrappy 1-1 
draw. xx swirling wind did not help the players, some of 'whom 
were undoubtedly suffering from early season stiffness. uith 
Mustangs kicking with the wind most of the first half play was 
conducted in Rangers half, but Mustangs did not take advantage 
of the conditions, and apart from a fierce shot from Cave, which 
Franks in the Rangers goal superbly saved, it was mostly a case 
of missed chances. Rangers looked dangerous in breakaways, but 
for some erratic shooting by Gill, could have turned around at 
half time with a lead, instead of the goal-less situation.

It appeared during the second half that neither forward line 
were sufficiently 'well equipped to score, and as it turned out,
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The

fiell possession than for many matches.

s>

Stanley hit hack again quickly, 
beat three men in a 10 yari fribble to slot the ball

„ was • 1 • Pcck, u • w
. '• Stephenson (sub. k. Betts),

P. Shuttleworth, L. Biggs, T. Betts.

he swoppei positions with Lee. 
when Biggs 1----—
past the Eniurance goalie.

In the 37th * TS-
were t 
keeper beaten.

in the game 
goalie Peck-- ---- . . x .two of which he risked, injury at the feet of oncoLiing forwards. 
The ie fence 1 . 
was Stanley 3 Eniurance 2.

untiiy, ani several unpenalise! fouls,

able to take control, 
for the first tine, 
a goo! ball through to Biggs, 
sending two men the wrong way the post. Betts nearly increase! the score when he leflecvci a 
Haijilton cross just ever the bar from an awkwar! position. Late 

;vith Eniurance trying hari to equalise Stanley’s 
was brought upon to make several gooi saves, in lee i 

heli out ani at the eni of 90 minutes the final score 
u JI’ ~ . The referee was Mr John Farrow.

Generally Stanley playei well, ani probably hai more uii- 
Hamilton, Gibbons ani 

» jxt the Lack 
vuxy auuuxe, Lee also playing well, as iii goal- 
Stanley substitute! k. Betts for Stephenson at

J. Lee, V. Steen, T. Gibbons, 
' | k. Cave, G.

o------, -i minute Eniurance almost score! again, but Stanley 
save! by Steen kicking the ball off the line with the goal-

' L . The half-time score was 2-2.
Early play in the 2ni half was quiet with neither team being 

lifter 20 minutes play Stanley went ahea!
Lee race! up fiel! ani unchallengei slippei 

Again Biggs showei his skill, 
before putting his shot just insiie

Betts nearly increase! the

Shuttleworth playing well in this iepartmunt. 
Eiwaris lookei very secure. 1 
keeper Peck. I 
half time.

Stanley’s team was: 
G. Eiwaris (Capt), J. 
Hamilton, ] 
Cricket

The c ricket season began on Friiay evening the 9th November, 
when about 12 players brave! the strong win is, to participate in 
a single-wicket competition. The series was playci in a light- 
heartei manner, with the main ilea being a bit of practise before 
the more serious matches. Petty Officer Eiwaris from Mooiy 
Brook was the winner, with Marine Franks being runner-up. The 
experiment of playing on the turf coverei by matting prove! 
reasonably successful, ani shouli help the slow bowler, much more 
than the oli pitch of concrete. It was noticeable that less 
’bounce’ was gainei from this new wicket, ani batsmen hai more 
tine to play their strokea.

12
both goals score! came from iefensive errors.

Rangers centre-half Eiwaris, ani goal-keeper Franks, both 
•Pai 1 ftd to c ontrol a bouncing ball, ani Mustangs Cave was quick 
to seize the opportunity to run in ani place the ball in the 
empty net. bith Biggs taking control of the mil-fieli for 
Rangers, but being unable to turn his play into goals it was left 
to mustangs iefence to present Rangers with their equaliser. 
Peck the goal-keeper mishit a goal kick to the feet of Rangers 
Scholes, who aivance! a few steps before placing the ball into 
the net.

Generally the game was untiiy, ani several unpenalise! fouls, 
some of a technical variety an! others such as faulty throw-ins 
etc, !ii not help matters. On the form of these two teams 
Reisox will not have much to beat in the next two matches, 
referee was Mr N. »«atson, with linesmen T. Betts ani H. Taylor.

On Suniay the 3th November, a Stanley eleven easily beat 
the John Biscoe by 14 goals to 2, Les Biggs being top scorer with 
5. the score wouli iniicate the Stanley team was far too 
strong, but both teams enjoyei the afternoon’s run arouni.
1st Shieli Match - Stanley v. H.M.S. Eniurance

On Saturiay afternoon the 10th November, Stanley iefeatei 
the Eniurance by 3 goals to 2 in the 1st natch of this season’s 
series. Although not as exciting as some matches, of the past, 
it was closely contestei, ani a fair amount of goo! football 

was in eviience. The Stanley eleven strengthenei by the inclusion 
of five Royal Marines - Eiwaris the Captain, Hamilton, Gibbons, 
Shuttleworth ani Cave - obviously wouli have been har! pressei 
without them. However, unioubteily the man of the match was 
Stanley’s Les Biggs who apart from scoring two goals, promote! 
many attacks from mii-fieli ani generally naie his nark luring 
the 90 minutes.

Eniurance openei the scoring after just 6 minutes when Burgess, 
heaiel in after a bai mistake by right back Steen. Stanley hit 
back quickly ani 4 minutes later Gibbons hit a long centre-cum- 
shot which went over the goal-keeper’s heal, ani went into the 
net off the far post. x*fter 20 minutes Eniurance went aheai 
again.. Unfortunately, it was Steen who again male the error, 
ani Skilling cleverly controllei the ball before hitting an un
stopable shot past Peck. Steen was obviously not happy at right 
back ani his play improve! 100 per cent in the seconi half when
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LETTERS:

Lie,

any
Boxed

Radian Massage Cream, Nervetone tablets,

ALL the above at reasonable prices froia the KELTON STORE#

Large & small tins 
Pin-up Perns, .astral skin cream.

ixfter shave lotion.
Erasmic

Various toothpastes,

xx particularly 
Xmas Cards,

2, Churchill Drive, 
ixublecote, STOURBRIDGE, 
Lores., DYb 4JS.

aiDV^RTlSKMENT:
KELVIN STORE 

agents and stockists for:- 
Electronic flashguns. C- 
RO^xiviER worli renowned watches.
Record Players, Digital clock radios, 
Typewriters. i 
watchbanis.■EVERYTHING PHOTOGkxPHIC.
BEDDING. -- 
Cellular 
80 x 100. 
sets. 
TOuELS.

calle 1 Juan Moffat, i 
visitors have charterei _
in Stanley on the 4th December returning
or such like but <
to visit the Islands, i
is hoped that an enjoyable series will 

(Continued

Tights, Nylon and.
Shoes & Slippers.

Dress & Working shirts.
Colour border hankies. GENTS FOOTuKJl.

Cardigans V & Rounlneck types. J
Headsquares. £1

Plastic kits, Cars, Buses, Large tipping
Jigsaws, Plasticine, Paints, Buckets

- — • • ’ _J___
SPORTS REPORT continue! from page 13 •
Visit of Touring Team

The Cricket Club are expecting a visit in early December 
from the San Martin Club (ex Pacific Railway Club; of Argentina. 
They intend playing cricket and golf during their week’s stay 
and seeded prepared to participate in other activities that may 
be arranged.

Some of the members who are coning on the trip hold British 
passports, whilst others are of Brazilian and Uruguayan national
ities. There is an ^xrgentine called Percy Clark who works for 
Transradio International. Two medical doctors, an auditor 

and another named Ricardo Martin. The 
an aircraft from L.A.D.E. and are due 

—g on the 10th.Mr Ted Clapp tells me that this is not a professional team 
--- 1--—are just a group of Club Members who would like

, and play sone sport during their stay. It 
- —• - ■ - ensue.

opposite page lj)

Dear Sir,
I an c ompiling an article on the Falkland Islands Volunteer 

Corps of lo92-1915 and the Falkland Islands Defence Force of 1915 
to date, with especial emphasis on the uniforms worn by those 
units, for the "Bulletin” of the Military Historical Society.

I was wondering if any of your readers could possibly help 
as information on the uniforms worn by these units, is 

rather scarce in Britain.
I am on the ±ook out for photographs showing members of the 

F.I. Volunteer Corps in uniform prior to 1914, and members of the 
F.I. Defence Force in FULL DRESS* Great care would be taken of 
any material on loan, and the material would be returned as 
quickly as possible.

Information on destinctive designs of badges, buttons and 
shoulder titles would also be welcome.

Naturally full acknowledgement will be given for 
information received. Yours sincerely,

J.R. Williams.

TOILETRY.
Talcum Powder, 
shaving foam. 
Vai derma balm.
MEDIC PUL. Co deine, 
Saccharin sweeteners.

KELVIN STORE KELVIN STORE
, NIKON & OLYMPUS Cameras. ME&xBLITZ 

GaBIN Electrona tic 35mm projectors.
NxxTIONixL Radios, Tape Recorders, 

OLYMPIA d. BROTHER 
_  FIXOFLEX Expanding

xxRjLiTH Swiss Precision watches.
1 x 80, 80 x 96, 90 x 100. 
Flannelette Sheets 6b x 88,

Pillow Case

____ Various sizes up to 27 x 54» Towel sets.
CLOTHING. Mens suits, Sports coats, Terylene trousers, Caps. 
jx large variety of Courtelle & .acrylic. Rollneck & Crewneck 
Jerseys. Dress & ’working sliirts. String underwear, Socks, 
white <x
LaDIES.
woollen gloves.
hankie s•
TOYS. ^x vast range, 
lorries. Boxed games. 
& Spades, Kiddies brooms, Dustpan sets, Scales, Kitchen sets, 
Bath sets, Tea sets, Sewing sets, Cowboy Gunsf 
large selection of aeroplanes, Dolls and Boats.
Xmas Crackers, Xmas Wrapping Paper.
GIFTS. Bronnleys, Grossmith de Rosedale Gift sets. wallets, 
Purses, Toolnate sets, Razor kits, Egg Timers, Manicure de Brush 
& Comb sets, Tot Glasses & sets, Vases, Glass Dishes, Cruets, 
Sugar bowls, Tea caddies, Thermometers, Childrens jewel boxes, 
Brooches, Necklets, Cuff Links, Tie Bars, Pearl Ballpens, Mesh 
& 8tring Shopping Bags.

Sunsilk shampoo & Hairspray.

, etc.
MILO Japanese Binoculars.

_ __________ » Coloured Postcards, sets of o. 
woollen Blankets 60

Blankets 90 x 100.
Cotton « Flannelette Pillow Gases.
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HERE-uND THERE:

v

a* Cessna 150 (two-seater)
The cost if £8.90 per hour

Australia gave me the idea I s ought and, in lee 1, provided the 
direct inspiration for what was to become the Falkland Islands 
Government id.r Service.”

Private Flying
we are very grateful to Mr Robin Pitaluga agreeing to supply 

some information on his f lying instruction and flying plans. 
The cost is not cheap but neither is it incredibly expensive 
being no more expensive than buying a reasonable .second-hand land 
rover. Certainly most people without family commitments, could 
save up and do it. who’s going to be next? Hew rites: 
’’This was the realisation of an 16 year old ambition; plans to 
learn to fly and bring back an aeroplane in 1956 - enthusiastic
ally aided and abetted by Jin Kerr and John Huckle, were thwarted 
by Government requiring that the aircraft be on floats if I 
wished to land in Stanley. Floats then, as now, make the air
craft and its operation too expensive and difficult for the 
private owner. The temporary airfield and the coning main one 
have removed this problem.

lifter ’shopping around* I decided to enrol with the King- 
lAr Flying Club at Biggin Hill prodrome, Kent, which claims to 
be the best equipped and most modern of the many c lubs operating 
there. Training is all done on Cessna 150 (two-seater) air
craft, of which tiiey have four, 
including V.^.T.

1 had my first lesson on the 30th May and went solo on tae 
2oth June after 12 hours dual. My qualifying cross-country 
flight Biggir/staplofor-y Ipswich/Biggin took place on the 20th 
July. The General Flight Test was taken on the 27th but could 
not be completed because of deteriorating visibility. The G.F.T. 
was successfully completed on the 2nd august and the total time 
for both parts was 1 hour 50 minutes - the longest and most ex
acting part of the course and the examiner was the Club’s Chief 
Flying Instructor. The same iay, after completing the G.F.T. 
I started conversion on to the larger F.172 (4 seats).. This
was a brand new aeroplane of which^the club had just taken de
livery. Ground examinations, which consist of an oral test of 
knowledge on Theory of Flight and xxir Frames and Engines, written 
papers on Navigation and Meteorology and jxir Law were success
fully taken at about this time and my licence cane through in 
the first week of august. This is a basic P.P.L. and allows

H.Li.S. Endurance
In the Daily Telegraph magazine dated June 29th 1975 we spied 

a Royal Navy Recruiting advert for officers. It occupied two 
pages and one column contained a picture of "Endurance” backed by 
snow’ and ice with the following enticing offer. "Youc ould go 
to the .antarctic. H.M.S. Endurance goes there every year on the 
Ice Patrol. One of the main objects of the patrol is to chart
the area, and to up-date charts. (Last year we found the old 
charts of Cape Horn were wrong by 3 miles). apart from that, 
there are supplies to deliver to s cientific expeditions on the 
ice-cap. There are good-will visits to be made to South ^jaerican 
ports. ^md there’s time to study the region’s flora and fauna. 
You’d spend 5 months in the antarctic, and most of tne rest of 

The ship's 15 officers 
a Royal Marine, and 2 helicopter pilots.

Not surprisingly, there’s never

the year preparing for the expedition, 
include a doctor, 1 
Usually, they go on two tours, 
any shortage of volunteers.”
Christ Church Cathedral

Frost is apparently the cause of some surface brickwork 
falling from the tower of the Cathedral to the right of and above 
the main door. It is not known whether any of the surrounding 
brickwork has been similarly affected or whether there is danger 
of further falls. Canon Helyer advises, that it is so high 
there is difficulty obtaining adequate scaffolding.
Sir Miles Clifford, K.B.E., C.m.G.

^mother magazine advertisement is of local interest this 
time in the July 1973 Readers Digest, U.K. Edition. the 
newly appointed Governor of the Falkland Islands, I was making 
my first voyage round my .antarctic Dependencies when the weather 
blew up; for 36 hours our little ship "Fitzroy”, bucked like an 
untamed colt and I was virtually marooned in my cabin, 
particularly violent heave dislodged a box of books above^my head, 
and from its scattered contents I retrieved an old copy of 
Reader’s Digest. In it I found the answer to one of my most 
pressing administrative problems - the need to improve commun
ications and ease the appalling isolation of many of the Islanders. 
The Digest’s account of the Royal Flying Doctor Service of
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V.

*

so

My tine at this 
, 40 hours

The cost at this
Capt. R.L.C. Branson and. 

both pilots with experience of air oper- 
__   w x ' '» Both also have flying boat 

experience. Gapt. Branson is a Flight Operations Inspector and 
Air Jones an adviser on Operational Service Overseas. They are 
to submit a report 
F. I .0__ i

They are
. _ x on the operating procedures and standards of
S., particularly in regal’d to procedures laid down in the 

Colonial ^xir Navigation Order. They expressed their gratitude

Falkland Islands Government idr Service
Two U.K. Civil Aviation .authority experts visited the Colony 

from October 29th to November 12th. ------
ivir xxrthur 0. Jones are 1 
ations in many parts of the world, 
experience. (

Colonial .2/Navigation Order. They expressed their gratitude 
at the marvellous hospitality shown to them on their visits.
7 Day Flying

The Government has announced that the Government xx.tr Service 
will operate 7 days a week from November 1st to March 31st when 
necessary. This is said to be for the purpose of permitting 
easier access to holiday areas in the Camp, ”in particular to 
allow- txiose coming to the Colony for a week’s holiday to spend 
more time outside Stanley”.
Delayed Surface Mail

Through the kind intervention of Vice-Commo doro de la Colina 
it is expected that the remainder of the surface mail marooned 
in Commodoro Kivadavia will arrive by “Bahia Buen Suceso”.
Education Policy

The Executive Council have decided that Spanish should be 
taught as a second language in Colony schools as soon as suitable 
staff could be recruited. It is worth pointing out that public 
opinion in favour of such a move has been expressed quite volubly 
in recent weeks. Of course Spanish is already taught at Darwin 
Boarding School.
Royal nedding Gift

we understand no locally made riding gear was submitted for 
consideration for presentation to H.R.H. Princess x^nne and Capt. 
Mark Phillips. xxccordingly Standing Finance Committee has 
allocated 100 guineas and the princess will designate a charity 
or charities to receive this gift.

appreciation of the help and advice
of Civil aviation, and several 

, I would have

licence permitted it, i ’ 
residents will be welcome to travel 
ies occur and their nerve is up to the strain!

—' your paper, record my 
willingly given by the

of the Colony without which, 
^'-.3 ground.”

me to fly single engined aircraft up to a maximum weight of^l2,500 
lbs. However, one has to be checked out on the dixierent types 
and the fact recorded in the personal log book.
point was just over 41 hours of which 102 were solo, 
are required for the issue of the licence. T.... .
point about £400 including road travel (Biggin Hill was 1J miles 
from our house) naps, books, computer and navigation eqi. •.puent.

I an currently certified as c apable of flying the Cessna 
150 and F.172 and competent to carry passengers in these aircraft. 
Fortunately the comments of passengers are not recorded in the 
log book! P.P.L. dees not permit a pilot to carry passengers 
for gain or reward and passengers travel at their own risk and 
the pilot’s expense.

During the few remaining weeks before we returned from leave 
I was able to take Jene and the boys and members of her family 
for flights and also took sone extra instruction on instrument 
flying, short field operation and cross wind handling. ^t about 
this tine I also took the examination and practical test for the 
VHl/RT Licence* which one must have once qualified. The Student 
Pilot’s Licence permits use of the radio up to this point. all 
of this was thoroughly interesting and enjoyable and one of the 
most satisfying things I have ever done.

Now we are shopping around for an aeroplane. These are 
terribly expensive whan new and we have virtually decided on a 
second-hand one with low hours. »<e have chosen the Cessna 172 
as being the best suited to our needs and plan to use it for 
farm business, including inspections, as well as pleasure, and it 
will replace the faithful Roadless Kovei- fcr Stanley trips. \<e 
hope the project will be a social benefit to the farm enabjing us 
to transport mail, stores, spares and films. »e have no inten
tion of competing with the Government xxir Service even if xjy 

. , . j which it does not, but friends and farm
as passengers 'when opportunit-

J— — —’ »— VFinally nay I, through the medium of ----- - - __ _________  
Chief Secretary and Superintendent 
other people in and out 1 " 1 
had no hope of getting off the
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advertisement:

estate LOUIS WILLIAMS

’GLOBE STORE*

Childrens ’woollen Gloves and.Mittens
- white and coloured

♦

*

Personal service

By reducing sap

Lawn Grass Seed in 1-lb. tins 
wire-netting J6” wide l^-“ mesh 
’wire-netting 72u wide 2”'mesh

at the
Globe Store.

Stretch Nylon Socks
Childrens Y/oollen Hats
Baby Feeders in Plastic and Nylon
Baby Shoes in assorted colours
Rubber and Soft Toys
Nulon Hand Cream — large, small and medium
Necklaces, Brooches, Earrings
Evening Bags in Silver, Gold and Black
Ladies Cardigans
Gents Heavy WVH Neck Sweaters

(continued from page 3)
Put a small stone into the slit to keep it open, 
flow in this way hearts may be induced to form.

BUSINESS NEuS ID OPINION:
Falkland Trading Ltd. Progress is being made on the hiving off of 
fTTTc. Stanley and shipping interest to a local company. The main 
item of interest is that the new company F.T.L. will offer an invi
tation to the general public to subscribe for its shares. I am 
advised that applications will only be accepted from F.I. residents 
and those with a F.I. connection. The minimum is likely to be £50. 
Shareholders will, of course, then bo able to have their say at a 
general meeting about the running of the West Store and Spares Dept., 
Butchery, Shipping, Travel, Insurance, Jetty and wharfage that will 
be transferred to F.T.L. Naturally small shareholders, with the 
consequent small voting power cannot expect to influence policy very 
much - unless very convincing facts are produced.

of the voting shares and will not be 
F.I.C. will nominate 2 directors.

The F.I.C. will hold 46/0 
able to enlarge its holding. F.I.G. will nominate 2 directors. It 
is expected that the manager will also be a director - the first is 
likely to be Mr ALister Sloggie. The remaining two directors will 
bo elected by the remaining shareholders. I understand that the 
S.O.^. already have 2 names in mind.

F.T.L. aims to pay 7i>'o to lO/o dividend at the end of the first 
trading year. I an assured that employees rights will be safeguarded... 
F.T.L. aims to introduce some new services including a wholesale de
partment which will supply farms and shops whether shareholders or not. 
It is hoped that offer documents will be available sometime in December. 
We will hold back our comments until these are available. 
Tourism. The 1974/75 provisional brochure of Lindblad travel just 
published shows that it is intended that the Lindblad Explorer wi 11 
visit the Falklands nid-Dec. *74 and early and late Jan. and early Feb. 
1975* Two applications for Tourism Development Loans have been 
granted for £3,000 and £2,000. applications for the remaining £5,000 
vn.ll be considered up to March *74. The Tourist Bureau has sent us a 
copy of a 12 page Guide to Stanley excellently printed by the Govern
ment Printing Office — including the maps. Incidentally, the centre 
map looks very like the duplicated one distributed to tourists by the 
Taoernacle last year.
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son

23rd Oct. dau
27th Oct. son
2nd Nov. dau
4th Nov. son

9th Nov. son

11th Oct. Kir & Mrs C. He Iyer of Peterborough, England,

7th Nov. a

Marriages In the Falklands

Age! 68 years.
Overseas

23rd Sept.

0 0 0 0 0

Steven Noah Ki idle in Manchester, 
England..

Sydney Berntsen to Jeanette Berntsen at Port San Carlos. 
Melvyn Summers to G-loria Jane G-oss at Teal Inlet.

Mr ex Mrs D. Ko zee 
(Betty Larsen)

Overseas •

daughter (6 lb 5 oz). 
Mrs E. Luxton.

a
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25th Oct.
3rd Nov.

Aged 67 years.

Births
16th Oct.

In the Falklands
Victor Horace Peck.

Deaths 
26th Oct.

At K.E.Ki. Hospital
Dr & Mrs F.C. Cox J

daughter, Rachel Louisa Mary (6 lb 6 oz). 
first grandchild for Canon and Mrs Helyer. 
Mr 6c Mrs D. Luxton of Auckland, Nev/ Zealand,
daughter (6 lb 5 oz). David is a son of Mr &

Mr & Mrs V.R. Steen
(Gail Bly th)

Mr de Mrs R. Evans
(Olwen ’Biffo’ Pole-Evans)
Nr 6c Mrs S. Berntsen

(Jeanette Jaffray)
Mr & Mrs G. Lent

Colin MacKenzie 
(8 lb) 
Karen Lucetta 
(o lb d oz) 
Russell 
(6 lb 14 oz) 
Sapphena jmya Jane 
(o lb oz) 
Christopher Graham (8 lb 51-oz) 
Bryn Thomas 
(6 lb 9 oz)

BIRTHS, ivARRl^G-ES AND DEATHS:
"Ve rejoice with those who rejoice and mourn with those who 

mourn” •
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uhy no-one was commissioned

Perhaps we can try to do

REVIEu

The proposal to give

|

So says a 
However half a loaf is not better 
It should be a cause for anaze-

spring. 
manures

1

<3 1

easily and slowing do;-;n evaporation of moisture, 
crops as they become crowded will be useful now. 
potatoes as they rise, 
for succession.

It would be beneficial to use liquid or easily absorbed 
on cauliflower, cabbage and tomatoes.

ing sets of horse gear in a few 'weeks.
to do the work is a mystery - with a hand made product it wouldn’t 
have mattered at all if it were late and would really have put the 
Falkland Islands on the royal maps, 
better next time.

However the -weeds are now well away 
Hoeing, of course, also promotes the 

growth of plants tnrough aeration, allowing rain to penetrate 
Thinning of 
Hoe up

Sow lettuce, radish, cress and turnip 
Sow broccoli, early cabbage and kale for next

THE VEG-ETtkELE G.xRDEN IN DECEMBER;
Our advice last month to hoe was a bit premature as a cold 

spell quite hold up growth, 
and we must be after them.

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK:
Xmas or CHRISTnas? Half a loaf is better than none, 
proverb that most will accept, 
if the whole loaf is available.
ment that so many of us seem happy to settle for half a Christmas.

Yet again if we go into a shop to buy some thing in a box and 
later find half of what we purchased is missing we are not very 
pleased. Most of us would go and. demand that we get the whole. 
\[e would search until we found what we was missing - particularly 
if it had been proven to be valuable.

We believe that the religious basis of Christmas is the missing 
vital half of this festival. Rightly we enjoy giving presents and 
having family reunions. »<e try to remember our friends and send 
then greetings and so on. »«e would urge all our readers to check 
to make sure that Jesus is also in their Christmas, that faith in 
the Saviour undergirds their celebrations. If we put back the 
religious basis and recognise Christ as the founder and sustainer 
of Christmas then the blessings and joys will last long after we 
take down the decorations.
Long live the Revolution! \*e are sorry that sone folk have been 
somewhat disappointed that we have not used our independence to 
become an anti-government newspaper. However we must refuse any 
pressure to be pushed to one side or the other. we are not anti 
anything except things evil. It was not by accident that we re
tained the crest on the front with the caption ’Desire the right’. 
No doubt folk will disagree as to what is right but together we’ll 
try and find it.
This Edition. "gain we are grateful for helpful co-operation from 
His Excellency the Governor and many other people in producing this 
paper. "gain pressure on space joears the omission of much that we 
would like to have included especially a look at welfare which has 
been held over. The circulation is increasing and we thank all 
subscribers and readers for their support. We hope you find the 
pull-out Christmas supplement provides an entertaining break for 
you and your children.
Royal Wedding Present. The proposal to give a Wedding Present to 
H.R.H. Princess ,mne and Capt. Phillips developed into a fiasco.
It ended up with merely a donation to a charity nominated by the 
princess which, as someone remarked to the Editor, ’’hasn’t much of 
a present to them, was it?”. We are all to blame for apparently 
no-one stated the elementary fact that you can’t produce two match-

(Continued from page 9) :
November 27th. Just after mid-day a life raft was spotted in 

the sea off Roy Cove by Beaver pilot Mr Ian Campbell. xx land 
search that afternoon revealed nothing and an air search was 
mounted in the evening which resulted in it being seen in a 
cleft of rock. j.t 3.30 a.m. the next day another land search 
started and resulted in it being found at 6.00 a.m. The oval 
rubber raft was in quite- good condition. The survival equip
ment was untouched. From the contents this boat, capable of 
holding 15 men, is an American ^xirborne Lifeboat.

November 26th. n report from the acting Senior Magistrate showed 
a decrease in criminal cases heard in recent years. Cases heard 
in 1971 were 81; in 1972 there were b9; and in 1973 to date 36 
cases. Just to correct a mistaken impression that some folk 
have received we advise that there has not been a reduction in 
crime. The Police Department state that the crimes reported 
over the period have been about the same each year. Thus the 
crime rate is still quite high but fewer cases are getting to court. 
The police attribute this to inadequate co-operation from the 
public - for instance some thefts have not been reported until 

^continued on page 22)
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.ADVERTISEMENT:

ESTATE LOUIS LILLIAviS
GLOBE STORE

Exotic jaitelope Rugs

in packets:Burton’s Goli Medal Biscuits

Burton’s Goli Medal Biscuits in tins:

IPersonal service
at the

Globe Store,*

Edinburgh Castle Scotch Shortbreai
Highland Games
Petticoat Tails
Loch Morlich
Gen Biscuits
Crimson Rose
Merry England
ALpine Flower
Chocolate assorted

Gaynigon Curtaining 
Gayfair Curtaining 
Georgian Curtaining 
Plastic Carefree Mats

Toffee Pops Ginger Nuts
Jaffa Cakes Table Fingers
Squiggles Tower .assortsi
Cream Crackers Jaa & Creae assorted
Viscount Orange Milk Chocolate 
Milk Chocolate Morning Coffee 
Milk Chocolate Assorted

98p per yard
98p per yard
£1.18 per yard

27“ x 54” - £2.,66 each
Plastic Carefree Mats 36“ x 66” - £4.28 each

27" X 48" - £4.26 each
£3»4o each

x 66”
x 48”

Exotic Rugs (assorted colours)  27“ x 48”

REVIE-., - a look at the events of our TIMES.
November The wedding of Miss Jane Goss to Mr Melvyn 

Sumners was heli at Teal Inlet. The service was conducted 
by Canon P. Helyer Christ Church Cathedral). ^kbout 50 
people were present for the ceremony in the Manager’s house. 
The following account was sent in.

“The welling ceremony took place in the drawing room 
at 2.30 p.m. Mrs Barton anl Mrs Dorothy Newman had 
iecorate1 the room with vases full of daffodils in full 
bloom anl these lookei extremely pretty.

Jane, anl her father, Mr Stan Goss, arrive! right on 
time, being iriven to the Big House by Mr Michael Clarke. 
The bride was looking very lovely in a full length dress 
of crystal satin, with a set-in yoke of Guipere lace, 
matching the wide frills that flowed from the elbows of 
the sleeves. ornandal floral headdress heli the full 
length, 3-tier veil in place, which fell over the train 
of the iress. She carriei a white prayer book an! attache! 
to this was a magnificient yellow velvet rose. Her brides
maids were her sisters michelle an! June. They wore dresses 
of deep yellow crystal satin, these had high c ollars at the 
neck an! long flare! sleaves, the style being emphasize! by 
a white trimming. They also hai small yellow flowers in 
their hair, anl carriei a prayer book each. Best man iuties 
were ably carriei out by one of Melvyn’s younger brothers, 
Russell, anl both he an! Melvyn lookei very smart in lark 
suits with white floral buttonholes.

Immediately after the ceremony, Jane and Melvyn entered 
the conservatory, where they were instantly showered with 
handfuls of rice, and Jane was presented with lucky horse
shoes by Sybella Goodwin and Sheena Newnan, a black cat 
given by Shane Clarke, an! lastly a black chimney sweep 
presented, very reluctantly, by the grooms godson, undrew 
Newman. The ’Official’ photographer was Martin Dibble.

At 4*00 p.m. the reception was held in the hall in 
the cookhouse, which had been tastefully decorated by Mrs 
Dickson and the cookhouse boys. The eats for the reception 
and lance had been prepared by Mrs Dolly Ford, who had
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November 6 th. Much consternation was caused in the islanis by a 
report on Radio Newsreel by uxdrian Porter the BBC Latin jxLierica 
correspondent. This was to the effect that there night be a 
likelihood of the temporary airstrip being ’rolled up* and 
taken back to Argentina if action is not forthcoming soon on 
the sovereignty. This was in comment on a Note to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations by the .argentine 
Government about the Falkland Islands. (Ed; the contents of 
which have yet to be revealed to the people who actually live 
here J) His Excellency the Governor subsequently issued a 
statement seeking to pour oil on troubled waters, rejoin ling us 
in his own words, "in this part of the 'world we are used to 
squally weather”.

November 8th. J; a ceremony hell in Government House, His 
Excellency the Governor, on behalf of Her Majesty the ^ueen, 
presented the insignia of the M.B.E. to Mr T.tf. Royans in 
the presence of invited guests. Mr Boyans is the Superintend
ent of the Public works Department. Particularly mentioned 
was his liasion work when the ^^rgentine ixir Force were build
ing the temporary airstrip, also aid given to various con
sultants in connection with the planned permanent airfield.

November 8 th. Late in the evening a fire was discovered in 
the roof of the IlI.C. engineers shop. dry powder ex
tinguisher in the hands of the Chief Police Officer effectively 
contained the fire until the arrival of the fire brigade who 
shortly afterwards had the fire under control.

November 9th. In a press release from Government House news was 
given that the Governor had been pleased to accept a gift of 
1J James Pollard coaching prints from ivir Jack ^bbott in memory 
of his late wife, a Falkland Islander by birth. They .were 
donated on the condition that these prints should not stay in 
Stanley should the Islands ever leave the British Commonwealths 
Mr Abbott commented, "It seemed appropriate to me, that these 
pictures typifying a bit of old England in the last century 
should hang on the walls of Government House and perhaps give 
pleasure to many Islanders.” <»e might be forgiven for musing 
that it is not very likely that many Islanders will see them 
there. However to be fair there doesn’t seen anywhere else

travelled out a week in advance to do this, and this seems to have 
been very worthwhile, after seeing and tasting the absolutely 
delie. 1 ,)iis spread she put in front of us. In the midst of this 
beautiful array of goodies was the superb J-tier wedding cake, made 
by Mr Tin Dobbyns and most beautifully decorated by Mrs Owen McPhee. 
Toasts were exchanged during the course of the reception and Melvyn 
and Jane cut their wedding cake w ith a traditional huge carving 
knife. .at approximately 6.00 p.n. a supper for relations and close 
friends was held at the hone of the grooms parents, Mr and Mrs Nigel 
Sumners. The supper itself being prepared most efficiently and 
tastefully by Mrs Nigel Sumners and mrs Gordon jaiierson.

Later, at 9-00 p.n. a most lively dance was held in the cook
house, and continued until the small hours of the morning, everyone 
enjoying themselves immensely. During the evening further supplies 
of Mrs Ford’s cooking were consumed, plus liquid refreshments from 
the barman ’Vince*.

The grooiJs mother wore a light green suit and white blouse, 
with contrasting tangerine hat and gloves and the bride’s mother in 
a beige 2-picce suit with matching accessories - both looking very 
smart and elegant.

Melvyn and Jane, who are making their home at Hope Cottage, 
would like to thank every one who helped in any way, and for making 
their day such a happy one." 
November 6th. The schooner Penguin arrived in Stanley after a voy

age of about 100 miles from Richard Harbour off Pebble Island. 
The new owner Robert uatson (Colony dentist; was joined by John 
Bailey for the voyage which was made c ompletely under s ail - 
the e ngine being out of commission. The trip took just over two 
days plus a night. The weather was quite fierce at times. 
The Penguin came out to the Falklands in 1908 as a steam launch 
and was used by the Government in towing barges filled with 
sewage J .after finding difficulty in obtaining spares following 
the last world war it was rigged as a sailing vessel and a 
diesel vessel by the late Mr Jack Davis.

Mr Watson was advised that she might not sail too well es
pecially in view of her lack of keel (she draws 4*6” at the 
stern). However on his return he made a spirited defence of 
Penguin’s sailing abilities provided she is handled'carefully.
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November 14th.

I

page 2)

i

j

R.R.S. John Biscoe left Port Stanley for South 
Some .anxiety was felt as to whether she would leave 

During her recent visit to the ^mtarctic Peninsular
The tips of two opposite blades 

an
It -was thought__ ___ One of the arrivals on today1 s plane was Mr Crook 

who has come to revitalise the K.E.M* Hospital administration 
using a long experience in similar work.

November 13th. r— ---

(continued on

The V.I.P’s totalling some 45 persons were entertained to a 
buffet lunch at Government House. (Subject to the blocks 
arriving we hope to have some pictures in the Januazy or

President: 
Secretary: 

It was announced that meetings would be at 5 
in future to enable members to attend after work.

> The wedding of H.R.H. Princess iJine to Captain 
Mark Phi 1i ips aroused much interest, certainly in Stanley where 
people could b^ seen walking along the streets with portable 
radios switched on.

In common with other colonies a special stamp issue was 
made. Sales on the first day amounted to £1076 including 
2,050 official first day covers.

November 15th. The first anniversary of the opening of the temp
orary airstrip was celebrated - apparently at the request of 
the xxrgentine Government. The u^rgentine delegation was led by 
a friendly and fit looking Brigadier D. Roberto Bartot, Chief 
of Staff of the argentine i*ir Force* He was accompanied by 
various officers, diplomats including Counsellor Blanco and 

There were also Mr John Shakespeare and iviiss G.
The Governor,

reporters.
Evans from the British Embassy in Buenos jxires. The Governor, 
in his official uniform, and Mrs Lewis, together with Legislative 
and Executive Council Members and their wives welcomed the 
visitors.. cocktail party and light lunch were given by the 
argentine -*iir Force and many residents were invited. Speeches 
were made by Brigadier Bartot and his Excellency the Governor.

The .annual General Meeting of the Falkland Islands 
branch' oFThe British Red Cross Society elected the following 
officers for 1974. President: Mrs E.G. Lewis. Chairman: 
Mrs J.H. ^slimore. Secretary: Mrs B. Barnes and Treasurer: 
Mrs F. Cox.

Perhaps an exhibition with notes could be 
arranged in some public place.

November 11th. The usual Remembrance Day services were held in
St. Mary’s Roman Catholic Church. In Christ Church Cathedral 
the Anglican Church were joined by the Pastor and Members of the 
United Free Church (The Tabernacle).

There followed appropriate ceremonies and a joint service 
at the cross of sacrifice. Particularly welcome this year was 
a contingent from H.M.S. Endurance led by Captain C. Isacke.

November 12th. One of the arrivals on today’s plane was Mr Crook

February F.I. Times;. 
November 19th.

Georgia, 
at all. 
her propeller was damaged, 
on the four^bladed propeller had been bent outwards to 
angle of 90 about one foot from the tip.
that drydocking would be necessary but this has now been post
poned to the new year. The Captain (Capt. Philips) decided 
that it would be possible to carry out work around South 
Georgia for which preparations had been going on during the 
winter. No doubt the scientists concerned breathed a long 
sigh of relief at this decision. K.R.S. John Biscoe took 
with her Messrs Len Minto, Pat uhitney and Gary Brown who wi 11 
be working down south for the summer.

November 22nd. His Excellency the Governor announced that “he 
had been informed by the British Embassy in Buenos jxires that 
Colonel Luis Gonzalez Balcarce has returned to the Malvinas 
Department of the Ministry of Foreign ixffairs and will, as 
before, be concerned with the scholarship scheme and public 
relations”• Colonel Balcarces many friends here, and those 
he has helped from time to time, will be pleased at this news.

November 26th. Mr Nigel Histon, doing survey work for alginate 
Industries Ltd. left on todays plane. In particular he looked 
at further investigation and planning of the water project, 
concentrating on the proposed run of the pipe-line from the 
Murrell River dam to the Camber, with studies of the s oil and 
rock through which it will pass; the investigation of the 
cut kelp storage zone alongside of the Camber Harbour; and the 
availability of rock and sand for construction purposes.

November 26th. Mr Michael John Macoun, C.M.G., O.B.E., arrived 
on todays plane. He is Overseas Police adviser at the F.C.O. 
He has held a number of eminent posts in Police work both in 
the U.K. and overseas.
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-" BETWEEN THE EDITOR AND HIS EXCELLENCY THE 
LLiIS. C.m.G-., O.B.B.

am 
so,

on it.
they couldn’t have a visa.
coming back and. c ame back.
to who comas and. goes in this country or we don’t, 
government is all about.
out a visa. It’s as simple as that. There’s no question of 
intolerance, or anything like that, against religion.
RF: So for someone like that who is refused an entry permit if 
tneywant to take it up they have to take it up with the British 
Government in London, and not through the courts here?

The courts are open to anyone, toide open. Including the 
. Nothing to stop them.

Perhaps we’ll leave that now and come to one of the bees in 
obvious That tourist and other develop- 
There’c Mr Lindblad proposing to build 

There’s Alginates hoping 
I wonder if there’s

HE: 
appeal court. 
RE: 
my bonnet. It is quit' 
ments are fining speed, 
hotels and lodges all over the place, 
to build a factory. I wonder if there’s a need for some kind of 
planning board to ensure that environmental matters are not for
gotten in the rush for profits. This is something where we can 
maybe benefit from the mistakes made in other countries. A board 
that might limit, shall we say, the number of places in any hotel 
in a given place or would investigate the environmental effects 
lively to be caused by the erection of a factory half a mile across 
the harbour and so on. Have you any thoughts on this?

Members of the Council are very conscious of this.HE: Members of the Council are very conscious of this. This is a 
question where I have to represent, quite forcibly sometimes, Her 
Majesty’s G-overnment’s policies on the whole question of the

large community would be any more noticed than any other sect of 
which in England there may be 100 or 150 at any one time. In 
England when I -was home there were G-urus going around founding 
sects and everybody to his own last on these things. Personally 
I feel that I wouldn’t like to say who was right on this question. 
I wouldn’t like to criticise any man for his faith. tohat one 
does expect is that a Church cr any religion doesn’t get to the 
stage where it makes a nuisance of imposing themselves on people, 
and also they don’t get to the stage -where they break the law. 
In this particular case that you mention, this was a decision 
taken by the Executive Council. I don’t want to go into details 

This particular couple were told in Buenos Aires that
They deliberately sail that they were 
Now either we control the right as 

That’s what 
You can't enter the united States with

it’s as simple as that.

Robin Forrester? You may have seen in the first issue of the F.I. 
TIMES a suggestion that Her Majesty the Queen be invited to open 
the new permanent airfield. Do you think there is any chance of 
this suggestion going forward and something being done about it? 
His Excellency: While we are on the subject of the new permanent 
airfield - naturally, this is something I was pushing very hard 
when I was home in England. The tenders are due in on the 5th 
November and I hope that we will get something definite this month. 
Mini stars and others are very aware tnat there’s been some slip
page in the time-table on this and it is important politically. 
The British G-overnment is committed to build this airfield. I’m 
committed as Governor - on the line as having said so, I can’t 
speak for the Queen obviously but, well put it this way, it would 
be a very suitable occasion, and we’d like to see her.
RE: Is it up to you as Governor to invite the Queen, or is it a 
Legislative Council affair?
HE: From time to time we are asked about things lime Her Majesty’s 
future programme and so on but no doubt if the Legislative Council 
wish to move a motion in that direction it wouldn’t do any harm. 
RF: Now to switch to another local matter. I have heard that 
Mr de Mrs Ritchie who were ’Jehovah’s witnesses’ here were refused 
admittance to the Colony. Nov; as I read the Ordinance the only 
person who can refuse admittance is the Governor and I wonder 
whether this means that some people are not as free to practice 
their religion as others. Have you any comment to make on this? 
There seemed to me to be quite a lot of pressure in some circles 
to push them out when they were here. as you well Know I am
totally opposed to ’Jehovah’s toitness’ teaching, very much so, but 
none-the-less I think we must believe in people’s freedom to pract
ice their own religion to their hearts c ontent - providing it does 
not restrict other people’s observance of theirs. It did seem to 
me that maybe this was a mild kind of religious persecution, and 
maybe the thin end of the wedge?
HE: There’s no question of persecution of any sect or any colour 
or anything else. You know that the ’Jehovah’s toitnesses’ in a
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RF:

It’s no use closing the stable door after the

HE:

One is always meet-
I had a meeting

I
I

on this very subject of the environment, 
latest thinking in the U.K* 
experts in London to help.

’ own * 
have the right to build what they like on it 
permanently damage the environment? 
trustees than owners, 
myself as a trustee, 
future owners.

I had meetings
1 had several meetings with bir Denis U-reenhill 

heal of the Foreign ann. Commonwealth Office permanent staff and 
with a whole scries of officials in London.
ing people; people are ringing up all the time.
with the Falkland Islands Committee which is more or less a watchdog 
body to see that the Falklands is not sold down the river or some
thing like that. ^Ed. bee the Sept. F.I. TIMES page X 
lunch at the House of Commons with Richard Luce the Conservative 
M.P. for -h. run del de Shoreham and Bernard Conlan the Labour M>P. for

environment and wildlife conservation. This is a subject "which 
arouses some considerable feeling in Europe and the House of Commons. 
It has a vociferous lobby. We have tightened up on our creation 
of reserves here, tightened up generally on conservation. I don’t 
think it's a real problem yet but I think that it’s certainly some
thing that might have to be watched. I personally feel that there 
is a future for tourism here. It’ll be for a very specialised type 
of tourist. The sort of person that likes the open air, likes to 
see the logger ducks, the birds, the fur seal and so on. It doesn’t 
strike me that he’s going to be much of a problem to the environment. 
I don’t think that tht; small cottage/ranch type houses we are think
ing of putting up for this type of tourist will be a threat to tne 
environment. Sometimes I 'wonder when I see the dirty beer cans 
around Stanley that we should start our planning at home.
RF: Do you think that because people ’own’ the land tney should 

even if it might 
-fter all the people are more 

If I own a plot of land I ought to regard 
Not just to use it but to look after it for 

Shouldn’t those who own islands and farms regard 
themselves in the same way? An official or even independent 
planning board could check that things didn’t get out of hand. 
HE; It’s very difficult, for example, to tell a farmer how he should 
farm his land. Every farmer has different ideas how these things 
should be done and farmers all over the w orld are a notoriously 
independant bunch of chaps. I think this is much better done by 
persuasion and understanding - I think a lead has got to come from 
the top on this and from people who are interested in these things. 
One expects the Council to give a lead on it. Vie are having legis
lation tightened up and improved, it’s being drafted at the moment, 

It ’ s in line with the 
This is where we can call upon our 
But if it’s a question of a rash of 

tourism, I agree it may well have to be controlled - the type of 
hotel that is built, and where they are built, and so on. I think 
these islands, in a harsh, bleak way sometimes, are extremely 
attractive. It’s when you come back here after you find it has 
been very difficult to get a bit of peace anywhere that you appreciate

the loneliness and the loveliness here.
If Alginates, for instance, build a generating station the 

size they want, it will probably be three times the size of the 
one we have now. The amount of noise it will produce will prob
ably be quite bad. Should they know now that they are going to 
have to sound proof it in some way so that we io not get the noise 
wafting across the harbour? Noise travels easily across water of 
course. Stanley could be one continuous buzz. Much as we’d 
like their money what’s the use of having the place if it’s a 
misery to live in. 
horse has bolted.
HE: I couldn’t agree more. as far as Stanley is concerned it’s 
a matter of local civic pride. Some people keep their properties 
absolutely brilliantly bright and c lean and so on. In some ways 
it’s a great pity that we don’t use our local stone to a greater 
extent. I feel sometimes that with so much of our tin and wood 
construction we’ve missed out. Other times, flying on a clear 
day or coming in from the Murrell when I’ve been out fishing and 
I look down at the light catching the colour Stanley can look 
very, very attractive - or coming in on the bridge of a ship 
through the cut. he have got that site to dear up, that awful 
eyesore of the refuse dump opposite the harbour and so on. I 
tnink that a start’s been made, it’s something we are certainly 
very alive to. I am certain too that .alginates Ltd. are very 
aware of these problems.
RF: Right. If we can move to the political questions now. Could 
you say what kind of official c ontacts you made on behalf of the 
Falkland Islands while you were on leave?
__ . hell I had official contacts at all levels, 
with Ministers.
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Can you reveal whether a late has been ar-

AS

so

Eni of Part 21

on
What is the re-

If ESKO 
Hopefully -

The answer is no.
you know I’a not hiding anything here, 
talks in Lonion which were reporter, 
ment, which askei us to have the talks, 
short notice.
on the talks because the Argentine representative set iown various 
ideas and our people didn't have any brief from Ministers to discuss 
those things - so the talks were adjourned. Since then the Argen
tine Government, as you know, has been through a series of political 
upheavals ani we have now sail in the Unite! Nations that we hope 
we can get the talks going again. Obviously it’s the only civil- 

: but there’s no late fixe!

Gateshead hast, the members of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Dele
gation who came out here. They play a continuing part in-watching 
our interests and, of course, are very valuable at the right moment 
asking the correct question in the House of Commons. 1 found a 
tremendous amount of interest an! support, undei standing and encourage
ment about our problems ani now we are coping with them. There 
is a much more healthier situation economically now with wool prices 
the way they are: after all two years ago when I first came out 
they were really in the trough after a year or two of disastrous 
prices which had lei to people beginning to doubt the economic 
viability of the islanis ani has lei I think to a certain amount 
of depopulation: the young people leaving for Australia ani New 
Ze al uni ani England.
RF; a short one now. Can you reveal whether a iate has been ar
range! for the next roun! of talks with the Argentine, please? 
HE: The answer is no. No, not yet, I can’t give you a iate.

be hai the last rouni of 
This was an outgoing govern- 

be agree!, at rather
Our people found that they could not usefully carry

can get the talks going again. C' 
isei, diplomatic way to get things Tone: 
yet.
RF: Home months ago the Argentine Government made a statement to 
the effect that if sometning didn’t happen about talking 
sovereignty soon then maybe they’! io something.

Nations. ae come up regularly under trie Committee of 2j+9 the 
Fourth Committee ani then the General Assembly, and c olonialism 
in all its forms ycher^’s not much left of the British Empire 
but what we have got left J is regarded in some quarters as an 
evil thing. a11 wo can io is repeat time an! time again that the 
British Government is on record as s aying that if it is the wish 
of the people of the Falklani Islanis to come to some arrangement 
with the Argentine then so be it. But the British Government is 
not going to push the islandersinto ioing anything against their 
wishes. The ^wrgentine attituie on this is that it is not the 
wishes of the people that matter, it is the interests of the people 
that matter. In other w oris the Argentines start from the legal 
concept that as successors to the Union of 1616 they are auto
matically the heirs to these islanis. Therefore the people that
came in after-war is, in their opinion io not matter - that is their . 
stand. I know you get people who say to me, (an! there’s nothing 
like Stanley for rumoursJ, "well EBRD’s pulling out, we have hear! 
that BaS is pulling out, Isn’t this a sign that the British 
Government’s pulling out too?” I say EBRO leaving is purely a 
technical decision by a European body® mi! BixS, if inieei any 
iecision’s been taken, ani as far as I know, no final iecision’s 
been taken about BuS. They’re considering how to cut costs, as 
are other organisations on the research side in England these iays. 
They cannot save money on the ships. The cost of oil goes up ani 
the cost of crewing goes up. They have steaiy permanent costs 
they've got to look rouni to see if they can cut something off 
their administrative tail. If they can combine their administrative 
work in their projecte! new headquarters in Cambriige this will 
be one way of saving money. But there ’ s no plot behind this. 
The British Government’s interests are still the same, 
go out possibly they may be replaced by xJ-ginates. 
one doesn’t know.action to that in London?

HE: You get these emotional terms like the return of the Falklands 
to the patrimony of the fatherland. To be perfectlv frank the 
reaction was that it wouldn’t io any goo! in improving the cl-imate 
out you know what it is when people are in the Unite! Nations, 
ihat’s not to say I’m unierestjjnating the question. It is a very 
real problem. be are under claim. k.e are infront of the Unite!
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ADVERTISEMENT;

Crown luggage,

Toys

Toys

Toys

all from the ,iEST STORE.

&iLKLxxND ISLANDS CO. LTD.

REST STORE

suitcases in a wide range of colours ani designs:
Expanding £6.10 to <£8.50
Non-expanding £5*10 to £6.80
Toys Toys
Philips 5 speed, electric hand, mixers £9*90
Sunbeam electric automatic frypans £19.10
Prestige pressure cookers £9*56
Sets of 3 non-stick Panorama saucepans £10.95
Panorama 9" non-stick fry-pans £4.11
Sets of 5 sun teak saucepans £7.60
Toys Toys
Haminex slide projectors £13*25
Haminex Rondette 400s slide projector complete with circular 
maga zine £30.75

Minolta slide 300 projector £24*16
Minolta autochanger for use with the slide 300 projector £4.20
Minolta projector screens 120 x 90 cm £4*10
Rowi photographic enlargers £35*70

- Toys Toys
Normende Galaxy 10 wave band transistor radios £66.40
Normende radio and digital clock combination £24*10
Japanese made Bigston cassette recorders £22.50 and £26.50 
Philips stereogram in attractive Queen ^rme style wooden cabinet 

£140

We wish all our customers a Merry Christmas and a 
prosperous New Year.

SPORTS: Edited by Patrick »»atts
FOUTExLL. The League season is now well under way with 2 legs 
having been completed. Stanley has played H.in.S. Endurance on 
two occasions, winning both times. match has also been played 
against the visiting argentine ship Bahia Buen Suceso, which after 
a rather unsatisfactory interpretation of the rules of the game, 
by the officials, Stanley won quite easily.

In the last edition of the TIMES a report was given on what 
the Editor thought was the 1st Shield Match. However, it appears 
that just before the kick-off it was decided that the game should 
be classed as a friendly, and not a Shield Match.

»»hat .was officially the 1st Shield Match took place on Satur
day the 24th November with Stanley winning by 6 goals to 3* How
ever, the real winner was the strong southwesterly wind, which played 
havoc with all attempts at good soccer.

Stanley as is customary,' it seems these days, went in at half
time with a deficit of 2 goals to 1. Biggs put them ahead in a 
breakaway, with about the only shot they gained in the first half 
playing against the strong wind. Endurance equalised when 
Stanley left-back Peat pushed the ball past his own goal-keeper, 
and then went ahead with a ’soft’ goal. long shot by their 
right-back appeared to be covered by Stanleys goal-keeper Peck, 
however Peck somehow lost sight of the ball at the last moment 
and it bounced into the net.

In the second half Stanley, with Biggs in particular, made 
good use of the wind advantage, and scored 5 times. Biggs put 
in two beautiful long range shots which completely deceived 
Endurances goal-keeper, flying over his head, and into the net. 
Peat did likewise. Scholes and Gibbons also scored to complete 
the victory. Once again Biggs was Stanleys outstanding player. 
Stanleys team was - T. Peck, T. Betts, R. Peat, J. Lee, R.» Betts 
(capt), G. Hamilton, P. Leaver, T. Gibbons, M. Luxton, L. Biggs, 
J. Scholes. The referee was P. watts.

In the League Championship, Mustangs hold a slender 1 point 
lead over Rangers, both teams being still unbeaten, with Redsox 
still without a win, and just 1 point to their credit.

On Sunday 11th November, Mustangs beat Redsox by 4 goals to 2.
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Hamilton got a late goal for Redsox from

first period, 
to the score.

coning into the field, 
a

Rangers playing into the strong rain 
During the second half 

good use of the conditions to score through Scholes 
Just before the final whistle Biggs snatched the

deficit. Redsox were at disadvantage having to field several re
serves because of unavailability of several of their better players.

Redsox conceded 4 goals yet again on Wednesday the 5th December 
when mustangs put 4 past their goal-keeper B. Ford. Kedsox replied 
with one. The score would indicate another thrashing for Redsox 
but the scoreline makes false reading, as the only difference in 
the two teams was one nan, Bob Cave of Mustangs who scored all 
their 4 goals. On 3 occasions he beat the kedsox defence with 
sheer speed. His second goal was scored from an almost ii.ipossibit? 
angle and one of the best goals seen for some tine. J. Farrow 
scored a headed goal for Redsox. It must be said that Kedsox 
suffered cruel luck with their shots for goal, hitting the post 3 
tines in all. with a little luck in future matches Redsox should 
soon pick up a few points.

League positions to date - mustangs 6 points, -Hangers 5 points, 
Kedsox 1 point. Leading scorers, K. Cave 5> T. Gibbons, waton, 
K. Peart, L. Biggs, J. Scholes, G. Hamilton and M. Luxton 2 each. 
2nd Shield mat ch - Stanley v Endurance

Stanley again beat H.m.S. Endurance on Friday 7^h December. 
This time the score was 3-1 • Th*5 pitch was wet after 3 hours 
rain, and conditions were not good. However, some of the play 
curing the match was quite poor, and not excusable because of the 
wet surface. j*fter just 2 minutes Stanley went ahead through an 
own goal by Summerfield, whose back pass eluded his goal-keeper. 
Five minutes latui* Terry Betts seized upon a loose ball to lob it 
cleverly over the goal-keepers heal, and into the net. jx second 
own goal from Endurance defence was responsible for Stanleys 3rd 
goal. Endurance centre-forward Knowles scored their goal after 
a corner had not been cleared by Stanley defence. further 
chance to increase Stanleys score ;vas missel when L. Biggs put a 
penalty kick wide of the post, after an Endurance defender had 
handled the ball. T. Betts had the ball in the net once again, 
but the goal was disallowed. ^xt half time the score was 3-1 ir 
Stanleys favour, and this is how it remained. The 2nd half was 
generally played in midfield with neither team able to put pressure 
on the opposing defence. For Stanley Peat and Hamilton were the 
best of the defence, whilst up front only T. Betts looked impressive. 
Stanleys team was - B. Ford, T. Peck, R. Peat, G. Hamilton, R. Cave, 
G. Edwards, R. Betts (captj, L. Biggs, M. Luxton, P. Shuttleworth, 
T. Betts. Referee was p. aatts.

After the poor display by Rangers and Mustangs it was generally 
thought that Redsox would have little trouble in defeating either 
side, but in this game and as with others since, they seem unable 
to field a settled team. Mustangs gained a 3 goal half-time lead 
to virtually make sure of the 2 points. Gibbons put them ahead, 
Watts added a second and R. Summers a third. Mike Luxton pulled 
one back for Redsox, who then conceded a penalty, from which Gibbons 
scored his second goal. Hamilton got a late goal for Redsox from 
a free kick.

On Wednesday 14th November, Redsox and Rangers played out a 
4-4 draw. This game will be remembered because of the heavy rain 
which fell throughout the 90 minutes. Redsox looked to have the 
game well in hand at half tine when leading by 4 goals to 1. 
Goals by Shuttleworth, Luxton, Hamilton and T. Betts, gave then an 
unbeatable looking start, 
and wind had scored once through baton. 
Rangers made 
and Palmer, 
equaliser.

In the first natch of the 2nd Leg, Rangers and Mustangs again 
drew. This ti ■ ip. the score was 2-2. waton gave Rangers the lead 
when he slammed hone a left wing cross. Mustangs equalised through 
watts who mishit a shot, deceiving the goal-keeper, as it trickled 
into the corner of the net. In the second half both sides suffered 
from injuries to players. Cave and «atts limping for Mustangs, 
and Edwards similar for Rangers.

Indeed Edwards eventually had to take over in goal, with Franks 
Rangers went ahead once more when, after 

good run up the leftwing by Biggs, his centre hit R. Betts and 
bounced into the net, thus giving Rangers an own goal. Viith tine 
rnnni ng out, Simmons gained Mustangs a point with a long shot which 
ended up in the corner of the goal.

In the second natch of the 2nd Leg, Kedsox again crashed heavily 
to defeat, -when losing by 4 goals to nil tu Rangers. This natch 
was over before half time, as Rangers scored all their goals in the

R. Peart scored twice, Palmer and Biggs added further 
Redsox tightened up their defence in the second half 

to prevent further goals, but never looked like pulling back their
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only have been soup toureens

domestic and 
century manufacture, 
extremely fragile remains of 
bottles: three pieces of what 
tumbler: a
Dost carefully excavate!, for when the many fragments are arrange! 
in jigsaw fashion the manufacturers name — J. Melcher of Schiedam - 
an! the trade mark of a man with one arm outstretched, are 
splendidly preserve!. There are also bits of clay pipes, one 
made in France an! the other in Irelan!, as well as sone heavily 
glaze! iecorare! pottery fragments, two of which I think could 
only have been soup toureens or chamber pots.

HERE idW THERE:
Oil or Peat in the 1970J_s? by the Hon. S. miller, J.P.

There has been a recent rise in the price of oil by 7O/o. xx 
further increase of J0/o is widely being forecast an! some experts 
expect still further increases.For the present we are fortunate to be able to purenase our 
oi 1 requirements from our large continental neighbour, but it is 
always a possibility that a crunch may come that would deprive us 
of that source. In any case there is no reason to suppose that 
domestic oil from any southern hemisphere area is going to be less 
than the world market price - that is plain commercial common sense.

If ever for any reason we have to seek oil supplies from the 
ol! country, whether the spirit is willing or not, the fact would 
still remain that oil from the northern half of the world be ex
tremely expensive an! difficult to squeeze from any country.

To pay for our oil from whatever source, we shoul! remember 
that though wool treble! in value luring 1972/73, the price fall 
of commodities is beginning an! wool has fallen in price about 
35>o over the last 4 or 5 months.

Many househollers an! farms have been changing over, or are 
thinking of changing over, from peat or har! fuels to oil for cook
ing an! heating. As long as both the supply position an! the 
price are reasonable this is goo! sense.

But shoul! we not take a long secon! look at the present worl! 
oil situation? We have here all around us a priceless asset in 
our enormous reserves of peat, even though in a few places in the 
Falklands people have to go some miles to obtain supplies.

Here in Stanley, peat, by the time it is safely into house
holler’s sheds, is still far an! away the cheapest fuel, an! this 
in spite of the fact that tne increasing cost of oil as vehicle 
fuel inevitably increases the cost of haulage.

It does of course require a bit of toil an! sweat to obtain 
but as far as the writer is u,w«.re, toil an! sweat never hurt anyone 
yet.

with regard to travel in tne camp, luring the last twenty to 
twenty five years machines have very largely s upercele! horses as a 
means of travel from one place, to another, but my generation of course

before the advent of the lanlrover did all their travel on horses 
carrying the children until they ha! attained the age of aroun! L 
to 5 years an! ha! learne! the elements of horsemanship and 
balance, whereafter they all rode by themselves.

One woul! imagine it would not be very difficult to return 
to that kin! of travel if scarcity and price of oil became the 
piper that calle! the tune.
Comet by Mr H. Slade-

astronomers have been observing a c oniet which is now approaching the sun.
People living in the northern hemisphere should have a good 

chance of seeing it in the evening of January. However for us 
in the southern hemisphere our best chance of seeing it will be 
at a rather awkward time, just before sunrise in December, 
particularly between the mil-lie of December an! Christmas time, 
an! the place to look for it will be low down in the south east, 
in fact near the place on the horizon where the sun will rise.

Four years ago some people in the Falkland Islands were able 
to see two bright comets in the southern sky. The present one 
is sail to be larger than those two, but is not .so well place! 
for looking at by us in the southern hemisphere.
Items found luring the dig at Saunders Island
Report by Mr John Smith, Hon* Curator and Chairman of the museum 
CoLimittee

The items fall into two main categories - industrial and
1 appear in general to be of mid 18th and early 19th 

xxmong the domestic articles arc the now 
.— * a leather shoe: fragment^ of glass 

was once a rather nice large glass 
very old square dutch gin bottle which must have been
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wore contributions are expected.

They say also that thieves

off the ground than originally anticipate!, 
date not before July 1974.
of accountants, Sawyer & Co., 
ary to assess the situation, 
formation will be to make Stanley House vacant. 
F.I.C. will hope to sell or lease it. 
they will get a very high price for it. 
place in the Country?)” 
Export of Sheep

Contacts between the S.O.a. and C.^.P., 'the .argentine freezer 
company, are continuing in an effort to negotiate further sales of 
our surplus sheep. Mr ivi.C. aaldron, who left on December 10th 
after three weeks in the Colony, is expected to make contact with

BUSINESS NE«S .oND OPINION:
jxlginate Industries Ltd.

The Colonial Manager of .alginates, Mr Fred Gooch advises that 
good progress is being made in the companies plan’s to build a 
factory complex for the production and export of alginates. .a 
programme has been made detailing when different parts of the 
complex are expected to be erected and used. .already a new 
store has been ordered to replace the M.O.D. one already on the 
site - this will be somewhat to the west of the present one. 
Detailed plans exist for the complex which will consist of the 
main production factory, power plant, kelp storage, drying and 
nil 1 ing facilities, workshop and store buildings plus a canteen 
and administration block. This, always assumes, of course, 
that the pre-production plant works satisfactorily.

It is expected that an investigation will be made in the 
New Year by an independent scientist to check that the effluent 
from the factory, which is to be discharged into Port nillian, 
will not cause any harmful pollution.

we understand that alginates have already purchased one 
house in Stanley that has come up for sale and that negotiations 
are in hand in London to purchase the remainder of the E.S.R.O. 
houses and the hostel. .also there is the possibility of the 
need to erect a further 40 houses.

With a total investment that is likely to exceed £6^ miLllion 
there should be a substantial revenue for the Colony assuming 
the plant becomes fully operational. 
Falklands Trading Ltd.

It seems likely that this venture will take longer to get
, Probably a starting 

a representative of the London firm 
is expected in the Colony in Janu- 
One result of the expected trans-

, Presumably
It seems unlikely that 
anyone fancy a "little

Collins and his team with a great deal of forethought and planning. 
This was reflected in the extreme care with which all of the items 
wore individually wrapped and protected for their return to Stanley.
Earl Haig Poppy Fund appeal

The Red Cross Society announced that to date (7*12.73) 
appeal has reached just over £200. wore contributions are expected.
REVIEW (continued from page 2):
days or even weeks after the event. They say also that thieves 
have been using more professional methods in covering their tracks 
and, of course, we must realise that the police dept? in a small 
Colony cannot call on the advanced resources used by police forces 
an otner countries. Thus the figures noted above are in fact a 
cause for alarm, not complacency.
November 30th. The Bahia Buen Suceso arrived again today from 
jiT^entina. In addition to freight she brought some 60 tourists 
and the remaining 174 bags of mail sent here by the G.P.O. via 
Buenos oires. Thus all the outstanding mail is now accounted for* 
jfoyggber 30th & December 1st. The .annual Christmas Bazaar was hold 
oy St. Mary’s Roman Catholic Churcxh in their annexe. large stock 
of manufactured and home made goods together with raffles and restaur
ant etc. drew quite a number of people w have an outing. The turn
over at the bazaar amounted to £1586.14. The profit figure is not 
yet available as all the expenses are not yet known.

are also some items of maritime origin, among the^ a sheave fro^ 
a pulley block made of brass and clearly stamper with tne uroal 
arrow which used to indicate British Government property: there 
is also a joggle shackle which is not unlike an ordinary shackle 
but much longer in the jaw, this one being 12|” in length and 4 
wide at the jaw. , -It is intended that these items be eventually displayed with 
a nap of the site of the old settlement showing exactly where 
each item was dug up — this is at the moment being prepare 1 by 
Ted Clapp - the display further backed up by a series of photo
graphs taken while digging was in progress.

aS far as I know this was the first organised dig on this 
historic settlement, which was obviously carried out by Captain.
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■ixt K.E.M* HospitalBirths
Mr & Mrs J* Scholes21st Nov* son

25th Nov. dau

Deaths
24-th Oct.

Cottage Hospital, ixberlouer, Banffshire.

If these negotiations are successful 
 „  j year.

amount of £2000 and another of £3000. I
for the remaining £5000 must be in before M 

There were only two applications for house

xd.exander John 
(6 lb 5 oz) 
Rosalind Catriona 
(b lb 3 oz)

Falkland, who

C.xx.P. whilst in .Argentina. —  ~
then the first ship load will probably go in March next 
Shopping

Passers-by have been able to see that i~x~,.. j, 
in progress at the Stanley Co-operative Society Store.

V.-.  J— ---J ‘

present extent. It seems likely that ry re-, 
government to reduce the tax burden on the Co 
ful and result in a considerable rebate and less tax to 
&overment Loans

Only half of the £10,000 set aside 1^ 
promote tourism orientated developments has 
amount of £2000 and another of £3000. It

fuoocxo-u.y xicive ueen aoie w see ‘that improvements have been 
in progress at the Stanley Co-operative Society Store. The major 
work has been to extend the selling area to more than double its 
„ -u 1 .u > if seevjS likely that my representations to the

—op will prove success
pay in the fut’

Notice
Mr & Kirs Ben and Ina Smith of 106, ^rthur View Crescent, Dander 

hall, Dalkeith, Mid-Lothian, EH22 1NQ wish to thank al 1 friends of 
the late John Milne, employee at Fitzroy Farm, Fast 
wrote to John while in Greig’s Hospital, Elgin and later in Fleming 
Cottage Hospital, xiberlouer, Banffshire. Thank you all.

lie & fairs John E. Cheek
(Janet Biggs)

Overseas
Mrs ^mnabella Agnes MacLennan (nee Macrae) 
in ^.chadapboil, Bunessan, Isle of Mull, 
wife of Evander MacLennan xxged 81 years

BIRTHS, tixRRIxxG-ES iJ\;D DEATHS:
"we rejoice with those who rejoice and mourn with those who 

mourn0•

by the G-ov’t for loans to 
J been allocated. One 
appears that, applications 
end March to be considered.

likc-ly that there will be ilOOO noia-^LT^ loans’ seek‘‘h rulings it is possible that SpUc"tSS F’ Pr6S^ a
until September 1974. We hope that the r afiain be consi'iorG'i
to encourage private hone ownership. &overnraent will io more
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mi interesting session was heli on Friday Rth January* ug 
include a fairly lengthy summary with explanations and comments in 
brackets. we conclude with our overall impressions of this event.

The Council opened with a prayer. The minutes of the previous 
meeting were confirmed and then we were away with the first major 
item, the Governor1 s address. His Excellency wore his ceremonial 
uniform and spoke for about 3b minutes. To give the address in 
full would take about 9 pages and so here is a summary.
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Steps would be taken to improve the 
the old one. L—-----

3.
are available to all or in Stanley, 

every encouragement to

3bp and Diesel from 32p to^nearer .2Jp).
f) His Excellency advised us that at the Unite! Nations "it 

was male clear once again that H.M.G..has no doubt as to its 
sovereignty over the Falxland Islands and could not accept any as
sertions contrary to this view, whoever they may be male by"* 
The Governor aivisei that we should however continue to show our
selves to the world as reasonable people willing to talk.

The visit of the Governor ani Airs Lewis to South Georgia was 
saii to be interesting ani rewarding. attention was drawn to 
the Government’s intention to further tighten up conservation 
legislation.

His Excellency concluiei his speech as follows:
"Sometimes I hear people saying - ’oh, where does the Governor 

I would have thought 1 have been with you long enoughstand? *. I wouli have thought I have been with you long enough 
for most people to know my general philosophy on our problems but in 
case there is any ioubt, 1 will repeat it.

1. I stani for a prosperous, self reliant, enlightenei 
community prepare! to facu up to the difficulties of the present iay.

2. I stani for an outwari looking community, proui of its 
past history, but not always looking back nostalgically to the ol! 
lays which will never return.

I stand for a community where equal eiucational facilities 
our children, whether in Camp 

ani where a chili who has the ability has 
go on to higher fielis.

4. I stani for a community, v/hich, while safeguarding its 
sovereignty, is prepared to play its part in the world, particularly 
with our closest neighbour, Argentina and with other countries in 
the great Latin American continent.

5. I stand for a community prepared to discuss outstanding 
problems in a civilised, diplomatic manner so that men of good 
will, whether here or on the mainland, are strengthened in their 
resolve to solve our dispute peacefully.

6. X stand for a community which proud of its British history 
ani its loyalty to the throne is also understanding of the problems 
facing Her majesty’s Government in her relations with the Community 
of Nations.

7. I stand for a community which, while coping with all the 
day to day affairs, does not lacK the compassion and th^ wi 11 to 
look after the old and the less fortunate in our midst.

The speech reviewed events since the Legco Budget Session last 
May. His Excellency commended the Council for approving stern measures 
designed to halt the depletion of the Colony’s reserves by raising more 
revenue to enable income to equal or surpass expenditure in the current 
financial year. His Excellency quoted figures to show tnat to date 
this target was being achieved. Although the Government was “looking 
for new ways of increasing revenue" ... "the economic health of the 
Colony still depends to a large extent on the price of wool remaining 
at a reasonably high figure”. His Excellency expressed satisfaction 
at the ’Legco’ approval of the Colony’s 5 year Development Plan and 
the commencement of its implementation.

The need for visiting experts was stressed and reports on Civil 
Aviation, police and Fisheries had been received or were- expected. 
as regards Stanley notice was taken of the abolition of tne Stanley 
Town Council and the assumption of its activities by Government depart
ments. Steps would be taken to improve the new rubbish dump and 
cover up the old one. The mizzen mast from the s.s. Great Britain 
has been moved to a plinth on Victory Green. Again in a nautical 
vein His excellency drew our attention to the cleaning of the memorial 
to the Battle of the Falklands.

The Medical department next came under review. His Excellency 
commented on the decision to domicile all doctors in Stanley. He 
stressed the need for a third doexor and said that ’everything possible 
was being done to obtain one’. A 24 hour radio watch had been in
troduced to deal with medical and other emergencies. Mr Crook, the 
visiting hospital administrator, was overhauling methods and procedures.

Comments were made on the following -
a) Sorrow at the rundown of E.ScR.O.
b J Satisfaction at the smooth working of Peat, Marwick & Mitchell’s 

advice regarding internal and external communications.
c) The feeling that a further shipping link between the Falklands 

and Argentina (as envisaged in the 1^71 Buenos Aires agreement) was 
now unnecessary ani economically non-viable.

d) No news about tenders for constructing the permanent airfield, 
suggestion that inflation may mean that bids are much higher than

originally estimated.
e) It was anticipated that if Y.P.F. do become our sole supplier 

of fuels, and His Excellency indicated his view that it made ’sound 
economic sense’, then local prices would reduce to become in line with 
those on the mainland (Petrol dropping from d2p per gallon to nearer
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b. ADVERTISEMENT:

RaLKWJD ISLANDS COMPANY, LIMITED, u'EST STOKE'

Clothes baskets
Waste bins

Bucket and lid
Heavy duty bucket
Shrub tubs

&5p
8^p
74p
55p 
£1.30

Laiies sling back shoes in white, beige, red and blue/white.
Ladies beach-wear: including bikinis, swimming costumes and. 
beach dresses.
large selection of ladies shirts in a variety of colours and. 

styles.
Childrens and ladies brushed woollen poncnos, in beige/white and 
brown/white.
41 wide range of girls nylon dressing gowns, made by Bairnswear 
and Ladybird.
4i large variety of woollies to suit all sizes and ages.
Gandlewick bedspreads from £3• 6o to £6.00.
Plain and striped bed ticking £1.10 per yard.
Plastic sheeting in various colours and designs, 15p and 23p 
per yard.
Recently opened in our Hardware department the following coral 
plastic house-wares:

I stand for a community where individual freedom and rights 
are safeguarded including the right, under most circumstances, to dis
pose of one’s property, including land, and, finally, I stand for a 
community that lifts its eyes beyond the first ridge to the horizon 
beyond.”

In the motion of thanks to the Governor for his speech opportunity 
is taken by Council Members to comment on natters raised, or introduce 
other subjects felt to be important. These are very briefly summarised 
next.
Hon. 8. Miller, J.P. He now felt that his hopes to reduce in 1974 
sone of the financial burdens imposed in the 1973 budget were ’rather 
nonsense’. The priority is to build up reserves from budge try sur
pluses. He expected the quoted low selling prices for argentine fuels 
would soon rise in line with world levels. The slowness in getting 
the permanent airfield was unsatisfactory - ’we are too dependent on 
our neighbours’. Mr Miller regarded conservationists as “something 
of a menace to this Colony”. He would prefer a 75/o reduction in the 
goose population which, he maintained, might increase wool exports by 
a million pounds (v/eight?^.
Hon. R.ivh Pitaluga. - commented on the adverse public reaction to some, 
of the provisions of the last budget. He said that ’we must be care
ful next time’. Mr Pitaluga revealed that in the sovereignty issue 
in the United Nations two former colonies, jxustralia and New Zealand, 
voted against us. (Ed. This ’Blow you Jack’ we’re alright’ shocked 
many present. Perhaps those readers who live in those countries ought 
to write to their governments expressing disapproval). He also ex
pressed concern at the time lag on the construction of the permanent 
airfield.
Hon. L.G. Blake, J.P. - felt gloomy at his evaluation of the Council’s 
record to date. Increased burden on the community and less services. 
He said visiting experts appear to have increased costs and savings re
sulting from increased efficiency appear to have been forgotten. He 
also felt that the civil service was disgruntled (over the salary in
creases and changed conditions).
Hon, 4x.B. Monk, J.P. - welcomed visiting experts and advisers but was 
disconcerted to discover that if a report was not accepted here then 
H.M.G. would put pressure on to make Council accept e.g. difficulty 
would be experienced in getting staff through H.M.G. He also expressed 
concern that too many Development jxid projects would leave us with high

(continued on page 6)
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11/74.
Current fuel reserves are - nPetrol

Government 5 mths
Commercial (Stanley) 3-4 weeks

Fresh supplies are expected, in January and. February. 
13/74 (Fin,Sec).

7
link between the Falklands and. the mainland, for passengers or freight 
to supplement existing transport arrangements. The position was 
that the 1971 B.n. agreement was out of date on this subject.
(a . B • M o j h • E • B •, L»Or • B ) •
7/74 (Ch. Sec J. The YPF/UK Gov’t agreement for YPF to supply the 
Colony*s fuel had. not yet been signed.. First due to delay at the 
request of Executive Council ^although now removed) and. now due to 
delay in London. orgentina produces dO/b of its own oil and. thus can 
be expected, to fix its prices independently of world, price movements* 
(S.M., a.B.M).
6/74 (Ch. Sec). after ’Exco* deciding to move the siting of the 
Colony’s third, medical officer from Fox Bay to Stanley a letter had 
been received from Dr Evan’s (O.D.a. medical adviser; stating, ”we 
shall now do all v.e can to recruit your third medical officer”.(SM) 
Advertising was done in the best possible way and in the same_way as 
for other overseas territories. (R.M.P). It was likely that not much 
had been done to get a doctor before policy was changed (Ed. this was 
not the wording of the reply but the inference from it J. (a.B.M). 
9/74» L ith drawn.
10/74 (Ch. Sec). The report on inter-island communications was 
being studied pending a decision on its implementation (BMP). Pro
posals by local technically qualified persons would be considered («EB).

The current energy crisis could well affect the Falklands.
Die sei
14 laths
6-8 weeks

(k.ivioP) o
The H.m.G. actuary stated that there should be no 

rise in pensions from the pension fund without a rise in c ontributions. 
immediate rise is not desirable if opposed by the actuary (LGB).

The grant of a pension to elderly persons outside of the scheme will 
be considered by Standing Finance Committee (k'.E.B).
11/74 (Fin.Sec). There are no plans for revising medical fees. The 
members complaints about the Camp medical service did not warrant the 
abolition of Gamp medical Fees (L.G.B).
15/75 (Ch.Seo). air service revenue comparison are, Jun-Dec 1973 
£12355? Jun-Dec 1972 £10436, equals inc reuse of £2119 (L.G-.B).
MOTIONS. n motion was proposed by ^xBM and seconded by uEB as follows
‘'That this House objects strongly to any negotiations or Talks being 
held with the argentine Gov’t which are concerned in any way with the 
transfer of sovereignty of this Colony”. It was supported by RHP 
and ARL.

maintenance bills. Mr Monk disagreed with Mr Blake's gloom.
Hon. W.E. Bowles - was pleased at the good report on the local air 
service. He was also pleased to hear of planned improvements to the 
rubbish dump. He stressed the need to get a third doctor and hoped 
the improving medical service would please people particularly on the 
West Falkland. He made a plea that a letter delivery system be re
commenced in Stanley.
Hon, q.B. Luxton - attacked the administration and particularly the 
Chief Secretary for what he called the "complete shambles" of the 
Medical department. He complained about the O.D.a’s abduracy re ob
taining doctors. Mr Luxton felt that Camp life was being made unten
able. He felt that the U.K. Government was exerting pressure to make 
Falkland Islanders change their minds about retaining British sovereignty, 
Hon. T.H. Layng (Chief Secretary) - said this was mainly an opport
unity for unofficial members to speak but would comment on two items.
He expressed surprise at a complaint about development aid which was 
designed to assist developing territories and help create revenue not 
to use it up. Mr Layng was also surprised at the self-criticism of 
West Falkland members. He reminded Council that all decisions, in
cluding controversial ones, had been taken unanimously excepting some 
with 1 against or abstaining. (Edu Consternation around Legco tabled) _ 

Questions for Oral Reply brought forth the following information.
To save space the questions are not given but questioners initials 
are shown after the information,
3/74 (Fin. Sec). Old age Pensions can only be increased with increasr- 
ed revenue to the Pension Fund. They will be done at thq. same tine 
but a date could not be given. It is being treated as extremely 
urgent (u.E.B.).
2/71+ (Ch. Sec). £6000 would be spent on maintenance of roads, drains 
and bridges but the amount of work done was limited due to no private 
contractors coming forward. Public n'orks Department would be engaged 
on road maintenance as work capacity and priority assessments allowed 
(u.E.B.).
3/74 & I3/74 (Ch. Sec.). The revised cost of the permanent airfield 
would not be known until the tenders had been properly assessed. The 
ceremonial turning of the first sod was still expected to be on May 
1st 1974 ~ when the construction of access roads, workers accommodation 
etc. would begin (j.E.B).
2/74 (Fin. Sec). F.I. Government sterling reserves are guaranteed 
by H.M.G. against depreciation of the value of the £ (since 1972). (nBM). 
6/74 (Ch.Sec). Gov’t had discovered that the St. Helena Gov’t itself* 
not the U.K. Gov’t, paid a shipping subsidy to enable ships to call 
monthly. Gov’t felt there was virtually no demand for a regular sea



Higher fees.
Referred for further

again this is an opportunity for members

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Higher allowances.
Company Tax from 

The affect on saall
Removing certain com- 

^*lso T.B. free certificates are 
..no longer nee lei for prospective residents.

Xt was propose! that the following Bills be made 
we hope to fin! space

b
j’m amendment was propose! by LGB an! seconded by Sivi.so that it 

wouli become: “That this House objects strongly to any negotiations 
or talks being hel! with the argentine G-ov’t without the prior full 
knowledge of the F.I. people, which wouli involve the transfer of 
sovereignty of this Colony against the wishes of its inhabitants’1. 
The amendment was supported by THL an! HR. qs the vote was evenly 
split it was left to His Excellency the Governor to exercise his cast
ing vote which was use! to support the amendment. It is interesting 
to note that if the voting ha! been left to unofficial members, the 
voting wouli have been Z^-2 in favour of the original motion, objecting 
to talks or negotiations on sovereignty. If however it was left to 
electe! members only it would have been a 2-2 draw.

The Chief Secretary propose! the following motion which was sup
ports! by the whole council. “That this House recommends that a 
Select Committee of Elected Members of the Legislative Council shall 
be appointed by His Excellency the Governor to ascertain the views of 
the Electorate on the subject of a Change in the Constitution an! 
thereafter to make recommendations to the Legislative Council on the 
form such constitutional changes should take”. Hr Layng made a good, 
detailed speech the main points of which we hope to publish shortly. 
His Excellency appointed a select committee of the four elected members 
with the Chief Secretary as chairman and mr Rex Browning as Clerk, 
(Ed; Re understand that the first public meeting will be held in Stanley 
in late Febr-uary. There will then probably be at least a week of 
meetings in Camp in March or april follwed by another meeting in Stanley 
sometime afterwards. Government publication on this matter is 
expected shortly).

Finally it was proposed by the Financial Secretary that “Be it 
resolved that the report of the Standing Finance Committee for the 
period May 1973 do December 1973 be adopted". The main item was the 
appropriation of the first instalment of the cost of the permanent 
airfield.
ORDERS OF THE DaY,
Ordinances. They were all passed except 5* 
for more details in a later issue.

Income Tax (amendment) Ordinance 1974- 
More tax to be paid by higher paid persons. 
3Q/o to 40/o (but profits tax abolished), 
companies will be looked into.

Public Health (amendment) Ordinance 1974* 
pulsory vaccination provisions.

9
Marriage (amendment) Ordinance 1973*
Land (amendment) Ordinance 1973* Higher fees.
Estate Duty (amendment) Ordinance 1974* 
study.

MOTION FOR ^J)JQURNi'.ENT. 
to speak on any subject.
Hon. R. M. PitalUj.:;a called for urgent need to improve camp connuni cat.-rns 
and broadcasting. He introduced a report by Hr E. »<ard and Mr D.
Hardy offering more facilities than the Crown agents report at lower 
cost. (Details will be published shortly).
Hon. L.G. Blake, J.P., also called for quick action on this «ary 
Hardy report. Called for more time to be given to consideration of 
various problems and therefore declined to support the motion for 
adjournment.
Hon. rt.Bi Bowles also supported need for careful and quick study of 
Wary Hardy report. He referred to the sovereignty issue and contended
that talks on sovereignty should not take place without full consent 
of the people.
Hon. m.R. Luxton called for rapid evaluation of „aryHardy plan es
pecially in view of his belief that camp services were being curtailed 
e.g. Medical and education. as a protest about poor treatment of 
Camp he also proposed to vote against the adjournment motion.
Hon. 8. Miller, J«P«> also pleased to receive this communication report. 
Hon. a,B. Monkz asked for speedy evaluation of LaryHardy report.
Hon. T.H. Layng had not yet seen a copy of this report but gave an 
assurance that it would be competently assessed as soon as possible.
He ended on what he called ’rather a sad note*. He said that as a re
sult of what had been said in Council Dr Cox (only Dr presently in 
the Colony) had submitted his resignation. This was due to ’distrust 
in the camp medical services’.

Council was adjourned.
On Saturday evening the two representatives from Rest Falkland 

issued a statement to the effect that "no statement made by either mem
ber at any of the three previous meetings of Legislative Council, was 
meant in any way to be critical of the ability of the Medical Department 
to provide as good a service t^ the community as is possible. If 
these statements have reduced in any way the confidence of the public 
in this department, we regret it".

On Tuesday following Dr Cox_made a short broadcast in which he 
said that he had withdrawn his resignation. He intimated that it was 
essential for the medical department to have the confidence of the 
public and he felt that this had been expressed.
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REVTK./ - a look at the events of our TIMES.

In

___ a Muskeg Tractor broke through a crevasse at Halley 
One person sustained mill heal injuries but others were un- 

The muskeg was later recovered.
The Royal Marines held an Open afternoon at Moody 
In addition various fund raising side shows were organ- 

There were very

___________ Stanley Schools held their annual "sports day this 
afternoon. Fitzroy House won the challenge shield although one 
heard members of Ross House wandering about muttering in anguished 
tones, "We wuz robbed!"

December 20th. sudden storm wrought devastation over igp’st of the 
Falklands. Several thousand newly shorn sheep were lost. The 
storm came on suddenly in late afternoon, increased in intensity 
to early evening (when your editor in his main guise as a r.nni ster 
actually had a carol service arranged! - see next itemJ, and ex
hausted itself in the early hours of Friday. Driving up the 
track to the North xxrm Manager's House Thursday afternoon one left 
huge dust clouds behind. Driving back a few hours later there 
were thirty and forty foot wide 'ponds’ several inches deep. 
Most of this had been absorbed by the next morning.

December 21st. Rev. Robin Forrester of the United Free Church re
turned from a camp trip to Fox Bay East, Hill Cove and North arm. 
The main purpose was to hold Christmas Carol Services in these 
settlements.

December 21st.
this afternoon.

The ijmual Prizegiving of Stanley Schools was held 
after the Headmaster's Review of the school year 

a speech was made by the then acting Governor, Mr T.H. Layng.
The prizes were presented by Mrs a.G. Barton. as Mr Layng's 
speech aroused quite a lot of interest we give below a summary.

The speech opened with an explanation of the absence of the 
Governor and Mrs Lewis who were away on a visit to South Georgia. 
Comment was made on the iminent retirement of Mr D'Earle Draycott 
as Superintendent of Education and good wishes extended to him and 
Mrs Draycott.

The main meat of th^ speech was an appeal to young people to 
stay in the Colony. To those who are being educated overseas 
Mr Layng said that they could also help 'save the day* for the 
Falklands by coming back here to work when their overseas education

The Tabernacle, Church and Sunday School members plus some parents 
and friends sat down to afternoon tea in the School Hall. They 
then moved into the church for a service with some 30 members and 
friends taking part.

In the Cathedral the same evening about the same number took 
part in a Nativity Play entitled "The Happy Morn" before a large 
audience.

December 17th.

December 11th.
Stanley.

December 13th.
Bay.
injured.

December 15th.
Brook Camp.
ised to assist the local Earl Haig Poppy appeal.
impressive displays of shooting, cliff descent and unarmed combat. 
The public were allowed to join some activities. There were many 
young volunteers to descend the cliff. (Your Editor had a go with 
a real gun for the first time in his life and hit the target nine 
times out of ten! It must have been the gun......J. Many people 
from town enjoyed the outing in an afternoon of bright sunshine.

December 15 th. The end of year Prizegiving was held at Darwin.
Mrs a. Monk of San Carlos presented the prizes. The Superintendent 
of Education was present together with Campers f rom all over East 
Falkland.

December 16 th. Both the United Free Church (The Tabernacle J and
Christ Church xmglican Cathedral held special Christmas Events.

December 6th. Canon P. HeIyer of Christ Church Cathedral returned 
to Stanley from Gamp visits to Reddell Island and North arm. a 
service and slide show were held at Reddell.

December oth (F.I. Public Holiday;. The usual service was held in the 
Cathedral to mark the anniversary of the Battle of the Falkland 
Islands. The usual march past took place with His Excellency the 
Governor taking the salute at Victory Green. at a ceremony at the 
Battle Memorial Captain C. Isacke of H.M.S. Endurance presented the 
Governor with the Patent of Baronetcy conferred on admiral Sturdee, 
the commander in the action. This was on behalf of Lady ashiuore, 
grand-daughter of admiral Sturdee, who thought the Falklands would 
be a good last resting place of the now extinct Baronetcy, 'Sturdee 
of the Falkland Islands'. The weather was quite fair for most of 
the morning but at the crucial moment, when the two helicopters from 
Endurance were making their fly past as a prelude to the presentation 
a harsh hail storm had most people wishing they were not in such an 
exposed position!

R.R.S. Shackleton and R.K.S. Bransfield arrived in



COMMENT BY THE EDITOR on Legislative Council.

4.

1. It is becoming evident that some members of Legislative Council are 
becoming increasingly frustrate! in their attempts to serve their public. 
The somewhat wild comments from the >uest Falklands represent a genuine 
feeling that their constituents are getting a raw deal. That they are 
not getting the kind of medical service, for instance, that they are 
paying for. One or two irrelevant supplementary questions showed in
sufficient thought and background preparation. Yet we give our members 
no research facilities or funds to enable them to pay someone to make 
enquiries on their behalf on any matter. They are voluntary amateurs 
who turn up once a month or so to make decisions on all sorts of matters, 
often of a technical nature. The position is worsened by the fact that 
the majority have the same business background. No wonder sone are 
frustrated. We ought to have every sympathy with them.
2. There were ’invisible people1 present at Legco. be refer to the 
’faceless men* from Whitehall who dominated this session. From fuel 
supplies to sovereignty; from supply of doctors to salaries. It is 
clear that H.M.G. dictates what happens on the premise that we are a 
Colony and that we are economically dependent on Britain. j*gain a 
source of friction when Legco is seen to be overridden on such natters. 
J. »<ho started this sad tale that we are economically dependent on 
Britain and should be crawling on our knees in gratitude over £50,000 
given here and £l^m given there? The truth is that there is sufficient 
money earned in these islands to banish all our financial worries.
The trouble is that most of the sheepfarming profits are siphoned 
off overseas.

Dr Cox’s resignation resolved nothing except to gain personal 
support for Dr Cox. Sure, Messrs Blake and Luxton wore outspoken - 
but politicians must exaggerate to emphasise their case. However Dr 
Cox also had a point in that Government Departments being so small any 
criticism is felt by individuals - and he has been under great strain, 
being the only resident doctor at the time. Dr Cox was in a position 
where he could twist the uest Falkland members’ arms behind their back, 
and they evidently said whM he-Xante d. But what is the value of what 
you say when someone has a half-nelson on you?
5» Finally we would make a plea that ’Legco’ be held in the evening say in 
the Town Hall, so that eve.ry working man has a chance to go. ten dance 
should not be reserved for a select few who can take a day off work when 
they feel like it.
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iaDVEETISEMENT:

Whs LOUIS WILLIES

’GLOBE STOKE»

VESTu. Meals for two in packets

CROSSE & BLixCKkELL ’ S Snack Meals in cans;-

 Personal service at the G-LOBE STORE
ue regret the omission of Vegetable Garden, welfare Report and 

Quiz xxnswers due to lack of space.

Spaghetti Bolognese
Beef Risotto
Gurry and Rice with Chicken
Beef Curry with Rice
Prawn Curry with Rice
Vegetable Curry with Rice
Chow Mein
Chop Suey

Chicken Curry
Chicken Supreme
Chicken Special
Chicken with Mushrooms

24p per can
24p per can
24p per can
24p per can

30p per pkt 
3&p per pkt 
32p per pkt 
34p per pkt 
39p per pkt 
23p per pkt 
39p per pkt 
3op per pkt

Vegetable Curry with Rice
Chicken Curry
Beef Curry with Rice
Lamb Curry
Lon ion G-rill

24p per cun 
24p per can 
24p per can 
22.1-p per can 
24p per oan

SHIPRuMS Meals in cans:-

hai been completed.
The reference to saving the lay was, he sail, iue to the situ

ation revealed by recent censuses which showed that “if the popu
lation continues to fall at the rate which it has done since 1952, 
there will be no people at all in these islands by the end of the 
century”•

Mr Layng pointed out that there were almost a quarter of 
G-overnment established posts occupied by expatriates, 3^> out of 160. 
He maintained that there were Falkland Islanders qualified to fill 
important jobs but who did not want to stay ani work in the islands. 
The cost of employing expatriates was said to be about three times 
that of employing a local person, the difference not just being 
higher salaries to entice outside people but very high advertising 
costs, passage costs, accommodation etc. Some costs were subsidised 
by the British G-overnment.

He emphasised, the Falklands have lagged behind a<frica, the 
West Indies and the Pacific Islands which produce, for example, 
their own teachers although many of them are far less advanced 
socially and economically than we are here.

The speech concluded with an emphasis of the main point, “Now, 
more than at any other time the Colony needs you young people to 
stay and work here, or to return if you have been educated abroad”. 

December 21st. News was received that the Falkland Islands Co. Ltd 
charter vessel m.v. ^innette Danielsen sailed from Gravesend. She 
is expected to arrive Mar del Plata January IZptl/15th and Stanley 
about loti/19th.

December 26th. The only news received from Camp about Christmas 
activities was from Port Stephens. Of course many Campers were in 
Stanley. J 5 people from Port Stephens had a day out at Cape Orford
Point. barbecue was held. The day out was so successful that
a further one was held on the 27th, at Empire Beach.

December 26th and 27th. Stanley Sports association held their annual 
Race Meeting. ^s usual the meeting was well organised and a grand 
entertainment for spectators and participants. Results are on 
page 16. For the benefit of overseas readers we would explain that 
the weather was glorious all over the Christmas period. Christmas 
Day was the hottest December day since 1942. ud?ter a warm spring 
the weather has been cold and so the sun came as a welcome friend 
over Christmas.
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R.

Rangers 3

(Continue! from page 2)
Our grateful thanks for this information

During^the innings, both siies took tea in the pavilion, which 
Stanley umpires for these two games being 

wilier.
inc pattern of the League is now taking shape, with Mus-

ieplete! Rangers were no match for 
Scorers Mustangs T.

Rangers

BUSINESS NEuS uJJD OPINION 
in use in the Falklanis”. 
which was not male available locally 
Up, Up, Up. It was recently announce! that the cost of living in
the Falklanis has gone up by JO/o in the year 1973* One specific 
item that will cost more in 1974 is telephone rental in Stanley - 
from <£6.50 io <£10 per year for private subscribers, an! £20 p.y. for 
business subscribers. we unierstan! that the business rate is being 

(continue! on page lbJ

prove! a welcome break.
Mr -tx. G-. Barton an! mr S.
Football.
tangs hanging on tu their J point leal at the top, but having to cast 
watchful glances at Reisux who after their ba! start have now emerg- 
el as the challengers to mustangs at the top. Rangers have slippei 
away badly, an! seen to be out of the race. They have been hit by 
the departure from Stanley of some of their players, an! the lack of 
a top class goal-keeper. jxs regaris goal-scorers, Bob Cave of 
Mustangs is once again scoring regularly an! well ahead at the top.

Most recent results: Mustangs 4 Rangers 1. Mustangs scorers 
Cave 2, T. G-ibbons 1, dangers scorer J. Stephenson.
Reisox 3 Mustangs 1. This was Re!sox first victory of the 

season, which came in an exciting game. Reisox score! through T. 
Betts, G-. Hamilton an! J. Lee. Mustangs R. Cave.

Reisox 4 (J. Lee 2, S. Jaffray 1, k. Peart o.g.);
(L. Biggs 2, J. Scholes 1J.

Mustangs 8 Rangers 3»
Mustangs who were 7-0 ahead at half-time.
G-ibbons 4$ P° watts 2, T. McCallum 1, B. Morrison o.g. 
scorers L. Biggs 2, k. Peart 1.

Reisox 0 Mustangs’ 0. This was the first goal-less draw of 
the season, mi so ensure! mustangs .a 5 point lea! at the top.

Reisox 2 Rangers 0. This was probably the poorest match of 
the season, but was vital to xedsox in winning two points to maintain 
their challenge to Mustangs. Scorers Reisox T. Betts an! J. Lee.

Mustangs 5 Rangers 1. Scorers Mustangs K. Cave 3> 4. Betts 1, 
T. alien 1. Rangers L. Biggs (penaltyj.

Leading scorers k. Cave 11, T. G-ibbons an! L. Biggs 7-
It is regretted that because of lack of space in this issue, 

full !etails of the above matches cannot be given.

Visit of .argentine Sports Team. Stanley welcome! 15 members of the 
San Martin sportsman Club luring the early lays of l)ece.aber. lhe 
object of the visit of this team was to play Stanley at cricket, an! 
generally participate in any games or sports playei in Stanley.. On 
the evening of their arrival Mr an! Mrs Ted Clapp gave a cocktail party 
at which members of the Cricket an! G-olf Clubs met the visiting party.

The first cricket match was playe! unler the restriete! overs 
rule, thus s laki ng sure that a result coul! be determine! within a few 
hours. winning the toss Stanley’s captain Te! Clapp put the visitors 
into bat. tickets fell regularly, with the exception 01 the xm?gen- 
tines captain J. Moffatt, who batte! exceptionally well ani score! 47 
runs.

jxt the en! of the allotte! 20 overs the visitors ha! score! 76. 
This left Stanley the task of scoring at a rate of 4 runs per over to 
gain victory. kith the ieparture of nheeler for 0 an! uatts shortly 
after for o, Stanley lookei in trouble. However, Hansen ani Clapp 
slowe! the tempo, got their heals iown an! pro coo ie! to hit the ba! 
ball, an! iefen! against the goo!, to steer Stanley very close to the 
require! score, before both being lismissei, the tail-eniers finally 
ensuring a win for Stanley.

The seconi match was playe! unier normal rules, which although 
usually somewhat slower in tempo, is consiiere! a more exacting task. 
Again the San Martin Club opene! the batting, with on this occasion 
Operti contributing the major score. Other batsmen also score! a 
reasonable amount, an! with the total steaiily mounting the argentine 
team, reache! 69. For Stanley, Henricksen was the most successful 
boxvler, being well supporte! by Stephenson, who beat the bat on numer
ous occasions without having any luck.

Stanley male a disastrous beginning with Ahceler an! i.atts both 
out for 0. xxS so often happens Stephenson came to the rescue, an! 
slowly began to buili a useful innings.

with hin was T. Betts who, although not ailing much to the score, 
prove! a valuable foil to Stephenson, with his goo! iefensive play. 
Unfortunately for Stanley 2 run-outs virtually put pail to their win
ning chances, ani with Stephenson going for 16, the innings finally 
totalle! 71. The main feature of the San Martin Club’s bowling being 
that Operti ani Moffatt bowle! throughout the innings._
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RxCES RESULTS:

3rd Mrs R. Lyse.

i_w
3rd -ft. Binnie; 4th I. McPhee. 17.

3rd R. Binnie; 4th E. Goss.

4th N. v<atson.
4th E. Goss.

3rd Mrs N, Watson.

2nd Falkland. Islands Defence Force.
Jrd Derek Smith; 4th Sydney Smith. 22.

3rd E. Goss.

3rd Neil McKay.
4th J. Pemberton.2nd Mrs P. King & R. Kiddle;

3rd T. McPhee.
4th G. McKay.

4th E. Goss.
3rd R. Kiddle.

2nd R. 4th E. Goss.
4th H. Smith.

2nd R. McKay; 3rd J. Pemberton.

600 yards
3rd D. Whitney;

19.
1st K. Whitney;

Backwards Race
2nd V. Steen;

21.
1st

3rd Swain (H.M.S. Endurance)
600 yards

3rd Mrs b. Betts;
i Foot

3rd J. Pemberton.

600 yards
2nd J. Pemberton;
Foot

2nd R. Kiddle;
Kelper Store Plate

900 yards
3rd B. Betts.

1 mile
2nd Mrs R. McKay;

Mixed Foot
2nd Miss D. Pole-Evans & T. McPhee;

24t
1st K. Whitney;
25> 100 Yards
1st R. Luxton;
26. Troop Race
1st K. Whitney;
27. Veterans1 Handicap Race
1st M. McLeod; 2nd McLeod;
2d. Chartres Plate
1st K. Whitney;

Results of Stanley Sports .association Races 26th & 27th December.
Unfortunately the Secretary did not have the names of the horses 
available•

3rd W. Carr.
600 yards

2nd H. Smith; 3rd E. Goss;
Ladies
2nd Mrs J. Pemberton;

800 yards
2nd N. hat son; 3rd E. Goss.

Foot 
2nd D. Collins;

Trotting Race 1 mile
2nd M. Trowbridge;

300 yards
2nd Stephen Poole;

____Wheelbarrow Race Mi xn d
1st Miss J. Clarke & G. Johnson;
3rd Mrs R. Binnie & D. Hansen.
10. Chief Secretary's Plate
1st K. Whitney;
11. Sack Race
1st Paul Bonner;
12. Governor's Cup
1st K. Whitney;
13. Musical Chairs
1st D. Whitney;

2nd P. Shuttleworth;
700 yards
Binnie; 3rd Mrs B. Betts;

Maiden Plate 
1st Mrs B. Betts;
2. 200 Yards
1st T. McPhee;

_________1st K. Whitney;
4. Potato Race 
1st Miss J. Clarke;
3. West Falkland Plate 
1st R. Binnie;
6. One Mile
1st 0. Summers;
L.____ __
1st D. Whitney;
8. Pony Race
1st Ian McKay;
9.

1 mile
2nd P. Gilding.

80 yards Mixed
2nd Mrs T. binder son & K. Whitney;

3rd R. Binnie;
80 yards 

3rdW. Jones.
__  500 yards
2nd R. Binnie; 3rd Mrs B. Betts;

_________ 600 yards 
2nd J. Pemberton; 3rd E. Goss;

Rincon Grande Plate 
1st N. Watson; 2nd H. Smith;
15. Ladies Trotting Race
1st Mrs D. Draycott;
16. Relay Race
1st Miss R. .alien & R. Luxton;
3rd Miss S. Rozee & G. Hamilton.
____  Teal Inlet Plate 300 yards
1st K. Whitney; 2nd N. Watson;
lo. Stepping 100 Yards 
1st F. Short; 2nd G. Short;

Berkeley Sound Plate 
2nd R. McKay;

80 yards20.
1st G. Hamilton;

Tug-o'-Gar 
a*, nlazia’s team;

Trotting Race 
1st Mrs R. McKay;
23* Three Legged Race
1st Miss J. Glarke & M. Wallace;
3rd Mrs P, Watts & R. Betts.

am drew Bruce Trophy
2nd N. Watson;

Foot
2nd R. Betts;

300 yards 
2nd J. IJemberton;
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4th .1. McPhee,

4th N. ..‘at son.

3rd V. Steen.
4th H. Smith.

2nd V. Steen & Mrs it. McKay $

well, thank you very much Your Excellency.

3rd Miss E. Cameron.
500 yards

3rd G. McKay.

2nd K. Whitney;
600 yards

3rd N. Watson;
300 yards

3rd T. 4mderson*

PoRT ILL OP CONVERSATION BETWEEN THE EDITOR M.W HIS EXCELLENCY 
THE GOVERNOR, MR E.G. LEuIS, C.M.G., O.B.E.

Allen; Miss J. Clarke.
500 yaris

3ri E. G-oss;
Foot
3rd Miss V. Allen.

2nd Miss V.
Defence Force Club Race

2nd Mrs B. Betts;
80 yaris

2nd Miss 8. Rozee;
V. Ca Race

□ Whitney;
Davil Smithy Plate

2nd JU Binnie;
Douglas Station Plate

2nd D. Whitney;
500 yaris

2nd Mrs N. Watson;
Young Jockeys’ Race

2nd T. Summers;

us.
neighbours and play our part in the world.
say that they don’t take an interest in us.
p. F. Well, thank you very much Your Excellency. I’m grateful 
that you’ve put so much time at my disposal. It’s been a good 
opportunity not only for us all to hear your thoughts on quite a 
few matters, but also to get to know you better.

THE END

Everyone is complaining. 
It’s a continuing complaint, 

With inflation commodity prices are standing 
xjt the moment we have other prospects, but they 

»«e rely on our wool prices ani our.
x*.s far as one can see ahead this is the situation. The 

answer in brief is that there is no question of Britain not wanting 
Britain says that it makes sense to be friends with our

That doesn’t mean to

44O Yards Foot
1st R. Luxton;. 2nd Sydney Smith; Jrd T. McPhee. 
50. Port San Carlos Prize 2+40 yards 
1st M. Wallace; 2nd F. Whitney; 3rd McKay;. t 
31. Ladies’ Sack Race 
1st bliss S. Rozee; 

__
1st K. Whitney; 
53* Ladies’ Race 
1st Miss R, Alien; 
34.
1st D
15e__ ________ _
1st K. Whitney;
pjL.____________
1st J. Pemberton; 
37* Ladies’ Gallop 
1st Mrs B. Betts; 
38.__________
1st Mo Wallace;
39° Gretna Green
1st J. Pemberton & D. v/hitney;
40° Long Jump
1st R. Cave; 2nd R. Betts; 5rrl R. Luxton.
41* __Consolation Race 500 yards
1st T. Summers; 2nd T. ^aiders on; 3rd E. Goss.
42. Pony Race 400 yards
1st N. McKay; 2nd D. Rozee; 3rd I. McKay.
43» Salvador Prize (Champion Race) 800 yards
1st R. Binnie; 2nd K. Whitney; 3rd Watson.
44« uoolbrokers’ Plate (Champion Race) 600 yards
1st K. uhitney; 2nd H. Smith; 3rd N. Watson.
45» association Race 500 yards
1st Rv McKay; 2nd W. Duncan; 3^1 Stan Smith.
Champion Jockey - Ko Whitney 31 points.
BUSINESS NEWS JW OPINION (Continued from page 15) 
strictly applied even to small and part-time businesses. It seems to 
us that This is almost sharp practice as no indication wl.s given when the 
nev; rates were introduced in the buoget that it would be applied in 
this way. It is plainly absurd that a part-time business with &5j>000 
p.a. turnover should pay the same as a large business with ten times 
the sales. Perhaps a graded scale could be introduced.

Robin Forre ster; Finally, again and again when I go around the 
camp I find that people echo what Mr . Monk said the other day in 
the Council Chamber - “They don’t want us”. Now what would you 
say to people who have_gained this impression, that the British 
Government doesn’t, in fact, want the Falkland Islands?
His Excellency: I would say that this is completely wrong. I 
think that there is a tremendous amount of understanding for our
selves but we must get it into perspective. ue are a small group 
of islands, with just 2.000 population, situated close to the 
mainland of Latin lU-iorica. In the long term there is very little 
future for places like ourselves if we can’t get along with our 
neighbours. That doesn’t mean to say be seduced by them or be 
taken over by then. Obviously it makes sense to have communi
cations with the argentine. To say that we are not wanted - we 
must remember that Britain’s role in th<- world is changing. The 
days v/hen 7/e could send a fleet down here, when we were a major 
power I’m afraid, have gone. This doesn’t mean to say that there 
is any lack of interest. I think that it’s a realisation of a 
change of role and we must be ready here to change as the world 
changes too. '.<e can’t be insulated from the effect of changes in 
the world. It’s impossible. Inflation is out of our control - 
its affected by worldwide price increases. The price of oil is 
going up. Everyone is complaining. ^*n ^/o rise here, a 1(>X> rise 
there. It’s a continuing complaint, I’m certain that we have 
got a part to play, 
up quite well, 
are all still prospects, 
farms.
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**ged 6J years
jxgei 75 years

«e also

Tills 
we en-

Farming.
on January 7th.

Mrs Molly Barnes opened the Falkland Store again 
She reports good trade in those early days and 

uc hear 
We aro advise1

BIRTHS, ivLxRRZuG-ES ,xND DEATHS:
”.»e mourn with those who mourn”.

BUSINESS NKhS .uND OPINION:
News reaches us that Mr Robin McGill sold Sea Lion Islands 

The new owner is Mr Terence Clifton presently of 
F.I.C. North j.rn and previously of F.I.C. George Island, 
understand that negotiations are drawing to a close for the sale of 
Dean Bros. (Pebble & Kappel Islands) to David Smith de Co. Ltd.} Wool 
Merchants of Bradford, Yorks. we believe that there is sone truth 
in rumours concerning negotiations for the sale of yet another island 
and we will try to give more definite news next month.

The terrible storm on December 2utn will have cost sone thousands 
of pounds in lost profits and tnerefore lost government revenue. 
Shops and Stores, 
on December 19 th.
expects to be open Monday-Friday 10-12 a.m. and 2-p.3O p.m. 
that the F,,I<C* Rest Store has recently..out its staff.
that two full-timers are retiring and two part-timers made redundant 
and one part-timer become full tine. Thus 2^- jobs are gone, 
is serious and yet few will argue as to the necessity of it.
close a 4 page supplement for Camp subscribers detailing goods on sale 
at Joan Bound Newsagency.
Alginate Industries Ltd. 21 correspondent (J.R. Phillips) in a letter 
dated 9th December writes. ”Did you know of the public flotation 
(this last week) of ^LLginate Industries? I don’t think it has cone 
to market at a very favourable moment• The shares, issued at 130p 
are not expected to go to a premium when dealings commence. The two 
full pages of prospectus in the Financial Times of Mon. 3rd Deo., said 
(inter alia), ’Harvesting rights in the Falkland Islands have been 
granted to the company and a pilot plant to manufacture calcium algin
ate is already in operation on an experimental basis. It is intended 
eventually to establish a large scale harvesting and manufacturing 
operation in the FalKland Islands’. The list of leasehold and free
hold properties valued in the prospectus does not include the plant 

(continued on page 15)

Deaths (Overseasj
James Berntsen of Colchester, England.
Malcolm James Luxton of Harro;., England, on 6th

January 1974
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ugain the Falkland Islands TIiviEs has extra pages - four extra 
.again, there has been so much that has had to be left 

we hope you enjoy what has been selected this month.
shall have a special announcement next montn as to how we shall 
make sure That in the future all the extra news -will get to you- 
Don' t_ forge_t the bread and butter customers.' It was good to see
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a
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B.
9«

C.
Next month

1.
Telephones,

2.

3.

4.

person appointed, by 
Deputy Chief

6.
7»

No answer - 
rest of us. 
De contacted, 
one was sick, 
another 10 the duty policeman made contact, 
public safety has been endangered, and continues 
men cannot be contacted immediately, 
saying that they will not have a 
pays half the private user rate. The government intend, at some 
time or other, to give telephones that will only receive calls.

(continued on page 10)

4 
as one

1 from West Falkland, 
Candidates should put down a deposit 

They need not be resident in their con-

some local enterprises providing facilities for residents when 
tourist ships were in. The Post Office provided a special 
counter. j_  _ _
side room to beat the long queue 
Store too storekeepers were eager to serve 
priority, 
tourists put

Sitting at his desk last week your editor looked out 
of his window and sav? a stranger to him breaking the catch off his 
gate. though he rushed out the man had gone by the time the 
scene of the crime vzas reached. He telephoned the Police Station.

io was lunch time and policemen have to eat like the 
No, the exchange didn’t know where a policeman could 

There were only two policemen with telephones and 
i.fter 10 minutes a policeman was contacted, ^fter 

n-e consider that
so while all police- 

^xpparently the police are 
telephone unless the government 
The government intend,

stituency - thus a person retired say from Port Howard now 
living in Stanley could stand.for Legco for nest Falkland. 
If elected.funds would be provided for Him to visit his con
stituents. The Governor continues as Speaker and President 
of uegco (with a casting vote if necessary?)•

The Legco seeks to elect or appoint either from its own members 
or if not from outside a salaried, full-time Chief Executive - 
the Fol. equivalent of Prime minister. The Chief Executive 
will appoint two part-time ministers (.from within or without 
Council) to form a Cabinet and assist him govern.

The Governor will appoint 3 members to his advisory Council.
The Chief executive will be ex-officio member of legislative 
Council and advisory Council.

.11 meetings of both Councils will be in public and meet three 
monthly. The advisory Council will have similar functions 
to the British House of nords ana will be able to send bills 
back to the Legco for up to 6 months. uxdco would meet on 
the day(s) following Legco.

».ell. Nov. its up to you to say what you think, 
with a -word of caution. «e close 

whatever grand schemes of Government 
we may draw up they are not much use unless we have suitable 
people to fill the positions and money to run it, 
we will look at these problems. ik also intend to produce 
a c.iart showing how Government Departments would be organised 
under the three ministers.

‘ » The Post Office provided 
Locals’ shopping at the Co-op were whisked into a 

of visitors. In the Globe 
w ‘ ; local customers as a

It is good when businesses remember that although 
little jam on the bread it is the regular customers 

who keep them going - and provide the bread.
And so to the Constitution. The first meeting for public dis
cussion of the constitution and changes needed is scheduled fox- 
February 2oth. we hope that many, many people will attend, 
we would like to make some concrete suggestions for you to 
think about. The more ideas that are brought forward will hope
fully mean that more people will be satisfied with the end results. 
IvtxJOk CONSIDERATIONS

Close ties must be retained with the United Kingdom.
Executive Power, that is the power to decide things and to 
get them done, must be passed to the residents of the 
Falklands.

It appears very unlikely that H.ivi.G. will agree to a form 
of government that does not consist of two separate 
Councils.

ONE u.xY OF MEETING THESE CRITERIA
Her Majesty the Queen must continue to be the head of 
Government. Her authority to be exercised through a 
Governor appointed by H.in.G. after consultation with the 
Elected F.I. legislature.
The Governor, with his advisory Council (see 6 below), to be 
responsible for Defence, Foreign kelaiions and appointment 
of Police, registrars and Magistrates.

The post of Chief Secretary as being a 
H.M.G. to head the Government be abolished. 
Secretary to be head of Secretariat.
Conduct of public affairs to be as follows: 
Legislative Council to consist of 7 elected members, 
from Stanley being the top 4 candidates with Stanley 
constituency. 1 from East Falkland, 
1 from the Islands, 
as at present.
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REVIEj - a look at the events of our TImES.

ixDVEKTISEMENT:

LILLLdflSLOUISESTATE

STOKE ’

in Nylon ani Leather

Periants
two an! three stringPearls

Chain Belts i si an is.Goli Guff Links

January 15th.

January A? th. •theat GLOBE STOREpersonal service

II

Kayser Bonier Housecoats - £6.99 to £7’75 each
Kayser Bonior Cotton Nightiresses -- £1.05 to £2.60 each
Kayser Bonior Nylon Half Slips - £1-25 to £1.70 each

Memorial Service for Sir Raynor ^xrthur, Governor 
. Bartholomew’s Church,

'GLOBE

Laiies ani Gents Latch Straps

Lalies barrings
Laiies Clip-on Earrings
Gents ani Chilirens lientity Bracelets
Large Lockets
press Rings
Bracelets

one s
Cameo Brooches

" . Despite prompt meiical assistance from Dr Cox ani
Sister Sharpe an explosion on T-xIYO KxRU 82 resultei in the ieath 
of a ere;, member Mr wasaru Kamite. ^mother crew member tor 
Tashaki Nakc.yc.ma sustainsi eye injuries ani was later flown to 
Buenos j.xires for meiical treatment which resultei in his return
ing a week later in gooi health to rejoin his ship.

' ” ” , The elierly people of.the K»E<,M».. Hospital -were 
entertains1 with sliies ani music by members of the itoyal Marines 
They also enjoyei a large cake presentei by the Royal Marines.

jxgain our marines took to the footlights with a

December 16th. ]' 1 * 2i_
of the Falklani Islanis 1954-57} at St.
Burwash, Sussex.

December 27th. x. bit of late news to reach us tells of Christmas 
celebrations at Pox Bay uest. Messrs Vai Berntsen ani xJ.f 
Collins gave a lunch for 51 persons who sat iown to lamb (the 
Christmas ielicacy of the Falklanis), potatoes, peas ani mi nt 
sauce, followsi by iuff ani trifle. ^ifterwaris a twist 
session was helpei along by a bowl of punch ani more gooiies.

January 2nl. The Falklani Islanis Co. Lti. announcei the follow
ing appointments. Mr 1?.G. Mitchell to be Managing Director ani 
Mr Vi. n. Blake to be farm Director.

January 5th.. Signy Islani. British Antarctic Purvey reportsi 
that Dr. Davii Lewis hai arrive! for a 5 iay stay in the yacht 
"Icebiri”. He afterwaris left for Albany in Western Australia,. 
It was also aivisei that Messrs Len Minto, Gary Brown ani pat 
Rhitney were hari at work erecting new bulllings ani running a 
concentrate! course in iarts playing.

January 7jj?.j French two masts! 50 foot yacht PENNDUIGK 5 ar
rive! in Port Stanley after a Jp iays non-stop voyage, from 
Tahiti - a iistance of 5,000 nautical miles, unier the commani 
of Captain Mark Linsky.

January^JLlth. The Japanese ship T-xIYO i'LxRU 82 arrive! in Stanley 
Harbour for a few hours after speniing some iays arouni the

This ship is chartersi by a British fisheries author
ity for research into fish reserves arouni the islanis luring 
the summer.

J anuary 12th.
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t, Cv t> ! i-d- - > • F--? • d a :u a y
Vice-Commodoro de la Colina announced that scholar-

VEG-ETxxBLE G--RDEN IN FEBRUARY:
W - - Ml —, —W. MW BKII

the
G-ary Hewitt, Cheryl 
Peter itoberts an! Kim 

; you start packing your

<i C( 

ci<pb>

Our horticultural aiviser writes.
“It is not too late to sow sone lettuce for the autumn but

Sow cabbage

ships from tne .^argentine G-overnment ha! been awarded to 
following: Sally xxtkins, Xenia Barnes, i 
Johnson, Darren Livermore, G-ary Newman, 

Our best wishes to you all as

an important job now is to prepare for next year. Sow cabbage 
an! cauliflower seels for next spring - some people prefer to io 
this in a coll frame to withstand.. the winter. Use the ground • 
from which potatoes have been lug for transplanting cabbage, kale 
an! broccoli.

(Continue! from page 21) 
, P1 d o '-m - docker
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Summers.
bags.

February 2nd. special flight toiay took away two groups to 
visit an agricultural show .as guests of the Salesian School, 

The first invitation
- were - xxlastair Minto, 
Robert Ro zee, G-erard

Kim Summers. (Teal Inlet); 
Tony Hirtle (G-oose G-reen) an!

Rio G-ranle - who also pail the fares, 
was for 12 children an! those who went 
Terry xLLlan, Marvin Lee, G-ary Hewitt, : 
Johnson, John & Peter Coutts (Stanley); 
Jaime Robertson (Fox Bay .test); 7 
Alastair Marsh (Chartres) with schoolmaster Mr Jim Lellman in 
charge. The seconi invitation was to 6 farmers an! those who 
went were Messrs Sydney Berntsen,(Port Stephens), Sydney Miller 
(Stanley), j.lan Miller (Port San Carlos), Tim Miller (Port 
Howari), Ray Robson (Port San Carlos) and Rilliam Pole-Evans 
(Saunders Island).

Editors Note - It seems that most of the happenings of this 
last month were c oncerned with shipping. Certainly this is a 
true reflection of events as far as Stanley is concerned. It is 
as well to remember that the Camp was busy with its vital work of 
shearing, as weather permitted.

parody on Cinderella performed in the Town Hall on the 15th, 
16th and loth. This was conceived and performed withereat 
verve and courage - especially as the greater number of 
characters were female. The sight of the eight man corps de 
ballet with p rim a ballerina Tony Mendoza will longJLmve in 
our memories. The whole entertainment was enthusiastically^ 
received with great laughter and hearty applause. <£p2 proxit 
has been donated to be used to benefit the retired permanent 
residents of the hospital.

January 16th. The cruise liner C^xBO SxxN ROQUE spent a day in 
port hilliam. Some 800 tourists spent the day in Stanley. 
Unfortunately for the visitors a sunny morning gave way to a 
terrible storm with thunder, lightning and hail in addition 
to driving rain. The Philomel Store, along with other shops, 
sheltered tourists who were treated to an impromptu singalong 
from proprietor Des peck. parties of English speaking visitors 
from U.S.xx. and South Africa told of harsh living conditions 
on board particularly with regard to water only being available 
R hours daily. This shortage was alleviated by the supply 
of 66 tons of fresh water from Stanley.

January 19th. m/V xJTNETTE DiJNIELSON arrived from London via Mar 
del Plata with over 1,000 shipping tons of cargo.

January 21st. xjiiong the persons departing on todays 'plane were 
Sir Donald and Lady Hopson. Sir Donald is the British .ambas
sador in Buenos xxires. They spent a fortnight in the Colony 
and made a tour of Camp.

January 23rd. ^mother tourist liner visited the Falklands - 
this ti me an Italian ship from G-enoa the ENRICO C.

January 25th. iM/V xJ'INETTE DxxNIELSON sailed today for London. 
She carried 2,890 bales of4 wool and 33 bales of skins plus a 
small amount of general cargo and scrap non-ferrous metal, x/t 
the last moment Mr David Lilian joined the ship’s crcv/.

January 31st. Mr Railace Hirtle editor of the F.I. Monthly Review 
until last year, retired today from G-overnment service. He 
started as a travelling teacher in 1936 and by 1957 rose to the 
position of Income Tax Officer which he thus occupied for 17 
years. He will continue to look after Income Tax matters on 
a part-time basis.

February 1st.
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LeTTEk TO THE EDITOR:

SCHOOL YE4R. 1973:

I

The following Camp children have been awarded, progress 
prizes for their work in 1973-

Susan Barnes, Chartres; .undrew Miller, Roy Cove; Davina 
McKay, Hill Cove; Joanna Fielding, Lively Island.; Michelle Binnie,

(continued, on page 21)

Stanley.
11th February 1974

INEuImT 2:
Margaret Butler; Handicraft 

JUNIOR 1:
Neil Rowlands; 
Peck.

JUNIOR 2:

Prize list - Stanley Schools.
1st, Paul watson; 2nd, Pauline Biggs; Progress, 

, *LLlan Berntsen.
1st, Natalie McPhee; 2nd, Julia 1‘hain; progress, 

Handwork, Irvin Summers; Needlework, Christine

Htu,L BOY: Len McGill. 
To Fitzroy House.

Cora McGill and Len McGill*

Dear Sir,
I read with some concern tne remarks made by the Chief Sec

retary at tiiu annual prize giving of the btanley Schools on 
December 21st.

The education of our children is something that concerns all 
of us and it is indeed encouraging to see that so many are at 
last able to benefit fro«i the opportunity of secondary education 
overseas. But, valuable as these children are to our Colony’s 
future, can;e honestly expect them, or even encourage them, to 
return and face the s tigma of the new two tier society which has 
just been created: a society where the country of one’s birth 
dictates the position he can expect to occupy? I wonder how 
many parents fully realize the true position of our children. 
Do they realize that after receiving a sophisticated education 
and qualifying as a teacher, pilots doctor or in any other pro
fession, that they return to this Colony at a financial and social 
disadvantage to their more fortunate colleagues 'who, purely by 
accident of birth, have entered the world in the "mother Country"? 
Or even in the Republic of Ireland, a country which seems to be 
able to sit on the fence and enjoy the■privileges and benefits 
of both communities. I refer, of course, to the degrading 
position -,;e are placed in by accepting the Overseas Service ^xid 
scheme which pays handsome tax-free allowances, passages and per
haps other benefits to expatriate officers born and recruited in 
Great Britain. This generally succeeds in setting each and every
one on a financial and social pedestal which does little else 
than create a feeling of bitterness and inferiority among our 
local people. I would add that- this is intended in no way to 
insult or injure our expatriate officers, for, after all, who can 
blame them for accepting something handed out on a silver plate?

No, Mr Chief Secretary, let us be completely honest with our 
children ana tell them the unvarnished truth. Explain to then 
the problem they will have in obtaining.the. ^ost mundane form of 
employment when they return with a string of hard earned 0’s and 
Js. If the„ are really going to succeed in this world, then 
it seems they are in the deplorable position of having to seek

__ 1st, Tansy Newman; 2nd, ^nna King; Progress, 
Glynis King; Handwork, Christopher Harris; Needlework, Joan 
Jaffray.

JUNIOR 3: 1st, Fiona Clements; 2nd, Stephanie Coutts; 
Progress, Silver Medal de Ross House for Sport, Sally ^tkins; 
Handwork, kicki Jones; Needlework, Valerie Jaffray.

JUNIOR 4: 1st, Raymond Smith; 2nd cc Needlework, Susan 
Butler; Progress, Steven Poole; Handwork, Ian Goss; Needlework, 
Xenia Barnes; Silver Medal, Fitzroy House, xtobert Short.

SENIOR 1: 1st, Needlework oc Silver Medal, Fitzroy House, 
Teresa McGill; 2nd, ^mton Livermore; Progress, Robert «ard; 
Handwork, Ian McKay; Silver Medal, Ross House, David Thain.

SENIOR 2: 1st de Gold Medal, Fitzroy House, Cheryl Johnson; 
2nd, Darren Livermore; Progress & Goli medal, Ross House, 
Stephen Jaffray; Handwork, Kenneth McKay de Peter Coutts; Needle
work, Charlene Short.

SENIOR 3: 1st cc Needlework prize presented by Mrs Blyth, 
Shelley nivermore; 2nd Rural Science, Stephen Clifton; Progress 
oc Needlework, Norma Thom; Handwork, Neil wcKay & Timothy McCallum.

COMMERCLdj CLxxSS: 1st, Dilys ^mderson; 2nd, Una Summers.
SENIOR 4: 1st, Teresa Dobbyns; 2nd, Kathleen Dobbyns;

Victor iiudorum & Gold Medal, Fitzroy, Derek Clarke; Victrix 
Ludorum & Gold Medal, Ross, Keva Jones.

HEED GIRL: ^mtlsa Malcolm.
HQUSs SHIELD FOR SPORTS 1973:
HOUSE CATKINS:
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J'lTbD:

GOVkRNniiLNT INFOMuxTION continue! from page 15.

Yours faithfully
Houo Bound.

- » grandparents were not born in that
To echo a remark ^ade recently by one of our Councillors, 

not only by HmG but now by our

their future in a foreign country, for not even Britain will ac
cept them if their parents or g. 
country. --- - -
it seems we are just NOT 
own a dmini s tration.

POET, S.-N C.^LOS:

FkOM THu; bBITOBJo DESK continue! from page J:
\.e say the G-overnment should cease this petty attitude, give the 
men their £5 an! a proper telephone, enable us to sleep easy 
knowing that we can get a policeman when we need one.

On the subject of telephones a little bouquet for the Post 
Office. »<e understand that elderly and poorer folk are being 
allowed to pay their bills over a period of time instead of in 
a lump.sum. This is a kind and humane gesture that will surely 
be appreciated.

»«e are grateful to Mrs Carol Miller, wife of the manager 
at Port ban Carlos for the following graphic account.

"whilst I am well aware, in compiling this account, that 
the whole Islands and not just Port San Carlos suffered the freak 
storm of December 20th 1973, I feel that it should all be record
ed in terms other than barometers, barographs and millibars, for 
whilst all this is interesting, and statistics are impressive, 
it. does not emphasise the devastating effect it had on the live
stock and in turn the industry, especially to the “man in the 
street”.

mrl so 1 have compiled this short account of now it happened 
at Port man Carlos where it left its mark as clear as a branding 
iron, in its death toll, am robbed us of a prospective eb4,000 
(which would have been revenue from sale of sheep to C.-x.P. or 
some other such enterprise).... all in the space of jj hours.

Coming at a time when the wool market is the tops; we have 
an outlet for our surplus sheep, we no longer have any “waste” 
in the industry... you have heard the well-worn cliche %e never 
had it so good”.... tnis was for us something of a “back-hander"., 
a body blow, call it what you like, anyway it brought us back down 
to earth with a resounding bump.

During the course of the 12^- years that I have lived in the 
Islands I have, been constantly aware of the changeability and 
variability of the Falkland weather. who isn’t? But even taking 
this into account it is. hard to accept the suddenness and ferocity 
of the cataclysmic storm which hit the Islands fair and square on 
that night of December 2uth.

jxS wre stood at the beach at 6 p.m. bidding good-bye to our 
departing guest we exchanged quips, as one always does, about the 
weather. It was hot, sultry, flat flat calm. "Something is 
coming” was the general concensus of opinion, but we were certain
ly not prepared for what actually DID arrive.

7 p.n. ..• stifling heat.. It was uncomfortable’ Suddenly. <■ 
huge drops of rain fell from the sides and within minutes it had 
become soaking, saturating, tropical torrents.

The Clippies.’ what could be done? It was all so sudden.
I heard telephones ringing and I was at once aware that this

The Chief Secretary concluded as follows:
“It is always a favourite pastime to criticise the government 

and possibly in the Falklands this is indulged in more than in 
some other places, so I would like to point out that heie now is 
the opportunity for the public to tell the select committee what 
kind of government it wants. Here is the opportunity that many 
people have been waiting for I think. It is often said that 
there is too much political apathy in the Colony, that when 
elections are held very few candidates come forward, very few 
people bother to vote, very few people bother to attend meetings- 
The result of this is that things perhaps do not proceed as one 
would like to think that they should do. bo now the public, 
the inhabitants of this Colony have a chance to tel], the committee 
exactly how they think government should be constituted and what 
constitutional change is needed. I hope many will take this 
opportunity. Mr. Chairman, I beg to move the motion.”
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GOVERNMENT INFOPGL/JION:

ivlxRRIxiGE FEES a

Marriage by Governor's bpecial Licence - dj2.5O;

sliding scale□

leaving death and devastation

(45p)u 11warm,

Item

£150

u
II

II

11

II

1c
3.
4-

-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-do-
- lo

ti 

it 

ti 

ti 

ii

(20p; 
&i>) 
(30p) 
(35p) 
L-Op)

Oil Pension Contributions 
Child jJLlowance

" “ ^if child at school
overseas)

Chargeable income is shown, 
balance remaining after deductions.
On every £1 of the first £500 

next £500 
£500 
£1000 
£1000 
£1000

remainder of chargeable 
income

Page 3 of the Statutory declaration Form 
Full Year 

Employed Self-employed 
£13.52 £31.20
£130

Licence - £5.
To the Minister. . __.
Publication of banns of marriage - 60p; 
ceremony - £2.50;
Stanley - 50p.

45
The more important personal allowances and deductions are listed 
below:

15 per cent
20
25
30
35
40

was going to be no ordinary storm. rfLLan muttered “why do things 
•like tiiis happen the only time we use TH^T paddock’’. It seemed 
the Rough Sheep Paddock was not considered too hot shelter wise. 
^J_an grabbed his coat and made a desperate rover dash to open the 
gate. Diversely Bill McKay and Keith Lhitney made for the shed 
aiming to shut as many of the day's l,05o stunned wethers into 
the shed. Some of the older sheep had run down the paddock to 
seek shelter but the younger animals were totally mesmerised by 
this fantastic deluge of water and the driving blinding 60 knot 
southerly wind which in itself made even the business of staying 
upright pretty tricky., especially at the windy gap, where, con
trary to general procedure, the animals made a beeline for the 
Land-Rover and tried to pack their frames under it - I suppose 
for warmth and shelter. -LLan found it impossible to move the 
animals, stunned as they were except bodily - an almost impossible 
task in such a wind.

For three hours I listened to the wind and the rain belting 
against the window; listened to the elder creak and groan against 
the house. Long since, the 60 small ditches which run down the 
hill between the Manager's house and the uoolshed had become rag
ing torrents overflowing their banks and rendering the whole hill
side a sheet of water wreaking havoc, 
in its wake.

I was glad when I heard the back door slam, but did not bargain 
for the ghostly sight which met me - frozen, saturated, numb and 
aching in every limb, unable to do more after humping animals in 
and out of the nover in a pathetic attempt to find shelter for 
them in bushes under peat banks, in bullrushes and long grass.

Midnight came.... but now it was all over. It was calm, 
clear and fresh and ...  beautiful. Until..v

’Lx good 300 dead in the New Paddock said Bill McKay the next 
morning after making a quick look-see and not liking what he was 
seeing. THE NEL PADDOCK. Never in the history of this farm have 
we lost sheep in the NEL PADDOCK. North facing with its beautiful 
shelter of bullrushes, peat banks, cinnamon grass. LOVELY lovely 
shelter belts.. only this same superb shelter had become nothing 
more than death traps providing watery graves for ..*300 said Bill 
totally dazed uy this number, 400, 500, 600 said ^LLan in despair as 
we Rovered round on Friday afternocnto inspect the field of battle.

(continued on page 19)

These have recently been increased and the main 
provisions are as follows:
To the Treasury. Governor's Special Licence - £15; Entry of 
Notice of Marriage - 60p; Registrar General’s Licence - £3; 
Marriage by Registrar's Ord. - £2.50 and by Governor’s bpecial

These fees are mandatory.
Marriage by Governor’s Special Licence - £5;.

; Conducting marriage
Travelling expenses for every mile beyond 

These fees are mandatory but are accepted by 
the minister at his discretion.
To, the Clerk. marriage by Governor's bpecial Licence - do2.50; 
Marriage after banns or on Registrar General’s Licence - £1.25*
INCOME T.A rates and allowances have been changed from 1974 year 
of assessment.

Income Tax is levied on individuals as shown in the following 
that is to say, the
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Self-employe1Item

£100

9-

ju23010.
POSTAGE.

Parcels:

(Continue! on page 10)

Employe!
£lo0

Number of Legco 
members shoul! 
be increase! pro
portionately to 
tne population, 
say 4 Stanley mem
bers an! 3 Camp 
members.

Civil servants 
shoul1 be permitte! 
to seex election.

Upper age limit 
on Councillors.

more balance! 
repre sentation 
than at present.

wore talent male 
available.

Disadvantages 
r-1.1 ■ ■■ I .■ irw t, , .....  I ■ » ■ I

Special interests 
are. not represented 
Valuable experience 
might be lost..
experience in other 
territories means 
HiviG- is likely to 
be against this.

Eangers of having 
too large a council

Reduce the alrea!y 
small number of 
possible candidates.
Civil service 
discipline.

1 oz - 2p;
5 lb - 16p;

The following is Deposits payable 
by can dilates 
shoul! be reluce! 
or remove!.

Encourage younger 
people to come 
forward.

Proposal
abolish nominate! 
members.5.

6.

■i-xlvantages

Enforces democracy 
and destroys 
Paternalism.

£100
Married - two-thirds of 
the difference between 
his total income and 
£600.
Single - one-third of 
the difference be
tween his total in
come and £600.

Have one G-overning 
Council instead of 
’Legco’ and ’Exco’

Non-serious candidates 
■ might stand for 
election.

The deposit may 
have been a deter
rent and perhaps 
more people will be 
encouraged to seek 
election.

Less administration. 
Bring things into 
the open instead of 
secretly as in Exco, 
quicker decision
making .

Wife .allowance 
female relative (whose total income 
is not more than £200) in charge 
of children

Dependent relative (whose total 
income is not more than £200)
Old xxge Kelief - Taxpayer must be 
60 years of age (or over) on the 
1st January in the year of 
assessment.
There is no provision on the 
form for this deduction and 
you should, therefore, delete 
the words at present at Item 
9 and insert the words “Old 
.age kelief").

personal allowance

The question was also raised as to whether Stanley should be 
divided into constituencies or whether the whole town should re
turn a certain number of members.

The Chief Secretary concluded as follows.

Surface mail - to U.K. and 
Commonwealth: 1 oz - 3p; 2 oz - 5p; 4 oz - 7^p; o oz - 10p9 
Parcel Post - 2 lb - oOp; 7 lb - £1.15; 11 lb - <41.65; 22 lb 
- £2.60. Inland - Letters: 1 oz - 2p; 2 oz - 3p; 4 oz - 4p; 
b oz - bp. Parcels: 2 lb - lOp; 5 lb - 16p; b lb - 20p.
CHIEF SECkoTuJlY’S SPEECH. The following is a summary of the 
major items in the Chief Secretary’s speech on constitutional 
advance. Mr Layng called for a committee to travel around the 
Falklands, not to promote their own views, but to obtain the 
views of the people on constitutional change. It was hoped 
that the committee would report back to the next Legislative 
Council. This report, together with the views of His Excellency 
the Governor^ would be sent to the secretary of State. It might 
be expected that constitutional changes would then take place in 
time for the next elections which are due in eighteen months time. 
He then aired various proposals that had been made and discussed 
their pros and cons given overleaf in tabular form.

The more important new postage rates are now quoted: 
■airmail (external); jxerogrames, small 6p, large 7pj First 
class letters: op per ounce or part thereof - second class and 
small packets is half this rate.

2 oz - 5p;
7 lb - £1.15;

Inland - Letters:
2 lb - lOp;
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^DVEkTISEIMT: HEkl iUD THERE:

WEST STORE

090 - 95p3 C120 - £1.25

I

Y.P.F
issue! by YPF ^^rgentine State Oil Company), 
iicates that it presents the argentine lUitarctic- 
.^ugust page there is a

The effective fare of the appointment is February
Mrs Rowe was born ani brought Up in the argentine

She speaks English ani Spanish
This is a part-time appointment an! she will continue

Many local resiTents have been offeniei at the calendar 
The caleniar in- 

On the July/ 
,hotograph of the YPF installation in 

’Puerto Stanley ^Islas Malvinas).’ The September/October page 
iepicts an argentine flag in the foregroun! attache! to an JArgen- 
tinian ship. In the backgrouni is a picture of Stanley. The 
effect is of the flag flying- over Stanley. The photograph has 
been wrongly printel ani shows Stanley back to front.

F^iLKLx-xND ISLxxNDS COMPANY, LIMITED,

PHILIPS
Electric Kazors £10.7o
Rechargeable electric Razors £22.04
Coriless Electric Razors £5*06
Laiyshavers £5*99
Fan Heaters £10.71
Vacuum Gleaners £39*93
Cassettes C60 - 65p,
PIFCO
Nursery Can!le 74p
Baby Bottle warmer £2.25
Mini Boiler £1.75
.xijustable Be! Lamp £1.52
MYERS
Double Divan Beis dith Heaiboaris £69,89
Single Divan Beis with Heaiboaris £65^32
Double Mattresses £42.70
Single Mattresses £30.93
BLOCKS
Sleeping Bags £17*60 
xxir Beis £5*71 ani £9.02
ExxSDEN
Sleeping Bags £7*75
Bellray Kitchen Stools £4.79
Dressing Table Stools £8.. 00
Book Cases £10.50
call Desk Unit £19.41
Monogram Electric Overblankets £15.10 ani £11.50

They’ve Lost us xxgain. 
lani Islanis TIMES arrive! recently, 
ani Tonga) ......
Miss Meg Laver. recent visitor to the Falklanis Miss Laver 
comes from South ^xfrica ani stayei for six weeks. She is em
ploye! as an assistant librarian at the Johannesburg Public 
Library. a hobby in her spare time she has recently completei 
a Bibliography on the Ealklani Islanis of over 200 pages. This 
bibliography is a list- of books, articles ani references to the 
Falklanis publishei in several languages in different countries - 
mainly mn^lish of course. During- her time here- she spent quite 
a lot of time in our library to all to her knowleige. But she 
sail, ‘‘I have come back to the Falklanis because I really like 
it here.4

Coming \.eiiings. Notices to marry have been posts! on the
Registrar’s Notice Boar! between -
mt Reginal! John Davis ani Miss xxase Kenny 
Mr Tony Summers an! miss Sylvia Jean Newman
Information Officer. The G-overnment recently announce! that 
Mrs Maria Rowe has been appoints! G-overnment Information 
Officer, in succession to «r u’Earle Draycott who is retiring 
shortly. 
1st 1974.
but hoiis a British passport, 
fluently.
to operate the Tourist Bureau.

Invoices for items orierei by the Falk- 
They were marke! for Fiji
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Penguin. Over 34,000 votes

STORM PORT &1N GaBLOS continue! from page 12.

ADVERTISEMENT:
NOTICE TO S'LIILdY CO-OP Ito.iBhPb

Some folk receive! their nail 
- - One bag fell 
rescue! immeliately 

much

Olette

the Christian broaicasters which cane 11th. 
were cast.

Members who are liable to income tax are aivisei not to com
plete their Statutory Declaration Form until a diviieni an! interest 
voucher is receive! from the society. '«e are aivisei that it is 
hope! that this will be available within 2-3 weeks.

R. Rowlanis (secretary)

January 1st - New Year’s Day; 
the ^ueen’s

7th October; 9th December -
25th-2/th December - Christmas

The engagement was celebrate! in Travalgon 
of Miss Oiette McKay an! Mr Ton Hislop.

700, dOO was the tally as the tractor an! sleigh heaps! the 
poor broken holies into piles on the Saturiay afternoon when xxlan 
an! Simon Miller with Robert McRae an! Ken an! John Berntsen 
workel all afternoon “tilying” the pailock in scorching sunshine. 
It ha! to be seen to be believe!^

The iry gullies ha! obviously become raging torrents of 
water washing the animals boiily iown the hillsile an! heaping 
them hxggeliy piggeliy against the fence, unler peat banks where 
they swirle! an! surge! an! irowne! in a sea of mui.

It was afiel! of battle, not a traiitional one I aiuit, but 
nevertheless the fieli of battle for life* against forces unknown, 
an! more than that, unexpectei.

Unler the scorching sun of that Saturiay afternoon it seemei 
har! to believe that this ha! happens 1. Somehow it seemei unreal, 
part of a film. This ha in’t happenei.. not here.. IT?

Ironically the wile open, expose!, total suspect rough sheep 
paiiock suffere! only 120 casualties incluiing virtually all the 
ones transports! about. But the New PaHock, so safe, so secure, 
so protectci, robbe! the farm of 600 plus fine animals.

I an assure! that it couli have been worse. I fin! this 
hari to accept, though I an sure that it must be so. It must be

short wave raiio station among short wave enthusiasts.
were: 1st - Raiio Netherlanis, 2ni - B.B.C., 3ri - Voice of 
-unerica, 4 th — Raiio Australia. The only non—Government 
station in the top 13 was Raiio H.C.J.B. (Voice of the ^mies)

siie of the motor-car belonging to Mr Dave Ryan.
that an oil irum came loose ani battere! against the 
burely this snows the aivisability of insuring cargo
Short .<ave Raiio. The latest poll coniucte! by the International 
Short «ave Club of Essex, Englani, was to finl the most popular 
short wave raiio station among short wave enthusiasts. Results

The motor yacht PENGUIN has been s oil by Mr Robert 
uatson to Mr Tony Harly. Shortly after acquiring PENGUIN Mr 
Hariy issue! a statement saying that he hope! to keep the boat 
in the islani. »e unierstani however that several very goo! 
offers have been receive! from Argentina ani that mr Hariy is 
very temptei to sell,
School Terms 1974" thought it woul! be helpful to list 
these for reference purposes throughout the year -
Stanley ani full-time Camp Schools loth February - 17th May; 
3ri June - 6th September; 23ri September - 20 th December. 
Darwin Boarding School 20th February - 17th May; 10th June - 
23ri jxugust; 16th September - 20th December. Recognise!
Camp Teachers all the time to 20th December except sports week 
or week in lieu; 12th April (Goo! FriiayJ; May Ball peek;
26th august - 1st September; 9th December Battle Day (trans- 
ferre ij.
Stanley Public Holidays 1974-
12th ^xpril - Goo! Friday; 22n! April - H.m, 
Birthday ani Commonwealth Day;
Battle Day transferrei;
Engagement.
Australia f
is the great niece of Mrs Jane Clarke.
In the Drink or Knc^ck^i jxboirt. Z__ 1^11_____
extra early when the il^NETTE DANIELSON arrive!, 
into the harbour. Fortunately it was 
an! the ianp contents were ielivere! straight away, 
more serious acci lent resuite! in extensive iamage to the near- 
siie of the motor-car belonging to Mr Dave Ryan. It is sai!

car.

hew 1 Usj c.^^cpu, though I am sure that it must be so. lv 
a unique occurrence in the history of Farming in the Falklanis 
that nature has iealt such a sullen an! savage blow, certainly 
it is for this farm. Please Go! it never happens again.”
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team to win the championship.

hon
8
3

Team
Mustangs 
Rangers 
Reisox

Lost
2
6
7

Goals 
against 

20 
42 
45

Played
14.
13
13

Drawn
4
4
2

Goals 
for 
43 
33 
29

Points 
20' 
10 
10

SPORTS REPORT - Football News by acting Sports editor Terry 
Betts (during absence in U.K. of Patrick <*atts).

scoring 2o of their 45 goals.
Ron Betts, D. xJLlan, T. aJ.lan, R. Cave, k. Kelton, a. roster 
T. Gibbons, T. McCallum, M. McKenna, I. McPhee, T. McPhee 
Muir, k.. Peat, T. Peck, J. Simmons, R. Summers, J3

, L. Biggs 9« Cave 
Cave and Gibbons have no more

Betts would have to score seven times against 
score nine times past Redsox in the last match

k.. Peat, T. Peck, J.
P. Viatts and P. »»eaver.

The league table stands like this:

The top goal scorers chart is;
R. Cave 17, T. Betts and 1. Gibbons 11 each 
must be the league's top marksman.. 
matches.to play, 
gangers or Biggs 
to beat him.

Lastly there have been two sending offs - G. Hamilton of 
the Kedsox twice. In the 107 goals there were 7 own goals and 
7 scored from penalties.

(hd. Thanks Terry for stepping into the gap. ttould 
secretaries of sporting organisations please pass on details of 
any activities that they want to be publicised).

^xS there has been no football with visiting ships recently 
football has been devoted mainly to the league programme.
There is^now only one more match left to play ~ between Kedsox 
and Kangers.

Since the last edition of the TIMES there have been seven 
league matches played the results of which are as follows: 
Redsox 2 (T. Betts, S. Jaffray) - Mustangs 1 ^imonacid O.G.). 
Rangers 10 (m. waton 3> F. Palmer 2, L. Biggs 2, k. Peart, J» 
Stephenson, B. Morrison penalty) - Kedsox 5 (T* Betts 3$ P» 
Shuttleworth, G. Johnson). Mustangs 2 (T. Gibbons 2) - 
Rangers 0. Mustangs 5 Cave 4, P. Peck O.Gc) - Kedsox 1 
(T. Betts penalty). Rangers 4 Stephenson 3> waton) - 
Redsox 3 (T. Betts penalty, r. oiiut tieworth, J. nee). 
Mustangs 1 (^P. weaver) - Rangers 1 (J. Scholes); and last 
but not least Mustangs 5 IR« Cave 2, T. Gibbons 2, P. Weaver) 
- Kedsox 2 (T. Betts, both goals from the penalty spot)..

In the twenty league matches that have been played there 
have been no less than 107 goals scored. Surely the most 
goals scored in a single season for a long time.

x J. though there is still one league match to play it has 
little importance as far as the championship goes. The 
champions without any doubt are Mustangs. Once again the most 
honoured captain in the football league, Kon Betts, has led his

If I had to point out the team’s 
strong point it must be their striking power with Cave and Gibbons

The champion team was as follows:

, c.
<» allace,

SCHOOL YimxR AkZ.3 continued from page 0.
Fitzroy; Gavin Felton, Beaver Island; Janet Robertson, Port 
Stephens; Morgan Goss, North xxrm; John Jaff ray, North nest ^Arm: 
Michael Sackett, Fox Bay East; Paul Betts, Pebble Island;
Stephanie & Patsy McNally, port ho?/ard; Ian oc Michael Triggs, 
Saddle, Chartres.

Sgi,JglG & EMBRpIDERY: Trudi & Marlane Porter, Fox Bay hast, 
prizes .at Port San Carlos donated by Mrs ^LLan Miller - 

arithmetic, Iain Berntsen; Reading, Diana Berntsen; Handwork and 
hewing, Violet Clarke; ^rt de English, Rowan-Katherine Miller; 
Reading cc Good Progress, Gina Berntsen <x xUiita short; General all- 
round ability and Progress, Kirsten Miller.
Tourism and Local JPacilities continued from page 2J.
j_i: the rumours that a restaurant and children’s room is to be added, 
■ir Les King, proprietor * reports that his new diesel minibus is 
proving profitable and useful. It has eleven passenger seats and 
j.s used for transport between the hotel and the airport: and for 
tourist sightseeing trips. No doubt there is a bit of a worry 
no out how the springing will stand up to the track to the airport 
u itil the proper road is built as part of the new airport facilitz e - 
.on item of interest is that the Upland Goose is putting a caravan 
ar Port Harriet point - a great place for wildlife - particularly 
penguins and seals. It is 22 feet long by 9 feet vzide o XX 
rkeuch plan is sho-wn on page 17»

* of the Upland Goose Hotel
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cheaper than the offer price,).

Camp network ant Stanley retiffusion network.

Due to a mental aberration we 
o 

This should of course
Ue understand that he is not moving to

ard/Hardy report 
» Basically it

sight of the peak of these mountains. 7' ‘
total cost would be in the region of £200,000 i.

re-
The 
on Mount
It is

ar-i there would also be built in facilities for private rental of
- ' • The system takes in improve! broadcasting

------  --- come So

Communications. Last month we mentioned the uu 
for improving communications within the islands, 
is claimed that this mainly U.H.F. radio system would enable 
‘Private .conversation to take place between any two subscribers 
at any time of the day or night simply by dialling the required 
number”. Telephones would be rented at a moderate charge and 
the major principle thereafter would be ’you pay for what you 
use’ either normal calls, telegrams, international calls etc. 
Charges would be logged by the prospective Government computer

* , Mr John uxllan whose job with ESkO will cease when
that organisation ceases operation in the Falklands is currently 
using his spare time to build up a poultry farming business. 
Initially he will aim at producing oven ready chickens and he is 
importing eggs for chickens specially bred to provide plenty of 
flesh for eating. He has purchased the cages from the mink farm 
for housing the birds. Eventually he hopes to go into ducks and 
turkey. You need a lot of good fortune as well as sound planning 
in a venture like this and we certainly hope that things go his way. 
Tourism and Local Facilities. ..e deal with these two together as
it is unlikely that anyone is going to make an income from tourist; 
alone. Certainly for some years yet most tourist oriented busi
ness are going to have to be undergirded by local trade. Luring 
the visits of tourist ships in January Stanley’s population was 
doubled on several occasions.’ The Guild of Spinners and Handicraft 
(GOSH) did a very good trade paxticularly in knitted goods. There 
was a great demand for garments from home spun wool also for hand 
knitted fairisle gloves. For bobble hats and ladies white skull 
caps and little dressed dolls. Larger items such as ponchos, rugs 
and cushions sold well - the latter apparently to be adapted into 
shoulder bagsJ kita’s Hairdressing salon became a cafe on several
occasions. The Kelper Store now sell as novelty items bottled 
peat water (said to add that extra ’x’ to your whisky!) and souvenir
bags of peat. The Victory Bar, under new ownership, has temporari 
closed for modernisation. oe understand that there i s no truth

(continued on page 21)

spare time.
of the F.I. dissociation of Farm Managers, 
has now reached us.

Years 3 & 4. Conversion of Stanley exchange, installation 
of new broadcast transmitter and the Camp rediffusion service.

Year 5. jxdd vision facilities and extend Camp service to 
outside houses where possible.

So.is it goodbye k.T.?
xLLginate Industries Ltd. In response to.ovr notes last month
Mr 'm'JT.'c’.’ Pery*, joint Managing-Director very kindly sent some extra 
information. He advises that only about 25/3 of the ordinary 
shares were offered for sale and hence there is little likelihood 
of any significant changes in policy etc. certainly in the short 
term. He also notes that, due to the current economic and politi
cal problems in U.K., the shares are currently at a discount (i.e. 
cheaper than the offer price). If anyone here would like to pur
chase shares and is rot familiar with the procedure just contact 
the TIMES.
poultry Farming.

BUSINESS NEnS uxND OPINION by the Editor: 
bheepfarming 
ke start with a correction.

said last.month that the new owner of Sea Lion Island Mr T 
Clifton was formerly of George Island, 
be Speedwell Island.
Sea Lions at present but will work the farm in his holidays and 

In our September 1973 issue we noted the formation 
Some more information 

Its statement of aims reads, '"'To promote 
the sheep farming industry by the dissemination of ideas and 
methods and to obtain a comparative standard of living,” 
Thus although it is concerned with salaries it also emphasises 
the need for the continuing education of farm managers. Of 
course many industrial and professional bodies are establishing 
courses and newsletters etc. with this aim. «iith rapid develop
ments in every field nowadays this is probably much more import
ant now than it used to be.

computer time. 7’
ception with a provision for television when it 
system would be based in Stanley with repeater stations 
Kent, Mount Usborne, Mount kichards and Mount Sulivan. 
stated that there is a point near every settlement in direct 
sight of the peak of these mountains. It is claimed that the 
total cost would be in the region of £200,000 i.e. some two-thirds 
of the Lefevre report recommendations and with more benefits.
it is thought that installation would take some 5 vears being as follows: - &

Years 112.
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BIiiTHS, MxJtRLxGLS D^iHb :

xxt K.-tt.ivi. HospitalBirths -
7th Jan. son

10th Jan son

14th Jan ’iau

Overseas
2nd Jan.

27th Jan. a son,

Deaths

Overseas
19tn Jan. U.K.
^WUN CEMENT FItOM MBS

^xberdeen

12±h Jan.
21st Jan.
21st Jan.
22nd Jan.
23ri Jan.

Masaru Kamite (Japanese Sailor;
Lilliam ivii idle ton
Norman Kenny
Mrs Kebecca Goss
Sydney Lawrence Berntsen

Mr & Mrs T.S. Betts 
(Melody Lee;

Mr cc Mrs L.E. Bowles 
(Norma Smith;

Simon James.
McMullen;.

In the Falklands

jiged. 2/ years 
-god 43 years 
—god 70 years 
-god 73 years 
-xged 32 years

_ bo xiLLxaN •

^xS iwr hilliam Lilian, Aberdeen, is unable to answer letters 
personally, he and his sons, Sydney and Stanley, wish to thank 
his many friends for their kind wishes and Christmas Greetings,

Severine 
^0 lb 3^ oz; 
tiilliam George
Troyd 
<7 lb 1 oz; 
Jill r.'iary 
^7 lb 14 oz;

“we rejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow with those who 
sorrow”.

Bert Livermore in Okehampton,

Good New Year to all/
Meadow Place and 15, Ord Street,

Mr <x Mrs ^.J. McLaren 
(Ellen Smith)

Mr de Mrs John white in U.K., a son, Matthew Charles. 
(Carol is the elder daughter of Mr co Mrs Charlie 
iviaddocks;.

Mr & Mrs .»ilf Stallard in uolverhampton
(Mrs Stallard -was the former Kay
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Supplement

Undoubtedly the most important event in February 
stitutional meeting held, by coincidence, on the 
British general election, 
cognise that for many Gamp sports overshadowed it in interest 
the attendance vzas good. To criticise seems the way to eas* * popularity nowadays and this meetings critics are already at\ k 
yet we feel that it was a promising start to the series/ Tt 
rather a formal meeting with the result: that many who had s Td
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ADVERTISEMENT

5”

but it is not our fault, 
ship sails from here

__i this matter by pointing out two very 
The first is that we must beware of being 

action without careful c onsideration first 
■* ■ -!---J

that, although s one ideas 
>, there were no 

, This is vital for in these dicey days 
must be seen in the vorld as

.* i three copies together 
months go by before a 

mail taken between
6j

taken by history, 
the weekly News was born, 
over sone items to next month, 
is an items newsworthiness, 
way to news items. 
Camp subscribers there is an 
The F.I. Tines continues to be good, value 
your marvellous support.

or no at a meeting, for those who 
think about the speeches that they 

were some who apparently wanted, to 
-- xu. ’ • That is the way to 
house divided against itself will fall. 

The idea of i ‘

• Tines about a special 
has already been over- 
of the moment decision, . _-- -- -t0 hold

> decide priority 
feature items give 

For 
(Newsagency)«

off at great length in 
anything - - --

The 
were for 
ridiculous suggestions, 
for the Falklands we L— 
realistic people.

We close our comment on 
real dangers ahead. ---- —stampeded into any action without careful consideration first, We 
view with extreme disfavour the attempt to get peoples’ opinions 
weighed up by calling out yes 
were there had not had tine to 
had heard. Secondly, there 
divide the Falklands people into sections, sink us. house divided against itself will fall. we need unity 
not division. The idea of sectional interests fighting it out in 
Government is a horrifying idea indeed, uxs someone said, "«e?re 
all in this together”. mi that applies whether we are young or 
old, Falkland Islander or expatriate, sick or well, civil servant 
or farmworker,.
EuLKLuND NEwSPuPERS

The statement on page 1 <f February Fol 
announcement regarding printing extra news 

^s a moi*e or less, spur 
Even so it has been necessary 

The method used to C.  ‘ 
By and large too :--------

x 16 Suregrip in stock at £55 per set of 5 tyres,

" - sorrY that on occasion you receive 
Sometimes three i  

e«g« there was no surface
(continued on ^uge

^gain we have inserted 4 extra pages, 
insert from Joan Bound (*T ~~

and we are grateful f or

Berger Paints 
paint Makers, Since 17.60

We can offer you the following colours in Magicote Gloss, suitable 
for interior or exterior decoration in 2*5 litre tins.
Royal Blue, Royal Purple, Greenfinch, Oyster, Candy, Eau De Nil, 
Flame Orange, Brilliant White, Mimosa, Navy Blue, Coffee, Magnolia, 
Warm Yellow, Summer Blue, French Grey, Ice Blue, Honey, Pink 
Champagne, Haze Green, Nev; Mist Grey, Parchment, Kingfisher, Pale 
Mushroom, Cool Olive, Cherry, Pale Primrose9 Pale Tangerine.
Priced at £1.83 pci' tin.
One coat of Magicote non drip is equal to 1g coats of liquid paints, 
contains polyurethane, long lasting. One tin covers approximately 
150 sq, ft.
We can offer the following colours in Berger Kemitone Vehicle Paints 
in 1 litre tins.
Blaze, Torquoise, Dark Blue Grey, Cream, Ivory Tangerine, Black, 
Lenon Chrome, Berkeley Green, Transport Green, Vauxhall Fir Green, 
Claret, Ford Imperial Maroon, Rover Sand, Federal Yellow, French 
Grey, Golden Brown, Chassis Silver, Priced at 88p to £1.50 per tin. 
We also have the following Brolac Paints - Grey Mist and iVl unn ni nn 
in 5 litre tins at £3.20 and £3«>22. jiluminiun and Red in 2.5 litre 
tins at £1.76 per tin.
We also stock Thinners at 62p per tin and Driers at 32p per tin. 
Paint Rollers and Refills as follows - 7” at 50p and 31p; 5” at 
42p and 24p each.
Vhy not fit Goodyear Tyres to your landrover, 
ue have one set 600
vie can also offer Corrugated Iron in sizes 61 to 10’ lengths. 
Nissen Hut Iron and Flat Iron.
Invest in the best, send your order to the Co-op now.

/JI. the above can at present be supplied from stock.

bars and at home felt a bit shy of saying 
• and this was a pity.
best thing about the meeting was
small changes and others for great changes

- • - « • _LV _ __

sensible and
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a look at the events of our TIMES.REVIhu

Fortun-

The fishery research vessel TAIYO ivixRU NO. 82 
The injure! crew member, now fit

insurance benefit.
Martin Fierro

February 12th.

prepare! to r_
stives walke-i

sane
Policy aight be

Canon P. Helyer of Christ Church Cathedral return-February 2nd.
e! from a short Camp trip to Pebble an! Keppel Islands.
service an! sli!e show were held.

February 4th.
calle! for the last time.
an! well, joine! his snip*.

February 6th. The tourist vessel ENRICO C lan!e! most of its 
896 passengers for a day in Stanley. Camp Teacher Peter Hopkins 
joine! the ship an! remained on boar! when the tourists disem- 
barke! so as to sail to Europe - Barcelona or Genoa*

February 8th. It was announce! that the Comodoro branch of the 
Argentine Postal Savings Bank has kindly allocate! a bank book 
to each chil! at school in .Argentina. This carries a free life

Each was also given a book of poems by

February 21st. A new newspaper startei up in Stanley calle! the 
’weekly News’* This is a sister paper to the Tines. It con- 
tainei a long report on the strike, overseas news, raiio programmes, 
Christian Viewpoint, passenger lists, sports news an! o!!s an! 
ends of news items.

February 21 st. The perils of serving in the *mtarctic were high
lights! with the sa! death of mt Trevor Morris, Chief Cook, 
R.R.S. JOHN BISCOE. Trevor was taken ill during the JOHN BISCOE’s 
present xmtarctic voyage and as his c ondition steadily deteriorated, 
he was transferi'ed in the ^mtarctic to an ^argentine vessel proceed
ing to Ushuaia. This vessel arrived at Ushuaia on Wednesday 20th 
and Trevor was immediately flown to Buenos ^xires and admitted to 
the Hospital Hili tai'.

February 22nd. Over 50 children enjoyed a ’welcome Back to Sunday 
School Party’ at the Tabernacle after the summer break. *xS well 
as games and a slide show the teachers prepared a ’Cowboy Supper* 
of sausages, baked beans and mashed potatoes.’ This was followed 
by a nice sticky dessert.

February 22nd. It was announced by the Falkland Islands Sheepowners 
association Ltd. that they were conducting a survey to ascertain 
the amount of local investment they might expect in the new company 
Falkland Traders Ltd. (see November F.I. Times). No trading fig
ures were published and so members of the public were asked to 
state, without commitment, how much they would be likely to invest 
if the terms proved acceptable. The extra amount needed from 
public subscription is about £71$ 000* It seem.’ unlikely that 
this will be realised.

February 22nd. News was given that the Christ Church Cathedral ex
pect to hold their annual bazaar on 31st May and 1st June.

February 22n</23rd. The splendid Royal uedding film ’Royal Romance’
was shown 5 or 6 times in Stanley to school children and the general 
public before going off to Camp.

February 23rd. The childrens sports was held on the playing field 
on a lovely sunny afternoon. It was sponsored by the working Mens 
Social Club who provided cash prizes plus cans of orange drink and 
chocolate biscuits.

February 24th. The Tabernacle re-opened after its summer break with 
33 children divided into 5 classes.

February 25th. x*. serious road accident in Stanley at Speedwell
Corner resulted in a serious injury to Mr Jimmy Wallace.

__________ jx party of teenage children and farmers 3?oturned 
from a visit to Southern ^a*gentina. (Sec report page 7) 3
t----- 1‘,'-I.» Royal Fleet auxiliary tanker \i*»VE CHIEF arrived

. tanks, at 5 P*u*« 
valentine’s Day dance was held in 
Lc group.

February 15th. oulj
Stanley. This meant that WAVE CHIEF could not start unloading 

" The strike was said to be a token one day 
alleged refusal of employers to negotiate on 

a wage increase for hourly paid workers. T e 
General Employees Union was not sure how many people were °n 
strike but said that some 52 members were at the hurriedly calle 
meeting the evening before which decided on strike action. The 
strike cane a day after a session between the union and the 
ployers which ended after only two minutes. It appears that the 
meeting opened with a statement on behalf of the employers stat
ing that the unions cl adv.rere unacceptable. The union s 
representatives took this to mean that the employers werejaot 

negotiate or make an offer and the union represen - 
d out - therefore ending the meeting. In a news 

day the Government threatened that a prices 
_j necessary.

release the 
and incomes

February 14th o F ~______ ______
to supply oil to admiralty fuel

February 14th. valentine’s Day dance was held in the Town Hall 
by Dhome, the music group. Hiss Valentine was Miss Julie Kerr.

The first strike for many years was held in

until Monday 18th 0 
protest due to the 
union c leims for
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6 FARMER’S VISIT

ftOTh TO OVERSEA SUREAG.L ivLxIL SUBSCRIBERS — continued Iron page 2.

At Viamonte

SUNBEAM, K. "Whitney;

Blake; 2nd, SUNRAY, Mrs

2nd, POPPY, L.
► Goss.

SEuBIRD, E.

ately a Fokker Friendship of LzJDE was here a t the time an! he was 
ipnedi ately flown to hospital in Como loro Rivadavia.
February 28th. The public meeting to recommend on changes to 

the Falkland Islands constitution was heli in the Town Hall - 
see page 16.

STOP PRESS. We have been aivisei that the S.O.jx. survey to f ini 
out the interest in the propose! Falkland Traders Ltd. brought 
the following results. Number of replies, 69. amount of money 
available £19,225. Clearly this is male up of mainly small 
anounts an! is over £50,000 short of the neeie! amount.

Part of an account of the v isit to Tierra Pel Fuego by six 
farmers as guests of the association Rural of Tierra Del Fuego, by 
Mr Tin Miller, Port Howard. 
Suniay February J5ri

Coach tour which incluie! visits to see an oil Trilling rig in 
action ani to an Engineering College where we were anaze! at the 
quality an! amount of machinery the apprentices use!. 
Mon lay February^ _4jj}.

Our party flew Town to Pio Grande in an elierly Avro 748 belong
ing to YPF, via Rio Gallegos* The weather was a bit rough an! we 
did everything except fly upsile Town. It took 5 hours compare! to 
a jet’s 2.

At Rio Granie we were net by Mr Oliver Bridges, the British 
Consul an! some of the farmers who were to be our hosts for the week* 
Here the party split up with Sy! Berntsen an! Bill Pole-Evans going 
to Estancia Vianonte as guests of Mr an! Mrs Adrian Goodall, and 
Sydney Miller, Alan Miller, Raymond Robson an! myself going north to 
Cullen Station as guests of Mr and Mrs Pat O’Byrne, 
the Goodalls run 16,000 sheep on 40,000 acres.

On the way to Cullen we called at Estancia Sarah where we net 
the manager, David Newing, who will be remembered by some Falkland 
Islanders before he went to the argentine in 1937®

Cullen Station runs 43,000 sheep on 160,000 acres and until re
cently was owned by Waldrons Ltd. Here we met Jaimie Serra, the 
head of the Tierra Del Fuego branch of INTA - the Argentine agricul
tural Research Organization - who was advising on a major grasslands 
scheme for Cullen. Kir Serra speaks English and is shortly going on 
a six month Scholarship tour of the USA and Australia, he is also 
very keen to visit the Falklands and have a look at s one of our 
grassland problems.

The shepherd living at the extreme north of Cullen is an Irishman 
named Slattery who had been to the Falklands with Captain Fugely 
shortly after the 1914-18 war. His house overlooks the entrance to 
the Straits of Magellan.

The scenery around Cullen is similar in many ways to the Falklands 
completely treeless with diddle-dee and fachine bushes, the latter 
being very thick in places. The hills were lower, only 2-300 feet

continued from page 19

K. -.ihitney; 2nd, BOMKJDIER, E. Goss;

Mid-October and Mid-January. In February the Post Office kindly
Ipupt the nail open to the last moment so that we could catch a 
departing ship. ue get it to you a^ speedily as possible.
I

&-R.TN BARBOUR SPORTS -
OuNERS UP; 1st, RKJTTY

3rd, TONINI, Ro Binnie.
JOCKEY’S PLATE: 1st,

rfhitney; 3rd, DILYS, R. Birmie; 4th, SLIRu-A E.
JUTE: 1st, TENNESSEE, R. Binnie; 2nd,

Goss; 3rd, BETSY, Davis.
K« Lhitney; 2nd, SLIPWAY, E. Goss;

JOHNNIE x.JXER, N. Knight.
L* whitney; 2nd, SCIENCE, R. 

rknNT nr™’ T* PhiHips; 4th, FAIRY QUEEN, E. Goss.
VhitnW-^r-l 1St’ TanNI> 4. Binnie; 2nd, SjJiU CLAUSE, K.
vnitney, 3rd, BOliBuDIER, E. Goss.
V. L’ x'hi^ney; 2nd, OL4UBELLE,

F I p nw • • McLeod.
Wr- ,""5if? , lst* THUNDERBOLT, N. Knight; 2nd, BLUE SKIES,

j i r nj:kY &°s*-
L”uhitney; DILYS’ a*

v. moSSt^: SBL® s°^s’birs 
uh, jra, LYNN, hirs N.^. Knight.

continued next month along with results of Hill Gove Sports)
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FROM THE EDITOR’S POST BAG-

Plymstock, Plymouth, England.

cheque for same#

Dronfield, Sheffield, England.

Runner-up

with the school children* 
show from Chile as well as

from all over the world, 
our readers.

Segunda) and saw 
stands and hoiis
Stud Sheds where the Corriedale rams are kept undercover for most
of the year.

In the evening we returned to the Salesian Mission for a 
supper and dance given by the Rural association* 
Monday February 11th

ke left Conodoro Rivadavia at 9 a.m. but when only 15 minutes 
away from Stanley had to turn back because of bad weather in Stanley. 
Tuesday February 12th

ke left again early and there were sighs of relief all round 
when two hours out from Conodoro Rivadavia the engine note changed 
and the ’plane’s nose tilted downwards towards Stanley, thus ending 
a visit to be remembered for a long tine.

ke are all indebted to L4DE, aerolineas, YPF and Dost of all 
the Rural association and the Salesian Mission of Tierra Del Fuego 
who made the trip possible and wish t o thank then all for their 
hospitality.

that the wool is marketed over here by Bronte Wools and
I have met Mr Smith at the study group meeting, possibly this market 
outlet could be of further help to the Islands.

Maybe my idea has been thought of before but I know that you have 
a lot of people in all parts of the globe that hold a keen interest 
in the islands and would be only too pleased to help you, why not try

high and flat topped and windswept. The forests don’t begin un
til one gets to Viamonte, about 20 miles south of Rio G-rande.

As on most farms in the area, shearing and pressing are done 
by a contract gang and even the wool classer comes from B.a. 
Shearing rates are £4.00 per 100 and the farm provides board and 
lodging. For the full time staff wages are about £40.00 a month 
for a six day week.
Saturday February 9th

This was the day of the Rio G-rande Stock Show, held at the 
Salesian Mission School near Rio G-rande where we met up once more 

There were over 200 Corriedales on 
.rgentina, there were also about 40 

He re for ds from Chile on show.
.after the Show we went to Estancia Maria Behty (formerly La 

the world’s largest shearing shed, 40 shearing 
over 7,000 sheep. Here we also visited the largo

Dear Sir,
Reading some of the comments in the Reviews about your economy 

has it ever been c onsidered of exporting some of the articles that 
have been made in your cottage industries. If you had a centre for 
collecting these articles and then exporting them to the rest of the 
world I feel sure you would have some success if it was marketed right, 
and this would also go hand in glove with the tourist industry that 
is trying to be built up.

My reason for suggesting this is there is a revival of this type 
of industry in such places as Wales etc. and it appears from the news 
interviews of this revival that people are looking for something more 
individual than mass produced articles, in fact the second hand shops 
over here are having a very good spell especially some who export to 
America.

I know

One of the most enjoyable parts of this job is getting letters
This month we are sharing a selection with

Yfe hope you enjoy reading them,, If the writer is an 
old friend of yours why not drop them a line, addresses can be 
supplied on request.

Dear Editor,
Thank you very much for the F.I* Times account; and I enclose 

cheque for same. I have one small item of news of some friends 
who spent 3 years in Stanley and will be remembered by quite a few.

”To Mr & Mrs Michael Hodgkinson of South Benfleet, Essex, a 
son, Nicholas James, weighing 9 lbs, on October 19th.”

I would just like to add that I enjoy the F.I. Times tremendously.
Yours sincerely,

E.J< Elliott (Mrs)

SPORTS REPORT (Continued from page 15)
G-rand aggregate Hamilton Challenge Trophy : lot -H* 

(516); 2ni - a. Betts (315); 5rl - R. Henrickson gU)^.
Junior G-rand aggregate: 1st - P» hee

Fuhlendorff (248); 3rd - G-. Cheek (247)-
Individual Knock-out Handicap: 1st - T. Me a , 

- P. Lee.
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out and not coming back.

P.S

Hailsham, Essex, England.

Cupar, Fife, Scotland.

L_.j for ideas out of all the people who must 
would, surely get sone good, ideas to give food

Yours sire erely, 
Malcolm Barton*

under its several names fcr ovci' 
he look f orward

Congratulations
' elbow.

Yours sincerely,

’ i our first two copies of 
glad to be able to write to con-

read with interest your report of the debate 
the YPF contract and have little doubt 

‘ f a good bargain has been secured.
upplies from European sources over the 
been problematical and the colony is 

her oil future in this way.

unable to send all the news.
'■■■7 gaps and provides the ideal 
We look forward to the regular 

More

a contest in the review
read the Review you x—' 
to thought.

Looking forward to my next review.
Yours faithfully, 

E. Pursehouse.

The Editor,
We have taken the F.I. Paper

50 years now, (except when it -wasn’t printed).
to it and feel ’’left out” when it fails to arrive, 
for starting it off again all more power to your

Be & B. Millam.

Lear Sir,
My wife and 1 were delighted to receive 

the new style Times/Re view and are ~3 v 
gratulate you, on Battle Day.

Hard news about the Islands is difficult to come by when so far 
away from them and, with the best will in the world, one’s faithful 
correspondents in the Falklands are unabl~ 
Your re-styled Times/Review fills in many 
complement to letters from friends. V'- . 
receipt from you of the Falkland Islands Times and Review, 
power to your elbow, or perhaps to your pen hand.

In particular we have 
in the Legislative Council on 
that, with the advantage of hindsight, 
The provision of regular oil s 
foreseeable future would have 
fortunate to have been able to secure 
Its an ill wind. • • •. • Yours faithfully, 

J.A* Jones.

Papatoetoe, Auckland. Now alands
Dear Sir,

With reference to your report on 21st Dec. in the January Issue 
of the Times regarding Mr Layng's remarks and statements about the 
Falklands lagging behind Africa, the West Indies and the Pacific 
Islands in the production of qualified personnel to fill posts now 
occupied by expatriates.

I feel that Mr Layng should get his facts straight, firstly. 
Britain has poured far more money etc. into these other ex colonies 
than she ever did into the Falklands to provide these services* 
Furthermore the Falkland Islands although having the ability and 
skill to do These jobs were never given the chance of promotion or 
attaining a position of responsibility.

I myself left the Falkland some 17 years ago for one reason 
and one reason only, because I could not see any future for me when 
the government at that time (and possibly still) were bringing in 
expatriates to do the same work as me and paying them three times 
the wages, plus passages to and from U.K. If I and other trades
men had been treated better then maybe we would still be there now.

Many qualified F.I. people have in the past applied for positions 
in the Falklands which were advertisied in the U.K. and other places 
out had been refused as soon as it was known that the applicants 
were horn in the Falklands, so maybe if Mr Layng took the trouble 
to look at the facts he would know why the islanders are getting

Fordingbridge, Hants, England.
Dear Mr Forrester,

I was delighted to receive the resurrected Falkland Islands 
Monthly Review in the mail today. Over the years it has proved to 
be a most useful source of postal history including as it has details 
of mails in and out, ships calling, and also numbers sold of 
commemorative issues.

Long may it continue.

Yours sincerely, 
A.R. Skilling.

Thanks a lot for the TIMES we think its great, keep up the good worl
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THE 1974 ELOPER, VEGETABLE xiND HOME PRODUCE SHOn:

Barnes.

1st, Miss M. Coutts;

Cletheroe.
2nd, Mrs C. Luxton.

1st & HC, bliss Mo Coutts; 2nd, Do Cronin;

The flower, vegetable and home pro luce show was heli in the 
gymnasium on the afternoon anl evening of Saturday 9th March. 
There was a good iisplay of which a snail colony such as ours can 
be really proud. In the evening ivirs E.G. Lewis presente 1 the main 
prizes. This was followed by the auction of exhibits coniuctei by 
Dr J.H. AShiaore in his own inimitable style ani being one of the 
year’s best evening entertainments. Thanks to Mr E. Clapp for 
this list of prizewinners®
The Haskard Challenge Cup anl Miniature for most points over all 
classes; winner - Mrs R. Rowlands, 554 points; Runner-up - 
Mr m.® Cletheroe, 32^ points.

Subscription to '’Popular Gardening” for most points in 
the Vegetable Glasses: dinner - Mr Cletheroe, 24 points;
Runner-up - Mr ix.J. Bly th, 12 points.
xx Silver Challenge Cup plus xJ.exanier d: Brown^Certificate for the 
best collection of Vegetables: uinner - Mrs J. Perry, Goose Green; 
Runner-up - Mr ix. Cletheroe.
jx £1 Seel Voucher pre sente 1 by x>lexanier & Brown for the most 
outstanding exhibit in the Potato Classes: Winner - Mr To Spruce.
’’Cookezyin Colour” by Marguerite Patten presented by Mrs J>Hc xxshmore 
for most points in the Home Produce Section: uinner - Mrs Ro Rowlands; 
Runner-up - Mrs w. Jones.
^x Silver Challenge Bowl presented by Mrs E.L. white for the most 
popular Elower ^xTi-angement: dinner - No. 6, Mrs ix.Jo Bly th, 50 votes; 
Runners-up - No.ll, Mrs E. Clapp, 42 votes; No.12, Mrs D. Morrison, 
40 votes; No.l, Mrs J.H. ^shmore, 39 votes.
Section XX. Pot Plants:

french . Marigold: 2nd, A.
Begonia; 1st, D. Cronin;
Cactus or Succulent:

3rd, T. Spruce.
Coleus or Ornamental foliage Plant: 

2nd & HC, T® Spruce.
fern: HC, Mrs h



B C

2nd, Mrs J.S. Sai th; 2nd, Mrs

1st, Mrs R.D. Clements; 2nd R. Watson;
2nd,

2nd, Mrs J. Sollis;
1st, Mrs 2x.J. Blyth;

2nd, Mrs J Sollis;
7

Jones*
3rd, Mrs R.

Cletheroe;2nd, Mrs w
2nd, L. Harris; 3rd.,

2nd,
2nd, Mrs Do King.

2nd Mrs P. ^shley;
3rd, Mrs E.

Biggs;

; J.H.
HC, Mr Cletheroe & Mrs Barnes.

2nd, J.H. Ashmore.
2nd, Mrs C. Porter (Fox Bay East);

Clapp.

2nd, 3rd & HG, Mrs M.

2nd, Mrs E.xx.

3 Rose: 
Luxton;

3 Pansy:
3 Flowers - other: 

2nd, Mrs C. Luxton;

Mrs it. Goss & 
& Mrs R» Rowlands;

1st, H. Luxton.
HC, juin Keenleyside(2).

___________ 1st & 2nd, xi.J. Blyth.
1 Cucumber: 1st, D. King;
3 Onions: 1st, A. Cletheroe;

Section D. Collections.
Collection of outdoor vegetables (8 kinds): 

(Goose Green); 2nd, a. Cletheroe.
Collection of salad vegetables (3 kinds):
Children* s salad arrangement (10-14 years);

1st, Mrs xk.J. Blyth;
HC, Mrs J. ^shmore. 

______________ : 1st & 2nd,
HC, Toni Pettersson & Diane Cheek.

1st, Mrs a. J. Blyth; 2nd, Mrs H.
HC, Mrs P. Helyer & Mrs R. Rowlands.

2nd, R. Reeves (Hill Cove).
1st, A. Cletheroe; 2nd, 0. McPhee;

Fuchsia: HC, Mrs J.S. Smith.
Ge rani un: 1st, Mrs ju.G. Barton;

3rd, Mrs R. Rowlands.
Petunia: 1st, Mrs C. Luxton; 2nd, Mrs F. Burns.

2nd & HC, Mrs -u.G. Barton*
1st, Mrs R® Felton; 2nd, Mrs w. Goss;

2nd, Mrs J.H. ^shmore & Monsig- 
L®

1st, 2nd & 3rd., Mrs W.
2nd & 3rd, Mrs 8. Heath-

Section Cv Flower Arrangements.
Flowers & foliage in vase or bowl:

Mrs E. Clapp; 3rd, Mrs D. Morrison; I’
Children*s arrangement flowers (under 10 years):

Tonni Pettersson; 3rd, .anna King;
"Dinner Table" arrangement:

Luxton; 3rd, Mrs T. Spruce;

1st, Mrs J. Perry

HC, Mrs w® Goss.
1st, Alison Thom; 2nd, Mrs xk.J. Blyth; 3rd, Mrs

1 Head of Cabbage (round): 1st, D. Bonner (Port Howard);
E. Reive (Green Patch); 3rd, 4x. Cletheroe; HG, J. Harvey.

3 Carrots (stump): lstr Mrs W. Poole; 2nd, R. Reeves (Hill Cove); 
3rd, Mrs P. ^shley; HC, J. Murphy.

3 Carrots (long): 1st, E. Reive (Green Patch); 2nd, D. Thom.
1 Cauliflower: 1st, D. Thon; 2nd Mrs P. ^shley; 3rd, J. Harvey; 

HC, M.G. Turner & P.T. Johnson.
1 Cabbage Lettuce: 1st, auJ. Blyth;

3rd, T.G. Spruce.
1 Cos Lettuce:

Section E, Vegetables.
6 Broad Beans: 1st, Mrs Jo Perry (Goose Green): 

Rowlands.
3 Beetroot: 1st, M« Turner;
1 Head of Cabbage (pointed):

3rd, R. Hansen (Hill Cove).

Pot Plant - annual: 1st
Pot Plant - Perennial:

HG, Mrs R. Rowlands.
\ Tree Seedling;

3rd, Mrs P. Helyer.
geqtion B» Cut Flowers.

j 3 jmtirrhinun: 1st, Mrs G. Malcolm;
HC^ itirs D. King®

i 3 Calendula: 
Bajnes.

I Centauria Cyanus: 1st, Mrs H. Barnes;
3rd, Mrs V. Goss; HC, A. Cletheroe.

3 Chrysanthemum (annual); 1st, Mrs A.J. Blyth; 2nd, Ju-Cletheroe•
I 3 Large Daisy: 1st, Mrs D. King; 2nd, Mrs S. Heathman;

3rd, Mrs M» Barnes®
r 3 Dahlia; 1st, Mrs E. Clapp; T \ ‘

nejr Spraggan; 3rd, Toni Donna Pettersson.
\ 3 Dianthus Allwoodii: _ 3. _\ 3 Sweet Villian; Istj Mrs M. Barnes;

nan; HC, Mrs 41.G. Barton & Mrs Barnes.
3 Carnation: 1st, Mrs J.H. ^shmore;

3rd, Toni Pettersspn; HC, A. Cletheroe.
• 3 Garden Pinks: 1st, Mrs J. Sollis;

M ... Goss; HC, Mrs D. Thom.
6 Californian Poppy: 1st, Mrs J.S. Smith;

/ 3 Geranium: 1st & Jrd, Mrs T. Spruce; 2nd, Mrs T. Fleuret;
HC,,Mrs J.S. Smith, Mrs ¥. Poole Mrs Porter.

3_Gladiolus: HG, Mrs G. Malcolm.
—Bgeet Pea: 1st, Mrs Heath man.
3_Jal^: 1st, Darlene Biggs; 2nd, Mrs Luxton;

3 Linaria;
3 Lupin:
xishmore; HC/iirs U. G^ss?
Utock: 1st, Mrs J. Sollis;

3 Poppy: 1st, Mrs Porter.
1st, Mrs D.M. Pole-Evans, (port Howard);

3rd, Mrs u. Jones.
1st, 2nd & 3rd, Mrs J.S. Smith; HC

1st, R® Reeves (Hill Cove
3rd, Mrs J. Sollis (2).
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3-i, E. Reive
2ni & 3^i, ix,H. Fori;1st DeG-cB. King;

1st & 2ni, K. Berntsen.(Port San

o

2ni,

Section F.

Section G-. W'-i 11 appear in next month’s issue*Hone Produce.

I

3ri, W*. Cletheroe;
6 Shallots:

Fruit.
24 G-ooseberries (rei): 

green J:

1st, «u. 
1st & 3ri, 
1st, 4

2nd, 
R. Bonner (Port

A* Cletheroe.
3ri, Darlene24 G-ooseberries

Biggs.
Raspberries: 1st, lies R. Rowlanis.
12 Strawberries; 1st & 2nd, ux.J. Bly th; 3rd, P. Watts*
Rod Currants: 1st, Mrs Porter; 2nd, Canon Helyer; 3rd, G-. 

Malcoln.
White Currants: 1st, W‘. May.
zmy Other Hone Grown Fruit: 2nd, D.G-.B. King.

2nd, ik. Clothe roe.
1st, T. Short.(Port San Carlos);

_________________ ____ S 1st &2nd, To Spruce; 3rd, P< 
HC, Ro Binnie (Fitzroy)” (2) & R. Reeves (Hill Cove)*

1st, W‘. Cletheroe; 2nd, ^.H® Fori.
1st, F. Whitney; 2nd, 3rd & HC, x.®H. Fori.

1 Vegetable Marrow: 1st, A. Clutheroo; 2nd, ^.J. Blyth.
3 White Turnips: 1st & 3rd, A* Cletheroe; 2nd, ax.J. Blyth.
3 Yellow Turnips; 1st, x»,. Cletheroe; 2nd, D. Cronin; 3rd, 

R. Reeves (Hill Cove).
3 Turnip Sweies:
■uny Other Vegetable:

E. Reive (G-recn Patch).

1st, J. Wright; 2nd & 3rd, 
1st & 2nd, Blyth;

HC, E. Reive (Green Patch).
__________ 1st & 2nd, J. Harvey.
6 Spring Onions: 1st, 0. McPhee.
6 Pickling Onions: 1st & 2nd, G-. Malcolm.
3 Parsnips: 1st, Mrs J. Perry (G-oose G-recn).
6 Peas: 1st, Cletheroe; 2ni, Mrs »<. Poole; 

(G-reen Patch).
3 Early Potatoes (rel): 

HC, W4 Poole.
5 Early Potatoes (white): 1st, R. Binnie (Fitzroy); 

P.T. Johnson; 3^^ Hansen (Hill Cove); HC, 
Howari) •

5 Maincrop Potatoes (rei): 
Carlos); 3^1, D.G-.B. Kingo

5 Maincrop Potatoes (white 
HcG-ill;

12 Raiishes:
3 Topatoes:
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MANAG-ING- A FARM? - YOU MUST BE JOKE'IG-

FHILzkTELY NFwS;

yards.

i

the 6th March 1974 and 
There are four very

SPORTS REPORT (Continue! from page 8)

The Bonner Manorial Team Trophy shooting from 200, 500 and 600
Challenge Rose Bowl and Beer Tankards:

1st Team:
2nd Team:
3rd Team:

for our 
set.

o But it’s a
We have been promised

great fairness ani generosity, but even so a consiierable loss of 
status ani living standard is inevitable9

Ideally, as fam managers, we .would like our own professional 
controlling body. Yet I cannot see it happening; farmers as a breed, 
are not co-operators. To work it would have to have the support of 
virtually all fam managers; it wouli have to establish realistic 
staniaris of professional conduct, ani maintain them. It wouli have 
to be strong enough to get the acceptance of the employers.”

W. Felton (Capt), J. Bouni, I. McCallum (249).
D. Hansen (Capt), S. Smith, T. Dobbyns (243).
G. Cheek (Capt), E. xilliaas, Keith Summers (243).

V/e are grateful to Mr Tony Blake of North Arm f or the follow
ing which is part of a longer article in 'Big Farm Management, 
June 1973 ’ ■»

“The plight of the farmworker is constantly unier the spot
light, but what about the farm manager? One manager opens up 
here on his lot, ;zith one ilea to improve the incentives for the 
job ani allow him to sleep a little more sounily at night.

Where, for the farm manager, is the next rung in the farming 
laiier? Where, in fact, ioes one go from here?

I am not alone asking this question; there must be many thous
ands of farm managers ani aspiring farm managers who w ouli like to 
know what the future has to offer. The short answer at present 
is basically a very raw deal. Managing a farm - you must be joking.*

The number of managers who can be said to be actually managing,~ 
in the true sense of the word, is very limited. Many may be run
ning a farm on a iay to iay basis, but that is about the limit of 
their real power.

No one has yet manage! to iefine to my satisfaction the term 
farm manager. The average manager, I wouli say, is responsible 
for everything the owner ioes not want to be responsible for himself. 
A hire! hani

He, the manager, is purely a hire! hani. Unlike many of his 
industrial counterparts, he has little status, no real job security, 
no pension, no house of his own, nor the way of securing one unless 
he is able to save, ani inflation has made a bit of a mess of this 
in the last year or two.

His salary usually contains an unseen rent ieiuction. Death, 
or personal whims, can leave the manager without a job or a house. 
If he is over forty he will fini it even more difficult than usual 
to fini another job* He is unlikely to have a pension scheme; 
probably he will have a certain amount of life assurance, but at 
today*s values this is a fast depreciating asset.

The manager’s own ill health will usually leave him at the 
mercy of the state; his untimely death could leave his dependants 
without a home. To be fair, it is not always as bad as this. Most 
owners do treat the personal problems of “faithful servants” with

The Falkland Islands 5p and 15p Princess Jme Wedding Issue was 
withdrawn fron sale on the 15th February 1974*

The new Tourism Issue was put on sale on 
2432 official first day c overs were issued, 
attractive stamps, as follows:
2p - depicting a Fur Seal and cub on rocks - with a pale blue sky.
4p - depicts Trout Fishing with an angler on a river bank who has 

just caught a fish. This stamp has the poorest colouring of 
the set with a pale blue river, green and yellow bank and a 
peculiar washed out mountain for a background.

5p - depicts two Rockhopper Penguins against a yellow background.
15p - depicts a beautiful red-breasted Military Starling on a 

branch with a pale blue background.
Strictly speaking there is a mistake on the 2p which says Fur 

Seal in the singular when, in fact, there are two, 
very attractive set and beautiful to look at.

next issue the interesting story behind the design of this
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SPORTS REPORT - RIFLE CLUB by Terry Betts
FxjIMD ISLANDS COMPANY, LIMITED, \/EST STORE

3rd - R* Henricksen (51)*T^xlux RARE

Possible 150 points*
£4®

41p, 53 p an! 65p

Inci-lentally that tieriber feature! in the

page 8)

£2.90, £J.45, £3.85 an! £4.50 
£5.90

Just what you want for your kitchen® • •.
The Bishop’s Trophy was shot off

Possible score was 70 points, results as

(continue! on

on Saturday the 2nd February,

Bread Bins £3<>6O
Canister Sets £2.35
3 Tier Cake Box £2.65
Single Cake Box £1.25
Pedal Bins £5® 20
All the above are matching in colours of blue and white 

or orange and white

Pastry Cutter Sets 95p
Flour Sieves £lo20
Kitchen Measures 70p
Bre a d Bins £2.45
Meat Tenderiser 75p
Household Scissors £lo^0
Icing Set £1*60
Meringue Tubes 65p
Food Scoop £lo30
Cooking Cutters 55p and 82p
Icing and Food Decorating Sets
Icing Turnable 55p
Icing and Food Decorating Bags 
Potato Chippers £2.08
PRESTIGE
Stainless Steel Saucepans
Stainless Steel Chip Pans
Stainless Steel Fry Pans £3^80

each 900 and 1000 yards, 
follows;
1st - Ho Ford (57); 2nd - Ken Summers (33);

xLLso on the 2nd the 1st stage Championship shot from 2^0, 300 
and 600 yards with a possible score of 103 points - Doathwaite 
Challenge Trophy:
1st - R. Betts (95); 2nd - R. Henricksen (91); 3^d - D. Hansen (90)®

The eleven highest scores go through to the 2nd stage, shot off 
from 500 and 600 yards. Possible score 100 points: 
1st - Ro Henricksen (89); 2nd - H. Ford (88); 3rd - E. Fuhlendorff (b5)o

On Saturday the 9th, 2nd stage Championship Falkland Islands 
Co. Ltd Centenaiy Challenge Cup. Shooting from 300, 300 and 600 
yards. Possible 150 points:
1st - R, Betts (134); 2nd - R. Henricksen (130); 3rd - D. Hansen (129).

Eight members with highest scores go through to the finals tage 
of the Championship Consolation Handicap, shot in conjunction with 
2nd stage for those who fail to qualify for 2nd stage: 
1st - T. Dobbyns (134); 2nd - T. McCallum (131.2); 3rd - J. Bound (13C42).

Falkland Islands Co. Ltd Handicap, shot off from 200, 300 and 
600 yards. Possible score 105 points, Challenge Cup and Miniature: 
1st - J® Bound (94*2); 2nd - T. Pettersson (94); 3rd - Po Lee (93)*,

On Sunday the 10th, final stage of Championship shooting from 
900 and 1000 yards. Possible 150 points. 2nd stage scores are also 
calculated:
1st - R. Betts (258); 2nd - R. Henricksen (256); 3rd - D. Hansen 
(251); 4th - H. Ford (246); 5th - Sloggie (235).

Consortium Cup Handicap for all members who fail f or 2nd and 
final stage, shot in conjunction with final Challenge Cup: 
1st - T, McCallum (130.8); 2nd - J. Bound (130.2); 3rd - E. 
Fuhlendorff (126.8).

It was noted that during the final stage of the Championship and 
Consortium Cup that members recorded up to 27 minutes right wind for 
several shots. One member remarked ”1 had all my 20 minutes on but 
it was alright, when the next target was up I could aim at the ai mi ng 
mark on that one”. Incidentally that member featured in the prize 
list. Well done!
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0(INSTITUTION MEETING FEBRUARY 28th 1974

In an amiable nooi he

constituency..

the

The Public Meeting in the Stanley Town Hall was atteniei by 
around 160 people.. The iiea was to give to the general public 
an opportunity to publicly present its views to the Select Committee 
on Constitutional Advance. The Committee comprise is The Hon.
T.H. Layng (Chairman), The Hons. L.G. Blake, «a.B. Monk ani S. 
Miller (Hon. W. Bowles being in hospital).

The chairman openei the meeting, in an air of expectancy, 
with a welcome to all present anl cxpressei regret that the Hon. 
W.E. Bowles was unable to be present. After his opening remarks 
he threw the meeting open to the public.

Mr Tony Hariy was first to his feet, 
unrollei a large Falklani Islanis flag ani saii he wantei the 
Falklands to remain British. He was supportei by Mr Eric Smith 
who a Iso spoke up for the needs of Oil age Pensioners.

The first major contribution came from Mr John Bo uni in a 
speech that set the tone for the rest of the evening. His main 
point was that the Legislative Council shouli be more represent
ative of the various sections of the community - with this written 
into the constitution. He felt that representatives shouli be 
electei from the Civil Service, Labour, Sheepfarming ani Iniepeni- 
ent sectors. He propose! that candidates ieposits be reiucei by 
half ani that a two Council system shouli be retainei with joint 
meetings over extra important matters.

Mr xxlistair Sloggie supportei the iiea of candidature from 
the Civil Service. He also r eiaarkei on the wisdom of wider 
representation.

A visitor from Darwin Harbour, Mr Brooke Haricastle rose to 
bring us a tale from his schooldays with an important moral. Ho 
saii that restrictions on candidates for Legco shouli be as few 
as possible, "don’t rule out anyone who has something to give”.

The subject of the voting age was introiucei by Mr John Allan. 
He favourei a reiuction so that 18*s ani over couli vote. He 
favourei the maintenance of the candidates ieposit at its present 
level of £25. He raise! an issue that receive! a lot of attention 
afterwards. Mr Mian favourei an increase! resiience require
ment before a person couli be a voter or candilate - to 7 years.

Members of Legco shouli be paii a salary sail Mr Jack Fori - 
equivalent to that of heal of a Government department.

Mr John Smith brought a list of points to raise. He supportei 
the proposal for an increase in the residence requirement to 7 years. 
He wantei a Legco compose! entirely of electei members plus the two 
official members - the Chief Secretary ani Financial Secretary. He 
thought that they shouli get back their oil titles of Colonial 
Secretary anl Colonial Treasurer - to emphasise links with Britain. 
The question of whether a Governor's or Chief Secretary's first 
loyalty was to the U.K. or to the Falkland Islanis couli be resolve! 
by having a Falkland Island Chief Secretary.

A number of people then spoke shortly on various matters.
Mr Pat Johnson was not in favour- of Civil Service Connci 11 ors - 

this would be the Government running the Government.
Mr Wallace Hirtle supportei the theme of wider representation 

ani sail voters couli be divide! into the 4 groups mentionei by Mr 
Bound.

Mr Roy Felton did not agree with farmers standing for the Stanley 
Mr Sydney Miller saii that this appliei to him but it 

was the way the voting went ani so he was electei,
Mrs Sheila Ford asked if farmworkers couli get tine off if they 

were electei.
Messrs Blake anl Monk saii yes - anl this hal happenei in the 

past. Mr Layng saii that allowances couli be male too.
Mr John Smith sail that Legco shouli be heli in the evenings so 

that all couli at ton!.
Mr Tin Blake saii it would suit farmers to have it at weekends 

so that they wouli not nee! to be away from the farm so long.
Mr Jack Fori saii that there shouli be no constituencies to 

avoii losing able people.
Revcreni Robin Forrester askei vdiether the public was being askei 

to contribute to a genuine change in the constitution or whether it 
was iesirei just to patch up the oil one,

Mr Torn Layng repliei that very radical changes were not likely 
to be accepted by higher powers ani that it was better to proceei 
slowly.

Ivlr Bill Goss askei, "Uhat is wrong with the oil constitution?” 
implying that he founi it~ generally satisfactory.

Mr Layng saii that the committee hai been convene! after a lot 
of public pressure on the natter.

Messrs Des Ki ng ani John Smith again brought up ani supportei 
proposal to give voting rights to those of 18 plus.
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E,

Binnie; 2nd, SLIPAuAY, E. Goss;

SEABIRD, E. Goss; 2nd, TONINI, R. Binnie;

2nd,

NO

lc
2.
3«
4*
5.

6®

7-
8.

Dr Derek Cox wondered if the natters being discussed were 
real 1 y to the point® He sail that the effect of any c hanges 
should be to improve the effectiveness of Council and that quite 
radical alterations would be nee del to achieve this® Under 
questioning from Mr uxdrian Lionk he said that he had not worked

DERAIN HxxBBOUR. SPORTS zJSSOCIaTION - RESULTS_1974s
1ST MoTHEN PIuxTE: 1st, PATIENCE, R<> Binnie; 2nd, MONxx LISx®,

Goss; 3rd, BUTTERCUP, Blake; 4th, NORTON, T-. McMullen®
2ND KuxIDEN PLATE: 1st, DIVER, L© uhitney; 2nd, uHlSKY, T.

Phillips; 3rd, TOUTY, T. McMullen; 4th, COLLEEN, E® Goss.
TROOP HORSES: 1st, TENNESSEE, Ro Binnie; 2nd, SLIPjmUxY, E. G-oss;

3rd, POPPyTlT Wiitney; 4th, THUNDERBOLT, N® Knight.
FITZROY CUP: 1st, SEABIRD, E® G-oss; 2nd, TONINI, R. Binnie;

3rd, SHu-DOu, L® <ihitney®FALKLAND ISLAND, BRED 500 YuRDS: 1st, BEAUTY, K. whitney;
BETSY, k. Davis; 3rd, TIPPSRRxxRY, L. uhitney.
F^LKT,(ujp ISIuJID BRED 300 YzxRDS: 1st, SUNBEAM, L® Vhitney;

2nd, BOMBADIER, E. Goss; 3rd, SANTA CLAUSE, K® uhitney: 4th, DILYS,
R. Binnie. .

OPEN 500 YARDS: 1st, JOHNNIE iuliKER, N® Knight; 2nd, CILJ-LxBELLE, 
w. MoridsonT^rdTPRINCESS, S® Sinclair. .

S^iN CARLOS PLATE: 1st, TENNESSEE, R* Binnie; 2nd, SEABIRD, h® 
Goss;~rVraNDYT“Phillips; 4th, BLUE SKIES, Mrs z.® Blake.

COLT Rz.CE: 1st, PATIENCE, Ro Binnie; 2nd, DIVER, L. \ihitney;
3rd, SYMPHONY. E® Goss® .

TROOP OWNERS: 1st, THUNDERBOLT, N. Knight; 2nd, KITTYwELLS, U. 
Morri^KTTTT^ual), GASTB'ffiTTE, I. Phillips & SHADOW, L. Whitney.

(continue! on paju 6J

Retain candidates deposits? YES.
Increase residence qualification period? YES.
To what? General chaos and the chairman said 5 years®
jx two period system was advocated by Mr Harry Milne 3 years 

residence for voters and 7 years for candidates®
interchange between Messrs Ray Clements and Wallace Hirtle 

produced evidence of a fear that ’expatriates* might dominate the 
Council but Mr Clements said that we were all expatriates really^ 
Mr Clements also produced an interesting diversion in suggesting 
that commitment to reside might be included in a residence assessment.

Several people suggested that almost anyone should stand with 
the appeal, ’Leave it to the voters to decide*o

Mr Layng wound up the meeting by asking for written represent
atives saying that’ great value wouli be attached to a statement that 
someone had taken tine to think about and write about.

out the details, but that H.M®G© should transfer more of its powers 
to the Ed. Government, even if it took sone years to do it.

This speech changed the course of the meeting for a while and 
provided a starting point for a number of people who had been c on- 
sidering this® Mr Jack Ford proposed a ministerial form of 
government responsible to the Legislature® Although Mr Layng said 
it would increase ■ costs Mr Ford said that this was an inevitable 
development and we must work towards it. Mr Syd Miller said find
ing ministerial material was probably asking too much of a small 
community® ”Do you really want to be independent of the U.K® or 
remain a Colony?” asked the chairman® The Rev. Robin Forrester 
rose to say that~he considered that there was a good, third choice, 
namely, giving complete control over internal matters, including 
economic independence, to the F.I© Legislature with the U.K© re
taining a kind of parental oversight - especially in foreign affairs 
and defence® He said that the F.Io’s were perfectly capable of 
being financially self sufficient and that after taking so much 
money from the Falklands in the past the British Government had an 
everlasting obligation to protect its interests. Messrs Sloggie 
and lying rose to support the statement that the balance of flow of 
money had been in the U.K®’s favour in the past.

There was then an exchange between Messrs King and Forrester 
in which the former was wholeheartedly in favour of lowering the 
voting age and the latter said it required more thought.

The chairman then called for the public to call out yes or no 
to some questions to get the ’feel of the meeting*. Your reporter 
has his doubts about what was achieved by this for many people were 
silent and he didn’t always agree that the chairman had summed up 
the feeling accurately. However here are the questions with the 
chairman's assessment of the 'public feeling’©

Abolish nominated members of Legco? YES.
Amalgamate Legco andExpo? ..NO® 
Retain two Councils? YES.
Have an upper age lirnt. on candidates for election? 
Civil Servants stand for election? YES?
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BIRTHS, iixkttl^GES AND DEATHS:

Melvyn Markson

In the Falklanis

Deaths In the Falklands

If youw ouli like

UTS NEuS

.hires as bronchitis.

well Peter ani look forwari to receiving better

+ +4- + + +

10tli Feb- 
l?th Feb.,

Brian Roy MAY ani Monica LicLEOD 
Reginali John DxxVIS ani j^ase KENNY 
Tony SUMMERS ani Sylvia Jean NEuMaN

Peter CiL*IG
Jill Mary McLiiREN

.£1
£1*80

we wish you 
soon.

jxIkivUkIL
SURFACE MxiIL
SURFACE MAIL

+ +

ixgei 85 yoars
/igei 1 month

Marriages

9th Feb.
27th Feb.
2ni March

Births

18th Feb*

nt K.E.M, Hospital

Mr a Mrs M« Summers
(jane Goss)

ANNUAL
POSjii SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

F.I. TIMES
F.I. TIMES
WEEKLY- NEtf S 

+ +

u;»e rejoice with those who rejoice ani sorrow with those who 
sorrow” •

News from Peter Hopkins camp teacher, who recently left the 
Colony on the ENRICO C. The lay after he left Stanley he became 
quite ill ani this was iiagnosei at the British Hospital in Buenos 
—He is now home but his illness spoilt the 

cruise somewhat ani he is sti11 receiving treatment.
’ news

No reports of weiiings were receive!.
your welling reportei please get someone to sen! an account of not 
more than 250 woris ani we will be pleasei to publish it.
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Sai to say some items have been pushed, 
tfe are grateful for so many appreciate 

Yfe are always 
and we include another
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Here we are again with a mixture of news, comment, information 
and even a little scandalJ 
out through lack of space, 
ive comments about our letters feature last month* 
pleased to get reactions from our readers - 
letters section too.

Our three trial issues of the weekly Hews were well received
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look at the events of our TIMESKKVZc/it a

iv-arch 1st*
.ufter

It may bo

Saturday was

to

(Continue! on page 8)

‘i
distinct emblem of all nautical sports, we arrive! to this very

March bth. 
to hoi! a

March 9th»
Vegetable 

march 11th.

intereste! in helping the Falklands
_ ’ ..ill be an islands 

to the U.K. 
we can get.

to which you refer, 
!esire to re-

C. Somoza sail, “Last 
^fter three !ays

reply from the Ministry of Foreign affairs in uelling-
— — — - j.j.v'iu mio jx.R. Skilling of Papatoetoe,

ue understand that Australia hoi is a similar opinion, 
sv-i i t •;

to reply on his’ behalf
The report in the “Falkland Islanis Times” 

saying that New Zealand vote! against the Islanders’ 
main British, is misleading. ' •

an! so we will start regular publication next week. Issues will 
not be proiuce! when the Times comes out nor when the Editor is 
in Camp.
PETITION

The situation revealed by the propose! coffee bai/entertain
ment centre (see p»15J shows a gap in our legislation. Evidently 
there is no ordinance to deal v; ith change of use of a building. 
In Britain, for example, if a person wishes to change his home into 
a shop, he has to apply for planning permission. This is public
ise! an! if there are objections raise!, by neighbours for instance, 
then a Public enquiry would be held when both sides could present 
their views. This means that before the person commits himself, 
say, in spending money on changes or giving up another job, every- 
tiling is cleared up. It appears that it would benefit us to havetiling is cleared up.
similar legislation here.

POhER Bu-SES
hi th so many changes likely in the near future it is notice

able that various power blocs are being established or are re
asserting themselves with the aim of holding influence outside 
these islands. The F.I.C. has, of course, long been such an in
fluence. The Falkland Islands Committee in London is growing in
creasingly active. The Falkland Islands Times is enlarging its 
circulation overseas and thus building up a company of people all 
around the world interested in helping the Falklands. ‘.then the 
Falkland Traders Ltd. gets off the ground there 
wide trading organisation with strong links 
that very shortly we vail need all the help 
RUBTRxxLLx .nND NEh ZEuLnND

Here is a : * _____
ton, New’ Zealand to a letter from Mrs 
New Zealand. i

’’Dear Mrs Skilling,
The Prime Minister has directed me 

your letter of 1 February.

______  22 Children from the Sunday School and Junior Choir at 
Christ Church Cathedral enjoyed a party at the Deanery.
the feast the children went along to the rarish Hall for film 
entertainment«

Notice was given on the Newsletter that it was intended 
sailing regatta in Stanley Harbour in a weex’s time.
ns reported in last month's TIMES the 1974 Flower, 
and Home rroduce Show was held in the Gymnasium.

_____ ,wt a short ceremony in Government House, His Excellency 
the Governor presented the long service and good conduct medal to 
Colour Sergeant ra.G. Trowbridge of the Royal Marines.

iviarcn Ip th, news item revealed that far x-ete Kermode had landed, 
at the River male, a mullet weighing 23 lbs. Its girth was 17 
inches and it was 40 inches long.

march 16 th meant the official conclusion of the week’s sailing and 
rowing activities. Not having been forwarned the editor was 
away on holiday this week although we gather that the wind was 
quite blustery at tines but that sailing continued regardless for 
a lot of the tine. 4 Grumete sailing yachts were brought in on 
the ’’Bahia Buen Suceso” plus a number of rowing boats. Members 
of argentine sailing clubs also came and were joined by young 
people from Stanley.

^t the end of the Regatta there was a Buffet Supper on board 
the “Bahia Buen Suceso” with speechmaking and a prizegiving. 
Intimation was given that the .argentine Government through its 
Navy and Secretary of State for Tourism and Sports would donate 2 
Grumetes and 4 rowing boats to tne young people of the Falklands. 
They were handed over to the Youth Club and Boys’ Brigade on 
their behalf. »iG understand that a meeting will be held shortly 
to decide on policy and practice in the use of the craft by all 
young people many of whom do not belong to these two clubs.

x'art of the speech made by Capt. n.C r‘ " “ ,,T ■ ■u
Saturday was a day of happiness for all of us.
of competing shoulder to shoulder with the crews of the Club 
Universitario do Buenos .wires, Centro Maritime .austral de xio 
Gallegos, Club Nautico Ushuaia with team spirit and comradeship 
a *--------------------------- . ‘ ‘ .
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page 7)

he understand that they intend to settle 
Both were regular broadcasters 

W’e wish then both happy days

one hour® 
very cold, 
tine® • • • ••

.upril 1st® 
tendent of

March 20th® i' ~ *
examining the following sites and projects

lighthouse;
We now await his

(Continued on

Stanley for school children; proposed new prison; 
extension to public jetty, and swinning pool® 
report and recommendations.

March 22nd® ___ 1 ___
have been taking lessons in lassooing®

Mothering Sunday was celebrated in Christ Church Cath-
> Flowers were received on Saturday for children 

The preacher for the day was the Bishop® 
x*fter the evening service refreshments were orgai ised in the Parish 
Hall® Other churches in Stanley were represented® xui open 
invitation was given and thus everyone had an opportunity to meet 
the Bishop©

March 31st.narked tne end of Summer Tine and clocks, were put back 
(ixS this resulted in the immediate connencenent of a 

wintry spell perhaps if we kept our clocks on summer 
we could avoid winter?? Well its a thought 1) 
Mr D’Earle Draycott retired from his post as Superin* 
Education at the end of March and he and Mrs Draycott 

left the Colony today.
in Mr Draycott’s native Cornwall, 
and we shall miss their voices® 
ahead®

important event® From now on you will have at youx* disposal 
sailing and rowing boats to develop an activity which forges the 
body and soul of a truly creative school.. This beautiful har
bour has been the scene of your initiation into the knowledge 
and rudiments of this noble sport« We have no doubt that this 
activity will grow in the future into something of a permanent 
character, not only rowing and sailing but also motor-boating 
and water-ski-ing and subaquatic sports, fishing, etc®, assisted 
by your enthusiasm, strength and ability shown by you and the 
companionship in connections existing with youth of other clubs=” 
part of the speech by His Excellency the Governor was as follows, 
”1 would like, on behalf of the Government and people here, to 
say how pleased we are that you have managed to pay us a visit® 
Much has been done in the last few years to improve the links be
tween us and the mainland, but there are limits to what politicians 
and diplomats can do® There comes a time when the real links 
are strengthened by ordinary people meeting each other and I re
gard the sporting link as the best method of all, and that is why 
during the past week we have enjoyed seeing you all in your 
colourful yachting gear walking through the streets of Stanley 
and it has been a joy to see the white sails of the Grunetes 
against the background of our harbour® The gift of two of these 
yachts and some rowing boats to the youth of Stanley is a most 
generous one, and will do much to foster amongst our young peo|?le 
the love of the sea and the outdoor life. I hope in due course, 
after further training, we can pay a return visit to you in Buenos 
Aires or Ushuaia®”

March J7th® This week most of the children going to school in
jxrgentina left to start the nev; school year. Today the largest 
group of 23 children left for Buenos uirc-s escorted by Mrs Sadie 
Clements.

March 1 dth• Bishop Tucker and Canon Helyer returned from a Camp
Trip to San Carlos, rebble Island, x-urvis and rort Howard. The 
Bishop was on a fortnight’s visit and always includes a Camp Trip 
in nis visit® In innovation on his visit this ti re was a radio 
interview with Canon Helyer when we learnt a little of the Bishop’s 
background and work and also of the missionary situation in 
South ^merica®

hr Simmonds the visiting architect left today after
5® Boarding Hostel in

xrni interesting news item reported that British farmers 
It is claimed that it 

does not take long to learn and that much time is saved because 
when only one or two animals are required they can be picked out 
without rounding up a whole herd or troop® x*n idea for here?

March 22nd. It was announced from Government House that the new 
Ministers of State in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office are 
Mr David hnnals and Mr hoy Hattersley® The new Secretary of 
State is, of course, Mr Jim Callaghan®

March 22nd® The Immigration Department announced that a total of 
93 people departed this week on the 4 international flights® 
This included departing school c hildren plus visiting yachtsmen, 
press and photographers®

March 23rd-23th® Harvest Festival weekend was held at the Taber
nacle (United Free Church}® /x display of groceries and garden 
produce was arranged on Saturday with special services on the 
Sunday. The goods were packed up and distributed around Stanley 
to needy folk, elderly people and K«E®M. Hospital® ^n offering 
of £21*33 »/as collected for needy people overseas.

March 24th® i‘
e dral (Anglican)•
to take home on Sunday.
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BOYS’ TRI? TO ..1<GENTI1\A

i

fruit and Coca Cola*

CHOIuxL WORK iff dxTHEDRxxL:

_3 of John Stainer’s work ’’The Story of the Cross” 
in Christ Church Cathedral on Good. Friday at 7 p.m.

A performance 
is to be given i—

• Sen ora
During this trip we visited the C.ix.r. 
Our evening meal was at the rarochial

Saturday was the day of the Show, 
and Hereford cattle.
Radio, 
in the gyn.

depot and oil transit depot.
Estancia Sara of 70^000 sheep, 
Newing and his charming Chilean wife.

w e w ent shopping 
_ ________ . ue

u'e returned to Ushuaia 
tour of the City and a visit to 
we were unable to see the governor, 

saw mill 
, where we had 

supper kindly provided by our host. This consisted of stew,. jelly, 
Before returning hone we were shown over the

KEVIffu (Continued from page 5)
April 1st. Today’s international flight also took away Mr J.r.

Jones who has been relief in the Registrar’s Office for the last
6 months during the leave of Mr H. Bennett, J.r.

We have been specially asked to include this report compiled 
by sone oi the twelve boys who visited the argentine at the begin
ning of February under the supervision of Mr F.T. LeHman.

”tfe left Stanley on Saturday February 2nd and had a good trip 
to Conodoro Rivadavia. It took 2 hours 10 minutes. On arrival

were net by Sen or Saavedra a representative of Y.r.F. and 
Senorita x*.na Maria Briguela of UDE. The Director of the Salcsian 
school from Rio Grande arrived clout 1 hour later, and we were 
taken to Y.?.F. barracks. The bus we travelled in was at out dis
posal during our stay in Conodoro itivadavia and was lent by Y<.?0Fe 
On Saturday afternoon we were taken to the ^*rny Training Centre 
for Boys from 15 - 20, we had a tour of Conodoro and ate lunch and 
supper at the Y.?.F. Club.

On Sun*day morning we saw oil pumps, watched drilling for oil, 
and visited the Don Bosco College* In the afternoon we visited a 
holiday resort. ue enjoyed swimming in the pool, indoor football 
and later watching television.

On Monday v.e w ent to the airport where we had breakfast and 
then travelled by Boeing 737 to Rio &rande via Rio Gallegos to re
fuel. During the trip we were allowed into the cockpit with the.

were shown the new gymnasium at the Sale— 
------- . jxfter that we went to the swimming 

-fter supper we visited the

shearing shod and farm buildingsc
Thursday’s activities included shopping in Rio Grande, with 

Senora Martinez - we noticed that prices were very high. In the 
afternoon we wont to Mrs Sutherland’s for tea.

Friday morning was s pent at the army camp and was followed by 
lunch at the officers club.

fuel. r ........
crew. jxt Rio Grande we i 
sian Schoo3. and then had lunch, 
pool at the Y.R.F. compartments, 
television studio and got home late.

On Tuesday we went horse-riding in Rio Grande then to Ushuaia 
by a bus which was provided by the Mayor of Rio Grande. 
Martinez went with us. 
meat canning factory. 
Church and we slept that night at the Youth Hostel, 

after breakfast at the Church, 
-i travelled by bus to the Chilean border. .

On Wednesday, < 
for an hour and then - 
passed many camping sites and saw Lake Roca 
for lunch which was followed by a 
Government House. Unfortunately 
inis was followed by a trip to Rio Grande where we visited a 
and also visited the Goodall estancia at Via Monte, 
supper kindly provided by our host. This consisted of stew

In the afternoon we visited the Y.R.F. 
butane gas installations and then went on to see the oil shipping 

This was followed by a visit to the 
where we were entertained by David

We also net Natalie Bertrand, 
enjoyed an excellent asado, and watched television.

Vfc sav/ Corrieiale sheep
Ue made a tape re cor ling f or the National 

and then in the evening attended a buffet supper and -lance 
There were about R00 people and during the dance 

there was a fashion parade and prize-giving.
On Sunday we flew to Comodoro by Boeing 737 accompanied by 

Father Tito« ue touched down at Rio Gallegos and Bill Clifton came 
on board there and talked to us. ue were net in Conodoro by Senor 
Saavedra and Senorita Lrizuela and taken to the Y.j?.F. barracks as 
before. Ue had supper at the Y.r.F. Club then four boys went to 
the swimming pool and others played footcall.

On Monday we got as far as the nest jj'alklcUids but had to return 
because of fog. life tried to contact Senor Saavedra before our 
arrival back but had to wait 2 hours for the bus to take us back to 
the Y.R.F. barracks, but on arrival there a meal was ready f or us.

On Tuesday we left at 8.30 local tine and this time reached
our destination end landed in Stanley at 10 a.n.”
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Letter to the Editor:

approval). I

PHUL/TELY NhhS:

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION JUTES:

£1.80
Editor and Proprietor:

uiinaail
Surface
Surface

£3
£1

F. I. TIMES
F. I. TIMES 
weekly News

Yours faithfully,-
2xXme Cameron

(Mrs N.K. CameronJ

1 : Port San Carlos,
Falkland Islands.

18th March 1974-

hear that our j*NZi*C friends are

AUSTRjJjIxx ^xND NE.< ZLiJuiND (continued from page 2)
New Zealand has consistently opposed resolutions in the United 

Nations General assembly which have suggested that the principle of 
self-determination does not apply in the case of the Falkland 
Islands. The resolution adopted last year, which New Zealand 
supported, did not mention self-determination as such, but declared 
the need to accelerate negotiations between the Governments of 
amrgentina and Great Britain in order to arrive at a peaceful sol
ution of the conflict of sovereignty between them. In an explan
ation of our vote the New Zealand representative made a statement 
supporting the principle of self-determination and emphasizing 
New Zealand’s concern that the view’s of the Falkland Islanders be 
respected.

I hope this information will be helpful in removing a mistaken 
impression which you may have received from the newspaper report.”

In our January issue we reported from a L^gco meeting as 
follows. 11 Mr Pitaluga revealed that in the sovereignty issue in
the United Nations two former colonies, Australia and New Zealand, 
voted against us. ( 
shocked many present.

(Ed. This ’Blow you Jack* we’re alright’
Perhaps those readers who live in those 

countries ought to write to their governments expressing dis- 
ani 'lY'n 1 I ,11

we are very pleased that tills matter- was taken up and to 
supporting us.

’we will

Robin V. Forrester,
P.O. Box 60,

n , . Falkland Islands.Corrections
Page 1 - 3rd line from botton should read 
include another letters section soon’
Page 20 -11th. line from bottom should read ’extra £71,000’

Dear Sir,
On leaving the Falklands after a very enjoyable few weeks, I 

wish to say that what has marred my time there has been learning of 
the decision to close the Darwin School, instead of enlarging it and 
making it the centre for senior education in the Islands.

The children from Stanley could only benefit by spending their 
last school years, say from 13 onwards, in the Ca.-p, whatever careers 
they eventually followed, and the Camp children would then have the 
benefit of the most highly qualified teachers in the Falklands.

I know there are difficulties at Darwin, such as the water supply, 
ana it could be more expensive, but it is vital for the future of the 
Colony to keep the young cu^p-minded.

a J. though it is very late in the day I hope if others feel as I 
do thc-y will write or talk to their elected members of Council about 
it.

Last month wo advised that we had been promised the background 
story behind the latest Falkland Island Special Issue on Tourism. 
Our efforts to obtain information have uncovered a riddle.

The basic ideas for the issue were arranged by u small committee 
consisting of the then Postmaster Mr D.R. Morrison; Tourism 
Committee Chairman the Hon. Sloggie and local stamp expert and 
enthusiast Brother Venantius (nrnold Roozendaal). The pictures for 
the 5p Rockhopper Penguins and 15p Military Starling were taken from 
paintings by resident naturalist Mr Ian J. Strange. The pictures 
for the 2p Fur Seal and 4p Trout Fishing were from some work dons 
5 or 6 years ago for an Industry and Tourism issue but which was 
later shelved. The riddle is that no-one appears to know where the 
pictures came from. Perhaps we can enlist the help of our readers. 
Does anyone know the answer?
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Phillips; 2nd, HEATHER,

SuN'IA

Goss; 2nd, BUMPER, Nt Knight;

Mrs
Binnie,

i-hill Cove

OPEN;

Here a re the remainder of the results continue! from last 
Grateful thanks to Mr Nick Hadden who compiled then for

East Falkland Sports:

MaXINu,

T.

*,» Davis; 2nd, T. Phillips; 3rd, R. Binnie.
Davis; 2nd, T. Phillips; 3rd. T. McMullen.

McPhee; 2nd, T® Heathman, 3rd, Ko

Lest Falkland Sports:
Here is an interesting presentation of the weeks events 

kindly compiled by Mrs Griselda Cockwell®
The events started on Tuesday morning with the Dog Trials. Each 

competitor was allowed 15 minutes to bring up and pen 5 sheep with one 
dog. There was a good number of entries and the trials were not com
pleted by lunch-time so the rest were run off on Friday morning. The 
competitors must be congratulated on the generally high standard - 
the trials were a great pleasure to watch. The winners were as 
follows. 1st, J. Forster w ith REST

2nd, L. Morrison with ROY 
3rd, P. Short with DOT

Davis; 2nd, Liss J. Hard-
o uhitney; 2nd, Albert

REL/xY JLxCE: 1st, T. Heathman & iwiss C. ALazia; 2nd, T* Jaffray
& Mrs Mo Loring; 3rd, P. Goss & Miss M. Goodwin.

MEN - 220 YARDS: 1st, T. McPhee; 2nd, T. Heathman; 3rd, M. ALazia.
THREE-LEGGED &xCS: 1st, T. Heathman & Miss Ge xJazia; 2nd, K.

uhitney & Mrs H. Ford; 3rd, T. McPhee & Mrs T. MchuJ.lcn3
MEN - 440 YjmsDS: 1st, T. McPhee; 2nd, LL _■.>jaz.ya & To Heathman.
THROWING THE 1st, N® Hadden; 2nd, Ik Ford; 3rd. J; .“ord.
MEN - 1 _ MILE: 1st, T. McPhee, 2nd, M. xAazia; 3rd, T. Heawhman.
SPAt BOXING: 1st, T. McPhee; 2nd, T. McMullen; 3rd, R® Binnie.
MEN -- 880 YuRDS; 1ST, K. Sumners; 2nd, T. McPhee, 3rd, T« Heathman.
CATCHING THE .ROOSTER: (Ladies) - 1st, Mrs L. Phillips.
CATCHING THE ROOSTER: (Children) - 1st, Miss D. Morrison.
LHEBLBuititOa xLAE: 1st, R. Morrison 6c Mrs R. Dickson; 2nd, T.

Heathman 6c miss C. ALazia; 3rd, P. Morrison 6c Miss J. Ford.
VETERANS &-CE; 1st, M, McLeod; 2nd, u. Morrison; 3rd, J. Latson. 
hOmEN - 100 ^xRDS: 1st, Kiiss C. ALazia; 2nd, Miss D® morrison;

3rd, Mrs M. Loring.
mEN - ICO Y.utDS; 1st,

OTHExt EVENTS*'
STEER RIDING: 1st, k. Binnie; 2nd, K® Lhitney; 3rd, R. Lee.
DOG Tklds - NOVICE CLuSS; 1st, TED - E. Goss.
DOG TRIALS - OPEN GLuSS: 1st, uEST, C.D. Ford; 2nd, DON, 8.

Johnson; 3rd, TAISYA - N. Knight;
SHEWING COMPETITIONi 1st, Kobin Lee, Darwin; 2nd, Peter Goss, 

Douglas Station; 3rd, Nigel Knight, North ^rm.

.^onth • 
us.
HORSE RACING

CONSOLATION iUCEs 1st, BhAUTY, T
A, Davis; 3rd, TUPPENCE, N, Knight.

CHAMPION CUP 600 YnPDS: 1st, BEAUTY, K. uhitney; 2nd, 
CLAUSE, L. uhitney.; 3rd, TENNESSEE, R. Binnie.

CHAMPION CUP 700 YAtDS: 1st, SUNBEAM, K. uhitney; 2nd, TONINI, 
K. Binnie; 3rd, SLIPmuxY, E. Goss. 
GYMKHLJLx EVENTS

MAIDEN TROT: 1st. BL0uH.mtD, E 
3rd, DENISE, Mrs 21. Blake 0

luiDTBS TROT: 1st, BLUE R0u*N, Mrs Morrison; 2nd,
.. Blake; 3rd, ^aNNIE, Miss J. Hardcastle.
OPEN TROT: 1st, BLUE xtOxli, h® Morrison; 2nd, uD'VENTURE, S.

Johnson; 3rd, imxXHU, Mrs jx. Blake.
GRETNax GREEN; 1st, T. McMullen * L 

Davis 6c N. Knight.
LADLES MUSIGuL CHjxIRS ; 1st, Mrs 

castle; 3rd, Miss 8. Smith.
THRExJjING THE NEEDLE; 1st, L. khitney & Mrs Biggs; 2nd, 

Mr & Mrs N. Knight; 3rd, 8. Sinclair & bliss 8. Smith.
BENDING RzxCE; 1st, G. Dickson; 2nd, N. Knight; 3rd, Mrs ^x. 

Blakeo
REIuxY RxxCE: 1st, T. McMullen cc Mrs Blake; 2nd, N. Knight 

& L. whitney; 3rd, G. Dickson 6c S. Sinclair.
iLELITokY RzxCE; 1st, T. McMullen; 2nd, M. Loring; 3rd, S* 

Sinclair*
POTATO RuCE: 1st, G. Dickson; 2nd, M. Loring; 3rd, T. 

Phillips.
V.C. Ru.CE; 1st, T. McMullen; 2nd, G. Dickson; 3rd, L. nhitney.
BACK TO FRONT Kh.CE; 1st, S. Sinclair; 2nd, T. Phillips.
MIXED MUSICxJj CILLERS: 1st, G. Dickson; 2nd, M. Loring; 3rd, 

T. Phillips.
DONKEY RxxCE; 1st, ,
VARIETY iuxCE: 1st,
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Section G.NOVICE:

1st, Mrs R. Rowlands; 2nd, Mrs u.

1st,

1st, Mrs P.
3rd,

1st, Mrs F. Cheek; 2nd, Mrs E- Biggs;

Biggs;

2nd.

1st de 3rd, Mrs R.D. Clements; 2nd, Mrs
U e

races an! male 
many

The 1974 Flov/er, Vegetable aniKox- produce Show: 
~ - >

Here are the remainder of the prizewinners.

xishley; 2nd, Mrs Poole;

1st, Ian McPhee; 2nd, Bob McNally; 3rd, Robin Jaff ray.
I would like to finish by thanking all those who helped with 

the events in their various ways, the M.C’s at the dances, the 
“Kaieidescope” crew, ani last but not least, the people of Hill 
Cove for their hospitality ani such an enjoyable Sports week.

2nd,
Jar of Marpalaie; 1st, Mrs R. Rowlands; 2ni & 3rd, Mrs »»• Goss.
Jar of Pickles: 1st & 3rd, Mrs R« Rowlands; 2nd, Mrs F.M. Short

1st, Mrs T. Fleurot, 2nd, 3rd & HC,

u. Goss; 2nd & 3rd, Mrs Ik Rowlands.-. 
1st & 3rd, Mrs RM Jones; 2nd, Mrs it.

1st,
2nd,
3rd,

During the afternoon the children ran

_____________ 1st, Mrs E
Port San Carlos; 3rd, Mrs R. Rowlands.

Jar of Di Idle-dec Jelly: 
lar of Gooseberry Jelly: 
Jar of Red Currant Jelly:

■ I .««m■■MiniJar of Curd:;
Jar of /my Other Preserve:

__________________ 1st, Mrs D.H. Pole-Evans, Port Howard;
2nd, Mrs u. Jones; 3rd, Mrs r. ^shley.

Jar of Diddle-dee Jan: 
3rd, Mrs Jones.

Jar of Strawberry Jan:
Jar of Raspberry Jan:

1st, 2nd, 3rd & HC, Mrs R. Rowlands.
0X1.1 Biggs; 2nd, Mrs K. Berntsen,

1st, 2nd, 3rd 6c HC, Mrs h. Jones.
1st, 2nd & 3rd, Mrs R. Rowlands.
1st, Mrs ix.J. Blyth,

1st, Mrs Goss.
____________________1st, Mrs R. Rowlands <£ Mrs E.ux.

Mrs Goss; 3rd, Mrs R. Rowlands.
1st, Mrs R. Rowlands;

Hone Produce.
Butter: 1st, Mrs J. Perry, Goose Green; 2nd & HC, Mrs R. 

Ferguson; 3rd, Hrs C. Porter, Fox Bay East.
6 Hon Eggs: 1st, Mrs F.M. Short; 2nd, Hrs J. Smith; 3rd, Miss 

J. Ford; HC, Mrs. T. Fleurc-t.
Bottled Rhubarb: 1st, Mrs
Bottled Gooseberries:

Rowlands.
xuiy Other Bottled Fruit:

Jones; 3rd, rars G. Rowlands.
Jar of Rhubarb Chutney:

Hrs u. Jones.
my Other Cliutney:

P. Ashley.
Jar of Rhubarb Jap:
Mrs ho Jones.
Jar of Gooseberry Jan:

& Mrs C« Rowlands.
.Rich Fruit Cake: 1st, 3rd & HC, Hrs R. Rowlands; 2nd, Mrs R. Jones. 
Victoria Layer Cake: 1st & 2nd, Mrs u. Poole; 3rd, Mrs G«. Johnston. 
Plain Sponge Cake: 1st, Kirs R. Felton; 2nd, Mrs «. Poole & Mrs

R. Rowlands; 3rd, Mrs E. Clapp.
Decorated Sponge Cake; 1st, Mrs 0. McPhee; 2nd, Hrs L. Halliday, 

3rd & HC, Mrs R. Rowlands0
xxny Other Hone-made Cake: 

Jones.

Mrs R. May, 2nd, Hrs u. Goss, 3rd Hrs

numerous
up for it at the childrens* tea party afterwards. fuany thanks to 
the teachers, without whon Tuesday afternoon would not have been 
(niiite the sane, and to all those v*ho contributed food.

Wednesday of course was Race Day and as all the results have 
been broadcast already, I 'will not repeat then here. .after a ratner 
dull and even threatening start the weather cleared by late no.vning 
which was veiy fortunate. His Excellency and Mrs Lewis, Lady 
Dufferin and Kir Trevor-Roper did us the honour of attending the Race 
Meeting.

There were plenty of entries for nest of the races, which is 
very encouraging and of course laakes f or a very interesting day for 
the spectators. Many thanks to all those who acted as Starters, 
Judges, Clerk of the Course, and the hard-pressed people in the Tote.

On Thursday the Gynkhana and Fo^t Events were held and again 
the weather was quite pleasant. There v/ere winners far too numer
ous to mention; many congratulations to all of then. Thursday 
evening was the cccasion of “Kaleidoscope 2“ which was a great suc
cess; and for which Greg Edwards and all the performers put in 
much hard work and enthusiasm.

jxS I mentioned before Friday morning was taken up with the rest 
of the Dog Trials. After lunch the Steer Riding was hell and as 
there had been a few spots of rain the grass was agreeably slippery# 
There were sone pretty lively steers and most spectators seemed 
quite happy to stay in or near their rovers 1 The winners were a s 
follows:

P. Short with DOT
Bo Espe with SPEED

Pole-Evans with DON
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NEuS jxNP NOTE JPoole;

Kirs T. Fleuret, 3rd,

1st & 2nd, Mrs R.D. Clements; HU Drury Street
Mrs 4. Poole;

Clements &3rd, Mrs K/D.2nd, Mrs R. Rowlands;

Sloggie;Mrs a.

I

(Continued from page 20)BUSINESS NK.S

1st & 3rd, Mrs J. Dailey; 2nd, Mrs 4.

Mrs Go Johnston; 2nd.
Kirs r. Helyer; HC, Mrs u. Poole.

1st & 2nd, Mrs h. Clapp; 3rd, Mrs E. Howatt:

Blyth; HC, Mrs G. Johnston®
Hrs 0. McPhee cb

2nd,

1st,

o Clements;
o Clements®

Clements de Mrs F.M. Short;
o Po4Le & Miss Cq

2nd, Mrs R. D®

Mi idle ton; 2nd,

6 Bunfl (Yeast): 
I1C, Mrs 0o McPhee.

6 Scones: 1st.

1 Loaf White Dread: ’ 
Mrs Jo Bailey (2); HG, Hrs «.

1 Loaf Currant Bread: HC,
■ony Other Kind of Loaf:

Mrs J.
12 Sweets of Any Kind:

2nd, Mrs K.D. Clements; 3rd, V. Cletheroe, Mrs <. 
J ohnston®

also expected that about 30-40 of the people who offered to sub
scribe £100 to the new company will not be able to do so. Those 
people who are concerned will soon be receiving a circular letter 
from a Unit Trust shortly to be set up with the main purpose of 
investing the money of local people in local projects such as 
F.T.L®, sheep farms andso on.

1st & 3rd, Kirs G-, Johnston; 2nd, Hrs E® Clapp® 
, Mrs 0®

Mrs W® Hay; 3rd,

1st, Mrs J.
Fleuret.
1st &2nd, Hrs 0. McPhee; 3rd, Hrs E.

6 Plain Biscuits:
HG, Mrs R. Eelton.

6 Fancy Biscuits:
6 Small pastry Cakes;

in ji » i in. iim. J iii IITW ’ i ■ iw

McPhee (2).
6 Small Plain Cakes: 

3rd, Kirs W. Poole & Mrs T.
b Small Fancy Cakes: 

Clapp; HC, Mrs A. J. Blyth.
6 Empanadas: 

Mrs R. Rowlands.
6 Sausage Rolls: 1st, Mrs ax.J.
1 Savoury Pie or Flan: 3rd, Mrs G. Johnston, 

Mrs J® Dailey.
1 Loaf 'hholemeal Bread:

Clements; 3rd, Mrs J. Baileyo
1st, Miss R® Matts; 2nd, 

Poole & Hrs R.D. Clements 
Hrs W. Jones.

___ 1st & HC, Mrs k.D 
Middleton; 3rd, Mrs P. Helyer & Mrs R.D.

1st, Mrs R.D

Tourism Loans
The Falkland Islands Government has revealed that the foilowing 

loans have been made, .under the Colony Development Plan® 
£3,000 to Mr I. Strange for the'New Island preservation Co. Ltd. to 

assist in making accommodation suitable for resideice by tourists 
on Nev/ Island.

£2,200 to Mr Do Ryan to assist in modernisation to No. 
to enable it to be used as a boarding house.

£2,300 to Mr G. Edwards for establishing a coffee Lar® 
£500 to Hr J » aJ-lan to assist in the building up of a chicken farm.

This makes £b,200 out of the £10,000 set aside for this purpose® 
One further loan is under investigation and a further amount of about 
£350 was granted but later turned down. It is not yet known whether 
this money will be re-allocated,.
Kn^pus over proposed Coffee Bar

Much heat has been generated around Stanley particularly in the 
Ja^es Street area concerning efforts by iur Greg Edwards, presently of 
Fox Bay uest, to open a coffee bar and entertainment centre at 10, 
Janes otreet..

The first public knowledge of this intention was-when a friend 
said to Mr Laurie Butler of 9, James Street, ’’Nice of you to have a 
night club next door, eh?M. He passed it off as a joke until he saw 
a vehicle*unloading building materials next door. Hr Butler hade 
further enquiries in great haste and discovered that a Tourist Loan 
had been made to Mr Edwards out of tAie. U.K. Government Development ^xid. 
xxS Hr Edwards is an alien this s urprised a number of local people in
clu ding the two Stanley elected members of Legislative Council the 
Hons. u.E. Bowles and b. Miller. we understand that the acting Regist
rar Mi* J.p. Jones refused to register tne transfer of the property un
til further enquiries were made even after invention by Mr, J. Leonard 
acting on Mr Edwards behalf. Legally an. alien must be-.residait over 
seven years before he- may purchase property unless, the Governor issues 
a special licence. Mr Edwards had been here a little over a year. 
«e have received an unconfirmed report that such a licence was prepared 
and signed but was not given to mr Edwards after public resistance to 
the matter began to be felt.
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There was 1 still birth.
The number of births has re-

19
20

through to young people 
with filmed concerts«

of the acting Registrar-General®

» There were 15 in 1970. 22 in
Of these 74 marriages in the four years, 48 
.aijlican.’ and 10 were Non-conformists.

(Continue! on page 19)

Public feeling largely took the form of petition organise! by 
Mr Butler an! signe! by 15 people in the immediate neighbourhood of 
the house in question. The petition was late! 15th march 1974 and . 
addressed to the Deputy Chief Sucrotary (acting Chief Sucx-etary) an! 
reals,

”be the uniersigne! being residents of James Street an! the 
Janes Street area are disturbed to hear that iur G. Edwards has been 
grante! a loan to buy property in the Janes Street - itoss Roa! area 
with the intention of running a Coffee Bar an! Music Hall on this 
property.

This is a quiet an! orierly resiiential area an! this is the 
way we want to keep it.

It is felt by those of us who are parents of small children 
(an! there are quite a lot of small chiliren in this area).that this 
Bar or Club coul! have nothing but a detrimental effect on our 
chilirun for obvious reasons.

It is f elt that the greatest part of Mr Edwards trade for his 
Coffee Bar would be from persons leaving the Public House at closing 
tine an! not bona-fiie tourists at all.

There is already one Snack Bar in Town which is much more 
aivantageously situate! than the one propose! by Mr Edwards, an! it 
is common knowledge that this Snack Bar has very little traie before 
9.50 p«mo

x<fter all if Mr Edwards is so keen to entertain the tourists, 
what is to stop him hiring the parish Hall, Town Hall or St. Mary’s 
.annexe when a tourist ship is in Port william.

It is also a matter of sone concern to us that Mr Edwards is 
an alien who has only live! in the Colony a very short time an! we 
are surprise! that Government should han! out such a large sun of 
money to someone whom so little is known about.

be therefore ask Government to reconsiier their iecision to 
allow the property to be use! as anything except a iwelling house.

we woul! repeat that this is a quiet an! or!erly resiiential 
area an! that is how we, the inhabitants an! Rate Payers of this 
area wish it to remain.”

Representations have also been male by the two Stanley Legco 
members to K.E. the Governor an! there is talk of resignations 
of fere! if this loan is not revote 1.

xJ. though not expressed as a main part of the controversy there 
is no doubt that concern is felt by a number of people over the re

ligious implicationso Mr Edwards is a member of the Bahai faith and 
his agent in Stanley Mr Leonard is regarded as their local leader. 
Much of the Bahai evangelism locally has been based on trying to get 

, and older ones too, using music both live and 
Some local residents have voiced their opinion 

that the plan is to use the coffee bar as a kind of Bahai outreach 
centre using Mr Edward’s musical abilities and feel that this should 
not be supported by Government funds. tor Leonard has strongly denied 
this intention saying, ”we would not allow it.”

The situation no;. is that work on the house has stopped and that 
the Polo Government is awaiting the return of the Chief Secretary 
from a trip to amtarctica before issuing a statement on its further 
action if anyo
Re gi s t r ar ’ s S t at is tic s^

The following figures and comments were issued from the office 
Grateful thanks to Mr J.P. Jones.

“The following statistics are for the calendar year 1973* 
Births in Stanley

Laie
Female 
Total

There were no births outside Stanley.
mained fairly constant in the last few years 34 in 1970, 38 in 1971 
and 39 in 1972-> But as the population declines the birth rate per 
1,000 increases, 16 per 1,000 in 1970, 18 in 1971; 19 in 1972 and 20 
in 1973o
Deaths in Stanley

Male 9
Female _3
Total 12

There were no deaths outside Stanley* Deaths in 1970 were 15, in 
1971 - 20 and 1972 - 10. The death rate per 1,000 was 7 in 1970, 9 
in 1971, 5 in 1972 and 6 in 1973 • The average birth rate per thous
and over the last four years is approximately 2| times greater than 
the average death rate. 
marriages

There were 12 marriages in 1973* 
1971 and 25 in 1972. C 
were Registrar, 16 wc-ru..
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.aDVERTISSIviENT?

CO-OPCO-OP

15 22 25 12 74

There were 7 iR 1970; 7 in

TIER

Stocks limit el.PLdi.CE your oriers with us now.

CO-OPCO-OP

I
i

Registrar 
Anglican 
Non-conformist 
Ronan Catholic

1971
13
7
2

2
2

LE have in stock a goo! variety of NELSONS JAMS in 1-lb. jars an! 
77-lb tins, also JELLIES.

1972
19
4
2

VHY not become a member an! receive your share of the benefits, 
write, telephone or call for further !etails.

Divorces
There were 5

There were no Ronan Catholic marriages.
solemnise! in 1970/73 is as follows2- 

Total
48
16
10

The analysis of the 74 marriages 
1970 

8 
3 
4

8-oz an! lj-lb. sizes,

Inwar1 Sea-nail 
-»W > I I, IM II II

ixftci' the trouble experience! on the first attempt to route sea 
nail from Britain via Buenos jxires an! Como flora kivalavia finishing 
its journey by air, this routeing was stoppe!. he unierstan! that 
it is intenle! to start again shortly confining movement to letters 

If this is successful then sone attempt nay be male toan! papers.
inclule parcel mail as well.
dxirfiel!

There is still no information available (.upril 5th) as to whether 
a contract has been awariei for the construction of a U.K. Government 
finance! permanent airfiel! at Cape Pembroke. he unierstan! from 
the Government that it is now very unlikely that the ceremonial 
’turning of the first sol7 will take place on May 1st.
Inlustrial Dispute

The Government have announce! that an arbitrator has been ap- 
pointei to settle the iispute between the Stanley employees an! hourly 
pail members of the General Employees Union. Sail to have a wile 
experience of such cases he is Mr S. McDouall of the University of St. 
Anlrews. He was recommehie! by the U.K. Department of Traie an! In- 
!ustryP

iivorces in 1973*
1971 an! 3 in 1972.
Population 
■ Ml 111 »■■■ ■ ■ ■■

jxt the 31st December 1972 the population of the Falklan! Islanis 
was 1957 accorling to the 1972 Census. Base! on 1973 arrival an! 
lepartures recorie!, the estimate! population at 31st December 1973 
was 1,874 giving a population of .39 per square mile base! on a Ian! 
area of 4;700 square miles. The population 20 years ago in 1953 
was 358 more - a total of 2,230.”

The following items are sone of which are expecte! by the ANNETTE 
DANIELSON.
MAXUELL HOUSE INSTANT COFFEE in 4-0 z, 
price! at 48p? 92p an! £2*36 each.

CUSTARD PONDER in 12-oz an! 22-oz sizes. © 19p an! 35p each.
DRtLAi TOPPING, 14p an! 27p each.
COMPLETE POTATO MIX in 5-5-H- tins @ £1.49 each.
SALTED PEAvUT MiD MIXED NUTS price! @ 44p an! 85p per poun!.
THE EVER POPUIuxR MILIuxC MILK in sizes 1 litre, 1 kilo, 7-lb an! 

25“lb tins, price! at lip, 84p, £2.40 an! £7*40 each.
CRRJvi TOPPING, DELICIOUS FOR FILLINGS, ICE CK&xM, ETC., price!
© 24p tin.

SuNCHixRIvl (LlsNED DRINKS in 12-oz sizes - ORAx'GE, BITTEit LEMON, COLxx, 
© lOp can. SHALDY lip can. ^i! in 6-oz sizes, ORANGE, LITTER 
LEMON, COR., GINGER ziLE, TONIC uxxTEk, LEMONADE ^ND bOIlx ui_TER, 

price! at 6p per can.
GIG^TIC PUZZLES, PUZZLES u ITH 200 AND 300 PIECES, uOOD JIGS^uS, 

E-uBY FRILLY Px^TS, FO^Vi SPONGES, LLxLL PENS, PLAYING C.xRDS, 
EXERCISE BOOKS, COLOURED RIBBON, ILxLLOONS, ZIP FASTENERS in 
sizes 4; 7, 9 an! 12 inch, PLASTIC PLATES, CUPS, SPOONS, FORKS 
AND KNIVES.

ONE SET ONLY 7-50 x 16 TRACTOR GRIP TYRES, BY GOODYEAR, ileal for 
7/inter Travelc
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BIBTHS, taARKI^-G-LS zJJD D&xTHS;

son

March 9th dau
March 29th son

March 20th

In the FalklandsDeaths
►ged 71 yearsMarch Ibth Mrs Beatrice Orissa Maud HAWING-

(Continued

BUSINESS NBhSs

RJZIwJD TxLJ)ERS LTD,

Mr & Mrs Michael Clarke
(Jeanette Nev/man)

Mr ck Mrs Patrick Peck
(Maureen Coutts)

Overseas

Births
March 7th

Marriages
March 9th

^xt KoEoMc Hospital

Mr & Mrs Bert G-oodwin Derek Samuel 
(8 lb 10 oz) 
xxngeline G-loria 
(8 lb 14 oz) 
David Patrick 
(7 lb 13 oz)

on page 14)

at Dawlish, Devon*

Mr & Mrs Chris Lehen of Wellington, 
New Zealand, a son, Stephen Paulo

The failure of the appeal to the public to provide the whole 
£71;>000 of the capital needed to float F.T.u. has meant a change 
in the original plan. It is now intended to lease some of the 
land and buildings required by the new company instead of buying 
then outright. F.T.L© will no?/ be run as a private company. 
This means that there will be a limit in the number of shareholders 
permitted. This will bring two difficulties. The first is that 
existing shareholders will find it hard to dispose of part of their 
shareholding because this night put the total over the 1i rri t of 
50 members allowed. .mid secondly, prospective new shareholders 
nay not be able to purchase shares - for the sane reason. It is

nke rejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow with those who 
sorrow",

Overseas
Carol kxxTSON to Dave EYNOh,
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Summer has at last gone and winter appears to Be truly with 
us* In order to keep summery a little longer we have a holiday 
from politics this Month* uith the postponement of the date for 
the Select Committee on the Constitution to report back we have 
also postponed our report on the nest Falkland meetings* we 
remind you of the delights of Port Harriet Point - maybe something 
fresh for newcomers. The Chief police Officer’s nest Falkland 
Tour is reported - and we understand that an East Falkland tour 
is planned soon, probably by landrover. uc draw your attention
to our advertisements - read them well, buy what you need - and 
please mention that you real about the goods in the Tines.

No news has been forthcoming from the Executive Council dis
cussions on the proposed coffee bar in Janes Street. However
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Y6h’<TED; If anyone has 
Vie st oi* Bast Sports or 
our picture supplement coming

a good, black and white photograph of the 
Stanley iiLaces please could we borrow it for 

soon*.

we hear that a news release will be given on the icadio Newsletter 
this i’riday evening-

\«e have been led to understand that Falklands issues are likely 
to be reviewed by the new Labour Ministers at the Foreign & Common
wealth Office about the middle of May. It seems that the proposed 
permanent airfield will cone under consideration and that maybe we 
will hear news of a decision soon. In this case we would think 
that delay is dangerous and that no news is bad news. »se have 
written to the British Frine Minister giving our views in favour 
of the airfield - have you?

BxuiTON, G.ZoE,« J. r. (continued from page 11) 
as still being a very desirable way of life. He decided that this 
year he would advise the G-overnor that he no longer wished to be 
considered for nomination to Exco and His Excellency sent Mr Barton 
a letter thanking him for his 11 significant contribution to the 
running of G-overnnent”.

-jfp SOON THE LUDG-ET
It is traditional in other countries for the Press to issue 

copious amounts of advice before their Finance Minister or equiv
alent produces his budget for the coming year. So we hope that 
no-one will think it odd or ’cheeky’ that we now do so in these 
columns before our own Financial Secretary speaks on June 4 th. 
These notes are not intended to be treated as predictions for we 
have no crystal ball - howeverwe would think it likely that there 
would be lew major changes after last years very controversial 

Income Tax is likely to be untouched for a while after
Last years budget

not provide for a substantial increase in the spending power of 
’old age pensioners’ now< concern for others now and for our
selves in the future means that the time for promises is past. 
Money Drain. The century-old practice of transmitting profits 
to the U.K. must stop - and soon. The Government needs quickly 
to investigate how much money is being lost to the Falklands which 
has been earned from our resources. There are various ways of 
ensuring that this is done. One way would be an extra tax o/er 
and above company tax. ^alternatively an export duty on the value 
of goods could be levied. ^mother way is an extra tax on the 
turnover on a business. The extra amount raised wouldstill 
belong to the business and would be banked, in their name but they 
would only be- allowed to spend it in the Colony. If tne business 
chose to leave the money in the bank then at least the Colony 
would benefit from the use of the money by the Government* It 
is continually argued that there is no way for capital to be used 
here. This is nonsense and once the money was extracted the 
companies would soon begin to discover ways of using this money. 
Two areas of activity at once spring to mind. The Colony should 
not import £30,000 of fruit and vegetables in a year - we should 
bo exporting it. There is also ample scope for the development 
of leisure industries which are in their infancy here. There is 
a lot here to turn over in our minds.
Tax on Hobbies. ».e hope very ^uch that the G-overnment will re
move the heavy tuxes on the hobbies of shooting and amateur radio. 
The licence foes for tnese are exhorbitant. The whole point of 
licencing foes is to cover the cost of controlling guns and 
amateur radios not to make a proportionately huge profit out of it. 
Sayings Bank. The tax free interest paid by the Savings Bank 
robs the poor to help the better off. The poorer people, who do 
not have thu know-how to invest their money elsewhere, do not 
reap any benefits from the interest being tax free because they do 
not pay tax or very little. ue think that the interest rate 
should be raised - and the interest paid should be taxable. This 
would give those with a small income a more helpful return on 
their money while not greatly affecting the better off.
Small Matters- Jim Is should be male available to restore a postal
de lively service to Stanley at least twice a week. The present 
practice of most of the town having to go to the post office is 
ridiculous and must cost business and individuals far more than 

(continued on page 5)

budget.
recent modifications to the tax ordinance. Last years budget 
marked an important step forward when the attempt was made to call 
a halt to using up reserves and instead, plan for a small surplus. 
Building on this attempt this year v?e must look away from the system 
of budgeting for a year at a time and take steps that will have 
beneficial results over the long tern. Now to concrete proposals.

People. It is very unlikely that the people of the 
Falklands will be satisfied with any financial statement that does
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Elizabeth xn?den Beauty Preparations

Velva Cream

Colour Veil
Illusion Cream

I

Blue Grass Flower Mist

ServicePersonal at the Globe Store.

Blue Grass Dusting Fowler
Blue Grass Toilet Soap
Blue Grass Deoiorant

Kight Beauty Liquid
Velva Moisture Cream
Orange Skin Fool
Sensitive Skin Cream
Invisible Veil Face powder

Lipsticks
Night Cream
Skin Tonic

x-HL^I.IC_Ng^S

Deep Cleansing Cream
Make-up Cases for Blonies and Brunettes
Blue Grass Hand Lotion

Forthcoming Stamp Issues
The Stamp Issues Co-ordinating Committee which plans and co

ordinates tho issues of the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and 
British x jitarc tic Territory meets at fairly regular intervals and 
makes suggestions for the stamp issues for the three stamp issuing 
territories® when the programme is finalised it is submitted to 
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and then the approval of Her 
Majesty the (^uc-on is s ought. when the designs are prepared they 
are also submitted to Her majesty who is a keen philatelist®

The following stamp programme up to the 31st December of this 
year has been approved -

x*. set of four stamps commemorating the centenary of the 
Universal rostal Union is to be released about august® This set 
is based on the theme of postal transport through the ages and al-

(continued from page 3?
the cost of a postman/woman® The business telephone rate should
be graded according to the size of the business® The c ost of 
bringing in fresh produce, particularly rniJk, from the Camp by 
air should be further reduced® The radio licence fee should be 
increased - we do not pay enough for this excellent service® 
It should only be increased however if there were a guarantee of 
additional programme time during the day when Campers can receive 
signals fairly well®

It is likely that most of the above proposals will increase 
expenditure® The ’Money Drain’ proposals will only increase in
come in the long term. The increased costs should be offset by 
an increase in Government efficiency and a reduction in staff - 
long talked about and reported upon but not acted, upon®

Finally hr Secretary your predecessors have evolved a way of 
presenting their estimates to the public in a way seemingly de
signed to conceal as much information as possible® It’s probably 
too late now’ but we appeal that in future years the presentation 
be simplified so that people can readily understand what is spent, 
from where it is to be raised - and whether the heading makes a 
loss or notJ Every Finance minister is unpopular with someone
so we will conclude by wishing you well in your task and not too 
many sleepless nights1
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ixpril 9th,

I

Spur-logo 
(Editor:

.'RhVIEu' - a look at the events of our TIMaS.

^pril 19th, The Government announced ’’News has been receive! that 
the Fisheries Research Vessel ’Taiyo Maru No.82* will be returning 
to the Falklands for three further periols in which to conduct 
fishing feasibility trials. uhen this programme is completed, 
year round lata will have been coliectel ani a comprehensive re-, 
port will be available to the Government on the economic 
practicability of establishing a leepsea fishing industry base! 
in the Falklands.

The ’Taiyo Maru’ is expected to be operating in Colony waters 
from uxpril 20th to June 20th, then from July 5 th to September 5th 
ani finally from September 20th to November 20th- The vessel 
will return to Capo Town in orler to unload the fish caught ani 
to bunker in between each voyage. These trials will be at no 
cost to the Colony or Uni tel Kingdom Government, ani the company 
will recoup its expenses from the sale of the fish caught. It 
is encouraging that the results of the first trials conducted 
in January ani February have been gooi enough to justify the 
Taiyo Company returning for three further lengthy periods*” 

^xpril 19 th« i.ir Stuart Booth a aviso 1 that the following birds, not 
usually seen in the Falklands, hal been sighted having probably 
be^n blown off course luring migration: a white Cattle Egret; 
a Least Seel Snipe; a group of Sanierlings mixed with the xdngci 
Hovers ani Sheathbills from the ^mtarctic.

■xtpril 19th. Master Gavin Eel ton of Beaver Island reportci being 
chase1 home by a sea lion. He got home very fast;

xxpril 19tho News was given that the leal fish fbunl in the river 
at Little Chartres by mr Tony McLaren was a Spur logo This is 
a logfish ani a member of the shark family. (Eliter: *nd to 
think they let me paddle across there just a few weeks ago!) 

.<>.pril 22 nd. Due to H.M. the Queen’s official birthlay being on a 
Sun lay the official celebrations were postpone! a lay. The 
usual military display was heli in the morning when the salute 
was taken by His Excellency the Governor. .u ball for over 100 
guests was heli in the evening at Government House presile! 
over by the Governor ani Mrs Lewis.

.upril 23ri. xx farewell party was hell at Chartres for Mr Johnny 
Price ani Mr Tom Foreman.

4April 23 rd* Rev. Kobin Forrester returned from a Camp visit to 
Keppel Islani ani Chartres, including The Bailie, Green Hill,

^pril 17th.
Georgia.
ani was expected to then sail for U.K. via Montevideo.

17th, Canon r. Hulyer left for a Camp visitation when Goose 
Green, Darwin School ani Darwin were visited an! services heli.

though the designs have no particular relevance to the Falklands 
it is fitting that this anniversary should not pass without being 
commemorated, as not only is the Universal rostal union the oldest 
international organisation but mail plays an important part in the 
life of the inhabitants of these Islands. The First Day Cover 
wi 11 depict a Beaver seaplane flying over a map of the Falklands*

A set of two stamps couneuorating the centenary of the birth 
of Sir uinston Churchill will be release 1 on the 3 Oth November- in 
which South Georgia an! British .antarctic Territory will also 
participate. It is unlikely that there will be a First Day Cover 
for this issue but there will be a souvenir sheet instead and all 
in all it should be a very important set. Sir uinston Churchill 
was responsible for sending the battle cruisers to the Falklands 
which saved the Colony from invasion.

On the- 13th December a four stamp set for the 35th anniversary 
of the Battle of the ttiver Plate will be placed on sale. This 
set will depict the four warships which took part in the Battle 
which was the first major naval engagement of the Second world 
war, and apart from this has a special significance for the people 
of the Falklands, as many will remember the gallant crew of H/ivmS. 
Exeter.

-minette Danielson sailed for London carrying mainly 
2d3o bales of wool, 2 bales of skins and 100 bundles of hides,

April 12th. Good Friday with services at local churches. The choir 
of Christ Church Cathedral performed the work, "The Story of the 
Cross”, by John Stainer and ±t.ev. B. Munro. solo was sung by 
Miss Vivienne rerkins and the singino was accompanied by Mrs Vi 
kobson at the organ.

-ipril 14th. mt T. Layng, Chief Secretary, returned on Rclt.S.
Bransiield after a visit to the xuntarctic. Five active British 
bases, one -mierican, one Chilean and one itussian were visited 
and a number of abandoned bases were also seen.

k.k.S. Bransfield left today for Signy Island and South 
This was her last visit to Stanley this Summer season
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POiiT HLxKklET POINT
3

then.

3

(From Mr T. betts).
The
Sorry

The first of an occasional series on holiday places in the 
Falklands.

9 ’If only we were 
we’d be a real tourist attraction

G OBJECTION c (From Mr T. Betts), I would like to make a correc
tion to point number ;tcn in the Weekly dated 6th March. 
Darts Club bank balance stands at £178 and not £547.3bp. 
about that.

(and the Sheep Dip’).>
The following were elected by the new Cathedral Council 

Mrs B.»L. Bobson and Mrs r. Helyer;
Hon. Treasurers Miss V= Perkins;

Mr N» Pearson; Fuel & Heating Secretary' 
The Council themselves are Mr 8. Bennett, Mrs 8. 
Perkins, Dr D. Cox, Mr it. Felton, Mr N. Pearson

The ’Select Co:uii.ttee on the Constitution’ visited 
Hill Cove (with folk from Jxoy Cove); Fort Howard;

Chartres, Fox Bay plus short visits to ,«eddell Island, New Island, 
best j-oint Island and Carcass Island. This was to hear from 
residents their proposals for refora of the constitution-

•■-pril 27th. ■ It was announced that due to the arrival of wrong 
spares for the Beaver under repair, and the immanence of overhaul 
date for the other, that flying would be severely curtailed to 
emergencies only.-. (This has now been partly lifted).

^pril 27th., It -was advised that the darts season would re-c eminence 
today with 12 teams competing.

/.pril 3ptho There was published in the ’,»eekly News ’ a copy of a 
counter petition to the one published in the ^pril F.Iy Times» 
It supported the idea of a coffee bar in Stanley and stated that 
it would help alleviate the drink problem and help young people 
who ’have nowhere to go’. The petitioners felt that the proposed 
coffee bar would not have a detrimental effect on the area and 
that the cafe would not be used for religious indoctrination* 
In reply, Mr Butler, sponsor of the petition against this 
particular coffee bar, sail that he considered the counter 
petition largely irrelevant as those who signed it did not live 
in the area where it was proposed to site this coffee bar*

It has been common to say in the Falklands 
500 or 1000 miles further north,

Our beautiful beaches would, then be crowded with sun seek
ing visitors*’ However it is rapidly becoming clear that people
around the world in the countries where they can afford overseas 
holidays are not satisfied with just sun and sand* People are 
looking for holidays with a difference now. he are beginning to 
see a trickle of visitors from Europe, U.S<ux», South Africa and 
Bouth ^mierica and, unless thwarted by untoward political actions 
tiis niimber is likely to increase.

The Falklands boast a number of places already where holiday 
makers (or Falkland residents for that matter) can have a unique 
kind of vacation. From the 12th to 23rd march this year I took my 
wife and three small cliildren (55 4 & 2) to a holiday caravan owned, 
by the Upland Goose- Howl (proprietor Mr D.G-oB, King) at what is 
normally called Port Harriet Point although, to be precise it is 
actually located at Seal Point (see sketch map). ML though we
hoi i day el during the period of late ^utumn the weather record was 
quite good. Out of 11 days w e had three hot days, three terrible 
days ’with the rest being reasonable when we could get out for most 
of the time. So wo were only kept in for a quarter of the time* 
By the way it appeared that the weather on Seal Point was appreciably 
better than that in Stanley only a few miles away across Port Harriet 
and Stanley Common. On a number of occasions, we had dry weather 
all day when it rained in Stanley.

The caravan is divided into three small, but adequate, rooms. 
It is very comfortably furnished the main items being pulldown 
double bed and two single beds - all very comfortable; two burner 
gas cooker; peat fire in main room; ample cupboard space and 
toilet in separate building.

The caravan is well sited being almost surrounded by Jackass 
penguins (iviegellanio). There is plenty of scope for passing the 
time agreeably. »alk over to a cluster of the penguins who will 
then disappear into their burrows. Sit down quietly end after 15 
minutes or so they will forget you and begin to reappear, to your

Little Chartres and Top Cookhous
it.pr.il 24th.

■ Organist and assistant:
Secretary: Canon HeIyer;
parish Hall Secretary:
Mr Felton.
Miler, Hiss V<
and Mr P. Peck*

zrpril 25th. The first privately registered aircraft in the Falklands 
arrived today. VF-F.HI belongs to Mr itouin id.taJ.uga and is a 
Cessna 172. It has been seen in Fallcland skies quite a lot 
since then.-.

h-pril 26the 
this week,

it.pr.il
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Robin Forrester-

Or if HxJttHET POINTORT

The rocks are great x
' Fences

■)

5

on a fur seal - as we nearly did. 
when we were about 20 feet away!

Gentoo 
Beach

Jackass 
Rookeries

And take some memorable photographs.
a couple of thousand Jackass Not a 

good place for 
location.
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Sh\iL POINT

xxxx

MR B4kT0N3 _C.B.E^Jdr .
In January Mr Barton retire! from service on the Executive 

Council after unbroken service of 27 years.
Mr Barton arrive! in the Colony in 1921 an! was a farm cadet at 

Chartres, then assistant Manager at North Service at rebble
Island as Manager was from 1926-1943 when he went to Teal Inlet.

Mr Barton also serve! on Legislative Council for
’ since 1931* He married in 1927- 

"uost significant event luring his perioi on Exco, he sail, 
introduction of flying thus reducing the isolation in the 

together with Mr Jack Bonner, 
experimental helicopter on the 

Staines - although if he ha! known how experimental maybe he would 
have kept away! The biggest change in the^business world was that 

profit "whereas nowadays they want maximum profit.
j a part in the S.O 04X 0 an! several 

recommends settling an! living in the Falklands 
(continue! on page 2)

cheap holiday. Nor an expensive one. Certainly a 
an enjoyable holiday in an interesting, isolate!

_ San!Caravan Beaches
- \ /

-™'1 £
,xx^.

^gomrxxxxYx

delight an! interest.
estimate that there must be at least 
Penguins within a mile or so.

couple of minutes walk away ther^ are half a dozen sheltered 
benches where the wind rarely reaches. There is sand for sand 
castles (should you feel inclined!}, shells to collect and if you 
arc really fortunate there will be a swish of water and a penguin 
will return to land. If he sees you he will turn round and flap 
back into the sea at something approaching the speed of light! 
If he doesn't see you then he will march up the beach, up the bank 
and back to his burrow. Then again you might see a number of 
seals swimming and playing a few yards offshore, as we did. 
you want to live off the land then pick sone of the largest, 
juiciest and tastiest diddle-dee berries. Just right for after 
dinner.

Ve also walked on the rocks to the south, 
fun for scrambling over but be a liutle careful in case you step

Our eldest daughter saw it first 
apparently it was rest time for 

he didn't move beyond turning his head to keep a watch on these 
intruders in his domain. jxt the tip of the point there is an island 
reached by a narrow causeway with many seals but we did not reach 
it. For a day's walking it is wonderful to walk the four miles 
to the G-entoo Rookery. We (just eldest daughter and self) saw 
about 2pO penguins standing in groups on one of the Falklands 
loveliest beaches where, even on a calm day, high, powerful waves 
curled over, depositing in the midst of white foam their pengain 
friends and picking up the next batch of swimmers.

jmre there any disadvantages or drawbacks? Contrary to rumour 
we did not run out of gas or peat. True one morning the gas did 
give out but fresh supplies arrived that afternoon, hardly incon
veniencing us at all. .and now a reserve supply is always left at 
the caravan. ^xrrangenents have also been made for a supply of 
peat at the site and when the fire gets going one can be ' snug as 
a bug in a rug'. The most difficulty was experienced over water 
as there is no natural supply nearby. However the hotel supplies 
five gallon containers of fresh water and sea water (-pure, clear 
and sparkling) can be used for cooking vegetables and washing 
dishes. Even with three young children with us we found the supply 
of water to be adequate.

In 1930 he became Colonial Manager of the F.I.C. based in Stanley - 
until 1964. i—----- -
several years and has been a J.r

?he
was the :
Camp. He remembers being summoned, 
by Sir Miles Clifford to try out an

The biggest change in the business world was that 
businesses are now run by accountants - in the old. days people were 
happy with a 1

Mr Barton continues to play
local companies. He i------ -
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NewLETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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\cEST &>LKLmND TOHR

not necessarily reflect his opinion.

Yours faithfully, 
B. Peck

CH^RI'kES .

sometimes practically ignored, or thar they are out vote!, 
we have a Constitutional Committee touring the Islands to get the 
public’s ideas for the future. Perhaps it would be better before 
looking for future ideas, to get sone of the backlog problens 
cleared. Ujj first. For an instance, and I’n sure the major one 
that affects about 757° of the working class in the Islands is 
”PETROL”that the working nan can afford* It’s been about lb 
months now getting debated and I think it’s about tine the public 
was near! on this natter instead of sone other ideas .like 
“Tourism”. Let's see sone more letters in the Review "Kelpers”, 
it will make good reading if nothing else.

P.O. Box 50, Stanley, 
Falkland Islands.

Letters to the editor do 
More letters welcome.

Dear Sir,
The article “Rumpus over proposed Coffee Bar” in the o.pri.1 

edition of the Falkland Islands Tines gave rise to certain miscon- 
ceptions about the Baha'i Faith and its activities in the Falkland 
Islands which we would like to correct.

First of all, neither the Baha'i community as a whole, nor 
Hr Leonard in particular, were consulted by Mr Edwards prior to his 
app~icr.ti on for a tourism loan to establish a coffee bar in Stanley. 
Hr Leonard became the local agent for Mr Edwards immediately prior 
to the latter’s return to Fox Bay West, simply to represent him in 
any business natters which required urgent attention. There was 
no calculated plot to establish a "Baha'i outreach centre", nor 
for that natter, any intention to use the loan for purposes other 
than that for which it was obtained.

The Baha’i Faith is totally opposed to attempts to teach or 
indoctrinate people against their will. Baha’is believe fervently 
in the truth of their Faith, but they also believe firmly in the 
right of people not to investigate or accept it if they choose. 
They do not and will not resort to deviousness in their teaching 
activities.

Lastly a minor point; taere is no “local leader” of the Baha'is 
in the Falklands. Mr Leonard is simply the elected Treasurer of 
the Baha'i Local Spiritual assembly, a body elected annually to 
administer the affairs of the Baha’is on East Falkland.

Yours faithfully, 
L.U. Hardy 

Secretary.

Dear Sir,
hi th reference to Mrs Cameron’s letter in the ^pril edition. 

I'm sure hirs Cameron's feelings regarding Darwin School, are felt 
by many campers. Perhaps it would have been better if somebody 
had told mrs Cameron the true story, that our representatives are

Recently Chief of police Terry Peck and Marine Corporal Taff 
Ebsworth went on a goodwill visit to t^e ,»ust. There was also the 
serious business of lo.king out the land and studying the application 
of laws in the Camp. Here is Inspector Peck's account on behalf of 
then both.

’•ue embarked on the FO.ttREST at 0900 hours on Wednesday 10th 
.*».prLl. little apprehensive, having been told many tales about 
the behaviour of FORREST in choppy waters. Le were however, assured 
by crew members thatvze would have a nor'we st wind for the day, and 
going soutn about would find the waters very smooth. Xxt 1000 hours 
listening to the Met forecast on the radio, we were warned of gale 
force winds from the southwest. They were right, and we had a 
choppy trip for the rest of the day. That night we anchored in 
Pyramid Cove. *Me called at Fitzroy, dropping off Corporal Welsh, 
and Marines jxlsopp and Dunford, who were to walk back to Stanley.

we left pyramid Cove at 0600 hours on Thursday, arriving at Fox 
Bay East at luOO hours* North west winds again for the start, even 
this was rough, but nothing compared with the afternoon when the wind 
swung into the southwest. we really had it rough, although one has 
& job to convince the FORREST crew, but the cook perhaps may have agreed.

arriving at Fox Bay East, we went ashore, accompani.ed by ^■inos 
Parker and Beckett, who rzere doing the round trip on FOREST. We were 
welcomed ashore by Mr Cockwell and G-eorge and Charge Porter, and several 
others who arrived to meet the ship. he remained ashore fcr the night 

(continued on page 15)
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CO-OP

4 oz, tub, IJp.

>
Meringue Powder, 1 lb.

co^o?CO-OP

I can vouch for Leon, and I was toll from good authority 
_ _ - • - pf. W0U2.r| be we

The ride out 
fast growing bolson

even
sun-

To

Corn Oil 59p litre bottle®

pint water, 
plus 2 lbs. sugar®

Dried Cabbage 2 lb. bag £1.45* 
Dried Mixed Veg® 6 lb® bag £3*36. 
tins.

new ere each given
This was very ouch appreciate! 

nest by genini craft, 
The wind was still 

ue called at .ulbenarle and
It was a shame to see large

bottles, 
22p.

Complete Custar! Mix, 7 lb* tin £1.75 - 4 ozs. to 1 pint water 
usual method.

tin, £1.02j. - 1 0Zu powder to

Of interest to the housewife:
Vegetable Oil £1®54 gallon can® 
Spanish Olive Oil 61p pint tin. 
Driei Onions bag £2®10. 
Driei Carrots 4 lb® bag £2® 24* 
Yeast in J lb® 1 lb. an! 5y lb. 
A variety of Mary Baker Cake Mix, 15p$ 17p &nd 21p packet, 
.assorted Cake Decorations, 30p car! of 15 packets.
Almond Marzipan, 8 oz. packet, 21p® 
Ground xJnonis, o oz. packet, 4&jrp. 
Ground ixlmonds, loose, 70p per lb* 
G-lace Cherries, 40p per lb® 
Glace Cherries, 8 oz. packet, 27 p® 
Toil iishes, all shapes an! sizes® 
Luxury Trifles, real fruit an! sherry flavour, 3&P packet. 
Luxury Trifles, Mocha and kun flavour, 3&P packet. 
Fruit Flavours! Trifles, 20p packet.
Dessert Sauces, Chocolate, Pineapple, Raspberry, 10 oz

gooi use.
Dost of the beach in front an! the jetty, 
birds near the jetty were also c oatei in oil. 
ashore further along the coast to visit the penguin rookeries, 
were thousands of biris including Upland Geese an! Brent Geese, 
trip was made in the genini an! I’m certain Taff enjoyei soaking his 
passengers.

i.e arrive! at Port Stephens ut 1700 hours, and were met by Mr & 
Mrs itobertson, and folk from the farm. The motor cycles were unloaded 
together with nail, and our personal effects. That evening, we Dado a 
few visits to the hones of folk who work at Stephens. The trip from 
jLLbenarle was enjoyable, although a heavy sea was running off Cape 
Meredith, perhaps it was because we realised that we didn’t have to 
endure any acre®

The three days that we spent aboard the FORREST were enjoyable 
though the balance ‘was a little upset at tines. Each day we had 
shine, Daking it possible to sit out on deck Dost of the tine. 
Jack and his crew, we would like to say ’thank you’.

Saturday, wo spent the morning checking over our uachines, and in
Sone of the climbs were 

and it was a good opportunity to test out the bikes. ’ 
That night, Taff remained at hone catching up

15 
(continued from page 13) 

because and, this is true, the wind had increased and would have 
caused sone difficulty in getting on board again, 
a bed at the home of Mr & Mrs Cockwell.

Friday morning, nail was delivered to Fox Bay 
and at 1000 hours we left for Fort Stephens, 
southwest and a heavy sea was running, 
looked over the old sealing station® 
quantities of material going to ruin which I an sure could be put to 

large oil tank containing crude oil, was leaking, and 
was covered. number of 

we were permitted to go 
There 
This

\;e have a selection of suitcases on sale.
Brown leather, £10.04 and £6®04 each.
Navy Blue, Black and White, £7»345 £5®33i £5*33 and £2®65 each.
Turquoise and Black, £5*7O> £5-34 and £2.65 each.
Red, Black and Navy. £5®34> £4®33 and £3*33 each®
Vanity Cases, £3»45 aud £2.65 each.

the afternoon, rode over to Stephons Peak.
very steep, and it was a good opportunity to test out the bikes. They 
behaved splendidly. That night, Taff remained at hone catching up on 
lost sleep; where he lost it I don’t know, I went to a film show in the 
Club. I was fortunate enough to hear Leon play his guitar, there were 
other musicians in the Club but I gathered they must have been playing 
earlier® —--- 1 n «
that their group playing is very good indeed, 
could hear then on the broadcast sone tine.

Sunday morning it rained, but cleared off before lunch tine. The 
remainder of the day was warn and sunny. We rode out to Caln Head 
accompanied by Richard McRae and Leon Berntsen. The ride out was very 
pleasant until almost at the top of Calm Head, a *
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KELVIN STORE

KELVIN STORE

I

43p«
20p®

^JN 81^

Yashica Cameras cc accessories £25.10 & £46?7Oc <usk for leaflets© 
Velbon Tripods £ll®60® 8x30 Binoculars £10*70* Plastic 35 mm Slide 
mounts 46p for 40® Carl 35^ Slide Mounts 65p 100.> 20” Cable 
Releases 60p. Enlarging Paper, boxes 100, Postcar1 53p« ty'Plate 
£1«41« Magnifying Glasses £1.20. Pocket Compasses 72p & £2® 52® 
Digital Pedometers £4.50* Nail Clippers 15p>25p,3Sp- Gents-wallets

Ladies & Gents G-oll^latei & Chrome watches ^6®20 to 
KO.zJ.vlER G-ents automatic .latches £20.50 & £21.60* Electronic

Lalies Models from £10-05° Fixoflex Hatch- 
Cents rubber sole black tie & casual shoes from only <^3 <*30© 

Mens Tweed Caps £1®15<.
collar. Gents 

Gents 10C%
Ra ii an Mus sage

40p. 
£o. 20. 
Motels £21 ,£22,£22.70® 
bants.
Gents brown Pigskin shoes only aJ+ pair.
Gents working shirts £1,70, £1*90 & £2.65, 15n io 17 
Courtelle crew neck jerseys, mens £5»50, large £6 only., 
acrylic crew neck jerseys, M £4©70, L & ExL £5 only 
Cream 3&P* Radian Spirit Liniment 24p* “Pin up'1 full heal perms

Draw top toilet bags 20p® Shaving brushes 3op«. Playing carls 
Fliptop mirrors 37p» Glass dishes 17p® Steering wheel therm- 

cueters £2.30. Lalies banish cc comb sets 75p® Chenille table covers 
57” sio £3-75® 
£2-. 90o Towel sets from £1.50. Towels from ZjjOp. Printed Irish 
linen tablecloths o3p. wool blankets, large variety, colourei, 
60x80 £3.20. 80x96 £4*20, 90x100 £$. Flannelette sheets 80x100 
£5*30 pr. Quality C/kick Beispreals 70x100 £5>25, 90x100 £5®70v 
Lalies Courtelle V & Round neck cardigans £3<>90 & £5®20. Ladies 
Gloves, acrylic, Wool, Nylon, 66p & 90p pr® Coloured Postcards 6p.. 
1974 local view colour calendars 42p®
Items expected May/June;- Nikkormat FTN Cameras & spare lenses, 
Brother typewriters, Mini Electronic Calculators., memory capacity. 
Battery operated wall & i\/Piece Clocks® Travel .alarm Clocks.
Rugs, Grossmith toiletry products, uxgfacolour oc Ilford films® 
at good selection of Cadburys & Lovells confectionery, etc. etc.

Radian Spirit Liniment 24? ®
Shaving brushes 3°p

Glass dishes 17p®
Ladies banish ct comb sets 75?®
Travel rugs in bag £4*60, Tablecloth & napkin sets 

Towels from Z;.Op®

bog appeared in front of me® Rep2.acem.ents for the front suspension 
were flown to Fcx Bay East® The view from the top of Calm Heal was 
very nice although a bit hazy and very blue, 7/hen it was discovered 
Leon had a busted petrol tank and blown a gasket® few were blown 
I think!®’ The rest of the afternoon was spent in carrying out neces
sary repairs in readiness for Monday’s trip to Fox Bay west® .assist
ance was willingly given by the gang, and special thanks must go to 
The Duke who effected the repair to the front suspension. It was a 
solid job as proved by my stiff arms on reaching Fox Bay®

w’e left Stephens at 1000 hours Monday, arriving at Fox Bay West 
at 1600 hourso actual riding time was 4? hours® Not very fast, but 
then we were considering our machines® It was pleasing to see Fo’< 
Bay settlement at last. and to have a longed for cup of tea at the 
home of Deirdre and Elvio Cofre’s, where v/o remained until. Thursday® 
One can get a nice view from the top of the mountains looking west 
into Fort Richards, just south of Lake Hammond Shanty. «»e did ex
perience a few problems in selecting the right track, but this was 
overcome by using compass and map® The track was very dry, except 
for Cow Valley (I think that is its name) which I believe is always 
heavy going® few figure of eights was cut on Racecourse Ridge where 
rain had fallen the night before®

he were made very welcome, and every assistance was given in 
carrying out minor repairs, and replacing the front suspension on the 
bikes® Unfortunately most of the gang were out at Spring Point, with 
Mr Robertson the Manager® u‘e did however, meet a few on Saturday 
when they attended the dance at Fox Bay East. *xfter all repairs wore 
made, wo called on several f amilies and spent three very enjoyable 
evenings at their homes®

On Thursday afternoon, V7e rode around to Fox Bay East remaining 
there until Sunday® we had the pleasure of attending a farewell dance 
to Pat and Joan Lee, held in the Cookhouse© Mr Pl uriner was organiser 
and McG. and all credit must be given to him for a very enjoyable 
night® I must spare Jack’s blushes!! We made a visit to Coast Ridge 
where Mr & Mrs Sue Binnie live® ho were accompanied by Charles 
Roberts, who rode pillion with Taff; his expression was a give-ufMsy. 
I’m convinced he would have reported us for speeding if he could have 
made contact with a Policeman© »te had a couple of enjoyable hours 
with Sue and Mrs Binnie® Taff, managed to get Sue?s motor-cycle run
ning again for him. Some trick riding by Taff on this bike, made us 
all wonder if perhaps there wouldn’t be more repairs to be made® It 
was still running well when we left® / cont-xnued on page lo;
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Terry and Taff*

SPORTS kEkORT Edited by T. Betts

Drifters, Victory Tigers,

j-ipril. 
season.

M.
C.
Fe 
M.

rearson 
Hume

J, 
G.
J,
F.
K*
G.
To

nilson 
HeIyer 
xJLlan 
Teague

and the
Last

LITTLE J^rLRS
Syd Smith (Capt) 
Ko S umiie rs (V. Capt) 
G. McKay

Do

Smith
Clifton
Betts
reake

DxCLc'T^kS (Ladies)

LoJo uatson
S o Lyse
Do Stocks
D. Hewitt
VICTORY TIGimtS
r. McGill (Capt)
1. Whitney (V.Capt)
Mrs G.
Bo
I.
K.

ROSE UB”
G-o Smith (Capt) 
reter Short (VC) 
£■'• Johnson

The 1974 Darts Season got into full swing on Saturday 27th 
Twelve tea^s have entered this year, one more than last 
Two new teams are in the league this year namely ’The 

Little Jaspers’, a team made up from BTC Jetty Gang;
a team made up from staff of the Hospital

’The Snippets’ have dis- 
The teams and

.Uiitney 
reck 
xAuonacid 
merhee 

VoTe King 
DrLtTiD GOOSE 
Kay Smith (Capt) 
Co MacDonald (V.C) 
JIo Stewart 
iUo axlazia 
J® Lee 
M. Luxton 
^J, Henrickson

J. Conk (Capt)
M. Dunford
B. Curry
Do Flatt
Bo Gilson
3. 4*lls opp
r. Davis

of six with each team

Type dermics ’, 
season’s champions and knock-out winners 
banded after just one very successful season, 
players this year ares 
GLOBE TROTTERS 
To Betts (Capt) 
L. Biggs (V. Capt) 
zj.o Biggs

Mrs
Kirs Do Lee
Mrs M. Morrison
Mrs uo Miranda
Mrs I.
Mrs M.

Miss T. Biggs (Capt)
King (V.Capt)

McGill 
Neilson 
Cantlie 
Betts

Mrs K. Duncan 
HYrODEiUalCS

Cox (Capt) 
miss Do 
kiss Ko 
Miss id-» 
miss Bo 
Mrs B. b-JLth

T. rottersson (Capt)
D. Hansen (V.Capt) 
U o 

To 
0.
T.

r. Lee 
F<. Ford 
«• Thompson 
Hiilip Short 
VICTORY ’L,11 
4x. xxlazia (Capt) 
Ho Ford (V.Capt) 
w. Etheridge 
J. Miidleton 
1. Kicrhee 
kwl. xmierson 
V<. Steen 
GLOBE ^JWi-iEdS 
Co Blackley (Capt) 
it. Kiddle (VoCapt) 
Ko Gaiger 
mo Short 
h. S..xith 
N. Jennings 
D, Thon 
luxKINB ’L J*

Griffins (Capt) 
Owens 
Jackson 
Beckett 
S.uith 
helsh 
rarker

The teams are split up into two groups 
win with the top three teams of each

The groups are as follows:
Little Jaspers, Hypodermics,

BhuxUTY LSuGUE - Sat. 27 ^pril
Marine 'LJ’ 7 - kosc ’Lx” d

J - Globe wands. 6
Victory Tigers 9 - Drifters 6

(continued from page 16)
Sunday morning finally arrived, amidst a heavy cloud’ It began 

raining about 0900 and continued for most of the 'lay. ue left Pox 
Bay at 1150 and arrived at Shag Cove at about 1330 hours, where we 
had lunch with Claude and Judy Molkenbulir. Paul Bonner and Roddy i.iay 
accompanied us» Gail idolkenbulir rode pillion with Paul. The rido 
had its laughs, especially crossing streams or passes. Leaving Shag 
Cove amidst sone speculation about how the novices wo’ild. get on (l 
think it was called Twin Stream) at the passes, ke managed, with wot 
feet, and a few awkward moments climbing the opposite banks, but v/e 
made it all in one pieceo hour took us into Port Howard, being
net at the gate by Toll Keeper Don, who demanded our licencesc

we spent a very enjoyable two days at Port Howard before leav
ing on Tuesday by plane for Stanley. «»e ;;ere unable to meet kir <x 
Idrs Pole-Evans as they were in Stanley, but arrangement had been 
made for our visit. Reveille Monday morning was played by Don on 
a tray, he spent our time visiting and watching the gang at work 
culling sheep, he finally took leave of the West on Tuesday morning, 
sajTng goodbye to all our fidends.

To sun up, it was a most enjoyable trip3 would like to 
thank the Managers and wives of xJort Stephens, Fox Bay East and 
West, and Port Howard, and also Mr d Mrs Cofre, .Fat, Don and Vera, 
and to everyone v;ho made our trip such an enjoyable one in every 
way. Thank you all.

getting two points for 
group playing for the championship. 
HEuTHkk LEAGUE: Rose ”B”, Marine ”B”, 
Victory ’LJ’ and the Globe Trotters. 
BEAUTY Lli.GUE; Marine "A”, Kose ‘hX 
Globe wanderers and the Upland Goose.

Here are all the results up to the 11th of May. 
HITHER L&.GUH - Sat. 27 ^prjJ. 
Kose ”B!' 5 ~ Marine ”B” 10
Little Jaspers 9 - Hypodermics 6 Upland Goose 9 
Globe Trotters 9 - Victory’Lx” 6
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Births

31st March son

10th jxpril son

13 th j.fcpril son

Deaths

69 years28th ^pril

Globe wands 7 - Marine

Upland G-oose

Arthur Henry D*xV±b

Overseas

Office of Registrar 
General, Stanley

80 years
47 years

Stephen Neil JOHNSON & 
Lily jxnn MuLL

In the Falklands

I*>N tLxMES 
(6 IL 3 o z) 
CIL.HLES GEORGE 
(7 lb 11 oz) 
ROY 
(7 lb 2 oz)

Marriages
27t.1i ^pril

28th March
16th ^.-pril

Drifters 2 - Rose '4J* 13
Victory Tigers 9 - Globe uandsob
Upland Goose 0 - Marine 'GJ* 15

Globe naniso 1 - hose ’GJ* 14
Marine ‘GJ’ 13 -• Drifters 2

- Victory Tigers

jxt Kehoiv^ 'Hospital

Mr & Mrs ^J. McLeod
(Sally Jaffray)

Mr de Mrs G.h8 Dickson
(Doreen RLazia)

Mr & Mrs T. Summers
(Sylvia Newnan)

In the Falklands

Victory Tigers 5 - Marine ‘GJ’ 10
Globe hands# 7 ~ Drifters 8
Rose “xx“ 9 - Upland Goose 6

Mrs Mabel MIDDLETON, Unite! Kingdom- 
Jack mrthur H/xRDY, Comodoro Rivadavia.

‘GJ1 d
Drifters 6 - Upland Goo so 9
Rose ‘G/’ 12 - Victory Tigers 3

BIRTHS, i^RRLxGES U^D D^JiTHg
%e r-ejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow with those who 

sorrow”•

SHORTS (continued from page 19)

Monday 2 9th ^pril
Hypo denies 4 - Rose 13 B” 11
Victory ‘GJ1 4 - L# Jaspers 11
Marine “B“ 5 - Go Trotters 10
Saturday 4th May
G. Trotters 10 - Rose “B“ 5
Marine nB;‘ 6 - L* Jaspers 9
Hypodermics 2 - Victory ‘GJ’ 13
Monday 6th May
Lu Jaspers 8 - Go Trotters 7
Bose mBm 6 - Victory ‘GJ’ 9
Marine ,fBM 12 - Hypodermics 3
Saturday 11th May
Go Trotters 15 - Hypodermics 0
Rose “B,: 7 - Little Jaspers 8
Victory “x*.” 9 - Marine “b“ 6
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The view from the editor’s Desk this month looks much brighter 
than for a long while. The news that a contract has been, or is 
about to be, awarded to build a permanent airfield is most welcome. 
Di. 2m is not chickenfeed and we hope that it really does represent 

permanent commitment to retain the Falklands by Hj.hI.G-.
The TIMES has been looking forward for some time to produce 

a photo supplement. However we really need the co-operation of 
our readers. Has anyone a decent black and white photo of the 
last Camp or Stanley Sports that we could borrow please?

mnd now. what nice weather we have been having. G-enerally 
warm and pleasant with plenty of still days. Life seems so much 
more cheerful when the raging gales are absent, even a little 
snow isn't so bai. (continue! on page 19)
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Cathedral

^VERTISEMSNT new

CO-OPCO-OP

CO-OP CO-OP

Hair Spray 33p each.
Then we can offer Masks and Crepe

REVIEW - a look at the events of our TIMES.
^Y-lst ~ Infant 2 visited the filtration plant where Messrs Stewart 
and jinierson showed then round.

May 10th - The .aviation department announce! that completion of the 
overhaul of aircraft .alpha Lima was in sight after the arrival of 
the correct spare parts on May 6th j

May 10th - The Guild of Spinning ani Handicrafts announce! their 
committee this year is Mrs S. Miller as Chairmar/Secretary; Mr S.

It

Double Sheets £6.50 per pair.
We are please! to be able to offer the following Dressings - 
Thousand Island, Coleslaw, Italian - price! at 25p per bottle. 
'The finest milk is Millac Milk obtainable from the agents, the 
CO-OP.
Steamei Pullings in the follov/ing flavours - Mixed Fruit, Straw
berry, Raspberry, Ginger, Syrup, Chocolate an! Koly-Poly - price! 
at 16p to 19p each.
Electric light bulbs in the following sizes - 25, 40, 60, 75, 100 
ani 150 watt, price! at lOp to 13p each* 
Bournvita 47p tin;
Chocolate 19p tin;
Coffee 6op lb.
Falkland Islanls Greeting Carls 5p each.

BIRTHS, AlatRI^GhS ^ND DEATHS
“Let us mourn with those who mourn an! rejoice with those who 

rejoice”. 
Birth' 
Sth May 
Marriage 
lb th May 
Deaths 
25th May 
26th May

at Commoloro Kivadavia 
Mr & Mrs R.J. Cockwell a son.

In the Falklands
Ian Michael Cantlie & Judith Mary Smith

In the Falklands
Davil John MURPHY 54 years
Bertha Lilian SHORT 77 years

.(continue! on page 5)

Rocket it.D. 40, cleans, protects an! penetrates, 
can to have arouni the home an! garage for 101 jobs 
£1.16 per can, Start Pilot, the ileal thing for starting col! 
sluggish engines, 90p.
Shampoos 19p to 35p per bottle.
Thinking of the E^NCY DRESS.
Paper for the occasion.
Single Sheets £4-75 per pair.

committee this year is Mrs S. Miller as Chairmar/Secretary;
Miller as Treasurer an! Mrs M. matson as assistant Secretary, 
reporte! that 42 people were now producing work for the Falkland 
Lome Inlustries shop,

May 10th - The headmaster of Darwin School issue! a report on the 
Camping activities of the school an! mentioned that funis for 
equipment were very low.

May 11th - The Tabernacle Gateway Club under its leader Mr G. Went 
organise! a Sponsored Walk in ai! of the areas badly affected by 

Over 60 walkers joined together and 
Money has also been received from well wishers 

The walkers were

zi very useful 
, priced at drought in West xvfrica.

raised over £300.
in Camp and Stanley bringing the total t^. £410.
mainly children aged 2 to 14 plus about 10 adults.

May 13th - Organised by the ^argentine Salesian Institute an art ex
hibition was held in St. Mary’s annexe all last week. Using paint
ings and slide shows the exposition was part of an event organised 
in 1972 to commemorate the centenary of Jose Hernandez’s publication 
of the first part of the epic, 'Martin Fierro'.

May 15.th - Epic tales too were told of Darwin schoolers returning 
home during the restriction of Beaver flying hours. Margaret 
Minnell wrote of the North xxrm contingent having to walk when a 
tractor tyre bust. Quite a number went part way by e/v Forrest. 
Paul Clark wrote of finishing the last part of the journey by horse. 
Nicholas ritaluga writes of the Salvador contingent concluding their 
journey by Cessna aircraft. For those returning to the outer 
islands the faithful Beaver turned out.

May 17th - The Government issued a statement detailing some decisions 
made at the recent meeting of executive Council. Due to the near 
impossibility of abbreviating what is already a summary we give 
two parts in full.

"It was decided that, subject to the negotiation of satisfactory 
financial arrangements, an agreement should be entered into with

Cocoa 26p and 46p tin; Milo 50p tin; Drinking- 
Tea 50p lb; Tea bags 16p per 50; Ground
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HBjits IS THE STATEMENT BY ivUt Re IWIlR REFERRED TO ON PuGe 17

(continue! from page 2 J

Overseas
George Mierhoffer, New Zealand 80 years
uxgnes Henricksen, Wellington, Nev< Zealand 72 yearr

eventful period from I934-I965. 
he ha! an extra load to < 
a full part in the public life of the Islands", 
by the award of the M.B.E. in 1948.

But from all that I have heard, Ealter Forrest Mc'uhan be
longed to the whole community here and set an example for others 
uo follow. He realised how important the need was in a small 
group of Islands lor all of us to be tolerant and understanding

”1 consider there is interference in the affairs of the Islands 
by absentee Landlords and that the Falkland Committee in Lonuon is 
more interested in the interests of these absentee landowners than in 
the people of the Islands. I mention the above because I have reason 
to believe that the agreement for YPF to have sole oil selling rights 
in the Islands is being held up by members of Parliament and absentee 
landowners.

I think that however the Constitution is reformed we must realise 
some agreement has to be reached with .Argentina in the near future, 
nothing will be gained by stalling them off, now is the time to get 
a solid working agreement. The Government of ^gentina today has been 
elected by over sixty percent ^f the Electorate and has the support 
of perhaps ninety percent of the people. We may never get another 
chance such as is offered today. The ^xrgentine statement on the 
Falkland question at the U.N. was moderate in tone and it is obvious 
that they want a just and honourable solution to this problem.”
BLttTHS, iVuutRlixGmS .till) DjuxTHS

Deaths
3rd ^pril 
29th May

of the views of others so that Christianity gains strength from 
our unity.

Reverend Forrester, it is with a sense of humility that I 
unveil this plaque in the memory of waiter Forrest Mowhan®”

May 20th - Mr and Mrs II. Milne held a Cocktail Party in St. Mary’s 
uxnnexe to celebrate their 30th wedding ^anniversary. Congratulations 
Harry and Madeline and we wish you many more.

May 20th and 21st - The Johnnie walker Darts Championship was held 
in the Town Hall and organised by the F.I.G. west Store. com
plete chart of the progress of the 132 competitors appeared in the 
weekly Mews. Over 500 attendances were made over the two nights. 
Champion is Gary Brown of Fox Bay East; 2nd, Pat Lee; 3rd, 
Jillian Whitney; 4th, Mike nlazia. The lady who got furthest 
was Miss Joan Davis. The winner of the Ladies Only Competition 
was Mrs Jenny Smith of Port Louis; 2nd, Trudi Biggs; 3rd, Viv. 
Perkins; 4th, Margaret Larsen.

Cable and wireless Limited for the operation of the Colony’s ex-s 
teraal telecommunications links. This agreement will inevitably 
take a number of months to finalise but Cable and Wireless have 
stated that all telecommunications staff currently employed by 
the Falkland Islands Government will be offered continued employ
ment on terns no less favourable than those which they already 
enjoy.”

“The question of the establishment of a coffee bar and music 
centre in Stanley was discussed and Council advised that the 
application put forward by Mr Edwards in respect of premises 
situated between Ross Road and James Street should not be approved. 
Members considered that public opinion in Stanley was not yet 
in favour of the establishment of premises of this kind within 
the town’s boundaries.”

Decisions were also made to increase Old jige pensions; to 
re site the Museum; to frame x*ir Navigation Rules and to accept 
an offer by the argentine Government to sponsor two Spanish 
language teachers. They are to teach in Stanley Schools and at 
xkdult Education evening classes. The F.I. Government will be 
responsible for local costs.

May Id'Uh - fire in the bathroom area, west bedroom and loft of 
the residence of Mr and Mrs T. Spruce caused serious damageP 
No one was hurt although Mr and Mrs R. Cockwell and baby son uxdam 
were staying there and Kir Cockwell discovered the fire and alert
ed the Fire Brigade. Much furniture and furnishings were spoiled.

jjoy-I9th - This afternoon a Dedication Service was held in the 
Tabernacle for the Forrest Me whan Memorial . ix plaque was un
veiled by His Excellency the Governor who said.

“Reverend Forrester, Members of the Church Council, kirs 
Mc»«nan, Ladies and Gentlemen; We are here today to remember a 
good man and a devoted Son of the Church, Walter Forrest ivlcDhan. 
His working life of over 31 years was given to this Colony at an 

, ^xpart from his church activities, 
carry during the Ear years, and he played

. . —----- . This was marked
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many happy years together.

on

Dance, Friday June 21st,

(To be continue! next month)

in the Town Hall.
Winter Show in the Gymnasium

Tuesday llth^June, 8.15 p.m. in the Town Hall Refreshment Room, 
expected Stanley 14th to 10th June, 
expected Stanley 15th June.
- introduction to boxing lei. by

Stanley Badminton Club, Fancy Dress

Redding
Christ Church Cathedral was the scene for a very pretty welding 

on Saturday loth May, when Miss Judith Smith was married to Mr Ian 
Cantlie, both of Stanley.

Judith wore a long white sleeveless dress made of Polyester 
Crepe• 
neck, 
attended by Miss Rita uatts and Miss Betty «allace 
niece of the bridegroom.

day such a happy one.
be all wish Ian and Judith

Advance Notices
m j*m2nual^ General Meeting of Stanley Co-operative Society

’Bahia Buen Suceso’ is
Annette Danielson’ is
Youth Club - 17th June 

Corporal Bbsworth.

on 5th and 6th July.
(continued on page 14)

IpO guests, with 
a supper at the 

The Town Hall 
__ - — — — —w ijxj_ enjoyed by allo
Ian and Juditn would like to thank everyone for making their

We are grateful for the following article from Canon Helyer of 
Christ Church Cathedral. ne would underline the call for prayer 
for this Christian leader and indeed all leaders in these trouble
some tines.

“The Canterbury Stakes.
On Tuesday May 15th, 1974, Dr Donald Coggan, Archbishop of 

York was nominated by the Queen to succeed Dr Michael Ramsey as the 
next -archbishop of Canterbury.

Yes, Dr Coggan was the favourite in the controversial 
”Cantei*bury Stakes” betting organized by Ladbroke’s, the bookmakers. 
They said they had^made a loss on the betting, paying out <£16,000.

Dr xtamsey announced that he will retire on November 15th, the 
day after his 70th birthday.

hhat do we know- of the background of our New xxrchbiship - 
Elect of Canterbury?

He is a scholar of St John’s, Cambridge. He won numerous 
prizes at Cambridge, including a 1st Class Honours degree in 
Oriental Languages. He was also “Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholar” in 1931• 
He holds the degree of “Doctor of Divinity” from at least seven 
Universities, no mean achievement. He is a well Known Bible Scholar, 
and has written many religious boJks.

His Theological training was at Rycliffe Hall, Oxford. He 
was ordained Deacon in 1934, and priest in 1935- He served a Curacy 
at St Mary’s, Islington, London> (an Evangelical Church). He was a 
rrofessor at Wycliffe College, Toronto, Canada 1937-44, then Principal 
of the London College of Divinity 1944-5& (this a great Evangelical 
Theological College).

He was consecrated Lord Bishop of Bradford in Yorkminster, 
January 25th, 1951, and translated to York as jxrchbishop in 1961. 
His writings include. .“The Ministry of the word” (194&)* ’’Stewards 
of Grace” (195&) and. numerous other books.

’within minutes of 'ohe announcement of his nomination Dr Coggan 
made it plain that he sees the five years he is likely to hold office 
as a period of evolutionary change for the Church of England.

He forecasts reassessment of the relationship between the 
Church and x-arliament, while insisting that a total ’’rupture” would 
be inadvisable. He also locks forward towards the ordination of 
women clergy.

Over this was a long-sleeved lace coat fastened at the 
The whole outfit was trimmed with Guipure lace. She was 

s Betty is the 
The bridesmaids were dressed in deep 

purple dresses, made in the same material as that of the bride, 
white shoes and white hats. They carried bouquets of white flowers. 
a!1 the materials and accessories were chosen in the United Kingdom 
by Judith’s sister, Una ^now Mrs Miles).

The best man was the brother of the groom, Mr Derek Cantlie.
Mrs Rene Rowlands made the dresses, the bouquets and the 

button-holes.
After the Service, there followed photos and then tea for the 

family. xx visit was made to the Hospital to see the groom’s grand
mother, Mrs Summers, and a quick flit round the remainder of the 
Hospital to see the other patients.

reception was held in the Town Hall for sone 
an uxcel.lent array of eats. This was followed by 
hone of the bride’s parents, Mr and Mrs Stan Smith, 
was the scene for a dance from 8.3O to midnight
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SrEEDnhLL STORE

Nivea Liquii 20p ani 25?-

ELECTRICITY,

Comments

Knowledge

SPEED'h'ELL STORE

lie69 to £3.70, crosses £1.65 to £2.05, 
luxDYEIRD books 17? each.

TOBACCO, 
Ur,

5"

9
LEG-I8Ln.TIV.Li COUNCIL 1ST DuY EbrOkT by the Eli tor

Nivea 
shampoo,

1.

Nivea Creme 8p, 12p ani 20p.
Oil Spice after-shave, ieoiorant, hair cream, 

Burley after-shave, talc, hair cream ani 
Desert Hower hani ani body lotion 3^p, 
Snaffle bits £2.40. Curb hooks 26?.

Stirrups 54’’ £4*11* 
Nylon pillow cases J Op ani 40?, 

Cotton sheets, terylene/cotton sheets.
ORIS watches - laiies £6 to £12.60; Cents - £6<3O to £lp.l5. 
jjLL'KIuJW ISLzUD souvenir pottery - tea strainers 59?, sugar bowls 
29?, cruet sets 87p, storage jars 79?, ash-trays 29?, mini- 
jariinaires 44p, 3” vases 34?. Hani towels 90?, sets £1.92. 
EILIGREE bILVER jewellery - peniants £1.50 to £3.70, brooches 

ear-clips £l.bO to £2.65*

.. t—-----------------------_---------- —________ __________
I JUNE ULtC^xIisS: Liens/youths singlets (small only) 40p. 
40” waist ’Y’ front briefs 40p. ’Crane1 iungaree 
jumpers (full ani half zip) 36” chest-only £1.90. 
uorking trousers 32,: waist 30*\leg - only £l«90.

The Governor confirmed that jtlginates Lti. will no longer buili a 
large factory"for the manufacture of calcium alginates. Insteal a
smaller factory will be erectei to proiuce iriei nillei Kelp which 
will then be shipped to the U.K. for further processing.

There is a possibility of oil being found offshore, 
of likely areas is being built up by surveys ani the iecision will 
have to be taken concerning leasing areas offshore for exploration.

Falkland Islani Coins will shortly be issue! to increase revenue. 
Talks with the argentine Government will be resume! soon.
The Ministers of Her Majesty’s Government have approve! a loan 

of £4©2 million for the construction of a permanent airfiel! at Cape 
Pembroke.

CONTRACT AiL*RD£D
ISSUED 

xxGREEiviENT
RnrOitT REJECTED

SOON

CIG^xkETTES, 
jxND Oc*K.P.

Talc 14p 
smooth shave etc. 
aerosol hair-iressing, 
cologne 76p, talc 4op. 
CurL chains 83?. G-ear rings ^’’-l^;”. 
Stirrup strap buckles 10?. 
brushed nylon £1.72 ?r.

Goo is expecte! by hmnette Danielsen’:
Colibri gas lighters - various models, 
an! 30?.
Island creste! leather goois.
sherry glasses, ash-trays, beer mugs etc.
cosmetics. Cheek bits, racing switches, brass buckles 
Smiths - alarm clocks ani battery mantel an! wall clocks.
Oriers arc now being taken for ’Crane’ iungaree trousers ani 
blouses.

Imco petrol lighters 22? 
brushei nylon sheets (iouble size only). Falkland 

EalKlani Islan! crestei glassware - 
Helena Rubinstein 

■4” an!

£4.2m PEitiyuJ\ENT HRFIELD 
EciLKLuND ISLAND COINS TO Bn 
GHiizuER IUEL SOON FROM YrF 
iUvttD/HzxRDY TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
MORE TmLKS wITH DENTINE 
OFFSHORE OIL? 
POSTEL CHfutGES, 

COMx-^xNIeS TxJL

zm exhaustive report of hours ani hours of talking on Tues lay 4th 
June wouli be impossible ani so L confine myself to picking out what 
seems to me to be the important issues ani comments. In my pre-Legco 
broaleast on Monday evening I sail that I didn’t expect it to be as 
’exciting’ as last year an! I think that events prove! me right. 
However it certainly was interesting, the Council members put in a 
goo! lays work to proiuce what I wouli call a lively atmosphere. I 
again draw attention to the fact that both West Falkland members, 
the Hons. Bill Luxton an! Tin Blake, were not present at this session 
being away from the Colony on leave. Having given this impression, 
now to ietails describe! under the headings - 1. Propose! future 
events; 2. Review of past events for various reasons an! 3. 
by the different speakers. They are dealt with in the orier they 
were mentioned.

Proposei jhiture Events
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an increase in grant for

around £100.000 per year.
2. Review of Past Events 

-» Ml T.WIW. ■ Ml fBBIII.I WHM ■ 1 ■ II m II ■ fW UM—W MM

The Governor paid tribute to the Chief Secretary at the end of 
his two years here for his streamlining of government and increasing 
of efficiency.

He announce! that the internal air service (FIGaS) carried 3499 
passengers from July 1973 to ^pril ’74, a drop of 8.3/0 from the same 
period in the previous year when the number was 3750. Revenue in 
the two periods showed a reverse treni rising from £17985O to £259700. 
The price of fuel for the ’planes has risen by 5670.

Honp_ _Rob denounced the practice whereby the Camp only
got a weekly mail rirop if there were overseas letters to be delivered.

Honr Adrian Honk sail that in his opinion tourists who use! the 
air service were being subsidise!. He estimate! the cost of flying 
them as £2,700 which was higher than the revenue receive! from them 
of £2322.50.

The Chief Secretary rejecte! a charge by Hon. Sydney Miller that 
if so many senior officers in the government administration could be 
spare! on overseas leave at the same time, then this inlicate! that 
the government was top heavy! He also rejected a criticism of grant
ing leave to fficers at the same time saying that the officers came 
from different departments an! that the gaps between people coming 
an! going were very short.

Hon, xxirian Lionk’s motion on the intro!uction of a limited letter 
collection an! delivery was rule! out of orier by the chairman as 
notions involving finance couli only properly be intro luce! when iis- 
cussing the budget in Select Committee.

Hon, .adrian honk’s notion criticising the government for not hav
ing certain rivets in stock for FIGxJS use, criticising liasion between 
the air service an! Chief Secretary’s Office an! calling for a Public 
Enquiry was defeated 4-2 (For - ^.B. Honk & S. Miller; .against - 
u. Bowles, R. pitaluga, H. Rowlands de T. Layng). Most members seemed 
to think that the rivets concerns! were never normally use! an! there
fore it would not be expected for then to be stocked. Most indicate! 
that they thought the government should have warne 1 the public earlier 
about the possible curtailment of flying services but.that this di! 
not warrant a public enquiry^

The Financial Secretary advise! that the government ha! overspent 
by £97,12,5 in 1973/74- ' (The Chief Secretary reninie! members that 
they ha! rejecte! his advice last year to include a provision for

The Chief Secretary announce! that it was expecte 1 that an 
agreement would be signed within the next few days between YoP.F., 
the .argentine State Fuel Company, and the British Government for 
the implementation of proposals made some months ago to give Y.P.F. 
permission to erect an installation for the supply of fuel in the 
Colony, This includes a provision that fuel prices here will be 
the same as in ^xrgentina.

The JaryHardy Report on inter-island telecommunications was 
said to be technically impracticable and to cost 2 to 3 times the 
amount claimed. He denied the likelihood of the assessment being 
biassed. Other equipment would be tested here soon,

The Financial Secretary made the following proposals in his 
budget address.

rrice of electricity in Stanley to increase by half from 2®72p 
to 4*09p per unit. This is due to increase in fuel costs (from 
£20 to £70 per ton) - this is subject to the approval of the U.K. 
Overseas Development .administration who loaned the money to build 
the new power station.

Duty on Cigarettes to increase from £1.25 to £2.00 per lb. 
(extra 3-75p on packet of 20J.

Tobacco Duty raised from £1.00 to £1.60 per lb.
Duty on Cigars to rise from £2.10 to £3.36 por lb.
rostal Charges to be the same as U.K. rates (generally higher).
Companies Tax to rise from its present 4Q/0 to rate not specie 

fied.
Capital .allowances on business expenditure to be reviewed. 

No details were given as to whether they were to be tougher or 
easier.

The Dependencies would be asked for 
administration from £4?500 to £10,000.

Due to increased costs the Ministry of Defence would be asked 
for £30,000 for lease of FORREST.

Four Commemorative Stamp Issues were expected to aid increase 
in revenue from postage stamps to £70,000.

The Sale of F.I, Coins would, it is hoped, bring in up to 
£100,000 in extra revenue. (The Chief Secretary later advised 
that it was hoped that this coinage would be ready in 4-5 months 
time).

The Chief Secretary remarked that in another territory he had 
known of an agreement with the Taiyo fishing company bringing in
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P.O. Box 9% Stanley.

It must be the 
territory in the

12
In spite of the extra expenditure it was expected 

that there’would, still be a surplus to carry to reserves - due 
mainly to extra Savings Bank Income and. extra Postage revenue. 
It was expects! that reserves in July 1974 would, stand, at £l§8,000. 
3, Comments by the different speakers 
~ ” Thcf Governor - ’glad." we are improving the lot of Old. ^ge 
Pensioners’. ’I consider that the wool industry has a goom future 
for the Islands’., Services should pay their own way except FIGRS. 
The fact that in the period. 7th January to 21st may 41 emigrated. ?.s 
Worrying at a tine when the Colony is relatively prosperous 
His Excellency reminded, his hearers of the problems of management 
and. said conditions and remuneration must improve.

On the budget - ’Not the slightest attempt at any economies 
anywhere*. ’Most important consideration is - don’t drive Falk
land Islanders away’. *ue must use the red pencil - even if it 
hurts people’ said Hon. Sydney Miller. Hon. Robin iitaluga, *we 
must make strenuous efforts to cut down the costs of running this 
government’. Hon. 'Jillian Bowles protested against the planned 
installation of water meters and said that everyone was against 
it. Eon Ton Layng, ’we must lift our eyes from the sheeps back’ * 
H.E. the Governor, ’we don’t want to be too pessimistic*.

Various. Hon. Robin ritaluga noticed that at the various 
constitutional meetings no mention had been made of the various 
standing committees i.e. Development-, Education and Public accounts 
which presumably meant that they were regarded as defunct. He 
also said that a qualified veterinary surgeon was needed here. 
Hon. Irian Monk said that the major matter should not be the bud
get but the sovereignty issue. In an excellent, carefully pre
pared speech, he said ’the Falkland Islands Committee have never 
been so worried’ - the different government has led to a different 
climate of opinion. ’’Je must make our position clear, loud and 
often”. On the constitution meetings he said that while he was 
sympathetic to the calls for greater democracy this would mean 
looser ties with Britain. He thought the idea of total integration 
with the U.K. deserved closer investigation.

Hon. Ton Layng said that as far as he knew there was no change 
of climate. The policies of the Conservative and Labour parties 
were the same as far as the Falklands were concerned. He said 
that the increased cost of the airfield gave the new government an 
excellent excuse to back out if they so wanted - but they did not 
take it. He said that th^ 44.2m grant was unique, 
’largest grant per capita (over £2000 a head) to a 
history of the British Empire * •

Inclusion of a letter does not imply the Editor’s agreement 
with its contents* He reserves the right to abbreviate or omit 
long letters! The first letter, although long, is included as it 
affects many people in the Colony.

Dear Mr Editor,
In the May issue of the “Falkland Islands Times and Monthly 

Review” there are suggestions about what the Government should do 
in the Council meetings. It is suggested that the licence fee 
for amateur radio be reduced and that other radio licence fees 
should be increased.

.ofter being obliged to switch off my receiver a countless 
number of times owing to interference, I am not sympathetic with 
amateurs operating their transmitters in the town. It see^s quite 
unfair that amateurs can use their transmitters for long periods 
every day if they wish to do so and at any ti-^e of the day or night, 
while neighbours cannot use their receivers owing to the inter
ference it causes.

The Government issue transmitting licences on condition that 
no interference is caused in other peoples receivers. That pro
vision is quite inadequate however. mmy transmitting at all is 
bound to cause severe interference in a receiver being used in a 
house next door. BBC engineers know that it is a foregone con
clusion that interference will be caused in receivers situated 
close to a transmitting aerial. Government as well as B.^.S. 
have theiz' receivers situated a considerable distance away from 
their transmitters.

ju. more practical solution to the problem would be for the 
Government to introduce legislation limiting the times when amateurs 
can operate their transmitters in Stanley. .at my request the 
British rost Office has sent me papers on the subject. It is 
stated that amateurs operating transmitters are not allowed to erect 
a transmi tti ng aerial close to aerials being used for the reception 
of other services in the United Kingdom and so cause interference. 
That would preclude the use of amateur transmitters altogether in 
the town of Stanley as the houses are situated close enough for 
interference to be caused.
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(continued on page 19)

i

The picture of 
This was a colour

It is

Yours faithfully, 
Hslie blade.

(continued from page 6)
Souvenir for a Stamp Pioneer

Just 40 years after he designed the centenary issue of stamps 
for the Falkland Islands - the first Commonwealth issue of pictorial 
stamps - Mr George koberts, of u ealien avenue, St. Michaels, has 
received a souvenir of his work.

S his former home, Falklands, High Hal den, now occupied by his 
son Gordon, Mr koberts, oO, was presented on Wednesday with a signed 
copy of a new book about the unique issue.

It was handed to him by the author, Major konald Spafford, R.^., 
who was accompanied by Mr D.B. BLcton-phillips, head of Picton 
publishing, who are issuing the book.

^.J. walker, 42 Monte Vino, 
kosmead avenue, Kenilworth, Cape 
7700, Republic South Africa.

10th May 1974
Dear Sir,

I am a stamp collector and am interested in the British South 
Atlantic Islands. Falkland Islands is one that I specialise in 
and would like to c orre spend with someone. I shall be very pleased 
if you could, through the medium ^f your paper, ask anyone who is 
interested in corresponding with me to write to the above address.

My other interests are photography, colour slides and colour 
prints. .Thanking you,

Yours faithfully, 
jx.J. walker.

Meetings were held in eight places over the period 24th to 26th 
axpril 1974» In & short account it is impossible to do justice to

I think the Government should introduce legislation restricting 
the hours when amateur transmitters can be operated in Stanley ir
respective of whether there are such restrictions in the United King
dom or not. The rule about not erecting transmitting aerials close 
to other peoples receiving aerials seems impossible to apply in 
Stanley.

I am forwarding a copy of this letter to the Hon. Chief 
Secretary with the hope that one day Government will do something 
about tliis problem.

be are pleased to see interest in our small section on F.I. 
stamps is growing. The following is a quotation from a letter 
kindly written by Major it,N. Spafford, editor of “The Upland Goose”, 
journal of the F.I. rhilatelic Study Group.

"I read in the Falkland Islands Times of ^pril 1974 that you 
were anxious to find out where the pictures came from that were 
used for the 2p and 4p values of the recent Tourism Stamp issue. 
I have therefore been making some enquiries for Uou. The result 
is as follows.

Tourism and Industry” issue for the Falkland Islands was 
proposed by the Colonial Secretary of the Falkland Islands, Mr i$.H. 
Thompson in ^pril i960. One of the subjects to be depicted was 
Trout Fishing and Kir Thompson supplied 4 colour slides and one 
black and white photograph as source material for the design, 
fortunately he did not give any indication to the Crown -agents of 
the photographer’s name•

The fur seal design was suggested in February 19&9 as an alter
native to “Sheep Farming”. The photograph belonged to Mr li.H. 
Thompson.

The title of the issue was subsequently changed to “Tourism”, 
xuiy Kudos gained for supplying this information shall go~to ”The^ 
Falkland Islands rhilatelic Study Group".”

be can add to this from local information, 
Fur Seals was supplied by artist mr Ian Strange, 
slide taken by him at Volunteer Kocks on February 10th 1965* 
thought that the trout fishing picture was supplied to Mr Thompson 
by Mr David Carr, Colony dentist at the time - but -this is not 
definite. Mr Strange also advised that his paintings used for the 
5p renguins and 15p Military Starling (F.I. Robin) are now. in the 
U.S.j*.. The Military Starling was painted in January i960 and the 
Rockhopper x-enguins in early 1970° The tourism stamp issue was 
withdrawn from sale on the 5th June.
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their views in the past.

Mr Layng

4-

6.2=

7,.

I

every speaker or point of view.
nificant matters discussed followed by a chart.

No new matters were raise! at this settlement but on the 
question of whether civil servants should be permitted, to stand 
as candidates for election in future councils Mr k. Ferguson made 
the interesting observation, “they were probably the best of the

So here is a summary of the sig* 
______ ______ ' \ , The representative 
membership of the Select Committee was Hon. T.H. Layng (Chairman) 
with the Hons. L.G* Blake and W.S. Bowles. Thanks are due to Mr 
Ted Clapp who must have spent many days recording the meetings and 
later writing up minutes.
1. HILL COVE (for Hill Cove & Roy Cove) -21 people present. these meetings.

FOX Bt*Y <>EST (for F.B.n. d FoB.E®) — 27 people present.
The different matters discussed at this meeting were, first, 

the suggestion by Mr ax. Cusworth that there should be elections 
to both Executive Council and Legislative Council with candidates 
standing for each of them.

Secondly Mr Layng made an observation that he felt there was 
quite a scarcity of candidates last election time but that ho felt 
that there had been an ’awakening’ since then and that it was poss
ible more candidates will come forward next time.

Thirdly Mr Brown raised the question of paying Council 
members but no opinions were recorded on this matter.
5. «iEDDELL ISLxxND - 10 people present.

talent available” (which should cheer them up if nothing else!).
6. NEV ISLx.JJD - 2 people present.

No new matters raised, but concern was expressed over ’the 
power that Whitehall seems to have on Colony matters’.

hEST POINT ISLmND - 4 people present.
The question of the payment of Council members was raised at 

'nest Point with a desire expressed that this ’ought to be studied’ 
said Mr D. Davidson®

Mr R. Napier made a statement that he had not ’ just thought 
up’ but had prepared and written out beforehand. Xn view of the 
seriousness of preparation we include it, in full, in News Notes. 
8^ CxUCcxSS ISLlxND -4 people present.
x. majority on Carcass favoured an upper age limit for candidates 
of 70 years. It was indicated that it was felt to be essential 
that the outlying islands had their own representative on Legco 
because it was considered that their problems were different from 
elsewhere. ^mother suggestion was that as soon as a suitable 
person is available a Falkland Islander should be appointed

HILL COVE (for Hill Cove & Roy Cove) - 21 people present.
Three interesting new’ ideas came out of this meeting. The 

first, supported by Messrs R. underson and R. Reeves, was that the 
elected Union delegate should automatically have a seat on Legis
lative Council. .although the Committee suggested that the same 
effect could be achieved by the Head Delegate standing for election 
in the normal way it was still maintained that there should be a 
kind of Workers nominated member for each constituency. (Editor: 
it was a pity that no-one thought to ask that if this idea was 
accepted would the union members not then take part in the general 
election because otherwise they would have two votes)®

^mother interesting suggestion was that of 4 Camp Regional 
Councils, North, South, East and West, each of which would elect 
a member to the Central Council in Stanley., Each Regional 
Council would represent certain farms.

The third new suggestion was that candidates should declare 
their political leanings. There was no discussion on this.
_ PORT. HO-.uxRD - 24 people present.

'Two different notes arc clear in the report of the Port Howard 
meeting. The first was the repeatedly expressed opinion of Mr 
D.M. Pole-Evans that the present constitution should not be changed 
except for some small alterations.

The other matter concerned the need for the approval of the 
Secretary of Stat.c before internal constitutional changes were 
effected. It was suggested that this was part of the price to 
pay in being a Colony but Mr T. Miller did not retract his stated 
desire for less interference from Whitehall.

CHxxRTRES - 16 people present.
It was evident that there was a general feeling at Chartres 

that the F.I. G-overnment was under too much pressure from the 
United Kingdom G-overnment on internal matters. Mr M. Barnes, 
Mr R. Murphy and Hon. W.R. Luxton expressed the view that it 
seemed as if there was little point in the public expressing their 
views on constitutional changes as little notice had been taken of

Reference was made to the decisions to 
close Darwin School, and to refuse a resident doctor on West Falk
land, both of which were opposed by Camp public opinion: Mr Layng 
pointed out the committee had all four elected councillors amongst 
its membership who would take account of the views expressed at
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NEhS notes

Mr J. Bouni; Mr J.Co’Tin’ Gunn (BaS botanist); Mr &

1 A

YES
Hare;

Yes 3 Few
Few ; Yes

OUT:

YES

YES

YES
(continue! from page 1)

■

1 No 
t
Even

5,-£
One

SUMAxRY CHAtT OF SOME MATTERS DISCUSSED zxT CONSTITUTIONS MEANINGS 
(if an opinion was just a majority it is given in small letters, 
if unanimous or nearly so then in capitals),

’ Yes
J YES

NO
YES
YES

Chater; Mr D. Hariy;
Trudi, Peter, Paul & Una;

cost of living, 
the costs of

NO
YES
YES

Tu 0 
I Yes 
Yes 
NO

Mr .
IN:
Mr J. Blyth.

YES
No

Question
One or two Councils?
Abolish nominate! members? 
Civil servants as candidates? 
Shouli age of c an di late s be lowered? 
Residential perioi of caniiiates - 

one year?
Residential perio! for caniiiates - 

two years or more? 
Equal representation of Stanley an!

Camp? 
proportional representation? 
Reluce voting age limit to 18? 
Shouli voters have to resile for one 

year only?
One F3I. Constituency?
Keep ieposits at £25?
Courts inlepenient of government?

Many people are afrai! of charts but 
fin! this easy to follow, 
opinion is going on these subjects.

Mr dt Airs D.R. Morrison; Mr & Mrs A.
Dunforl; Mr M. Nichols; Mr

3rd June - IN:
Mrs Eo Jaff ray & Frank; Mr A. Lee; Mr Jo
Philips. OUT:
J. hauler, Shane & Allan; Mrs E. McLeod; Mr E. Rowe;

> Yes$
; Few
• Yes
[ Yes

Yes
NO
Yes
YES '

? YES
I NO
I YES
j

Barton; Mr
I no

I IxJS
•NO
! YES

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
Where the view doesn*t look so bright is in the 

Hitting us all harder. Naturally this is affecting 
the TIMES an! it seems likely that an increase in price will have to 
come soon, probably in September.

[YES
§ NO

YES
I Yes

Meetings

lnT,-n I Two
I YES 
j Yes 
JYjsS

I YES

Mr x».. Sloggie. 
27 th May - JDSFx

as Chief Secretary. Mrs K. Bertrand wondered if proposals for a 
change in the constitution coull be taken by Whitehall as an in- 
iication of dissatisfaction at being a British Colony. Mr L.G. 
Blake felt any change in the constitution coul! only be viewcl as 
a step forward towards a free Government an! not as an aivance 
towards independence.

Conclusion. Please note well that all the usual matters, 
as summarise! on the chart, were discussed. at these meetings. The 
items were pickei out not necessarily because they were specially 
emphasise! but because they were different from usual.

we are sure you will
It will give you a goo! ilea of how

(continue! from page 14)
Designing stamps was only one of many notable achievements for 

the Falkland Islands between the two worl! wars by Mr Roberts, who 
holis the Imperial Service Orier.

qualifier naval engineer, he was sent to the Islanis by the 
^.imiralty to supervise the erection of bulk oil storage tanks.
Passenger Movements

The following arrivals an! departures by Fokker F.27 will be 
of interest.
13th May - IN: Mr J. Bouni; Mr J.G.’Tim1 Gunn (EAS botanist); Mr & 
Mrs Hillman (teachers for Darwin School); Mrs M. Rowe; Mrs M. Stewart; 
Mr J. .<allace. OUT: Mr oc Mrs W. Blackley & Alexander; Mr & Mrs 
L.G. Blake, Alex de Paul; Mr de Mrs B. Hardcastle; Mr de Mrs »«CR. Luxton 
& Stephen; Mr de Mrs J. Thompson, Helen oc Linda; Mr J. «right; Mr S. 
Booth.
14th May - OUT: Mr Lee; Mrs C. Lee; Mrs L. Napier; Mrs L. Robson; 
Mr R.P. Smith. IN: Mr & Mrs R. Cockwell oc child; Mrs J.C. Fanner.
20th May - IN: Mr J. Blyth. OUT: Mr de Airs D. Cronin & James; 
Mr de Mrs J. Fowler; Mr & Mrs G. went & Christopher; Mr F. Gooch;
Miss M. Sharpe; Miss P. Ro zee;
Miller, Rowen oc Kirsten; Mr D.
Mr jx. Tellez Diaz.
21st May - OUT: Mr oc Mrs J.Do
Mrs £1. J affray de Frank; Mr de Mrs R. McKay

IN: Mr oc Mrs B. Conchie; Mr So Booth.
Mr J. Hewitt; Mr D. Meanwell; Mrs L. Napier.

Mr oc ivirs H. Greenshiel!s oc Clare; Mr B. Barnes; Mr & Mrs R» Henricksen 
dt Mark; Mr & Mrs Jo Kerr & Julie; Mrs C. Luxton; Mrs E. Knight; Mr 
ci Mrs E. Milner, James & Alice; Mr P. Sumners; Mr W. Summers.

Miss M.T. Canas.dc Miss M.F. Canas (Spanish teachers);
Peck; Mrs L. Robson; Mr P.

Mr-P. Biggs; Mrs T. Kenny; Mr K. Luxton; Mr de Mrs 
Mr L« Ross.

CT
I YES YES 
[Yes 
j Yes

! Few
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COLONY DEVELOrMmNT r’LJI

Capital Expenditure Eudgetl973-1978

2,000
10,000

10,000 10,000 5,000
4,000

5,000
30,000

100,000 50,000 50,000

4,000 12,000

10,000
15,000 27,000 20,000

20,000 20,000

23,000 30,000

70,000

14.
15.

) 
) 5,000

35,500
7,000

40,000
7,000
7,500

3,000
30,000

5,000
10,000

17,000
2,750

10,000
750
500

.5,000

1976/7? 
£

5,000

1977/78 
dj

50,000

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

3.
4.
5*
6.
7.
8a
9-

10.

12.
13. 10,000 50^000 20,000

50,000

U.K. xuid 
1. 
2„

'Major Hoads 
Trials Unit 
Teleconuunicatiyns 
Fencing (Timber) 
Fertiliser subsidy
hater meters
Tourist i-romotion

xxS thei'e have been frequent mentions of the Development Plan in 
the past few months, and will be even more in the future, we give 
below a summary.

Fencing Subsidy 
Grassland Trials 
unit Capital Costs 
Peat cutting machine 
Grass seed subsidy 
Tourism loans 
Handicrafts - loan 
Tourist promotion 
minor .Hoads - Culverts 
x..ajor Hoads - Equip. 
Dustcart & Incinerator 
broadcasting Equip. 
New ,xircraft 
School Hostel

Intimation has been given that this is not to 
be regarded as a rigid plan but rather a set of guidelines..

1973/74 197A/75 1975/76
£ £ £

50,000 - 5,000

8,000
250 500

12,250 70,000

Local Development Fund 
rrison 
Minor koads

__500__ -__
70,000 70,000

(local 
costs)
(•"
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DnSK

Can it be that we made a serious mistake last month? Yes 
On page 9 the words ’a loan of £4»2 million’ should, 

'a grant cf £4.2 million’ as indicated at the 
Sorry folks if it misled you.

A letter from Mr Richard Cockwell cf Fox Bay East adds sone 
information tc our births column cf last month. First his initials 
should be J.R. not R.J. (those of his father!). Second, his son's 
name is Mauricio Adam. He says that they called him Mauricio as they 
we’e advisedthat Argentine Law states that a baby must be given the 
name of a Spanish saint for a first name. (You will recall that 
the baby was bcrn in Commodore Rivadavia.) Also a groan about cur 

tendency to keep re-
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^DVLkIISLLxENT

cprO? co-op

$

Ice

nhat Io you

single persons £4*00 weekly. CO-OPCO-OP

Prance has Pastille Day !lu 
perhaps we ought to have our day.

Total 
tax ie-

The following are so-e of the icc-xis which were receive! by 
jxi'-iK'hTf.u DjJ^IELSEN in June and are now on sale.

.cxero
Black Magic

Smarties

Cola, Soda »»ater, ionic .nd Lemonade 
jj per can or £3.00 per carton of 48

o oz jars an! Ip- lb

1 kilo and 2 >7 kilo tins 
£1,13, £2.36 anl 42p lb.

or 12.66 per

CONCLUSION OF LEGlSLxxTIVE COUNCIL (continue! from page 1J)
Here are the new rates applicable to the contributory pension 

scheme from July 1st 1974 (oil rates in brackets J.
Contributions: Employers oOp (34p)j Employees 50p (26p);

an! Self-Employed £1.30 (60p), - these are, of course, 
iuctible.

Pensions: Married men <£7-00 weekly;

we have Blue 
jxfter Eight Mints 30p.
I. Kit Kat 3^p.

Breakaway 3irP’
Dairy Box 1 lb. 93p»

furring people to another page to complete an article. mu’s 
right of course. Last month wc.*Mcellod ourselves at this an! 
must have ha! you all not knowing whether you were c ouing or 
going. Its not always easy however to always fit articles 
exactly into a pagu. Still we've lone quite well this month.

we regret that News Extra has not made an appearance this 
month but unfortunately there is a shortage of pa^cr at the 
present tine. In ice! it may be necessary to cut down the uiuu-
ber of pages in the Times for a while.

Lack of space in the June issue meant little room for con
nent so we .trill now touch on a news item of last month - namely 
the Executive Council refusal to allow the coffee bar in Janos 
Street or anywhere else in Stanley for that natter for, “members 
considered that public opinion in Stanley was not yet in favour 
of the establishment of this kin! within the town's boundaries", 
lie feel that this is a strange statement to make. public opinion 
that we have consulted scorns very much in favour of such an 
amenity. The real probleu is finding a location where it would 
not be an excessive nuisance to nearby residents. rerhups the 
Youth Club centre, when xt xs completed, will be able to fit in 
a facility of this sort. i..any of the young people especially 
would be very pleased to see it happen.

Finally there is shortly coming up a 3b2nd anniversary for 
the Falklands namely its discovery by the British Captain John 
Davis on august 14th 1392. It occurs to us that different 
countries have important patriotic days and. that wo ought to 
have one too. U.S..-. have Independence Day, as do many couth 
xjxerican and African countries; 
Quartorze Juillet1 and so on.
.a public Holiday and time for patriotic speeches and festivity. 
The few we have talked to think it a good idea, 
think?

Orange, Latter Lc^on, 
all 6 oz. cans priced at 6g. 
cans.

Orange, Cola and Litter Lemon 12 oz. cans priced at lOp per 
can or £2.26 per carton of 24 cans. Lemonade Shandy at lip per 
12 oz. can or £2.46 pur carton of 24 cans.

Peanuts 39? per lb. 1 gallon cans Cooking Oil £3.o4» 
3 gallon drums Cocking Oil £14.00.

maxwell house Instant Coffee in 4 oz 
tins priced at 3l< , 97p and £2. 60 each.

Custard Powder 12 oz and 22 oz druus lo^-p and 33ip each. 
Drear lopping 13gp and 26p. Jelly Crystals £1.92 per 7 lb. 
tin. Potato Liix £1.49 per 3*3 lb tin.

am assortment of Greeting Cards priced at 4p to 7p each.
Two only Senior i-lay Tents at £6.23 each.
inillac x.villc in 1 litre sachets, 

and 23 lb. tins priced at 12p, 
Creati Nix in Stra\.berry and Vanilla at 3^p lb. 
7 lb. tin.

Kowntrues Chocolates are always a favourite.
Kiband, Fruit pastilles at 3p each.
Polo Mints and Polo Fruits at 2^-p each 
Chocolate and rcp^. ernint 6g-p each.
and Dairy Box ^glb5 7^P and 32p. 
and Jellytots 4^P«

Co-op Instant Coffee in 4 oz. packets and 1^- lb. tins priced 
at 32p and £1.7°P«> Sugar only £lg per bag.

place your order with the Co-op now.
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LeTTSkL TO Ilia EDITOk

> •

12th June 1974

e>-

Their views 
'hi rite and (

dan Carlos,
East ihlklani Island.

19th June 1974 I wonder if you are per- 
x^re you sure you are

stranglehold,

1 hope not and when you clarify your 
t will be apparent that that is not so.

jj. Irian itionk
Elected member Legislative Council East Falklands.

stalling ani get a soli! working agreement now, while we have the 
chance.. . Bearing in imbnd that -.Argentina has consistently state! 
that they will be satisfied with nothing less than Sovereignty, 
what jxgreenent have you in lain!? I think you should tell us 
exactly what you have in'mind.

You say xxrgentina has a Democratically Elected Government, 
so it has - now. 1 would remind you that Democracy is a fragile 
plant in South xuuerica. Democracy as we know' it that is. It 
is always liable to be uprooted by the 1. military.

To return to the Falkland Committee in the Unite! Kingdom: 
they are acting in their own selfish interests you say an! not 
really in the interests of the Colony, 
haps not also doing just that yourself, 
not putting the Interests of your -argentine base! Tourist Industry 
before that of the Islands? 
Statement 1 hope

Publication of letters Iocs not necessarily imply the 
Editor’s agreement with their contents.

Last month’s publication of a statement by iUr xi. i.apier (June 
P.I. Times page $) brought a predictable response from the Hon. 
-j.. Honk, Hr N. Batson and mrs H. Hirtle. Their views, of course 
are well known and so we ask other people, ”urite and give us 
your opinions!"

Dear Sir,
Hr koderick Napier recently made a prepared Statement to the 

Constitution Committee when they visited nest roint Island.
This Statement is ambigous but in view of the serious implications 
in it I would be very grateful if you would publish this open 
letter to :.n? Napier.
Dear ilr Napier,

1 read your prepared Statement to tne Constitution Goiw.itiee 
with amazement and found it ver; worrying.

Since you are a Falkland Islander born and a citizen of some 
substance, your views are important, therefore 1 think you should 
clarify your statement especially with regards the lust paragraph, 
so that we all know exactly what you think we should do.

To take the first paragraph: you infer that tne 1'aliJ.anl 
Island Committee is not really acting in the interests of the 
Tu.lklands but mainly for their own selfish ends. -xpart from the 
fact that, whatever the motives of the id I. Committee are, their 
object is to keep British Sovereignty for the Falklands, if that 
same object is shared By the people of the Falklands then surely 
we would be silly to reject then?

whether- or not the YPE .agreement was held up as you maintain, 
is now academic as it will be signed. whether one should be 
forced to sign a monopoly -agreement of this nature with a foreign 
Country because nothing else was offered is also a mutter of 
opinion.

To take the last paragraph of your Statement, this is the 
most important ani the ...ost ambiguous. You say we- shouli sto£j

Dear Sir,
I do not share Hr noddy Napier’s view that the Committee for 

the Falkland Islands do not have the best interests of the people 
of these Islands at heart.

If the Committee have blocked the signing of the agreement 
giving YPE the sole rights to sell Petroleum Products in the 
Falklands then they are in my opinion certainly working on our 
side.

The signing of the agreement would only tighten the .argentine 
a stranglehold that we would hope to loosen with the 

construction of the British xxirfield.
I am sure Hr Napier is well aware that the argentine will 

settle for nothing less than c ouplete sovereignty over these Islands, 
and they are now putting us through a softening up period. Remarks 
like those made by ?r Napier would indicate that the softening up 
is having the desired effect.

I am sure no loyal ’Idi'LfLK’ would sell their heritage for a 
few gallons of cheap petrol. Let us all get our priorities right 
and get off the fence on this, and other similar matters.

Yours faithfully,
Neil Batson.
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(continue! from last month)

’I feel there is very

1 from

was

<»e

i ;

; a
He

One is a teacher 
a gynaecologist

klCH^L BOUND, -who it will be ruueuberul, hitch hi 
Punta ^xrenas to New York in 1972: an! is now rearing political 
Science at lairleigh Dickenson University just outside New York, 

recently presents! with a diploma recording nis appointment 
as .an Honours Stuient for academic achievements, character an! 
service to the University. »»e also hear that he has now been 
nominate! for a ithoie Scholarship which must indeed be a singular 
honour for a Falkland Islands’ scholar.

“He is already being spoken of by sone Churchmen as a r Care
taker Primate’, a sort of L-mglican rope John.’ ’ chosen to fill 
the office until a younger potential archbishop ’cones to maturity’.

Dr Coggan’s nomination has for the first time involve! iirect 
consultation between the prime minister an! the standing Con; >i ttee 
of bishops, clergy an! the laity.

He an! his wife Jean, have two daughters, 
at the Pilgrim's School, winchester, an! the other 
with a Church missionary Society in Pakistan.

Dr Coggan has recently state! that Britain would only have 
healthy society ’when it starts living by some rules again’. ] 
added-’There’s a lot to be sai! for the Ten Comuandnonts ’.

But talking to journalists after the announcement that he is 
to succeed Dr hichael jxausey as Primate of .nil England, he vigour- 
ously denied that the Church was on a ’sticky wicket’.

The flow of oriinanls was improve!, 
real c ause for hope’ he sail.

He carries his years lightly but with short grey hair, rimless 
spectacles an! a restrained manner, is perhaps a less colourful 
figure than Dr Kamsey.

Dr Coggan was born in Lon ion an! educate! - in the early iays - 
at merchant Taylor's School.

Christians of all denominations, not least m these Islanis, 
will want to pra\ lor this new Christian Dealer. His opportunities 
for Christian Leadership, I believe, will be enormous, an! so too 
will be the Battles which he will have to lea! in this Modem uorl! 
of ours. perhaps we shall all sing with more feeling an! under
standing in the iays to cone that great Christian Battle Hyun...

Onwar! Christian soliiers, 
marching as to t<ar, 
uith the Cross of Jesus 
Going on before.
Christ the loyal Master 
Leals against the foe, 
Forward into battle, 
Sec, His banners go.’ ”

hrs nary Hirtle, 
12, Drury Street, 
Stanley.
12th June 1974*

Dear Editor, . . .I was shocked, to say the least, when I real ur Papier s 
statement in the June issue of the "Times”.

I would suggest to Hr Napier that he. should cast his mm! 
back to the day he stool on Carcass Island with those loyal people 

t-ing to meet the Lor! Chalfont, an! for him to imagine that he 
is again looking at all those white paintei stones his wife ha! 
so laboriously an! painstakingly prepare! an! lai! out on nest 
point beach. These stones spelled out the message, for the Lora 
Chalfont to see as he flew over, "KBLP THL E*iLKiul\'Db Bhl'lToh" * 

^LLso his late mother’s worls which were an! I quote fro.- 
the “Express”: “Sail dl years oil urs G. Napier - ’my father 
came here ^ore than 100 years ago. I wouli willingly give 
life to save the lan!’. mrs itolly Napier, owner of uest Point 
hal lai! out her message - “iuiEP THE JLJjlOLiNDS BKITISH” •

Yours sincerely,
m.jx. Hirtle.

STOP PRESS V/e regret tc announce the sudden death of Ivir A.G. 
Barton, C.B.E., J.P. on the afternoon of Saturday IJth July. 
Cur sincere condolences tc Mrs Barton and the family. (See May 
TIMES page 11).
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WHITER SHO«

1st, 2nd & HC Fort Howari;

3rd1st

1st, 2x11 & HC Port San Carlos;
1st, 2nd & HC Port San Carlos;
1st & HC Port San Carlos;

3rd Darwin.
3rd Darwin.

2nd & HC Port San Carlos;

artistse 
worthy*

1st & 2nd port San Carlos;
1st & 2nd Port San Carlos; 

1st,

a 2nd Port Howard;

NEEDLEwOivuxN Catalogue ani cash voucher presented, by Committee of the 
winter Show for most points in Sections H, I, J & K - Mrs Molly 
Barnes.

DQ-ZT-YOURSELF magazine - year’s subscription presented by Mr j^G. 
Barton for winner of First Prize in Class 1 of Horse Gear Section
- Mr Frank Smith.

BRONZE MbDiJjLION plus £1 gift voucher (pre sente 1 by Mrs Joan Bound.) 
for chili with most points in Show - Timothy McCallum.

FIFTY PENCE Voucher - again pre sente 1 by Mrs Bouni - for runner-up
- Timothy withers.

THE TOM V-itLIuXB MEMORIAL C'ilr pre sente i by the Dramatic Society for 
the exhibitor with most points in woodworking Section - Mr R.D. 
Clements (122)..

WOODWORKER magazine - pre sente i by Mr R.D. Clements - for chili 
with most points in the woodworking Section - Timothy McCallum.

Section xx ~ nool -Half-bred Sheep
Rap Hogget - Fjgie_Si9_ols 1st, Jri & HC Port Howard.
Ran Hogget -. MeiLum^Wool: 2nd Port Howqrd.
Ewe or uether Hogget - Fine Wool: 1st & 2ni Port Howari; Jri Port 

San Carlos.
Ewe or Wether Hogget - Medium wool:
3rd rort San Carlos.

Ewe or Wether 4-tooth - Fine Rool: 
port San Carlos.

Ewe or Wether 4-tooth - Medium Wool; 1st, 2ni & HC Port Howari; 
iwn »!■ . I —» im II TMVI ■■■■■■ Ml*«.r3rd rort San Carlos.

Section n - Wool,- Cross-broi Sheep
Ram Hogget - Fine Wool:
Ram Hogget - Medium Wool:
Ewe or ‘Nether Hogget - Fine Wool:
3rd Darwin.

Ewe or Wether Hogget - Medium 'Wool:
3rd Darwin.

Ewe or Wether 4-tooth - Fine ’Wool:
3rd Darwin.

Ewe or Wether 4-tooth - Medium Wool:
2nd & 3rd Darwino

The 1974 Winter Show was heli on the 3 th ani 6th July. .al
though the number of entries was down on last years t otal there was 
no lowering of standards ani much excellent work was on display. 
Zt is thought that part of the drop in numbers was iue to Camp 
people having so few shipping opportunities recently but this cannot 
be the whole reason. The winter Show committee are to be c ongrat- 
ulatei on an excellent arrangement of the material submitted. 
Items drawing special attention were a wooden chain of sixteen 
links, hand carved by Mr Cecil Bertrand from a single piece of 
drift wood; a model ship, the Great Britain, beautifully constructed 
by Mr Mick Loring and an impressive array of different items by 
Mr Ray Clements including a fine chairman’s block and gavel. Over
looking the end where the ladies work was arranged were a cosy 
looking bride and groom - two dolls each about 2 feet high dressed 
by Mrs Dot Goss. Surely also therv are some good up and coming 

The efforts of Timothy Withers were particularly notw- 
The pity is that so many young people with talent never 

pick up a brush again after they leave school. Zs there no way 
to stop this loss. Clearly Clem is going to have to look out in 
the future when Timothy McCallum leaves the childrens’ section, 

innovation in this years show were some live exhibitions.
The- entries in the 35mm slide section were projected at intervals 
to appreciative audience. The F.Z. Times took a stand with the 
Editor showing the equipment used to produce- the Times and how it 
is used. jjZso a childrens competition was run with the entry 
forms being duplicated as the children watched. They had to answer 
questions on the various things exhibited. The Spinners and 
Handicrafts set out a spinning wheel and their shop was open.
This brief account would not be complete without a mention of Mr 
Roy Barber’s humourous exhibition item - a cherry-headed rivet tree 
(June Times page 11) - demonstrating that now, at least, there 
are plenty available.

Here is a full list of award winners.
THE H..EK1J.RD CUr - for exhibitor with most points in classes B to

0 inclusive, presented, by Lady Haskard - Mr xt.D. Clements (122). 
BRONZE MEIULLZON - awarded to runner-up - Mrs R.V. Goss (171). 
THE COMMITTEE CUP to winner of Fleece Wool Section - Port San Carlos.
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2nd Mrs Harradine; 1st, 2nd & 3rd Frank Short; HO Frank Short & John

Smith; HC k.D.

1st Suzy .Reive; 2nd

jjay single piece of gear;
1st Mrs R.V. G-oss; 2nd Mrs G. Johnston: Jrrl Mrso

Molkenbuhr;
J

Crochet

1st Mrs R.V. Goss; 2nd lies W. Fori & Miss D» Wilson; 
Perr^, Mrs R. Barber & Mrs B. Minnell; HC Mrs B* Minnell.

1st Miss D. Wilson; 2ni Kirs R. Barber; 3rd Mrs

Section B - Hone-spun 'wool
Local home-spun wool - fine:

^my other article - wool: 1st Mrs it. Fori; 2nd Mrs So Barnes;
3rd Mrs C. Godwin & Mrs ’W. Fori; HC Mrs C. Goodwin & Mrs D. Newman. 

jmy other article - cotton: 1st, 2nd (2) & 3rd Mrs E. Barnes;
HC Mrs Eo Barnes (2) & Mrs R. Triggs.

WcH. Watson; 2ni Mrs R. 
Newman & Kirs 0. McPhee;

Section C - Horse Gear
1st Frank Smith; 2nd F.W. Newnan;

3rd J.W. Jaff ray & N. Knight; HC FrTc Lellman & Frank Smith
Section D - Horn Work
Horn work - adults: 1st C. Perry; 2nd C* Perry & Co 
3rd Ce Molkenbuhr (2); HC C. Perry & Mrs D. Smith.

Section E - Woodivorking
Woodworking - aiults: 1st C. Bertrani; 2ni R.D. Clements (4);
3rd Miss V. Perkins; :HC J.W. Jaffray (3), R.D. Clements (5) & 
C« Bertrand.

Woodworking with assistance - children; 2ni Toni Donna Pettersson.
Woodworking without assistance - children: 1st Timothy Mo Gal 1 un;

2nd Timothy McCallum & Christopher Barber; 3d Timothy McCallum; 
HC Paul Peck, Timothy McCallum & Christopher Barber.

Section F - Model Making
jxny model - aiults: 1st M. Loring; 2nd N. Bennett; HC M. Loring 
& N. Bennett.

^ny model - children: 1st peter Coutts; 2nd Timothy withers & 
Stephen Jennings; 3d Stephen Jennings & Colin Fori; HC Timothy 
Withers.

1st Kirs 8. Miller;
HC Kirs S. Miller & Mrs C. Bertrand.

Local home-spun wool - medium: 1st Mrs C. Bertrand; 2nd Mrs R.V.
Goss & Mrs Jo Phillips; 3d Mrs W'.H. Vatsoft; HC Mrs h.H. Watson, 
Kirs D. Jennings & Mrs 8. Miller.

Local home-spun wool - thick; 1st Mrs W.H. Watson; 2nd Kirs C. 
Bertrand.

Local home-spun wool - any thickness - children: 1st & 2nd Cora 
McGill; 3rd Michael Triggs; HC ;mna King de Natalie McPhee.

Wool dyed from locally collected natural dye: 1st Mrs P. Helyer; 
2nd, 3d & HC Mrs 8. Miller.

.article hand-knitted from local home-spun wool - adults:. .1st Mrs 
Triggs & Mrs W.H. Watson; 3rd Miss J. 
HC Mrs W.H® 'Watson.

Section G - Prt
Oil rainting:
Farrow.

Vater Colour fainting; 1st & Jr-i K. rauloni; 2nd John Earrow & 
Mrs R. Barber; HC 8. Goss.

pen and Ink ;]rav/ing: 1st R.D. Clements; 2nd J.
Clements & J. Farrow. 2nd J. Farrow also.

i-icture of own choice ^subject -children: 1st John Ferguson & 
Timothy Withers'; 2nd Ralph Harris, Gussie Clauson, re ter Coutts 
& Nicholas Keenleyside; 3rd Joan Jaffray, Christina Morrison & 
Timothy Wither^ (2); HC Christina Morrison & Penny McKay.

Any other form of handiwork - adults; 1st Mr & Mrs R. Barber;
2nd Mrs R. Barber & D. King; 3rd Kirs R. Barber, Sharon McGill & 
Cora McGill; HC Kirs R. Barber.

.any other f orm of handiwork - children: 
Darlene Short; 3d Michael Dillan.

Section H - Knitting
.adult * s cardigan.:

H. Finlayson.
xidulf s jumper5

3rd Mrs To
Child1s cardigan: 

R» Pearson.
Child1 s jumper: 1st Mrs J.W. Jaffray; 2nd Mrs Joan Middleton;
3rd Mrs R. Pearson; HC Mrs R.V. Goss.

.a fair isle garment: 1st Mrs r. Mcrhee; 2nd Mrs D. Newman;
3rd Mrs J.W. Jaff ray & Mrs M. Lang; HO Mrs J.W. Jaff ray & Kirs 
M. Lang.

jxny other knitted article: 1st & 3rd Kirs R. Reid; 2nd Mrs T. 
Felton & Airs K. Talbot; HC Mrs K. Talbot.

jmy knitted article - children: 1st 2nd Trudi porter; 3rd Kevin 
Clapp.

Section I
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COUNCIL
1st Mrs H« Finlayson; 2nd Trull Porter; 3**d Mrs P.J.

a

Section J - Embroidery
Embroilered tablecloth:

Any other kini of toy: 
3rd Mrs R.V. Goss.

A Iressei bought loll:

aspect of life _in_the_ FalklandJslands; 
V« May; 2n d T. Heathmaiu

_________ 1st Miss D. Jilson; 2nd Mrs R. McKay; Jri.
Johnston & Norma Thon; HC Mrs G. Johnston & Miss D<> Wilson. 

1st 1 HC Teresa McGill; 2nd Susan Barber;

1st & HC Mrs R.V. G-oss; 2nd Mrs L. Harris
& Mrs R.V. G-oss; 3rd lies L. Karris.

x- loll 12a ie ani ires sei by exhibitor: 1st Mrs R.V. Goss.
^rniy toy - children: 1st ^mna Smith; 2nd Sharon Hewitt de ^mna King;
3rd Glynis King; HC Sharon Hewitt & Diana Stewart.

Section M - Rug Making
Locally proiucei wool rug - un-dyei: 1st J. Short; 2nd Mrs Phillips.
Any other wool rug: 1st Miss F. Clements; 2nd Mrs D. Jennings;
HC Mrs D. Jennings & Mrs V.A. Johnson.

jjay other mat; 1st Mrs Sarah pecks
Section N - Photography
Black ani white photo of any aspect of life in the Falkland Islanis: 
1st & 2nd- F.C. Newnan; 3rd T.G. Spruce; HC D. Betts.

Black ani white photo (any subject): 1st, 2nd & Jrl Miss ?. Oliver; 
HC J. Cheek.

C olour print of any_______
1st, 3rd & hC (2) W7 May; i T. Heathmaiu

1st Me Loring;
2nd Do Carstairs; 3rd P.J. Helyer &'t.G. Spruce; HC D. Carstairs, 
Mrs T. Spruce & Brenda Blackley.

Section 6 - Metal^Work
x>ny metal article: 1st R.D. Clements; 2nd .alastair Minto;:

3rd N. Bennett; HC R.D. Clements & Timothy Withers.
Results of Fal^and,!slants Tines Joint ary Show.. ,g^ddrQns„.Ppnpeti ^ion: 

There were 40 entries. 1st Prize £1/Timothy McCallum.
Four seconi prizes of 25p, Hayley Bowles, Morgan Goss, Richard 
Short ani Martyn Smith. The remaining entries were so gooi that 
four thiri prizes of lOp each were also awarded to, Stephanie 
Coutts, Glynis King, Marvin Lee ani Kenneth McKay.

_______  1st Mrs Re Barber; 2nd Mrs E. Barnes &
Mrs T. Kenny; 3rd Mrs R«J» Davis; HC Mrs R. Barber & Mrs Ro J. Davis, 

jjiy other embroidered article: 1st Mrs B. Minnell; 2ni Mrs R.J.
Davis (2) & Mrs To Kenny; 3ri Mrs To Kenny & Mrs R.J. Davis;
HC Norma Thon & Mrs T. Kenny.

imy article in tapestry: 1st Vera Summers; 2ni Susan Barbel; 3rd 
Trudi Jones; HC Susan Barber.

Any article - chiliren: 1st Edwina Smith; 2nd Norma Thom & Natalie 
McPhee; 3rd Susan Barber & Cora McGill; HC Tracy Talbot, Vania 
McDonald; Susan Barber; Truii Porter & Darlene Short (2).

Section K - Sewing
Any article - adults: 

Mrs G.
Ay article - chiliren:
3ri Norma Thom.

Section L - Toy Making
Knittci toy:

Helyer; HC Mrs W.H. Goss.
1st Mrs E. Barnes; 2ni & HC Mrs L. Harris;

Last month we reportei on the first lay of Legco. The follow
ing is a summary of the final session on Moniay 10th June.

jxfter a minutes silence in respect to the late Duke of 
Gloucester the Financial Secretary reportei back on changes male 
to the budget in select committee. Of intex’est are the rejection 
of the proposal to increase postage rates; to raise Darwin Bcari- 
ing School fees to ^0 per annum per pupil; to ielete a proposal 
to purchase a new lorry (£6000) ani a new mechani cal excavator 
(£6000); refusal of a request to speni £1000 on up to iate lawbooks 
for the Registrar’s Office. subsiiy of £12000 to the Oli ^ge 
Pensions Funi was propose!.

Bills passei includei higher Oli .age Pensions ani higher con
tributions to the funi; a change in the lotteries law giving the 
Governor wider powers to exempt certain lotteries from taxation; 
a bill providing for the need to holi a certificate of clearance 
from the Commissioner of Income Tax before leaving the Colony; a 
provision that business losses may now be set off against subsequent 
profits without time limits ani an alteration to the Marriage 
Ordinance giving Ministers of Religion- the authority to conduct 
wedding, after banns, in any building deemed suitable by him.

(continued on page 2)
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gKVTffa - a look at the events of our libido.

m

may 2>th.

Mr Readhead
It was

illuninants. 
to show wher

climbing.
iie w&i’u

we
Je were

were
,t ho^c and then wk at the Senior 
saw a filxa called “Carry on Matron”.

well advanced for completing 
the swimming pool within a year. It was hoped that a solar 
heating plant „ould provne sufficient heat to warm the water 
for the larger part of the year.

hay 27th-31st.

May 2>r d oc 24th. The may hall was heli on these two nights.
On rhe first night miss Shirley Kozee was re-electea may Queen 

with hiss ousan Smith second. mr r'aul Bonner was elected 
Prince Chaining on the sccorn. night nith mr itobert itozee secom. 
hay h4th. It was announce! that the new Tabernacle Co^.j-tteu 

was, Chairman: Rev. Robin Forrester; Hon. becr^tary: mr Ian 
Stewart; Hon. Treasurer: mr Dave .tty an; other members: Mrs 
G-laiys Thain, mrs maul ..atson and miss xiita watts.

lay 24th. Details were given of the appointment of a ne« 
Superintenient of education following tne recent retirement 
of Mr D.XDraycott. He is mr B. b. btocxs, L.^. He ±s sail 
to be 37 years oil, a graduate of Manchester university with 
wile teaching experience in a number of schools in Northern 
England. He is married with 4 children. he is a language 
specialist with qualifications in french, itussian an! Spanish.

lay 27th. The Chief Secretary visited the Youth Club to talk 
about the matters under consideration by tne Select Committee 
on Constitutional advance. he also answers! questions on a 
wile number of issues iurin^ the course of which he sail that 
he thought that plans were gettin 

pool within a year.

the effect cf-thv two inch uortor on the rocks above.
They fire! three of these, an! the last one did not oxplodo. 
when these hit the rocks they made- a bang which echoed for at 
least a minute. xxgain we- went to the assault course.

On uelnuslay morning wc ha! games in the gymnasium, 
were split into 4 teams am then ha! team ginus. 
suppose! to go in the G-emini’s but unfortunately they 
broken. we ha! dinner c. 
School at 2 o’clock. »e 
It was a very goo! film.

On Thursday morning at moody broom we saw a film on
Then wc went up to tne rocks above moody brook.

Split into three groups as there were three different 
rocks which ha! to bv ci imbed. xxfter dinner we went climbing 
again. we ha! a drink of tea at 4 o’clock and then we played 
arouni till it got dark. .after _t was dark we were taken to
stan! behind a fence, to see a night practice using night 

It was very affective with the illuhiinations 
the enemy was. They were Mostly white.

On Friday wc ha! to ^eet on the G-overnment jetty to go 
the FORkEbT to bparrow Cove. Re got there but did not get 

ashore as it -«m.s too rough. Two boat loads were taken as far 
as they could go but got soaking wet. we had to come- back. 
ho were to go to Moody _>rook but the marines were calle! out. 
It was quite rough coming back.

I can’t say what lay I enjoyed best as I enjoyed every 'lay 
very much. I think it was a very interesting way to spend a 
week of our noli'lays. and on behalf of all the chiloren who 
attenie! I would like to thank Major Cook uni all the Marines 
who male our holi-lay a happy one.” 

lay 2oth. u.v. monsunen our ’round the islanls* vessel sailei 
~ for runta arenas, Chile for locking. xxfter a very rough start 
she later enjoye! fine weather.

' jit a short ceremony this morning at G-overnnent House, 
His excellency the G-ovcrnor pre sente! to Ian Realhea! the G-ol! 
jxwari of the Duke of Elinburgh ’ s xxwari bcheme, for which he 
qualifie! before coming to the Ealklan! Islanls. 
is a V.b.O. currently working at Darwin School.

may 31st oc June 1st. The Christ Church Cathedral Bazaar was 
heTT in The’*parish Hall. Investigations befoi’ehan! revealed 
extensive preparations resulting in a large -display of items

' , During tne scxioul holidays the xtoyal marine
letacliment at moody Brook la±u on a Special week of activities, 
here is miss Teresa mcG-ill’s report.

“On Monday ^oming at a.m. »e went down to the 
Senior bcnoul to go in the truck to moody, brook. nhen we got 
up there we were split up into groups of eleven anu twelve. 
Then we were shown xuost of the weapons which tne marines use. 
ne were allowed to handle tnem. i.e were shown how to strip 
a G-.r.h.G-. and put it back together. .ufter dinner we went 
down to the assault course. It was quit® hard going, going 
up the course but coming down was straight forward, 
rather sog^y too.

On Tuesday wu Wore allowed to fii-c all the v/uapons. 
There was the G-.r.m.G-., the rifle and many others. xxftcr 
-dinner v/e fired some smoke- screens. The marines showed us
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for sale, 
so

i2**? Under tne leadership of science teacher Mr 1.
G-il iinU5 Jenior 3 visited trie Stanley water liltration Plant 
where they were shown over by Mr Lob Stewart, Senior Fi Itration 
riant Operator.

-*■ supreme court announcement said that today a Decree 
granted to xur Valdemar Berntsen on his petition for

It is worth explaining to non-residents that with 
few social amenities here a bazaar is more than a fund 

rai si ng event - it is a major social occasion. The oazaar 
had large crowds attending and £1363 was taken and a profit 
of £1140 was made.

June 3**d. Sisters Maria Fernanda Canas and maria Teresa Canas 
"arrived today to teach Spanish in Stanley schools, prepare 
taped lessons for broadcasting and hold adult evening classes.

June 3rd. n.t G-oose G-reen Social Club, hr itoger Hillman, new 
teacher at Darwin School, was appointed Secretary and far John 
McLeod was elected to the committee.

June 3rd. small fire was discovered in the bushes of the 
Deanery but was soon put out.

June 7 th. Things go in threes they say and the third fire to 
occur in a short period was reported today. It occurred at 
Elephant Beach an outside house of Port San Carlos where hr 
Kobin Jaffray lived.

June dth. press statement from N.p.o^Ol said, ’’marine M.m. 
Offers was charged by a service court with assault against 
Mrs M. Hume on Sth June and was found guilty by the Commanding 
Officer NP 89U1 (Major S.H.B. Cook) on 20th June. He was 
fined £23-"

June 10th. The G-oose G-reen Social Club held its first .xrchery 
Session where a number of *.een bowmen am women achieved sone 
success under the tuition of Nick liudden. The following 
Rvening the darts league got under way with 7 teams competing.

June 11th. Reports cane in over the B.B.C. »«orld News that 
June 10th had been observed aq a ’Day of affirmation’ by the 
.argentine when they reiterated their “irrevocable determin
ation to recover their Malvinas Islands and it is likewise 
rlet.ermined to discharge its actions to obtain that National 
objective”, in the words of the argentine mb as sa dor in London. 
The report said that ceremonies were held in ^^rgentine Embassies 
in many parts of the worla. 41 newspaper report sail that 
ceremonies 'were held in schools and all units of the armed 
forces and continued that it ’is seen as a result of resurgent 
nationalism since the peronista party returned to power last 
year. ’ Argentina has a long-standing .claim to the Falklands 
and there are frequent demands for action in the nationalist 
press.

jJune^^lkth- 
Nisi was 
divorce against lurs marlaine ^erntsen.

local radio news iuem revealed that the new 
Direct or-Q-c-neral of the Save cue Children Fund once attended 
school here in-Stanley. He is Jr Marshall Sir John Lapsley 
who entered the as ju^t an aircraft apprentice.

-- hews release from the Secretariat stated that 
tourism had oroug-it in quite a useful amount of revenue to the 
G-overnmunt in 1373/ 74- One government official said It was 
towing into position another ‘Debole Island for tne revenue was 
equivalent to that from a ^edim sized farm.

-1- -hale was sighted off onuup Point, opeedwell Island 
uy reaver pilot irrt Ccnchio uni confirmed by Terry am Doreen 
Clifton oi Dpeedweu.1.

.^^0 lota. —.v. ^minette Danielsen, under charter to tiie 'HdJ k I r-nd 
islands Coupmiy arrived today from the United kingdom via mar 
del Plata. bhe carried 12U0 tons of Cargo uni several hund
red bags of nail. In an announcement tne same week the F.I.C. 
state l that tnere would be no charter vessel until November 
thus omitting the September voyage. This was said to be so
taut a larger snip could ue chartered to also bring in the first 
consignment of materials and. equipment for the permanent air
field ..iiic-. ’..ill iiot be ready until October. The announcement 
was grouted \.mth tismay by Colony residents and traders who had 
been given no advance notice of the decision so that they might 
have orders L ciitra- stores. Fears of some food shortages were
expressed.

20th. In t?ie House of Commons on the 20th June bir Nigel 
Fisher asked the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
affairs if he would confirm that there will be no change in the 
status of the Falklcaid Islands as a British Colony without the 
consent of the Islanders.

miss Joan Lector - Yes. I am: happy to confirm that there 
will be no change in' the status of the Islams without the con
sent of the Islanders.
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lb PHIWTELIC NEi.S

Canon P.

1?

used on

Mr

>
•bNG^lkhviENT:

and Fitzroy.
service was heli.

P.S.

If anyone else has an example of this stamp please let Nutt 
Cartmell . Imow •

occasion.
Davis ct Rose Short.
Clements and Barbara Bailey.
Malcolm, Mr A'Irian Biggs ani Mr Barry Pori.

your

please v/rite to;- 
} Auckland, Nev; Zealand.

(usei ones) ani has travellei widely
Arts ani Crafts Circle of the Country »Oman’s Institute.

ations Ltd.
wita a faulr whicii looks as if tae writing is printed double giving 
it a very thick look.
Lear bir, 6th

Thank you for your letter of 6th jxpril enclosing, a most curious 
example of the current Falkland Islands Ip. definitive 
small piece of cover.

1 can confirm that this variety 'is not previously known to 
us ani is not included at present, in our stamp catalogues. It 
is rather difficult to account for the strange appearance of the 
face value ani the various inscriptions, but the most likely explan
ation is that the mauve cylinder has printed twice, so causing a 
double impression. I see from your letter that the second example 
you have found is dated only five days later, and I should think it 
is virtually certain that there must have originally been one sheet 
showing tnis error.

To try ar 1 obtain more information on this very interesting 
variety, we have mam ciilurgcd photographs taken, and I have passed 
a print to lx* Janos Batson, for him to include in his ’Through the 
Magnifying Class’ column in ’Starn^. Monthly’. If we can find some 
sort of confirmation of this error, then we would certainly consider 
listing it in our Elizabethan catalogue, aIthough it n&y be too 
late to io this fox' the 1975 edition now in active preparation.

many thanks for allowing us to examine this most interesting 
stamp, which is returned herewith by registered airmail.

Yours faithful 1 y,
D.J. ^xggersberg

.assistant Catalogue Editor

»;e now* feel certain that this is a double print - having seen 
a similar error on a Mauritius stamp of the same period.”

uu are grateful to r.xT Nutt Cartuell of Goose Green for send
ing us a letter Jiich he has received from Stanley Gibbons public-

He sent then for examination a Ip pig Vine Definitive

miFRLEND
.nould any one in the Falkland Islands like a penfriend in 

New Zealand? please write to;- Miss aJLice May, op Fitzroy St. 
Papatogtoe, Auckland, New Zealand. She saves postage stamps 

overseas, and belongs to the
On 21st June Mr 1 hrs John jLLlan announced the engage

ment of their youngest daughter Valerie to i.r Ian Clarke, youngest 
son of hr <x mrs Ron Clarite.

June 21st. Canon P. Helyer arrived home from a Camp trip to 
Lively Island, u’alker Creek, and Fitzroy. The stay at Lively-
lasted two nights and a service was heli. Transport was by
n.v. Forrest.

June 21st. jx ne;vs report from the Falkland Islands ^mgling Cluo 
gaveTsome statistics on the last fishing season. k total of 
529 Trout were taken from the liver halo weighing 1790 lbs. 
The largest catch was 65 trout totalling almost 500 lbs.

June 21st & 22nd. The Stanley Badminton Club .manual Fancy Dress 
Ball was held in the Town Hall. liesuits were: SNOu WHITE, 
PRINCE, uTCKET QUEEN ^D DuixlFS - Bob Bostlemann, Frances peck, 
Robert Howlands, Jane Kerr, Rita batts, Robbie Triggs, Mary- 
Rose Helyer, Barbara Smith, Jennifer Roberts Colin’Blyth.
ROului'ID’S 'RixGTIMu BuND - Marge k Sheila McPhee, Marilyn Dillan, 
Daisy McKay &. Heather Pettersson. I-LmcEu - Norma Thom (Sheik),
Jean Thon, Trudi uatson, Timmy withers u Raymond Poole*.
STEPTOE ±JND SON - Mr o. Mrs Hoggarth, Clare Morrison cc Len McGill. 
JOHNSTON CONSTRUCTION lEuivx. - Jean Clapp, Shirley Biggs, Jackie 
Goodwin Colleen Ford. THE <.R0NG SIZED CHERRY RIVETS - Mr 
cc Mrs Tin Dobbyns and Mr u hrs Dill Berntsen. . The judges ;/ere 
Birs Peggy Halliday, Mrs Emma Steen and Mr hick Knight*. The 
Theme this year on the stage was ’’Kidney Island Castaway” the 
backcloth being a hut in the tussock. The beach was along 
the front of the stage and "was made up of large boulders and 
more tussock complete with a dinghy loaded with “someone’shluxury7- 
items. To follow the Theme up another -lance was held on 
Satur'lay night with 2 prizes for the best castaways. It v/as 
pleasing to see some people looking ship-wrecked for the

The Tussock Clad Ladies ’won first prize - Dots 
Second was Tarzan and his Lady - R.ay

The judges vzere, Mrs Velma
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JOAN BOUND P.O.Box 178 Telegrams: BOUNDBOOKS

NEW in from LOTUS

For MEN

BIRTHS

LEE (6 lbs)

22nd May >

6th June Shetlands in

26th June

11th June

Marriages 
10th June

£2.45 
£3 065 
£3 065 
£5-55

Births
14th June
22nd June

HOUSE SLIPPERS & FURRY MULES 
in sizes 4 to 8 from £1.36

j^RRlAGES AND DEATHS
’’Let us rejoice with those who rejoice"

At KoEoNo Hospital
To Mr & Mrs Edward Chandler a son
To Mr & Mrs Claude Molkenbuhr a son LEE CHARLES

(8 lbs)
Rutland,

Overseas
To Dr & Mrs Charles Gallimore of Oakham

a son, ROBERT (71b 15oz).
To Mr & Mrs Delano Jennings of Lerwick 

a son, DARRYL (101b 5^oz)o
To Mr & Mrs Michael Milne (Betty McGill) of 

Glasgow, a daughter, TERESA (91b 10^-oz).
In the Falklands
■ ■■IL— . .■! ■■-I--—I"’ — - — -- --------------Trevor John Berntsen and Marjorie Florence

Anderson at the Office of the Registrar-General
Charles Alexander Albert John McKenzie to Alice 
Maud McKenzie at 1A, Pioneer Row.

WINIT TRAINING SHOES with soft leather upper 
in sizes 7, 7t, 8', 8^-, 9 and 10 
BULLFINCH Blue on White £4.— 
GOLDFINCH Gold on Black £4.40
Nylon SHIRTS in sizes 15 to 161 at £1.50
All Wool Arran SWEATERS with crew neck in Cream, 
Gold and Sky Blue, sizes M L & OS at £7-95
ALARM CLOCKS by BRAVINGTONS of LONDON 

Rooster in White or Red Enamel o.. 
Rooster Double Bell in Copper 
Repeater with Luminous Dial ... ...
METAMEC lighted dial ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCKS

BARBI ELECTRONIC GAS LIGHTERS £4.98 
SINCLAIR ELECTRONIC POCKET CALCULATORS £22.48
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Fro?., the Editor's Desk
Falkland Islands Reception 
Phil .tulic News
Letters to the Editor
. irpor t
. .Go B'rtcn
Sports Report
REVIEW
Births , M ;rri -ges nd De-.ths

Ti: .os (and the 184th 
Thank you for all your support, help 

Rugrut .bly this is something 
s just over .a wonth ago we were advised by the 

Secret, mi ..t, cur paper suppliers, th .t due to inadvertently letting 
their stocks get low they could be un.-blu to supply any for several 
w.c-nths, Naturally this c .:..c as .. shock but we will de cur bust to 
got sei.uthing out until : .ore paper arrives, 
lines -n . page and extended Margins so that this edition includes 
•..bout the equivalent of It pages of previous editions, .my offers 
of foolscap duplicating paper for sale cr replace:.ont would be 
approci .ted.

In the Filklmds J.ugust 1st is traditionally the first day of 
spring rather than the : id ale of September which would seen to be 
r.cru apprepri .te, However the weather although often cold, frosty 
and snowy has already included sone delightful bright windless days - 
which I think are the best days in the Falklands - sunny, still and 
crispo

Our REVIEW page notes that Mr T, Lr.yng has now- left the Falklands 
This will be viewed with Mixed feelings by sorte people, Undoubtedly 
ho was autocratic at cir.cs but he did poke an effort to get things

FROM JTU .f D1T0RJ 8.. :
Kelce. e to the 12th issue of the F,I 

issue of the Monthly Review), 
and encourage; ent in the p'.st year, 
of a crisis edition
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I

done .
was rejuvenated

The NEWSAGENCY proposes to. organise .. ; 
_h erica during the latter part - f September

Br iefly, 
Rivudaviu and the surrounding 
an overnight stop at Trelew.

■•Vo recently received n sheaf of information from the F.I. 
Cowwittcu concerning thu reception held in Old Hall, Lincoln’s 
Inn on Wednesday July 10th. There was a copy of a letter from 
Buckingha:. F:iln c o, ns fellows:
"Lionel G. Blake, L’sq.,
William R, Luxton, Jsq.,
Thu Falkland Islands Cowaittce.

The Queen sincerely thanks you and all those from the 
Falkland Islands attending the reception at Lincoln's Inn 
given by the Falkland Islands Cow .ittcu in London f: r your 
kind and loyal .message.

Hur Majesty much appreciates your good wishes•
PRIVATE S..CRJA-RY"

0;r bi dget now balances - and long overdue.
He went out round the Camp and invited criticisms 

and viewpoints on Government activities etc. Certainly he was a 
good friend to this newspaper and assisted it on the road to becom
ing truly independent.

It now appears that F.T.L. is dead, if not buried. The idea 
cf a local com- any running essential activities such as thu major 
stere, dock facilities, butchery etc, was an attractive one. It 

■ now appears that insufficient local money is available. There is 
talk of trying to raise some mere money in the U0K< but this seems 
to me to defeat the object of the exercise- which is to remove out
side control cf essential facilities.

REWSJJOTu:
The Argentine Government has restricted the sale, cf contra

ceptives and prohibited the dissemination cf information on birth 
control, aiming to encourage the population to double to 50 
million by the end cf the century (source: Bulsa Review),

package tour to South

the scheme is to offer either- .. vzecl at CoE-cdorc 
area or five days in Barilccha with
If the Comudorc- location is chosen 

t.‘ e main attractions would bo .. day at Surmienta taking in visit 
tc the petrified forest and the 1 kes .nd fishing -rc -s, JJ.sc a 
di y ... t an Estancia which would include’. .n as.adc- lunch. Other 
evening and day activities would bu urr.-ngud. Boriloche, the 
Switzerland of South ^murica, with its .'-a.gnificunt scenery offers 
excellent skiing, tours on th< l.kus and sparkling night life.

Nap and Joan Bound are ut present in South .uneric.a making 
enquiries and pl .nning the scheme and details ol the tour select
ed will bu made avail.ble shortly. For these whe would bo 
tr-veiling abroad for the first time, every assistance will bu 
given in obtaining passports, foreign currency, etc., and

- participants •-.ill be freed cf .11 the usual problems concerning
- flights, hotels, meals, etc......

* - - * LET.'.YOURSELF GO, YOU'RE BOUND TO ENJOY IT! -

There w .s . copy of the military pl ns for thu 2nd Bu. Scots 
Gu .rds ..nd Royal Marino Detach: ent; a copy of the evening's pro- 
gr... :.c; brief st tu.’.cnt on the aims .nd pl..ns of the F,I. 
Co.wittcu; a 5 page brochure headed 'THE FALKL..ND ISLANDS, The 
Facts .0.0.... xjnd the Figures’ - i.ost attractively duplic. .ted; 
an ..Ivortising leaflet from Bronte Wools (a brand nano using 
only F.I, We- 1); a list of : xr.bors of thu F,i. Coamittco and a 
lu .flut on the num F.I. coin...jo from thu Royal Hint, Wc assume 
that .11, or some of thesu, were- available to visitors to the re
ception.

Wu arc indebtul to Mr M.J. Dodds, lately a teacher at Darwin 
School (1967-70), for thu fallowing .ccount of the Reception.

'■huep Falkl..nd Islands British
This s the .’..ussagu .t a reception in London recently given 

by the Falkland Islands Co:a.itteo. .Is it w s :.y first contact 
with this couinittue and its activities, I thought :.y impressions 
might bo :f interest to ycur readers.

I arrived very late, bucausu of delays on the railway journey. 
The Old Hall ..t Lincoln's Inn a as cc-isfortubly filled by some 200 
people, standing chatting infer: -lly. There '.;ere three classes 
of people present. Islanders, now resident in Britain, but 
including sever’1 on holiday or business visits tc the U.K., num
bered about 40. U.K's made up both of the other groups. Thu- 
second, including we: .burs of the Falkland Islands Cowwitteo, con
sisted of puc-plc with an interest in the islands (whether for family 
or business reasons, or bcc use of past associations), who arc con-
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than the direct er indirect pressures by the Argentine Government? 
Thv. 1 ck of unity in the face cf in external threat has heralded 
trie end cf communities kLrv. Perhaps the Argentine needs only 
t< sit and u.-:it, If criticism of the Committee is soon to proceed 
fr m the Falklands, this is playing straight int' the hands of the 
argentine propaganda machine, since it ’..ill appear tc world opinion 
that the stated aims cf the committee in Britain arc epposed by the 
islanders, thus greatly strengthening the case for the "liberation 
of the Malvinas" from British imperialism. If there arc differences 
between the cci.L’.cittec ..nd the isl nders, it is imperative th t they 
be sorted out at cnee".

8p: First U.I
.re quite pl-., s nt to lock 

but it is very disappointing th it the unique '.nd interesting metneds 
of lest 1 Movement ..nd Delivery used, • -.nd in use, in the Falklands 
were net spotlighted.

On July 31st set cf 4 F.I. stamps v-ere issued to celebrate 
the centenary of the Universal Postal Union, They -re- headed 
Festal Transport Through the but in f.ct, .ctu lly c:veT only 
the 1 st 200 y< rs. 21 circul r picture in the centre of u ch stomp 
illustr tes the subject. They ere - 2p: Mail Conch rly 1'jth 
Century; 5p: F-ckct Ships 1841; 8p: First U,' , Aerial Pest 1$11, 
.nd 16p: C t pult h il 1920’s. They .re quite pl-.. s nt to lock t

Tn-- JkLi Lt.M) loL-ehpb CCjklTT^:
,-.s 'dvised on the R lie Newsletter here is a list cf Members cf the F.I. Committee in London. Their address is Room 402, The 

London keel _w<ch‘ nge, Brushficld Street, Londen JI 6_m.
Hunter Christie (Joint Secretary); Captain R.R.S. Penne- 

f th er, R.N.; Mrs _anno C r.Crcn; The Lady Hurd; James Johnson, K.F, ; 
R.y Carter, iAh; Russell Johnston, ?. ,P,; Clifford Kenyon, CB^,,JP; 
R.R. Merten; F.G, Mitchell (Joint Secret.ry); Sir Juhn D. Barlow, St. 
( Ch lirm-.n); Sir kilos Clifford, Kk, ,CMG. ,_-D. ,Hon.FRCS; Sir Nigel 
Fisher, kC, ,MF; billiam Cl rk, M.P.; Mich el Cl rk Hutchinson, M.P.; 
k..jor R. Stafford, R.i,.; Rich rd Buxton; A.J. Grierson, b.B.L.; 
Ledin Price, .-.C.; Sir Peter Scott, C.b.x.., D.S.C.; David Ainslie. 
The 1 .te r.oG, Berten was also a member.

4 •
corned that the continuing threat fro:, the ..rgontine should be 
properly appreciated by the British public. It was to help 
publicise the Falkland ease, in the light of recent now develop
ments, that the reception was organized. The point of the recep
tion was the putting across of the isl-.ndurs wish to remain British 
to the third set of people invited, li.P.s and press rc-prusoif:atives. 
Unfortunately, the critic .1 party-political situation in Britain 
now meant th:.t few of the- m.P.s who were invited ..ere .able tc at
tend, as there was an import .nt vote in the House of Cora .ons, 
Nevertheless, a display of :a torials illustrating the Falklands, 
their life-stylo and economy, gave an informative glimpse of the 
islands to those guests who caret- to leek. The shew included a 
selection of stamps (themselves ... great source cf infer; u.tion ..nd 
publicity about the islands); Falkland wool in the c rly stages 
cf processing (David Smith’s,Br .dford); pure Falkland Islands 
yarn (Falkland Island Brente wool, Hartley & Sen); Falkland 
Island sheepskins (Jacob Ilo.ru); Photographs of 1 .ndscapes and 
activities in the islands; and infer .ation handouts including 
the familiar 10 mile t< the inch map, wk th literature outlining 
the aims and : .e: bership of the Co: :: itteu, and setting cut brief 
details of the history and economy of the islands, emph. sising 
their British traditions .and fir: desire to r<a in British.

This topic likewise dominated the sever 1 confers .tions into 
which I was drawn, '.nd clearly the presentation c:.' this viewpoint 

- is the r.ain business and occupation of the com ittcu.
t Thu highlight of the evening was the parading cf the FalkL nd 
Island Colours by a party of the Rpyal Marines, tc the .ccempani- 
rent of military music by 0 detachment -.f the 2nd Batallion the 
foots Guards, of which the beating of the retreat and th^ sounding 
cf the last post were the climaxes. The military presence under
lined the Britishness cf oho occasion, and being held in the court 
j.: rd, .;as shared by the guests cf another dinner in ?. neighbouring 
ring of the Lincoln Inn buildings. Prominent a.mong these •..■era 
Eenor y Senerm de Basso, the .'.rgentinc first secretary and his 
v ifc.

I came aw-ay with the fueling that the F.I. Cowittuc is a 
tool for educating British and world opinion which has not yet 
echieved its full potential. I was however disti.rcbod to gather 
that there was apparently some distrust of the committee in the 
lalkLands, If this is so, (whatever the cause), I prompted to 
c sk, do the islands face a greater threat tc their sovereignty

Ilo.ru
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COrOP CG-OF
list of itc: _s tak^n .• t

CO-OP

is that many of these people who

CO-OP

arc unable to 
friend tc got 
re-. uir orients. it despatched. with two

. third a Kelper, therefore in this 
issue I must stand on the- side-line.

I watched with :------  -
being called to ; 
London on July 10th.

Wat never ceases tc amaze me

is available un the 
It is regretted that we 

__sk a

1E1M5. J0....ZHE. EJ)JXQH:
Publication of letters does not necessarily imply the Editor’s 

agreement with their contents. He reserves the right to edit them 
if necessary.

The Editor's Pest Bex has been doing well this month and we in
clude 5 contributions from our readers. You can’t keep Des Puck 
down and we begin with an attempt at verse by him in response to 
recent articles and correspondence.
Dear Sir,

This month we are offering you 
random which we fuel ’..ill be of interest tc y u.
Glass Grip Tight Feuding Bottles 22p c ch. Pl os tic Fruuflo 
Feeding Bottles 15i’P e.ch. Grip Tight Tu ts 2p each. T.b.s.n 
Tablets 17p bot. Bcr cic Lint 5p pkt. Zinc Oxide Pl stur 1” 
x 1 yd 4p° assortment of Bandages. Lighter ’"icks Ip u .ch. 
Nuts and Raisins op pkt. Chewing Gu:. in Spu-r:‘int, Peppermint 
and Fruit Flavours 2~p pkt. Cr^ Cr .ckurs 2p .nd 14p pkt -.nd 
23p pur lb. Cakes by the . all knu.n brand ELKES _ Dundee , Rich 
Fruit, Brandy, Continent-.1 and Irish whisky, priced f r-.. 85p to 
95p each. Dessert S uc^s in Fineapple, Raspberry -.nd Hilk 
Chocolate Flavours t 22p bot. Tomatoes 33p .nd 17p tin. 
Ccrrots 23p -and 14p tin. Beetroot 18p tin. ..re Foie t . 
offer a large variety of Bru.kf.,st Ceryls - .Ip .ci .1 1. 23p, 
Rncicles 25p, ..Ipun 28p and 57p, Variety Pack 29p, Puff- Puff. 
Rico 25p, Rice Krispies 23p, Corn .21 .kus 21p and 30n, Ipcon Size 
Shredded wheat 19p, Coco Irispies 26p, Sugar acks 22p", ~u<,t- 
atix 16p and 30p, Prosties 19p, Porridge 0 .ts 25p, Zuc’rit .s 21p 
and Pup 20p pur kt. To: .ato Juice 15p. Runner bL .ns 17p. ®ld 
(kk Chicken, Haw 2 lb., Tongue priced at £1.38, -22.23 and -21.30. 
Gorden Pens ICp to 80p per tin. Baked Beans 12p tc £1.25 pur 
tin. Hot Deg Sausages in IOC’s, 50’s and 20’s at 22.35, 21.25 
and 52p per tin. .Sardines in Oil -.nd Tc .to 19p tin. Sal. -n 
Alp tin.

Vanity Casus <23.45 each.
17c i: port fro. Cc udoro when space 

'aircraft fresh fruit and vegetables.
accept orders for these latter iter s.
some for you, or call yourself ..nd choose- your 

Yle -..ill-pack your Selection and h

KE-uP THjd FxxLKLxhi’D ISLANDS "BRITISH’1

I stood at our bedroom wind oar 
iuid as far as the eye could see 
There is nowhere like dear old Stanley 
Lhich is so peaceful, and so free.
Tourists arc amazed at its beauty
The colourings are fantastic to sue 
That’s why wo intend to stay "British" 
_\nd live'in peace by the son.
Peace and goodwill you will find here 
nnd loyal to the crown .as you knov;
So keep the old flag flying
And never let those islands go.
It was Captain John Davis who discovered those islands
In the year "fifteen ninety-two” 
xmd may his soul rest in peace 
nnd \ c stay ’’British" through and through.

Yours sincerely, 
Des Puck.

. Stanley. 2nd August 1974
Dear Sir, o^SpxQXIcigniy^lA^,

1 am argentine, me.rried to a Falkland Islander^ 
argentine born children and a \ „

I’.li interest the events which lead to a referendum 
support the Falkland Islands Committee Rally in
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pull the wool over your eyes.

1
J

she'd) soon get a het reception'
C.ULING F.UKL.UD I SLUDERS

addressed quite simply tc-:
Stanley, Falkland Islands, South xjmeri.ca* 
any others ..ere received* 
here he’d (or

so fervently say "Vve want to remain British" are the same ones 
who accept argentine scholarships for their children* Surely 
they must see that their children are being taught to held a view
point contrary to their own* Those children, particularly as 
they move up into secondary education, are learning all about the 
Argentine's claims tc these Islands* I think parents will be 
dismayed tc find that next time ‘they say "we want to remain British" 
the first ones to shout them down will be their own childreri*

Has this not occurred to anyone else?

I 9
Falklands, she has told you that some two years ago, it is no longer 
useful as a nav^l base, ij?gentine has a much brighter future for 
Falklands, - a forty hour week, two weeks holiday a year with extend
ed leave, so as you can all bask in the sun off the River Plate and 
stay at a reasonable hotel - no slogging in the peat bog from sunrise 
to sunset to provide for the following winter* You may think you 
are gutting a fair deal, but you are not* I leave it to you to 
decide, think how much better off you would be under the rule of 
your friendly ^gentina. COLD mpLRo

PO Box 26247 > Epsom,
__ __ _ ___ .. N 9E Zealand *

The Falklands has many friends overseas and we now hoar from two of them* 30&4 Marcel Rd, Montreal. 
H4R1B1, P0Q0 C£nada.

•n c- June 11, 1974Dear Sir, ’
I first visited your islands in 1947 and again in 1950 as a mem

ber of the Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey and made many fine- 
friends there* Over the past years (24 years) I have often wondered 
if my friends arc still there or now’ living in England or some other 
country*

Perhaps by publishing this letter in your paper may awaken some 
pleasant memories and I will be only too pleased tc. write them* 

Thanking you*
Yours truly, 

D* Farmer ('Dennis Farmer)
76 Rownhams Road, North Baddcslc-y, 
Southampton S05 9JE, Hants, England* 

1st July 1974o

)j^£jlj3t£rmines# the length of contract for a new Chi of JSccrctary?.
In the various Constitutional meetings held a few months back, 

the majority felt that a person should be resident in the Islands 
a minimum of one, two or even more years before being allowed to 
stand for election* The idea behind this being that nobody could 
fully grasp a given situation unless they had been here long enough 
to understand all the aspects of the case*

I feel very strongly that a Chief Secretary, who plays such 
an important role within these Islands, should be here a minimum 
of three years, preferably four, and the first year should be com
pleted under a Governor who has himself been at least a year in 
the Islands* Yours faithfully, 

_________ ______ ___ ___ ______  Ann Robert son
Mrs Vi Bonner received the following, apparently duplicated, 

addressed quite simply to: The House Holder, 40 ^oss Road, Port
- . V/e’d like to know if 

We suspect that if ’COLD KEEPER' cane

Irving from the 
Bransfield". This meeting
- ” ; "Battle of the Falk-

Thc day 8th December 1914 - when we sank the German

Dear Editor,
I have just net two young men T»T* Betts and B 

Falkland Islands who are attached to the " 
has brought tc me many nostalgic memories of the 
land Islands". 
Fleet*

I was, at the time, Yeoman of Signals, H.M.S* Kent, under the 
command of Captain John D* uJ-len.

I will never forget the warm welcome which the people of the 
Islands gave us then* They provided us with all the hospitality 
they could afford*

Unite together for the common cause of freedom, if united you arc 
strong, but divided you are alone* The British have nothing to 
offer you but exploitation and desolation, your standard df \ll7i ng

- will never be any better while the English land owners have the 
lions share of the profits, and keep you all as peasants, can you 
really say to yourself? I am going for a holiday this year, and 
really enjoy mysoli, no you cannot because you have not got the 
money and because your wages are too low compared with present 
market price for wool, under British Colonial rule. The motto’ is 
keep them poor, and look up to us as your masters, we will not 
pull the wool over your eyes. Britain no longer has any use for
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I
was,

from overseas working on the project

a-

'(if

(from Major Simon Cook, R.H.)

an 
ship.

Thank you all for your letters, 
pen-friend.
Mrs Una Thompson

company and will probably visit the 
Ivir Cadman will be- second-in-charge of

i, 5, Pekurn Crescent, Chigwell, 7011, Tasmania, 
7”ustralia - general interest plus stamps and penfriends.
Used to write to Wendy Buckland but has lost contact. (if 
you read this* V/endy - here’s your chance to start up again).

Finally we advise readers thht Mr R.-Napier doos intend to 
reply to the letters published in last months Times but is at 
present abroad.

(from Major Simon Cook, R.H.)
Stanley Golf Club is small but flourishes under the Chair

manship of Mr Des King. The administration is in the capable 
hands of Mrs Betty Hiller.

The 9 holo course is very interesting and it is easy to reach 
from Stanley, being only a mile from the War Memorial. The par 
for twice round, o.g. a full 18 holes, is 72. The only real prob
lem being the greens, which arc net particularly even.

The club is anxious to attract no;, members, because several 
of the members are getting on in years and if the club is to con
tinue to prosper - then young blood is needed. With this aim in 
vie;/ Hr Harry Milne has agreed to teach/coach prospective players 
and the club has obtained some clubs which can be lent' out.

In Oct/Nov a golf Championship will be held, consisting of 
open championship, a doubles championship and a ladies champion- 

Details of those tournaments will be advised in due course.
If anybody is interested in joining the Club, or learning to 

play - whatever his or her age - they should contact Mrs Betty 
Miler at Ross House or telephone 91.

It is so wonderful to know that a Commemoration Service in 
honour of those men who lost their lives during battle takes place 
every December 8th at the Cenotaph. I am certain that each 
surviving man of the Fleet would be pleased to hear of such de
votion.

You will have by no;? realised that I am fairly ancient
in fact, ninety-three years old on June 27th 1974»
By this letter I wish to convey to the People of the- Falkland 

Islands my heartfelt thanks for all they did for us then - and 
may they prosper, God Bless You.

Yours sincerely,
...... C. Hill..

.aid now a request for

FERIx ^lENT^IRPORT:
Visitors tc the Falklands during the week July 29th to August 

5th wore Hr Martin King and Mr Kenneth Cadman of Johnston Construc
tion Ltd. who arc the contracting firm for the permanent airfield 
Mr King is a director of th 
Colony from time t< time, 
the permanent staff here.

It is expected that those from overseas working on the project 
will begin arriving in September and the build-up will mean 30 - 40 
employed by Christmas. There is good employment news for any local 
people who wish tc offer their services. Hr King took pains to 
emphasize that residents will be employed as much as possible, 
-part from obvious needs such as manual workers there will bo vacancies 
for cleaners, cooks etc. for the hostel accommodation. Some office 
staff .ill also be required. There may be other vacancies. -*ny- 
ono who is interested in a job or wants more information should con
tact Mr Jack Ford. By the spring of 1975 there may be up to 90 
people working on the airport - both local and expatriate workers. 
It is expected that 12 - 15 families will bo coming out. Of course 
those extra people will mean increased trade for local stores and 
bars. However there will be also an opportunity for gardeners to 
make some- money too. It is intended to buy local produce e.g. fresh 
vegetables etc., where possible for the workers restaurants. Peat 
cutters will also be needed. The emphasis sowis tc bo "Vo* 11 get 
on with the airport, you give us all the backing support you can".

Clearly there will be much additional accommodation necessary 
and it is likely that various buildings will be erected - probably 
to the cast of Stanley. Some will be hostel-type for single mon • 
and there will also be some private hones. Wo understand that 
Johnston Construction are negotiating with E.S.R.O. for the purchase 
of housing etc.

Setting out work will begin as soon as engineers start to arrive. 
Special machinery required will arrive by ship in late November 1974® 
Fork will build up to a peak by spring 1975.and it is hoped that the 
•irport will be completed by about March/April 1976° Obviously 
local stone will be used for found.:tions etc. and it is probable that 
quarrying will take place in the Mary Hill area. The final surface 
of ihe'1250 netre runway will be asphalt. Mr King mentioned that 
Johnston Construction Ltd is a. medium sized construction company, 
has experience of this type of work, and looks forward tc working 
hero.
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incidentally, it was : y first 
I quickly realised his worth and
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If he disagreed with me (and
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was a 
life,.
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Good Evening Ladies and Gentlemen:
Tonight I wish to pay my personal tribute to a colleague -nd 

friend, Arthur Grenfell Barton: in sc dcing 1 knew 1 an. speaking 
on behalf of all the people in the Isl <n;s who knew nd respected 
him o

SPORTS REPORT by Terry Betts:
Darts_ - .....Loe^n^airi

Out of the 142 players t .Icing part in the 1974 Governor’s Cup, 
Pat Lee the 1971 winner won again, Thu standard of darts in this’ 
years tournament was fantastic. By the time the tournament had 
reached the quarter finals, there were- only three players still in 
that hid net reached a final before. Mike ..-.lazia, Ian Clarke and 
Royal Marine Ray Sr.dth being the three players in question, however 
all these lost ..t this stage. Mike .JLazia lost 2-0 to Pat Lee, 
Ray S; ith lost 2*-l to Stan Smith and Ian Clarke lest 2-1 to William 
Whitney, and the result of the other natch was G&ry Brown 2 Les Biggs 
I. In the semi-finals Pat Lee boat Stan Smith 2-1, while in the 
other semi-final match we saw the best darts played off all by 
William Whitney, who r..ust have rude Gary Brown feel quite sick, and 
Jumbo won through to the final 2-0. In the final Pat Lee beat

13
But the foregoing list of achievements, impressive as it is, 

-- ---- -- - It is of Barty, or as he was
, that I wish now to speak. I 

on :.y arrival in Stanley in Janu ry 1971, and in

Many older people feel that with k'r Barton’s passing an in
stitution has been removed from their midst. ’’.e younger ones 
have been denied, in the providence .1 Gun, one opportunity tu 
get tc- know this men wlm. h. d such a close link ;.ith many cl the 
significant'events of our Colony’s post. On the avenin;’ cf 
July 19th His Excellency the Govern, r bruadci st an 
which v;c quote in full.

’L.R x_Ei-R^Cl.H'ION 0i THi. LAii

Arthur Grc-nicll Barton came to the .?• Ikland Islands in 1920 
at the age of 19 's c .det for the Chartres Sheep Farming Co. 
Ltd. In 1923 he became _s si st ant Manager .it North ^rm and stayed 
until 1926, when he was appointed Manager, Geun Bros. Ltd. at 
Pebble Isl..nd. In 192? he married Dorothy Felton, and it was it 
Pebble that Mr and Mrs Barton spent sc many happy years together.- 
In 1943 he moved to Teal- Inlet and from 1959-1964 he was Colonial 
Manager and Local Director of the Falkland-Islands Company.

In public life Mr Barton was’ equally active, being appointed 
a Member of the Legislative Council in 1950 and later of the. 
Executive Council in 1952. He rem:iried a Member of the executive 
Council until he resigned earlier this year. f.t the time of his 
resignation,‘in a letter of thanks which I wrote to him, 1 mention
ed inter alia that surely it must be unique to h...ve served on the 
Executive Council for so long. ’ And the ether interests - Chairman 
cf the West Falkland Sports association for a number of years, 
Chairman cf the Stanley Sports Association for 25 ye..rs, Chairman 
of the Horticultural Society, Director and/or Chairman cf six 
private firming companies in the Colony, and a keen supporter of 
all sporting activities'- particularly cricket. I will personally 
lock back on those occasions when he interviewed sc man; prominent 

And last, but net least, ho 
staunch supporter of the church and the Christian- way of • 
and no dcubt it w..s this faith that gave him the- strength to

docs not show us the ?wn. 1 
affectionately known to his friends, 
first :'.et ,'_.G.
f. '.ct :y first trip t. c .: .p -..r.s '..-ith r f-.ily party in his Land 
Rover wh.cn wo wont to the Murrell: 
experience of being bogged, 
his integrity, and his advice and guidance to me - particularly 
during the first few i.enths - wore invaluable. For a ;r.n of his 
ago and experience he was f..r from being inflexible on politic..! 
or other : otters, but once h 
was rock-like in sticking tu it. If ho disagreed with mo (and 
ho was •: doughty opponent ...t tir.es) he never lot it interfere with 
cur personal relationship. Oft, ;;ith a stern visage, ho had an 
irrepressible sense of hu. our which --Iways br- ku through even on 
the most sole, n occasions wad I r^c .11 with pleasure the many 
.asides node by . .G., ucco: .p.:ni..d by a turn of the h^ad and that 
impish grin which nude all of us sec the fuiany side of a situation.

Ind no;, he has gone and the Falklands •..-ill never bu quite the 
s-.;:.c place without hi: . He ..ill be remembered, not only- fur the ’ 
c'-ntribution hu :..ade to thu Isl nds on the offici .1 level, but for 
the innun.ur ble acts cf kindness which he extended to many people 
in all walks of life.- .aid thu fact th..t the Colony stood still 
l.wt Tuesday -..ill, I hope, help .; little tu sustain Mrs Barton in 
the less :-f her beloved husband, xU-thur Grenfell Barton."
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darts with

Arts and

I

N-IwS NOIA:

cheaper thcr^ than

Gents

The- final ended in victory for Pat Luc ’..'ho boat 
In the final Pot Leu started and finished in tun

July 19th.

Kuns’ Suci ;1 Club w s held in the To-n H'11 
presented by Mrs Lewis.

social evening aw. s held in the Tabernacle schoolroom.
L target shoot was held, at i.'eddell Islands

- June 28th. In the Magistrate’s Court Hr Ro ..._ 
a charge of driving without due c- re and attention. ‘

Mr Bob Ferguson of Weddell Island reported killing
e bite from the

(brief) look at the events of cur TIMES.
’Monsunen’ arrived from. Punta Arenas carrying a full 

coal and tiwbur.
L.nnctte Danielson’ sailed for Gravesend via St. Vincent.
Mr T. L.ayng left the F.I. after two years service hero

RLVIjW _ a

Mr Fr^d Couch on holiday in Norway writes to tell of the 
astonishing fact the Argentine gram apples are 
in the Falklands 1

Sueesc various 
.rtists from the 
nd music 1 perform 
cr

July 27th.

June 25th.
load of

Jun^ 26th.
June 28 tho

as Chief Secretary.
In the Magistrate’s Court Hr R. McKay w?.s acouittod on

14 V
William 2-1. I don’t want to take anything uwy fro:: Pot’s win 
but in my opinion William Whitney stood head and shoulders above 
everyone else in this year’s Governor’s Cup.

Ros c ";." win h-f.k-hilAS.
The 1974 Kendall Cup has once "’gain been acn by the Rose ’L.", 

who bent the Globe Trotters in the final r. tch of the season 9-6 •> 
To pip the Little Jaspers by 2 points, Rose finished nd th 16 
points, Little Jaspers 14 points, Globe Trotters ?.nd Royal Marine 

The Rose "3” non the Challenge Shield to make 
" took the L’nock- 
Theru is non only 
’L_”, Ruse "B" and 

arc not able to pl y in this tournament as they h .vu all

June J28th. Hr Bob Ferguson of Weddell Island reported killing a 
fox and found in its stomach a complete lambs liver plus skin and 
wool - also bodies of other lambs killed by a singl 
stomach.

June J? 9th.
Juno 3pth_o

- "A” 10 points each. The Rose "3”
a fitting little double for the Rose. Victory 
out by beating Little Jaspers 9-6 in the final, 
the Chief Police Medals to pl:. y for, but the Rose 
Victory 
won a major title this year.

Lee takes Handicap Knock-out
The la -t eight players of the Handicap Lnock-cut, gathered to

gether in the Victory Bar on Friday tho 2nd of ..ugust to ploy off 
the 1? st three rounds c-f this tourn-a: ent, ..In the quarter finals 

‘ Pat Lee beat Ian Cantlie 2-1, Frud Fori bent ;,li Biggs 2-1, Harry 
Ford beat Willis: whitney 2-1 and Hike luzi.. beat Ion Beckett 2-1. 
In the so: i-finals Pat Lee boat Hike . .l.zia 2-1, and Fred For Ci beat 
Harry Ford 2-0. 
Fred Ford 2-0.

scores of 101, 60, 100 and first dart in tops.

winner: Jce Short; Ladies: Mrs Betty Short.
.rly^ July. S.O.xk. .nd Gfh.U. annual meetings in Stanley. After 
sudden du-th of 2.0.2-.. ch :irman Mr A.G. Barton an Acting Chairman, 
hr Robin Fit .luga cf Salvador, a s elected. It .. s also dis
covered th- t due to insufficient money being avail ,blu it is un
likely that Falkland Traders Ltd. will nc^ proceed.

July^ljth. ’..hist Drive at Geese Green Social Club.
July l_6th-lSth. Stanley Badminton Club Mixed Doubles Tournament. 

Winners: Rene Rowlands and Bob Gilson, who beat Frances Pock
•.nd Michael Luxton in the final.

July 18th. Canon Helyer returned from -i visit to S .n C'.rlos and 
outside house He d >:! the o':y cottage.

Parish Social evening in St. Mary’s x'nr.exu.
In the H.gistr-.te's Court Mr Rayioc-nl Robson was convicted 

of dangerous driving and fined £50 with a 5 your disqualific -.ticn3 
Mrs Y. ALazia and Mrs M.R. Berntsen convicted cf hcuse-bruaking 
and stv ling therein .nd bound over in sum of £20 tc keep the 
pu ce and be- of good bvh .vicur for 1 ye* r.

July 19th. D .ruin Shipping Lt... mnemeud th't it was nca- expected 
that the next ch-.rtur vessel would K .vc the U.K. in September.
(Ku me aaviued th. t a further v« sol will K: .vu 1 te October/ 
early November with airport equipment).

July 20th. Young people of Stanley enjoyed seme sailing r ccs in 
Stanley Harbour using the yachts Sant.. Cruz ..nd Ushu .in presented 
by the .argentine Navy.

Using the visiting .Argentine N vy vessel B .hia Buen 
.rtistic ctivitius were arranged by •. group of 

‘Fcndo 11.cion 1 de l.s artes’. Mime, dancing 
nces wore held in the Town Hall

fts exhibitions were held on the ship.
Thu Childrens Fancy Dross Party organised by the Lurking 

Thu prizes wuro
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GEORGIA CAROLdau
KIMJuly 4th son
MICHELLEJuly 13th dau
ELIZABETHdauJuly 20th

June 30th Staffs 0,

Deaths

.Birthg
July 3rd

J.pril 27th
July 12th

July 5th
July 13th
July 17th
July 26th

Marriages
July 9th

Aged 79 years 
Aged 73 years 
Aged 65 years 
Aged 80 years

Mrs /jin ROBERTSON 
xj?thur Grenfell B^JRTOM 
Chris Thor--as Levett JONES 
Mrs Edith ,\nn BIGGS

Gilbert Faulkner ALxZIA and Maggie /um McMULLEN at the 
Office of the Registrar-General.

Overseas
Mr J0T0 Smith and Rhone. Jacobsen in Southampton, U.K. 
Sidney Hales and Phyllis May Rozee at Swallow Church, 
Lincolnshire, Uol:..
(Reports on the last two next month, we hope!)

In the Falklands

At JUSJU. HosnXt&l
To Mr & Mirs T.J. ixnderson

(Jenny V/hitney)
To Mr A Mrs K. Baillie

(Virginia Morrison)
To Mr & Mrs L. Hirtle

(Shirley Biggs)
To Mr d* Mrs D. Davidson

Overseas
I'- Mr & Mrs Donald Jaffray of Rugeley, SA.I 
England, a daughter, GINA LYNDON (61b 2oz).

In the Falklands

BIRTIISx Ivix^RKxG^S D^ThS:

”V/e rejoice v.ith those who rejoice and sorrow with those ^-hc 
sorrow"o

NhV/SrN0TE<

The Apprenticeship Beard now comprises - Chairman: Mr 3. 
Turner; Superintendent of Education (ex-officio); Employers 
Representative 1 Mr ROD<» Clements; Operatives Representatives 
I'.tr W0E0 Bowles; General Secretary, G0E.U0
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0 I was
Due to the paper

Its a different size to usual
This has led to the changed presentation for it would 

o This shape

I am glad to say that notwithstanding the paper shortage mentioned last 
e Thanks to Mr Harry Milne who had a search made

This^ edition 
month we have a TIMES out for September 
in the F.I0C0 stationery store which led to the discovery of a large pile of duplicating 
paper surplus to requirements - which I was able to buy 
but ’beggars can’t be choosers’, 
have looked stupid turning this smaller paper round and folding it in half 
will have to stay for 2 or 3 months.

It is pleasing that the quality of printing is much improved this month 
dreadfully ashamed of last months standard and apologise for it, 
shortage it could not be reprinted. The problem was in the handling of our new equip
ment but we think we have this all sorted out now.

We start a new Times year with this thirteenth issue since the change of ownership. 
This will remain at 5p per issue. This doesn't mean that our costs haven't risen - in
flation hits the Times like everyone else. For instance paper is now over three times 
the price of a year ago. However, we have absorbed part of the increase but the main 
reason for the price remaining the same is that the F,I, Government has provided a subsidy 
amounting to approximately Ip per copy - for which I am extremely grateful. If it were 
not for* this you would have had to pay at least 6p from now on.

Finally the Review section has been carried over to next month to make way for all 
these wedding reports, 
Falkland. Island .Centenarian, In a telephone call the other day Mr Harold Bennett, our 
Registrar-General, advised me of the hundredth birthday of a F,I, born lady Miss Ann 
Elizabeth Coulson, The place of birth is not recorded but it seems likely that it was 
Stanley and the date - 31st July 1874» Surely you will all wish to join in sending 
greetings to her in California, U.S.A., where she now lives. 
Petitions, The other day I was presented with a piece of paper purporting to be a 
petition requesting the abandonment of the project to instai water meters in Stanley, 
This led me to investigate the proper method of presenting a petition from the Legislative 
Council Standing Rules and Orders, First, the petition should be addressed 'to th© 
legislative Council not, say, to the Government or to an individual.within the administ
ration, The front sheet should contain a statement giving the reasons for raising of 
the petition and also relevant information to the petition and should finish with a re
quest, in the form of a summary, called a 'prayer', e,go "We ask the Legislative Council
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ern Argentina*
Perhaps they might

they ought to be

Chris tian Fai t h,

proper publicity for your petition then send a spare copy to your newspaper!
V;e have come to expect enterprise from Joan Bound (Newsagency) and the

first * 
here or soine other matter - just let rip and send your letter to

Aid you? I’m delighted that so many people over the past few months have taken the 
tVouble~"to pick up their pens and ’write to the Times* And many people say that they 
look at the letters page first* So if you have a viewpoint about something mentioned

) me*

teaching at school 
which must, by law, taught in school) 
Falklands cannot be regarded as a Christian country* 
to decide but it is obvious that most people here have rejected the Christian way* 
haps the two clearest indicators are that the majority do not live the Christian life nor 
gather on Sundays for meetings with other Christians for worship, instruction and encour
agement* Yet a most curious fact emerges in Britain where Opinion Polls have revealed 
that some 90% of the population, although rejecting the Christain way for themselves, 
want their children to have Bible teaching in school*

Inhere does this all lead us? To take a new look at Scripture Teaching in school? 
To leave it to the Sunday School teachers? Whatever happens it seems to me a pity that 
Christians, the people who brought education to the people, should be pushed out 
altogether* I suppose the best answer is for all subjects to be understood in a 
Christian way*  . .  .
And^ X°

Outward-Bound* We have come to expect enterprise from Joan Bound (Newsagency) and the 
latest venture was outlined in an advertisement in August for a package holiday in South- 

The result is that on October 7th Joan and Nap Bound expect to fly out 
with five holidaymakers who will pay ,£150 each for a week’s holiday* 
be a little disappointed at such a small start to Outward Bound Tours but I don’t think 

It’s such a new idea here - and the majority of people are not in the 
habit of taking an annual holiday away from home* 
who J>ays the_ bill? Yhy, you and me of course, the good old taxpayer* A number of people 
have expressed to me their annoyance that the home of Mr and Mrs Stocks was not ready for 
occupation when they arrived even though it was known for months that they were coming* 
This meant that the whole family of six had to stay in the Upland Goose for a week longer 
than necessary adding over £200 extra to the bill* It really is disgraceful* I under
stand that the Education Committee are investigating the matter*
Christian JPaith* Mr Stocks provocative comments (see page 9) make one think deeply* 
The idea of Christian Religious Teaching in schools is a relic of the days when it was 
taken for granted that.a large proportion of the population were practicing Christians* 
In those circumstances it was right and proper that their children should receive Bible 

(in Britain,:Religious Education is, I believe, the only subject 
It appears that at the present time the 

Of course it is not a simple matter 
Fer-

to cancel the proposed plan to install water meters in Stanley*”
If you want the petition to be taken seriously then I think that minors should not 

be allowed to sign it* Certainly people should not sign on behalf of others nor should 
they sign it more than once* (The recent petition to 'Keep the Falklands British' was, 
apart from its hasty inception forbidding discussing in advance, rendered somewhat 
foolish by people signing it or. behalf of their families; some signed it more than once 
in different places and children, who couldn’t have much of a clue what it was all about 
also signed it* This makes us look foolish to the whole wide world*)*

Here is the official way for local petitions* "Every petition must be presented 
by a member who shall be responsible for seeing that it complies with the following pro
visions (otherwise it will not be received by the Council); a) it is addressed to 
Council; b) it is properly and respectfully worded; c) it concludes with a prayer set
ting forth the general object of the petition; d) no documents are attached; e) when 
asking for a grant of public money or the release of a debt to public funds the recommend
ation of the Governor thereto has been signified; f) it has at least one signature on 
the sheet on which the prayer of the petition appears, and has atjleast the prayer at the 
head of each subsequent sheet of signatures*” (my underlining). Of course, if you want
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CONTACT the

One coat of Magicote equals 1^- coats of. liquid Paints

Refills for Rollers 24p and 31p

COOP COOP

Thanks to all the correspondents.,

COOP

MAGICOTE 
We have a

COOP

have YOU THOUGHT OF JOINING, NOh IS THE TIME, SHARES aRl ONLY £10 LACH.
‘“’I" U'" <■*'.»•* « Mi tr.Mmi «*< w Ml-—-M r »■-. ■ i ■ i - II nnw.. JBBL.--- Tri- —— !■ _i i_l _ 1_ ■" 11 ~-l

MANAGER FOR FURTHER DETAILS.   - -   - - - ,

There are five wedding reports this month
Dwenda Smith,.to~ Steph,c.n Jlice

on the crown with small white and delicate pink flowers, made complete by a bow of sheer 
pink and white nylon at the back with streamers flowing to the hemline.,

The bridal party consisted of three bridesmaids, the adult and chief one being a 
friend of Dwenda’s. Zoe Smith, sister of the bride was junior bridesmaid and Priscilla 
Wickenden daughter of Alicia Wickenden (nee McPherson) was flower girl. All three 
bridesmaids looked lovely in pink nylon embroidered with white flowers over deep pink . 
crystaline, they wore white brimmed hats with sheer pink nylon around the crown with

•(■.■I -! ' ’ • •' v _

» Her gown 
omplimented by the beautiful hat Dwenda chose to wear, which was a wide brimmed 

picture hat of hailstone embroidered nylon with the scallops on the brim edge, decorated

The wedding took place in Auckland, New Zealand on 8th March 1974 of Dwenda, eldest 
daughter of John and Hazel Smith formerly of Port Stanley to Stephen Rice of Manurewa, 
Auckland,

Dwenda was a lovely bride in her short sleeved gown of white hailstone embroidered 
nylon with scalloped hemline and sleeve edge over a heavy crystaline satin, 
was c< „

SPRING TIME. IS..P^IffTIJNG TIME, to do this you need the best, for the best job 
Paint is just that. ( 
variety of colours from which to choose.
Paint Rollers 5” and 7” priced at 42p and 50p each, 
each. Dryers 32p. Thinners 62p per tin.

THINKING OF CHRISTMAS
Currants, Sultanas and Raisins, spin washed, priced at }6p, 39p and 43p pan packet.
2 lb packets Sultanas and Currants 99p and 88p per packet. 1 and 2 lb tins Margarine 
32p and 62p each. Bulk Margarine 28p lb. 28 lb tins Margarine £7.84- A good 
selection of tinned Fruits and canned Drinks. Buy now while stocks last.
Did you know our Evaporated Milk is only l}p per tin 14^ oz.
Inner Tubes 600x16 £1.50 each. Shopping Trollies £5,22 each. Childrens Play Tents 
£6.25 each. Foil Dishes, in an assortment of sizes. Ideal for cooking that special 
dish or storing pies etc. in your deep freeze. Dried Vegetables are always welcome at 
this time of year. We are able to offer the following:- Carrot Fingers 5&P lb; Cabbage 
74p lb; Onions 35p lb or £2.10 per 3 lb bag; Mixed Vegetables 58p lb - ideal for salads; 
Diced and Flaked Potatoes 35p lb.
The prices quoted are those ruling at the time of this advertisement going to press.
We reserve the right to alter prices at any time should it be necessary.
We welcome orders from Camp at any time, and these will receive our careful attention.
Orders received for items which are sold out will be passed on to another trader to supply, 
unless the customer instructs us otherwise. Place your orders now and perhaps save dis
appointment.
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length
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Swallow is a beautiful little village tucked away in the LincoQrshire Bolds*

on Saturday, 
was married

on Saturday 27th April in- Southampton and the account was

- 4 -
short streamers at the back and they carried baskets of flowers„

A reception for 120 guests was held from 5*30 - 8 p*m* followed by a supper dance 
to 1 a*m* to which more guests arrived to make up 250 and was enjoyed byfrom 8*30 p*m* 

all *
Dwenda is hoping to take Steve to visit her birth place in the not too distant 

future *
Rhqna c°bsen^ to jimmie Smith

This marriage took place < 
sent by Mr L. Bedford of Birmingham*

’’The bride was dressed in a full length dress of champagne coloured silk and lace- 
with a wide brimmed hat to match* The maid of honour, Mrs Kay Berntsen, wore a full 
length dress of blue trimmed with white* The duties of best man were ably carried out 
by Mr Owen Smith, brother of the groom*

A reception was held in Jukes Hall, Shirley from 4 p„m* until 11 p*m* and approx
imately 120 guests were invited* A marvellous buffet was provided and prepared solely 
by the bride and groom*

The wedding cake, a two tiered square,was made and decorated by Mrs Mark Lhitney 
A centre piece of fresh red roses topped the cake* Everyones comment ’’delicious”*

Music was provided for dancing and a real Kelpers evening was enjoyed by everyone*
The bride and groom left Heathrow Airport for a week's honeymoon in Bergen, Norway*"

Phy 1■ 1is ^R ozee. and Sidney^ Hales
(Thanks to Mrs Joyce Kerr for this account)*
"The marriage of Phyllis Rozee to Sidney Hales took place at Swallow Church on the 

12th of July
Phyllis looked very lovely in a charming dress of white net over nylon, Victorian 

styled, high waisted, sleeves that billowed from the elbow and caught at the wrist, a full 
skirt with a deep frill at the bottom, and completed by a frilled train* 
two tiered veil ornamented by a spray of orange blossom, and carried a bouquet of deep 
red roses*

The bridegroom was in Naval uniform, and his sister, the only bridesmaid, wore a full 
pink dress trimmed with white lace, and carried a posy of mixed roses*

The reception afterwards was held at the Village Hall, and Phyllis and Sidney left 
later that evening for their honeymoon in London*”
Lynda Dickson and Michael McRae.

(Account by Mrs Ann Robertson)*
"The wedding of Lynda ’Dickson and Michael McRae took place at Port Stephens on Satur

day 24th August* The simple marriage ceremony, performed by Mr Peter Robertson, was held 
at the Manager’s house at 3*30 in the afternoon and this was followed by drinks while 
several amateur photographers were busy recording the event*

Later on a buffet supper was held in the hall* The magnificent spread was enjoyed 
by all and after a short interval dancing got underway* Six musicians with accordians,
guitars, mouth-organ and drum helped to make this go with a swing* At midnight refresh
ments were served and the wedding cake was cut*

The bride looked charming in white lace ever a pale blue brocade dress and matching 
head-dress, made by her mother, Mrs Mildred Dickson* She .was attended by her younger 
sister, Valerie, wearing pink* The duties of bestman were performed by the bridegroom’s 
brother, Richard*

Unfortunately, due to bad weather, some expected visitors were unable to attend, but 
the L’eddell schooner arrived with eight people*

Lynda and Michael will be making their home at Port Stephens
.Claudette Anderson aiid^ Richard.
.. 'l^ormality'*and happiness was the theme at the Stanley Registrar’s Office
August 31st, when Claudette Anderson only daughter of Mrs M* Turner of Stanley
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters on any subject are welcome

As a

This is

Estancia Condor, Rio Gallegos, 
Prov* de Santa Cruz, Argentina*

2nd September*
Dear Sir,

The enclosed is a copy of a letter to the ’Cold Helper’* 
"Dear Cold. Helper,

I have read your letter in the August F*I* Times and it is apparent that your ideas 
of life in the Falklands are out of date and those referring to Argentina untrue* 
Helper born and bred at present working in Argentina here are a few corrections*

Wages on the farms in the Falklands are linked to the profits of the industry in 
the form of a monthly bonus related to the price of wool and production costs* 
not so in Argentina, neither do Argentine farm workers receive an automatic cost of liv
ing bonus every three months*

They are published on the understanding that 
the Editor does not guarantee the accuracy of their contents nor does he necessarily 
agree with opinions expressed therein*

to Richard McDonnell, eldest son of Mrs M* Mulligan of London*
Claudette, who in the absence of her father, was given to Richard by Ian Campbell, 

looked charming in a full length dress of white crepe* The elegance of the gown lay in 
its simplicity and was complimented by the bride who wore a large white boater styled hat

Arlette King was matron of honour and wore a gown of African Violet crepe and a 
large picture hat similar in style to that of the bride’s* Suzy Reive and Michelle King 
looked sweet in full length dresses of Daffodil Yellow crepe* The bride and her attend
ants all carried small posies attractively arranged by Mrs Peggy Halliday*

Richard and his best man, Jessie James, looked very smart in their Royal Marine blue 
uniforms with white peak caps*

After the short ceremony during which many photographs were taken, the bridal party 
along with their family and close friends, adjourned to the home of Ian and Nadine Camp
bell where champagne flowed and toasts were proposed*

At 6 o’clock a reception for 130 friends was held at Moody Brook and here a mention 
must be given to Mrs June Goodwin who had made and decorated the three tier wedding cake

The cake was a gift to the couple from
Mrs Emma Steen and Mr Jock Innes too bad done a superb job on all

which was the focal point of the table setting 
the bride’s mother 
the other delicacies that were available*

At 7 o’clock Claudette and Richard cut the cake using the Commanding Officer, Royal 
Marines sword amidst more popping of champagne corks* The.best man then called for 
silence and telegrams from family and friends abroad and in the Falklands were read and 
more toasts proposed*

The young couple left Moody Brook shortly before 8 o’clock and visited friends in 
the Stanley hospital before adjourning to their flat at Church House*

Claudette and Arlette's dresses were designed and made in England and were a gift 
from Claudette’s father Mr Hugh Anderson* Mrs Mary Henricksen was responsible for Suzy’s 
and. Michelle’s and these were made to the very high standard we now expect of Mrs 
Henricksen*

Farm workers in the Falklands receive three weeks holiday, as compared with their 
Argentine counterpart’s two* Furthermore, every four years Falkland Island farms pay 
for a passage to Buenos Aires for an employee and his wife - something unheard of here*

Working hours on farms in Argentina are much longer than in the Falklands, the 
standard of living much lower than in the Falklands* Not all small farm settlements 
have electricity here, let alone single outside houses*
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Dear Sir,

Do we have to take a back seat and watch these
By the time

New Island.
28th August 1974o

me, 
of?

that by writing such a letter under a false name you appear to 
khat are you afraid

As a parent I am 
two aspects; £

Fox Bay West.
August 21, 1974o

Because of the distances, it would be virtually impossible for the Falklands not to > 
have links with Argentina, but I am one Helper who says a firm no to anything to do with 
sovereignty, I am proud of my British Nationality. Argentina has a tremendous potential 
wealth and perhaps the time may come in the future, when she has a more stable system of 
Government and way of life, when we might benefit from some sort of an agreement BUT on 
our terms.

Finally, let me say,
to be the sort of person who isn’t worth bothering about anyway.
There are occasions for pseudonyms but this is not one of them.”

Yours faithfully,
Tim Miller.

Dear Sir,
After spending some time shopping and buying food recently in one of the Buenos 

Aires suburban supermarkets, I was disheartened to see the very favourable local prices 
for goods there compared to those same Argentine commodities being sold here in the 
Falklands. To show just one example

Can someone please explain why a bottle of Argentine Gin clearly labelled at 15 
pesos (which is about 60p sterling) is sold here at £3 per bottle? Obviously we are 
having to pay so-called "import duty" but surely not at this high rate? One can’t help 
noticing the many Argentines who arrive in this Colony that buy up all our English goods. 
Are they paying any expert duty on what they take out of this country? They pay the 
same prices as we pay. Why then are the Falkland Islanders obliged to pay such an ex- 
horbitant price for 1 bottle of Argentine made gin?

Reliable sources tell me that a bottle of English gin fetches <£7-£8 or more on the 
No wonder we only have Argentine gin available in our store these

EDUCATION 
naturally interested in this subject. I am mainly concerned about 

‘" ■ secondary education and camp education. In this letter I’ll stick to 
secondary education, put my view's and hope there’s enough feeling on the matter for me 
to be inundated with replies, polite or otherwise.

One of the main aims of secondary education, must be to give all children the chance 
of obtaining a sufficiently high standard of knowledge to enable them to go on to fields 
of higher education, university etc. This inevitably means the chance to take G.C.E. 
examinations if this further education is to take place in England.

In the Falklands at the moment it seems to be the policy that the greater majority 
of the brighter children are sent to Argentina. What is the point of this, regarding 
further education when the examinations at the end of it are C.S.E. exams, only grade 
one of which is recognised as equivalent to G.C.E. (and that grade is extremely difficult 
to obtain).I would imagine that most of these children will return with no chance to go on to

black market in B.A.
days.

In general can’t something be done about the English goods that arrive in the Colony 
for the people here in the Islands? 
precious stores being quickly sold in large quantities to the "tourists”? 
the Camp orders come around - there’s usually nothing left.

Yours sincerely,
____ _̂ KQhxn ^Rpbe.rts.orL^
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results recognised qualifications in Argentina?

have

But they are all worth reading0 
It is rather irritating not to

Are C.S.E.

Dave .

They 
Politics 

>■ letters”. The 
Overseas readers may order from the 

office price 40p plus postage to their country. Forrester.

Finally from Mr Fred Newman of Port Stephens there comes a note which he has forwarded 
from Mr Dave Bonnet, late of Fox Bay West and now of Scotland. He says, "Does anyone 
know who ordered this craft?"
PROJECT DRAWING REF Q/EM3/M4 FALKLAND ISLANDS 9348
DIMENSIONS 82’-9" x 18’-4”
LIGHTSHIP + 100 TONS CARGO
ALTERNATIVE CATERPILLAR DIESEL D343 6 CYLINDER 300/420.H.P

JAMES A
ROSNEATH, DUNBARTONSHIRE

The drawing was dated 1963, and the order never fulfilled so I was informed

PROPOSED SINGLE SCREW M.V.C.
x 5’-0" LIGHT/ 8’-4” LOADED. DESIGNED CONDITIONS 70 TONS 

POWER LISTER BLACKSTONE DIESEL ERS4MG 4 CYLINDER 310 H.P.
SILVER LTD. (YACHT BUILDERS),

^further education in England.
I’m not sure about that.

Surely the answer is to provide a G.C.E. stream in Stanley schooli
The main arguments against appear to be (a) too expensive (b) difficult to obtain 

qualified staff.
If all 

more money? 
English, 
and more suitable applicants could not be attracted here 
Islands that more and more people are seeking.

If secondary education in Stanley could cope with all ranges of ability and give the 
bright children every chance to continue on to a higher education, I for one would feel 
much happier. I feel that my children must be given this chance. If they fail,at least 
it was not denied them. ,, ~ mYours faithfully,

Derek Evans.

REVIE£J)F FALKLAND^J S.^US^OmiAL^ 1973
Unfortunately there were various delays in the publication of the F.I. Journal 1973 

but it was, as usual, well worth waiting for. This is the seventh edition and was, the 
foreword advises, issued under the direction of an editorial committee comprising the late 
A.G. Barton; John Smith; Ian J. Strange and Mrs Maria M. Rowe.

The contents cover the following - Visits by the "San Giuseppe II"; Introduction of 
Stock to the Falkland Islands; Loss of the "Leopold" on Grand Jason Island in I858; 
Justice and Police Force; Fred Newman’s Voyage, 1901; Extract from Capt. R. Fitzroy’s 
Report on the state of the Falkland Islands, 1833; the Duke of Edinburgh’s Visit to 
Stanley in 1871; Opinions on the Falkland Islands; Admiral Sturdee’s Patent of Baronetcy 
presented to the Falkland Islands and the Foreword to the Stanley Sports Association 50th 
Meeting Programme. All this for 40p. There is no doubt in my mind that this is a bar
gain. There are four pages of photographs and the articles are of excellent quality,. 
For me the most interesting articles were: the account of Fred Newman’s 62 day voyage 
from Teal Inlet to Stanley - via Buenos Aires where he was blown in his home made boat; 
also Mir1 Barton’s ’Foreword’ in his distinctive style.

The only fault I would find is not a serious one..
page numbers and an index so as to facilitate easy reference to the articles
The Editors say they will be pleased to receive comments for future issues, 

intend to continue publishing "articles of factual interest on the Falklands 
will not be entered into, nor will it be possible to publish readers’ letter 
F.Io Journal is obtainable from the Secretariat. C w
Times

overseas scholarships were stopped as then unnecessary, would that not provide 
Not all G.C.E. subjects need extensive facilities e.g. Maths, languages

I find it hard to believe that now that pay is equivalent to U.K. rates more
. We have assets in these
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we

in his home village of Cona di Venezia, Italy 
bike, took a curve too fast, lost control and crashed against a house, 
minutes later,.

had heard so much* 
sharing of views.

He is a key man in the Government Administration for
If they

DEATH OF CAPTAINDARIOTRENTIN 7
Falkland Island friends of Capt, Dario Trentin will be saddened to hear of his death 

at the age of forty on Sunday 14th July 1974. He twice sailed to Antarctica with Captain 
Cato He joined "San Giuseppe Due” in Stanley on December 20th last year and acted as 
navigator,, He qualified as an architect in Venice, He learned to fly during his Air 
Force service and was later employed as a pilot by Alitalia,

Ironically, for a man who travelled the world, sometimes in dangerous ways, he died 
He borrowed a friend’s new racing motor-

He died a few

N^^UPERINTEJ£^
Mr Barry Stocks the new 'S of E’, as he is often known, arrived with his wife and 

family on 5th August, After giving him a month to settle in and find his feet I went 
along to ask him some questions, 
he holds the final responsibility for determining the future of our children, 
are poorly educated the opportunities open to them will be far fewer than if they are 
well educated,

I asked him first about the Day Conference of Teachers on August 27th about which we 
He said that the purpose of it was to get everyone together for a 

He told me that quite a number of the staff in the Education Depart
ment had never met each other before. The idea was that it would provide an opportunity, 
not for him to air all his views, but for the members of staff, from Stanley and the Camp, 
to acquaint him with their views on what was happening in Education here; to share view
points and experiences among themselves and to establish principles for action in several 
areas, Mr Stocks said that he was very pleased with the conference and that he consid
ered that we have a good bunch of teachers. His Excellency the Governor emphasised the 
importance of the event by holding a Cocktail Party at Government House the same evening 
for all participants in the conference and their spouses.

It is essential for anyone working in a field like Education to have a personal 
philosphy for his job, a set of rules that he works by that have been built up from his 
training and experience, V/hen I asked Mr Stocks for his guidelines and how he expected 
to apply them here he said that education is not just the passing on of facts to be 
learnt, but rather preparation for living, This is not to be interpreted as training 
for jobs. Some people say don't overeducate Camp children in case they will not want to 
work there and then the farms will be without workers - does he agree with this? "No", 
he said, "education should open up choices for people". Indeed he didn't feel that 
education in different places should be treated as separate departments. He wants to 
see the education system unified to give the same opportunities to everyone. At the 
present time educational work is divided up between Stanley Schools; Darwin School; 
Travelling Teachers and those away on Overseas Scholarships, "The Falkland Islanders 
are one people", he said, "the educational system must be unified to benefit them all". 
He also felt that education is not to be regarded as only a job for the professional 
teachers. He claimed that it is a community responsibility and that parents and teach
ers must work together.

This was a good opportunity to ask the question, "Well then what do you think that 
parents ought to do to. best assist our children's education?" He was unhesitating- 

in his first point which was that he considered that a stable home background was the 
best help parents could provide. If parents provide a happy., steady home background 
i,e, remaining with their children during their childhood, sharing interest in what the 
children do .giving encouragement. when. the child has made an effort or finds things 
difficult rather than just criticising - these are. the things that help enable a child 
to be well balanced and make the most out of what school provides. Good parents will '



jell,

to their leave
He felt that these 17ere

He feels that

School?
viewed them

He would be deprived of 
Maybe this period

• • ■ ' ’ jo Was
school complex in Stanley to replace Darwin

o He
Major Cook had been invited to address the day conference on the 

and sports but such things as orien- 
He said that the Marines had offered their considerable

- also make sure 
toon strips.
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that there are plenty of good books around the home - not just cheap car- 
He also reminded me that teachers were always pleased to meet parents at 

times other than official open days to discuss any problems that may arise, Well, I 
certainly got what I asked for there I

At this juncture I asked him a few questions that required shorter answers 
there any action over the proposed plans for a j .

He said that he had received them and together with the school staff had re- 
Quite a number of suggestions for improvements had been made and the 

Governor has asked for a full report.,
1 said that 1 had heard that the Royal Marines had offered help to the school 

said that it was true, 
subject of ’Outdoor Pursuits’ covering not only P,E 
teering, cliff-climbing etc, 
resources and expertise and the staff were at present working out how they can best be 
used.

We discussed recent rumours that said that the Government policy would in future 
limit teachers to serving a maximum of two tours only, 
should serve?

How long did he think teachers
He felt that 6 to 10 years was quite long enough otherwise a teacher 

would, in the Falklands isolation, fail to give of his best 
the new ideas, stimulus etc, that is available in larger communities 
of service could be lengthened if refresher courses were undertaken - perhaps such re
fresher courses should be compulsory anyway for teachers when in Britain - in addition

The difficulty was to balance the need for stability and for freshness 
One matter that would affect the likelihood of teachers staying and would also affect 
future recruitment was the conditions in the houses provided 
below standard and great improvements were needed.

Campers will want to see and meet the new 'S of E‘ so I asked him if he intended to 
make some tourso He said that he was making arrangements to go out to Camp pretty soon. 
He' had already met the Camp Teachers in conference and was beginning to get to know their 
problems. He hoped that he could meet the Campers in their own homes as well as at meet
ings which might be arranged. He hoped that Camp Teachers would be able to come in for 
seminars on a regular basis to stimulate them and exchange ideas with each other and with 
teachers in the larger schools. He had not had time to look into* the Bell Report sug
gestion of tape recorded school lessons on cassettes but he thought that he liked the 
idea and would pursue it to see what it offered,

We also discussed the subject of Religious Education as I had noticed that R,E, 
teachers were not invited to the day conference on August 27th, He said that he did not 
agree with teaching R,E„ in school, I said I thought this was strange as I knew he was 
;:n active Christian, He said he had thought it out and felt that the Christian faith 
was not well served by religious teaching in schools, "It puts people off1', he said. 
It is taught as a subject when it is a way of life. He said he didn't like the present
situation where the children were divided up into different groups according to the 
denominational background of their parents,

Mr Stocks has signed on initially for a tour of two to three years, 
the Education Committee is behind him and that parents seem interested in Education, 
He obviously has a lot of ideas and dedication and we wish him well in his job.

NEW V^rS^O’ S
Arriving by 'plane on September £th were three more members of Voluntary Service 

Overseas - an organisation that channels able young people to serve in developing coun
tries for pocket money only. It is felt that the opportunity to travel and gain new 
experiences is also part of the reward,

David Hampshire comes from Chelmsford, Essex, is interested in sports and has recent
ly passed G,C,E, 'A' levels in Geography, Physics and Chemistry, /mother sports enthusi-
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mull experiment with Falkland’s grass
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We have received from Mrs E, Ferguson a cutting from an unnamed Scottish Newspaper
It is subtitled, "May revolutionise livestock rearing in Scot- 

l/'j understand that the Tussac referred to was in fact grown by Mr MacRae’s mother 
is part of the article, 
succeeded in growing an unusual strain of grass which he thinks

Place,
Port Louis (for Pt.L,, Johnson Harb,, Green Patch and 

Rinc on Grande),
Port Sail Carlos,
San Carlos (overnight stay),
Douglas Station (Douglas, Salvador and Teal Inlet),
Goose Green (overnight stay).
North Arm,
Fitzroy,

^NSTITOTIONAJu COMMITTEE JAKES,. TO, TIffi ROAD, ALAIN.
Chaired by the Deputy Chief Secretary with the Hons, S 

Constitutional Committee hopes to complete the following programme 
secretary will be Mr E,C,

Date
Sept, 17th

with the above heading, 
land"I
Mrs Clara MacRae,

"A Mull crofter has 
could be of the greatest significance in revolutionising livestock-rearing techniques in 
the West Highlands,

The crofter, Mr R,DO MacRae, Bunessan, gave details of his experiments at a meeting 
of the North Argyll Executive Committee of the N,F,U, which was held in Oban on Tuesday,

The grass is an unusual kind of tussock found almost exclusively on the Falkland 
Islands of which Mr MacRae is a native. Two years ago his brother who is on the crew of 
the research vessel, John Biscoe, brought back to Mull about a dozen tussock plants which 
Mr MacRae cultivated. The first year the plants simply held their own but this year, 
said Mr MacRae, they had seeded well and were giving every sign of developing.

Added Mr MacRae, who began crofting on Mull three years ago: "I think it is the 
first time that this kind of grass has ever been grown successfully in this country, 
is an extraordinarily valuable livestock food on which both cattle and sheep thrive 
wonderfully, I feel that if it could be properly analysed and developed, it might well 
revolutionise farming in the West Highlands,"

Mr MacRae said that in the Falklands, even poor cattle put on this grass came into 
wonderful bloom within six weeks. Sheep achieved top condition in just over three weeks

It was a highly nutritious grass and one of its major advantages was that it kept 
green all the year round, "It would certainly help to solve our winter feed problem," 
said Mr MacRae,

The grass seemed to thrive on the sort of highly acid soils generally found in the 
West Highlands,

Members of the committee agreed to seek the support of the West of Scotland College 
of Agriculture in investigating the potential of this grass,

Mr Archie MacLeod, the college adviser for North Argyll, who was present said he 
thought the college would be very interested in Mr MacRae’s experiments,"

- 10 -
ast is James (Jimmy) Yuill 'who hails from Sutherland, Scotland, He is a competent ? 
musician playing piano, guitar and banjo, David Williams is keen on rifle shooting and 
so should feel at home here’ He is a police cadet with Hampshire Constabulary, Inter
ested in social work he served as assistant house-parent in a childrens home.
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(500 yards) and 46 in the

548Ko
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Cantlay is one of the more renowned coaches at Bisley and the results reflect great

♦
SPORT^ REPORT -

"Alexandra"
(600 yards)*

Total 
'145 
135 
134 
134

lOOOx
43
43
44
43

Total
96 ”
94
89
88

600x 
‘3'0' * 
45 
45 
41

600x

31
29
30 J>67_

"Ju pi or= Kolapore:' 
Henricksen 
Sloggie 
Goutts 
Summers,

" Junior* Mackijiiion” 
Henricksen 
Sloggie 
Summers, K* 
Coutts

200x
' 32”'
30
29
30 

(Kenya won
300x
47
44
40
46 

(Kenya won

500x
3T
33
31 
28 

with 378)
500x
48
46 
49
47 

with 557)
900x
46
45
42
39

Total 
"89 "
88
86_J2_

(in this competition Falklands beat Kenya by 4 points, 
Guernsey and Jersey being the leading scorers)*

The team was coached by Mr D*F* Cantlay of the City Rifle Club with his usual efficiency 
pr Cantlay is one of the more renowned coaches at Bisley and the results reflect great 
credit on him*

Our gratitude goes out to Mr ¥i’*J* Grierson, M*B*E*, for his ’on the spot’ reports

His 46 ex 50 at 900 yards 
Bill Coutts’ 48 ex 50 at 

There were 
1,000 competitors in the individual competitions and to have two from here 

Other commendable scores in the individual

This month is Rifle Shooting,,
OUR BOYS AT BISLEY

Bisley the Mecca of rifle shooting since i860 fthen at Wimbledon), set in the beaut
iful green countryside of Surrey, is the home of the National Rifle Association of Great 
Britain,, The N*R*A’s* declared object of "fostering marksmanship throughout the Queen's 
Dominions" is exactly what has been achieved over the years* Today Bisley with its happy 
atmosphere of informality, draws rifle teams and competitors from all over the Common
wealth, pitting their skills against the wind and light* Bisley has a special flavour 
all its own, that endears the place to those who know it and draws them back year after 
year*

This year Robin Henricksen and his scratch team (Bill Coutts, Alastair Sloggie and 
Keith and Terrence Summers) are to be congratulated on an excellent performance against 
heavy odds* While the team did not win it should not be overlooked that they had but one 
top class shot at Bisley and in the circumstances the results were extremely good* In a 
letter to the local Chairman regarding the team’s efforts, the Secretary of the N*R*A*, 
Air Commodore A*B* Riall, C„B*E*, wrote "As always the Falkland Islands image was splend
idly maintained at Bisley*o****"* This sums up the position admirably*

With the target dimensions considerably reduced this year the most noteworthy effort 
was Robin's fantastic score of 145 out of a possible 150 over three ranges in the 
"Kolapore"* This is of international class - well done Rob* 
in the "Corporation" earned him 17th place in the prize list* 
800 yards in the "Clock Tower" gained him 29th place in this competition* 
probably over 
with such high placings speaks for itself* 
events were:

A*
R*

Sloggie 47 ex 50 in the "Daily Telegraph" (300 yards) 
Henricksen 47 in the "Daily Mail" (

Detailed scores in the team events were:
' ’ J uni or Overseas'' 

Henricksen 
Coutts 
Sloggie 
Summers, K*
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Bill was our Club Secretary for many years and has repre-

It is gather-

NaRRIAGES AND DEATHS
?!

o

July 23rd
Roger Thomas (71b 5oz)son

Church Cathedral

In the FalklandsDeaths

Order from the Editor.

To Mr & Mrs R.E 
To Mr & Mrs I

Georgina Anderson (91b 2oz);
: Elizabeth Davidson

son 
dau

Steven Charles (51b ]5oz) 
Lisa Jane (81b 14oz)

Carl Patrick Fleming BIGGS 
Cecil Francis /ING
Nellie MclTHAN

Aged 73 years
Aged 82 years
Aged 70 years

Births,
August 18th
August 31st

August 20 th
August 30th
August 31st

kprric.ges.
August 3rd
August 24th
August 31st

f? o

To Mr & Mrs Basil Barnes of Carterton, 
New Zealand

The Falkland Islands TIMES, P.O. Box 60, Falkland Islands. 
Editor and publisher - Robin W. Forrester.

In the^ FallcLands,
Gerard McKay and Paulina. Agatha Kiddle in Christ
David Michael McRae and Gloria Linda Dickson at Port Stephens.
Richard Lawrence McDonnell and Claudette Anderson at the Office of the

Regi s t rar-Ge neral

Birth weights omitted from August TIMES. ( 
Kim Baillie (51b); Michelle Hirtle (61b llioz)'; 
(71b 15oz).

which reached us so quickly.
sented the Colony at Bisley.

Finally, the team wore accorded a long session in the Commonwealth Club with Mr Ben 
Ford, M.P., a co-opted member of the N.R.A. Council and a very keen shot, 
ed, by implication, that marksmanship was not the only subject discussedi

Our overseas subscription list is at present being revised. Would you like to 
send the TIMES to your friends, relatives, colleagues overseas? Rates are £1 
for surface mail (12 issues) and For airmail (12(. issues). (Over 50 people 
have changed to airmail during the last year as it gets there so much quicker 
and more regularly). a note, will be enclosed with all new,sul^sp_ription,s_j,Lnd 
renewals so that, they._cpn thank you.

BIRTHS
V-e rejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow with those who mourn

At K.E.j,,, Hospital
1. Dickson (iris Ford) 
Jaffray (Eileen Stewart)

Overseas
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fire at North Arm,

FROM Tffl„EWTOR'J..OESK
I’m sorry that the. Times is so late this month.

Although they went back over many years.
There was nearly another serious

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page 11
Pa.ge 12

colourful, 
music at earsplitting volumei

HelpJ 
a i 
is this. 
Tabernacle of course) 
love of helping as part of my work as 
need to ask, 1 don’t promise, to have the answer but I’ll do my best, 
just to talk it over with someone outside the family, doesn’t it? 
F,I, Committee. The formation of a local branch of the Falkland Islands Committee has 
brought about an interesting situation. Presumably it will be grateful for all our sun
port in the coming months. It raises, however, some interesting questions 
why its formation was rushed through so quickly? 
all done the- next, . 7' 
readers the issues involved, 
advice to its London parent?

our 
One wonders 

An announcement one. week and its 
It certainly cut out the chance of this newspaper .pointing out to 

Lilso, in what areas is' the local committee going to give 
Nothing on this was settled at the meeting.

The most interesting question of all to me is, who is this local committee going to 
ipeak for? The situation is this. The London Falkland Islands Committee appears to be
in contact with a number of important people. They have stated that their aim is to 
on to these important persons•the views of the Falkland people on different matters, 
London committee wanted a local committee formed to pass on the views of the Falkland 
neople to them. However, the local committee only represents the 120 or so people who 
turned up at the meeting. So who does it speak for?,,,,,. As it, at present, does not 
speak for all the residents but only a small percentage’of our population-what attention 

(continued on page 11)

The reason is that I had to be in 
Camp at the usual publication time. Of course my pastoral work must come first.

While I was in Camp I saw several interesting things
I visited the newly decorated teenage room at the Goose Green Social Club, 

Purple and orange hit you between the eyes - but very tastefully done.
Nutt Cartmell showed me his very interesting collection 

of 1?,I, stamps - including some imperfections,
I was amazed hardly any had anything to do with sheep.

A chimney support on the Manager’s House nas well ablaze but very 
fortunately Mrs Lyn Blake spotted it, 

Quite often people approach me
nasty rumour got back to me which suggested I was making a pile out of it I 

If a company ask for help etc. then I charge a fee (which always goes to the
If a private person wants help or advice then I do it for the 

a pastor. If ever I can help you then you only
„ ’ > Often it helps
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Jim and Ossie

with the O.I.C.’s ceremonial sword - with all the

Price £60

Bonita wore a white picture had which was
She carried a bouquet of mixed flowers, 

and small niece Anita Tomlinson who both looked charming in full length gowns of pink
These gowns were all made by

FOR SALE NOTICE
For sale at Carcass Island:
One 5-man Inflatable Campari Dinghy complete with one pair of oars, outboard bracket, 

patching gear and foot bellows , Un-used, Reason for sale - this dinghy is too large
for our requirements,, Price £60, Apply to Mrs K, Bertrand, Carcass Island,

YZEDDING REPORTS 
■i. — — —* •

Shirley Hir11 e and Fred I^thej?i^,tqn
At 10,00 a.m. on Saturday, 17th August, at the Registrar’s Office in Caernarvon, 

Wales, the wedding was solemnised between Rose Ann Shirley, only daughter of Mr and Mrs 
Wallace Hirtle, of Stanley, and Frederick Joseph Hetherington of Birmingham, England,, 
The two witnesses were Shirley’s mother, who had flown to Britain for the occasion, and 
Mir Harland Greenshields of Douglas Station, Mrs Janet Greenshields and Clare were also 
present.

After the ceremony photographs were taken by a photographer of the Caernarvon Herald 
and the party then went, by car, to the Greenshields' family home. There toasts were 
drunk to the health and happiness of Shirley and Fred, after which the party had luncheon 
at the Beehive Restaurant,

Later the two-tier wedding cake, a present from the bride’s parents, was cut and 
sampled at the couple's home. The cake was made and decorated by Mrs Marjorie McPhee 
and taken to Wales by the bride's mother.

We wish the newly-weds every happiness in the years ahead, Shirley and Fred would 
like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who sent messages of goodwill on 17th, 
and for the many presents received,
Bonita Anderson and_^pi^airf ield

The wedding took place at the office of the Registrar on Saturday the 28th September, 
between Bonita, daughter of Mr and Mrs Richard Anderson, of Stanley, and Royal Marine Jim 
Fairfield.

Bonita, who was given away by her father, looked very pretty in. a full length gown 
of white nylon net over heavy taffeta. The gown had a net yoke and the high waistline 
was finished with a satin belt which matched the three banded frill on the bottom of the 
skirt, Bonita wore a white picture had which was set off to advantage by her long dark 
hair. She carried a bouquet of mixed flowers. She was attended by her sister Dilys

flocked nylon over taffeta and carried posies of flowers, 
the bride’s mother, and the flowers were arranged by Mrs Peggy Halliday, 

Jim was very ably supported as best man by Corporal Ossie Parker, 
looked very smart in their blue dress uniforms.

The reception was held in the Town Hall as was also the supper for some 30 guests, 
the catering for which was all done by Mrs Anderson, while the catering for the reception 
was in the capable hands of Marine Dave Platt and Mrs Anderson. Two other helpers who 
made the proceedings flow smoothly, especially as bartenders at the reception, were 
marines Griff Griffiths and Macky Dunford, and Micky Dunford needless to say later enter
tained the supper guests with some songs, while the best man, Ossie Parker, made a very 
to the point speech, read the many telegrams and proposed a toast, after which Bonita and 
Jim cut the beautiful two-tier wedding cake, made by Mrs June Goodwin and given to Bonita 
and Jim by Mr and Mrs Richie Anderson, 
wedding cakes in this detachment I think Major Cook will have to have it sharpened when 
he goes home.

Photographs were taken by Marine Eddy Birch and Richie Anderson, 
V/e would like to wish Bonita and Jim every happiness in the future.
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COOP COOP

NEW GOODS EXPECTED BY THE NEXT CHARTER VESSEL
jars and 1^- lb tins

A large assortment of

We

COOPCOOP

(Edo

balanced budget instead

thus causing disappointment, 
phone .

LOOKING BACK
"There is nothing new under the sun." (The Bible - Ecclesiastes chapter 1).
From the Governor’s speech as reported in the Falkland Islands Monthly Review of 

May I960. "Problems of the future that must be solved include - emigration from the 
Falklands - ways and means of improving our education facilities - the need to improve 
our pastures - ensuring that Government services are maintained at their present standard 
of efficiency and'that conditions of service are competitive - a 
of recurring deficits and the steady draining of our reserves.,'’

also 25 lb tins, 
and 1^- lb tins.
A large selection of Suitcases, Travel Bags and Attache Cases. Anoraks all sizes, some 
of which are fur lined. Hard wearing Corded Jeans sizes 28" to 32”, extra heavy Working 
Jeans, Nylon Boiler Suits, Fishermens Pullovers. Coloured Crayons, Felt Tip Pens, Jumbo 
Paint Books. Stainless Steel Tea Set 32 oz, Cruet Sets. Ladies Handkerchiefs, Girls 
Tights, Extra Large Tights, Crucifix and Chains, Mens Handkerchiefs, Balloons, Cutlery 
Sets Stainless Steel, Salad Servers. Coloured Towels, White Towels and Tea Towels, 
Single Blankets, Cushion Covers and Coloured Dusters. Christmas and other Greetings 
Cards. Tractor Grip Tyres by Goodyear 750x16, Inner Tubes 
Rowntrees Chocolates in blocks and gift boxes.
The usual supply of other Grocery items are also expected.
Place your order with us now, why wait until the items are opened and perhaps sold out, 

Persons in the Camp may order by letter, telegram or tele- 
Just dial 215 or address your letters and telegrams to Coop Port Stanley, 

will do the rest and also inform you if we are unable to fulfil your order.

Maxwell House Coffee in 2 oz, 4 oz and 8 oz jars and 1^ lb tins. Coffee Granules 4 oz 
jars. Birds Angel Delights in Strawberry, Raspberry, Banana, Butterscotch^ Chocolate, 
Orange, Lime/Lemon, Coffee and Peach flavours. Birds Custard Powder in 11^ oz and 22 oz 
drums. Dream Topping in 48 gr and 96 gr sizes. Lemon Pie Fillings. Birds Baking 
Powder in 4 oz and 7 lb tins. Millac Milk in 1 Itr sachets, 1 kilo and 2^ kilo tins

Ice Cream Powder Vanilla flavour. Coop Instant Coffee in 4 oz packets

CABLE I^pESS^ LIMI^D
On October 1st Cable & Wireless Ltd. took over the responsibility for running the 

Colony’s external telecommunications. The new local manager is Mr R. Roden (Telephone 
389) and his office is in the B.A.S. building in the grounds of Government House, Stanley« 
A booklet published by Cable and Wireless reveals that worldwide the group employs over 
10,000 people. They operate radio stations, satellite earth stations, inland telephone 
systems, over 50,000 miles of submarine cable and at the time of publication had a cable
ship fleet of 6 vessels. An intriguing article offers "Your own satellite?".

Perhaps that is what you Camp folks need who don’t receive Stanley clearly or at 
all?).
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BOUND

Factor for Men

NOWIN
£6.29

E & OE

LOTUS SHOES

CAMBRIDGE 
SCIENTIFIC

BIMBO ■
BEANO
BUNTY
BUSTER
BELZER

COR
DANDY
DIANA
DENIS THE MENACE 
HOTSPUR

now
ii

SALLY 
SPARKY 
TOPPER 
TWINKLE 
VICTOR

OOR WULLIE 
PLAYHOUR 
TINA 
RUPERT 
ROBIN

JUNE
JUDY
JACK & JILL
LITTLE STAR
LION
MANDY

CHRISTMAS GIFT SETS By _M A, X J_ 
’ Dusting Powder 98p 
Sophisticats - a

only £19®75
” £32085

The' following CHILDRENS ANNUALS will arrive this month and advance 
orders can now be taken -

After Bath Powder £1.25
Talc 
Cologne 54p
After Shave 51p

ALSO ARRIVING THIS MONTH - A wide range of Chad Valley TEDDY BEARS
The new October collection ^f Ladies Shoes and 
Slippers - all personally selected at the London 
Show Rooms

;dso Childrens Slippers (Tom & Jerry design) in sizes 3-10 
Girls Slippers Sizes 7-13

Camp Customers are invited to contact the NE”.SAGENCY indicating 
their shoe requirements and these can be sent on 
approval

JOAN BOUND (NEWSAGENCY)
v y ;;; # sjt£ i;. .y # j,.- j,. »J<

FACTOR all beautifully packaged
Cologne 1 oz.Sprays 69p 

cat holding a bottle of.Perfume - 7Sp 
Bath Sets. (Soap & Talc) 71p

Twin Sets (Talc & 2oz Spray) £1.26
Presentation Sets (Talc, 2oz Spray and Bubble Bath) £1.50
Aquarius: Cologns Spray £1.05 Body Splash £1.44

Talc 3&P

_STOCK
’.Thy not enjoy these sunny days with a Black’s LOUNGER BED

Camp Beds - Ideal for that extra visiter - £4*75 
Black’s Sleeping Bags: Pal-o-Mine £10.85 Icelandic £14*75 
Bergans Mini Frame Rucsacs £16.74 - Mt Blanc Rucsacs £14*85

Folding Arm Chairs £3®20
CAMPING & FISHING- Bowie Camping Knives with Sheath £1.72 & £2.15

DIAWA Spincast Reels £3®40 Nylon Line. 34p
Spinners 3Op Floats 13p Hooks Ip

ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS The NEWSAGENCY is now Agent for SINCLAIR 
and arc- pleased to ofier .tne following 
models:
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7.62
8.22
8.69

East F.
Vest F. 
Islands

Clip per she©£.(1^ sJ 
6.69' 
6*81 
6.98 
6.67 
6.44 
6.61 
8.22 
8.13 
8.04 
7o62 
7.82 
7.93

STOCK returns
The l>73/74 Stock Returns were published in the September Government Gazette, 

most important figures are reproduced below together with some details from the past for 
The pre-war figures are from the Davies Report on The Grasslands of the

Sheep shorn per_ year 
~ ’ *712,000 

683,000 
659,000 
621,000 
611,000 
607,000 
565,807 
570,678 
568,996 
573,401 
564,776 
553,285

is ex-
of Major 

Published itinerary is October 22nd - Green 
October 28th-31st Fitzroy, Walker Creek, Goose Green, Fitzroy.

M/V FORREST
This vessel, continuing under Royal Marines (Ministry of Defence) charter, 

pected to be involved in defence exercises during the visit (October 14th-28th) 
P.J. Saunders, Fleet Royal Marine Officer. 
Patch (to be confirmed)

comparison.
Falkland Islands

Period 
1909-13 
1914-18 
1919-23 
1924-28 
1929-33 
1934-38 
1968/69 
1969/70 
1970/71 
1971/72 
1972/73 
1973/74

Wool clip(lbs) 
4/762,500 
4,655,300 
4,598,500 
4,144,500 
3,933,600 
4,018,400 
4,650,000 
4,641,000 
4,576,000 
4,369,000 
4,417,000 
4,389,000

The breakdown within the Falklands for 1973/74 is: 
312,216 2,379,300
180,282 1,481,600
60,787 528,200

M/V MONSUNEN
Coastal Shipping Ltd's vessel arrived back from Punta Arenas in the early hours of 

Saturday 12th October loaded with ^imber. Le are advised that the next three voyages 
are as follows:

Depart Stanley 17th October 74 for - Pebble, Saunders, Hill Cove, Carcass 
Island, ’Vest Point Island, Roy Cove, Chartres, Dunnose Head, ueddell Island, New Island, 
Dyke Island (to move sheep), Port Stephens. Voyage C26 Depart Stanley 26th October 74 
for - Salvador, Rincon Grande, Teal Inlet, Moro (for Douglas Station), Port Louis, 
Johnson Harbour, Green Patch. Voyage C27 Depart Stanley 2nd November 74 for - San Carlo 
Port San Carlos, Port Howard (JLVTT, Fox Bay East and Vest, Lest Swan Island (400 sheep 
for Stanley).

VANTED
Local stamp enthusiast who would send stumps and first day covers to two overseas 

addresses upon receipt of cheque from overseas - on a regular basis. Anyone willing to 
help please contact the Editor.



I had hesitated writing

reasons

very precious thing

They gave

Dear Sir,

Next, a letter from the Rev

Yours sincerely, 
__ ~Bertrande "

Paul Charman, former Pastor of the Tabernacle

1 w^uld like to congratulate Mr Tim Miller on his excellent reply to ’Cold Kelper’. 
is ashamed of what he wrote seeing thatI think it’is fairly obvious that ’Cold Kelper’ 

he hid behind a pseudonym.
If everything is so good in the Argentine why do visiting Argentines buy up British 

goods in Stanley shops?
Keep the Falklands British,

’’Dear Sir,
It is good to be able to say ’hello’ to friends in the Falklands through the ’Times’ 

Diane and I follow the news carefully and our children still have a keen interest in the 
Islands though, sadly, their memories are fading,

7e all keep very well: Diane is teaching in a local church school, Ruth is in the 
scnool netball team, Elizabeth is learning to play the recorder and Stephen enjoys, nurs
ery school, I am working in North and East London trying to find ways of increasing 
fellowship between the many V/est Indian and English Christian churches. We are thank
ful to God for all His blessings and joy which He gives.

teresting letters I received,
mean the Editor's agreement with the contents.
Jack Abbott which was inadvertently omitted from last month’s issue,

"Stanley,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
My ’post bag' has been bulging this month and I enclose a selection of the very in- 

You are reminded that publication does not necessarily
We begin with a lovely letter from Mr

Dear Sir,
Perhaps I may be permitted space in- your monthly magazine, 

before on the grounds of my recent arrival in the Falklands but several letters in recent 
issues on the subject of sovereignty made.me decide to write and give readers my 
for emigrating from the U.K, to these islands.

For I am an immigrant’ Due to a personal tragedy I emigrated from England on the 
13th September 1973, thus reversing a recent trend here. And why did I migrate? 
Because cn two recent visits here, in 1968 and 1970 I found so much that was worthwhile. 
The pace of life was slower, And wherever I went in these islands I found friendliness 
in young and old alike.

And your islands themselves are so beautiful and all my interests, ornithology, 
photography, fishing etc. are available to all. But the biggest asset to me is that you 
are all of British stock or very nearly so, having a British way of life which to me is a

I have been fortunate at the age of 70 to have lived in various 
countries, all British, Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania, Norfolk Island in the South 
Pacific and for many years on Salt Spring Island in British Columbia and of course the 
British Isles,

/hid now I am about to build my permanent home in Stanley and I am very very happy 
to be here, I am old enough to know what I want.

And above all I have so much for which to be grateful in the Falklands 
me a wondeiful wife and when I lost her, sanctuary. And now life has purpose again and 
I am no longer lonely. Yours e+c>

_ _ Jack AJ-’k0 a 'L _
"Carcass Island,
28th September 1973<>
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I! I cried

n

Please take this as an invitation to call to see 
Ham, London E,6, Telephone 01-471-1546,

us at 286 Central Park Road, East
Yours sincerely, 

__ Paul Charman/1_
Finally this month some humouro You. need to read the Philatelic News first, 

author, from the U,K,, offers it under the pen name STAMP COLLECTOR.,
"SPURIOUSER AND SPURIOUSER

With apologies to Lewis Carrolle
I’ll tell thee everything I can 
There’s little to relate,

I saw a strange Crown Agents man 
A - sitting on a gate

"Who are you Agent man?” I said
"And how is it you live?"

And his answer trickled through my head 
Like water through a sieve.

He said "I look for stamp designs 
Garish, bright and cheap,

Many of my job-lot lines
Y/ould make you want to weep.

See hereJ" he said, "This tuppenny stamp, 
This Falklands U,PoUe

The Stanley Stagecoach leaves for Camp 
At twenty five past -two,

To catch the Windsor Mail
And sell these stamps abroad!" 

"You’re sure to land in Jail!"
I said, "For making such a fraud,"

I shook him well from side to side 
Until his face was blue:

"Tell me really how you live, 
"And what it is you do!"

He said, "I seek a new idea 
To bring the Falklands cash,

The local talent squad I fear, 
Is just a load of trash,"

"Why not commemorate the Church?" I said 
The scenic hills? The sheep?"

"By jove! You’ve hit it on the head; 
A CHURCHILL MINI SHEET’"

I said "I like to lick the stamps not sheets 
This practice ought to cease

He cried, "We’ll not stick to shearing sheep, 
It’s you we’re out to fleece 1"

And now if e’er I think in ten years time, 
I’ll feel a little blue

For the very many of us who
Will have had no more to do
With the Falkland Islands Government
And with Crown Agents too

• And’will leave them a-stewing in their juice, 
The greedy men who slew 
The Philatelic Goose!
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"Upland Goose"

First 9 a.

After all, the regular definitive issues are all 
However, these stamp collectors have clear ideas 

According to the major stamp collectors 
. ' ~ ' U*P*U* 

Also issues with bits and pieces attached, like the proposed Churchill 
i considered undersirable.
The largest stamp collectors society in the world,.the American Philatelic 

’Black Blot* award to stamp issues which it considers have philatelic 
Recently a ‘Black Blot’ award was ’given’ to the Republic of Nauru for an

Major Spafford

Yours faithfully, 
R.J.B* Leppard."

Major R*N* Spafford, Editor of "Upland Goose" the study groups bulletin, has kindly 
sent me some background information of which there is only space to give a summary* 

quote,
"As you will read, the matter of concern is twofold: 

The simply dreadful U*P*U* issue of stamps* 
The proposed Miniature Sheet, which it is proposed to tack onto 
the Sir Winston Churchill issue*"

V/'e need to be aware that the reason for making special issues is mainly to sat
isfy the interest of stamp collectors* 
that is required for postage purposes* 
on what are ’good’ stamps and ’bad’ stamps* 
societies special issues that have nothing to do with the country of issue like our 
issue are ’bad’* 
issue, are 

3o 1 
Society, has a 
deficiencies. Recently a ’Black Blot’ award was 
issue similar to our proposed Churchill issue with commemorative sheet*

PHILATELIC NEWS 
i — ■ ■ m ii—mr r ~~~ — -w ju

There was no philatelic corner in September but we make up for it with an extended 
section this month*

First, a copy of a letter addressed to "The Chairman, Falkland Islands Stamp Issue 
Committee, Government House, Port Stanley, Falkland Islands" from Mr R*J*B* Leppard, 
Chairman of the F.I. Philatelic Study Group*

"Dear Sir,
Following the participation in the omnibus issue of stamps for the 

Centenary of the Universal Postal Union and the issue of these stamps by the 
Colony, our Study Group wish to register the strongest protest that is 
possible*

In 1966 your Committee stated that its future policy with regard to 
Commemorative issues was:

To restrict such issues to a maximum of two per year* 
Not to participate in future omnibus commemorative issues. 
To commemorate only those events or persons which concerned 
the Colony*

That the designs would be relevant to the Colony.
The Falkland Islands issue for the Centenary of the U.F.U* flagrantly 

disregards all the above promises.
The 1966 declaration was welcomed by all philatelists, and collectors 

of the stamps of the Falkland Islands have no wish to see the Colony follow 
the dreadful example of some former British colonies which would only result 
in bringing both your committee and its policy into disrepute. The decision 
to issue a Souvenir Sheet for the coming Churchill Centenary issue only 
aggravates a sadly declining standard*

We are well aware that "Philatelic Revenue" is an important part of the 
Colony’s finances but we suggest that any future and continuing departure 
from the policy declared in 1966 may well result in killing the goose that 
lays the golden eggs*

A copy of this letter has been sent to the Chief Secretary, Government 
House, to the Editor of the Falkland Islands Times and to the Secretary of 
the Falkland Islands Committee in London*
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issues have a relevance to the Falklands:
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a

considers that the Falkland Islands may be similarly disgraced if the Churchill issue goes 
ahead#

Here is a copy of His Excellency the Governor’s reply to Mr Leppard’s letter#
"Dear Mr Leppard

I am writing to acknowledge your letter of 14 September in which you 
register a protest against the Islands’ stamp policy, and in particular 
against the omnibus issue marking the Centenary of the UPU#

Responsibility for stamp issuing policy is, of- course, a matter for 
the Government, which relies for advice and guidance from HMG: as you are 
aware, all designs and the number of issues have to be approved in London# 
The Colony Government and its advisers are aware of the dangers of in
appropriate issues and are very conscious of the need to maintain the ex
cellent reputation of the Falkland Islands and its Dependencies in the 
philatelic world#

Naturally, stamp policies, like other policies, have to be modified 
from time to time and the Government is not necessarily bound by decisions 
taken in 1966# The UPU issue was made with the approval of HMG and the 
popularity of the issue was shown by the fact that all the stocks in the 
Crown Agents stock bureau were sold out within a few days# It is true 
that this year has seen more commemorative issues than usual but all the 

I trust it is not the opinion 
of your Study Group that the Colony should not be taking part in the 
Churchill Centenary,

The issue of a souvenir sheet for the Churchill issue is an innovation 
as far as the Falklands are concerned, but, here again, we acted upon advice 
from London and we see no reason why we should not as an experiment explore 
the prospects of the sale of souvenir sheets# However, if your Study Group 
wishes to elaborate further why it dislikes the issue of souvenir sheets, 
we will certainly consider your representations#

May I add that we value advice and criticism from bodies such as the 
Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group, but it is difficult for us to 
carry on a dialogue if correspondence is copied to the press and to other 
organisations #

As you have sent a copy of your letter to the press, I am sending a 
copy of my reply to the Editor of the Falkland Islands Times#

Yours ever,
E#G, Lewis,
GOVERNOR#'”

LOCAL FiJjKLAND ISLANDS COjlMTTEE
■ On the evening of Tuesday IJth October about 120 people gathered in the Town Hall 

for a meeting called by Hon# Sidney Miller# Ostensibly it was to discuss the possible 
formation of a committee to liaise with the F#I# Committee in London# It seemed, however 
from the broadcast announcement and also from the mood of the meeting that most of those 
present had already decided that there should be a local committee# The committee was 
elected by the ’show of hands’ method# Those proposed for chairman-who declined were 
A#Bo Monk; N# 7/atson; R#V# Goss; Mrs A.#G# Barton; W# Goss; D# Williams; P# Short# The 
’election’ was between Messrs Do King; S# Miller; J# Abbott and W#E# .Bowles# 
Mr' Jo Abbott was selected by most of those present# Those proposed for vice-chairman 
^ho declined were R#Ve Goss; R# Pitaluga; Mrs V# Malcolm; R# Forrester and J# Smith# 
The voting was between A#B# Monk; D# King and N# Watson# j^j^_J^json was selected by
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Contributions to the meeting in the form of short speeches were made by the

Abbott:

the meeting was 
It appeared that there was a difference of opinion as to division 

In the end several names of Camp people 
(it is fair to surmise that if the meeting had been

HonBlake (Hill Cove): 
there, to see what we want, happens. ” 
liaison with London

handsome majority., Those nominated for secretary/treasurer who declined were Mrs Vo
Malcolm; Jo King and YA Hirtle. Mr S. Miller was called to the position by a kind of 
popular acclaim. All those proposed for the seven committee seats accepted nomination 
except for Mr W. G-oss who declined. The seven elected were, with the votes received,
Mrs V._Malcolm (99); *L«_Cheek (81); A.B. Monk (76); iA.JkLrtl^e (69); Vo Steen (65);

and PgfjS T51) o Those who did not receive sufficient votes were
M„ Morrison; Mrs Bo Miller; Rory Morrison; M. Barnes and W. Berntsen. 
MOODS INtTHE MATING It was very clear that many of the people present felt that they 
had come to do something and would not be put off by too much talking. Presumably most 
of those who were against the formation of a local liaison committee stayed at home. 
Although urged by two Legco. members to have nominations to the committee by various 
bodies e.g. General Employees Union and Civil Service association etc 
quite against this 
of representations between Camp and Stanleyc 
were proposed but not elected., 
swollen with another 100 Campers the results might have been very different). 
BPEA^RS 
following . 
Hon. S_. Miller: j 
people to liaise with the London Falkland Islands Committee 
leading up to the formation of the L.F.I.C.- 
irritation to the British Government - to our benefit, 
rather awkward questions, 
by the F.I. administration

said we ought to have a local committee of influential and representative 
j. He reviewed the events 

He said it was quite often a source of
He said M.P.’s were primed with

He didn’t think that this local committee would be welcomed
He said that donations for the committee’s expenses, such 

as hiring the town hall, stationery etc., would be welcome,,
said the London committee wished to stress that, ’’they are 

He felt that it is important that we form a close 
He said that he had been advised that the LOF#I#C<, was seeking 

ways to establish a permanent high commission for small territories such as ours. He 
forcefully repudiated the possibility of the L.F.I.C, ever being activated by commercial 
or political motives. He did not think that the request to form a separate local 
committee implied lack of confidence in the Legislative Council’s ability to represent 
the F.I. people.
Hon. YAJA Luxton (Chartres): spoke forcefully on the subject of the need for unity with
in the Falklands and the desirability of unitedly supporting a local committee. He said 
that he had been reassured by his meeting in London with the L.F.I.C. and felt sure that 
they ’’will follow whatever we wish,”
Major Ro J. Gpjs: expressed thanks to L.F.I.C. for its work and to S. Miller, L#GO Blake 
and W.R. Luxton for preparing for this public meeting. He thought that councillors 
should not be on the local committee and therefore he was not prepared to stand. He 
said it would be useful to have a small committee on each farm.
Mr Ao_To Blake (North Arm): said that he did not think it to be a good idea to call out 
names of"people proposed without thought. He said it was courteous to ask people in 
advance. The people he had discussed the matter with at North i-rm wanted Mr ix.B. Monk 
on the committee.
Rev. Ra .Forrester: felt that if a local committee were formed it should be found out in 
advance whether the L.F.I.C. would pass on local views when they were against the personal 
interests of the L.F.I.C. members. He didn’t see that a local committee was necessary 
because the Legislative Council was elected to represent the electorate in all matters. 
However he offered the facilities of the F.I. Times if a local committee were formed., 
Mr^Ho Milne: supported the view that the L.F.I.C. would not allow commercial motives to 
influence Their actions. He stressed however that the L.F.I.C. were not asking for in
structions but for guidance.
^L^i’^BBott: when taking over the chair spoke of his high regard for the Falklands
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If the Legislative Coun-

a motion of respect and. gratitude to the late A.G

Congratulations to David Hardy in England who has succeeded in City and Guilds 
Examinations as follows: Mathematics - Credit; Telecommunications Principles and Radio 
Communi Grit ions - Distinction .

Congratulations to 14 year old Elizabeth Cliftont daughter of Tom and Bridget of 
Middlesborough who has been awarded the following prizes for modern dancing, O.T. dancing 
and ballroom dancing - 3 silver medals, 3 bronze medals, 3 gold medals and gold bar. 
Uso a shield for winning first prize in a competition to ’make up your own dance1.

.Ry.^nA.sx„-9y our rf i^.s
We apologise that first two entries are so old 

did not reach us earlier.
June 29th.

saying in a humble yet proud way, "No one could love these islands more than I do."
He said that he was permanently settled here and his Will gave directions that he was to 
be buried hereJ

At the closure of the meeting
Barton was carried overwhelmingly.

’ , I was surprised after my comments of last month that I didn’t provoke 
to write in. I hope this time that I’ve manage to get someone to look around foi 

Goodbye until next time.

F.I. Committee (continued from page 1)
can the British Government or foreign governments give to its statements? Not very mucl 
attention one would thinko We live in a democracy - or at least in a partial one. In 
a democracy the people who speak for us should be those whom we elect at a properly held 
election. Constitutionally the only body who should speak for the Falkland people is 
the Legislative Council. If the public do not think that Legco members properly repre
sent its views then the time for action is now, by contacting them, and if that does not 
work, then by using their votes in the next general election.
cil thinks it does not properly represent the Falkland people and therefore needs a locaJ 
branch of the Falkland Islands Committee to do it, surely it ought to down tools and cal] 
fresh elections now so that councillors who do represent the people can get on with the 
job J 
Your, Comments.
anyone tc writ 
pen and paper.

For some reason the information 
They are still included however for the sake of completeness.

A party for the children of the church was held at St. Mary’s.
__ A serious road accident occurred in the early hours of the morning. Land

-rover driver was Raymond Robson and passengers were Terry Allan, James Halliday, ROy

NEWS^ITEMS
H_o n ? S. Miller

At the recent meeting to form a local committee to liaise with the London F.l. 
Committee the Hon. Sidney Miller revealed that he did not intend to stand for re-electioj 
at the next Legislative Council elections.
Examination Successes

Congratulations to the following who have passed at Ordinary level in G.C.E. 
(University of London).
Kathleen Dobbyns arid Teresa, pobbyns: English Language, General Science, Mathematics and 
Geography. ten McGill: English Language, General Science and Mathematics. Ailsa 
Malcolm (Agrade") and. Terry / j-lffl: English Language. Peb_er King (private student) : 
Art.
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Sept, 28th

?
Deaths

Sept, 16th

?
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BIRTHS.
’’Let us

14 th
28th

4th
7th

13 th
30th

son 
dau 
son 
dau

Births.
Sept,
Sept o
Sept, '
Sept,

Sept,
Sept,

James MILLER and Betty LARSEN at North Arm,
Overseas

March 19th
Marriages
Sept, 9th

William Charles (61b 8oz) 
Gillian Carol (71b lOoz) 
Jeffrey James (61b 14oz) 
Sheila (61b 13oz)

son, andrew (81b lOoz)

Francis David SMITH and Alice Maud ANDERSON at Port Howard, 
James Steven FAIRFIELD and Bonita Doreen ANDERSON at the Office of the

Registrar General

In Punta Arenas, Chile, Juan Carlos Ampuero to Susan Ross,
In th  ̂Jfelklands

jJ.fr ed Manfred Wilfred MAY aged 60 years,
David Janies Henry r.icMULLEN aged 65 years,
Richard Bertram LARSEN aged 71 years,
Catherine ^J.ice CHRIST aged 89 years.

Overseas
Stanley FULBROOK of Oxford, England, aged 68 years,

(beloved husband of Ellen nee Berntsen),
Roderick SMITH in the British Hospital, Buenos Aires, aged 23 years

The Falkland Islands TIMES is published by Robin W, Forrester, 
P,0, Box 60, Falkland Islands, Overseas subscriptions - 
Surface Mail £1 (12 issues); Airmail £3 (15 issues).

Sept, 2nd
Sept, 10th
Sept, 16th
Sept, 25th

- - 12 -
Felton and Russell Summers, All except Terry Allan were detained in hospital but the 
injuries were not very serious - mainly bad cuts, bruises and shock, 
^^ust.JSrdo A group from Darwin School had an expedition consisting of L’rover to Cerritos 
Corral, walk to Cerritos Rocks, climb to Osborne 2, walk along to Usborne 1, then (? stag
ger) to the school caravan, and back. Walking climbing distance was about 9if miles. 
There was plenty of snow on the- mountains 9"-12” making the going difficult at times. 
Leaders: Mr P, Trevelyan, hr R, Hillman, Mr T, Engley with Charles Ross, John Ferguson, 
Robert Finlayson, Tony Hirtle, David Ford, Isabella McLeod, Elizabeth Berntsen and ex
pedition chronicler Brian Aldridge,

^wo lighter was held at Goose Green with over 150 people counted at 
one time. Apart from the usual dancing there were football, various indoor games, films, 
fancy dress, entertainment by the Royal Marines ’Naafi Romp Band' and much eating, 

___________________________________ ''•’0 ^ate next month)
MARRIAGES AND. DEATHS

rejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow with those who sorrow”.
In .the. Falklands

Mr & Mrs K.W. Gaiger (Phyllis Clifton) 
Mr & Mrs T, Phillips (Carol Clifton) 
Mr & Mrs K,V, Halliday (Joyce Llamosa) 
Mr A Mrs J, Harvey (Valerie Betts) 

Overseas
To Mr & Mrs hick I.ayne in Taunton, Somerset,

In._tjie
Michael RENDELL and Phyllis Mary OLIVER at the Office of the Registrar

General

jJ.fr
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IS THE LIGHT STILL SHINING?

This is not a religious newspaper but it is published by a 
Christian, perhaps a short Christmas Message will be welcomed 
by some of our readers.

To the left of this message is a candle burning brightly. 
This can remind us of what the Bible says about the coming of 
Jesus Christ to earth: ’The people who walked in darkness have 
seen a great light. 7 Yet as we look around the world we do not, 
at first, see much light. In Europe, Asia, Africa, North and 
South America, the Middle East - everywhere there is discord, 
violence and corruption. Has the light gone out? Has the light 
of God’s Son left this world? I do not think so., indeed I know 
it hasn’t.

It depends whether wo look at things nationally or personally. 
As we look closer at the world scene, including our own islands, 
we can sec that although the Light docs not shine in a national 
sense, yet it docs in an individual way. In each country we will 
find individuals whose lives shine with what Christians believe 
is the light of the Spirit of Jesus Christ living within them.

Wen we compare the darkness of a life before Christ becomes 
a part of it, with the light of afterwards, then we know for sure 
that Christmas is for real, that life has a meaning, that Christ 
is alive, and that the Light is still shining on.
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COOP

WHY DON’T YOU JOIN THE COOP.
We pay

COOP COOP

re-
However all is not lost.

COOP

GIVE~RATION A. SHARE FOR_CHRESTMAS

f the blue I recently received copies of Newspapers from two other small 
The first was from Lundy, in the Bristol Channel.

mile - you can row around it in good weather in a long afternoon! 
of about JOe r' 
which is edited and illustrated by Mr John Dykes. 
Falkland Islands in 1933» 
items to our readers,, 
Alderney Journal, 
and with pictures, 
ities of pictures being used regularly in the Times but it does appear~that 
tai outlay is required so I am looking into the various possibilities, 
edition includes a photograph of the Rev. N 
Church in Alderney. Rev. Robinson is the father of Mr Jeremy Robinson 
staff at the Cable and Wireless installation here in the Falkland Islands. 
Mrs Robinson came here they visited Alderney and met Mrs Daisy Hansen once of Carcass 
Island. She misses the Falklands but loves it on Alderney and they say she is in excel
lent spirits.
Little Vibeke Longborg

Some eyebrows were raised when our charter ship reached Stanley as it seemed so small. 
There were also some hard feelings when it was discovered that the ship had been too small 
for the requirements and that much freight, including personal effects booked many months

Lundy is about 3^ miles by 
! It has a population 

They have a splendid journal the ’Illustrated Lundy News’ issued quarterly 
\ ’ V > Interestingly his father visited the

vie are going to swop publications and pass on any interesting 
From Inspector Walter Felton comes the loan of some copies of the 

A fine little paper about the size of the Times but issued fortnightly 
Some people may be aware that I have been investigating the possibil- 

3 a large capi- 
The 20th May 

Norman Robinson new minister of the Methodist 
  ~ --- 1 one of the new

Before Mr and

Shares are e€10 each, minimum. Shareholders may invest the maximum of £1,400. 
5% interest on all capital invested with the Society, plus dividend on purchases 
iill money invested, along with accumulated interest and dividend may be withdrawn on 
application to the Manager.
Dividend payed out on purchases over the last three years was 5»16p,. .4«38p and 5p in the 
pound purchased.
Why not invest now. Further details may be had on application to the Manager.
The Society would like to take this opportunity of wishing all its Shareholders and 
Customers a Very Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

Cur Heading
A note from the Hon- Robin PLtaluga regrets the disappearance of the F.I. Coat of 

Arms from the cover of the Times. Ho hopes there is a simple explanation! Yes it is
simple. Purely a matter of economy. Up to July 1974 out cover was printed at the
Government Printing Office. On that date new printing rates came into effect and I 
luctantly decided that the cover printing would have to cease - and with it the coat of
arms. However all is not lost. From December I hope to have a duplicated cover heading
- including the coat of arms - and, with a bit of good fortune, in colour too.
£vher>/ Lelands

Qui-cc out of 
islands 
4



$hat are your views?

» ■ ■ »IUi .» &KUa^.*aUM«.*MCW=

A letter from Mrs Elie: 
addressed, to The Cook,

(See 
copy.

ago, had had to he left behind. I was one of those affected as most, of our children’s 
Christmas presents were left behind. However the indefatigable Neil Watson in the Darwin 
Shipping explained that it appears that many shippers did not'book their space until not 
long after the ship had been chartered. It also seems that the chartering of a smaller 
ship than usual coincided with a number of shops ordering extra goods for the Johnson 
Construction Team, Y.P.F. workers, and summer tourists. So it does appear that it was 
’’just one of those things." Good news is that the R.F.A. tanker is bringing down all the 
personal effects left behind and should arrive at the end of November.
£,2.1d^ Ke Ip er

I am nor able to report that this week I have had the dubious honour of being added 
to Cold Kelper’s correspondence list. (See Aug. & Sept. Times). 
Clarke at Port San Carlos encloses her copy. (incidentally it was 
Port Carlos East!). She says she has written to the Auckland post office to see if they 
will reveal who holds P.O. Box 2621+7. 
Sv/j-Ss Jbeyie^T of J7orld_Affairs

It is nice to see a mention of the F.I. Times in the above journal - quoting from our 
November 1973 leading article. It gives a knowledgeable survey of our way of life and 
emphasizes the desire to- remain British. It describes the Falklands as being in a state 
of ’economic stagnation’ and ascribes a large part of the responsibility to the Falkland 
Islands Company. The article comes to a morbid conclusion - ’’Merrie Olde England- at the 
end of the world ... but for how much longer? Too small for political independence, and 
without any genuine need for it, the people of these islands are sticking doggedly to theii 
British status. Yet, in view of London’s colonial policy in recent years, it seems prob
able that Britain will yield to Argentina’s pressure sooner or later." 
YourJTill

Novj to conclude on a really morbid note. You can’t can’t take it with you, you know! 
Your money and property, that is. Quite often people bring me problems of a financial 
nature and I’ve noticed that quite often these are caused by someone dying without leaving 
a '•111. If you want your possessions to go where you choose, and if you want to save your 
loved ones a lot of trouble and worry, I would strongly urge you to get a proper Will drawr 
up. Even a few hundred pounds can cause problems. Also it gives you a chance to get 
down in writing your thanks to people and organisations who have helped you on lifes 
journey. 
mible_Iysue

' To those overseas readers who, of course, did not hear my radio announcement regard
ing the delay in producing this F.I. Times let me explain. Due to the kindness of LADE
I was enabled to visit the Argentine during the beginning of November in connection with 
my work at the United Free Church. This meant of course that I wasn’t here to produce

You
(It

work at the United Free Church. ’ 
the Times. A double issue for November/December seemed the best way to catch up. 
will probably notice that some items are a little old and were produced in October, 
is now evident that it is not possible to get that F.I. shield back at the head of this 
paper before January).

ce Increase or Smaller Contents?
"On the ’Vibeke Lonborg’ arrived our long awaited new paper supply. My editorial 

face lit up with joy when told the news. However it soon registered a miserable scowl 
v/hen the price was discovered! The paper sent is a better quality than that previously 
used and costs three times that of the last consignment! This means that in the sixteen 
months I have run the Times the cost of paper has risen twice and is now five times what 
it was when I started and seven times what it was when Mr W. Hirtle was the publisher. 
A decision will have to be made on whether to put the price up or have a smaller newspaper
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F.I. Committee has kindly 
rough pressure of space

Mr E.W. Hunter-Christie, Joint Hon, Secretary of the London, 
supplied us with the followingv They are somewhat old now, thrc 
earlier, but they are still useful for two reasons, 1. they show the scope of the activity 
of the L.F.I.C. and, 2. they record answers to questions on matters permanently affecting 
all of us who live here.
Mr Michael Clark Hutchison (Con. - Edinburgh. South) - To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence, what plans exist for visits by ships of the Royal Navy to the Falkland Islands 
in the next six months.
A N S W E R (Kir William Rodgers^ - It is not our practice to reveal details of future 
operations by H.IvI. Ships although HNS ENDURANCE normally visits the Falkland Islands in 
the course of her annual survey programme in the Antarctic.
Mr Michael Clark Hutchison (Con. - Edinburgh, South) - To ask the Secretary of State for 
Defence, how many regular British Army or Marine units are stationed in the Falkland 
Islands.
A N S WE R (Mr Wiliam ^Rodgers^ - A Royal Marine detachment is based in the Falkland 
Islands,- There are no British Army units there at present.
Mr Hurd - To ask the Minister of Overseas Development, what steps she is taking to improve 
the medical facilities at present available to the inhabitants of the Falkland Islands. 
AN S_ W E_ R (Mrs Judith Hart) - Following a report by a professional hospital administrator 
improvements have been made in the organisation and running of the King Edward Memorial 
Hospital at Stanley. Development Aid funds have been made available for the purchase of 
additional hospital equipment. Recruitment of a medical officer to fill the one existing 
vacancy is proceeding satisfactorily.
Sir NigeJ Fisher - To ask the Minister for Overseas Development, if she will consider 
topping up local salary scales for doctors, teachers and others in the Falkland Islands, 
where personnel recruited in the United Kingdom receive more than local people with the 
same work and qualifications.
A N 8 W E R (Mrs Judith Hart) - No Sir. The supplementation arrangements are specifically 
to ssist in the recruitment and retention of expatriate staff for posts in the Falkland 
Islands for which no suitably qualified local candidates are available. The revision of 
salaries for locally recruited officers is a matter for the Falkland Islands Government.
Sir Bernard Braine (Southeast Essex) - To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth* Affairs, if, in view of the repeated declarations of representative bodies in 
the Falkland Islands that the people there wish to remain British, he will reaffirm that 
in any talks with the Argentine Government the subject of sovereignty will not be discussed 
and that the wishes of the Islanders in this regard will at all times be respected.
A IT S U E R (Mr David Ennals) - I confirm that the Falkland Islanders have been, and will 
continue to be, consulted about any talks between the British and Argentine Governments 
concerning the Falkland Islands; there will be no change in the sovereignty of the Islands 
without their consent.
Sir Bernard Braine - To ask the Minister of Overseas Development when it is expected that 
the airfield to be constructed at Cape Pembroke in the Falkland Islands will be completed 
and operational.
AN__SJ E ,R_(,Mrs_ Judith Hart) - Provided the work goes according to present plans, I expect 
construction of the Falkland Islands permanent airfield to be completed in April 1976.
It is possible that the airfield may be operational shortly before this.
SLr Bernard Braine - To ask the Minister of Overseas Development, what steps will be taken 
to ensure that Falkland Islanders are given the necessary training to equip them to take
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a beautiful white full length 
The neckline was trimmed with tiny sequins 
The dress was bought in England. Betty’s

a responsible role in controlling and operating the new Cape Pembroke airfield.
S V E R (Mrs Judith Hart) - The Governor is aware that a small increase in staff may 

oe necessary to enable the Falkland Islands Government to exercise overall control of the 
permanent airfield when it is built. I will consider sympathetically any request that 
the Falkland Islands Governor may put to me for specialised professional and technical 
training to be provided to enable local officers to take a responsible role. The day to 
day operation of the airfield will have to be considered at a later stage in connection 
with the airline, or airlines, using the airfield.

A^FE^d^Brai^ne ” To ask Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, 
what representations have been made to him on behalf of the Falkland Islands regarding a 
proposal to grant a monopoly of the supply of petroleum products for that territory to 
the Argentine State Oil Company, Y.P.F; and if he will take action to prevent this.

~ There have be^n discussions between the British and Argen
tine Governments concerning a draft Agreement under which the Argentine State Oil Company 
(YPF) would supply the Falkland Islands with certain petroleum products.

The Falkland Islands Executive and Legislative Councils were fully consulted about 
this proposal and have endorsed it. I therefore hope that the Agreement may be signed 
shortly. (Y/e are advised that the Agreement has now been signed and arrangements are al
ready being made for its implementation - Ed.).

REPORT
Betty Larsen and Jimmy Miller (Thanks to Mick Loring for this account).

The wedding took place at North Arm on Saturday 28th September between Miss Betty 
Larsen, eldest daughter of Mr & Firs R. Larsen of North Arm, and Mr Jimmy Miller, son of 
Mr & Mrs S. Miller of Port Howard..

The wedding ceremony took place at 2.30 in the manager's house, with Mr A. Blake as 
acting registrar officiating. Prior to the ceremony a minute’s silence was asked for, 
in memory of Betty's grandfather, Mr Richard Larsen, who had recently died.

Given away by her father, Betty looked very attractive in 
gown of terylene lace, which had long sleeves, 
and made complete by having a bow at the back, 
shoulder length veil was a three tiered terylene lace, held in place with, a white band of 
rosebuds. She carried a bouquet of mixed roses and carnations artisticHy arranged by 
Mrs Vi Morrison.

The bridal party consisted of the matron of honour, Mrs Iris Tasker, looking very 
smart in a salmon pink coat and dress of terylene lace, with matching headdress, offset 
by her silver accessories; plus three bridesmaids, Nicola Miller, a sister of the groom 
Suzanne McCormac, a niece of the groom and.Josephine Larsen, sister of the bride. .All 
v/ere very pretty in short Milano satin dresses, in a shade of deep rose pink with a deli
cate daisy trimming, made by Mrs Kay McCallum. They also wore silver accessories and 
carried, posies of pink and turquoise flowers with matching headdresses bought by Mrs Rene 
Grierson in England. The groom and his bestman Bennis Tasker looked smart in charcoal 
grey suits with white rose buttonholes.

The mother of the bride looked elegant in a blue two piece suit, trimmed with white 
and matching accessories.

Mrs Iris Tasker and MiSs Mandy Lewis were responsible for the attractive hair styles 
After the ceremony the bride received four lucky horseshoes, presented, by John 

Morris.on, Edgar Morrison, Charles Dickson and Pequita Loring. Many photographs were taken 
aS the bride and groom made their way to the community hall where 110 guests marvelled at 
the reception prepared by the ladies of the settlement - the centre piece being the magnif
icent ’3’-tiered octagonal cake, made and decorated by Mrs Sheila Hadden of Goose Green, 
(jhe cake was a gift from the bride’s parents. During the reception the cake was sampled
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a dance began and many musicians took to the rostrum and a lively dance 
was the enjoyment of all concerned., At 11*30 yet more food was layed before the already 
bloated guests, and the last dance was called at 3 a.m.

Betty and Jimmy have set up home at North Arm after spending a week's honeymoon at 
Port Howard, and would like to thank all concerned for making their day such a happy 
occasion.

and enjoyed by all* The manager having taped the many messages of congratulations relay
ed the telegrams, the residual being read by the bestman* At 5 p<>m. the bride and groom 
received 40 close friends and relatives at a champagne party held at the manager’s house* 
This was followed by a buffet supper set in the community hall, where 110 guests enjoyed 
the delicious delicacies and savouries, not to mention the punch* At this stage full 
credit must be given to Mrs Fanny Ford, Mrs Vi Morrison and Mrs Olive Morrison for the 
organisation .of making and arranging a superb spread far exceeding that of the guests 
appetites*

At 9*30 a.m.

Talks on, the, Opposed,^pw_C_on^i ti^ioji
If the Constitutional Committee had succeeded in reaching Douglas Station on the ap

pointed day, I would have asked the following question: "How much feeling is there within 
the islands that the Constitution should remain unchanged?" The answer I would have re
ceived can only be a matter of conjecture now, but I am aware that there is some feeling 
that things should not be altered, and quite frankly I am joining the ranks of those who 
feel this way.

In May 1973, towards the end of the Select Committee on the Estimates, one or two 
members of Leg*Co. proposed that the Secretary of State be petitioned to grant us a new 
Constitution which would in the main, consist of making Leg*Co. an all-elected body. I 
was the only member opposed to this but was persuaded to change my mind because my fellow 
members felt that we must present a united front to Whitehall. Many times since then I 
have regretted my change of heart and nothing that I have seen or heard of the various 
constitutional talks has caused me to think uhaw it was the correct thing to do* Some 
good sense has been talked at the various meetings, but there has been a lot of rubbish 
as well* If nothing else the talks have convinced me of what I have always thought - 
that these islands and their popuj-auion are too small to support an all elected Councilj 
but we are being propelled towards one by people who are worried about our external image 
and local criticism of the so called "Cowboy Council". I say hang our external image, 
anyway it is probably only unwelcome to the many people and countries which cannot run 
their own affairs properly.

Criticism of any Council can be expected and should be expected particularly by the 
present one but not because we have made bad decisions, but because we have had to make 
some which we knew would, be unpopular however unavoidable. Many were dictated by factors 
over which the Council has little or no control and we have put right some which were 
niggling and ill-advised. .It is of course an unbalanced Council and very much biased m favour of the farming 
industry but perhaps this is not such a bad thing when one remembers that in spite of the 
increasing tourist interest, the Kelp Company's continued if not very active presence, the 
coming and going of fishing vessels and the recent visit of a Canadian oil man, wool is

One of the greatest pleasure’s enjoyed by an Editor is his mailbag. And the more 
the merrier - even if they disagree with himi Publication of any letter does not neces
sarily imply agreement with the contents or that statements made have been checked for 
accuracy. They are printed in the order in which they were received.

An open letter to the Chief Secretary, Stanley.
Dear Sir,
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after me We
She talks a lot

Ed.).

1.
2.

Thank you.
Barbara Dunford.”

(O.K*, here it is Mrs D. - always pleased to receive a letter such as yours -

still the economy on which these islands rise and fall, and looks like remaining so for a 
few years yet. It must also, be remembered that the public of its own free will voted 
three of the ’’cowboys” on to this Council and one electoral area made no attempt to put 
up an alternative candidate. It is also true to say that given the unique circumstances 
of these islands, a Council composed entirely of say members of the jetty gang, would hav 
made few different decisions to those we have made. The freedom of movement in Leg.Co. 
is mainly confined to fairly narrow.channels.

At the next election, if we have an all elected Council, it would not be difficult 
for the employees section of the public to fill every seat, taking an understandable view 
that now it. is their turn. This would be no disaster as. there are plenty of capable 
people outside the Sheep Owner’s Association, but it would lead to the same ill-feeling 
and lack of trust which our present unbalanced Council attracts.

I propose that the Constitution of the two Councils remains unchanged.
Following an election which would be conducted in the usual way, the Governor would, 

instead of appointing the two nominated members unilaterally, call a meeting of his ex- 
officio and four elected members, to discuss the selection and appointment of the two 
additional members, in order to produce the best possible balance in the light of the 
election results.

All six members of the Legislative Council so produced would then vote two of the 
elected members to serve on Executive Council as before.
4. The Governor would then consult with his full Legislative Council on the selection

. of two suitable people for his nomination to Executive Council.
5. None of what I propose would require much if any change in the laws of the Colony bu" 
would give the general public a much greater influence in the membership of the Councils 
without the dangers‘inherent in the’possibility of people being elected with tiny and not 
truly representative majorities.

In case the foregoing should be miscontrued as an attempt by me to ensure a safe seat 
for myself without contesting an election, I will state quite categorically that whatever 
the outcome of the Constitutional Talks, I will not be a member of the next Legislative 
Council, either elected or nominated. Some continuity is desirable but other people must 
have an opportunity to influence our current or future affairs.

Finally, whatever is done with the Constitution, let us be able to look back and say 
’VTe did it ourselves'. We do not want another expert and yet another Report.

Yours faithfully, 
R.M. Pitaluga 
Nominated.Independent Member of the 

Legislative Council."
"Mrs Barbara Dunford, c/o 131 Charden Rd 
Rownes, Gosport, P013 OEE, Hants, England.

Dear Sir,
My sori - DAVID - has recently spent a holiday back home with me after 5 years in the 

Falklands - Fox Bay East - and I would like to thank him through your paper for looking
■ when I was ill and also to wish him a very happy birthday on 27th October, 

met many Falkland Islariders who live back here now and I was overcome by their friendli
ness - especially dear Annie Bonner - who many of you know at Fox Bay.

. of her life in the Falklands.
I hope you can print this for Dave’s Mum.
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never

You are invited to contact Mr MacLeod direct if

Yours faithfully,
R.B. Napier, 

West Point Island.”

were on 
Islands*

of you Scots stranded in Sassenachlandl
can help you*

by seamail Mr MacLeod and only arrived at the end of October -

What we did hear
I have been five times to Argentina and

It has its problems like all countries, but these
We have a lot to thank Argentina for - without the air

Dea r Sir,
With regard to the letters in the Review from Hon. A.B. Monk, Mrs Hirtle and Mr N. 

Watson*
First Mr Monk’s letter in which he asks me to clarify what I said and say what I 

thought should be done*
To my mind the one and only important matter at this moment that Council members 

should concern themselves with, is getting agreement with Argentina on the future of these 
Islands, therefore talks must be started again as soon as possible, sovereignty will al
most certainly be discussed, but surely the people of these Islands have a right to know 
what offers Argentina is making. Is it Dual Administration? Or total union with Argen
tina? What guarantee would we have for such things as our internal Air Service, Old Age 
Pensions, Medical Services etc* to continue, would the Islands be bilingual, can the 
Islanders retain their British passports? All these and many other matters should be dis
cussed.

It is I think most important that any proposals that Argentina may make for the future 
are explained to the people in a fair and unbiased manner. Hot headed speeches by Council 
members and others should be avoided, and if opinions from the people are wanted, this 
should be by secret ballot.

The Tourist Company which I presume Mr Monk refers is not Argentine based, and has 
been operating in these Islands long before the 1971 communications agreement with Argen
tina.

Mrs Hirtle's letter is so inaccurate that I do not propose to comment, except to sug
gest that Mrs Hirtle gets her facts correctly.

Mr Neil Watson does I agree express the opinion of the majority of Islanders at this 
moment. However, surely there can be no harm in having a dialogue with Argentina on these 
problems? The fact that we forbid discussion in advance does, I am sure, create a bad 
image for the Islands in the United Nations.

Yours sincerely, 
Lily Napier, 
...Wiest Point Island.”

We print the next letter with full address and telephone numbers for the advantage 
p-P o__X™ 4m Qn oo ana nkl Jirrl ’ Ynil PT'P T TH71+.P.rl 4".n n n n +• n r> +■ Mm __ z>

the R.S.C
(Your letter came 1 „ 

hence the delay in publishing it - Ed.).

'Dear Editor,
I would like to reply to a letter from Mrs Hirtle in the July issue. I would like 

to tell Mrs Hirtle that my husband had nothing to do with the Union Jacks and banners that 
Carcass Island and Vest Point at the time the Lord Chalfont called at these 

Things have changed since that date November 1968 (for the better I may add). 
We, the people of these Islands, knew very little of Argentina then, 
about the country was in my view incorrect 
found nothing but good about the place, 
do not affect the average person, 
link and weekly flight I am sure we would feel very cut off from the rest of the world. 
If Argentina had not put the airfield in I doubt if we would ever have had one.

I would also like to say I did not paint any stones on the beach and I have 
been the owner of West Point Island.
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Scotland.

make no mistake about that - and why 
This Committee is

a useful purpose if we

"The Royal Scottish Corporation, 
37, King Street, Covent Garden, WC2 E8JS. 
Telephone: 01-240 3718 (3 lines).

14th May 1974,

"Dear Sir,
For some unfathomable reason you have appeared and do appear to be violently against 

the London Falkland Island Committee and the formation of a local committee. Why is' this 
I wonder?

The formation of a local committee was suggested in the letter to all households from 
the London Committee during the winter, so I would suggest that there has been no "rush" 
involved in the formation of the local committee.

The local F.I. Committee will speak for us all, 
you must drag in the boring Camp versus Stanley subject is beyond me. 
not political in any sense.

As to what this Committee can do - why be so scathing Mr Editor?
I very much hope that the first thing it will do will be to raise the matter of 

Doctors with its parent Committee. I was away all winter and my information may be in
correct, but I understand we had several applicants and as yet no appointments. The
London Committee is very well placed to deal with just this sort of situation, and probably 
the only people who can prod the Crown Agents or whatever into some semblance of movement. 
This kind of thing concerns us all and not just "the 120 or so people who turned up at the 
meeting." I hope that anyone who feels as I do on this subject will write to the Chair
man of the local Committee, and on any other subject of importance to the inhabitants of 
the Islands as a whole.

I don’t know if the London Committee reads the F.I. Times but I sincerely hope they 
will not take your comments as universal feeling in the Islands. If they did one could 
not blame them for washing their hands of us.

Finally let me say that I have no one to grind. I did not meet a single member of 
the London Committee while I was on leave in England, and indeed only know one or two.

Yours faithfully,
Sally Blake,
Hill Cove." 

Dear Mr Forrester,
I am writing to ask you if there is a local Scottish or Caledonian Society in your 

part of the World and if so what its strength of Membership is and the nature of its 
f-motions?

Apart from wanting to collate soiie statistical information, my enquiry stems from the 
fact that here we are in occupation of a large house from which we adminster the funds of 

Charity to aid needy Scots in London.
During the day we have surplus space and thought it may serve 

put a rest room at the disposal of travel-weary Scots who come into London on their way 
North and of necessity have to await somewhere before the scheduled train service to

We would like to know what you, as emigre Scots, think of the idea?
Also we should like to disseminate the knowledge among overseas Scots that the rooms 

here are used in the evenings by various Scots Bodies for their own entertainment.
V/e should like very much to be of some real service to Overseas Scots as well and 

look forward to having your views on this matter and how you think this can be achieved 
alcng the lines which I have suggested.

(Hero are the answers that Mrs Blake requests. 1. A careful reading of my views in 
last month’s Times reveals no attack at all on the London Falkland Islands Committee, it

Yours sincerely, 
Norman MacLeod."
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VISITING SHIPS

Lindblad_ Explorer

It was also thought the tractor,
I

I questioned Mr Monk closely on the accusation by the F.I.

INTERVIEV/ WITH THE CHIEF SECRETARY by the Editor.
Recently the new Chief Secretary Mr Arthur Monk kindly gave me over two hours for an 

interview. The following is the result.
Mr Monk said that there would not be a further public meeting

. He said that he had
I

R ._R. S. Bransfield
Cabo San Roque
Enrico, C - February 1st

We are advised of the following arrivals in the next few months
Cabo San Gonzales

RAM, Al .AAR. Sip crkSuc e s o
Atlas^^Scan (Johnsen Construction Charter)

early November.
November 10th; December 7th.

• November 15th.
? November 28th.

) - End November.
(approximate dates in Pt. Stanley) December 8th;

January 12th; February 1st and February 19th.
December 9^h and 23rd.

January 18th; February 1st and February 28th.

I enquired as to the progress of getting the machine into oper- 
a tractor equipped with McConnell arm had been 

was working perfect- 
. it was also tnougnt tne tractor, a Massey Ferguson 135 

If this was found to be so it would be sold and replaced. 
The C.S. said that it was 

He thought peat supply to the public

The following is the result 
CONSTITUTIONAL CQKMTTEE. I
in Stanley prior to the committee’s report being presented to Legco, 
been advised that one had not been planned and that it was felt to be unnecessary, 
disputed this and said that one had been promised and that some people had been saving 
fire for it! 
P&\T 
ation. The COS. said that this equipment, 
tried but was unsuccessful although identical equipment at San Carlos 
ly. The arm would be modified 
might be under powered, 
asked whether it was intended to sell peat to the public 
mainly intended for government peat requirements, 
was a matter for a private business venture.
BETTER SEMuTIL SERVICE FROM U.K. Mr Monk said that it would be impossible at present to 
bring seamail""in by air due to the limit on freight capacity on the F.27. Maybe it would 
be possible to do this when the main airfield was operational. Possibly also shipping 
from London to B.A. could link up with the Argentine coastal ships visiting here between 
charter vessels. However no definite information on an immediate improvement was likely 
to be forthcoming soon.
PHIL/xTELISTS CENSURE.
Philatelic Study Group that the change of stamp issuing policy would ultimately ruin our 
good reputation in Philatelic circles, and eventually lead to a reduction in income from 
this source. He rejected this contention saying that the expert, long term view of the 
Crown Agents was that some experimentation with our stamp issues could be helpful. He 
said that he wondered if, in fact, the adverse comments and publicity by philatelic bodies 
might do more damage to us than the change in stamp issuing policy.

appears to be very useful and helpful. 2. The "Camp versus Stanley subject" was mention
ed because it was fiercely debated at the public meeting. A faithful reporter must give 
a full account of his impressions. 3<> I am scathing about the idea of a local committee 
for the reasons given last month - mainly that it is the Legislature’s job to represent 
the people. Or is the Legislature now to be regarded as a dusty ornament on the shelf?!’ 
(Surely not -Ed).
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He said that the Government

(Continued

vet} 
field, 
here . 
stage. 
OIL.

on page 18)

I'. L
for some sort of Government comment as the L.F.I.C. 
pressing what are claimed as 
countered my question with another 
had to comment on the situation?" 
lature 
GK^SL/iTO.TRIH.S^ UNIT.

Many people have remarked on the probable heavy running 
, I told Mr Monk that no Government department had 

He admitted that it appeared that the 
I said that I thought it was appalling 

should be committed to receiving something (for which, no doubt, we are grateful) 
He said that this, of course, started

I mentioned to Mr Monk that definite evidence was available that various oil com
panies were interested in prospecting around the Falkland waters and further afield e.go 
Berwood Bank. Had the Government anything to say on this?
did have a number of applications for concessions to drill for oil but that it did not in
tend to issue any at present.
their work here last summer, had to be received and evaluated by H.M.G. 
be foolhardy to rush on ahead of this 
limits around the coast were 12 miles 
cide 'whether further areas up to 200 miles or so should be designated economic zones 

This could well affect the issue of concessions.

M^J^S^?E_COSTS ^ONJilRFIELD. LL._._
costs when the airfield is complete, 
been able to supply me with information on this. 
Government had not prepared any figures on this, 
that we i' ” ‘ ‘ ‘
but which might land us with heavy upkeep costs, 
before he came but future costs were now being looked at.

It would seem that the formation of a L.F.I.C. called
— — . , presumed to be a rival to it in ex

Falkland Islands opinions. However the Chief Secretary
"Uhy", he said, "should the Government feel that it 

He noted that of course it does not replace the Legis
that it should best be regarded as a ’ginger group*.

.  It seemed in opportune time to note that according to the Colony 
Development Plan this unit should now be in action so I asked what was happening. The 
Chief Secretary said that the matter was under active consideration. The Government was 
in contact with the U.K. O.D.A. and it was hoped that a proper agricultural department 
could be established. This should have, if it was really to fit our needs, a qualified 

a stockman, a horticultural!st as well as highly qualified academics in the grassland 
Maybe a Forestry Officer should be appointed to look into the possibilities for 

No active recruitment was taking place as yet. This is the policy formulation

The report by a team from Birmingham University, based on 
He felt it would 

He also noted that at present our territorial 
International conferences were being held to de-

on 
something similar. This could well affect the issue of concessions. I also suggested 
that it seemed important to ensure that all mineral rights accrued to the Government 
rather than to individuals or farms. Mir Monk felt that this could be dealt with, if 
necessary, when the time came, 
FI SHING<, Mr Monk said it seemed likely that the experimentation period re starting a
fishing industry here would last a while longer yet. Two Taiyo Maru ships would be arounc 
this summer. He thought that our best hope would be the establishing of a fish process
ing plant here. Tie difficulty about collecting royalties was the enforcement of those 
that didn’t want to pay, I put it that some conservationists had suggested that damage 
might be done to our wildlife through fishing. It had been suggested that penguins mi ght 
be caught in nets, as had already happened, also feeding patterns for penguins and seals 
established over hundreds of years might be irrevocably spoilt. Mr Monk wondered whether 
this wasn’t a matter of priorities.. ■•'hat were we preserving wildlife for? Presumably 
for humanity. If humanity didn’t get its food then there would be no-one to appreciate 
the wildlife. It seemed to me that the C.S. wants us to take a moderate position, if it 
exists, and not be pushed to an extreme in either direction, over-fishing or no-fishing. 
OTHER INFORlvuiTION. Plans are being.made to upgrade housing for contract expatriate em
ployees' to a comfortable but not lavish standard. A small housing committee is to be 
formed to advise on standards and the allocation of quarters.

Council housing will also be looked at to see if it meets acceptable standards.
The"government is costing various alternatives in an effort to find a way of improv

ing Cam^^radijo reception.
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MORE LETTERS

Times regarding

Christina Harradine.

Carcass Island*
3rd November 1974

As most of my mail comes from Britain I 
Not everyone 

> in

Yours sincerely,
__ ICitty Bertrand* _

Carcass Islando
Tuesday November 19th 1974-

Dear Sir.
I would like to thank you for all the information given in the F„I. 

the forming of a local FeI. Committeeo
while I think it was a pity that the forming of this Committee was rushed through 

with so little information being given to outlying farms beforehand I feel that this can 
be rectified now that the Committee is formed., This is surely a matter for unity and 
should not be divided up into East, West and Stanley.,

There is one point I would like to raise; why was a circular sent by the LoF.I,C* 
in May of this year not made available to ALL the adult population of this Colony?
When I was in Stanley in August I asked several people their opinions on 
and noneJiacLeven heardJ-t<, These people included a shop-owner, a 
ant (and their wives)and two other well informed personso

Dear Readers,
Do you like receiving letters? I do* 

can almost certainly, weather permitting, expect a mail-drop each week, 
is so fortunate* Four weeks have now passed since mail was dropped to Sedge Island
which time over 20 letters plus other items of mail have accumulated in Stanley,

I think it ridiculous that, to qualify for a mail-drop, one must have overseas mail- 
V?hat is so magical and all important about mail from abroad? It implies that local 
mail is unimportant» All mail is important to the person to whom it is addressed and
no-one has the right to decide otherwise, particularly on the arbitrary basis of the 
stamp on the envelope. If Mr McBeth were never to receive overseas mail, how long 
would he have to wait for his local letters?

I heard yesterday that the subject of mail-dropping will be raised at the December 
meeting of Legco and that Mr McBeth has been assured by the Chief Secretary that the 
matter will be investigated. Let’s hope it’s more than just talk and that Mr McBeth 
and others similarly placed will get the service to which they should be entitled, as 
they subsidise it through payment of Government taxes

this circular 
senior shop assist- 

The circular appears to have 
been sent to farm managers through the S<,O*A„ (I think) and I would not have seen it 
either if a friend had not shown it to me* I think this circular should be sent now, 
to some responsible person on each farm and made available to all persons in Stanley as 
well* I suggest that it should be sent to the foreman or union delegate on each farm 
rather than to the Managers again as they already have the copy sent in May, One cannot 
expect the local F.I, Committee to be very effective if the people on the Committee do 
Uvt know all that the L«F#I.,C» have sent here in the past by way of information*

I would like to conclude by saying how pleased I am that Mr Jack Abbott has been 
elected as Chairman*
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In the

this after-

Mr Dave McMullen died at Lively Island of a self inflicted bullet, wound

News reached us that Mr Bill Luxton was learning to fly while on leave - 
He passed his exams and has been issued with a Private Pilots

thanking 
It

August 27tho

A letter v/as read over the air from the London based Tear Fund •” 
walkers- and sponsors who participated in the recent Gateway Club sponsored walk, 
stated t.iat the ,£410 raised would be used to drill holes foi? water in drought-stricken 
Ethiopia.

September 10th.

vehicle while under the influence of drink and of driving a motor vehicle without 
policy of insurance in respect of third party risks.

The Argentine Tanker "Florentino Ameghinu” arrived in Pert Stanley to refill 
storage tanks with fuel for the F.27 aircraft.
Many Stanley school children visited the "Florentino Ameghino"

A radio news item revealed that Mr Andres limblom previously of Hculder 
has moved to British Caledonian Airways. One of his' jobs was to meet 

He would be pleased to hear from friends.
Coronel Diaz 1552, Piso 8-30 or B.U.A. offices).
In a most serious fire the bunkhouse at North Arm was burnt down" in the 

The enormous, wooden, two storied building was complete- 
No one was burnt.

An innovation on the Stanley radio system was a phone-in-request programme 
This has been repeated several times late at night.

on a survey fishing trip around the Falklands calledin 
A good catch of hake vzas reported.

REVIg.Y
August 6th. Eighteen members attended a Stanley Badminton Club Team Tournament in the 

Gymnasium. Alan Smith’s team won by one game. The club thanked the P.Y^.D. especial
ly Ron Clarke for installing new lighting more suitable for badminton than that which 
was previously used.

The Encounter Club, organised on Wednesday afternoons during winter for the 
older people, held a ’thsnk you1 occasion for one of the younger helpers Mrs Tina 
Harradene who has moved to Carcass Island.

August 14th and 15th. A ’crib’ championship was organised by Charlie Blackley 
final Ken Summers beat Sydney Smith by 2 games to 1.

AugusJ^ ,?3^0
at Shoreham, Sussex.

• Licence.
August^ 2,3rd.
Brothers in B.A.
people coming to the Falklands.
(Address:

Jij? 41 h. °
early hours of the morning.
ly burned down in 1J hours despite valiant efforts to save it
The cause of the fire is unknown.

Au.gHsjL2gth. Reverend Robin Forrester returned from a pastoral visitation to New Island, 
Saunders Island and Pebble Island.

Mrs Edith Harvey celebrated her 90th birthday.
In the magistrates court Mr C.VA Short was convicted of driving a motor

; a
August _j27the 

the Y.P.F. 
th. 

noon.
August 29th.

in the evening.
August_30th. The "Taiyo Maru 82"

Stanley for crew movements.
A ^ormal notice was issued by the S.O.A. and P.I.C, regarding the proposed ' 

Falkland Traders Ltd. that, " unsurmount able' difficulties have been encountered, and 
that it has been decided to abandon this project."

August^ J 1st,. The Supreme Court pronounced a decree nisi of divorce on the petition of 
Mrs Gladys Mabel Johnson.

September 3rd. A party of six named as Betty, Gladys, Mick, Colin, Ted and Paul returned 
from a cold and wintry fishing trip to the Male. Disasters to the vehicles meant they 
had to walk- part of the v/ay home. However they did catch a fair number of fish. And
enjoyed themselves.

September^gth’. Stanley Schools were open in the evening for the annual Parents’ Evening.
ISejotember 6th. Canon P. Helyer returned from a long camp visitation to Speedwell Island 

Port Stephens, Fox Bay East and West, Dunnose Head, Chartres, Teal River, Hill Cove' and 
Roy Cove.

September 6th _Lii 11 irKinr-' =»-- ■
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taller than his mother.
A letter from Mr Ken Mills in Papatoetoe, New Zealand tells of his transfer 

Zena is busy too and Derek
Derek is thinking of taking

for some time,
September J.6thv 

contract.
.Sej^tember 24 th.

Falklands via Mar del Plata;
Canon and lies P.J

of their choice.
a second Agreement was also signed to facilitate trade and the carriage of goods, 

between the islands and the Argentine mainland.
In London, British Officials said that both Agreements had been under discussion 

and had been approved by the Legislature of the islands.”
Mr Arthur Monk the new Chief Secretary arrived today on a three year

to the brainc Mr McMullen had been ill for some time including periods of temporary 
mental instability.

B.A. herald of today’s date, announced the signing of an oil agree
ment between Britain and Argentina.

"Great Britain and Argentina yesterday signed an Agreement under which Y.P.F., 
the State Oil Utility, acquires the rights to supply petroleum products to the Falkland 
Islands, at prices ruling in Argentina.

It will have the practical effect of reducing the current price of petrol in the 
islands, by at least 50 percent.

For the supply of diesel oil, YPF’s rights will be limited to exclude major users. 
The latter will retain the right to negotiate bulk purchase contracts, with suppliers

She received a distinction
She expects to start training at Mill Hill in January, 

a Roman Catholic missionary organisation in East Africa

News was received that the "Vibeke Lonborg" left Gravesend today for the 
very heavily loaded with cargo and mail.

Canon and Mrs P.J. Helyer returned from a visit to Buenos Aires and Comodoro 
Rivadavia. Canon Helyer also visited Montevideo. Highlights were meeting the Arch
bishop of Canterbury plus school and hospital visits.

October 9th. In the Supreme Court the Acting Judge granted a decree nisi of divorce to 
Mr Robert Andren Eric Hirtle.

October 12 th. U/V Monsunen returned from Punta Arenas with a load of 266 tons of timberB 
Colony dentist Robert Matson returned from a visit to the argentine where 

he was hosted by various medical colleagues.
4t a meeting in the Town Hall a local branch of the Falkland Islands 

Committee was formed (see report October issue).
October,^4t^° The following announcement was released from Government House.

"Appointment _of the next Governor^and Commander-in-Chief othy Falkland Islands
The following announcement was made in London this morning -
"Her Majesty the Queen has been pleased to approve the appointment of Mr Neville 

Arthur Irwin French M.V.O. as Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Falkland Islands in 
succession to Mr E.G. Lewis, C.M.G., O.B.E., whose term of office expires in January 1975. 
Mr French is expected to take up his appointment shortly afterwards."

Mr French, a regular member of Her Majesty’s Diplomatic Service has been, until re
cently, Counsellor and Head of Chancery at the British Embassy at Havana.

The following are details from Mr French’s curriculum vitae -
Born 1920; Fleet Auxiliary 1939-45; Colonial Administrative Service and H.M.G. 

Overseas Civil Service 1948-63; Retired as Principal Assistant Secretary, Ministry of 
External .Affairs, Tanganyika; Central African Office 1963; Commonwealth Relations Office 
1964; First Secretary and Head of Chancery, Rio de Janeiro, 1966-69 and then First 
Secretary in the F.C.O. before taking up his appointment in Havana. Mr French is married 
with one son and two daughters."
October ^th. A local radio news item revealed that Miss Alice Keenleyside has passed her 

teachers training course at Homerton College, Cambridge, 
in education and credit in art.
as preparation for serving with
for two years.

Ocjxfoer 25th. ------------ -
to "a* job preparing wages for about 400 people each week 
is doing well at school and is now ----  ------ ---
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morning <.

At the bottom of the tank there was about two

Earlier this month during a periodical inspection of Government fuel in- 
. seepage of oil was discovered at the base of one of the large storage

November 11th. 7’ 7 _f _1 ’.A__  1 1.1  ______
from a two week visit to the Argentine and Uruguay where they visited schools attended 
by F.I. children.

Football result (friendly match).
R.R.S. John Biscoe returned to Stanley from the Antarctic

November 1st. 7' 
in the bale press head.

November 5th. 
elected.
Terry Betts,

November
November, 10th.
November Tlth.

for a week.

for appendicitis.. She returned two days later to collect him.
was to be given by the doctor on board ship.

November 22nd.
stallations, a
tanks at the Power Station.

Action was taken to draw off the oil from this tank, into other tanks, ventilate it 
and then enter it to locate the leak.

up accountancy. (Now there's a sensible lad - Ed!). He enclosed a newspaper cutting 
showing a giant petrel found nearby with a tag which indicates a Falkland Island origin 

2£tober^^26th. m/v Vibeke Lonborg arrived today from U.K. via Mar del Plata. She v/as
loaded 'to the gills' including It- vehicles and 290 fuel drums on deck.. Most local 
stores were expected to suffer from the fact that many tons of cargo had to be left be
hind due to insufficient space on the ship.

P-£t.^bc7A^§th. A Icing penguin visited Stanley this week finding the old rubbish dump 
particularly interesting!

-- -  - -----Stephanie Coutts and Nicholas Pitaluga.
It was announced that this years scholarships have been awarded to

» Our congratulations to you both. You nave a 
lot of hard work and interesting things ahead of you.

It was reported from North Arm that a tussac bird was discovered nesting
At the A.G.M. of the F.I. football league the following new Committee was 

Chairman: Ron Betts; Secretary: James Lee; other members - Bob Gilson, 
Ian McPhee and Terence McPhee.
Football result. Stanley 2 - Royal Marines 7<•
The usual ceremonies were held to mark Remembrance Day.
Kir Benoni Cayrus of the Seventh Day Adventist Church visited the colony
He brought films from the British Council. On Saturday 16th he gave a 

slide show on Egypt and the Holy Land.
The Superintendent of Education, Mr Barry Stocks and Mrs Stocks, returned

- i
rfo e r 3j*1.° Football result (friendly match). Stanley 1st 11: 6 - H.M.S, Endurance 1 

RoRoS. John Biscoe returned to Stanley from the Antarctic. She visited 
Doumer Island but was prevented from visiting the American base Palmer Station and the 
British base Argentine Island by bad ice conditions.

November 1.5th. News was released from the Falkland Islands Co. that m/v Sonja Bewa had 
been chartered to make three round trips U.K. to the F.I. beginning December 1974.

Noy ember JJ5th« The Argentine Naval transport 'Cabo San Gonzalo' entered the harbour this 
evening. The purpose of the visit was to unload 2,500 tons of materials and equipment 
needed for the installation of fuel storage facilities by Y.P.F. (Argentine State Fuel 
Company).

N°XC?b1,5th. A news release from Johnston Construction Ltd. revealed that marking out 
work for the new airfield is well under way. Both the runway and most of the main 
access road from Stanley had been delineated. Drainage work was also under way.

November 20th- Rev. Robin Forrester returned from a two week visit to the Argentine in
cluding Bahia Blanca, Chiliar, Mar del Plata, Buenos Aires and Comodoro Rivadavia. 
Highlights were school and hospital visits and meetings with the leaders of the Argen
tine Bible Society, Baptist Denomination and independent churches missionary work.

November^21st. Six young men returned to Stanley from Buenos Aires where they had been 
guests of sailing enthusiasts, Most of their week was spent sailing on the River Plate 
They were Messrs. Colin Blyth, Robert Triggs, Lewis Clifton, Ian McPhee, Michael Allan 
and Terence Allan.

Noyernbjj£ 22nd. ■Fhe Russian Fishing Trawler ’Atlant' anchored in Port William this r— * 
One of the crew was brought ashore and later operated on in K.E.M. Hospital, Stanley 
for appendicitis.. She returned two days later to collect him. Post-operative care
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ADVERTISEMENT

SOUTHERN IMPORTS P. 0

Norton Shoes

Dunlop

Start-Rite Shoes

H^lajQY _Mar tin

front room.

J

AT YOUR SERVICE’ 
r*—x r wr—.-w —■_■ • f

SOUTHERN IMPORTS

Goods expected by
Portland Shoes

Box 157, Stanley.,
Shop at 31, Fitzroy Road, Stanley*

Insoles, sports and shoe laces, golf and tennis 
balls, badminton racquets, boot socks.

this into several small drums, 
the tank was then thoroughly cleaned, 
Noseda of YPF, then inspected the interior, 
naked eye, even under a very bright light.

Tennis Shoes, Yachting Shoes and Boots, and a 
few Ladies Fashion Wellingtons.
Boys, black, lace-up,sizes 13 to 5®
Senior Boys, black, casual, sizes 3 to 8.
Senior Girls, black, T-bar, sizes 4 to 7»
Childrens, imperial blue, lace-up, sizes 6 to % 
Sandals, tan, T-bar, sizes 9 to 4°
A selection of Handbags.

inches of black sludge and the PWD had the thankless and unpleasant job of getting rid of 
They accomplished this with skill, the steel base of 

The Superintendent of Works and Chief Engineer 
The leak could not be detected by the 
Mr Noseda then contacted YPF headquarters 

in Argentina, by radio, asking for leak locating equipment to be flown in, but fortun
ately this equipment and materials were available on the Cabo San Gonzalo, which was 
in port. The necessary repair was later effected.

November0 Lively news items are beginning to appear with increasing frequency from 
the squash and golf clubs.
The Golf Club is arranging a 
sports by contacting Major Simon Cook

The Stanley Squash Club is running a competition ladder, 
number of competitions. Coaching is available for both 

on telephone 162.

’’Sonja Bewa” towards end of January:
Ladies Boots - £13.18
Ladies Shoes - £ 7.45
(wide fitting)
Fine Quality Mens Shoes - black - four styles - 
Apron Saddle Casual - Calf Three Tie - Calf Demi 
Boot - Calf Plain Toe Casual - from about £8.00.

1QR JAkE
For sale fully furnished house situated on one acre of land. - 

itchen, three bedrooms, bathroom, toilet, 2 garages and peat in shed*
Apply to Mrs Muriel Stewart, 51 Fitzroy Road, Stanley.
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PEDRO McLEOD - MALVINESE

America really is. 
I do."

1! o

Our Falklands are geographically far away, but very close in 
The National Port Authority secured a job for him with

agree on some 
Presidential Palace 
he shouted several times ’Viva Maria Estela’. 
him - Juan Deboli of the National Port Administration who asked me 
I answered ’Argentine’, 
you born’ . 
why.

THE FOLLOWING .ARE BANK HOLIDAYS.IN 1975
Wednesday 1st January - New Years Day.
Friday 2oth March - Good Friday.,
Monday 21st April - The Queen’s Birthday and Commonwealth Day.
Monday 6th October - Peat Cutting Monday.
Monday 8th December - Anniversary of the Battle of the Falkland Islands (1914)
Thursday 25th, Friday 26th and Monday 29th December - Christmas Holidays.

fl f »<

I don't know if I will go and stay on the Islands or get a job 
In all there are some 400 Falkland Islanders who are in

In general they don’t realize what South 
They don’t want a sudden change.

The Argentine Magazine GENTE (PEOPLE) published at the end of October included a 
four page article, with large photographs, with Peter McLeod as subject. The article 
was based on the fact that he has renounced his British citizenship to take up Argentine 
nationality. Photographs show his National Identity Card No. 12,045,643; feeding 
pigeons in one of the large squares with a bottle of coke at his feet; several pictures 
with street backgrounds; and one showing Peter receiving his Identity Card from the 
Argentine President Mrs Peron. We understand that this story was carried in the major
newspapers and also on television.

,Here are some quotes from the article translated by Mrs V. Malcolm and Mr Bob Peart. 
"The Falkland Islands, are Argentine or they ought to be." "I didn’t do it, like the 

world supposes, as a challenge to Argentine sovereignty in the Islands. Simply, because 
I can see with my own eyes the advantages etc. The Falkland Islanders are good friends 
of ours. Recently they are taking much more interest in the Argentine. Negotiations 
are going on at official levels for establishing relations and for the Falkland Islands 
and Argentines to know each other." "He was in the May Plaza when the workers met to

Work Law (or other) and he found himself in the front rank outside the 
He listened to the words of the President and when she finished

Quickly he was approached by someone near 
’Are you English’ ’No’ 

Without doubt he said,’you have an English accent, where were 
’In the Falklands’ I said, ’but I want to be an Argentine, and do you know 

Because I truly feel I am an Argentine and I want to have the same obligations and 
rights as my compatriots.
travel and communications’ 
YPF in the Falklands.
as Radio Operator on a boat." ” 
terested in acquiring Argentine citizenship.

There they live a peaceful life.
There are a number of inaccuracies in the article some of which you will notice above 

Certainly you would have great difficulty finding 40 inhabitants who wanted to become 
Argentine, never mind 4001 There is no doubt however that this has given the Argentine 
a lot of useful propaganda for home consumption.

Anyone desiring to see the article should see Mr Colin Blyth.

^lig^modus
Canon Helyer advises that he is not offering himself for a further contract of em

ployment with Christ Church Cathedral when his present contract expires. He and Mrs 
Helyer expect to leave the Falklands about Easter 1975*

Bishop and Mrs Tucker will also be leaving South America about the same time.
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see

to Stanley is 4^p per lb.

EI N S H 0 P

We would like to thank our customers for their kind support during 1974 and to wish
Bright and Happy New Year,

A Merry Xmas and all Happiness for the coming year to all relations and friends
Lizzie, Aub and Sonia,From:

£337
£266
£203

9&p

Oranges
Strawberries
Radishes 
1974 Fodor Guide to S,A
Nescafe 170 grams
Lux Soap standard size

8p per lb.
57p per lb.
5^p large bunch 

£9.78 
95p 
5|p

W 0 0 D B
tl.TUJ * W Liju

As this
Plans are - 
20th to 30th,

them all a Very Merry Xmas and a

a SpanishBishop Tucker has resigned from his present position and it is expected that 
speaking bishop will be appointed in his place.

Dr and Mrs Tucker expect to be in the Falklands from December 9th to 30th, 
will be their last visit here it will be in the nature of a farewell. 
9th to 11th, Deanery; 11th to 20th, West Point Island and San Carlos; 
Upland Goose Hotel.

12-14p per lb.
ll-12p per lb.io£P per lb.

Minolta Camera SRT 101
Minolta Camera SRT 303
Minolta Camera SRT 100
Gas Cylinder - 10 litres

By and large most food prices appeared to be about the same as in the F.I. with the 
exception of bulky items which were cheaper.

These
(If

OTHER INFORJ/iATION (continued from page 11)
The Legislative Council have already approved the installation of water meters in 

Stanley. If this is to be stopped they will have to reverse their decision.
No provision was made when allocating the £.cncin^_subsidy to farms for measuring to 

if efficiency and/or production were improved as a result.
It was expected that the aviation department would need to be equipped with new, air~ 
^7 1977/78, It was necessary that efforts be made to ensure that the Beavers 

carried more passengers per flight. Concrete proposals from tourism operators were 
needed before firm plans could be made to buy an extra plane or engage an extra pilot.

31CE^IN.^^ITraA by the Editor
During my visit to the /argentine I made a note on some prices in the shops. Quite • 

a few people in the Falklands buy fruit from the .argentine and will be interested to see 
these. I found little difference in Comodoro Rivadavia, Bahia Blanca or Buenos Aires 
For your information the air freight rate from C.R 
prices have been converted from /argentine Pesos to Pounds at the rate of 23 to £1 
you were in the Argentine and able to change English pounds in a Cambio the price would 
be about half those given)

Apples
Tomatoes
Grapefruit
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14th
November

Nov, 30th

6th

<

The baby

revenue.

Nov
Deaths,
Oct, 4th
Oct, 22nd.
Oct, 30th

Births
3rd.
10th 
16 th 
16 th 
22nd 
6 th

son 
son 
dau 
dau 
son 
dau 
son 
dCvU 
son

Nov, 
Nov,

il

CORRECTION
We have been advised a correction to an entry in our August issue

daughter born to Mr & Mrs D, Jaffray (nee L, Royans) on the 30th June 1974 is named GINA 
RUTH MARY.

Oct, 
Oct, 
Oct, 
Oct, 
Oct, 
Nov, 
Nov, 16th 

23rd 
30 th

Iji the^JEalJclands
Malcolm Roy TRISE and Sheila FORD at North Arm.
David Stephen ALDCROFT and Diana Leigh "ORSLEY at the Office of the Registrar 

General,
John Francis COLBERT and Nicola Jane MILLER at St. Mary’s Catholic Church, 

Overseas,
Mr James Hugh ilIDERSON and Hrs Christine r.icCORMACK in Tot ton, Southampton.

Christina LEE aged 49 years.
Daisy Beatrice Louisa Mary SHORT aged 66 years.
Annie Elizabeth Jane JOHNSON aged 73 years.

Oct,

Kevin (61b 13oz)
Ian Robert Ewen (71b lO^-oz) 
Tansy (91b 4oz)
Naomi Renee (71b 10^-oz) 
Jonathan Terence (71b 8oz) 
Paula Michelle (81b 4oz) 
Christopher (91b 1^-oz) 
Mandy (71b 3j°z) 
Terence (91b 3^oz)

ona Bonner) 
Newell (Trudi Johnson) 
Lee (Susan Pole-Evans)

Marriages
Oct, 3th
Nov. 30th

Mr & Mrs L 
Mr & Mrs T 
Mir & Hrs G 
Mr & Mirs R. Reid (Pamela McLeod) 
Mr & Mrs T. Clarke (Fi 
Mir & Mrs J 
Mr & Mrs R
Mr & Mrs H. McRae (Linda Dickson) 
Mr & Mrs R, Neuman (Marlene May)

Overseas
To Mr & Mrs Ross Mulholland (formerly Rosemarie Rowlands) of New Zealand,
a daughter, Alison Marie (71b 5°z).
To Hr & Mrs YA Pell (nee Uinifred Oliver) of Nottingham, U.K., a daughter, 
Adeline.

SSH.S^^RRIi^GES _^:TD.DEjJTjiS
"Vfe rejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow with those who mourn

In the^Jalklands
Clifton (Jan Alazia) 
Beattie (Betty Morrison) 
Mitchell (Fay Harvey)

sale today and in Stanley the sales amounted to over £950, including 1312 First 
Day Covers. This issue will be on sale for the next three months.

(*today being the 13th December 1974)

P0ST OFFICE STAMP NEUS
The following information regarding recent stamp releases may be of interest to some 

readers.
The U.P.U. issue, although criticised by some people, realized some ,218,000 in

Sir Winston Churchill commemorative issue - first day sales of this issue, in 
Stanley, amounted to £927.90} including 99$ First Day Covers. To date the Post Office 
has sold over 2,000 of the special souvenir sheets. Total revenue from this issue is 
expected to be in the region of £30,000.

The issue t.Q commemorate the 35th Anniversary of the Battle of the River Plate was 
placed on ’ ” ” ’ ■’ — ---
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LIMITEDWIRELESSAND

'OVERSEAS TELEPHONES AND TELEGRAMS

t

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

*159

lifter hours telegrams 159

78

WIRELESSANDCABLE L I M I T E D

CABLE

Administration and 
General Enquiries

Overseas Telephone and 
Telegraph Enquiries

hours Monday to Friday 0800 - 1200 
and 1330 - 1630.

Book your telephone calls and file 
your telegrams at the Cable Office 
located in the Town Hallo Counter

' Closed Saturdays, Sundays and 
Public Holidayso

Account telegrams accepted by 
telephone, number 159 after hours and 
up to 2200 daily, including weekends*
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Greetings to everyone again, and although it’s a bit late (’) 
best -wishes for 1975# Our overseas readers will, no doubt, be 
pleased to hear that we had some wonderful weather over Christmas, 
indeed a whole fortnight of good weather - mind you we have had 
plenty of the other kind of weather before and after it J 
The Governoro On January 20th Mir & Mrs E.>GO Lewis left the Colony 
after Vr"~ Lewis had served four years as Governor., He was known as 
a cautious person but who could be unorthodox at times» He worked 
here during a turbulent period in world and local affairs, and us
ually sought, to use his famous metaphor, ”to pour oil on troubled

and Falkland Islands Monthly Review
Published at Stanley5 Falklands Islands
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We wish

i

One is

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

It is worrying that
What was to stop him 

Supposing a terrorist group

I very much enjoy this opportunity to ’talk1 to you all 
Thank you everyone who writes or helps

The last meeting of 1974 took place on December 4th . 
amazed at the perseverence shown by the members in view of the dif
ficulty of getting action through Legco * Without any research
facilities of their own, with little opportunity for preparation 
they soldier on to see what can be achieved,. One feels impelled 
to do all one can to help them by criticism, suggestions and support.

As usual the Governor started the day with a speech. As this 
was his last Legco speech he first reviewed two major matters over 
his four years here. Concerning our major industry he noted that 
from wool prices being depressed, to high prices, and now a down
turn was the pattern - and made optimistic comments about the medium 
to long term prospects. Secondly His Excellency remarked with 
satisfaction at the change in our communications pattern - from sea 
to airo

waters” - although not everyone agreed with this policy, 
them both well in the future. 
Cost of Living and^horta^es, 
is t

cameras etc.
News from two_Johns. '
from John Bailey^fex ESRO) from West Germany.
pects to be there for a while yet.
to Spain on a house-buying mission.
John is John Harradine - much nearer home who says, 
much enjoying life here on Carcass - it’s a lovely island and the 
wildlife is superb. There are many geese and they are keeping me 
very busy with numerous experiments, recordings, counts, etc. It

has taken a while to get everything started but at last results are 
beginning to come in.” (Next issue I hope to have part of an 
article extitled ''The Goose Problem” from ”The Falkland Islands 
Magazine” of September 1904*).
Low Iwol Prices. We have not failed to notice from our editorial 
desk the great drop in wool prices and include this note to draw 
the notice of overseas readers to this serious matter. We hope to 
have an article on this next month. Also next month part of a 
very interesting letter from that friend of the Falklands Miss Meg 
Laver - on the subject of Tussac Grass. Indeed there is so much 
already for the next issue that I wonder how I shall fit it all in’ 
About the J?.I. Times^. Last issue I mentioned that either the price 
of this newspaper would have to increase or the size cut down due 
to increased costs - and asked for comments. Those who have spoken 
to me on this subject opted for putting the price up - I anticipate 
that it will be 7p now for each monthly issue. (But for the 
government subsidy it would be 8p). I’m afraid that subscribers 
will find their subscriptions ending a little earlier. It is not 
intended to have a two monthly paper regularly but circumstances 
forced it this time. Our proper heading with the F.I. badge has 
still not appeared but I continue hoping1 
Pers ongl. 
personally in this column, 
me in any way.

The cost of the consumer of what 
is available^'^hasTTZk^everywhere else, rocketed recently., The 
price of mutton has risen by some 80%. Beef likewise. As this 
is from 5p to 9p per lb. overseas readers might not think this too 
hard. Traditionally however, home produced meat has been priced. 
low and has counter-balanced the high prices of imported foods which 
bear such tremendous freight costs. It was once explained to me 
that farms were prepared to sell cheaply as most of the people in 
Stanley were either relatives of, or retired, Camp employees. 
Perhaps the recent flood of folk from overseas has changed the 
farmer’s minds.
James Bond? The case with which Mr Deroath entered the Colony 
without his ’white card’ must raise questions as to the Argentine 
Government’s efficiency in security (see report page lj). He dis
played supreme confidence and bluffed his way here and is to be 
congratulated on his acting abilities, 
someone can quite easily come here armed, 
attempting to hijack the aeroplane? 
had hired him to work for them?
Pesos. News has just reached us that the Falkland Islands Govern- 
menT’will not be accepting any more xcrgentine pesos for exchange 
into F.I. pounds. Evidently the Treasury cannot find an outlet, 
at a suitable rate, for the pesos it buys. This situation high
lights a very embarrassing situation for the Argentine Government. 
Most of these pesos for exchange come from tourists from the Arg
entine. One of the arguments of the Argentine Government for 
taking over the Falklands is that things would be so much better 
for us as a result. Yet those who are inhabitants of Argentina, 
given the choice, prefer to do their shopping here. And these 
purchases are not mainly touristry items such as souvenirs, 

but foodstuffs, clothing, and household goods.
I was pleased to receive a letter recently

, He says that he ex- 
His wife Barbara has been off 
Sunny days ahead! The other 

"We are very
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experience in recruiting medical CANDIDATE FOR LEGCO?

r

This committee is due to re
Comments on relations with the Argentine

on Legco next month).

It is expected that elections for Legislative Council will be 
held towards the end of the year. It is important that more candi
dates stand for election this time. To make democracy work 
effectively the voters must have a choice cf candidates with differ
ent backgrounds, different social levels and with different experi-

forward by the members. 
are really concerned about, 
are given in full.
I. In view of the difficulties we ___ _______ e
staff, despite the fact that we are told that the terms we"offer 
are competitive with those offered by other territories, that this 
council requires the administration (Proposer: Hon. A.B, Monk) 
uO do all in its power to ensure that our recruitment procedures 
are as effective as can possibly be (Amendment Proposer: Hon. 
Chief Secretary).

2. Its the wish of this House, that H.E. the Governor should on 
behalf of the people of the Fol. extend to H.M. the Queen an in
vitation to visit the Falkland Islands as soon as is convenient to 
Her Majesty (Proposer: Hon. W.R. Luxton).
J. This Council considers that the Colonial Government should take 
immediate steps to invite interested parties to apply for licences 
to examine the possibilities of drilling for oil, both onshore and 
within territorial waters (Proposer: Hon. W.R. Luxton).
(Makes every endeavour to expedite the analysis of the survey com
missioned by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and undertaken by 
Professor Griffiths, in the hope that this reveals oil bearing 
structures within our waters, or under our land. Government should 
take all necessary steps to frame a comprehensive licencing policy, 
with a view to granting licences on terms most favourable to the 
Colony). (This defected amendment proposed: Hon. Chief Secretary).
4. This Council considers that we should become fully participat
ing members of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association as soon 
as possible (Proposer: Hon. W.R. Luxton).
And the administration is required to ascertain the full facts, re
garding the alleged non-receipt of two letters and a telegram, in
viting us to attend the London Conference, and report to this House 
in full (Amendment proposed: Hon. A.B. Monk).
5. This House wishes to make known to H.M.G. in the U.K. its dis
tress at not being informed of the kind offer that the development 
aid was to be on a loan basis (Proposer: Hon. L.G. Blake).
The House asks that future aid be a direct grant and not a soft 
loan (Amendment Proposer; Hon. S. Miller).
6. This House considers now is the time to examine applications 
for oil exploration licences, in view of the Colony’s almost cer
tain future economic difficulties, in order to take advantage of 
any oil available in the Colony or its waters as soon as possible 
(Proposer: Hon. L.G. Blake).

(More

Other actual or prospective revenue earners were noted by the 
Governor. The final fishing trials of The Taiyo Maru Company were 
being carried out; inquiries had been received from a U.K. company 
re shore based King crab fishing; he confirmed that Alginates 
would now only export dried milled kelp and not the finished pro
duct; oil - no consideration for prospecting licences should be 
given until more information was available.

In a review of the Governments activities Mr Lewis noted, 
among other things. The financial year ended June 1974 had a sur
plus of income over expenditure of.£116,000 boasting ordinary re
serves to over £200,000 (Ed: that’s under 3 months expenditurei). 
The downward trend in wool prices would not hit tax revenue until 
1976/77<» Increased revenue had been received from stamp sales. 
F.I. coinage was expected to contribute soon. Good news was ex
pected soon on the restoration of passage entitlements to the U.K. 
for senior civil servants. Best wishes to Dr and Kirs Ashmore on 
their imminent retirement from F.IO Government service. The new 
Superintendent of Education had arrived and was expected to ’ration
alise the system at home and abroad’. A wider curriculum in local 
schools was to be expected. The transfer to Cable & Wireless Ltd 
of the external telecommunications had been smoothly accomplished - 
the main advantage was the backup resources available in times of 
changing technology. It was good that their was a flow of young 
men as recruits to the F.I. Defence Force. He was also pleased at 
the ’general concensus of opinion’ found by the Select Committee 
on the Constitution on major issues, 
port at the next Legco 
centred on a plea for greater understanding.

The speech ended with thanks to all here from himself and Mrs 
Lewis and best wishes to everyone for the future.

A useful part of Legco is the debate on various motions put 
These show the kind of things that members 

Therefore this time the motions passed
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is the time for YOU to think of offering yourself for

well

PHILATELIC ICTS

were made.

r

member i$ 
to do 4

be- 
If

even in running for election you will have 
Yet again - you might be successful,

prove useful 
le Read the 

you agree with the
in preparing yourself, 
Pol. Times! 7 - ---
opinions stated - and why? IT 1-_1 
--- "Would I have done that?”, 
especially to Legco recordings etc. 
when you get the chance. I ' 

Subscribe to the Government 
' ■' With this '

__.3 Council sessions; etc. TT ' 
straight forward come out, and the

—s spent‘our

The Daily Mail might be useful. 
w 4.°ne a highbrow). 7. Talk 

<o much to tell people what you 
are linking. Politics is 

lncerest in other people. Observe

Mr F.G. Mitchell 
sat in attendance. A full and frank discussion took place and Mr 
Comben promised to report our views back to. the Governor, including 
a request to stop the issue of the proposed Churchill Miniature 
Sheet.”

- or couldn’t do it 
With a bit of preparation

stead for next time you try.
mocracy work and thus even in running for election you will have 
helped this country. ” ' o..w

You might nonder what ‘bit of preparation’would 
s“' II. Here are some suggestions.

Decide for yourself whether
5 If decisions are recorded think to 

Listen to the radio, 
Question Legco members

ences0 Now 
election.

Maybe you think that you couldn’t do it
Now don’t think like that. x x_

most people with a reasonable amount of intelligence and common- 
-' '  .2 11. Like anything worthwhile it

Or maybe you think it not worthwhile 
. That’s not too important.

. you in good 
Also you will have helped make de

mission of Major Spafford).
"On 2nd October, the news broke about the Falkland Islands 

Government’s proposal to transfer the marketing of their new issues 
from the Cro;m Agents to a dealer, who was anxious to take this on. 
On Monday, 7th October, Mr Leppard and Major Spafford attended a 
meeting at the Communications Operations Department at The Foreign ■ 
& Commonwealth Office. This is the department of the British 
Government responsible for the stamp issuing policy of British 
Dependent Territories. Our objections to the issue of undesirable 
philatelic material, bad designs and the proposed new production 
and promotional policy were presented, well received and apparently 
in general terms agreed, though no promises could be expected or 

On Friday, 25th October, Air Leppard, Mr Barton and 
Major Spafford attended a meeting at the Falkland Islands Company 
offices with Mr J.E. Comben, O.B.E., who is the Fiscal Advisor to 
the Falkland Islands Government, and who had been charged by the 
Governor with looking into the possibilities of a specified dealer 
taking over the marketing of the Colony’s stamps.

sense could make a success of it.
needs to be worked at.
cause you wouldn’t get elected 
you don’t get elected the experience gained will stand 

» _ . n • • •

people want and need - and using what you find out. Secondly, 
under our present constitution it is not possible to influence 
events a great deal. Whoever is elected the teachers still have 
to be paid, the roads still have to be mended, sick people still 
must receive treatment and so on. To stand for election with the 
hope of making great changes is unrealistic. Again patience comes 
in. Joined with determination. To find out where change is 
possible, and to persevere until you see action.

So, as you can see, there’s not so much to worry about. I 
hope no-one will think it presumptions offering this advice but 
it really is best for the Falklands to have more candidates. 
And all good fortune to all who, ’have a go'.

You may be interested to read the following, of which no news 
has been given locally, quoted from "The Upland Goose" (by per—yourself, vjouig. i nave done that?". 2 

especially to Legco recordings etc. Je 
etc k16 ?aance° Ask them why they said certain things
the'sec^teSatY wfUthWG°Verrment Gazette Pe- ^ear frora 
won) qpiA T • -1 Thls you get a complete record of every 
stock eg+S a°ive Council sessions; prospective ordinances;
of it is nuirp e+C°- °f* is easY understand but most
they come^out .Buy &overnment Reports when
Government e -reasupy Estimates - that shows where the
Spen™L theS?T'0Ur mry in the Past> and “ Plans t0 
to a U.K. ne’73nSfUtUr/T> 6" It would be i011^ useful to subscribe 
If you live in qU1"-? 1 m sure bound Books will arrange it for you), 
the library * t/ copies of newspapers are often available in 
choose your°om r°^ con3a^er you’ve had a good education you can
is difficult •’q th^Sr° y°U kon’t think you have, the choice 
rabble rouser^ p^a.6 ^a^ers ^or wor‘king people are usually the 
(Daily Tele^ ? ^0U2? type‘ The Dailv ^il ^ht useful. 
poiitLs. S?f you faney 

3^ “ T — what makes 1UP Cul*lvate r ’ '
Knal t S°°d and bad° 

notV°LPle °f waraings. ____ D____________
Its moreen U knowinS everything and telling people what 

patiently find-i an rl what

Being a successful Legcocase of ___q r--x-
patiently finding out things - facts and what
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REVIEW (continued from page 43)

Carol singers were

i

H . I

and teacherso 
Dec embe r^ 17th.

The Falkland Islands TII““
Editor and Proprietor: ‘

Camp Subscriptions 
Overseas - Surface Mail 
Overseas ~ Airmail

TIMES and F.I. Monthly Review.
Robin W. Forrester.

£1.00
£1.25
£3.00

Editorial comment is as follows5 again to quote.
"We maintain that whilst stamp dealers may know what philatel

ists want and will buy, they are far too personally involved in 
selling philatelic material and making profits for their own firms, 
to be sufficiently detached to be directly responsible for handling 
the production of stamps of a country. ’Whilst we have every reason 
to have the greatest respect and confidence in stamp dealers - in
deed we number many excellent dealers amongst our membership - our 
belief is that stamp dealers should stick to buying and selling 
stamps after issue and should not be involved in either the produc
tion, promotion or sales of stamps before issue. 7e believe that 
the temptations and dangers for any firm so involved are far too 
great, and that some of the results of these dangers might not be
come apparent for many years, whatever safeguards and supervision 
might be exercised from above.

Surely the best answer must be to continue the present arrange
ments with the Crown Agents, who are not involved in dealing and 
whose security has been well tested and proved over a century; but
in our view, however, it is imperative that the Crown .-.gents bring 
up to date their methods and enterprise of philatelic promotion and 
it is equally imperative that the Crown Agents correctly discover 
anct advise the Governments of stamp issuing countries of the type 
.f material that the serious philatelists will support in order to 
retain their present clientele

We hope that the eventual decisions taken by the Falkland 
Islands Government may dispel all our fears for the future stamp 
policy. As you might guess your Committee has been working very 
aro. on the^ matter and we are delighted to report that your Com-

~e *>1"s^Deen consulted by the Falkland Islands Government 
representatives. These representatives have said that before a 
ecision is taken they want to be quite certain that nothing they 

P-opooe could detract from the long term interests of the Govern-
m particular of the Colony’s high philatelic reputation.

suitably fortified, sang a carol together. Carol singers were. 
Christine Peck, Caroline Middleton, Sharon Hewitt, Sarah Stocks, 
Ian Goss and Odette Goss. The play ended with Father giving a 
Bible reading from the account of the first Christmas and then 
leading the family and its guests in a short prayer of thanks
giving for Christmas. The audience joined in some carol singing 
and, after the play, joined in the thanksgiving prayer. The 
Narrator was Odette Goss.

Thanks to everyone who helped in any way, particularly parents 
People really did enjoy it." 
Peter Thomas King and Ronald William Roberts were 

both convicted of driving a motor cycle at a speed in excess of 
20 m.p.h. and were fined £5 each.
December^17th. Johnston Construction gave a party in the Globe 
Hotel for the Jetty Gang, Johnston Construction personnel and the 
ship’s crew of ’Hercules Scan’ as an expression of appreciation 
for the very fast unloading of the vessel.
December^ 18 th. Football result - Mustangs 2. (P.'Watts) - Rangers 0. 
December_18th. In the Commons Mir. Ian'Gow asked the Secretary of 
State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, whether he would make 
a statement on the Constitutional future of the Falkland Islands. 
Mr David Ennals: Last January the Governor appointed a select 
Committee from the elected members of the Falkland Islands Legis
lative Council to ascertain the views of the Electorate on possible 
changes in the constitution and to make recommendations on the form, 
such changes might take. It has yet to make its report.
Mr Gow: \7hat discussions have the Government had with the Govern- 
ment of the Argentine about the future status of the Falkland Is.? 
Mr Ennals: There have been several discussions between'Ministers- 
of Her Majesty’s Government and Ministers of the..Argentine, one 
occasion being as recent as last week. It is the wish of both ■ 
Governments to keep in touch and I assure the House that it re
mains the policy of this Government, as of previous Governments, 
that no change in the present British Sovereignty over the Falk
land Islands shall be made against-the wishes of the Islanders. 
December 20th. Raymond Peter Smith was charged with and pleaded 
guilty to the offence of careless driving and fined £4.
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3rd R. Rozee.

McKay;

2nd Bernadette & Gerard Johnson;

500 yards

li2nd C. Barber;

3rd Glenda Watson. 3rd D. Carstairs.

3rd Alcroft.

2nd LUCKY, Mrs S. Johnson;

3rd TULA, S. Poole. Evans;

2nd T. McPhee & Jenny Smith;

A good meeting was held this year on December 26th and 27th. 
Good in that there were plenty of entries in most races, fine 
weather, and the usual interested support from the spectators. 
Just under £600 was at stake in cash prizes plus a whole host of

The Champion Jockey with 30 points was Keith Whitney,

600 yards 
2nd IONE, R

Three_ Le^®,d,,2S£® 
~ " T. Berntsen;

5rd SE/3IRD, E.
One ISle

Costello;
Trotting Race

3rd Sharon Smith.
600 yards

2nd SUNBEAM, Ko Whitney;
4th LILLIAN, J. Pemberton.

80 yards
2nd T. Costello;

2nd T.

ST-NT,RY SPORTS ASSOCIATION JUCe MEETING
.-ji .imi--- _---- ---- -- i* iri—■

McPhee;
700 yards

2nd TONINI, R. Binnie;
4th IONE, R. Evans.

3rd LILLLkN, Jo Pemberton;
Ladies
2nd Jenny Snri th • 

■V 800 yards
2nd SPINAWAY, J. Pemberton;

4th Sx-NTA CLAUS, K. Whitney. 2nd Falkland Islands Defence Force.
1 mile

2nd BLUE ROAN, W.D. Morrison;
3rd RED HEATHER, D. Whitney.
23. Three Legged Race. 80 yards Mixed
iSTAT^King’OTTerntsen; 2nd N-. Keenleyside & Alison King;
3rd Veronica Platt & T.McPhee.
21+ > x>ndrew_Bnjce_^r°Ph^
1st PADDY," J ." Pemberton;

Pemberton; 3rd N. McKay
900 yards

300 yards
2nd WILLIE, R. Rozee;

___ _ Mixed
Rosie Allan;

3rd A
17-.__ 7_..______ _
1st BEAUTY, K. Whitney;
3rd BOMBADIER, E. Goss;
18. Stepping 100. Yards 
1st R. Henricksen;
19. Berke 1 ey Sound JJate, 
IsFTOLIINf,“R? Binnie*f " 
3rd IONE, R. Evans;
20. Backwards^Race
1st Dave Williams; -
21 Tug-o-War
1st R. Betts’ team;
22. Trotting. Race,IsTTelLa, J. Gilding;

1st SUNBEAM, K. Whitney;
3rd BOMBADIER, E. Goss;
11. Sack Race
1st Paul Bonner;
12. Governor’s Cup
1st BEAUTY, K. Whitney;
3rd SEA BIRD, E. Goss;
13,.,, _ Musical, Chairs
1st D. Whitney; 2nd J.
14.__J^ncjDn^Grande^^Pla^te 900 yards
1st SH-tJIROCK, H. Smith; 2nd PADDY, J. Pemberton;
3rd SPINAWAY, M. Wallace; 4th TENNESSE, R. Binnie.
15- LadiesJ ^Trotting^Race 1 mile
1st BELIA/ J. Gilding; " 2nd BEAUTY, D.
3rd BLUE ROAN, 0. Morrison.
16. Ji elay.Race Mixed
1st Rosie Allan & T. McPhee;

King <1 Vo Berntsen.
The A.G. Barton Poize

2nd RAMBLER, J. Pemberton;
4th PATIENCE, R, Binnie.

the results kindly compiled by Patrick Watts.
_____ 600 yards
J. Pemberton; 2nd JUDY, R. Binnie;

w ; 4th CLIPPER, K. Whitney.
Foot
2nd V. Berntsen; 3rd G. Johnson.

600 yards
2nd IONE, R. Evans;
; 4th SHAMROCK, H. Smith.

other items.
..ho took £133 in prize money. Ron Binnie took £100 and Jim Pember
ton £95- And they earned it for the exciting entertainment given 
to the cheering spectators. Somewhat further behind were Henry 
Smith and Eric Goss. But surely thanks go to all who took part 
especially the younger jockeys getting experience for the days when 
they will be up at the top of the list.

Thanks also go to all the race officials. We note that this 
was the last meeting for one of the Vice-Presidents Dr Jim xxShmore. 
Je thank him for his part in the S.S.A. and wish him happy racing 
•here next he goes.

Now here are
1 *__ Maiden, Plat e
1st PADDY, <
3rd BEAGLE, R. McKay;

_200 Yards
1st T. McPhee;

Kelper Store Pri z e
1st BEAUTY, K. Whitney;

Potato Race
1st Nicky Hansen;
lt^_ggst Falkland Plate 
1st tonuti, r;iiS6i^“ 
3rd SE73IRD, E. Goss;

One Mile Foot"
ist T. Costello; 2nd T. McPhee;

—Slotting Race j mile
^st RED HEATHER, Daisy McKay;
?rd PAONIA, R. McKay.

Pony Race
1st KILDARE, D. Rozee;
/J^j^elbarrow Race
1st P. Bonner & *

3rd M. Luxton & N. Hansen.
^M®X.^£2£^£^A’p..Pi£te 600 yards

2nd RAMBLER, J. Pemberton;
4th KITTY WELLS, W’. Morrison.
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134th MISS P/JULIE GIRL, R. Binnie.

3rd S. Cook* 2nd D Carstairs 17’8";

2nd SEA BIRD, E.

DEPORTATION
3rd Rosemary Allan.

+

440 yards

2nd MONTE, Mrs R. Evans;

2nd Ron Binnie & Daisy McKay.

Pemberton; 
Binnie.

600 yards 
Summers;

3rd R. Binnie 
600 yards

2nd TONINI, R. Binnie;

36. Douglas Station Plate
1 „4- A Am-r-.-rKrAV? " 1

2nd RAMBLER, J. Pemberton;

On December 30th Mr Geoffrey Deroath and Miss Gillian Lipscombe 
arrived by F27. 
and ammunition.

500 yards
2nd PADDY, L.R. Anderson; 

Duncan.
Ke -Thitney, 30 points.

2nd RAMBLER, J
4th PATIENCE, R.

80 yards
3rd S. Cletheroe.

500 yards
2nd TONINI, R. Binnie;
4th LILLIAN, J. Pemberton.

44. 1 _ _
1st BEAUTY, K. khitney;
3rd BOMBADIER, E. Goss.
45_O Association Race 
Ist"SUNBEAMf R? McKay?
3rd SILVER BLAZE, W,

1st DILILA, (
3rd PEGGY, N,
42 o Pony Race
1st' ABALINE7 k7 McKay;
43. Salvador Prize (Champion Race) 
Is^TONINI, r7‘ Binnie; 2' 
3rd SHAMROCK, H. Smith.

Woolbrokers1 Plate (Champion Race) 
’ ~ ; — — 2nd LILLIAN, 0.

500 yards
2nd SUNBEAM, B. Betts;

4th POPPY, R. Binnie.
400 yards

„ ; 2nd BAMBI, I

40. ~~ Long Jump
1st R. Betts 18’0”;
3rd D. Lampshire 17’0”.

Cojisolation^ Race
, 0. Summers;

Watson;

1st PATIENCE, R. Binnie;
3rd DILYS, T. Summers.
17. _ Ladies’ Gail op 500 yards
1st BUSS PAULI GIRL, Ailsa Malcolm;
3rd RED HEATHER, Daisy McKay.

jockeys ’ Race 500 yards
1st SHAMROCK, G. McKay; 2nd PADDY, T. Summers;
3rd SILVER BLAZE, Ailsa Malcolm.
39. Gretna Green
1st Dennis Pitney & Neil McKay;

McKay; 3rd KILDARE, D. Rozee.
800 yards

Goss;

3rd R. McB’eth.
500 yards

2nd PADDY, J. Pemberton;
Goss; 4th DILYS, T. .Summers.
80 yards Foot 
2nd Darlene Short;

1st Darlene Short; 2nd Mandy Bonner;
32. Defence Force Club Race
1st SUNBEAM, K. Whitney;
3rd QUICKSILVER, E.
33- Ladies’ Race
IstT^olFHansen?
34. V.C. Race
1st D. Whitney; 2nd T. Heathman;
35. David Smit_h Plate
1st BEAUTY,' K. Whitney;
3rd SPINAWAY, M. Wallace.

3rd SEA BIRD, E. Goss;
25. 100 Yards Foot
1st R. Betts; 2nd D. Williams;
26. Troop Race 300 yards
1st SUNBEAM, K. Whitney;
3rd DILYS, T. Summers;
27. Veterans’ Handicap. Race
1st A. McLeod;’ 2nd 1T7 McLeod;
28. Chartres^Plate
1st BEAUTY, K^ Whitney;
3rd SPINAWAY, M. Wallace;
£9^ Foot
1st D. Williams; 2nd T. McPhee; 3rd T. Costello.
19* Port San Carlos Prize 440 yards
1st KITTY WELLS/W.D7 Morrison; 2nd RAMBLER, M. Wallace;
3rd SLIPAWAY, I. McPhee.
^1^ Ladies ’^Sac]£ Race

At the customs Mr Deroath declared a .38 Revolver 
Naturally this aroused interest in him and a 

search of his luggage revealed more ammunition (.22) although no 
further gun. Miss Lipscombe was not searched. He said that he 
had been threatened by Argentine terrorists due to his working as 
a bodyguard in B.A. He later spoke of ample funds abroad, secret 
service connections and influence in high places. No evidence 
was produced for any of his claims. The couple bluffed their way 
here without white cards by showing L.A.D.E. officials a leather 
passport cover with a City of London crest on it, convincing them 
that they were Embassy officials J Following a Government order
the couple were detained on Saturday January 4th and deported two 
days later as ’undesirable immigrants’ under the Immigration 
Ordinance. We understand that information was obtained from 
overseas showing that the couple were known criminals.
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH SENOR BIANCO

2.

deems itself so far satis-

the principle according to

3.

of the inhabitants of the Islands should 
to consider in the matter of the opening 1

Such 
from all <■- 
more humane 
progress, 
crimination

Islands the r------- • ■ - - - ~
representation.
1. Is the Argentine Government happy with the urogress made in 

involvement with the Falklands?
His Answer; The Argentine Government

fied inasmuch as:
a. The Republic has always upheld
which the interests

the first thing to consider in the matter of the opening of 
This regard for needs and feelings of the 

■ community is a traditional trait of our in-

Recently, when I was in Buenos Aires I was able to meet with 
Senor Blanco head of the ’Malvinas Department' of the Foreign 
Affairs Ministry. The result is the following interview. It 
should be noted that the name ‘Malvinas’ was used by him in his 
replies and is therefore reported as he said it - much the same as 
I used the name Falklands in my questions - I hope that people here 
do not object to this polite gesture.

Finally by nay of introduction I wish to answer an objector 
who said, "Why give space to their point of view, you’re doing 
their public relations work for them?” The answer is that it is 
my opinion that for far too long the Falkland people have been 
treated as if they have little right to know anything about their 
affairs. As a Christian I believe in freedom of speech providing 
it is courteous and not vulgar. Y/hile I run this paper sucn points
cf view will be published if they are news of interest to the public< 
The public in the Falklands, although mainly loyal to the Queen, 
arc interested to hear what the Argentine Government has to say 
for itself. Here is the interview. Duo to the unusual nature 
cirelations between the Republic of Argentina and the Falkland 
_ ______ -..e answers are given in full to avoid any chance* of mis

communications . 1 
individual and the 
SurhU^nOnS> aS conbemP^-abed in the National Constitution.

ncern <_nd generous outlook has prompted men and 'women 
over the world to come to our country, looking for a 

uay of lifeas well as for economic and social 
very inhabitant of the country, without any dis- 

civil equally and in the most ample fashion all
whether he t0 him as a human beinS> n0 matterne is a citizen or not.

In this connection, it has a bearing on the subject to recall those 
people hailing from the Islands who, at the turn of the century, 
travelled to Patagonia tc work there; among them there was a John 
Hamilton, who laboured nearby Rio Gallegos as a hired hand and a 
shepherd and later returned to Stanley, the owner of a big fortune. 
Consequently, he was able to purchase extensive property and leave 
his descendants important pieces of and as an inheritance.
b. The Argentine Government has given sincere and true compliance 
to Resolution 2065 (XX) of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, paying due regard to the development of communications and 
the promotion of the islanders’ welfare, as a collateral implicatior 
of the negotiations between both Governments - Argentine and British 
which tend to the achievement of a final and peaceful solution to 
the conflict of sovereignty.
c. So have the United Nations recognized - by Resolution A/RES/5160 
dated December 14th, 1973 - the incessant efforts made by my Govern
ment, in order to facilitate decolonization and promote that welfare 
I believe that the population of the Islands knows of these efforts 
as well.
d. Thus, satisfaction has been likewise given to the heartfelt feel
ings of brotherhood that the people from the mainland of Argentina 
experience towards the people of Malvinas and which arc so well 
known and interpreted by its national Government.
Does the Argentine Government have plans to further this involvement 
in the wake of air travel, educational scholarships, and fuel 
supplies?
A.s long as there is nothing indicating the need to act otherwise,, 
the Argentine Government will proceed as it has done up to now, and 
go on to develop what already exists. Concerning future further
ances, it might well expand its action if the better interest of 
the islanders shows it advisable.
What changes would be likely in the event of transfer of sovereignty 
to the Argentine? e.g. in local laws, property ownership, running 
of public affairs, taxation, military service, etc?
The least possible and only those which may entail more benefits 
for the population of Malvinas. As a mere example, I should like 
to assert that private property is guaranteed and protected by the 
Argentine Constitution, and' that no tax law or military draft regu
lations will, by no means, impair or affect illegally the interests 
of those who inhabit the Islands at present. It is also important
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6.

5.

Would it not "bo useful for the Argentine Government to make direct 
contact with the representatives of the Falkland Islands people 
with a vievz to better understanding of each others positions? 
The Argentine Government already has a threefold contact with the 
islanders through which it knows of their aspirations and interests 
This contact is always being encouraged and fostered and those as
pirations and interests and duly contemplated. Many instances 
illustrated this assertion, and I think everybody in the Islands 
is well aware of this fact.
As I said, contacts have been maintained during the three rounds of 
conversations on promotion of communications (1970/71 and 72); the 
Argentine Government in the Special Consultative Committee in Port 
Stanley and last but not least, by way of the efficient action of 
the several State enterprises that operate in Malvinas and individ
uals working for them. Let alone those contacts engaged at person
level by tourists, beneficiaries of scholarships and medical care 
facilities, scientists, artists, etc. My Government is open in 
this connection to all kind of suggestions which any islander would 
like to offer, whether directly or through the representative in 
Port Stanley; the ideas so channelled - for which introduction I 
already thank ’them - will be the object of the most serious study 
and eventually implemented if they prove feasible and conducive, 
after having been considered on their merits.
May I, to close, extend my kindest regards to everyone in the Islan 
especially to those whom I have met during my brief visits to Port 
Stanley; and state my recognition to your paper insofar as it - 
through this conversation - contributes to clarify and make better 
known to the islanders, the general position of the /Argentine 
Government regarding some of the subjects arising from the question 
of the Malvinas Islands.
Thank you Senor Blanco.”
APPOINTMENT

Holmested Blake & Co. are pleased to announce the appointment 
of Mr R. Hansen to the post of Assistant Manager as from the Jlst 
October 1974-

V^e offer hearty congratulations to Ray on this recognition of 
his abilities by Holmested Blake.

to state that double nationality will be recognized to those 
same people.
Furthermore, the Argentine political system is a federal one, 
which means that every province has its own government - pro
vinces are autonomous - set up in accordance with the local 
constitution and the institutions that each one passes and gives 
for itself, respectively. These constitution and institutions 
are the expression of the free will of its people. The only 
proviso conditioning those texts is that they must agree with 
the principles and regulations of the National Constitution 
whose pattern they must follow.
The idea of "local law1’ has been received in the Argentine 
constitutional law, so that the responsibility for provincial 
or municipal affairs lies essentially with provincial or mun
icipal governments, that the people have elected in the course 
of due electoral process.
Docs the Argentine Government agree with the secrecy surrounding 
the inter governmental talks and the proposals it is making 
to the British Government?
The character of confidential attached to the negotiations has 
been agreed to, by both parties - the Governments of the Re
public of Argentina and the United Kingdom - from their incep
tion. This is not unusual for this kind of diplomatic means 
of solving disputes between States. On the contrary, it is 
an old and generally useful practice, at least during some es
sential stages of diplomatic intercourse. But it is not ap
plicable to the proposals introduced by the respective dele
gations and eventually carried, during the rounds of conversations 
which have been held on the subject of the opening and develop
ment of communications between the mainland and the Islands, 
as well as to the activities therefrom derived.
Would the Argentine Government be prepared to talk on the sub
ject of dual sovereignty or guaranteeing the independence of 
the Falklands?
The position of the Government of Argentina on this matter has 
bc.en officially, clearly and repeatedly stated. The Malvinas 
Islands are a part of the national territory and whenever a 
solution to the dispute is achieved, the Islands and their pop" 

c.uion will enjoy all the rights corresponding respectively 
0 0-ny province and their inhabitants on the mainland.
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I am very interested about Falk-

re-

Here they are:

P.S.

I will

for the

PEN-PALS

My name is:
My address:

”58A Roy Street, 
Palmerston North, 
New Zealando

”Jose David Ferriz, 
arquitecto,

Calz.de los Misterios 668-A.
Mexico 14 D.F.

If I were to publish all the requests for pen-pals that I 
eeive there would be pages every month - so just once in a while 
I include a selection of requests.
’’Dear Sir J

I hope receive a ] 
the South Atlantic Ocean!

Thank you sir.

Dear Sir,
I write this letter to introduce me for a pen friend in your 

islands. I am 21 years old and my hobbies are: geography, col
lecting colour postcards, seashells, coins and fossils, and corres-

Esteemed Sirs,
I am a Mexican architect, whom hobbies -are meeting people in 

other countries, having correspondence with them, and interchange 
of stamps of mail, used or brand ones, for collecting.

as I don’t know anybody at Falkland Islands, I’m resorting to 
you, asking for correspondents among your people, philatelists, 
and any people who likes to interchange ideas, post cards and 
friendship.

I will appreciate so much any help you could give me 
success of my trying. Very truly yours,

Jose David Ferriz."

Yours sincerely,
Alfred Xuereb.

Sir, if you want something from Malta please tell me soon.”I am a 14 years old Swedish boy and I be very grateful if you 
will put my name and address in your newspaper, because I looking 
for a pen-pal in your country.

My greatest hobbies are collecting stamps and coins, 
send Swedish, Denmark and Norway stamps and Swedish coins to my 
pen-friend.

Thank you sir!
Magnus Malmberg.
Humlevagen ?, 642 00 FLEN-, St/EDEN.”

“Jennifer”,
Liedna St.,

Fgura, Malta.

Dear Sir,I wish to ask for a female pen-pal, any age.
All letters answered.
I’m 23 years old, single guy, interests: stamp collecting, 

swimming, travelling, corresponding, pop music.
Yours sincerely,

C. Manley."

Dear Sir,
I am wondering if any Falkland Island folk would care to correspond 

with a New Zealand woman, and if you would publish a request for a pen
friend by myself in your newspaper?

I am 55 years of age, married and am employed as a clerk hy a Live
stock Improvement Association, so someone who lives on a farm may find 
my letters of interest. I am very interested in my garden, both flower 
and vegetable, and enjoy writing and receiving letters, especially if 
they come from the more remote part of the world. I have an interest 
in world affairs and reading, as well as knitting for my grandchildren. 
One of my grandchildren is a keen stamp collector, and I always take an 
interest in her hobby though I do not collect myself.

Yours faithfully,
(Mrs) M. Browne.”

, ! -r — - - » rr_-.—1—mi-B—m ■ iTT!irY« **“-■**■*“

”C. Manley,
5/11 William Street., 
Frankston, Vic.,5199, 
Australia.

ponding to every one who write to me 
land Islands in stamps too.

reply to my call from your fantastic islands in

Calz.de
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If you also send

ing.
"1.

the Falklands from 7,0004

"jirawhata Rd., 
No I R.D.,
Lovin, Neu Zealand.

"R. Callaway,
12, Bramdean Drive,
Leigh-Park,
Havant, Hants, P09 4FT.

Dear Sir/Madam,
•As a stamp collector, I’m writing to you to ask if I may 

listed in your ’’Pen-pal page” in-your magazine ’’Monthly Review".
Thanking you in anticipation,

I remain yours faithfully,
R. Callaway (Mrs).1*

Dear Sir,
Sometime ago I received a copy of your very interesting little 

magazine' from a pen-pal I was then writing to. I have since lost 
contact with her and would very much like another friend to write 
to. I am very interested in the Falklands. My main hobby is 
stamp collecting. Also interested in the Girl Guides and garden-

I am married to a farmer and have 5 nearly grown up children.
Hoping that I may find someone to write to.

Yours sincerely,
Gwenyth J. Hayes."

"Dear Sir,
I read some time ago about your islands, and became very in

terested about them, and now I want to have a pen-pal from the 
Falkland Islands.

I am a boy from Sweden, in North Europe, 21 years old and just 
now studying at an institute of technology here in Sweden.

My interests are: collecting of view cards, coins and labels 
from beers.

I promise to try to answer all the letters, 
a photo of yourself, I’d be more than happy.

My name and address: Marcus Ojmark,
Temperaturgatan 87,
S-Y1741 Gothenburg, Sweden."

Abort 20 Parliamentarians
Rt. lion. James Prior, M.F.
Sir Nigel Fisher, M.P.
Sir John Gilmour, M.P.
Richard Luce, M.P.
Victor Goodhew, M.P.
William Clark, M.P.
Sir Bernard Braine, M.P.
David James, M.P.
Mr John Biggs-Davidson welcomed the Senator on behalf of the C.P.A. 

and stated that the United Kingdom wished to maintain a friendly relation
ship with Argentina. Considering the circumstances a conciliatory sort 
of speech might have been expected. However the Senator chose this an 
occasion to make a long speech denouncing the British position and made 
the following points.There are only 2,000 people in the Colony and therefore the 

Argentine claim to sovereignty was not an important issue for 
Britain.2. The vast majority of nations had decided that absolution to the 
problem must be achieved and that solution was Transfer of 
sovereignty and the end of Colonialism.

3 That Britain was shedding herself of Colonies and sooner or 
later, if the Falkland Islands was the remaining one, that too 
would go.Britain could no longer afford to keep

5 SeeneSearfethe Falklands looked only to Britain which whilst 
5° commendable was unrealistic. They should.look to the mainland.

(continued on page 24)

^±^J^S2_L§Jj4NDS COKa/HTTEE^ACTPTITIEiS

i ng- 'In ^eoeip’ber the Falklands branch of this committee distributed a 
lexcer from its London centre. This concerned a meeting held in the 
commonwealth Parliamentary Association which was addressed by Argentine 
senator Hinolito Solari Yrigoyen. Details are given here for the bene
fit of our overseas readers.

"The reception provided an opportunity for the Senator to meet a 
cross-section of Parliamentary interest and also members of the Comittee.

were present including -
E.G. Pattie, M.P.
John Wells, M.P.
Lord Shackleton
Michael Clark Hutchineon, M.P.
Patrick Wall, M.P.
Tom Dalyell, M.P.
Sir John Hall, M.P.
Anthony Kershaw, M.P."
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LIMITEDWIRELESS SOUTHERN IMPORTS introduce Prestige Wall Plaques

FOR SALE

SEA TRUCKS

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

78

0000c 00B L E A N D WIRELESS

A N DC A B L E

159
159

Overseas Telephone and 
Telegraph Enquiries
After hours telegrams 
Administration and 
General Enquiries

SOUTHERN IMPORTS - AT YOUR SERVICE! 
mimi.ii aa—tw.-.CTWmt ■ i

OVERSEAS TELEPHONES x'JN'D TELEGRAMS

L JL M I T E D

acre land with garage and workshop.
as small shop), lounge,

For details apply to Mary Jennings,
Dwelling house on

House comprises 6 bedrooms (one filled 
large kitchen, bathroom.
33, Fitzroy Road.

Falkland residents who are used to seeing the sea trucks be
longing to the m.v. Monsunen and to Alginates Ltd. might be inter
ested in the following news item. The Government of the Sudan is 
spending £500,000 1° purchase 20 sea trucks for an experimental 
project. They will be fitted out as fully equipped floating 
hospitals with the addition of towed rafts of similar construction. 
They will go to a place, let down the front - and the patients 
will come on board. These sea trucks will be used in Southern 
Sudan, mainly on the River Nile.

These are authentic reproductions from original engrav
ings depicting Vintage Cars, Sports Cars, Aeroplanes, 
Racing Cars, Ships, Locomotives, etc. The Ships 
series includes the S.S. GREAT BRITAIN.
All Prestige Plaques are in one or more colours with 
the outline and raised detail being finished in Gold. 
They are a fine ornament and make an ideal gift.
Prices from 77p-

Book your telephone calls and file 
your telegrams at the Cable Office 
located in the Town Hall. Counter 
hours Monday to Friday 0800 - 1200 
and 1315 - 1600.

Closed Saturdays, Sundays and 
Public Holidays.

Account telegrams accepted by 
telephone, number 159 after hours and 
up to 2200 daily, including weekends.

For an experimental period telephone 
calls may be made to the Argentine from 
2 p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday to Saturday.
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8

honoured.

A recent visitor to the Falklands was Mr Bruce Wilson of Chimo

OIL

_ n ,, , - a problem or suggestion to nutforward that .... ..... .... r
forward it to me and we will see what

The Parliamentarians 
y they were 

wishes would be 
• ’How cculd we

on our Committee for any expenses on my

”6. The talks should continue with a view of transfer of 
sovereignty,

7o If an Islander struck a match this would have come from 
7,000 miles away - it should have come from 300 miles away, 
With a transfer of .sovereignty the Islanders would enjoy 
all the benefits of Argentine citizenship and would be 
looked after,”

The politicians present wore clearly annoyed,
’’Sir Bernard Braine said that he wanted to make it quite clear 

that all parties in the House were resolved that there would be no 
transfer of sovereignty unless the Islanders wished it, Their 
/iews wore paramount and no pressure would be brought to Dear upon 
■5hemo Mr William Clark said that the numbers of population wore 
sod material to the issue - the wishes of a population of 2,000 
would be respected by Britain on exactly the same principles as a 
copulation of 20,000.000, Another M,P, said that in any event the 
:ost of matches would be higher from Argentina.”

The judgement of the Joint Hon, Secretaries of the London 
Falkland Islands Committee was,

’’The reception was very successful, 
present are all friends of the Colony but, if anything 
even more determined to ensure that the Islanders’ • 

As was said by one of them afterwards - 
Let the Colony and its British inhabitants go to these people’, 
Je hope you will find this report reassuring,” 
Local Committee

On the 20th December the following report was issued by Mr 
Tack Abbott, Chairman of the local committee. Here is part of 
She report,

"Since the Committee was formed there have been four meetings 
ield, mainly at Westholme, Stanley, At the latest Mrs Betty Inlier, 
7ho volunteered to do the work, was appointed Secretary, This was 
made necessary by the resignation from that position of Mr Sydney 
niller, who with his heavy commitments of Legco and Exco, found it 
necessary to resign, Mr Miller is remaining however on the 
Committee,

Our first meeting dealt with the medical problem and our letter 
so the London Office was immediately acted upon with.useful results.

Last week we met the two visiting F,C,O, officials Messrs Hall 
and Relton and a long interesting discussion ensued which covered •

a great many of the problems currently facing these islands - 
S^ereifnt^ °il, communications etc. It would appear that these 
officials from H.M.G. are well conversant with, and sympathetic to 
our many requirements. 5

Should any camp residents have a problem or suggestion to put 
comes within the jurisdiction of this Committee, please 

can be done."Secretary^’ s Visit
On January 10th Mr Abbott advised that Mr E.W. Hunter-Christie 

(or Bill Christie as he prefers to be known), one of the joint Hon. 
Secretaries of the London Committee, was in the Colony. This was 
for the purpose of getting a first hand account of the population’s 
problems and views. He has made great efforts to meet different 
sectors of the population in Stanley, both individuals and groups. 
He has also made a tour of Camp mainly North of West Falkland and 
Lafonia on the East.

Mr Abbott concluded his announcement as follows.
"Mr Christie wishes to round up his visit with a public meet

ing in the Town Hall which has been fixed for 8 p.m. on Saturday 
25th and in view of Mr Christie’s stature in England it is hoped 
that this meeting will be well attended; he will welcome questions 
from all quarters, Mr Christie has flown out to the Falklands at 
the expense of the F.I. Committee in London, and our branch Committee 
here feel strongly that his local flying and incidental expenses 
should be looked after here.

It is the least we can do to show our appreciation and thanks 
to not only a most capable person but also to a most likeable 
personality.

Many people made donations to the Local Committee when it was 
formed in October, but very many others were not present nor avail- 
able and if any such would care to send or arrange a donation to 
our Hon. Treasurer at Ross House, these would be very welcome be
cause local air travel expenses for non-residents can add up to a 
considerable total.

There is no charge 
account.”
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no bother.

This relieved the burden from anyone’s

a.m.

J

Sincere apologies that, due 
Thanks to

Management Services, Vancouver, 
His organisation is acting 

empanies in seeking a

on Monday, Phyllis and Mike

WEDDING REPORTS
» MWuttwti iijb . mr n,

were married by special licence in the Registrar’s Office. The 
marriage was witnessed by Mike and Elizabeth Knight. From the 
Registrar’s Office, the happy group went down to Christ Church 
Cathedral. Here, joined by the remainder of those who knew of 
the occasion, Padre Helyer conducted a short, simple service of 
blessing upon their marriage. This I thought was that little 
something extra, which seemed to make all the difference.

For the occasion, Phyllis wore a colourful floral two-piece 
suit, and carried a lovely little bunch of white and mauve crocuses 
Mike looked equally smart in a navy blue pin-striped suit.

After the short service, the group gathered outside the Cath- 
The day couldn’t have been nicer for 

Plenty of sun, and very

^j4s._01iver and Michael Rendall. f ’ .. _ 1_o
to an oversight, this report was not given earlier." 
Vivienne Perkins for this report.

. Monday morning, 9th September, started off as just another 
ruce sunny, warm day. But this was to be a very special day for 

happy people. Not only were they going off on a fortnight’s 
thGir 'jeddinS daY« Yes, the wedding day of Phyllis .liver and.Mike Rondall of the Royal Marines.

Phyl’:ls ^nd !vIike kePt their happy secret for some eight to ten 
’ aiqa- on Y a handful or so were privileged to have been trusted 
./ith their secret.

And so it was, that at 10

Canada.
on behalf of a group of six oil 

licence to carry out a seismic survey into 
the possibility of locating oil in the offshore area of the Burdnood 
Bank to the south of the Falklands and possibly onshore. This 
culd mean up to 18 months work with a possible start being made 
"ithin two months of a licence being obtained. He said that his 
lompany was prepared to invest between £-750,000 and £1,000,000 in 
the survey. Mr Wilson said that he regarded his talks with the 
British Government as favourable. His company and those which he 
represents regard the Falklands as a British Crown Colony and 
negotiations would be through the British Government and the Falk
land Islands Government. The companies which Mr V/ilson represents, 
besides his own, are:-

ASHLAND OIL, CANADA (Pioneers in offshore drilling)
ASAMARx OIL CORPORATION LTD., CANADA
CORAL PETROLEUM INCORPORATED, HOUSTON, TEXAS 
SUNLIGHT OIL CANADA LTD.
and TANKS, OIL AND GAS LTD., UNITED KINGDOM which is a 
subsidiary of TANGANYIKA CONCESSIONS LTD.
He wishes it to be known that he disassociates himself entire

ly 7/ith uhe remark made by one Honourable Member at the recent 
meeting of Legislative Council to the effect that if no agreement 
•3jld.be reached with the British Government, he would enter into 
negotiations with the Argentine Government.

edral for some photographs, 
such an occasion. No fuss, 
little wind.

Phyllis would dearly have loved to have been married in the 
camp, but, with the absence of her parents, and Mike with no relations 
in the Islands, they decided that it would be a quiet affair.
Their wish was granted. This relieved the burden from anyone's .
shoulders and no-one was hurt.

After the Church gathering, the bride and groom made their way 
to Colonia Cottage in John Street, the home of Fred and Cecilia 
Gooch, where a small champagne party was held, and more photos taken. 
Tho photographers were Eddie Burch, Royal Marines and Mike Knight.

The happy couple left the Colony by the F.27 on that day, fop-, 
their honeymoon in Bariloche.

I am sure that everyone vzill join with me, in wishing Phyllis 
and- Mike every blessing, and many happy years together.
Shirley Berrido and Peter Seeley

Christ 'Church'^CathcdraT^as the scone of a very pretty wedding 
on Saturday the 7th December when Miss Shirley Berrido was married 
to Mr Peter Seeley. Shirley, given in marriage by her Uncle Tom 
Berrido, looked lovely in a dress made of white Polyester crepe with 
a guipure lace yolk. She wore a shoulder length veil ornamented by 
a white rose and carried a bouquet of red roses.

The bridesmaids, Miss Dilys Pole-Evans and Miss Trudi Jones, 
were dressed in pale pink dresses made in the same material and style 
as that of the bride. They each wore a pink flower in their hair 
and carried posies of red roses backed by white net. The bouquet 
and posies were arranged by Mrs Peggy Halliday.

The duties of best man were ably carried out by Mr Dave McKay.

%25e2%2580%25a23jld.be
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They

Given in marriage by her brother Bill, Veronica looked beauti
ful in a full length gown of white nylon with insertions of lace and 
ribbon. The style was simple with a gathered skirt, full cuffed 
sleeves and frilled neckline. Her bouffant veil was held in place 
by a flowered headdress. She carried a bouquet of mixed flowers 
beautifully arranged and presented by Mrs Rene Rowlands. The 
wedding dress was chosen in England by Vivien Hayward and was a 
gift to the bride by Mrs Mary Henricksen.

Veronica was attended by three bridesmaids - the Misses Vivien 
Betts, Teresa McGill and Glynis King. Those girls looked very 
pretty in Victorian styled dresses of white cotton embossed with 
yellow flowers and wore matching flowers in their hair, 
carried lovely Victorian posies arranged by Rosie Helyer.

The duties of best man were ably carried out by Marine Ian 
Beckett. Both Dave and Ian looked very smart in their blue uniforms.

/after the ceremony a reception was held in the Town Hall where 
many friends gathered to drink the health of the happy couple and. 
sample the 3-tier wedding cake made by Mrs Jean Dobbyns.

At 6 o’clock the bridal party with relations and close friends 
enjoyed a delicious supper at the home of Mr and Mrs Harry Stewart..

Dave and Veronica wish to express their thanks to Polly, Harry 
and Vi for the supper, Jock and Eddie for the buffet, Micky and 
Griff for the running of the bar, Jean Dobbyns for the beautiful 
cake, Steve and Ray for their duties as ushers, Richie, Aussie and 
Steve for photographs and last but not least, Dots for everything.

Thank you to all for these accounts, some by anonymous contrib
utors. If you wish to have your wedding recorded in the TIMES 
please make sure an account is forwarded to the Editor.

B OJ3K REVIEW
Stanley Seasons and Other Poems by R.J. Poole.
This is a nrivately published book of twenty three poems by 

Stanley school teacher Bob Poole. The title poem in crisp phrases 
pictures the four seasons with a Falkland Islands flavour. (We 
might be forgiven, perhaps, for suggesting that it is possible to 
taste all the seasons in one day here - they are not always strewn 
out through Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter). There are other 
poems inspired by the Falklands noting such things as the Battle 
Monument, R.M.S. Darwin (as she was), with peat getting several (dis?)

The dresses were all beautifully made by Mrs Clare Morrison. 
e£rs Arlette King was responsible for the very attractive hair styles.

A reception was held in the Town Hall for some 300 guests with 
an excellent array of eats.

The cake, a gift from Clare and Pat Morrison, was made by Mrs 
linma Steen and beautifully decorated by Mrs Gail Steen.

Shirley and Peter would like to thank Clare and Pat Morrison, 
/aura and Dave McKay, Glenda and Neil Watson and everyone for making 
choir day such a happy one. They would like to say a special thank 
you to Mrs Helyer for the lovely flower arrangement in the Cathedral.
Harjorie Hume and John Adams

The wedding took place in the Office of the Registrar General 
on Friday, 20th December, between Marjorie Hume and Marine John Admas. 
Aarjorie, who was given in marriage by Nigel Pearson, looked very 
attractive in a full length Empire line dress in cream polyester, 
with pink lace trimmings. Matching pink flowers completed her 
□cuffant hair style.

The bridesmaids, Myriam Booth and Joanna Pearson wore dresses 
of Empire line in Maroon polyester with cream floral yoke and 
sleeves. Marjorie’s and Myriam*s and Joanna's dresses were all 
beautifully made by Mrs Mary Henricksen. Mrs Arlette King arranged 
-he hairstyles. The bouquet and flower arrangements were carefully 
-ttended to by Mrs Helyer. Mr Kevin McKurdy carried out the duties
of best man and he and John looked very smart in their blue uniforms.

Following the wedding, the bridal party went to the Cathedral, 
jhere friends joined the service of blessing given by Canon Helyer. 
.jfter the service photographs were taken by Richie Anderson and 
.usie Parker at the home of Doug Fowler. This was followed by a 
reception in the Town Hall for 150 guests. Later in the evening 
15 people attended a wedding supper at the Upland Goose Hotel.

Marjorie and John would like to thank all those people who 
nelped to make their wedding day such a happy one.

Pavis and David .Platt
On Saturday the 21st December, Canon Helyer conducted the 

jedding service at Christ Church Cathedral between Veronica, young- 
n °f D°ts and the late i;rthur Davis of Stanley and marine
Javid Platt, second son of Mir and Mrs C. Platt of Bridgewater, Somerset. ’
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R..R.S. SHACKLETON

WILL ALL OUR KELP BE USED UP? "by Fred Gooch
O.B.jA (DEC^SED) _■ J^gC^IONRlPTKEN F.W. WHITE,

■ :s

2d.

us on
intervals of three, four and six months between cuts 
assured that three harvests per year in the same-u..

The following emanates from the Falkland Islands Company Ltd.
■ x? which grateful thanks.

The sudden death of Captain F.W. White on Saturday 11th January 
come as a great shock to his many friends in these Islands, 

’’Freddie” as he was known to all was born in Southshields,
4 1 ' He was the only child of Captain and Kirs

ncurable mentions, 
■ones of opposition.

The personality of the writer 
_- e thoughtful. (
;'.ce” (Page. 9) and hear him assuring ’ 
< India (for which he asserts it was 
_ce hot, refreshing cup of strong tea.

The observation made at the recent Legislative Council meeting 
and broadcast over the air to the effect that - "Y/OULD ALGINATE IN
DUSTRIES CUT ALL THE KELP IN THE FALKLAND ISLANDS, AND WEN THERE 
WAS NONE LEFT GO ELSEWHERE/’ - surprised me greatly coming from a 
camp dweller, because on many occasions campers have told me of 
their experiences cutting a clear way through the kelp in shallow 
water to facilitate the passing of animals or boats, how in a very 
few weeks, it cannot be distinguished where it had been cleared, so 
rapid is the regrowth rate.

Many experiments and observations have been carried out here by 
the resultant regrowth rates of Macrocystis after cutting at

5. One can rest 
zone seems to be the 

ideal ratio which assures an undiminishing supply of- mature growth 
at each cutting.

War figures several times, perhaps with over-

Rather misleading also was the statement that Alginate Industries 
would exhaust their supplies from Northern Europe before coming here. 
This the Company would never do. Absorb the available supplies to 
the maximum of regrowth rates is the correct term to use. The pro- 
c ed.ure there as everywhere is to wait for it to grow once more; a 
longer cycle with Ascophylums than as found with the South Atlantic 
Macrocystis.

Vfe are advised that R.R.S. Shackleton which was in Falkland 
waters summer 1973/74 is due to come our way again next summer. 
She is first due to go to the Indian Ocean and will then come to 
Falkland waters. Readers will recall that Shackleton was used 
in her last visit here, amongst other things, to survey the sea 
bed to discover if it was of a similar formation to that which is 
known to be oil bearing.

comes through in the poems that
Ono can just hear Bob saying "Yes - a fire is 

us that the chief of the glories 
; added to the Empire), "Is a 

" (Page 31).
There is some humour in this small book but the main mood is 
The age in which the poet lives is not greatly desired by 
We might even call him a drop-out I The years are "bitter- 

•weet”. (Page 22).
Books are expensive these days - even more so privately publish

ed ones. However we recommend this book at 28p to all lovers of 
•>e Falklands written by one who has made his home here for a good 
a-w years now. It can be obtained from the F.I.C. West Store, 
.•verseas readers may order from the F.I.T. office at 35p including 
• stage.

-unty Durham in 1916.
As white.

On 13th December 1939, Freddie first arrived in the Colony on 
■ >ard the oil tanker SAN CASTO of which he was the third officer. 
A was stationed in Stanley until March 1944- and during this time 
.. met Elena Jane Pitaluga whom he married on 20th July 1940. Two 
rildren were born of this marriage, Ian in I946 and Stephanie in

Upon leaving the Colony in 1944 he continued to serve on the 
.iN CASTO until being appointed Master of the LAFONIA in I946. He 
'■ -ught this vessel out from England when she was purchased by the 
ilkland Islands Co. Ltd., and later transferred to the FITZROY.

. .-.s service with the Falkland Island.s Company continued when he be- 
-ame Master of the DARWIN in 1957 and he held this command until his 

departure from the Colony in I968.

In 1966 he was awarded the O.B.E. for his services to the 
CcJ ony and in 1968 was appointed an elder brother at Trinity House

He was serving in this appointment.when he died suddenly of 
cerebral haemorrhage at his home in Felpham, Sussex.

His funeral took place on Thursday 16th January at Chichester, 
Sussex.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

1QO YEARS, _AND STILL■ JT/jWING by Roger Hillman.

The utone Corral at Darwin celebrated its 100th Anni versary

about 5 foot thick

much for the October issue of the Falkland
it stands as

and actual
original construction have peace, 

beautiful one.

Nov-Dec edition, 
decisions.

Dear Mr Forrester,
Thank you very

Fox Bay West. 
December 30th

2 Meadow Close, 
Hailsham, Sussex.

be in operation (it is assumed). The sale of alginates depends 
cn the state of world economy which of course effects in turn the 
rate of expansion of any company.

. The
The world is in a very

ations and no doubt an attraction to visitors. It is also put 
to good use as a venue for numerous games by Darwin School child
ren.

To celebrate the Historical event an Asado was organised and 
attended by a number of the inhabitants of Goose Green, Darwin 
and a much travelled socialite from North Arm and his family.

Meat was cooked on an open peat fire, and under a canvas 
shelter salads and rolls were dispensed and dispatched by the 
grateful recipients with a glass or two of wine.

Afterwards a large fire was lit in the Corral and the con
genial spirit of the evening continued in the warm glow of the 
fire and the music of the accordian and guitar.

A very pleasant evening was spent in the historical setting 
ideally suited to this purpose, and all that were there I feel 
would like to express our sincere thanks to Iris•and-Denis Tasker 
and Sharon and Denis Middleton who put in hours of hard work to 
make the evening the success it was.

Therefore if matters turn out wrong 
It’s a hard and thankless job. 

as a family again.
Most of all we 

' ’ , Our country is a
So let us all join together to survive 

hard times are here but we are not alone.
bad state at the moment, but I pray with God we nil! overcome.

Gary N. Brown. _____ _
__      _ , , .y, , a-MU-MT ■■■

Harvesters of seaweed all over the world have a very good re
cord, and have never been guilty of exhausting supplies of their 
raw materials as we have unfortunately seen with the fishing and 
whaling industries, in which case a few unscrupulous nations have 
eliminated almost completely the supply of fish and whale meat with 
its many by-products by ruthlessly over-fishing and disregarding 
completely the future propagation of species of fish and marine 
mammals.

Alginate Industries relies on supplies of weed meal for pro
cessing in their Scottish factories not only from their own collect
ing and drying centres in the British Isles, from Northern Europe 
and Iceland, but also from many parts cf the world, perhaps princi
pally South Africa where large quantities of the giant kelp called 
Ecklonia are constantly shipped to them for processing. In fact 
the. Company absorbs all the available supplies in the world in order 
to maintain their present rate of demand for alginates,which com
modity is exported to all parts, only about ±5% of the total pro
duction being for United Kingdom consumption.

In the Falkland Islands the year 1976 is the aim for our first 
production plant, with 1978 as the year when full production nil! 
be in operation (it is assumed). The sale of alginates depends

in November.
Many conflicting thoughts surround the builders 

date, but the generally recognised date for the 
having been completed, is November 1874.

The most widely mentioned name of a builder is that of Jimmy 
Steal who also built the house at Parragon and the small stone house 
alongside the jetty at Goose Green.

The Corral is 86 feet in diameter with walls 
and ten feet high.

The mathematicians of Darwin School have calculated that there 
musu be well over 100,000 stones in the construction,

lilthough the Corral is seldom used for its original purpose 
------1. a monument to workmanship and still of previous gener-

Dear Sir,
I felt that I must write to you. After reading this month’s 

Falkland Islands Times it hurt me to see the letters published in 
I for one do not always agree with the Legco 

But they were elected to represent the people of the 
Falklands, by the people, 
we must take some of the blame.
I feel its about time that we join together 
We have a lot to be thankful for in this colony. 

No strikes, wars or bombing.
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Comments on
the work were.

was all good fun.
up all the empty cartridge cases, clips etc. 
have now got seven or eight hundred of these 
were supposed to see an Assault Engineer and Booby Trap display

November 17th.
held today.
(Lachie Ross).

November *
& Beckett (own 

November _21st_.
a long weekend of activities.
School reporter Brian Aldridge, 
let him die’.

REVIEW - a look at the events TIMES

type used by the IRA.” 
while your children are 

November 25th. 
m m. - rvyxa. _ ■

The first football match of the league season was 
The result was Mustangs 1 (Ron Betts), Rangers 1

Islands Times. I have replied to the Governor’s letter. I should 
make it perfectly clear as he raised the point that our Group did 
not object to the Churchill Centenary issue as such but only to 
the decision to include a Souvenir Sheet.

As well as being interested in the stamps of the Falklands I 
am interested in the Islands and being an old fashioned patriot I 
am very much on the side of those who wish to preserve their con
nections -with Britain. I view with dismay and resentment the 
subtle pressure to align the Falklands with Argentina.

Yours sincerely,
R.J.B. Leppard.

Football result Rangers 3 (T. Baillie, T. Ebsworth 
i goal)), Redsox 2 (T. Betts).
A group of seven Royal Marines went to Darwin for 

» Here are some notes by our Darwin 
"We had a film called ’Don't 

This was a good film about first aid which will 
help us with our Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme preparations. 
After the film we had a weapon display during which Sgt. Neale 
told us about each type of weapon in turn. lifter he had des
cribed them we were allowed to have a look at them and then the 
Marines took them outside and fired each in turn. lifter supper 
we had a film called ’Alias Jesse James’ which the Marines had 
brought out with them. On Saturday morning we had live firing 
in which all the top two classes took part. We were allowed to 
fire the S.L.R. rifle, the G.P. machine gun, the sub-machine gun 
and the two inch mortar. We were firing into the v/ater and also 
at some old drums on the bank. At the end we all had a go at 
firing the Very pistol and throwing coloured smoke grenades, it 

Ater we had finished firing we had to pick 
Some of the boys
After lunch we

vxx ci ^cuiip v±bi bcXTiion to cionnson's naroour lwhere he was 
shown a paddock named after him ’Canon’s Paddock’), Port Louis, 
Green Patch and Port San Carlos.

November 27th. The Royal Fleet Auxiliary tanker arrived in Port 
William. The main purpose of course, was to replenish the 
naval and Government fuel supplies. Many people however were 
pleased to see her for a very different reason. All the per
sonally marked cargo left behind by the ’Vibeke Longberg’ was 
brought by ’Cherry Leaf’.

Noyember 271h. Football result - Redsox 0, Mustangs 7 (M. Luxton 
3, L. Biggs 2, B. Peart & K. Kadman).

Ifeyember 29th. A progress report from Johnston Construction Ltd. 
noted that the number of staff and operatives who had recently 
arrived in the Colony was swiftly building up.

"Last week saw a change of emphasis from the 
Airport into Stanley where we have levelled an area and concreted 
a foundation slab at Brandon Road. On the slab we shall erect 
a prefabricated building which will provide living accommodation 
for our operatives. Work has also been commenced on preparing 
foundations for five bungaloxrs on Davis Street. These bungalows 
will be of a similar prefabricated construction and will be 
occupied by the Consulting Engineers’ staff and families.
Rendell, Palmer and Tritton are the Consulting Engineers who have 
designed the airport and their staff, lead by Bill Maidman, will 
watch the construction of the airport and check that the works 
meet the requirements of their design. At the Airport, Ian White 
has continued with the setting out work and Graham Jones has been 
looking at the various rocks, sands and other materials on Cape 
Pembroke Peninsvlar. Samples of these materials have been taken
and laboratory tests are being carried out to investigate their 
suitability for the construction of the runway and other works.

November 29th. The F.I. Red Cross announced that Colony contributions 
"’to thTTZKT Earl Haig Fund now amounted to £204.85.

but by this time it had begun to rain and Jim Fairfield had to 
alter his plans and show us some small booby traps indoors. 
These could all be made with bits and pieces you could find 
about the house as well as a book bomb and a letter bomb of the 

So you Campers had better watch it 
on school holidays]

Il2A?a^£.25th.‘> c^on P. Helyer of Christ Church Cathedral set 
off on a Camp Visitation to Johnson’s Harbour (where he
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saw seals underneath

The tanker "Cherry Leaf" 
as we sailed 

. of our number 
at 3o40 

V.'e then split into two

the party was 
We then went down

Walking over the 
Ronald Rozee continues the 
We took photos of birds

past. The sea was ] 
succumbed to sea-sickness. r’ f 
and travelled ashore aboard the G-emini.
fv°U?s- Here is Gavin Short's account of happenings on the island. 

“e left uhe oeach and mane for the top of the island through the
quite wet by the time they reached the. top. 
over the other side and saw a Johnny Rook nest.
top of the tussac we saw some seals.’ 
account. ’The tussac was very high.
andsaw Shags, Logger Ducks, Jackass Penguins, Kelp Geese, Tussac

> v/e then started back through the tussac.
and had to be pulled out.' 
C-oose nest with four eggs in.

us. ’
’The first thing that our group saw were tourists, 
the beach and saw a Logger Duck, 
some 
saw 
it.
was very wet. 
Tussac Birds, 
beach.’

November 29th. Local radio news items revealed that copies of vet
erinary surgeon Bob Bostelman’s notes on Hydatid Cysts had been 
distributed throughout the Falklands as part of the continuing 
eradication programme; that Mrs Gladys Robson had transferred 
from the Post Office to the F.I. Government Air Service office; 
that Mrs Rene Rowlands has been appointed Radio Telephone Operator 
to succeed Mr Neville Bennett who has been promoted to the KEM 
Hospital as Clerk/Storekeeper; that one American Stamp Dealer 
has ordered £18,000 worth of the Churchill Commemorative issue 
and that the Tourist Cruise ship will visit the Falklands six 
times this summer (agents are Bound Books).

November 29th. Cable and Wireless Ltd., responsible for the Colony’s 
■external communications, reported as follows. "Progress continues 
to be made on all fronts, setting out for the relocation of 
antennas on Sappers Hill has been completed. Willy Bowles is 
soon expected to commence work on excavating mast and stay found
ations. The rigging team have, despite adverse weather con
tritions, managed to get all the gantry poles for the new feeder
•runs at the Wireless Station located. Work has commenced on in
stalling the framework for the new suspended ceiling at the Wire- 

’less Station and Willy Bowles’s merry men, Ian Cantlie and Pete 
Seeley are gaily sawing and hammering away. On the staff side, 
^.drian Newman has moved from the rigging team and is undergoing 
training as 7/atchkeeping Mechanician. Mickey Knight who is well- 
known in the community is leaving for the UK on the 2nd- December, 
he and Liz are making their -way home via Brazil and the USA where 
they will be-visiting Liz’s mother. We wish them both good luck 
and success in their next posting which is Bahrein in the Persian 
.Gulf. On the same plane will be John and Jan Cheek with young 
;• Miranda and Rosalind enroute to the UK. John is going to attend 
ia course of Technical Training at the Cable and Wireless Engineer
ing College in Porthcurno Cornwall. On the public service side, 
to cope with calls from the YPF construction team to their fami
lies in Argentina, additional Radio Telephone schedules to Buenos 
Aires have been arranged. In reorganising the external services, 
the Morse Code twice daily telegraph schedule to Argentina has 
Deen concerted to teleprinter operation.”

November 29th. Classes 1 and 2 of the Senior School had the good 
fortune to take a trip to Kidney Island accompanied by Mr John 
Farrow and Mrs Phyllis Rendall. "The party set out at 2.15 p.m.

Birds and many Ouhers. v.-e then started back through the tussac. 
and all managed well, apart from Gavin Short who fell in a hole

Stephen Poole adds - ’Y;e found a Kelp 
When walking over the tussac we 

Trudi Jones of the other group writes.
, We followed

it was very tame. Then we saw
Kelp Geese with their young chicks and then some Shags. VZe 
two Oyster Catchers and they had an open nest with one egg in 

VTe got to a point and we decided to go in the tussac and it 
In the tassac we saw a Red Backed Buzzard and many 
Y/e were soaking wet so we went back out on fco the 

On the journey back the FORREST was accompanied by a 
school of Dolphins. There were two distinct varieties that chased 
backwards and forwards in front of the bows jumping out of the 
water. They appeared to be travelling at great speeds. On return 
to school it was discovered that Dolphins take a rise in the bow 
wave of ships which carry them along .in a similar way to a surfer 
who rides the waves on a surf board."

2.9th. Life goes on in the Antarctic. The R.R.S. John 
Biscoe is at present moored alongside the jetty at King Edward 
Point, having recently returned from a visit to the South of the^ 
Island in order to assist a field party. Most of the stores an(I 
equipment to keep the Base going for another year have been landed 
and it is anticipated the ship will attempt a visit to Signy Island 
in the very near future. Weather around the South Georgia area 
has not been too kind, something similar to that experienced in

and travelled out through the Narrows. h"
^anchored in Port William and we had a^gcoAiew ;

reasonably calm although several
’-------- We arrived at Kidney Island

Here is Gavin Short’s ri_ 
’ke left the beach and made for the

As it had rained shortly before arrival
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1974 has been a more interesting year

Decemb er 8th. IA _ _ ? _.L 1 
Lynx on 28th June 1967 o

Bert is now
At

F.B.W.
Argentina had done so in 9 hours.

December 7th/8the 7 ' -
Boarding School’s annual events 
afternoon - the school sportso   „ 
but, along v/iuh parents from G-oose Green, Darwin and Walker 
Creek, was an interested soectator. On a somewhat chilly after-

si sted by the headmaster Mr Peter Trevelyan and pupils Masters 
John Ferguson, Nicholas Fitaluga and Gavin Browning.

Miss Pauline Lynx Biggs was born on board H.M.S. 
Lynx on 2<Jth June 1967. To mark Lynx’s retiral from service 
exactly seven years later Pauline was presented with a silver 
replica of Lynxfs Bell. The presentation took place on HoMoS<, 
Endurance and was made by the ship's captain and accompanied by 
a decorated cake,

Ppcumber8 th, Special parades and a Cathedral service was held to 
mark” the 6*0th Anniversary of the Battle of the Falklands,

December 9th. Among the arrivals on today’s aircraft were Bishop 
and Mrs Tucker (see Nov/Dec Times), and Messrs Hall and Selton 
of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office,

Dec emb ej? 10 th. The Girls Brigade held their combined Christmas Rirty 
and 21st birthday with tea for over 40 girls. Part of the re
port given was as follows. "Some forty girls attended and play
ed games until 6,3C p„m, when they sat down to a hearty tea and 
ice cream specially made for the occasion and most gratefully 
appreciated. After tea there were more games and at 7<>30 p^m. 
approximately, that most welcome visitor, Father Christmas 
arrived, bringing a small gift for all Members of the Explorer 
Section and Junior Members of the Girls’ Brigade. Before he 
departed Father Christmas received many kisses of appreciation 
from happy little girls.

the Falklands over the last three weeks and the joint Royal Navy 
and BAS Diving project at Cooper Bay, on the southern end of the 
island, has been held up by adverse weather conditions, we under
stand however that things are going well now, and some very use
ful work indeed has been accomplished. A little while back we 
reported that the R.R.S, Bransfield had experienced very rough 
weather whilst on passage from the United Kingdom to Norfolk, 
Virginia. It now transpires that during this severe storm, she 
suffered damage to her rudder and it has been decided that she 
should enter the dry-dock at Bethlehem SteeJ. in Baltimore.
Bert Conchie, in one of the Survey's Twin Otter aircraft, has 
also suffered from adverse weather conditions but possibly in a 
more pleasant way - he left Adelaide for McMurdo but had to delay 
five days at the American Pole Station where, we understand, the 
facilities are fabulous and recreation luxurious, 
busy working with the Americans on various flying projects.
the Bases all goes well, with programmes - both field and static
- progressing satisfactorily, despite some setbacks weather-wise, 

December 1st. Football result - Rangers 5 (Ebsworth, Ross, Platt
2, POck) - Mustangs 0.

Dec ember 1 st, Gina Berntsen and Rowan Miller went on a wild flower 
collecting expedition at Port San Carlos. Rowan's mother Mrs 
Carol Miller noted two interesting peculariaties. The pale 
maidens were all multiheaded, most with four bells per stem - 
and with 'huge flowers’. The scurvy grass flowers instead of 
the usual lilac tinged edges to white flowers were completely 
coloured ‘a really bright lilac’.

December 4th. Football result - Rangers 5 (Ross, Baillie 2, 
Curry, Bonner) - Redsox 2 (Colbert).

Dpcember 6th. H.M.S. Endurance arrived in Stanley for bunicering 
and the Battle Day celebrations,

December 6th. A letter was read over the radio from Sister Monica 
Mary of the YPF Hospital, Comodoro Rivadavia. She noted that 
she had b'een able to visit 32 of the 50 former patients of the 
hospital. She thanked everyone for friendship both in Stanley

• and Port Howard.
December 7th. Mrs Robin Robertson of Fox Bay Y’est considered that 

a new record had been set up for travel from Buenos Aires to
She noted that children travelling home from school in 

10 children were flown to

different Camp location more or less, straight after the Fokker 
F.27 arrived from the Argentine,
-- -.---Pleasure of joining in two of Darwin

The first was on Saturday
I didn’t exactly join in this

Creek, was an interested spectator.
noon an excited group of children enjoyed a varied programme of 
serious and fun races for prizes given by the teachers. I am 
eagerly awaiting the developing of my slides showing the senior 
boys struggling to properly wear tights etc. Farmers on the look 
out for strong men need not fear however. Tossing the Caber 
gave them an opportunity to use their rippling muscles - ably 
demonstrated by teacher Mr Jim Woodward. Actually the weather 
had been fine the day before with most children bathing in the 
creek or sea, according to age and ability.

On Sunday I led the annual School Carol Service - ably as-
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We were extremely fortunate in having

A radio news item offered free holidays in Argentina 
Hosts were 
(The response

Mr Des O’Shea from 
as Schoolteacher/Store-

G.M, of
The ac-

Archcry had been started during the winter - 
More equipment had been ordered,. The social 

The 
He thanked the

turned from a visit to Darwin School and Goose Green.
December, litho Football result - Redsox 3 (J. Colbert 3) - Mustangs 

1 "(McDonnell) .
December 11th, 

■■■■ ■ i» rfor F,I, children by the Rotary Club of Argentina 
requested for Argentine children to holiday here, 
was very small and action has been put off until more interest 
is shown). Other items revealed - Telephone No, A is now the 
Tourist Office; Stanley schoolmaster Bob Packer is going to 
join the staff of Darwin School next term;
Portsmouth has been engaged by the F.I.C. 
keeper at Walker Creek,

The Danish vessel ’Hercules Scan1 which is under 
charter to Johnston Construction Ltd, arrived in Stanley Harbour, 
She commenced discharging the impressive array of machinery on 
deck, which included caterpillar tractors, scrapers, road rollers, 
trucks, bowsers, JCB’s and a stonecrusher. The total volume of 
the cargo is 3 >500 cubic metres of which 1,300 is on deck and 
2,200 in the holds. The ’Hercules Scan’ has a crew of 15 and 
includes the Captain’s wife and two children aged 3 years and 3 
months.

December ±3 th.

for the Girls’ Brigade.
Mirs Valerie Bennett and Mrs Jennifer Forrester to take First Aid 
Classes, while Mr Lellman continued his ever popular basketnork 
class. Mrs Heather Pettersson also gamely volunteered to take 
a Junior Toy-making Class, and the results of this class were 
very evident at the Winter Show where the work was exhibited. 
The Explorer section again functioned enthusiastically under the 
guidance of Mesdames Winnie Luxton and Heather Pettersson, and 
they terminated their season on 19th October with a Social 
Gathering in the Parish Hall for parents. The Social opened 
with tea and cakes served by most willing small waitresses. 
After tea Natalie McPhee thanked the parents for attending and 
Julie Thain read the Explorers prayer. All the girls then sang 
the Girls Brigade hymn and Christine Peck, Jackie Jennings and 
Bernadine Biggs read Explorers’ Readings."

December 10th. I was fortunately able to attend the A* 
Goose Green Social Club, It was very well attended, 
counts showed the club to be in a very healthy position financial
ly. The activities showed a profit over the year enabling the 
club to spend large amounts on new items - mainly a billiard 
table; and oil fired heating unit and linoleum. The Chairman 
suggested that not enough use was made of the indoor facilities 
- except the barl 
in the woolshed, 
events, expecially the two-nighter had been successful.- 
decoration of the teenagers room was complete, 
retiring committee for their help.

The new committee is:- President: Mr Brooke Hardcastle;
Chairman: Mr Nick Hadden (when he is on leave th? Robin Lee will 
deputise); Secretary/Treasurer: Mr Roger Hillman; Bunkhouse 
Rep.: Mr Trevor Lowe. Other members: Mrs Sharon Middleton, Mrs 
Liz Shepherd, Mrs Carol McLeod and the Messrs, Tony McMullen 
(Shepherds Rep.), Dennis Tasker, Hookey Finlayson and Finlay 
Ferguson. No teenage committee was elected as there were not 
enough using the room at present. It was asked if the senior 
schoolchildren might be able to come down and use it. After 
discussion on other matters the president thanked everyone who 
had worked to make the club successful during the year. He said 
the club was to be run by the people for the people. Everyone 
should do something.

December 11th. Rev, Robin Forrester of the United Free Church re-

‘ ~7 , Argentine Naval Transport ’Bahia Buen Suceso’ was 
immobilised when leaving the east jetty, by a nylon line fouling 
her propellor. It was freed later in the day and she left 
Stanley in the evening.

December 13th0 Airport constructions company Johnston Construction 
Ltd reported as follov^s. "The past two weeks has seen the con
tinuation of foundation works for the bungalows on Davis Street 
and the excavating of drainage trenches at the Airport Site, 
Work has also continued on material sampling and laboratory test
ing for which we have been kindly allowed to use the equipment 
and facilities at the Alginate Laboratory. We have now estab
lishes a temporary office at Crozier Place and have also made 
ready a store building which will house a large quantity of 
machinery spare parts. Thursday saw the arrival of the 
'Hercules Scan; in Stanley which, we understand, had a good pas
sage from U.K., apart from some, rather bad weather through the 
Bay of Biscay. Most of the heavy earthmoving plant is on deck 
- some of the items weighing up to 35 tons. These are e-J-^g 
offloaded using the Scan’s derricks which are capable of lilting 
up to 50 tons."
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The

for

a good, cheer went up when the Christmas Lamb was brought on. Father 
was Craig Stocks and mother Julia Thain. They appeared to have 
their children well under control - Paul Watson, Denise Card and 
Anneze McDonald* Carol singers were welcomed in and seemed to en
joy invisible orange juice and biscuits along with the lamily who, 

(continued on page 9)

coloured water, called soup*
" ~ ' >* The cruel wicked

Interestingly, this Act was based on an actual 
incident in a Roumanian prison*

In Act 4 we arrived in the Falklands* The family on stage 
were clearly very grateful for all the good things that they had - 
a good cheer went up when the Christmas Lamb was brought on* -- -—

Craig Stocks and mother Julia Thain* They appeared to have

Beatings and torture 
One person who was in gaol for no 

was able to help another 
badly beaten prisoner, and gave him a Christmas present of the single 
bean in his otherwise clear, 
prisoners were Sharon Hewitt and Sarah Stocks 
guard was Ian Goss* ‘

when an angel (Jacqueline Stewart) appeared to tell them to follow 
the star* We also met the three Kings on the road* These 
were Cora McGill, Teresa McGill and Trudi Jones* They were 
carrying their gifts to the King* Their page Adele Jones was 
keeping them on the right road*

Then the children on the road appeared* These were Allison 
Thom an English child, Sharon McGill a Falkland Islands child, 
Anna King a Bolivian, Glynis King a Japanese, Neil Rowlands an 
Eskimo, Natalie McPhee a Chinese, Betty Wallace an Indian and 
Susan Butler as an Arab* All were dressed in national costume 
and carried a gift appropriate to their country, for the King*

As the play closed the children on the road, the Kings, and 
the Shepherds grouped round Joseph and Mary namely Jennifer Row
lands and Josephine Stewart who were guarded by three angels, 
Diane Cheek, Jacqueline Stewart and Daneila Clark* VThile they 
sang Praise Him Praise Him” some of the younger members of the 
Sunday School also dressed in national costume brought gifts to 
the manger.

During the play at appropriate times solos were sung by Len 
McGill, Vivienne Perkins and Catherine Rowlands*

Much praise should go to Mrs Helyer and all her helpers 
the hard work put into producing such colourful and authentic 
costumes which were shown to the best advantage by the children 
when walking the road, i*e* the aisle of the church*

The Cathedral being so big it is sometimes difficult for the 
speakers voice to be heard but the children all spoke up loud 
and clear, obviously a credit to their producers*

Mrs R.L.- Robson was at the organ*

December 15th* Both Christ Church Cathedral and the Tabernacle 
presented Christmas plays - but at different times so as not to 
clash themes with an international flavour* As last years 
play accounts were very brief we give them in full this year* 

First Christ Church Cathedral* ’’The Road to Bethlehem" 
written by Maragaret Cropper and adapted and produced by Mrs 
Helyer* The play placed special emphasis on the theme "child
ren of all nations"* With the switching off, of the lights in 
the main body of the church, attention was focused on a curtain 
covered space near the altar*

Padre, having read several passages from the Bible the child
ren acted out the story* There were the shepherds (Michael 
Jones, ^nton Livermore and Gavin Short) watching their flocks

Then from the Tabernacle*
"Christmas around the World" was the title of the play performed 

in the comfortably full Tabernacle schoolroom* Altogether thirty 
children took part plus the ever hard working Sunday School teachers 
Mrs Forrester, Mrs Thain and Mrs Stewart* It seems that around, 
here a Minister’s wife has to double as a play director and my wife 
was no exception, nobly taking on the brunt of the rehearsing* 
Here is a brief account of the play*

Act 1 showed the traditional nativity scenes* Mary and Joseph 
were Patricia Card and Stephen Ford* They received startling news 
from an angel, played by Kathryn Forrester, who told them that Mary 
would have a baby* Mary was shocked as she was not yet married, 
but this didn’t seem to worry the angel who said that God would give 
her this special baby* Later on the shepherds were visited by the 
angel, and they in turn visited the new-born Jesus, Actually there 
were considerably more shepherds than toy sheep but no one seemed to 
mind* They were Kerena and John McDonald, Lisa Watson, Rachael and 
Isobel Bennett, Katrina Clarke, Jenny Ryan, Barbara Steen, Neil 
Hewitt, Keren Forrester and Helen Howatt* These little ones said 
their lines beautifully clearly*

The remaining three acts were set in the present day. Act 2 
was Christmas with a starving family in Bangladesh who had some joy 
on Christmas day when missionaries arrived in the nick of time with 
a little food* Mother was Avril Goss, who also sang a nice solo; 
the complaining children were John Thain, Duncan Stocks and Vanda 
McDonald* Father was Errol Goss,

For Act 3 we moved to a Communist prison, 
were as usual on Christmas Day 
other reason than that he was a Christian,
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In the Falklands
Dec. 2nd son
Dec. 17th dau
Dec. 25th son

30thDec son
16 thJan, son

Jan. 20th son

Octo 17th a son STUART5

20thDec
Deco 21st

Dec. 23rd
Dec. 23rd
Jan. 4th

Jan. 18th

Dec, 23rd

Nov. 18th

(7 lb 14 oz)r 
Thompson.

Marriages
Dec. 7th

oz)

oz)
Mr & Mrs Bo Morrison

(Cathy MbMillan)
Mir & Mrs To McPhee

(Sheila Finlayson)
Mr & Mrs J.R. Robinson

(Cable & Wireless)
Mr & Mrs R. McCormick

(Pauline Miller)
Mr & Mrs DOR. Jones

(Doreen Harrison)
Mr & Mrs Mo Trise

(Sheila Ford)
Overseas

To Mir & Mrs Rod Russell of Southampton
(7 lb 14 oz)r Mrs Russell was formerly Miss Joan

In the Falklands
Peter George SEELEY and Shirley Eva BERRIDO at Christ 

Church Cathedral.
John Harvey ADAMS (RItf) and Marjorie Rose HUME at the 

Office of the Registrar General.
David Alan PLATT (RM) and Veronica Shirley DAVIS at

Christ Church Cathedral
Peter Robert SHORT and Emily Christina SHOREY at the 

Office of the Registrar General.
John Alexander BERNTSEN and Ellen Rose CLARKE at Port 

San Carlos.
Kevin Barrie McCURDY (RM) and Trudi Irene BIGGS at 

Christ Church Cathedral.
John David BLACKLEY and Candy Joy LANG at Chartres.

Overseas
Mrs Elsie Toogood in Bath, Somerset aged 82 years 

(formerly Elsie Cull of New Island) .
Mrs Marjorie Helena Browning of Stanley in the 

British Hospital, Buenos Aires, aged 61 years.

BIRTHS^;
Births

CRAIG BASIL 
(8 lb 14| 
SARA 
(6 lb 8 oz) 
TIMOTHY RIVETT 
(7 lb 8 oz) 
RICHARD PAUL 
(7 lbs) 
STEVEN 
(3 lb 7 
MALCOLM SHANE 
(6 lb 12j=r oz)
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FROM THE*EDITOR^S DESK ‘
"If I were Lord of Tartary, 

Myself and me alone,
My bed would be of ivory, 
And beaten gold my throne."

- but I’m not, of course, and thus 
another Falkland Islands TIMES, 
last but one, issue.
recently advertised to 
ing it over 1----  _

Peg e 
Page 
Page 
Page 
Page 10
Pages 11, 13, 21/2
Page 14
Page 15‘
Page 17 
Page 23 
Page 24

turn to producing 
Almost certainly this is the 

Overseas readers will not be aware that I 
see if there was anyone interested in tak- 

before I leave the Falklands (which will probably be 
towards the end of July). But no takers. What will probably 
happen to the TIMES is this. I have delayed 6 weeks from the last 
issue and thus produced this larger issue.

^^h/april 197^
1
348
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weeks I will produce a mammoth issue using up all the news to date.

5

in this edition.

MARRIAGES AND DEATHS

OREN (8 lb 7 oz)
17thFeb son

Jan. IJth To Mr & Mrs G. U.S. A., a
30th a

Feb. 8th

it

was Aged 56 yrs.

However the great 
over- 

are

BIRTH?? J
Births
Feb. 2nd

oz)

not of a confidential nature, 
thing happened to me recently!

Mr Joe Booth who
. ’’The Mikado" which 

Mr Bob Poole’s book of*poetry was 
entertainers on the visiting

Jan.

I recently received the following letter from Mr John 
Harradine.

Dear Mr Forrester,
On reading the January/February issue of the Times I 

surprised and annoyed to find that you had printed (pages 2

Willie is the second 
Skilling who left the Falklands 22 years ago 

Their two- daughters Emily 
Willie and Joy

GLYNN ROBERT 
(8 lb 10

Then there is a description of two 
On the other 

advising the correct way to Marriages
The wedding took place in Colchester on 17th February between 

Willie Skilling and Joy Durrel of England, 
son of Mr & Mrs C.J 
and went to live in Rowhedge, England, 
and Mary who are married also live in Rowhedge, 
are making their home in Rowhedge. 
Deaths In the Falklands
Feb. 12th Mrs Audrey Orissa STEWART

To Mr & Mrs G.W. Betts son
(Geraldine Johnson) 

To Mr & Mrs G. McKay
(Paulina Kiddle)

Overseas 
n ■■ ■— ■ ■■ ■! >■!■■■■Edwards of California,

daughter (8 lb J oz) named AMARA LAYLI.
Alstadt of Comodoro Rivadavia,To Mr & !Ars F. 

son - AXEL.
To Mr & Mrs G. Mills of Scotland, a son - ROBERT 

ALEXANDER.

CULTURE?
That quotation from Walter de la Mere with which I began my 

column this time is a reminder that we have had quite a number of 
attempts to give us some ’culture' recently, 
arranges film shows in the Parish Hall obtained 
was given a number of showings; 
reviewed in the last F.I. Times; 
cruise ship REGINA PRIMA gave two musical concerts with a programme 
ranging from passionate South American love songs to items from a 
professional jazz band; we were treated to an interesting histor
ical lecture by Mr E.W. Hunter-Christie (see p.24 f) and finally 
we recall an excellent exhibition of water colours by local artist 
Mr Romeo Pauloni.
DENTAL EDUCATION

A few weeks ago I asked Mr Robert Watson our Colony dentist 
if he would write a short article on the above subject. However 
he was a step ahead of me and gave me a copy of a new leaflet. 
Called 'Teeth for Life' and printed in our government Printing 
Office it is free^to, anyone who, ajsks. The front tells of the 
extra dangers to the teeth of modern man, stressing the trouble 
caused by sugar products and food vzhich is much more refind than 
that eaten by our ancestors, 
common types of disease affecting teeth and gums 
side are instructions, with diagrams, 
brush your teeth and gums. XL^Qt^or^pxjgo ^uote

and 3) part of that which I had written to you in a private letter. 
What I said originally about the progress of the goose study is of 
course no less true for having been put into print but if I had 
intended it for publication I might well have written it differently.-

I gather you believe in freedom of speech - fair enough but I 
think it would have been courteous to have approached me before 
publishing a private communication, even if it were of great in
terest. _  . ..  _Yours faithfully,

John Harradine."
Sorry John, but it's fair to say that when writing to an ed

itor of a paper it is usually assumed that, unless marked so, is 
However, funnily enough, the same
I wrote to the Editor of a

Christian weekly and was surprised to receive shortly afterwards 
an advance copy with my letter spread over half a page.
ACT FINALLY,.

Not all the hoped for features could be included this month - 
mainly due to the three lists of results which I have published 

Goodbye for now.

Now if someone does come forward to take it over well and good. 
If not, I will wait a while to give further opportunity and then 
return subscriptions - which I am still accepting at the moment.

Of course there is a fair bit of work involved but not too 
much - and a reasonable income is produced.
reward is the appreciation expressed by people at home and 
seas who, whilst not always agreeing with opinions expressed 
glad that someone is producing the local paper.
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your newspaper as I 
your part of the world

I remain,
Yours sincerely,

letter ?o JSOPT.T.OR

”606 - 5926 Tisdall Street, 
Vancouver 13, British Columbia, 
Canada, V5Z 3N2* 
December 1, 1974*

received from stamp friends
Sincerely.,
Elsie Williams*’’

"Falkland House, 
Slade Road, Slade, 
Ilfracombe, N. Devon 
3rd February 1975®Dear Sir,

Reading in the September issue an 
Falkland Islands is no longer a Christian Colony* 
feel very sad as I am a true Falkland Islander*

’’Stanley
Dear Sir,

During the last visit of the tourist ship REG-INA PRIMA, I 
called at the Globe Hotel Bar. While was there some tourists 
entered the bar® In one corner of the bar there were at least 
12 personnel from H.M.S. ENDURANCE* These men (if they can be 
called men) were in my opinion, very rude and ignorant, making 
loud whistles, cat calls and barking like dogs, among all this the 
word wcgs was shouted*

I wish to stay British, and I want to see these Islands re
main British as much as any other true Britisher* But I don’t 
like to see rudeness to visitors no matter what nationality they 
are* And I wish it to be known, that this rudeness was not 
caused by Falkland Islanders* We have always had a good name for 
politeness and hospitality, let’s keep it that way*

Just think, these men belong to Her Majesty’s Service(Senior 
Service)* I think they are a disgrace to that service*

Johnnie Blyth*”
. ........  i..................  ■,■■ ■ m li-«r«lri

Dear Sir,
Would you please publish this letter in 

am most anxious to obtain new friends in 
who have the same hobby as I have*

I collect postage stamps and would like to correspond with 
people who would exchange stamps with me* I have only recently 
renewed my hobby as for years I looked after my invalid mother*

1 in exchange for postage stamps, postcards, newspapers, 
literature of Canada and British Columbia and stamps of my country 
as a fair exchange*

I promise to answer all letters 
and hope to hear from many,

article stating that the 
It makes me 

It is just over 
five years since my husband and I left those dear little Islands, 
it is a disturbing feeling to read such an article*

The people must have lost their Christianity since we left* 
Consider Ireland today, every day there are killings, bombing and 
other corruptions going on, also in England* Surely out there, 
there is nothing like that, compare that with the people in the 
F*I*5 are they unchristian? If they did kill and destroy, then 
they would be*

Perhaps it is the Clergyman s fault that the neglect of his 
flocks in the camp might be the cause of the people drifting from 
the Christian way of life* When we lived there Dr McWhan was a 
familiar figure around the camp; he used to travel about from house 
to house spreading the Gospel; I’m sure lots of people miss his 
cheery smile when he came into their homes to spend a few hours or 
even a night* There is a chapter in 2nd Corinthians Chapter IV 
Verses 3 & L - But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are- 
lost* 4th verse - In whom the God of this world hath blinded the 
minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious 
gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them* 
The 5th verse goes on to say - For we preach not ourselves, but 
Christ Jesus the Lord; and ourselves your servants for Jesus’ sake*

I must close on those words which I think is in perfect keep
ing for the Island people* People in the Falklands please look at 
your Bibles more often* If it is true about no Christianity there, 
why let yourselves go, and end up like most of the poor Irish*

Dear Mr Editor I hope my letter is not too long* Because I’m 
a Salvation Home Member I do feel deeply for anybody going on- the 
wrong path*
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. The letter

en-

’’Post Office,
EPSOM*
18th February 1975 <»

Yours sincerely, 
_E^ Serruya

Barnes is Mr Les*

:,58 Ashlynne Ave*, 
Papatoetoe, Auckland, 
New Zealando
19th February 1975®

’’Irish House,
92, Irish Town, Gibraltar* 
3rd December 1974®

’’Carcass Island,, 
9th February 1975«

"While Mr Stocks is entitled to his views on this subject, as 
is everybody else, I hope that, if he is contemplating any change 
in policy, he will respect the wishes of those parents who believe 
in the importance of a general or specific religious education in 
school as a continuation of their own teaching at home*

Yours sincerely,
John Harradine*"

Dear Sir,
I have now received the permission from Box Holder 26247 to 

forward their name*
The box is rented by a Mr L. Barnes*

Yours faithfully,
J*L* Hill
Postmaster* ’’

Thanks to Kir Ken Mills of Papatoetoe for this letter 
from the Epsom Postmaster is given below*

Dear Sir,
I have learnt about your publication through the brochure 

Guide to Stanley” very kindly sent me by your Postmaster*
I am a stamp collector and am interested in contacting persons 

in your country with the same hobby who would like to exchange 
stamps of the Falkland Islands and Dependencies for those of Gib
raltar, particularly stamps of older issues* I wonder whether 
you could kindly make this known through your publication, and 
would of course be only too glad to send you a remittance for the 
cost involved in case this has to be done by means of an advertise
ment*

With anticipated thanks for your kind assistance to the above 
request, I remain,

impact on the pupil* Surely difficulties should stimulate efforts 
to overcome them rather than cause the whole subject to be reject
ed?

apparently does not accept*
living*” which ”***should open up choices for people”, and if 
is a community responsibility* *' * -
must work together*”, then how 
ligious education in school ”*

Dear Sir,
I have recently seen the September issue of the Times and 

would like to comment on the religious education part of the inter
view with the Superintendent of Education*

Assuming the statements attributed to Mr Stocks have been 
correctly represented from the original interview they seem to me 
J° the place of religious education in school which he

If ’’Education is * * *preparation for

•” in which”**.parents and teachers 
can he be opposed to teaching re-

.-.when it is a way of life”? If it is a way of life then surely it should be part of the life of the 
which itself is a most important part of the life of a
If education is to open up choices then surely hy omitting 

religious education some choices are denied to a child9 If edu
cation is a community responsibility then surely religious education 
is a part of that responsibility which the school should undertake?

I realise religious education is difficult to teach and that, 
m general, the way a topic is taught influences considerably its

Dear Sir,
I have been able to obtain the name of box holder 26247 from 

the Epsom Postmaster and a copy of the Postmaster’s letter is 
closed for your information* You will recall that this is the 
box number used by ’’Cold Kelper",

Mir L* Barnes is Mr Les* Barnes son of the late Mr Frank and 
Mrs Barnes now of New Zealand* Mr & Mrs Frank Barnes lived at 
one time in Jubilee Villas.

I do not know Mr Les. Barnes but no doubt he will be remembered 
in the Falklands*

With very best wishes*
Yours sincerely,

Ken Mills*"
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Morrison;

Morrison;
So Morrison;

Morrison;

Goss;
2nd. DONIAZADA, Miss So Monk;

i
Rozee;

Goss;
Binnie:R5

Eo Goss;

(continued from page 20)2nd KITTY WELLS, Morrison;

Goss;

So Morrison;

Morrison;

600 yards
2nd MISERE, E. Goss;

AOjO yards
Morrison;

3rd SLIPAWAY, Eo Goss.
13 c___ North Arm Plate___ (
1st BEAGLE,’No McKay; ~
3rd SILVER SPRING, So Morrison,, 

Lafonia Plate 300 yards
2nd SNOW GOOSE, So Morrison;

Island L° 
1st TONINI, R.

3rd RAMBLER, R. ;
Plate

2nd. BLUE SKIES, E.

300 yards
-Y 2nd'RAMBLER, Ro Binnie; 

Ath RHUMBA, So Morrison.

I^RTI^C^TURAL, SHOW (continued from page 20)
Gardening Book for the exhibitor obtaining the most points in the 
vegetable classes. For the best collection of vegetables Mr A. 
Cletheroe won a Silver Challenge Cup plus Alexander and Brown Cert
ificate , Mr Bon Davidson won the £1 seed voucher presented by the
Scottish Seed House, Messrs Alexander & Biown, for the most out
standing exhibit in any of the potato classes. The Challenge Cup 
presented by Mrs J0H, Ashmore for the exhibitor with the most points 
in the home produce section was won by Mrs Rene Rowlands, Mrs 
Jean Morrison won the Silver Challenge Bowl presented by Mrs E.J. 
White for her flower arrangement. With the most points in the 
flower section Mrs D, Williams was the winner of the Challenge Cup 
presented by Mrs E,G. Lewis, The prizes were very kindly present
ed by Mrs French, In the evening Dr Ashmore was the auctioneer.

16. : ~ '
1st BEAUTY, K, Whitney;
3rd QUICKSILVER, E, Goss,
17o Port San Carlos Plate 400 yards
1st PEGGY, H, Rozee; 2nd RHUMBA, F, Clausen; ■ 
3rd JUDY, Wo Morrison,
18, Falkland Island Bred 1 mile
1st TENNESSE, R, Binnie; 2nd SAGEBRUSH SAM, 
3rd THUNDERBOLT, N. Knight,
19, Falkland Island Bred 2.
1st BOMBADIER, E, Goss; 2nd RHUMBA, S 
3rd THUNDERBOLT, N. Knight, 
20_. __ . 5QQ yards
1st SUNBEAM,' Mrs To Anderson;' ’ 
3rd SALLY, Mrs D, Masters, 
21, Consolation^Race JW^yards 
1st GOLD® GLORY, SY Morri sonY‘ 2nd LYNN, R 
3rd CALIPYSO, M, Summers, 
22o Champion Cup 600 yards 
1st BEAUTY, K, Whitney; 2nd TONINI 
3rd FLASH. S, Morrison, 
2.3 „phampion Cup 700 yards 
1st TENNESSE, rYBinnie; ~2nd BOMBADIER, 
3rd SHAMROCK, K. Whitney.

DARVOT HA^OUR SPOff'S^.J^§0CI^£N ..^JKiTS
10_ MaidenJ?late_
1st MISERE, E.“Goss; 2nd SAGEBRUSH SAM, S. Morrison;
3rd BLACK SUZIE, Mrs N. Knight,
2. Maiden Plate _ 500^yarcte
1st GARNETYT/YcPhee; ‘2nd SILVER SPRING, S,
3rd BLACK SUZIE, N, Knight,
5, Troop Horsjes ^OO^yards
IsYtENTOSSE, RYBinnic; 2nd FLASH, S
3rd SLIPA’.AY, E. Goss,
Ao Fitzroy Cup 700 yards
1st TONINI, R, Binnie; 2nd SNOW GOOSE, S, i
3rd SHAMROCK, K, Whitney.
3. Falkland Island_Bred_ 500 jrards
1st BEAUTY,* K.’ wSitney; “'2nd QUICKSILXIEfl. E.
3rd PEGGY, H, Rozee.

Falkland Island Bred JO
1st SUNBEAM, "Mrs T, Anderson';
3rd BOMBADIER, E, Goss;

isT^o^Vo^l^7, Open 500.yards
IsY SNOW'gOOSE7 SY Morrison;
3rd DONIAZADA, Miss S, Monk.
8, San Carlos Plate^_
1st FIASHY’S. Morrison; '2nd'SLIPAWAY, E, Goss; 
3rd KITTY WELLS, W. Morrison.
9, Colt Plate yards
1st BEaGLEY IY^McKayf "2nd CORRIE, T, Blake,
10^ Troop Owners^ 600~yards
1st 't^d'eRBOLT YlYKrS-ght; “
3rd TEX RITTER, A, McBain,
IK Owners Up 500 yards
1st TbimCt,' R5,'BinnieY' 2nd BEAUTY, K. Whitney; 
3rd QUICKSILVER, E. Goss.
12, JOCKEY’S PLATE 400 yards
1st SUNBEAM, K, Whitney; 2nd BOMBADIER, E.
3rd RAMBLER, R, Binnie.
13• Darwin Plate 700 yards
1st SHAMROCK,f/hitney; 2nd SNOW GOOSE, 
3rd DONIAZADA, Miss S. Monk.
14. Falkland Island Bred 600 yards 
1st TONIiil, R. Binnie; 2nd FLASH, S.
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for the notes and to Mr Richard

Shute

RICHARD PEARSON

shearing shed.

rWool 
Floor

Shearing 
Board

Catching 
pen

Letting 
Go 
Pen

Filling
Pen

I

: Lock
; Bin

SHUTE: SHE D
Thanks to Mr Taffy Evans 

Cockwell for the diagram.,

SHUTE SHED AT 
DUNNOSE HEAD

(Side View)

CORRECTION
On page 13 of the January/February Times there was a news 

item headed deportation., The man’s name, obtained from an official 
source, given as Mr Geoffrey Deroath is incorrect. It should 
have read Mr Jefrey Jess Le Vance de Roatho

shears‘hilesheephalonJside hircateS-a SyStem Wher® shearer

thus the wool bov q-i-S ~ lower level than the shearing board, fro« the up th? fls.U
throws the fleece <liwn+i ch 13 a’t waist level, turns around and

On the IJth Februarvyofn+h-the W°01 table without any walkins' 
see the alterations +a ? f, thls year 1 visited Dunnose Head to in full sX *n p ?! shed in °Pe^tion. I found shearing. ^e sheXl S new system.
quickly and founH th^t gOt USed to the system very

y m found that their work was simplified due to the short

A news item from the New Zealand Herald concerned the National 
Shearing Championship at Masterton. Mr Richard Pearson, who left 
the Falklands in 1973, came ninth in the Intermediate Semi-Finals. 
The closeness of the marking is shown by the fact that only 3 <>26 
points separated the top twelve in his group. Richard is the 
first non-New Zealander to qualify at these championships.

distance that they had to drag the sheep and the fact that there 
was no wool or wool boy on the board to obstruct them.

The wool handling was greatly improved as the wool is thrown 
straight onto the tables from the board, no shearer being over six 
foot from a table. The piece wool is thrown directly into the 
piece bins, these being at the head of the free-standing tables. 
All the sweepings fall onto the wool floor and are swept under the 
shearing board, which space is used as a bin for this purpose.

This system has proved to be the most efficient use of space 
as the rough sheep holding capacity of the shed has been increased 
by 5^% without any enlargement of the building other than the 
covering of the letting-go area.

The shearers’ comment was ’’This is a 100% improvement on any 
shed that we have worked in the islands. We hope that many other 
farms will follow suit.”

My thanks go to Packe Brothers Manager for having carried out 
my suggestions and also to Pat Short for having done an excellent 
job of the alterations, using all second-hand materials and never 
having seen a shute shed before.

I hope that many of you will make a point of visiting Dunnose 
Head to see the first and only shute shed in these islands. I 
feel that it would be worth while and I shall be very disappointed 
if people do not take the time and trouble to make a visit.

During my visit to Dunnose Head last season I was asked if 
could suggest any alterations for the improved working of the 
shearing shed. I suggested that a raised-floor shute shed wou 
be the most suitable.

’’shute shed” describes
sheep go down a shute ] 

case is at
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of TIMEX WATCHES for the whole
i automatic day/date model at £6©80

here© ]
own name and address

I
I

Pass with Credit - C. Barber, Shelley Livermore, 
'McCallum, R. Poole, D© Clarke.

A new and modern range < 
family from £3 <-98 to an

WALLPAPER from 54p to £1©15 per roll©
Samples will be sent to Camp customers on request©

For infants and children of school 
, The Studio, Stanley”© 

Address: "Friday Hour,

a week for hospital 
Send to "Special Requests, The Studio>

’ - two or three times patients and elderly people© 
Stanley"©

The BUENOS AIRES HERALD flown in weekly and delivered 
to Camps by Mail Drop each Tuesday© Order your copies 
now and keep abreast of world news and sport©

***** shop at the NEWSAGENCY©

All these programmes accept requests from residents and non
residents of the Falklands but must, of course, be for residents 

Remember to name who the record is for, and to give your

A wide and attractive range of BIRTHDAY CARDS from 
Valentines of Dundee©

A new consignment of SINCLAIR ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS at 
greatly reduced prices - Cambridge now only £14• 50 

Scientific now only £22© 35

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS
Falklands^ Future

In the Commons on 10th March 1975 Mirs Lena Jeger asked the 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what con
siderations he has now given to the question of the sovereignty 
and constitutional future of the Falkland Islands, what represent
ations he has received from, other countries on this matter, and 
what replies he has sent© Mr David Ennals:. Her Majesty’s 
Government have no doubt as to their sovereignty over the Falkland 
Islands© There have been exchanges from time to time with the 
Argentine Government about the future of the Falkland Islands© 
The nature of such exchanges is of course, confidential© The 
findings of the Falkland Islands Select Committee on Constitutional 
Reform have not yet been considered by the Legislative Council."
Falklands Development 
rr.Twruwiw— ■ ■ iwjum. jju i g—a—a—ai • •In the Commons on 10th March 1975 Mrs Lena Jeger asked the 
Minister of Overseas Development, what proposals she has agreed 
for the development of the Falkland Islands, and what improvement 
in the standard of living of the population has been achieved over 
the last two years© Mrs Judith Hart: "Her Majesty’s Government 
is contributing to the Falkland Islands Development plan at an 
annual rate of £50,000 fifty thousand sterling© This is in 
addition to the four decimal two million sterling approved for the 
building of a permanent airfield©

Allowing for the differences in environment the islanders 
enjoy a standard of living as high as that of the United Kingdom©"

JOAN BOUND
$ $ V V V ❖ ❖ v # v >© ’!• * ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖ * -r

ROYaL SOCIETY OF ARTS EXAMINATION SUCCESSES
Congratulations to the following©
ENGLISH: Pass - T© McCallum, R. Poole, C© Barber, D. Clarke, 

Una Summers, Shelley Livermore© Pass with Credit 7 Bernadette 
Johnson©

ARITHMETIC:
S© Clifton, T© ]

2§£PjyL££2IESTS
As some people, especially those overseas, may not be aware of 

programmes accepting requests for folk in the Falklands we give the 
following details©

, ’^^Sg-^lllJ^^Lnds5 broadcast by the B-B©C© London each 
Sunaay© Address requests to "Calling the Falklands, B©B©C© World 
Ser/ice, Bush House, London", (preferably several weeks in advance 
if a special date is required)©

’S^i^^Hour’ each Saturday - broadcast by the F©I© Broad
ens mg Suction© For infants and children of school age© 
Address: "Children’s Hour, ~

- weekly for adults© 
The Studio, Stanley"©

’Special Reguests’
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Una Summers - 50 words a mi nute; Bernadette

1st, Rose Mary Short;
1st, Gary Livermore;

1st, Darlene Short;
1st, Neil Rowlands;

James Peck;

1st, Gary Livermore;

Diane Cheek;

1st., Derek Pettersson;

1st, Stephen Jennings;

TYPEWTING: 
son, Julia Kerr.

3rd, Paul Summers.
1st, Rose Mary Short;

SHORTHAND: 1
Johnson - 60 words a minute.

Pass - Cherry Robson, Una Summers, Dilys Ander- 
Pass with Credit - Bernadette Johnson.

1st,

1st, John Thain;

3rd, Allan Steen
: 1st, Carol Johnston;

WEEDING: (Thanks to Mrs Pat Luxton for this account)
Candy Lang and John David Blackley

The wedding between Miss Candy Joy Lang of Chartres and John 
David Blackley of Pox Bay West took place at Chartres on Saturday 
18th January 1975 at 3-30 p»m.

The bride, elder daughter of Mr & Mrs W.F. Lang was given in 
marriage by her father.

1st, Helen Howatt & 
MacDonald; 3rd, I sob el

1st, Kevin Hewitt;3rd Allan Steen.
Variety Race:

Boys & girls aged 10-12 - Wheelbarrow Race: 1st, Derek Pettersson 
& Robert McAskill; 2nd, Robert Short & Ray Smith; 3rd Duncan 
Stocks & John Corlett.
Boys <& girls aged 8 & 9 - Wheelbarrow Race: 1st, John Thain & 
Derek Jennings; 2nd, Kevin Clapp & Zackerie Stephenson;
3rd, Craig Stocks & Neil Rowlands.
Boys & girls aged 5-7 - Hopping Race;
2nd, Roy Jennings; 3rd, Stephen Ford.
Boys & girls aged 10-12 - Relay (teamsof two, mixed):
1st, Teresa Johnson & Gary Livermore; 2nd, Robert Short & Ray 
Smith; 3rd, Tracey Peck & Stephen Jennings.
Boys & girls aged 8 & 9 - Relay (teams of two, mixed):
1st, John Thain & Roy Jennings; 2nd, Mathew Shaw & Irvin Summers; 
3rd, Neil Rowlands & Graham Minto; Shona Rozee & Joanna Pearson.
Boys & girls ^_d_j.3-1_5 2_ji59- YA1*js.: 1st, Richard Short;
2nd, Christopher Barber; 3rd, Cheryl Johnson.
Boys & girls aged 5-7 - Backwards Race: 1st, Corina MacDonald;
2nd, Margaret Butler; 3rd, Sharon Smith.
Boys & girls aged 11-15 - Consolation Race: 
2nd, Trudi Jones; 3rd, Neil Ford.
Boys & girls aged 8-10 - Consolation Race: 
2nd, Julia Thain; 3rd, Paul Summers.
Boys & girls aged 5-7 - Consolation Race: 
2nd, Frank Jaffray; 3rd, Barbara Steen. 
Boys & girls aged 3 & 4 - Consolation Race: 1st, David Chattel; 
2nd, Stewart Stocks; 3rd, Alayne Betts.
Boys & girls aged 13-15 - Bicycle Race (Front Road);
1st, Christopher Barber; 2nd, Paul Rowlands; 3rd, Kenneth McKay 
Boys & girls aged 10-12 ->Bicycle Race (Front Road):
1st, Gary Livermore; 2nd, Derek Pettersson; 3rd, Robert Short.
Boys & girls aged 8 & 9 - Bicycle Race (Front Road): 
1st, Neil Rowlands; 2nd, John Thain; 3rd Craig Stocks.

CHILDREN’S SPORTS MEETING 1975 - ORGANISED BY THE WORKING MENS1
SOCIAL CLUB - Prize Winners:■esujegwa— ■ — ■■■ wwiam

Boys & girls aged 10 - 12 - 100 yards: 1st, Gary Livermore;
2nd, Robert Short; 3rd, Anton Livermore.
Boys & girls aged 8 & 9 - 80 yards: 1st, John Thain;
2nd, Frederick Short; J \ I..
Boys & girls aged 5-7-60 yards:
2nd, Helen Howatt; 3rd, Stephen Ford
Boys & girls aged 3 &_4 : 1st, Kevin Hewitt;
2nd, David Chattel; 3rd, Allan Steen.
B oys &,g_ir 1 s A&e d ^-5 ll5 ,_T.AQ2 Zards: 1st, Carol Johnston;
2nd, Sharon Hewitt; 3rd, Cheryl Johnson.
Boyg...A-.^r^s age.a_I.O.7I.2 - Four-legged race: 1st, Anton Livermore, 
Derek Pettersson & Stephen Jennings'; 2nd, Anna King, Toni Petters
son & Tracey Peck; 3rd, Peter Roberts, Martin & Jeremy Smith.
B°ys & girls aged 8 & 9 - ^iree“,legg_ej- £a9£: 1st, Christine Peck
& Natalie McPhee; 2nd, Avril'Goss & Vanda MacDonald; 3rd, Joanna 
Pearson & Shona Rozee.
B_°ys & girls aged 5-7 - Three-1 egged~ race: 
Patricia Card; 2nd, ’Sharon* SnS’th & Corina 
Bennett & Sheila Butler.

□'AEds:2nd, David Chattel; 5.^
Boys & girls aged 10-12 - .
2nd, Robert Short; 3rd Anton Livermore.
BoyAjL-giE-l5 aged 8 & 9 - Variety Race:
2nd, Frederick Short; ’ 3rd Paul Summers.

Race: 1st,2nd, Patricia Card; 3rd, Roy Jennings.

Race: 1st, Christopher Barber;2nd, Kenneth McKay; 3rd, Richard”Sh"o7t.
Boys & girls aged 12-15 - Slow Bicycle Race: 
2nd, Ian McKay; 3rd, Erw“n"^V^~'““ 
£OZS_A. girls aged_ 8-ll - Sion Bicycle Race;
2nd, Neil Rowlands; 3rd, Gary Livermore. .
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Behold th’amazing sight!
The Saviour lifted high;

The Son of God, His soul’s delight', 
Expires in agony.

For us in love he "bled.
For us in anguish died;

’Twas love that "bowed his sacred head, 
And pieced his precious side.

For whom, for whom, my heart, 
Were all those sorrows "borne?

Why did he feel that cruel smart, 
And wear that crown of thorn?
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We hope to have another social evening probably at the 
end of June or early July. There will he time for a friend
ly chat with everyone and agin we hope to have a- film.

World Literature Crusade
Most regular attenders at services will he aware that 

the above organisation in the United States has gifted

for all the good things we enjoy. In the past three years 
several hundred pounds have heen gifted in this way. I
would have you give. It is so much more spiritual than 
just making up an amount oneself. We hope to receive 
Christian film for showing on the Saturday 17th.
Social Evening

giving on March 2nd when Sunday School recommenced after 
the summer break. Thank you to Mrs Jean Morrison for pres
enting the prizes on behalf of the church. A few days 
before this U1 children gathered for the ’Welcome back to 
Sunday School Party’. We welcome Mrs Margaret Stocks to 
our Sunday School staff - she has kindly offered to help 
for this year. We say goodbye? and thankyou5 to Mrs Hulda 
Stewart after six years loving service in the infants 
department. We hope to see Miss Rita Watts back after 
/April 12; th.
Pastorate

As you will know I am expecting to leave towards the 
end of July. The Church Council are making efforts to 
secure the services of another pastor as soon as possible.
Bookstall

I am sorry to say that the book ’Almost 12’ is again 
out of stock. (This is the story of sex for children given 
in the setting of love and marriage). I will be pleased 
to accept orders - price 35p. There are plenty of other 
titles in stocg9all at UK prices. ’Tortured for Christ’9 
’The New Johnny Cash’; ’Five Pioneer Missionaries’; 
’Dear Ann’ (dating for girls); plus Bibles9 childrens - 
colouring and Bible story books and others. Please let 
me know if you would like a book.
Gift Day

The Church Council has fixed this years gift day as 
Whit Sunday. This is the 18th May. This is a day when we 
make special offerings to God as thankofferings^ to him 
for all the good things we enjoy. 1 
several hundred pounds have been gifted in this way. 
would suggest that you pray and ask the Lord.what he

TABERNACLE NEWS ITEMS _by The Pastor
Mrs MeWhan

I would like to remind everyone that I have rec’d 
an anonymous gmft of £U0 to use in some way in memory 
of Mrs McWhan. The donor9 who lives overseas9 said it 
could be used on something permanent or not9 just as 
I wish. But please let me have some suggestions.
Evening Services

At a recent meeting the Council agreed to hold 
evening services in the kitchen room for the winter„ 
except for special events. This will save us about £2 
a week on heating and make the service much more 
friendly.
Harvest Festival

I am sure that everyone will have enjoyed the Harvest 
Weekend. The display was under the heading ’Thank you Lord 
for.the good things you give us in the Falklands.’ In 
addition to the usual display of garden produce there were 
reminders of the other important things i0e6 raw9 spun 
and knitted wool; our fuel peat; a daylight screen show
ing a view reminding us of the wonderful scenery; kindly 
loaned by Alginates Ltd was some samples of Sodium Alg.; 
groceries reminded us of the things that come in from 
outside; a picture and a glassful reminded us of sunshine 
and rain and against the pulpit was an open Bible. We 
had fun arranging it on the Saturday; enjoy"ed the services 
on Sunday. I thought the display looked so interesting 
that I broadcast an invitation for folk to 'come in and 
see it Monday afternoon - I was very gratified that so 
many people took up the invitation. On Monday evening 
the goods were auctioned and £25-07 was received.
Church Secretary

We are pleased to welcome Mr Jeremy Robinson who has 
kindly agreed to the request to become Hon. Church Sec
retary. Jeremy is the son of the Methodist Minister on 
Alderney? Channel Islands. We also sincerely thank Mr 
Iain Stewart for all the work he has done while he held 
office (and at other times too). We wish him well as he 
will be away in UK taking various courses. Both work for 
Cable & Wireless Ltd.
Sunday School

Near ly UO attendance prizes were given at the prize-



May God bless every one of you with the knowledge of 
his Sony and the joy of his prescence. Amen.

0900 (£375) to assist us in our work. The gift was given 
specifically to pay for Christian Literature and to pay 
for the cost of Camp travel. I have bought 2000 copies of 
’God’s Answer’ from the Scripture Gift Mission. This book
let is a sort of mini-Bible. It contains a series of 
questions all of which are answered in the very works of 
Scripture. Thus I believe it will be very useful for all 
’who find the Bible quite a big book and aren’t too sure 
where to start. I hope that these booklets are on the 
Charter vessel.
Bible Correspondence Courses

Another answer for those who would like to know more 
about the message of the Bible is a correspondence course. 
Emmaus is the biggest school of this kind in the world. 
Its success is probably due to the fact that the courses 
are very easy to understand. Each course is a book that 
gives an introduction to the subject. This is followed by 
questions and you have to tick which of the given answers 
is right. These tests are then sent in for marking. At 
the end of the course a certificate is given. Courses 
available here so far are: For Adults ’What the Bible 
Teaches’; For Children ’Things Jesus Said and Did’ 
(suitable for 9 years and upward). More details from me.
Serial

Just a reminder that Sunday Morning services for the 
next few weeks are devoted to a tour through the Old 
Testament. I am picking out the major events and showing 
how they relate to the salvation teaching of the New 
Testament and to life.
Bible Story Casettes

I am preparing a set of Bible Story Cassettes for free 
loan. The first set id ’Joseph and his Brothers’. I hope 
they will be ready soon.
Sunday Services - all welcome

10.00am Sunday School - graded classes 3 years and up.
10.U5am Singing - S.School plus adults who come early 

for Morning Service which begins at 11am approx.
7.00pm Evening Service.
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Coutts.

2nd Ltrs So Heathman;

Luxton;PETUNIA:

Smith;1st Mrs S
Smith;

SollisJones;

Williams;

full-length gown of white crimplene 
The hem and

Heathman0 
Coutts;

3rd Mrs C.
Luxton

Morrison;
Bennetts

HC Mrs So 
Heathmano

was
spray of orange
------- o The

Tst D. '
1st Mrs S

1st Mrs Do

___ _ ~ oqucii'emade and decorated by Mirs Marjorie McPhee We must also give c
magnificent spread of 

and cheese straws 
The telegrams

2nd W
Morrison;

’ 1st Mrs Lo* Halliday;
1st Kirs Wo Jone So 
1st Mirs W. Poole;

2nd & HC Mrs A* Lee 
1st Mrs Co Luxton.

ANNUAL: A
POT ’ PERENNIAL:

3rd Miss M.
TREE SEEDLING:

2nd Mrs Bertrand.
2nd Mrs D.J. Sollis.

2nd A. Cletheroe.

3rd Mrs 
_McGillo

Halliday.
reception finished at 6 

lively dance began i.
At midnight coffee

CALIFORNIAN POPPY:

SW^T PEA:
LILY
LINARiA:
LUPIN:'”’
STOCK:
POPPY:

Cletheroeo
3rd Mrs W. 

Jones.
2nd & 3rd Mrs D. Morrison.

2nd Neil Ford; 3rd Mrs R. Rowlands.
2nd Mrs D. Davidson.

Candy looked charming in a f 
with a high neck, full sleeves and long train, 
sleeves were bordered with daisies. Her shoulder length veil 
also scattered with daisies and held in place by a \ 
blossom. She carried a bouquet of mixed flowers and fern, 
dress was chosen by Mrs Joyce Price in Portsmouth, England.

The groom was attended by Gil Giles also of Fox Bay West. 
Candy’s bridesmaids were - her younger sister Sandra, Brenda 
Blackley sister, of the groom, and Annagret Hume cousin of the bride.

Sandra and Brenda were full-length dresses of Aquamarine 
with high necks and full puff sleeves, white head-dresses and shoes

i. Annagret wore a 
a posy of colourful

2nd Mrs S.
1st, 2nd & 3rd Miss M.

COLEUS OR ORNAMEimL FOLIAGE PLANj?: 1st Kirs D. Williams 
FERN: ~ 1st Mrs U. Halliday; HC Miss M
WCHSIA:
GSRANTOj:

FLOWER. VEGETABLE AND HOME PRODUCE SHOYZ - 1975 WINNERS 
Section A. Pot Plants: HC = Highly Commended
FRENCH MARIGOLD: HC A. Cletheroe.
BEGONIA: 1st & 3rd Ltrs A. Lee;
CACTUSjOR  ̂SUCCULENT: .’ ’ ,

were made by Mrs Joan Porter, the 
-- > and the flowers designed by

1st Mrs C
SCHIZ^HUS:
POTPLANT - »AL: A. Cletheroe 1st 

lst ?4rs s”

Coutts; HC Miss M.
_ __ 1st Miss M

HC W. Poole & A. Alazia.
Section B_. Cut Flowers
STIR^INlB7’’’' 1st Do Thom;
CALENDULA: 1st Mrs S. Heathman;
C^TAURI A^ _C Y/iNUS: 1st Mrs D. Morrison;

CHRYSj-'JJTHEMUi'.i (l^1NUAL)j
LARGE DAISY: 1st Mrs Bertrand; 2nd Mrs S 
DAHLIA: 1st & 3rd Monsignor Spraggan;DIANfeiUS ALLWQODII: 1st & HC Mrs W. J 

^HC Mrs H. Felton.
CARNATION: ’1st & 3rd Mrs R. Rowlands;
S®’dEN*'pINI<S: 1st Mrs W. Goss; 2nd Mrs D

The place of honour 
3-tiered wedding cake . 
of Stanley. r 
Chubby, who provided a o. 
them all but the Empanadas 
our cook Mr Jock 
best man and the

At 9«3O p.m. a
tinued until 4 a.m. __  U kJ U1  
Mrs Duncan, Mirs Hobman and Mrs Barnes

Candy, John and their families i 
ing their wedding day one to remember. 
Halliday and the boys in the Cook-house for  
before and all their hard work after, the MC of the dance^Mike 
Biggs and all the people of Chartres.

Heathman; 2nd Mrs A. Lee; 
Coutts & Mrs Ro Rowlands.

Coutts; 2nd & 3rd Mrs R. Rowlands;

HC Mrs D.J. Sollis;
2nd Mrs D. Williams;

2nd Mrs D.J. Sollis;
3rd A. Cletheroe.

2nd Mrs D.
3rd Mrs H.

HC Neil Ford.
2nd Mrs A. J. Blytho

2nd Mrs D.J

: ^rs D* Williams;
1st Mrs E. Clapp;
1st & 3rd Mrs D.

HC Mrs H. Bennett.
1st Mrs E. Clapp;

1st Mrs T. Pettersson;
lst Ltrs D. Morrison;
1st Mrs S. Heathman.

--------- ------------------------------------ VV1XX U 
and carried small bouquets of mixed flowers 
yellow dress, white head-dress and carried > 
daisies.

The bridesmaids dresses r:.\ 
hair styles by Mrs Marjorie A_dams 
Mrs Summers of Stanley.

The bride’s mother wore a blue lurex dress with white acces
sories and the bridegroom’s mother wore a blue two-piece suit and 
white accessories.

The ceremony took place in the Manager’s house, Y/.R. Luxton 
acting as Registrar, after which many photographs were taken by 
the guests and the official photographer Marine John Adams.
Paul Barnes and Carol Hume both presented horseshoes to the bridec

At 4 o’clock the reception was held in the Cook-house for 150 
guests who had travelled from Pert Howard, Fox Bay East and West, 
Port Stephens, Hill Cove, Beaver Island, Teal Inlet and Stanley, 

was reserved for the beautiful square 
n _ ________ j •

credit to the bride’s mother, 
^4. - savoury dishes making

so kindly provided by 
were ably read by the 

o’clock.
in the Cook-house and con- 
j and cakes prepared by 

were served.
wish to thank everyone for mak- 
. Especially Mir & Mrs Jock 

all the preparation
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1st F. Betts;REP BLRLY.POTATOES:

1st & 2nd D.

CHILDREN’S SALAD ARRANGg^IT {10-14 years):

Pearson
Rowlands;

2L54.OX age J •’

3rd Mrs W. Jones

RHUBARB CHUTNEY:
-• W »-=^—_w_- r-

Rowlands.

Heathman. Rowlands □
3rd Do Williams; HC AoJo Blyth.

2nd Mrs Ro Rowlands.
3rd A. Cletheroe.

3rd A. McLeod.
liWALADE: 1st & HC Mrs R. Rowlands;

1st Mrs J
Helyer; '

Cletheroe.
3rd R. Binnie;

Hansen.
2nd E. Morrison.
2nd A. Cletheroe;
HC A.J. Blytho

3rd Do Davidson.
1st & 3rd Diane Cheek;

HEN EGGS: :
BOTTLED”RHUBARB:
IPttleF'gqos'eberries :
^JOTHEP? BOTTLED FRUIT:

Cletheroe;
3rd Po

2nd A.Jo Blyth;
2nd A.J. Blyth;

Davidson;
3rd & HC Mrs D.

1st .Mirs Do

2nd Mrs R. Rowlands;
3rd Mrs W. Goss.

2nd Mrs A. Lee;
3rd Mrs Wo Goss.

1st A. Cletheroe; 
2nd A.Jo Blyth. 
HC Toni Donna

Pettersson®

WHITE EARLY POTATOES:

CAULIFLOWER:
CABBAGE LETTUCE;

1st A.Jo Blyth;
McPhee;

Thom;
1st T.

2nd & HC Mrs P.

. Felton.
2nd Mrs W. May.
2nd Mrs Ro Rowlands;

HC Mrs S. Smith.

3rd M. Turner 
Peck.

1st Mrs So Heathman; .
1st A. Cletheroeo

1st Miss B

r;spberriesT 
STRAWBERRIES: 
RED” CjSWTS:

£00SEBERRY JELLY:
RED CURRAKP JELLY: 
CTiDnT™'™ “ ' ’STiS 
SuTOTHER PRESERVE:

Jones.
l0 Rowlands 
2nd Mrs R.

STUMP CARROTS:
LONG CARROTS: 

i~ if—

v?HITE CURRANTS:
BlXcT CUW^TS: 
« OTH0R .G-ROTO FRUIT:
Section G. Home Produce:
BUTTER':' “ 1st' ’&FKo XHScPhee;

Middleton.
Rowlands; HC S

Rowlands.
3rd A. Cletheroe.

2nd P. Helyer; 3rd Miss B. 
Pearson.

2nd Miss B. Pearson.

Mrs Do Morrison (67 votes);
3rd Mrs E. Clapp (39 votes)

HC Mrs Co Alazia.

Section^ E o_ _ _ Vegetab!es: 
BROfiD BEANS: HC'd. Davila

RED MAINCROP POTATOES:Bite potatoes :

PARSNIPS:
PEAS;
RADISHES:
TOMATOES:
WET/J3LE MARRQY/:

2nd Mrs R 
P/illiams; 
Williams;

3rd Mrs A. J. Blyth;
^RJU^J^ra^ejnants:Section Co Flower^Arran^ements:

FLO’gER &.FOLIAGE^IN VASE/OR B0¥$‘:
2nd Mrs J. Kerr (50 votes);

CHILDREN’S ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWERS (under 10 years):

WHITE TURNIPS:
YELLOW TURNIPS:
TURNIP SWEDES: ■raw i in n,,

CUCmER: 1_______
ONIONS:~ 1st Mrs K. J.
SH/UEOTS: 1st D
SPRING ONIONS:

ist o
1st & 2nd W. Poole;

Section D. Collections:
COLLECTION OF Q^DOOR 3gGET^LES (8 kinds):

RHUBARB JAM: \ 
GOOSEBERRX-’J^J 
DlmOEE" JAM: 
STR?iWBERRY JAM: 
&7s>erry' jam? i 
MDDLE-DES JELLY:

ROSE: 1st Mrs D
PANSY: 1st,
FLOWERS - OTHER:

2nd & HC E. Morrison; 
3rd W. 

Davidson; 
HC R.

1st D. Davidson;
1st R. Hansen;
3rd D. Davidson;

1st, 2nd & HC A.J. Blyth;
Section^ F. Pruit:
RED GOOSEOwES: 1st Mrs A 
GREEN GOOSEBERRIES:

1st D. Thom;
: 1st W. Poole;

. 2nd Mrs D.J. Sollis.
2nd A.

2nd W. Poole; 
Fleuret.

Davidson; 2nd & 3rd D
; 3rd Mrs R.

HC W. Cletheroe.
1st & 2nd Ho Ford; f
----j 1st A.J. Blytho

1st & 2nd Miss V. Perkins;
1st A. Cletheroe.

1st P. Peck; 2nd H. Ford;

Cletheroe.
1st Ho Luxton; 2nd Miss B. Pearson.

1st Miss Bo Pearson; 2nd Mrs R.
1st T. Fleuret; 2nd A.J. Blyth;
1st Mrs Mo Porter;

2nd jane Harris
'. Kerr;
3rd Mrs D. Morrison.

Davidson.
1st D. Thom; 2nd Mrs R.
3rd Eo Morrison.

1st W. Poole; 2nd D. King;
3rd Ro Hansen

1st D. Davidson.
1st A. Cletheroe;

2nd Mrs W. Jones;
3rd Mrs Ro Rowlands;

1st Mrs C. Luxtcn; 2nd & 3rd Mrs S. Smith. 
: 1st & 2nd Mrs R. Rowlands;

1st Mrs R. Rowlands.
1st & 3rd Mrs R. Ruwlands;

2nd Mrs W. Jones.
1st, 3rd & HC Mrs W. Jones; 2nd Mrs W. Goss. 

&IL.P.™SR CHOTNEY: 1st Mrs K.J. MoPhee.
1st, 2nd & 3rd Mrs R. Rowlands.

1st Mrs A. Lee; 2nd & 3rd Mrs R
1st, 2nd & 3rd Mrs W
1st, 2nd, 3rd & HC Mrs R

1st & 3rd Mrs W. Jones; I 
1st Mirs A. Lee.
1st & 2nd Mrs Ro Rowlands.

— ....... -- 1st Mrs B. Pearson;
ist DV'Ridley; 2nd Mrs P. Helyer. 

: 1st Mrs R. Napier;

2nd D. Middleton;
3rd E. Morrison.
3rd H. Luxton.

3rd F. Betts
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2nd & 3rd Kirs R. Rowlands;

the world wool price situation have

Summers;
To

Po
P.

-3 the following summary 
by the way,

o This means, in effect, 
throughout the world do not 

These Wool Corporations buy
SCONES:
PLAIN BISCUITS:

Summersc 
Summers.

Rowlands .
2nd Mrs
2nd Mrs

2nd Mrs R

Poole;
Fleuret.

of the employeeso
faced bankruptcy.
G VA X „ -j.   _

However the marketing agents for Falkland

WM.EJffiALTMLwT 
teTEJREAD: ' ’ 
CJWW BREAD:

KIND OF LOAF:

Stanley to London, from mid- 
rs all telephone des- 
which are cated for in 
.. Mondays to Saturdays 
to the whole world via 

the Town Hall is open
• .m. Mondays to Fri- 
maintained for 15

PLAIN SPONGE CAKE:
DECORATED SPONGE CAKE:

WQj^J^CgS
A number of reports on 

been broadcast in recent weeks, 
to reproduce them here in fullo 
Australia and Nev; L------

2nd Mirs P. Helyer;
3rd Mrs W. Jones.

1st Mrs W8 Poole;
1st Mrs Po  ‘ > The Wool

which they hope they will be 
i_.. 3. A report

> had paid off most or all 
Many were greatly overdrawn at the bank and 

---- x  The reports from IA.. Z_ - 
correspondents opinions that prices have now ^7,^^ Island wools continue to
prophesy poor returns for a good while yet.

CABLEJ^^jjIR^SS^LMJTED
In a recent news report the Company gave of its operationso We have been advised, by the way, that Cable

’ ’ British Government.
in the operation of the overseas

PICKLES: 1st, L 
RTOTTWLT CAKE:

.. ;_1 :: ~ ” ’ ; HC Mrs K.J. McPhee.
Ist^ 2nd, 3rd & HC Mrs R. Rowlands.

1st Mrs R. Rowlands;

1st Mirs Pc
1st Mrs P, Helyer;

1st Mrs T.
1st, 3rd & HC D. Ridley; 

Rowlands.
Rowlands;

1st, 2nd,

FANCY BISCUITS:
SKViLL PilSTRY’C/kKES:
SWiLL JpIN C/kKESf 
&4ALL JANCY CAKES: 
EMPA^xDAST^T- , 
SAUSAGE ROLLS: 1-

lst KIrs Ro Elands;
1st Mrs P. Helyer;

1st Mrs P. Sumners;
1st Mrs D. Jones;

  “ : 1st & 2nd Mrs R
sj^TS,'OF ANY/iQnD:' 1st, 2nd, 3rd & HC D. Ridley.

The Horticultural Society Secretary Mr Neville Bennett has kindly 
XU- -O--11 - •provided the following notes 

The Horticultural 
1st March, 
at 3 p.m. 
flowers 
pot plants. C 
ing to the right one could 
Government House. The south wall 
cookery. To the east of the c ,xxvL 
dcrof the vegetable selection. r" 
the north west corner of the hall and the dinner table arrangement 
just in front of the G.H. stand.

T^e winner of the Haskard Challenge Cup and Miniature for the 
exhibitor with the most points over all classes was, for the third 
year running, Kirs Rene Rowlands. Mr John Bly th wen an Illustrated 

(continued on page 9)

3rd Mrs P. Summers.
2nd Mrs P. Helyer.

2nd Mrs R. Napier.
2nd Mrs R. Felton
2nd Mrs W, Jones.

o Felton; 3rd Mrs P. Helyer.

It does not appear to be useful 
---  _ A fair summary is: Reports from 

B.Uu>UlUXXU x.^.. Zealand show that the governments of these 
countries have been ’buying in’ wool, through their respective 
Wool Corporations, at guaranteed prices 
that manufacturers of wool based items 
want the wool that is being grown. Z.the unwanted wool produced in their countries at a low price, but 
designed to be enough to keep the farms in business. The Wool 
Corporations then stockpile the wool ul_l ’ " y 
able to sell when, and if, demand for it increases 
from the Argentine said that many farms 1_ x i-i- _—j—the bank and

New Zealand and Australia gave 
reached their worst.

THp 3 Ji2muaR Show was held on Saturday
As vou en‘-PrpA Gymnasium were opened to the public

- the ho ? ?he?a11 the first view was of a mass of
On eithpr 1 WaS lined with the cut flowers and 

side of the aisle were vegetables. Turn- 
see the usual excellent display from 

---  was lined with the home produce 
entrance and to the west, the remain-- 

The flower arrangements were in

of its operations. V/e have been advised 
and Wireless is wholly owned by the :------

”0ur responsibilities are '— 
communications of the Islands.

We work the following services
Radio Telephone Services from S’.

day to 1 p.m. Mondays to Fridays, which covers 
tinations except the Argentine ard Uruguay, w>. 
a separate schedule between 2 p.m. and 9 P«m.

Radio Telegraph circuits are operated 
London, and although the Cable Office in — 
from 8 a.m. to noon, and from 1.15 P*m’ ^o 4 p 
days, communication with the outside world is 
hours a day, and for 7 days per week. 4-oiPnhone toIn addition, communication by telegraph and telep 
ships on the high seas is part of our- responsibilities.

Outside of the public telephone and Zhe
also operate on behalf of B.AoS« the circui s -bins durin" British Antarctic Territories, and to the research ships aurino

1st & 2nd Mrs V/. Poole.
1st & 2nd Mrs R. Rowlands;
3rd Mrs L. Halliday; HC D. Ridley (2) 

/J-iY OTHERJiOMg-MDE CAKE: 1st & HC Mrs K. Rowlands.
YEAST .BUMS: 1st Mrs W. Jones; 2nd Mrs P. Summers;

3rd Mrs P. Helyer.
3rd Mrs To Fleuret.

2nd Mrs Y7,
3rd & HC Mrs 

Summers.
Fleuret;

1st, 2nd & 3rd Mrs .R 
rr: 1st & 2nd Mrs R.

1st Mrs R.
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the Earl of Elgin

Lord Jesus

The"ss Great

THE BOYS BRIGADE 
rmn»-ii

Most of us are

£10,000 profit
, a registered charity,

familiar with the uniform of our 
However there exists some confusion as 
and scope of the Boys Brigade.

• local BoBo 
to the reason for existence 

Therefore we give some extracts 
from the annual report of the Boys Brigade 
have some notes on : 
From the Annual Report:

reaffirm the Christian 
a special work- 

all officers to examine 
Christ in the service

a surfeit of infor- 
For expatriate Falkland 

we give the following short news item

^rine^Radio Station) are not on duty

, . have accepted the responsibility of keeping 
an emergency listening watch on the Government inter-island R/T 
Marini Wh®n Government personnel and NOMAD (Royal 
medical mStersaorIy "are fcty° This ±3 f°r urgent °r

made a £10,000 profit last year when about 112,000 visitors paid up 
to 25p a head to inspect the hull.

Mr Richard Goold-Adams, project chairman, said last night: 
"The ship even in her present condition is arousing a steadily in
creasing interest. But it is perfectly clear to me it may take 
20 years to restore her completely."

Various schemes have been undertaken to raise money. Mussels 
which grew inside her while she lay beached in the Falklands and 
timber-cladding from the hull have been sold as souvenirs.

Meanwhile the Navy has discovered iron masses buried under the 
sand of Dundrum Bay, off Northern Ireland. These could be the 
rudder or iron lifeboats lost when the ship went aground between 
1846-47*”

of the B.B.
joint activities, 

73. Further 
joint committee 

3, recog- 
community of

.§^-S^3LS.RITWT
We who live in the Falklands have almost 

mation aoout the Great Britain Project. 
Islanders starved of news 
from the Daily Telegraph.

"The steamship ’Great Britain’, 3,000 tons, the first screw- 
driven iron ship to cross the Atlantic, is to have a permanent home 
m Bristol dry dock.

The city council yesterday agreed to a three-year lease at a 
peppercorn" rent.

This decision ends controversy over whether Brunei’s great
S 1^1^i impede future redevelopment of the area.

.he Great Britain* - which was launched from Bristol in 1843
7 ^.salvaged off the Falkland Islands in 1970. Since its return 
o Bristol it has been undergoing restoration.

Britain Project",

the summer season.
The bases traffic circulates on a private telegraph circuit 

to the United Kingdom, whicli B.A.S. leases from this Company and 
which our staff operate for B.A.S.

This Company is also responsible for operating the Stanley 
terminal of the public telegraph circuit with Pox Bay. Our assump
tion on the 1st of October 1974, of the overseas telecommunications, 
together with the absorption of the Government ’ s .telegrapn clerks, 
has made this Company’s operation of this internal Falkland Islands 
circuit a logical step. The acceptance in Stanley of traffic 
destined for delivery within the Falkland Islands, is still however, 
a Government Post Office responsibility. Cable and Wireless 
merely acting as a carrier for the Post Office in the circuit be
tween Stanley and Fox Bay.

Delivery of all telegrams both local and overseas, is carried 
out by the Government messenger.

A further service is provided to the community by Cable and 
Wireless, in that we ] 

emergency listening watch on the

:, following a report by 
ing party. There will be "a challenge to 
and renew our commitment to our 
of boys and His Church".Joint activities,. The joint liaison committee 
and the Giris’ Brigade has produced suggestions for 
with guidance notes on joint enrolment services and camps 
notes on parades and displays are planned. The ' 
has also started discussions with other youth organisations 
nising that many companies work with them within the 
their church.

j some 
and next month we shall 

its purpose by the president,

"^ei^ojlshijD. World membership is over 268,000, nearly 4,000 
up on last year. But in the British Isles the boys’ total of. 
137,350 was nearly 2,500 down. There was also a slight fall in 
the British Isles in the number of officers - down by 178 to 16,125» 
Overseas, hovyever, al most every total was up, with 144 more officers 
and 79 new companies. Says the report: "The pressures on leader
ship continue undiminished." It remains difficult to get the 1,500 
new leaders needed each year.

Christian copi.e_pio The Brigade is to 
aims and content of its work, i-----

There will be "a challenge to
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by the Editor

time available

dealt with in

Be-
(i.

Here is a selec- 
The Colony has a prosperous 
be increased; dominance by 
& land based fishing industsea fish plus mussels, clams, krill, trout, king crab 

I do not believe that any British Parliament would 
any foreign power without its 
not happy about the way young

(This.speech has
elsewhere in the F.I. r---- -

meeting was given over to discussion,

audience well. Of course he .. 
wanted to be convinced and that 
it was a sparkling performanceQ 
as

FALKLAND ISLANDS COMflflTTEE_NEWS
Visit of U.K. Secretary

January saw the arrival in the Falklands of one of tne Joint 
Hon-Secretaries of the U.K. Falkland Islands Committee - Mr B.W. 
Hunter-Christie, Bill Christie, on his first visit, was very busy 
whilst here. He made a long Camp trip accompanied by Mr Jack 
Abbott local branch chairman. This gave an opportunity to visit 
11 settlements and to speak to over 300 people, Mr .Abbott said 
that more invitations were received than could be accepted in the 
time available. Much of the inter-settlement travel was overland 
giving Mr Christie a good opportunity to get a little of the feel 
of Camp, Meetings were held at most places.

In Stanley Mr Christie busied himself with brief visits to 
many people both in their homes and in public places such as bars, 

open meeting in the Tov.-n Hall 
Mr Abbott welcomed Mr Christie who

The major public event was an 
which was very well attended, __ __________
then delivered a 35 minute speech detailing what he considered to 
be the historical and legal basis for Britain’s right to retain 
sovereignty over the Falklands as long as the Islanders wish it. 
It was one of the best speeches heard in the Falklands for a long 
while, . Mr Christie is a barrister and all the skills and train
ing of the ‘professional’ speaker came to the fore. He held his 
"”;J-" n was speaking to an audience that

made his task easier, nonetheless 
(This.speech has been published 

a booklet and will be reviewed elsewhere in the F.I. Times,)
The remainder oi the meeting was given over to discussion, 

and questions and answers with Mr Christie in the ’hot seat’. 
Some of the information was new - and some not. 
tion from ^^Chriatie^^opinions. Tj
future; local decision-making should 
sheep must be ended - there should be 
ry involving 
also geese;
hand over any British People to 
(i.e. the people’s) agreement.”;

Service. Among work done by B,B, boys the report lists: 
help in hospitals for the mentally handicapped, tidying-up oper
ations, sponsored walks and swims, tree planting, paper collection, 
and other activities."

Falkland Islanders express their will to defend their country;
"Argentina will not attack nor allow unofficial action”; "Diplomats 
have failed to put your case to the world”; the U.K. government 
has failed to honour its agreement to provide an external shipping 
service although the Argentine has kept its promise to provide an 
air service; British Civil Servants have, although unauthorised 
to do so by Ministers, secretly raised Argentina’s hopes of a 
transfer of sovereignty; the F.I. Executive and Legislative Coun
cils have been kept in ignorance of important information on matters 
facing the Colony; the U.K, government put Argentina first and 
the F.I.’s second - but there is a principle involved. "You do 
not sell a people”; the new airport should be longer to allow full 
international flights; if oil was discovered in exploitable quant
ities the Falklands should benefit to the extent of 40-50% of the 
gross selling price - be careful you get the best advice; it 
would be logical to sell any oil to Argentina whose own oil pro
duction fell last year - also to the rest of South America and the 
U.S.A.; Falkland Islanders should be given an opportunity to speak 
for themselves in the United Nations as the Gibraltarians were; 
the British Parliament should be asked to pass an Act forbidding 
any transfer of sovereignty without Parliamentary approval; it 
would be useful publicity for the Falklands cause to ask for an 
internationally supervised referendum to show the international 
Community what the people of the Falklands want with regard to the 
sovereignty issue; an eminent person should be appointed Governor 
or Lieut, Governor rather than a career diplomat; a possible answer 
to the sovereignty problem would be integration with the United 
Kingdom in the same way as the Channel Islands. As a conclusion 
a motion was passed reaffirming loyalty to the British Crown.

I understand that similar issues to these were 
the Camp meetings.My impression of the visit was that of an American style pre
sidential campaign. Indeed in a radio interview with Mr Christie 
I described it as ’almost a royal progress’ and he did not disagree. 
In the same interview I asked what tangible results he expected to 
come from his visit. The main results he said were that he could 
now speak with first hand experience of the situation in the Falk
lands and that he would be better able to assist the London F.I. 
Committee.

e.s p o nd e neeMrs Miller has sent the following letter to the Editor. 
low it we give the Editor’s reply!
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1.
clear that it would not be r 

policy.

Yours sincerely,
R.W. Forrester,

Editor.”

Times are committed to the
, We are just a little 

divided over how this can best be demonstrated - but I don’t think 
that this need worry us too much.

3, The quote re the public being ’mainly loyal* bears in mind 
that there are a number of aliens resident in the Falklands. A 
quote from the Nov/Dec issue makes it quite clear, ’Certainly you 
would have great difficulty finding 40 inhabitants who wanted to 
become Argentine*.

A criticism made to me verbally that, I think, is valid, is 
that the questions in the interview might have been better phrased. 
Put this dorm to amateurism]

Overall, I think that there is little likelihood of overseas 
readers being misinformed. 12 out of the 15 F.I. Times to date 
contain statements favourable to the retention of British sovereign
ty over the Falklands. What might alarm them is the Committee’s 
apparent desire that only one side of an important public matter 
should be presented. Those familiar with the British way of life 
will know that a responsible newspaper is expected to give space 
to differing points of view in controversial matters.

Your Committee may recall that at a public meeting six months 
ago I offered the facilities of the F.I. Times if a local branch 
of the F.I. Committee were formed. Regrettably this offer has not 
been taken up - indeed readers would probably be surprised to learn 
that I have not yet been offered one news item.

Letters are always welcome, critical or otherwise, and all, are 
published if they are intelligible and courteous; so I thank your 
Committee for its interest.

I think that the nub of the matter is that both the F.I. 
Committee (Local Branch) and the F.I 
maintenance of loyalty to the British Crown.

"Dear Sir,
I have been instructed by this Committee to write to you con

cerning the "Exclusive Interview with Senor Blanco", as published 
in the January/February issue of the Falkland Islands Times.

The Committee regard your article as blatant Argentine propa
ganda and take note of the fact that as the limes is mainuained 
partly by a subsidy from the Falkland Islands Government, this in 
turn means that the local taxpayer’s money is being used to dis
seminate the insidious propaganda of the Argentine Foreign Office.

The Committee is further alarmed by the fact that this news
paper is sent all over the v/orld and it is not difficult to imagine 
Argentine pleasui-e at realising that South American countries and 
other friends of the United Nations Committee of Twenty Four are 
now able to think that the Falkland Islands would appear to be 
happy to disseminate such information.

The Committee further takes exception to your main introductory 
paragraph where you say "the public in the Falklands, although 

to the Queen.
A sentence such as that, and the underlining is of course mine, 

could mean to overseas readers that there is a considerable minority 
here who are not loyal subjects.

The Committee would ask you to print this letter.
Yours faithfully,

Betty Miller
Honorary Secretary, 

Falkland Islands Committee
„ (Local Branch)""Dear Mrs Miller,

I thank you for your letter of March 12th on behalf of the
As it makes an attack on my edit-F.I. Committee (Local Branch). As it makes an attack on my edit- 

onal policy I think a defence is justified.
First to answer your three points:

subsidy was offered to the F.I. Times it was made
r accepted if any attempt was made to in- 

, + + -4.e k orial policy. To its credit the Government haskept to its bargain.
2. I feel that.it is an emotional overstatement to call the Blanco 
interview, insidious propaganda'. The definition of this descrip
tion is information secretly or craftily propagated’. Instead 
1 1 ? ain and straightforward newsworthy item on a matter of
great public interest.

£2£EL,?ay appeal 1974
The Royal British Legion Poppy Day collection for November 

1974 amounted to £238.55 from Camp and Stanley. This was augmented 
by £109,18 from the Royal Marines Open Day giving a total of £356.20 
Expenses were £8.47 and thus £347.73 was sent to the Legion’s Funds. 

e appeal was organised by the Falkland Islands Branch of the 
British Red Cross Society.

that.it
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OVERSEAS TELEPHONES AND TELEGRAMS
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159
After hours telegrams 159

78

AND WIRELESS LIMITED

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
"    ' ■■■——■■ --- II ll-l I ■! Hl !■■■

CABLE

Administration and 
General Enquiries

Overseas Telephone and 
Telegraph Enquiries

Book your telephone calls and file your 
telegrams 
Town Hall.

CABLE AND WJJRULLU

at the Cable Office located in the 
Counter hours Monday to Friday 

0800 - 1200 and 1515 - 1600.
Closed Saturdays, Sundays and Public 

Holidays.
Account telegrams accepted by telephone, 

number 159 after hours and up to 2200 daily, 
including weekends.

For an experimental period telephone 
calls may be made to the Argentine from 

I 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday to Saturday.
From April 1st (for an experimental 

period) the telephone link to U.K. will be 
available from 10 a.m. - 12 mid-day.
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KdOM_ THe EDITOR’S DISK
As I look across the editor’s desk it is rather untidier 

than usual' Preparing this edition at the end of six weeks Camp 
visiting, in the midst of packing, and without my wife as she has 
gone on ahead to-England, has resulted in some disorder - and 
then some J ?ith my family gone I have also received some insights 
into, and sympathy with, the problems.of those who live on their (continued on page 3)
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Old Age Pensions Up - Single persons from £4 to £5, ana

the Royal

I
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ner over
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session of Legislative Council
I am only giving a brief out- 

9 the features of the budget

__ a continuance of loyalty to the British Crown, 
watchdog on public affairs in the Colony®

minimum of 4 Op*
Overseas postage rates® 
7^p and airmail letter from 8p to 10p per 
Government house rents up by 10%®

married couples from £7 to £8 per week®
^stion^Tlme

The following information was 
questions® No visit of H®M0 the -Queen, or 
Family is planned before 1978 due to the inc

(Continued

(Continued from page 1) 
own®
DpPGPUL^TION

It was in the 5th copy of the Weekly News in May 1974 that 
I first drew attention to this serious problem in a news item 
headed, "They’re leaving in droves"* Afterwards the previous 
Governor mentioned the problem in his speach to Legco in June 
1974, and Bill Christie drew attention to it when he was here® 
At the time I published my previous report a senior member of 
the Government said to me, "what do you expect me to do? Go 
and ask them why?" I was, for once, speechless® I am pleased 
to see therefore that the Legislative Council has sst itself the 
task of finding out why people are leaving their homeland® One 
presumes that the usual answers will be given: lack of job 
opportunities, poor Camp education, etc® What these kind of 
answers really say is that we need better government® And there 
is no doubt that there is a ’credibility gap’ between the 
Government and the people® I was in a number of different houses 
when the recent Legco proceedings were broadcast,, and people 
indicated that they felt it had little to do with them®

My own feeling is that the real problem is a leadership 
crisis® We are not throwing up leaders in our midst® History 
shows that real advances in a country are achieved by leaders® 
In the Bible when God wanted to do something he appointed not 
a committee but a leader - a Moses, a King David, a St, Paul® 
In recent times great work was done by individuals such as 
George Washington, General San Martin, Mahatma Gandhi and, of 
course, Sir Winston Churchill® Of course if leadership is taken 
by wrong hands we have a Joseph Stalin or an Adolph Hitler® Good 

achiever advances, unites the people and the Govern
ment and creates confidence®
CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION

It is very disappointing not to be able to present to you, 
the people who live here and for whose benefit the Colony is 
supposed to exist, details of the proposed revision to the Falk
lands Constitution., You will recall that it was ’laid on the 
table’ during the recent Legislative Council sessions® Recently 
I approached the Secretariat to obtain a copy to present the 
details to you, but was surprised with the answer, 'it sconfid
ential, you can’t have it®" After all the hoo-hah about-getting 
people’s opinions - planes flying about, recordings on radio, 
minutes*, distributed, public meetings etc® I consider that the 
people who co-operated so willingly should get a first look at 

Continued on page 40®

JSieCTnCIby, pel' LLUJ.U,Radio advertising at new rate of 2^p per word with
Small air letter forms from 6p to

"2” oz ®

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL By the Edl tor,■rarrj ■ ■! ,t —nil ■ - ■ ■ W <• HHXKI — ■ BllUir ll-II^TIWI

The main meetings of the Budget 
were held Tuesday 17th June onwards® 
line of the proceedings® To commence 
that will affect most people®

Aircraft boarding fees from £4 to £4®50®
Spirits Duty from £1 ®37i to £1.69 Per bottle®
Tobacco, Wines & Cigars duty up.
Hospital impatients fees for residents from
95p to £1®50 per day in public wards®
Darwin Boarding School fees from £30 to £36 per year®
Telephone from £10 to £12 per year (double for business 
subscribers).
Rediffusion fee from £3 to £5.
Electricity, per unit, from 4*C9p to 4.34?®

given in reply to members’ 
member of th?
onvenient location

< -v on page < „ ,
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As some have queried what the editorial policy of this 

is the following is reproduced. It is taken from the ban- 
the E.I® Times stand at 1974 Stanley Winter Show:

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS TIMES
- seeks to encourage interest in the Falklands all around the 
world.

- supports
- is a 1
- believes in the spread of ideas and opinions®
- will use facts to kill rumours.
- explains and discusses important issues of the day in its 
Editorial Column.
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Secondly the xoPoFo agreement dated 13th September,1974® Here 
there has been selected the paragraphs thought to be of general 
interest,

:,1o (a) with effect from the date of completion of the 
construction of the storage plant referred to in para
graph (3) of this agreement, or such earlier date as 
may be agreed in the Special Consultative Committee, 
YPF shall, subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph 
(b) of this paragraph, be responsible for the supply 
and marketing of the products referred to in paragraph 
(ll) of this agreement which are consumed in the Falklad . 
Islands,

(b) (i) The provisions of sub-paragraph (a) of this 
paragraph shall not ajjply in respect of pro
ducts used by the armed forces of the United 
Kingdom,

(ii) Such associations, corporations and other bod
ies as may from time to time be agreed in the 
Special Consultative Committee may obtain gas

These are too long to publish here but given below 
the paragraphs of immediate interest,

First the 5th August 1971 Communications Agreement -.
Parts X and 2_pf_the Exchange of^ Notes>%

” 1, fa) Since divergence remains between the two Governments 
regarding the circumstances that should exist for a definitive 
solution to the dispute concerning sovereignty over the Falkland 
Islands, nothing contained in the Joint Statement referred to 

our two Governments on today’s date shall

- 4 -
AG^i^TOJ'vITH ^GEjvTINA

Many people have expressed interest in the agreements made 
by Great Britain and Argentina with respect to the Falkland Islands 

+r»n i nncr niihl i sb hare but given below are some of

- 5 -
by amphibian aircraft between the Argentine mainland and 
the Falkland Islands for passengers, cargo and mail. 
This service should be reviewed from time to time in the 
light of progress in the construction of the airfield 
mentioned above,
1(P, In order to facilitate the movement of persons born 
in the Falkland Islands, the Argentine Government should 
take, the necessary measures to exempt them from all obli
gations related to enlistment and military service. The 
British Government should declare that in the Faikian£ 
Islands no obligations for enlistment for military ser
vice exist,
12, Both Governments should study and exchange views on 
measures to facilitate trade and to permit a greater ease 
of commercial transactions,
16, The Argentine Government should be prepared to co
operate in the health, educational, agricultural and 
technical fields if so requested. The Argentine Govern
ment should arrange for places to be available in schools 
on the lYrgentine mainland for children of residents of 
the Falkland inlands and should offer scholarships which 
should be published from time to time, the number of 
which should be decided upon in the light of local re
quirements, -Both Governments should continue to exchange 
views on the matters referred to in this paragraph,”

above and approved by 
be interpreted as:

a renuciation by either Government of any right of territ
orial sovereignty over the Falkland Islands: or 
a recognition of or support for the other Government’s 
position with regard to territorial sovereignty over the 
Falkland Islands,
No acts or activities taking place as a consequence of the 
Joint Statement referred to above having been put into 
operation and while it is in operation shall constitute a 
basis for asserting, supporting, or denying the position 
of either Government with regard to territorial sovereignty; 
over the Falkland Islands,
Either Government may denounce this Agreement subject to 
six months’ prior notice in writing."

Parts 2,7,8_>9,11 2 <2 and 16 of the Joint Statement,
2, * The Argentine Government should issue a document, in the form 
annexed, to residents of the Falkland Islands irrespective of 
their nationality who wished to travel to the Argentine mainland* 
which would allow them free movement within it, A document in the 
same form issued by the Argentine Government should be the only 
document needed by residents of the Argentine mainland for jour
neys to the Falkland islands,
7, The British Government should take the necessary measures to 
arrange for a regular .shipping komriqa passengers cargo 
,and mail" between the Falkland Islands and the Argentine ■ main- 
• land.
8, The Argentine Government should take the necessary measures 
to arrange for a regular service of weakly frequency by air for 
passengers, cargo-and mail between the Argentine mainland and 
the *^*a1 kl and Ts1 a. n d s9, Pending the completion'of the airfield at Port Stanley, 
the Argentine Government should provide .a temporary service, y >
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(3)

(6)

(£)

(w)
(11)

(12)

(15)

products in Port Stanley shall he 
the Argentine mainlando

Waverley House, 
Nevill Rd.^ 
Crov/borough, 
Sussex.

94 Monks Croft 
Cheltenham 
Glos.

Dear Mr. Forrester,
I have thoroughly enjoyed the year:s

20.

(Ed. Thank you Mr. cott. C 
bring encouragement to a lot of people).

- 7 -The Argentine Government may construct and main
tain a jetty, should it deem it appropriate,£6r 
the docking of vessels supplying the storage 
plant.
This agreement shall remain in force until 31 st 
December 197& or until the expiry of notice given 
in accordance with paragraph (18) of the Joint 
Statement and with paragraph (2) of the Exchange 
of notes. After 31st December 197& either of 
the two Governments may denounce this agreement 
subject to six months' prior notice in writing.

subscription to your

LETTEK^ to the EDITOR
Many' readers tell us that they turn to this feature first. I hope 

you enjoy reading this selection, (for there is not room for all of 
them), as much as I enjoy receiving them.

- 6 -
YPF or 

as YPF

Dear Sir,
I have read with regret the various reports in the British 

press describing the pressures currently being applied by the Argentine 
Government to exercise sovereignty over the Falkland Islands. Although 
I have never visited the Islands, nor met any of the residents, I 
nevertheless wish you every success in your campaign to remain British: 
I have no doubts as to the justice and co., rectness of your cause. I 
write simply as an ordinary citizen of the United Kingdom.

Yours Faithfully,
(Mr.) B. Soott.

One spontaneous letter such as yours will
- - ' ’ EC

when they came to England, and
” - - ---- > I

number of years, and had a lot of friends who
, so Cecil & Kitty were like a breath of

Fo Times.
The Bertrands stayed with us i ’ 

we enjoyed their visit so much 'we are hoping they will repeat it* 
lived in Australia for a r—i-— ------- . , - ■ *
lived in the lonelier parts, 
fresh air to us.

- oil either from or from any other source..
(iii) If and for 30 as are una^-^e ^o suPP-4y bhe 
k Islands’ needs in respect of any of the products referred 

to in paragraph- (11) of this agreement YPF shall not have 
any obligation to do so and these products may be obtain
ed from any other sources
YPF shall make the necessary arrangements for the con
struction of a storage plant for fuels and lubricants- 
including tanks, pumping equipment, pipelines and build
ings hereinafter referred .to. as" the storage Lla^t"* 
and Shall suppry the materials and equipment; required 
for its construction, operation and maintenance. They 
may also modify the two overhead electric power lines 
which at present cross the site and bury them undergrounds 
They shall employ mainly personell from the Argentine 
mainland, but with the participation of local personell. 
YPF or their representi’res shall station in the Falkland 
Islands the personell necessary to look after the storage 
plant and the other installations. The composition of 
the operation and maintenance team shall, be agreed as in 
the Special Consultative Committee.
The United Kingdom Government shall take the necessary 
measures so that the YPF tankers may use the private 
East jetty without the payment of any fee or tariff, and 
take on drinking water at the same jetty also without 
any charge.
The frequency with which YPF shall supply the storage 
plant shall be approximately every four months.
The products to be supplied by YPF shall be the following: 

Super petrol 
Kerosene 
Gas-oil 
Aero-fuels 
Lubricants 
Asphalts

The prices of these 
those in force on ■' 
Payment may.be made in Argentine or British currency® 

payment is made in local currency the United King- 
om Government shall exchange it for convertible pounds 

an^ anY bank charges thereby incurred.
Island 168 ^xes shall be applied in the Falkland 
YPF products *e ^n^ro^uc'fcion, distribution or sale of
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Scheer.

Vest Point Island.

Dear Sir,

I look forward to hear, ag from you within the very nearfuture.

Dear Sir

anyone else in Canada is on

Let us work to keep - the Falklands British, and open-minded.
Yours faithfully, 

Mrs. ^rgaret Davidson.
• 49? Green Road,

Reading, 
Berkshire, 
England.
RG6 2BS.

Yours faithfull/, 
Anthony Lee. 
tarsm

Argent! ne ci tizenship 
or otherwise of that.

(Ed
publicity.
least 1 6 other countries).

- b -
I wish you luc^ in your fight to stay British - politics 

can be a dirty game.

Dear Mr. Forrester:
Thank you for y 

exactly eight days,

Yours sincerely,
KirsDiGnG Hollason>
■x-jm «. — k-— a », - Mnrr-i. —~ rrrrei srwx,:

Flat 2,
67, Haverstock Hill, 
London, N.W.3a Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,
Jona.tha.n_ A. _ Met hiss.

840 Springland Drive, 
Apt. 132,
OTTAvjA, Ontari o, 
Canada K.IV 6L6.

I should very much like to have a pen-friend in your country. 
Please will you print my name and address in a corner of your newspaper 
stating my request. I should be extremely grateful if you were to do 
this. I am a 32 year old Englishman and my hobbies are: writing, reading 
and travelling.

Thank you Mr. Scheer. It is interesting t? see a result from F.I 
Yes there are several subscribers’ in Canada - also at

daily circulation^ abou^lOO OOO)P-ndrS Ottawa citizen: Paid 
from the British Hi rn ■ ’-C° ’d Our llbrary gets brochures 
of information on the Anlons these vas a booklet
very much on the other side^of hlands’ and in readinS of a Place 50 
that there was the possibility fr°m “e’ and seeing there ,
place, I decided to"write to °* ge^ing some direct news from that 
your subscribers^^^^o’knov.- if

Again, thank you for.your letter.
Sincerely,
&e£Do Scheer.

I have written to the Falkland Islands Company Limited 
in London with regard to obtaining postage stamps of the Falkland 
Islands of which I am a collector. I was told that these stamps 
are in great demand and that all stamps that came into the offices 
of the Falkland Islands Company had already been promised. They

May I offer my support for your reply to the criticism by the 
Falkland Island Committee local branch, to your publication of the 
interview with Senor Blanco.

Much as I wish to see these Islands remain British, I believe 
that it is still highly desirable that both sides of the argu be 
considered. Indeed, I believe that the Committee should have rer1 the 
interview rather more carefully. It stated only one fact clearly, that 
what the Argentine government is offering the Falkland Islander is 

Personally I have no doubt as to the desirabilit” 
Apart from this the whole article was a collect!:' 

of verbose and ambiguous statements, and I do not believe that any rea^ ? 
ing Islander would be dec ved by such vague promises.

whilst I continue to agree with the principles of the Falkland 
Islands Committee, I think the local branch should take great care not t 
allow itself to become branded as an unreasoning fanatical group. This 
would do far more harm than good to the Islanders case. Attitudes such 
as that adopted over the Senor Blanco interview, and previous local issu< 
have only served to divide local loyalties. If we, a population of less 
than 2,000, cannot keep together on this vital issue, what hope of succe 
have we?

have accordingly referred me to yourself if you might be able to 
put me in touch with a correspondent to enable me to improve my 
collection of Falkland Island stamps.
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Any assistance chat you can give me

South Wales

wondering if

Imagine

7, Montgomerie St. 
Catrine, 
Ayrshire, Scotland

is not 
I am 
back 
add how much I

Kind regards, 
Yours sincerely

Crocker.

Dear Mr,

I am a member of the Falklands Islands Study Group and 
would appreciate your advising your readers of my interest in the 
stamps of your Islands, 
would be appreciated.

Dear Sir,
I am a serious stamp collector of the stamps of the 

Falkland Islands and am looking for one or more correspondents who 
would like to receive good stamps of the British countries in 
Southern Africa on an exchange basis. This is a genuine enouiry 
and I would be prepared to correspond on other matters of mutual 
interest,

PoO, Box 482, 
Florida, 
1710o

Times about Port Stanley. I
been away from the Falklands

many days pass that I don't think (
very proud to be a Falkland Islander, 7 —

I hope and pray that it will always stay British.
enjoy reading the Falkland Islands Times.

Yours sincerely, 
Mrs. Murial Kerbers,

10919-62 Ave., 
Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canad.a, TgH INj.Dear Sir,

I'm wunenng if you could please put me in contact 
with someone who would be interested in corresponding with a 4« Y 
old Canadian who is interested in learning more about your Falk an 
Islands. I enjoy reading, travel, stamps, viewcards, rocks 
and letters from penfriends.

Yours truly,

Dear Sir,
Having in the past six years, having taken up the lobby of stair; 

collecting, I find I become more infatuated with the Falkland Islands & 
Dependencies, I have been receiving the odd stamp recently from a frien. 
friend whose father is in the Falkland Islands, Sad to say, he is going 
blind and correspondence will cease, so I did not write to him. His 
daughter kindly furnished me with your papers address, and so I write t: 
enquire of any such person or club you may know, who would be willing tc 
exchange used postage stamps with me. It could be either pn a large or 
small scale, as I am a member of a local stamp club here.

Yours sincerely,
Terry Harrison,

The following letter from Miss Meg Laver is more of an art
icle’ I publish most of it as it is so interesting- Maybe Miss Laver 
should have taken up writing instead of Librarianships'I

802 Westmorland,
0’Reilly'Road, 
Berea,

*■ J ohann e sb ur g,
2001 , 
Repo of Sr Africa,.

Forrester,
I always beam with delight when I reach my flat after work 

and find a copy of the ’’Falkland Islands Times” lying near the dooro 
I know that nobbing will get done until I have read every word, includ
ing all the advertisements. Sad to say, though, my pleasure has been 
dimmed in the last few issues as I read of the deaths of people I knew, 
and my mind flies to recall conversations, contacts, occasions of 
encounter with .the person just deceased, Mrs. Beat Harding, Mre Bartcn, 
Mrs. McV/han and Dario Trentine - they were friends to me, though I 
might not have been considered by them in so close a relationship since 
they knew me so briefly. My mind:s eye pictures them - as it does sc 
many others in the Falklands, at the least suggestion or reminder of my 
visits there.,

Dario was on the Beaver flight I took in Mai ch 197'1, and then 
cn the ’’Darwin'* when I too had to leave, the Falklands by ship, 
my surprise at finding ”.San Giuseppe Due” and Dario back in the 
Falklands when I returned 55 months later.; I told him I had come to 
collect the,photographs from that first Beaver flight that he had never

Dear Sir,
- have just been reading Des Peck's letter to the

It brought tears to my eyes, I have 
now for thirty one years but there

- --- : of my home the Falklands.
. —. I hope one day to come

1, May I
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sent on to me.

me

send.

Mr a McRae

37, Kings cote Road., 
Croydon CRO 7Dp, 
Surrey, England.

Mrs. McWhan was also on that northward trip of the Darwin 
and I regarded her with considerable awe because she received 
over fifty (or so ■ ' - - - _ ----

Dear Editor,
Being a

Ian holds the.
of Posts and Tels. We will be going to 

leave sometime in June and returning Tristan Jan/Feb 1976 
It may be of interest to many Islanders to learn that 

Mr.Stan Trees I 
da Cunha. ...--—
panied by Mrs.Trees.

(Ed. L----  . .to readers who send bits of news.)

receiving the
The 

-seas readers, 
correspondence o 
good work.

Daer Mr.Forrester,
Thank you for your letter of 10th September last,

-13-the Hebrides, felt that sea-spray was needed to make tussock 
thrive (Royal Agric... Society.,. Journal^of Botany). 1st series, vol- 
ume 10, pages 182-184, 1849)® A few years later, the same jour
nal (Volume 13, page 474, 1852) quotes tussock in a table of mis
cellaneous crops grown in Great Britain.

Further, Governor RoC.Moody wrote articles on tusseck in the 
same journal (Again 1st series, volume 4, pages 17-21,1843, and 
volume 5, pages 50-52, 1843), but in thnfe case about tussock in 
the Falklands, but this important man despatched a parcel of 6 
pounds’ weight of tussock seed for a hapd-up "labouring-class 
settler, Jergen Christian Detleff”, for sale, and for experimen
tal growing in the Orkney and Shetland Islands - perhaps the ori- 
gen of John Scobie’s crops? That collecting of 6 lbs. of tuss
ock seed must have taken a good deal of effort,don’t you think?

Yours sincerely,
Meg Laver.

Tristan da Cunha.

the word went) radio telegrams from Falklanders 
wishing her bon voyage and speedy restoration of her health.
I received a few myself and I was enchanted with them for giving j 
a last tenous link, all unexpected, rd th the Islands I could not 
bear to leave. Another reason for my special interest in her was 
that Forrest McWhan had been her husband - and his book, a library 
copy, was the final spark to light the fires that c^ompellAd. me to 
visit the Falklands. I had the book open at the illustrations, one 
by one, night after night on the window-sill above my sink as I 
washed the dishes, speculating and day dreaming (though it was 
night-time.) about what it must be like to walk down thad street 
and to stand near that building. Mr. Barton was to me the very 
embodiment of the Falklands - resistant to onslaughts, full of vigour, 
threaded Through and through with abilities and resourcefulness, as 
eve£y Vpical Kelper is. I could only guess at the influence he had 
on Falkland Islands life in the 3 main periods of his life there, as 
iarmer, as l.-.C. Manager and then after retirement in public life.

ny shrrt acquaintance with Mrs, Harding when she was ailing 
could nou give me more than a glimpse of the life cf a West Falkland

° •P^S deca<iesJ but I just longed to dravi on more and more of 
irrnri^M-Soenoes of events and people and places. So clearly 
str-ar^Pr- /ln\^r m“nd Were she could carry them to a
stranger (me) m just a fen words.
what ™ regards, the. September 1972,. Timesi z adnlire very much 
journal’th® faCe °f the paper shortage to maintain the 
librarian an\J°rhapS itS °°ld Comfort ^ou, but the 
future -of why the for & V3ry lnTeresting ’history’ for the 
coped and ™ format was suddenly changed, and how the editor 

me (LSlrryOne said ab0Ut the chan6e- PleasTcculd you 
I helrSv enlrT °f 1973 ’Elkland Islands Journal’?

bibliography of at n° paSination* In “y
assign page numbers’ myself so as to h’ j°?rnals’ etc* 1 had t0 
where an article E.a.sTto'be’fnunh! * abl® t0 quote accurately 

you rSr^rSs11^®1^ fr°“ SePte^er F.I. Times .. on page 10 
to know the date: grass (I’d love
oust inform you (and perhapTy/Vp6 Scottish news-paper) but I 
anyone else) that tu^n P ° J‘lc^ae^ an(i Mrs. E. Ferguson and 

™ i„ 1*2:
Growth of the Tussac in the John Scobie, writing on

the Isle °f Lewis", and at Holm, both in the

__ j has today been appointed Administrator of Tristan 
He will arrive on the island sometime in June accom- 

He once worked in the Falklands.
Yours faithfully,

Thank you for the tid-bits of news. We are always grateful — \

My husband and I have been on Tristan for 20 months 
now and have enjoyed our tour of duty very much. I— Ll._.
post of Superintendent ' ~ ’ ------
UcKo on :

_ Kelper and having lived there most of my life 
it gives me great pleasure to writ© and tell you how much I enjoy 

Times".
i "Review of the Month" is most interesting to over 
as I find such items are often missed from normal 

You are doing a grand job so please keep up the
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tie
expr^ssgd_here,
from most collectors, 7 
or the reason for its issue 
graphs if possible, j 
such a way that it will

/- " 15 ~
(Ed, Can anyone help out Mr,Moir with his Defence Force request ? 
Does a written history exist ? Flease could you reply c/o The 
Times as the material would be good to publish. Your P„S, Mr, 
Moir has been referred to Mr,B,Stocks our Supt,of Education),

Stanley,

- 14 - 
and for all the various issues of"The Falkland islands Times 
which have now been arriving with fairly good regularity,

I enjoy reading these periodicals very much, for it is the only 
thing which keeps me in touch with the -Lslands which I have adopted 
as my prime source of study and interest, I never had the good fortune 
to visit them yet, but I hope that, perhaps, this might be my dream 
when I retire in a few years’ time.

However, there was one letter in the last issue which attracted 
my attention, and that was from Reg Leppard, I have known Reg for quite 
a long time, and we both are Members of the Falkland Islands Study 
Circle, and both wear the Falkland Islands tie with justifiable pride 
on all major functions,

Reg says that as well as being interested in the stamps of the 
Islands he is interested in the Falklands and is very much on the side 
of those who wish to preserve their connections with Britain, He also 
views 'with dismay and resentment the subtle pressure to align the Falk: 
lands with Argentina, I would so much like to associate myself with 
these sentiments, and I fe.l it is the generally accepted fact that 
of all of us in the Study Circle and who take pride in wearing your

- and there are a good many of us here - would echo the sentiments 
1 here,-- japs my method of collecting stamps is somewhat different

I am more interested in the picture on the stamp 
--- j, and, together with picture or photo

search out the information, and mount the entire in 
--  prove of interest to others to read, learn and 

understand. In this way I feel that the islands can very much more 
oe Drought to peoples notice. In fact, all being well, I shall be show- 
ing some.45 sheets of stamps from my collection from what is to he called 
ihe festival of Stamps at the Royal Festival Hall in London in Kay 

having expressed to you my method of collecting. I wonder if 
a Posl^i°n to assist me on one topic where, so 

v- J formation has completely baffled me, I refer to the 
°._pUne j-'alkland Islands Defence Force, I would be most 

Hnn-T ;; y°u coulo. possibly pass on my wish to someone who might 
have hppn o’ 7 S, Ory------- defence Force and its full history, I even
has so 16 sather together one or two photographs, but the story 
Has so far completely eluded me, 9

Thank youoncc again for all the 
pleasur^o^hpp^0 &nd enj°y> an(i doping I might have the 
pleasure of hearing from you again in the near future.

Yours sincerely,
G-oMoir, DcF,C, F,R,G-,S,

Dear Sir,
Not so very long ago the Falkland Islanders were happy 

with a life of isolation. They were content with what most visit
ors referred to as a place of tranquillity in a troubled world - 
they were proud of it J
Now dreams of vast industries and of economic and social advan

tages coming from wider contacts with the outside world have led 
to great psychological changes, so great in fact that perhaps the 
Helper is being tossed around in uncertainty.

The Helper has always been prepared to take a back seat,. At 
public meetings most of the intellectual ’Ping-pong’ comes from 
expatriates - not even at least first generation Islanders,

In many cases these people are married to Islanders and have 
children born here, but they must be of a different mental phil
osophy, As the Helper is not inclined to independent reaction, 
representation is only apparent not conclusive, 7,'hen the local 
Falkland Islands Committee was formed we were annoyed by an appa
rent pre-organisation, having listened to arguments against this 
- put most strongly by an expatriate - we put aside a true Helper 
and at the proposition of an expatriate we elected an expatriate 
chairman.

Is a show of hands to represent us real if we show them in sil
ence and uncertainty ? (One of those hands was mine).
Expansion aimed at becoming economically self sufficient in the 

various fields alleged to be possible can only lead to the extin
ction of the Helper, If the Helpers are to survive - as a people 
apart - we must not look always to expansion, but pause to consid
er if our identity is in danger and at what point it would be 
nice to stop, Thats if we care!

Or is the Helper dead already? Its possible for I think they 
would be asking: - V/hat is the simplest way we can live in todays 
world ? - and them that don’t like it could nip off and marry an 
Eskimo and become Prime Minister or whatever it is they do.

Helpers keep the Falklands! and that theme could eventually 
abolish established monopolies for everybodys benefit.

Yours sincerely,
Eddie Anderson Jnr,

periodicals which you make
from you again in the
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has announced, the following new fares, 1 st

2nd A.Pcle Evans Toby

F.I

British Groyernment Overseas Aida

The large gift from U.K

L. Morrison
Chandler

Roy,Nap,
Shell,
Gwynne .

Hall0

Eo

us the following:-
” In response to many offers of help and financial assistance 
the United Kingdom Falkland Islands Committee has decided to form 
an association "FRIENDS OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS"»

There will be no formalities attaching to membership and nor 
is it the present intention to hold formal meetingso The Committee 
propose to issue an annual news-letter to members but regard the 
objects of the association as principally a means of quickly 
mobilising support should a political crises develop and a source 
of funds to finance the Committy^tLs

The minimum annual subscripuicn is £1. In order to conserve 
funds a receipt will not be issued. Subscriptions should be made 
payable to the Committee and sent to Room 402, The London Wool

aid funds for the F.I. Permanent 
Airfield, and other smaller gifts and loans, arouses interest in 
Britain’s aid to developing countries generally. Figures released 
by the British Government show that the official aid programme is 
expected to increase by 14% in the next 4 years. That 14% increase 
is over and above the increases caused by inflation. The aim is to 
spend £384 million in development aid by 1978/79° This amount 
will be added to so as to maintain its spending power against inflat
ion. The United Nations have got a target of 0.7% of a nations 
annual wealth produced to be spent on development aid. Britain 
was well below this last year but is said to seeking to reach 
it. It is claimed that its performance, as a percentage of annual 
national^3.1th produced, is better than the United States, West 
Germany or Japan.
NEWS ITEMS
^anle^plunXee^^

Mr. Ro Stewart, Superintendent, has appealed for more 
Interested persons should contact him on t *uiephone 254°

OPEN:
equal Jrd.

Novice, 1st.
3rd.

Falkland^ I s landA Jom^ii tte e.
The U.K. . F.l. Committee has sent

L. Morrison 
P. Short

The same Gazette reveals that Mr. Brooke Hardcastle was 
appointed a Justice of the Peace on 30th October 1974o It appears 
that this is the first such appointment for over five years.
Exercise Classes.

A new activity each week are Ladies Physical Exercise 
Evenings. Classes are held each Wednesday 8-9 p.m. in the Drill 

Organiser is Mirs. B. Brcwn - telephone 3^2.
WesX Falkland. po^Trial^

The following is a brief account of the West Falkland 
Dog Trials held on Saturday the 10th May at Fox Bay East.

There were twelve entries and despite the bitterly cold 
weather all the dogs were run by three o-clock in the afternoon. 
However it was unanimously agreed that due to the weather it had 
not been a fair trial on either dogs or handlers, and if Sunday 
proved to be a better day a re-run would be held cn that day.

Although it was still cold Sunday was a much finer day 
and all the dogs were run before lunch.• The standard of all the 
dogs entered was particularly high and everybody who entered is to 
be congratulated on the way that their dogs had been prepared fcr 
the competition.

The final result was as follows:

members.
Mr^are^

L.A.D.E. ]
effective from 16th June, 1975.

Stanley to Comodoro Rivadavia £25.80 
Comodoro Rivadavia to Buenos Aires £25.10 
Stanley to Buenos Aires

^X^faarman
~ paul has sent news that he is 

Church.

2nd. L. Morrison Shell 
P. Robertson Wolf

informAt-in erS’ locations, etc., and we want to pass this 
o^retA^nn^-26^1 t6rmS t0 Meth0^*t and ’West Indian’ 
fellowship mn I1*1 °r er underlanding be increased and 
leiiowsnip made more possible.”

ee«

committee April 1975 Gazette the composition of the new 
Education) Mr B S^S+n being: chai™an (Superintendent of 
Rendell 4? hL.’ me?ers “ S’H‘ ^rrow, Mrs. P.

’ Mrs. ri. Johnston, Mr. S.A. Booth and Mr. J. Abbott.
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Exchange, Brushfield Street, London E1 6EW*

Eilson . King^Lt^*
In a radio programme recently Mr* Des King, Stanley 

hocelier and Mr.-Bruce Wilson of Vancouver, Canada were inter
viewed by John Smith regarding the formation of the above new 
company* They are hoping to dramatically increase the flor: of 
tourists from next summer* Features of the intended operation 
are: 250 people a year at 15 a week; charter an F*27 each 
Tuesday to bring them across; based at Upland Goose Hotel but 
taken out for native and historical observation, shooting geese, 
fishing etc* by own Beaver* The market aimed for is those 
wealthy persons, particularly North American^ who want something 
really different* Mr* Wilson is not really known here although 
he has visited 4 times of short duration* He is reported to be 
an entrepreneur for oil companies, an international ’Mr* Fixit1,

The following engagements have been announced recently
Miss Jane Kerr and Mr* Mick Harrison* 

, Miss Carol Bonner and Kir
Miss Maria Kirk and Mr* 1 
Miss Alva Berntsen and Mr* ” - 3-
Miss Christine Jewkes (of Weymouth) and Mr

We have received the following Wedding reports*

On the 3rd May the marriage took place at Hill Cove 
between Miss Gwyneth (Ginny) Pole-Evans and Mr. James (jimmy) 
Forster* Gwyneth was given in marriage by her father Mr* Tony 
Pole-Evans* She looked beautiful in a long white dress of 
grosgrain trimmed with guipure lace* She was attended by two 
oridesmaids, Charlene McKay and small neice Lisa Pole-Evans* 
Charlene looked charming in a yellow dress trimmed with daisies, 

was sweetly dressed in Kingfisher velvet*
Kenneth Morrison carried out the duties of Tbest man1 

and ne anc the oride-groom were both smartly attired*
On leaving the managers house the bridal party walked 

a guard of honour formed by shepherds on white horses*
A reception was held for the 98 guests who, amongst 

things, sampled the magnificent 4 tiered wedding cake made

- 1$ -
. and decorated by Doug, of Stanley House. Later supper was served 

for everyone, and during the dance coffee was available.
Gwyneth & James wish to thank all who helped with the 

arrangements, and for making this day such a happy one.
Jeannie Howatt and^ George Mackie,

The wedding between Miss Jeannie Howatt, youngest 
daughter of Mr* & Mrs* Frank Howatt of Stanley and George Mackie 
of Peterhead, Scotland took place at the Registrars Office, 
Fareham on Saturday the 17th May 1975 at 11*30 a.m.

Jeannie looked very attractive in a full length mint 
green nylon dress, with full cape sleeves* The bodice was gathered 
at the bust and had a deep V back and front. She carried a 
bouquet of yellovz roses and freesia*' To complete her outfit 
Jeannie wore cream shoes and a wide brimmed cream hat*

Her nephew Stephen presented her with a good luck horse
shoe after the ceremony*

The witnesses were Joan Ruston and Peter Dudley.
A small receiption was held at the V/hite Cockade Hotel, 

Fareham, Vetere messages of congratulations were read by the best 
man and the heart shaped cake cut by Jeannie and Mac. Guests then 
enjoyed an excellent cold buffet attractively displayed at one end 
of the room*
Valerie Mian and Ian Clarke

The Wedding took place on Saturday 10th May at 3pm in 
Christ Ch.Urch Cathedral, of Ian younger son of Mr. & Mrs* Ronny 
Clarke, of Stanley, and Valerie youngest daughter of Mr* & Mrs. 
John Mian also of Stanley* Unfortunately the weather left a lot 
to be desired, but they say ’’ Happy the Bride the rain rains on 1 \ 
After a bad start with poor Valerie loosing her veil on the way up 
the steps to the Cathedral, a very pleasant service was conducted 
by the Rev* Weed, assisted by Mr* Stan Bennett. The Cathedral 
Choir sang and Mrs* Vi Robson played the organ.

The Bride who was given in marriage by her father, wore 
a full length, 2 tiered dress of cream chiffon with elegant 
medieval sleeves and a bodice of cream embroidered lace* A long 4 
tiered veil of cream net was held in place by an arrangement of 
cream variegated ivy leaves. She carried a delicate bouquet of 
peach rose buds mixed with variegated ivy and white Scotch Heather. 
The Bride was attended by her two elder sisters, Marilyn and Rose
marie the former being Chief Bridesmaid, also in attendance was 
Wanda Clarke, neice of the Brid'fgroom. They were in full length 
dressed of marine green crepe, with round neck lines and attractive

■* Rodney Lee of Port Howard* 
Trevor Browning on 22nd May* 
r. Tom Keane on 30th May*

' •* Kelvin Summers on 
14th June*



to Stanley.

14th December, 
sale so late, 
seen and unavoidable circumstances, 
unable to reach an Antarctic Post Office 
seconfsoutherMv therefore P°sted at Signy Island during’the vessels 
X t -yaSe tnSre had °fily rs°ently been In opport-

’ return them to Stanlev. The South Borgia covers were
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unfortunately delayed in transit to the Falklands and were therefore 
not available to go south on the ’John Biscoe’ in November. Fortunat- 
ely we were able to despatch them to South Georgia by the ’Lindblad 
Explorer’.

The three stamp issue to commemorate the 200th anniversary of Capt
ain Cook's possession of South ueorgia was released at South Georgia 
on the 26th April during the 'Bransfield’s last visit of the 1974/75 
season. Stamps and First Day Covers have been on sale at the Stanley 
Post Office since Wednesday the 7th May and will be available for 
three months or until stocks are exhausted.
PUBLIC BxJLA’IOUK - by the Editor.

Recently three appeals for an improvement of public behaviour have 
been broadcast. The first on 21st March came from Police Chief Terry 
Peck. Here is part of what he said ‘‘There are times when the Force 
feels compelled to draw the attention of the public to certain cases, 
or happenings which are taking place within our small community, and 
I feel that this may be an opportune moment to do so.

’ The number of children within Stanley appears to have increased 
considerably over the last year or two. Very little is offered in the 
way of entertainment with the result that the children have to seek 
their own sort of amusement. We were all children once, but we still 
had to be chastised for breaches og dicipline either by our parents, 
teacher or sometimes the Police. f late, there has been a spate of 
damage caused to the homes of a number of peopILxr , Windows have been 
broken, a small vacant house broken into, and walls disfigured by writ 
-ing, often of'Vpscene words. Police inquiries’have resulted in these 
offences being attributed to a handful of small boys and girls. Many 
of the places where damage has been caused belong to elderly people. 
To effect repairs to property today is very expensive, to say nothing 
of the inconvenience caused to people.

Another serious matter is causing the police grave concern, Recent
ly my Officers have had to visit ships and’ remove young girls between 
the ages of 12 and 16 found in the cabins of seamen. Frequently my 
Officers have been forced to remove these young girls from the areas 
of public Houses at 10 o’clock at night. Many of these girls have be • 
been seen by police, officers in out-of the way places as late as 2 o' 
clock, in the morning. Not all of these young people drink, but a 
number of them do. Tvrice in the last week two girls were found late at 
night very much the worse of drink. Damage to the ladies toilets in 
the Gymnasium building has been caused by some of these same girls who 
use it as a meeting point.

I am appealing to the parents of all children to exercise proper 
care and control. You should have some idea whi?re your daughter or son

- 20 - cane sleeves. Wanda's dress was trimmed with white lace and had a high netk-line. Marilyn and Rosemarie wore attractive gola chain 
chokers and carried unusual balls of mixed flowers suspended from 
streamers of white velvet and wore bands of contrasting turquoise 
flowers in their hair. Wanda carried a Victorian posy of mixed 
flowers and wore a white Alice band of flowers in her hair.
Floral decorations were done by Rosie Nelyer and the beautiful hair 
styles by Rita '.atts. The bridesmaids’ dresses were made by Mary 
Henricksen and the bride's dress and veil were sent from U.K.

The bride's mum wore an attractive suit of cream and yellow, 
yellow floral hat and brown accessories. The bridegroom's mother 
wore a green suit and an impressive brown fur hat.

A reception was held in the Town Hall for 250 guests. The ex
ceptionally beautiful three tiered wedding cake was made and decorated 
by Mrs.Dolly Ford, great aunt of the bride, who also,provided the many 
splendid 'eats’, and given to the couple by the brides parents. 
A superb supper was held for JO close friends and relatives of the 
bridal couple at Emmas Restaurant, given by the bridegroom’s parents 
At this the best man David Clarke, elder brother of the groom, 
made a short speech and read the telegrams. About 500 people 
later enjoyed a dance held in the Town Hall with records played by 
r.yriam and Dhome played free of charge as a gift to Valerie and Ian 
who would like to say thank you to all those who helped to make •who would like to say thank you to all those who helped to make • 
their day such a memorable one.
PHILATELIC Nhjb - from the. Post Office.
The -Sir /.ins ton Churchill and River Plate Battle stamp issues were 
wuharawn from sale on the 13th March. Official First Day Covers.

s 1 svailaole irom the Post Office. The next Colony issue 
"*L be 5 stamps to oe released in connection with, our new coins. 
_nese stamps will depict the birds etc. which appear on our new 
^“?S-<and ^hould/oe a ve’^y colourful set. Further information

vneSe lssues and their release dates will shortly be made pUDllOo J

C°Ver! °f °he Sovth Borgia and -ritisn Antarctic
Post ’ir> -inston Churchill issue were placed on sale at the Stanley I 
in the^nn+b n 27^ch° , Ccvers^re franked at Signy Island 
/ ~ - rk^eys on the 10th December and at South Georgia on the

Pe°ple have asked why we have placed them on 
±ne ong delay is attributed to a number of unfor-.

Firstly the 'John Biscoe’ was 
on her first Southern voy-



is at night
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tion were made public,, These are: 1, 
Members to serve on ^xco in rotation; 
Stanley, East Camp, 
elections:
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It is your responsibility as parents to discipline 

the children if they misbehave, by appealing to you as parents, 
I hope that this will be sufficient and not require me to enforce 
the law relating to the Children and Young Persons Act of 1933, 
in which parents and guardians together with their children 
may be prosecuted,"

This was followed by an article by Mr,Joe Booth who runs the 
Parish Hall film shows, Cn the 6th June he called attention to 
childrens’ rowdyism, noisiness5 damaging electricity meters and 
even tipping over the drums of gas-oil which were for the Parish 
Hall central heating plant.

On the 20th June Hr,Bill Jones, manager of Hardy’s Cinema, 
complained of rowdyism, noisiness and throwing things around by 
adults. He appealed for this to stop.

It appears that in this age it is a case of everyone should 
be able to do what they like regardless of the effects on others3 
Parents are under particular pressure because it only wants one . 
parent to let their children do as they please and most of the 
rest of the parents become afraid of being thought square. 
Someone sent me the following article from, of all sources, 
the News of the lorld of June 18th 1972 headed "OoF, - so I’m a 
square.by Posalie Shann;- ” I’m blowed if I’ll go along with 
educationalist Michael Lloyd-Jones who suggests we give over 
our sitting-rooms for the teenagers to make love,

"If young people are not able to do their lovemaking at home, 
in comfort and privacy, they will be driven out into1 the streets, 
into furtive experiences on lonely commons, in dark alleys or 
the backs of cars" he says, "And then who is to blame for the 
consequences?"

hell, speaking as a realistic mum with her feet planted firm
ly on the ground, I’d have thought that the consequences of making 
love in a draughty alleyway would be a streaming cold. Or, if y°u 
happen to be in the back of a mini, a crick in the back, Whereas 
the consequences of making love in the front room in front of a 
cosy fire is quite possibly - a baby.

The trouble seems to me, is that far too many parents read the 
sort of dangerous nonsense advocated by Mr,Lloyd-Jones and, al
though they may secretly disagree, they go along with it because 
tney re airaid they’ll be classed as old-fashioned and out of touch,

.'.e need more parents brave enou’gh to say: "I don’t give a 
damn if you think I’m old-fashioned, this is how its going to be"

en young people reach the age of majority, and start work-

My Editor’s Desk comments were written in 
It is obvious that my apprehen-- 

The Government parried a question on the possibl- 
No action had been taken on the 

vet’s recommendation that precautions be taken to avoid the introduc
tion of foot and mouth disease on the footwear of travellers to the 
islands - stricter precautions were being taken in other directions< 
The Government was cpn_sicler,in& the increase cf personal allowances to 
compensate the increased taxation that was significantly reducing cost- 
of-living increases. The likelihood of a wife’s earnings being taxed 
separately was remote but a measure cf relief might be given. The 
results of the fishing trial carried out by a Japanese trawler would 
not be made public. An application for an oil exploration licence, on 
and offshore the Falklands, has been received from a North American 
company since the last session of Legislative Council, The Government 
was not in favour of a Prices and Incomes Board,
Select Committee on the Constitution

Only the bare outlines on the recommended changes to the Constiru- 
Six elected members; 2, Legco 

3^ Electoral Wards to be: Camp, 
West Camp, East Stanley and West Stanley - in two 

Councillors to have certain special interests as a small 
(Continued on page 49)
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ing and leaving home, what they do is their own affair.

But what they do when they’re minors and living under your roof is 
very much your affair.
This may sound naive, especially when there’s always someone around 

to retort: "Oh,don’t be daft, Who can stop them? if they’re going to 
do it, they’re going to do it,"

But are, they? Anyone who has actually tried making love in an alley 
or a mini or a haystack will know that its not nearly as easy as it 
sounds.
But if teenagers had the front room at home, and possibly an empty 

house too, well, could you blame them for taking advantage? And the 
consequences? ?Tot only a possible baby but also, I guarantee, under
neath it all, the disappointment of the young people themselves.

Because, whatever they may say, they don’t really approve of super- 
permissive parents,"

Cr as has been available in the Bible for 3000 years '• He who spares 
the rod hates his son, but he who loves him is diligent to discipline 
him ( or her J ), Proverbs 13:24»

(Continued from page 2) 
the Falkland Islands, (Ed 
advance of my seeing Legco minutes, 
sion was justified), 
employment of a Veterinary Officer,
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Due to lack of space in previous issues we have 
Review - but it will be up-to-date with this issue, 
this Review is of the ’extra* things that happened.

December, 25th o
December 29th o

the Tabernacle,
January 2nd,

Rangers 4 (Baillie 2,

fallen behind with 
Please note that 
All the usual 

work went - the sheep were sheared (at much improved rates of pay); 
FoVoMonsunen sailed from place to place around the islands, deliver
ing supplies and collecting wool, the H,A,S, bases were serviced as 
usual, and so on, Most items are from Stanley as we do not receive 
very many news items from camp, 
December 22nd0 Football result, J

1I, own goal) - Redsox 1 (T,Betts)o 
Christmas Day,
A Memorial Service for Mrs,M,Browning was held in

The following telegram was received by the Governor 
from the Secretary of State at the F,C,O, ” ;1 ” ’ y
New Year I send to you and to the Governments and peoples of 
Britain’s Overseas Territories my warm and sincere good wishes 
1975 will bring fresh challenges to you and to all of us nho are 
concerned for the welfare and prosperity of those who live in 
the dependant Territories, I take this opportunity to assure them 
and you that I and my colleagues have very much in mind the inter
ests of the people of the territory under your administration", 

£^;3arX ArA« Sister Monica Paul of Comodoro Rivadavia acknowled
ged receipt o± a box of clothing from the Falklands, This was given 
to poor children in the city,

5thL Football result.- Mustangs 5 (Eatta. 2, Biggs 2, 
Luxton 1) - Redsox 4 (Cclbert 2, Cook 2),

Football result, Mustangs 1 (Biggs) - Rangers 0, 
" ’progress’ report was broadcast from Johnston 

Construction Dtd, Highlights were: the bogging of a bulldoser; 
—r±iva 01 the first Argentine workers; erection of living acc
omodation was begun at the East end of ^avis Street; work was 
egun on the run-way itself with .the removal ofvegatati-rn and 

soil, quarry work begun at Mary Hill; sabotage of a machine 
witn sand and stones in the diesel tank, A warning was given-to 

Janu-rv^n+h an<i quarr^ X7hen V70rk is in progress,
• a e (Z •■•irel®ss-Ltd, reported progress in preparation 

or.aerial rigging at Sappers Kill, Five more staff had been taken 
o• lnf pU° sc^00^ levers. More time had been requested 

PP • . 1Ve 10r ^e^ePh°ne time between London and Stanley over Lnnstaas and New Year, J

-.25 -Roger Hillman is now acting headmaster at Darwin School 
taking over from Peter ™revelyan returning to U,K,

January 10th, It was announced that Treasury Senior Clerk, Michael 
Luxton, would be leaving on January 20th for a six months course in 
UoK, in Accounting, Audit and Income Tax, The course is financed by 
British Technical Assistance,

January 12th, Football result, Redsox 3 (B,Ford 1, Summers 1 and own 
goal) - Rangers 2 (Baillie & Curry),

January, 1.5th, Football result, Mustangs 4 (Biggs, Luxten, Eratts 2)
- Redsox 0, Giving league positions Mustangs 11, Rangers 9? ^edsox’4, 

January^ ;l 7tho Italian cruise ship ’Enrico C ’ visited today with 912 
tourists - mainly Argentine and Brazilian,

Cruise ship ’Cabo Ban Roque’ and ’Lindblad Explorer’ 
visited Stanley today,

' o YoPoFoworkers organised a dance in the Town Hall 
fit of <.C52o50 was donated to the hospital,

Russian scientific ship ’ z.cademic Knipovich’ was in 
Stan! ey to leave the body of the Chief Engineer for onward trans
mission to Moscow, Also took on water,

January 1.9th, Repairs were completed to the temporary Argentine air
strip, T'ork was also underlay on the construction of a radio beacon,

January 20th, The following farewell message was broadcast from His 
^'Excellency the Governor, Mr,E,G,Lewis " Today, after four years in 

the Islands, my wife and 1 leave Stanley en route to the United King
dom, and we would like to take this opportunity of saying goodbye 
and to thank you for the friendship which has so readily been extend
ed to us during our time here. Before coming to the Falkland Islands, 
I, like many others no doubt, imagined the Islands to be more bleak 
than in fact they are, and we will take away with us memories of 
splendidly sunny days .such as the last West Falklands Sports at Hill 
Cove and the East Falklands Sports at North Arm, and, more recently, 
the races in Stanley over the Christmas period; days spent on the Mur 
-rel and the Malo; visits only too short to the Chartres and Warrah 
Rivers and to Swan Inlet, and the relaxed happy calls to the farm 
settlements on HMS Endurance, We will miss it all very much,.
Ye have problems still (which country does not) but in the Falklands 
we also have many advantages which make life here extremely pleasant, 
I have faith in your future and will continue to follow your progress 
with interest and affection. No doubt we will have the chance of • 
meeting many of you again in the United Kingdom, 
Goodbye and Good Luck from both of us,”

Fishing vessel ’Taiyo Maru 85’ was in port, 
MeV,’Sonja Bewa’ docked in Stanley from U,K 

F,I,C, with Colony supplies and seamail.



Canon Patrick helyer return-Q} from a pastoral visit

As we don1! have much Rifle Association nefrs we give

A news item from the Tabernacle (United Free Church) 
availability of leaflets to 

open-
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Tourists were in Stanley from ’Regina Prima' (3rd

ruary, ;
The first competition was the "Bishops Trophy

January 22nd* 
MHII <-• ■

the first of many Commonwealth Lawyers to come here and to appear 
in this Court* ”

Tourist vessel ’Regina Prima' visited for the 4thFebruary 2nd* 
time’*~

February.. 5 th*
February 7 th o

was
Mrs*Bonita Fairfield ( .as

. Mrs*Trudy McCurdy (was
)* Also Miss Shirley Rozes engaged to a marine,

on Saturday 8th Feb-

~^7£ty* ~
January 23rd 

to Salvador*
J anuary j71h*

ency T-.----

M*v* ’Lindblad "Explorer’ visited again*
Todays F27 took away a consignment of young ladies, 

married to Royal Marines who served in the Falklands this year* 
Names - Mrs©Marjorie Adams (was Hume), Mrs*Claudette McDonnell 
(was Anderson), Mrs©Bonita Fairfield ( .as Anderson), Mrs©Veronica 
Platt (was Davis), Mrs*Trudy McCurdy (was Biggs), and Mrs*Nicola 
Coloert (was Miller)* Also Miss Shirley Rozes engaged to a marine 
and Mrs*Arlette King who claimed her marine when he had served 
here previously* We understand that this event resulted in news
paper and television reports in Britain*
< Subsequently Miss Julie Clarke and Miss Vivienne Betts also 
left to marry marines)*

H*M.S* ’Endurance"- left the after spending its 
usual summer season here*

Repairs to a fault in the hydraulic system of M*V*

~7‘ i* The‘new Governor and Commander-in-Chief His Sxcell- 
“Tncy^Neville Arthur Irwin French, M.V*0* arrived in the Falklands* 

He was sworn in in his various capacities as Governor, Jiiage and 
High Commissioner of the B*A*T* He was then introduced to the ’pro
minent1 residents*

Jamary_30th* Visiting barrister MIr*Eric William Hunter-Christie 
was admitted to practice in the Supreme Court of the Falkland -T-9iands0 
His application was heard by His Lordship, Arthur Monk, Acting Judge* 
The Acting Judge welcomed ^r©Christie* Mr*Christie made the foil
ing short speech "My Lord,

On this occasion I have no application to 
make to Your Lordship, but perhaps I may, in view of the unique 
nature of the occasion, be allowed to say a very few words*
I am deeply honoured and proud to be the first member of the Eng
lish Bar, or indeed of any Bar in the Commonwealth , to become a 
member of the Falkland Islands Bar*

I am confident that there will be others who will follow me* 
Barristers or Advocates or Solicitors from the English Bar, the 
Scottish Bar or the Bar of Northern Irelands or it may be from 
other countries of the Commonwealth which practise English now 
as does the Falkland Islands*

Uith easier communications and with the commercial prosperity 
which I forsee coming to this country I confidently expect to be
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KbruarvJJtho Cruise Ship ’Regina Prima’ visited Stanley for the 

5th time* However the nearly 500 passengers found all shops but • 
three were closed* ’Regina Prima; is Greek owned and Panamanian 
registered and was chartered to an Argentine Government company* 
It had two (at least I) captains* The Argentine one had refused to 
allow the courtesy British flag, Red Ensign, to be flown, maintaining 
Stanley is an Argentine port for each visit here* Many residents 
had expressed anger at the local governments refusal to take action 
and its willingness to grant clearance to the ship for the previous 
four visits* Finally traders took matters into their own hands and 
closed down for the day* It was felt that this was hard on the 
tourists who were ordinary holidaymakers but that a protest had to 
be made* The incident captured the international news headlines for 
a day* We heard later that the refusal to fly the flag was the re
sult of non-cooperation between different Government departments in 
Buenos Aires* On its final visit the ’Regina Prima’ still did not 
fly the courtesy flag, in spite of the intervention of the F*I* Chief 
Secretary, and the ship was not cleared and.sailed without landing 
any tourists*

jFebnuen'xJ^th*
’Monsunen: was completed today thus ending being out of commission 
for a week*

XeiXUdny_21_st
gave details Sunday School re-opening;
help parents of young children guide their spiritual growth; 
of Falklands branch of Emmaus Bible Correspondence School and details 
of Christian literature to be distributed .around the islands*

Esh£uary^2,Ut*
the whole of this competition report® 

The 1975 Local Bisley Meeting commenced 
in conditions which were quite good for long range shooting* 

-- __ '.I-. "D■ shot over 900 arid
1 ,000 yards* The winner was R* Henricksen who scored 29 at 900 
yards and 33 at 1,00.0 yards, for a total of 629 second was youngster 
Gerard Johnson with 57, tnird P* Watts 57, and J* Bound was fourth, 
also with 57. ;

.The first stage of the Association Championship followed, and 
the victor here was Harry Ford with 92, which included a at 600 
yards, p0 Betts was second, and T. Pettersson third, both with 89* 

' The first day ended with the competition new called the Open 
500 and 600 yards* This was shot at 600 yards first due to the*



and.

Second, was
R. Betts

Eetojffix. jaui
announced.® 
2nd Kir® Tony Heathman

E^X^ry... 2.8th
passengers for the C „ - - nnPned after the summer break®

~~ Tabernacle Sunday School — P

o Committee News items were: The London branch 
United Kingdom Falkland Islands Committee - over 

expenses of Bill 
F.I. Committee had

The j ~
Chairman Mr. Pat Johnson,
Mick Clarke, Neil Jennings, u-erai’a 
Willie Morrison and Jimmie Watson, 
and Fred Ford® C 1 Z__.
Fred Reive and Fred Whitney 

EstaJAEy-ZZih-
________ ____________..o’Living World cf Animals’ from Mr. A<.C»A<. Hill of, Southampton

.. .'Kent’ at the Battle of the'Falklands in 1914
Annual Prize-giving Dance of the Stanley Darts Club

--- _ — -Q

The winners of two shearing competi bions were 
East Falkland at Goose Green - 1st Mr. Ron Binnie, 

__i® West Falkland at Fox Bay West - 1st Mr®Rodney Lee, 2nd Mr, John Blackley.
The cruise ship Cabo San Roque discharged 700 

day in Stanley®
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deterioration of light and conditions, the leaders after this 
range being Doug Hansen on 44, and Stan omith and Robin Hen
rickson with 43 out of a possible 50® After 500 yards Doug emerged 
as the winner with a score of 46, giving a total of 90® Robin also 
scored 46 to gain second place with a total of 89. Tony Pettersson 
was third with 8J.The meeting continued on Saturday the 15th February. The second 
stage of the Association Championship was the first event, shot 
over 300, 500 and 600 yards. R.Henricksen won this with a score 
of 135, made up of a 45 at each of the three ranges. 0 J 
T. Pettersson with 131 ? and third D, Hansen with 13C, 
was fourth, also with 130®

The Consolation Handicap competition was shot off in conjunction 
with the second stage, being open to those competitors who did not 
reach the 2nd stage® The winner was Ian McLeod, with a gun-score 
of 122, plus a bonus of 11.2, giving him a total of 1’33*2, with 
Keith Summers being runner-up with a total of 126^8®
Next to be competed for was the Falkland Islands Co, Ltd® 

Handicap Trophy, and again R> Henricksen was the victor, having 
a score of 95® Only c.8 behind was Charles Coutts who scored 87, 
plus a bonus of 7*2, for a total 'of 94*2® Harry Ford was third 
with a gun score of 92, plus 1,3? total 93®3®

The third and final day commenced with the Final Stage of 
the Championship which is shot over 900 and 1,000 yards, with 
the scores of the second stage carried forward® After 900 yards 
T. Pettersson led with 54 plus 131 giving him 185, two points 
ahead of D® Hansen® However, at 1,000 yards, in atrocious wind 
conditions, Doug picked up the 2 points and he and Tony finished 
the competition level on 233’, seven clear points ahead of the 
next man R® Betts on 226® Tony and Doug then had to decide who 
was to be the Champion for 1975 by a Tie-Shoot, and this was 
finally won by Doug Hansen, who scored 9 points to Tony’s 8.

The Consortium Cup, open to those who did not reach the final 
stage of the Championship, was won by P. Watts with the highest 
score of both competitions of 104’plus 9.2, for a total of 113*2® 
Ian McLeod was second with 122.8®

The final competition of the meeting is. always the Team 
Event, in which the winners receive a Challenge Rose Bowl, 
Tankards. E. Fuhlendorff’ s team won with a total of 250, the 
other two team members being I. McLead and D® Clarke® 
R. Henricksen, P. Watts and. Keith Summers were second with 247*

The- Grand Aggregate was won by R. Henricksen with 334? and 
the Junior($; Grand Aggregate went to D. Hansen with a score of 
265®
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Despite the poor weather conditions all members thoroughly 

enjoyed the meeting, and the Committee and members would like to 
thank the team of markers Phil Summers, who was Butts Officer. 
Jimmy V7atson, Len McGill, Roy Felton and Paul Peak, for their" 
efficient and hard work which was carried out in very unpleasant 
conditionsa

February 21. st* F* I
is now known as 
£400 had been sent- to London to- assist with the 
Christie’s visit to the Falklands; the U.K. T __ 
advised that they were concentrating on Defence matters for the 
moment. Local Chairman Jack Abbott would pass on news of developments®

February.,24 th.° Sir Peter watkin-Williams, Supreme Court Judge arrive!
for a weeks visit, His weeks activities included the swearing in 
ceremony; a public reception; various social engagements, the 
Hearing of three cases (one divorce, one Income Tax, one ohild 
custody order) together with familiarisation with the local scene.
It is intended that Sir Peter will visit the Colony at infrequent 
intervals®

E^brj.]ary_25±ho 
from a

2..dth T ’ „ " "
Womens Corona Society in St 

The Fol

Canon PoJ. Helyer of Christ Church Cathedral returned 
Camp Trip to Port Howard, Perv5s, Pebble and Keppel Islands.

Twenty elderly residents attended a tea given by the 
Mary’s Annex.

The F.I. General Employees Union held its A.G.M® 
new Executive Committee is) Chairman Mr® Fred Burns, Vice

Members - Messrs Pat Lee, Colin Gocdwin, 
Gerard McKay, Davie McKay, Ken Summers, 

. Reserves - Messrs Davie Hewitt
General Secretary - Dick Goss® Trustees - Messrs
Tabernacle Sunday School ’Welcome Back Party’® 
Stanley School acknowledged the gift of the book 
~ Hill of Southampton

who served on H.M.S, 
E^bru^v.28th;<>
was held in the Town Hall



at school in Mont-

3

Organised by
Camp visit to Hill

April th .

A news item from Pop Croup Dhome was as follows:—

His Excellency the Governor paid an informal visit to 
Stanley School.

March-14tho

, Organised by irl: 
of the Co-op committee) ; 
Hall .

Congratulations to Miss Barbara King, 
levelso

Nr.Randolph Goss arrived in Stanley today fbom New Zeal-

Hospital staff held a farewell party for Dr. & Mrs.
Good wishes were expressed and Dr. Ashmore was presented
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Maxch.Jjjh* Fourteen members were present at the Womens Corona

Society A.G.M. The new committee is Secretary: Hrs. P. Summers; 
Treasurer: Mrs. R. Barber'; Members Mrs. R. Felton and Mrs. D« 
Cronin. Founder member Mrs. J, Ashmore was presented with a 
farewell gift by Mrs. N. French.

March 7tho On behalf of the Stanley Sports Association Dro J.
Ashmore was presented with a Royal Doulton figurine of a stallion 
on a baseplate. This was a farewell gift - Dr. Ashmore is leaving 
the Colony shortly. He has occupied a number of posts in the 
association, lastly as a vice-president,

March 7tho F.I. Committee news revealed a symposium to be held at
the FeC.Oo London. It was hoped that two Legislative Council 
members would attend. Subjects to be discussed were oil exploration 
right of entry to the U.K., exclusion from scheduled territories and 
activating defence of these islands. Action was being taken to 
regain contacts xvith the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association.

70 to 80 people attended a meeting to inaugerate a 
Parent/Teacher Association under the chairmanship of Kir. S, Booth. 
Two committees were formed. Junior School - Chairman Mr. R. Poole 
members: Mrs. I. Stewart, Mrs. 0. McPhee, Mrs. M. Stocks, Mrs, 
R. Forrester (reserve), Messrs L. Harris and L. Butler. Senior 
School - Chairman: Mr. S. Booth, Member: Mrs. T. Peck, Jirs R. 
Barber, Mrs. K. Cadman (reserve), Messrs T. Shaw, V/. Hoggarth and 
B. Barnes. On matters affecting both schools those committees 
will combine.
Ashmore ■,

. with a silver salver and silver goblet. 
.W^hjgtho Argentine Ship Bahia Buen Suceso visited Stanley.

She discharged over 500 tons of cargo consisting mainly of cement_ 
for the British airfield and fuel tanks and supplies for the Y.P.F, 
fuel installation.

lfeAQh.JJth<> Canon P. Helyer returned from a 
Cove .and Fitzroy.

2iXE£h-»1-3th.0 M.V. * Son ja Bewa1 was caught in the U.K. Dock Strike. 
After an appeal by Mr. F.G. Mitchell of London F.I.C. Office the 
strikersagreed to work the vessel due to our unique dependence on 
it. Local union leader Mr. Dick Goss sent a cable thanking the 
dock workers. The incident aroused considerable attention from 

the media. 
March 1Ath.
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Dhome is sorry to have to say goodbye to Gerard Robson who has 
left for the camp life at K.C. Simon Goss has now joined the line 
up on lead guitar, otherwise the band remains the same with Terry 
Allan on rhythm guitar and vocals, Charlie ^eenleyside bass and 
vocals, Pete King on drums and Tim Hint ringham on keyboards and 
vocals. The group has added a little to its range of sound with 
the help of some electronic boxes and also a stylaphone. They 
are experimenting quite a lot with new songs, some fairly unusual 
and some relatively complicated arrangements as in "Coot Stomping 
Music". As it takes time to build up a new repertoire, (it used 
to be over 30 different songs) quite a lot of the material is of 
the 'jam variety’ leaving plenty of scope for instrumentals and 
solos o

March 17tho
evideo, who passed six G.C.^.'O’

March 17th. ■' ~ " ' - - - „ ._..v____ ____ _____
and - which he left on the 15th - which must be a record.

tea-party for elderly folk was attended by thirty peo-' : 
pie at Government House and organised by Mrs.N.French.

Stanley Darts Club A.G.I/. voted in the following commi
ttee. Chairman ; Barry Neilson, Vice-Chairman: Terence McPhee, 
SGeretary//^reasure1''- Vivienne Perkins, Members, Mrs.Glenda McGill 
and Messrs. Ian Cantlie, Peter Short, Pat Lee, Fred Ford, Bob 
Sanders and T.McIntyre. Mr.Cyril Betts is president.

March 28th. News was given of ’Friends of the Falklands’ branches 
being organised in the North of England and the Southampton area.

April 2nd. News was given of the long awaited appointment of more 
medical officers. Dr,Lee was expected to arrive in May and Dr. 
Dunnett in September.

-April. 4tho M.V.Monsunen, the Colony’s sea link between the settle
ments and Stanley was taken out of commission for main engine 
overhaul and replacement of a badly worn crankshaft,

ikpril 7th. Organised by hlr.Peter Short (and v/ith the encouragement 
■■■ ) a traders meeting was held in the Parish

A subsequent meeting was held in the Co-op office. The 
number attending was small but did represent a majority of trad
ers by turnover. The aim is to be able to organise joint approa
ches to the Government and larger concerns when trading needs • 
would make such an approach useful.

■“ , Canon P.J.Helyer returned to Stanley from visiting Dar
win and Goose Green.

April 10th. Cable & tireless Ltd. Manager Mr.Ron Roden completed a 
visit to Antarctic bases made for the purpose of studying the 
communications set-up.



Aj>ril^22jid. repoz't-

He 
were

a short but pleasant sing-song 
the hall for a lively dance.

x’arm,

- 33 -ed 0.7 in. of rain fell in the three hours between 2 and 5p-m« 
April 24th. A ne?-.s item from.the F. I.Committee announced the set- 
"ting up of a ’ elfare Committee’ in London under the chairmanship 
of I/'r.Maurice Drake, QOC. Those in difficulties in London are 
asked to contact Room 402, London bool Exchange, Brushfield Street 
Telephone 01-247 37835 A letter from ^r.Cecil Bertrand brought 
forward the idea that the long term policy for the Islands should 
be small tenant farmers.

April p5th<» As a result of continuing sickness at Darwin School 
a visit was made by the Senior Medical Officer Dr.Derek Cox 
decided that the school should be closed until improvements 
made to water supply, sanitation and the provision of hygienic 
working surfaces. Arrangements were made to close the school 
forthwith and send boarders home, (in fairness to the Government 
it is .worth pointing cut that repairs and renovations have been 
put off due to the expectation of the closure of Darwin School 
and the provision of a school hostel in Stanley to enable children 

• to be educated in.Stanley. According to the Development Plan the 
main part of the hostel should have been completed but, in fact, 
the plans have yet to be approved).

April 25th. Proud mother, 11 s.D.I*eenleyside gave news of her son, 
Mr.John Lang, who works as a systems analyst with Air New Zealand 
being seconded to a special ■••esea.rch team of the International 
air Transport Association in Geneva.

April 25 th. Joan and Nap Bound recently returned from Buenos Aires 
announced that they had concluded, successful negotiations for 
more tourists to visit the •■•alklands next summer.

April 26tho Charter vessel 'Sonja Bewa' arrived from London via 
Mar del Plate.

April 26th. A farewell progressive supper followed by a dance was 
held at Port Howard on Saturday 26th.April for Mr.<A Mrs.Victor 
Summers at which some 55 people were- present. The evening began 
vzith drinks in the recreation hall followed by the main course at 
the Manager’s house and sweet at the home of Mr.<£ Mrs.Syd Lee.

• then everyone again collected in 
During this the Manager made a short 

speech mentioning the changes that had taken place in the 53 years 
that Victor had been at Port Howard, 28 of whicn he had been fore 
man.•Buildings and fences erected, plumbing to all-houses, instal
lation of an electric light plant and wiring of all buildings, 
oridges and dams built, many of which were Victor’s personal work
ing, and in all, in some way he had taken- part by supervising. 
To Iris, his wife, born at Port Howard, who has helped’virtually 
everyone connected with the farm at -some time or another, was giv-r

- 32 -April 11th. PoR.So’Bransfield’ crew organised a dance in the Town 
Halil” Miss Cherry Robson was chosen as Hiss Bransfield with Miss 
I«arilyn Allan as runner-up.

April 11th. The Secretariat issued the following news item 
” The first member of the Grasslands Trials Unit, Mr.C.D.Kerr 
has been appointed and is expected to arrive in the Falklands in 
July. Mr.Kerr who is in his late thirties will be accompanied 
by his wife and three children. It is expected that he ’"ill be 
based in Stanley initially. Mr.Kerr who was a student at the 
East of Scotland College of Agriculture, has the Scottish Diploma 
in Agriculture and the ational Diploma in Agriculture. Since 
leaving the College in 1*. 968 Mr.Kerr has been a. member of the Hill 
farming Research Organisation based at Argyll and Kincardine.
This has involved him in many aspects of farming which should 
prove of considerable value to him in his work in the Falklands. 
Before going to College he worked as a shepherd in Scotland."

The Cathedral family and invited friends held a fare
well in the Parish Hall for Canon and Hrs.Helyer. Speeches were 
made and the Governor presented Canon Helyer with a cheque as a 
farewell gift. (Much hilarity was caused by the Governor's little 
practical joke on Mrostan Dennctt by pretending that he had not 
been given the cheque to hand over. But H.E0 did’nt let him look 
too long for it!).

April 15th. The Senior School P-T.A. organised a successful film 
show in the Art Room. It was crowded out.

Congratulations to the following who h-Awe. passed the 
following subjects at G.C.E. «o’ level in Montevideo: Colleen 
AlA?Aa. Passes in English Language, English Literature, Geography, 
Biology, Art. John pra^cott pass in Spanish. ^Nicholas Beenleyside 
passes in English Language, History, Maths, Art.’ ''Gavin McMillan ’ 
passes in English\ Language, Geography, economics,’ Spanish,' Art.

passes in English language and Geography, 
ihese are not necessarily tne only passes these youngsters have 
obtained.

The birthday of Her ^jesty the Queen was celebrated 
in fine style, ror the first time in a number of jrears the wea
ther was bright and warm. H.h. the Governor reviewed the parade 
of Royal -arines, Falkland Island Jefence Force and Girls Brigade. 
After the raising of the Royal Standard, Royal Salute of 21 guns 
and three cheers for Her ^ajesty the Governor took the salute, 
at a march past. Afterwards a reception for 120 guests was held 
at Government House. This started indoors but due to the warm 
res/ther it concluded on the lawns.

Hr.Tom Aldridge of M-ain Point, Hill Cove
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Afterwards an

o

Milne presentingMr.

13t Mrs

Mr Derek Evans reported this

JohnsonBxJUrd,.
Prince (

appointment of Mr.
as an Infant and Junior Teacher in Taped Cassette Lessons.

Jenkins, 
Smitho 

, Margaret Goss. 
»0 Veronica Watts« 
Miss Bernadette

Prom Johnson’s Harbour came
A root of Doonpearl potatoes lefted from Mr.

6 marble size, JO in all 
The largest potato weighed 1 lb. 14 

out-

  on Technical Assistance Terms, for 
approximately 18^months, and is a result of a recommendation made 
Hy Mr. Bell the Education Adviser who visited the Colony in i973«

the following
-- 3, Secretary:

Committee Members:
j3 Rita Watts, Jane Kerr,

The Treasury announced, that the base metal proof sets

dancing and social evening.
acknowledged from Falkland Islands Co 
ion Ltd* and Cable & Wireless Ltd.

fex.5.th* It was announced that Mr.
Superintendent of the Stanley Volunteer Fire Brigade.

the following snippets of
Osmond

So Morrison, 2nd Mr. F.
T. Costello, 4th Mr. S, 

. Glenda McGill, 2nd Mrs.
Jrd Mrs. Judith Cantlie, 4th Mrs

Over JOO people attended the May Ball. j
elected May Queen and Miss Francis Peck was runner-up.?

A farewell tea was organised for Mr. and Mrs. R.
o Although Mr. Forrester

. Forrester was leaving early 
and therefore the farewell was brought forward, 
informal service was held around the tea table.

fey. 3 8th. The new committee of the Working Mens Social Club was 
elected at the A.G.M. and is: Chairman: John Leonard, Vice- 
Chairman: Lewis Clifton, Secretary: Colin Blyth, Assistant 
Secretary: Eddie Anderson and Treasurer: Russell Summers.

feX-.15ih«&»2Qiho The ’Johnnie Walker’* Darts Championship Darts 
Tournament was held in The Town Hall, Stanley, on the evenings 
of May 19th and 20th:. The Tournament was very well attended, some 
540 persons attending during the two evenings. Entries this year 
were much the same as last year, there being 1J2 competitors.

The whole Tournament went off in a very pleasant atmosphere, 
with a good-natured, sporting tension mounting with each match 
during the second evening.

The prizes were presented by Mrs. Milne, 
those for the Ladies Tournament.

The winners this year were as follows 
pP®_TOURKAfflW 1st Mr. 

Jrd Mr.

en a big thank you. The Manager concluded by thanking Victor and 
Iris for all they had done and presented them with a gift subscrib
ed to by many at Port Howard, with the hope that they would have 
many happy years of retirement.

^Apri1 29th^ News was received from Mr.Freddie Jones to say that
he was working on the again but that the ship had just
been sold to a Greek Company.

,jpth% What is thought to be an earth tremor was felt late 
this afternoon at Goose Green, some Parwin T‘arm outside houses 
and Port Howard. The amazing thing is that some people noticed 
it and recorded things falling from shelves etc. and others living 
next door noticed nothing.
May_The U.K. F.I. Committee which already has Labour, 

Conservative and Liberal members has supplemented this with a 
Scottish National Party Member - Mr. Donald Stewart, M.P. fOr 
the Western Isles. It was also announced that the following 
have become Vice-Presidents of the new '-’Friends of the Falklands* 

The Right Honourable Lord Shackleton, K.G., O.B.E. 
The Right Honourable Viscount Boyd of Merton, C.H. 
The Right Honourable Viscount Thurso of Ulbster, JoP, 

The Junior Section of the PoT.A. held a country 
Donations to PoT.A. funds were

. Ltd,, Johnston Construct- 
and thanks given.
Bob Stewart had been appointed
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of the new Falkland Islands coinage were selling well at £4®50 per 
set (nominal value 10p + Jp + 2p + 1p + |p = 18^-p*) JOO sets were 
sold locally. 18 Gold sets at approximately £450 per set had been 
ordered locally.

North Arm Social Club organised a dance in the Commuri ty 
Hall.

fexd.Sth*Forrester in the Tabernacle Schoolroom
does not leave until July 21st Mrs

May 9th o 
news.
Smiths garden had 24 eating potatoes, 
- the lot weighed 18 lbs. T' 
ozs. A cabbage cut from Len Clifton’s garden after all the 
side leaves had been taken off was ready for cooking weighed 
10 lbs.

fey .,9th* And from New Island. I’ “ ’ “    
morning that a quantity of Squid started coming ashore^last 
night and more this morning. The largest were about 2 feet 
long.

fev At the Stanley Badminton Clubs A.G.M. r
new committee was elected. Chairman: Brian Summers 
Rene Rowlands, Treasurer: Francis Peck, C 
Julia Kerr, Rosemarie Allan, Marine Jesty 
Sgt Smith.

fey 1.6th*

was elected May Queen and Miss Francis rec*
At the Prince Charming Ball Mr. Terence McPhee was vet ed 

Charming for the third time5 Runner-up was Paul Peckc
The Ministry of Overseas Development has advised of the 

o A. Hague for duties in the Education Department 
’ ’ T------- » Mro.

Hague"s duties will include the visiting of Camp settlements and 
teaching by means of prepared taped lessons covering all ability 
ranges in all subjectsc

This appointment is



Saturday 2A.th May saw a

on
Legislative Council 1 
The Governor made the

Ah?
May 2Ath*

The Customs and Harbour ^ept 
on leave of Mr, Jack Sollis

May, 30th
" from Argentina,
May 50th and J'l st
~Bazaar. Grgat interest 
the Parish Hall to ' 
in 
At

announced a plan of Camp
— on Monday and Y/ednes-

relief, Chief Technician Bridges 
are due to arrive in Stanley

June "‘6th.
^nVllpth?

2nd Edith Smith, F \ 
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•Bahia Buen Suceso* sailed today after bringing cargo

Trade was very good at the annual Cathedral 
j was shown by many people who crowded 

buy things at the well laid out stalls,join 
the various games and/or buy supper in the refreshment room, 
the first count takings were £1651 o73° On behalf of the 

Cathedral Council their Treasurer Miss Vivienne Perkins offered 
’a big thank you' to everyone who contributed,

June 3rd. News was given in the Buenos Aires Herald that a new 
Bishop has be_n elected gor the Anglican diocese of Argentina 
to replace Bishop Cyril xucker who resigned in March, The new 
Bishop is the Rev,Richard Stanley Cutts who is presently Dean 
of the cathedral church of St.Mary and All Saints, Salisbury, 
Rhodesia. Mr.Cutts is Argentine born and was educated in Arg
entina and U.K, We understand that Christ Church Cathedral, 
Stanley no longer belongs to the same diocese as the Argentine,

June 6th, ,/rom the education department "Two staff chants
The first is simply a change of location for Ron Murray '.who will 
be moving to the Senior School in Stanley after a pretty fair 
spell at Chartres o Ron has been asked to reintroduce music in
to the curriculum but he will have other teaching duties as 
well. The second concerns another member with musical talents- 
this time a completely new member, he are told that the Spanish 
teacher who is coming to replace Maria Fernanda, Senorita Teresa 
Volpi is not only an excellent linguist with recent teaching 
experience in a language laboratory in Buenos Aires, but also 
a keen guitarist and folk singer.”.June J 2th. Children of Stanley Junior School returned to their
classrooms after an unexpected three day holiday. A boiler be
longing to the central heating was discovered to be damaged on 
Monday, The school was closed, for repairs by the Public Works 
department.June 13th, The Customs and Harbour Dept, announced that due to 
the absence on leave of Mr,Jack Sollis the following appointment 
have be.,n made for M.V.'Forrest'. Acting Master Mr.Nutt Good
win and Acting Engineer Mr.A.JoBlyth.&ne 13th, Aviation dept,jinnouncement 11 Chief Technician Doug 
Fowler will be leaving the Colony on Monday 23rd June after com
pleting a two year tour with the Government Air Service, His

;, Mrs.Bridges and two children 
Monday 16th June”,
was in session, (Report elsewhere) 

following announcements. The

Mr. Jack Abbott local Fol 
------- -- Hau. various useful meetings with the U.K, F.I. Committee, and with various people interested 

in the Falklands at a seminar organised by the F.C.O. He said 
that the seminar was confidential and no minutes were taken. He 
TOuld not give any details of what hud been discussed. He said 
he thought the Minister of State, Mr, David Ennals, was "very 
committed to our future",&XJ2th° The Library Committee gave details of change of opening 
hours for th'. Stanley Public Library for a trial period. The 
times- are Monday - Friday 5 p.m, - 7 pom. They also appealed 
to the public for suggestions on ways to improve the library.

, & Mrs, Perry 
 years, 

we sat down to 30 hands of whist 
, provided by Phylis 

, Iris Tasker and Sharon Middleton.
At the end of the cards Brook Hardcastle expressed the 

thanks of everyone for the-excellent work done bj Mr. & Mrs. 
Perry during their time at Goose Green which went far beyond 
their normal duties.

Mrs. Hardcastle presented Jars. Perry with a clock and a 
cheque, from money donated by people throughout the area. 

Travelling prizes: Zena Y/emyss, Hooky Finlayson. Ladies 1st Anna Smith, 2nd Edith Smith, Booby: 
Rhoda McBain, Gents 1st Pat Alazia 
Nat Berntsen.

.fey; 2£th<» The Senior Medical Officer 
Medical Visits which- would usually be made 
day of each week.

feX-SZyi* Mrs. Eileen Hardcastle claimed
for telephone calls from the Falklands,
A.uckland, New Zealand from Darwin via Stanley and London, 
must be some 19-20,000 miles and she said it was very clear too.

On his return from the U.K. }fro jack local
had had various
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Hague will be accompanied by his wife and infant son. 
His* Excellency the Governor and the Hons. Sidney Miller, 

Adrian Monk and 'Jillie Bowles left the Falklands by chartered 
L.A.D.E. flight en route for Rio de Janeiro. Their purpose was 
to have consultations with the Rt. Hon, David Ennals, Minister 
of State at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office who was visiting 
South America.

Goose Green Social Club, 
special whist drive at the Club.

It was to take the form of a farewell to L!r. 
who had served in the Cook House at Goose Green for 21 

10 tables were filled and 
with very good refreshments at half-time 
Finlayson, Sheila Hadden
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heads
goes forward".

News was given that the repairs and renovations at Car 
! complete and the school was expected to open to boar 
the following Monday,
N. V.’Sonja Bewa’

Arrival was

- 38 -The Hon Robin Pitaluga had been awarded an in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours List, Major the Hon, R,V,q.oss O.B.A*. E.D. v/as 
promoted to Lieut- Colonel in the Falkland Islands Defence Force, 
A further announcement was that Superintendent Terry Peck had been 
awarded the Colonial Police Pedal, (Bishop Tucker was also awarded the 0,B,E,)o

June 20tho Stanley Badminton Club c 
sary with their annual Fancy Dress 
some 350 or more 
costume. The hall was c 2 
the club members and the theme 
cloth on ' 
mill and around the walls 
Kerr and Rene Rowlands, j 
arrived about eleven o’clock,

celebrated their 25th Anniver-
3 Dance, It was attended by

people,a. third of which arrived in fancy dress 
gaily decorated for the occasion by some of 

j this year was ’Holland’ with a back- the stage of gaily painted fields of tulips and a wind- 
" ” ; were more windmills, the work of Jane

His Excellency the Governor and Mrs,French 
1, H,Eo presented the prizes for the winners of the three competitions, 1st The Stone-run Beetle - 

Hector Anderson, 2nd A Vila.ng - Bessie McKay, 3rd Garbage Coll
ector - Vivienne Perkins, 1st ’Leg-co’ - Jean & Tim Dobbyns & 
Hath & Bill Berntsen, 2nd ’Light Draws in a Row’ - Marge McPhee 
& Sharon Halford, 3rd Three ’Pace Cards’ - Glenda lord, Lynda 
Ashfield and Jenny Thompson, in the large groups 1st The Circus
- Agnes & Bill Hoggarth, Minnie & Jim ..at son, Cora & Len McGill, 
Clare Morrison, Teresa Dobbyns and Susan Coutts, 2nd Dad’s Army
- Dave Jones, Neil Jennings, Fete Seeley, Harry Card and Tony 
Summers, 3rd Noddy Toys - Hulda Stewart, Rita ..atts, Sue & Joe 
Sheehey, Jean Thom, Charlene Short, Graham Clarke, .Fayan Morrison, 
Susan Smith, Marvin Clarke and Lol Morgan,

The judges were Nadine Campbell, Mary Cronin and John Smith, 
June 20th, Stanley Darts Club gave news as follows, ” To have been 

. donated two further prizes for the Darts League, These have been 
very generously given by the Victory Bar, and our thanks have been 
submitted to the proprietor. First the Cinzano Shield and Min
iatures, for all teams to compete for, to be run on the same con
ditions more or less, as those for the League’s own team knock
out competition, The second one is the Cinzano Ladies Knock-out 
Shield, which will be an individual knock-out competition between 
all ladies playing in the League, Yfe hope that this will encou
rage more ladies to join the League in future seasons,

June Continuing their 25th Anniversary the Stanley Badmin
ton CTub organised a Country and Western dance. Judges Tillie 
May, Ron Murray and Mrs,Nellie Anderson awarded best costume 
prizes to Mrs,Vi Bonner and Mr,Hector Anderson, 

June 2JstA M,V. ’Monsunen’ sailed for Punta Arenas

annual docking operation 
ber,

June. 27th, News was given that a Winter Show would not, after 
"'all, be held this year. The reason given was that there were 

insufficient people available to run it. Volunteers to take 
on the Chairman’s or Secretary's jobs were asked to contact 
Mrs,Rene Rowlands or Mrs,Sadie Clements, (Ed, No appeals wero 
made for assistance prior to this date.. The Winter Show is 
normally held in the 3rd week of July),

June 2_7th. and^ 28th0 The Goose Green Two-nighter started with a
supper organised by Sharon Middleton and produced by the lad
ies of Goose Green, The hall was decorated with tussac and 
was the scene of the dance that followed, Saturday afternoon 
featured the traditional football match - Goose Green v. Visit
ors, This game appears to have been marked by all sorts op 
irregularities - and was enjoyed! Then a film and the Fancy 
Dress dance, '.'.inners were Colleen Morrison - Golliwog. Ingrid 
Jaffrey -* clown, Graham Clarke - female Harold -Jilson, Thomas 
Duplett - Gaucho, Rhoda McBain - Has necn Ballet Dancer, Shar
on Middleton - Tortoise., Iris Tasker - Hare, John Birmingham 
Miss John Birmingham, Judges Miss J,Bozza, Messrs, D,Mdntyre, 
and JoHalliday,

.Jp.n.e. .3pth^,_ Rev,Robin Forrester, Pastor of the Free Church, The 
Tabernacle concluded a long series of camp visits to Bluff Cove, 
Goose Green and Darwin, Port Howard including Manybranch, Port 
-Stephens, Fox ^ay’East, plus the four Salvador. Tat er ports, 
three Berkley Sound and Bluff Oov.e by M,V,’Monsunen', He comm
ented; "Some homes were missed due to lack of time but I

n •, To be back to visit againV,^iy-7.. 2nd. The first i’issue of Falkland islands coinage was re-
x ; use, 

A news release from the Tabernacle (United Free Chur- 
was indicated that the hign extra costs of fares for

,K, The Church 
was received from a 

Christian in Hong Kong and £375 from Christian friends in the 
The comment was made, ”we give thanks to God that our 

are being kept above water and His work at the Tabernacle
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on a regular
I wish to thank the 

on page 51)

July.
WEDDING -
Shell e^JfcKay and Ken ~ Morri son.
Last Saturday afternoon Hill Cove was once again the scene of 
wedding, when Shelley McKay and Ken Morrison were married, 
wedding ceremony was conducted by Mr.LoG.Blake.

Shelley was given in marriage by her father, Mr.Richie McKay. 
She looked very beautiful in a long white dress of crystal satin 
trimmed with guipure lace. The dress had a high waistline, and 
eye-catching nedieval sleeves. Her shoulder length veil was held 
in place with a spray of white rosebuds, and she carried a bouquet 
of red and cream roses and ferns.

Shelley had two bridesmaids, her younger sisters Davina and Penny 
Both girls looked pretty in their long dresses of pink and lilac 
floral polyester. They wore white roses in their hair and carried
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On e person has suggested to me that 

too small to have it annually and that, instead, we should, 
have it every two years and make a real big effort, 
think? Write in and tell me. . 
POT-POURRI

• Poor old ‘Aunty Falkland Islands Co.’ gets knocked down so 
often that I was delighted to have drawn to my attention two 
items to reverse that trend, 
people put money by ’for a rainy day’ and mentioned this to a 
Camper on an F.I.C. farm. He showed me his Provident Fund A/c. 
This is a scheme of compulsory saving. There are contributions 
by the worker, interest" by the F.I’.C. plus a bonus added by them 
related to their profits. The account I examined showed that 
this was definitely to the employees benefit and very worthwhile. 
I understand that some_other farming companies run similar schemes* 
I also noted that the F.I.C. has appointed a permanent teacher/ 
book-keeper for almost all their sizeable settlements. This is 
not a perfect arrangement, for various reasons, but surely is to 
be commended a,s a distinct improvement. As one or two other farms 
have something similar.

A good part of my recent time in camp was spent on the West 
Falkland. Medical matters still occupy people's minds. I have 
twice been in homes on the West during a Medical emergency and 
the distress at the doctor being so far away is evident. If any
one imagines that the issue of having a doctor on the West is deal 
then they are out of touch with the- people,

In the Secretariat there is a photograph showing Her Majesty 
The Queen making a visit to the British Colony of Hong Kong. One 
hopes that the momentum has not been lost in the campaign for the 
Queen to visit her Colony of the Falkland Islands, 
Fol. TIMES

I had expected to be able to announce a new editor in this 
issue. However, the prospective editor has had to withdraw due to 
pressure from his employer, It is possible that some kind 01 
conflict of interest might have arisen between the two jobs and 
so I feel that this pressure should not be criticised. At the 
present I expect to return to the Colony in about three months, 
and if this plan works out, then the Times will be granted a re
prieve. In order to ensure a proper holiday I will not be answer
ing 1.1. TimeS mail for the period I am away - but keep writing and 
sending subscriptions, ready for starting up again ( 
basis. For all the help since I took over 1 ---(continued

floral polyester
small posies.
Mr.Rodney Lee ably carried out the duties of best mar.

and Rodney were extremely smart in charcoal grey suits.
The brides mother looked very attractive wearing a green dress 

with cream hat and shoes. The bridegroom’s mother was very smart
ly dressed in a navy dress with white accessories.
The bride’s and bridesmaids dresses were chosen in England by 

Mrs.Marge Adams.
After the wedding ceremony the many guests (who had arrived from 

Fort Howard, Fox ^ay, Saunders, Pebble, Chartres, Roy Cove and Stan
ley) went to the •’’•point’ settlement where a reception was held in 
the recreation hall, during which everyone sampled the delicious 
wedding cake, made by Mrs.Emms Steen and decorated by Mrs.Gail Steen.

At 7p.m. a supper was attended and enjoyed by everyone. A dance 
followed, which continued until the early hours of Sunday morning.

Shelley and Ken are making their home at Port Howard. They 
would like to thank the ladies of Hill Cove who helped with the 

everyone who helped to make their redding day so
(Continued from page 3.) 
the results.
WINTER SHOW

Quite a bit of criticism has
being called off at the last minute. Many people who have been 
busily knitting, carving, drawing etc. will be very disappointed. 
However, it is worth pointing out that there is a tremendous 
amount of back ground work involved and all too few people to do 
it. For one I’m very thankful to those who have put so much work
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MvHAT IS CHRISTIANITY?’
<—nanu ar»=>=^=<=«-=-«*^ J-—«=»---•---

Here is an answer to that question by Dr. 
taken from the Christen Herald.

Basically, Christianity is the good news, that Almighty God 
has broken the silencecby sending His only begotten Son to this 
earth. In His short life of 33 years, He wrote no book, created 
no political creed, but demonstrated by His teaching, His com
passion, and, ultimately, by His sacrificial death, that Love is 
greater than hate, and holiness more potent than evil. In other 
words, Christianity is Christ, crucified, risen and exalted. All 
this is enshrined in the New Testament, especially in the four 
Gcspels. Every seeker should begin with the second Gospel, 
Gospel of Mark, which is not only the shortest of the four<, 
the least technical. Whether the critics like ib or not, 
Christianity stands or falls with Christ.

7/hat, then, is meant by being a practising Christian? 
more than an intellectual approval of His teaching c 
than admiration for His Person; it is more than a 
to follow Him (as c * ' ‘ 
going to church or chapel; 
registered as a member of a 
Pope, the Archbishop, th 
£ry and not fundamental, 

T * 
in a definite act ( " 
mercy in Christ Jesus; 
pardon for all 
future r. Just that 
relationship, in • 
vhe simple, New ^esrament way. i 
Sfe. .story, o? kmma bliss bird 
( We seek to piease~all the  

o your young children 
us. I’m sorry we- have no

- —e mail comes - you might find 
a true story).

story ;,f a little blue bird.
-hello children. 7 

you about my adventure 
’ 1—3 are

was a warm

a Christian is to submit to Christ by faith and prayer 
is a personal acceptance of God’s

2’1C5j it is to receive a full and complete 
pasu sins, and the gift of a new life for the

. Many changes will follow from such a new 
waioh Christ will be all and in all; but that is
stament way. which the Christian life begins^ 

people sc here is a story for you to 
o Thank you (?avin f’elton for sending 

room for your lovely pictures, 
a nice surprised
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"Me, Johnny Thrush and Little Jenny Wren were standing on a big 
flat piece of rock, crumbs was our dinner. On this island as 
you may know there are many dangers. Our worst one is CATS and 
sometimes a hawk will chase us. One day while I was searching 
for food a black and white cat pounced on me. While I was in 
his .jaws a human being was coming up to the cat whose name was 
Sooty. I was terrified b cause I knew cats never let little birds 
go when they get them - but eat them all up. At this stage I 
must have blacked out. As I was coming to I found I was in a 
box. Then I heard someone say, "I think he’s dead we’ll he ve to 
bury him”. They shut the lid again and went away. After a while 
the little boy who took me from the cat came to get me to bury 
me, but found me on my feet. He was so pleased that he got same 
crumbs for me , shutting the lid on me to keep me safe. Sometime 
passed and then the boy’s mother opened the lid to look at me. I 
was so well and happy that she held the lid open and I flew out. 
I perched on the wash-house chimney. I ruffled my feathers and . 
sang a song of thank you to the kind humans who saved me.

Then I flew av/ay to freedom, happy to be still alive." 
The end.

MACT Of' Ju^-SC/Xh ,INplJSTidALThe following is part of a Church of 8cotlaiid',i?epob.,t pub-1 - 
lished in 1974- In spitb of,it« lengtk it is .important enough'--• 
to be included in full. I have a great deal more on the same subj 
ect that I would like to.print but space forbids!

”So far Easter Ross has been a,major area affected by oil- 
related industrial development, coming soon after-the siting of 
the aluminium smeltdr at Invergordon. 7?hile on the face of it 
the influx of large-scale industry offering more employment op
portunities and higher incomes may seem to be something to be wel
comed, very serious problems have been 
community. An extreme shortage of suitable 
caused house values to increase sharply <— 
ary to use inferior accommodation, as i- 
camps, and the introduction of large 
from their own homes and rootless in ---ate recreational facilities. Thus intolerable tensions and

1 for local residents, 
_____ . essential industries, unible
market with the high wages offered by

- - - , Seliools become
under strain. Shift-
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the indigenous population and destroy long-held cultural values 
and traditions, both religious and non-religious, as veil as dis
rupt local industries (such as agriculture and fishing) that use 
local resources. There is no doubt that any over-sis. ed develop
ment out *f scale with the size and strength of the local com
munity can entail exploitation of a locality, and without regard 
for social and cultural consequences.It is essential, therefore, that industrial development 
should be wisely planned, directed, and controlled, bearing 
mind the interests of the local area.

On the other hand oil developers in Orkney and Shetland 
appear to have avoided the most grievous problems met with in 
Easter Ross. The imposition of stringent planning conditions; 
the acquisition by the local authority through Act of Parliament 
of land, harbours and foreshores required for development; the 
imposition of a throughput charge for oil landed in the area - all 
these enable the local population to safeguard their environment 
and share in the benefits of industrialisation./' 
uk/falklands surface mail service

We have a fine relationship with ’The Upland Goose’ Journal 
of the Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group. We are allowed to 
poach from their journal and they from the F.I. Timesi The fol
lowing interesting article appeared in the March 1975 issue under 
the above heading.

,JIn the last issue of The Upland Goose, reference was made to 
the ’Deterioration of the Uh/Falklands Surface Mail Service’ 
(page 124) ■» Our member, Mr, F.G. Mitchell, has clarified the sit
uation as follows: the British Government did not mention in the 
Communications Agreement to provide a monthly shipping service 
between the Falklands and Argentina. The Agreement stated that 
’’the British Government should take the necessary measures to ar
range for a regular shipping service for passengers, cargo and 
mails between the Falkland Islands and the Argentine mainland”. 
The British press inferred from this that the British Government 
would be taking 3ver the shipping service from the Falkland 
Islands Company. This was untrue. In Press Release No. 110, 
dated 12th July, 1971, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, after 
denying the press reports, stated: ’There has been continuing con
sultation between H.M.G. and the (Falkland Islands) Company, who 
have for many years provided the shipping service from the Falk
land Islands. Even after the construction of an airfield at Port

often the local inhabitants find it impossible to accept a com
pletely new and unaccustomed urban industrial society. This can 
lead to marital breakdowns. As a result the number of cases dealt' 
with by the Social V7elfare Department of Ross and Cromarty has im 
creased by between two-and-a-half and three times during 1973.
This excludes cases due to drink. In this connection a quotation 
from an "impact Analysis on Oil Platform Construction at Loch 
Carron" published for the Scottish Development Department by 
Sphere in August 1973 is relevant..’ "Experience on locations in 
Easter Ross has shewn that a combination of men with no immediate 
family ties, a large disposable income, and little to occupy 
their spare time, can lead to a good deal of drinking. This must 
rank as a primary source of worry within the area" (page 170) 
since uhe police force in Vester Ross is very small and were rein
forcements necessary these would have to be drawn from Dingwall., 
some seventy miles away over single-crack roads, 
developments to cake place in the Loch Carron area

Easter Ross, it seems obvious that the police for-?o 
/ b* ® AeSu ;ould have to be considerably increased; for in Easter 
//S. ' s P°lice_report that overnight custody cases have increased 
/JL ‘W'a7 1/73 as follows: Invergordon from twenty-

° an increase of 492 per cent, and Tain from ten to 
seventy-one, an increase of 610 per cent/ 
seal a unf’2rtunate conseQuences arise from the new large-
land ppp- °J“en s.in Easter Ross, where, compared with other High- 
Drozperitv’ alread/ a reasonable leve/of population and
Ee-scai; disastrous W be the effects of such
thXTL ? "^ial development upon other areas, notably in 
er and the in the islands> -where the population is small-
is what conce^hn"5 T economicW and socially weaker. . This 
(e g at Drnmi • .wb° contemplate some proposed developments
misSvinX ^Uie fStep R°SS and at Stornoway in Lewis) with
fits irrenarabl 1S for Quick gains and temporary bene-
ment and to W aamage ma7 be done, both to the natural environed to. local conununities and their culture.
ment may be to ’̂dearf^h^1^ therefcre, that industrial develop- 
that such devpln-n °u&bt, and there is a growing conviction has /en convinMn i be Wicely tolled and directed. It 
develXnt cannot a "growth-centre" policy of
heral areas nnot oucce^^fully be applied to marginal and perip- 
populated -*large--r-1 “"Usually relatively remote and thinly 

industrial development may swiftly swamp
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Stanley, for which H.M.G. accept responsibility, and the inaugur
ation of an air service to Argentina, tho Falkland Islands Company 
will continue to operate the external shipping service for cargo, 
passengers and mail’ °

Mien the cost r.of operating a cargo/passenger ship <(A.E.S.) 
became too high, the Falkland Islands Company reverted to a purely 
cargo ship, but only after offering to continue the service under 
subsidy® The Falkland Islands Company still operate the cargo 
and mail’ service and a passenger service is unnecessary. The 
Falkland Islands Company offer’a minimum of four sea mail opport
unities; September, December, March and June. In 1974P there 
were five sailings. Additionally the ’Monsunen’ visits the main
land normally once a year. The Falkland Islands Company have 
never failed to carry sea mail from the U.K. and they always 
advise the G-oPo0o of sailings. The B.ACS. ships also carry mail.

(A Christmas parcel and magazine posted by the Editor during
the first week of October and well before the &P0 advertised last 
date of posting for Christmas by Surface Mail - 17th October - was 
not delivered until 28th January, 1975)*

I reply as follows:-
"Dear Major Spafford,

Your members will- probably not wish to get involved in a con
troversy over mail but I would like to correct a wrong impression 
gaven in your March- 1975 issue. Not many people here share Mr.

Mitchell’s apparent satisfaction with the sea service between 
the U.K. and the Falklands. As the years go on it deteriorates 
rather than progresses. Many people have expressed to me dissatis
faction at the poor mail service. Even in .my four years here it' 
has gone from a regular 12 times,a year via R.M.S. Darwin, plus 
the service by B.A.S. and Royal Navy Ships, to its present ir
regular fashion. At its worst last year we had no sea mail between 
June and October.

There are also some people who do not regard the provision of 
a passenger service as unnecessary but would prefer to travel by sea.-

Maybe something 
not be assumed that I 
because' I am not. T' 0 oiiwu-Lu. :people here are satisfied with

Yours sincerely

can be done about it. Maybee not. It should 
am blaming the Falkland Islands Co. Ltd.

However, neither should it be assumed that
1 the present arrangements.

Yours sincerely, . 1
Robin Forrester

BOOK .REVIE., 
CONDEMNED AT STALEY py John..Smith., . 
~ ~ Y/hen I asked for a review copy --- .
would be getting a somewhat dry piece of history, 
ally fascinating and absolutely charming book was 
It contains a plan of Stanley Harbour showing the location of 
each of the wrecks therein. There are 13 pages with impressive 
sketches of the wrecks and interesting features of them. There 
are notes on the 15 wrecks in Stanley Harbour, also on the ’Great 
Britain’ and.-.'Fennia ’. Extracts from the log book of the ’Fennia1 
give a graphic account of how the ship encountered ter. ible wea
ther when seeking to round the Horn. The damage sustained caus
ed her to return tc be - ’condemned at Stanley’, like most of 
the others. An introduction has been contributed by the Director 
of the San Francisco Maritime Museum. ’Condemned at Stanley’ is 
published by the National Maritime Historical Society, New York 
price $1.50. Copies are tbtainabXe from John Smith in Stanley at 
60p (by airmail £1 ). This book is heartily recommended.
Frory,the F.I. Magazine and Church Paper April 19.13^

As the ’Lady Elizabeth’ the three masted ship at the extreme 
north-east of the harbour, features in John Smith’s book, it 
means that the last sentence of the following article was not ful
filled. By the way, a note in the margin of the paper suggests 
that Capt.Petersen wasntt the Captain, but the Mate, on her first 
visit in 1o89»

"The barque ’Lady Elizabeth’, under the charge of Captain 
Petersen, put into Berkley Sound on March 12th, after having had 
a terrible experience round the Hohn. She encountered very bova 
gales when ahe was about 58 deg. south and 76 deg. west, the re
sult being that her deck cargo was all lost, and four men were 
washed overboard; the latter consisted of one Norwegian, two Swe
des and one Finn. Another had four ribs broken, and was brought 
to the Victoria Cottage Home, Stanley. £he ’Lady Elizabeth’ was t 
towed into Stanley by the ’Samson’ under the charge of. Captain 
Thomas, on March 15th.

The barque, which belongs to Tvedasbrand, Norway, was bound 
from Vancouver to Delagoa ^ay, with a cargo of timber. It is a 
curious coincidence but in 1889 the same^ ship brought the bricks 
and cement for the Cathedral and also the wood for the taber
nacle; Captain Petersen was also in- command at that time. We 
hear that she will be re-fitted after all, and will be able to 
continue her voyage".
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the j ' ‘ 
change in the

- ------------- negotiations were to
-er the return of the party he gave an outline of 

o Mr® Ennals had stated that there was no
i or sovereignty also that

it was !committed to the defence of overseas territories* - a 
quote from the last Defence Review; he stressed the likelihood 
of a change in the way of life here if oil were discovered and 
exploited. In regard to oil it was stated that the oil industry’s 
reactions to the geological report was being assessed and steps 
taken to update F®I® mining legislation* Mr. Ennals did not agree 
with the Councillors’ suggestions that an economic review could 
exclude taxation; nor could he agree7 without extra justification, 
to present a case in Parliament, for alterations to the runway 
under construction to enable it to be altered to be suitable for 
international flights*

The Legislative Councillors also brought forward the follow
ing view points: they were happy to be good neighbours with the 
Argentine but did not want to be absorbed by them; the need for 
modern weapons.for local defence forces; the lack of satisfaction 
with sea communications®

Speculation (of courseJ) was rife before the team left, and 
afterwards - especially in view of the suddenness v/ith which the 
trip was arranged® Some people still express the view that the 
whole story has not yet h_cen_told. _    

(Continued from page 23) 
beginning or introduction to the principle of ministerial respon
sibility® The report was supported by all members except Mr® 
Pitaluga (see his reasons in letter in F.I. Times). The report has 
been forwarded to the Secretary of State with a request that it be 
implemented at the next General Election®

JVQtt er s.
Membership of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association was 

approved® It was hoped that this would result in an increasing 
knowledge of our affairs and friendship of British parliamentarians® 
A committee was set up consisting of the Chief Secretary and Hon. 
Adrian Monk to investigate the population decline and to make re
commendations to reverse the downward trend® A motion was passed 
thanking the British Government for the permanent airfield and ask
ing that it be added to in order to enable it to take aeroplanes 
flying internationally® Strong pressure was put on the Government 
to take action soon in granting oil exploration licences. The Hon® 
A.B® Monk proposed a state lottery® It was felt that more must be 
done, with British Government help, to encourage investment from 
inside and outside the Colony® Outlet was also given to the view 
that the Government Administration was not allocating enough 
attention to agricultural matters®

GAS EXHIBITION®. 
”7e”understand that ’Gas del Estado’ is sponsoring an exhibition 
for Stanley in August or September® 'Gas del -Estado is the Argentine 
state gas company® It is to gas what Y®P®F® is to oil® The.inten
tion is for a number of companies to exhibit gas fittings suitable 
for permanent installation e.g® gas stoves, water heaters, fires etc® 
It is also intended to instal gas systems in some houses in Stanley® 
It usually means taking out alternative fuel sources such as peat or 
oil® A large gas cylinder, which can be changed when empty, is pla
ced outside the house® From this point pipes go to all the places 
where the gas fittings are stationed® This system should not be con
fused with^portable gas heaters etc and is used in many countries 
where there is no mains gas supply®
MORE PHILATELIC NEE'S®

Our local shipping artist and historian John Smith has just 
completed eleven months work in preparation for the next definitive 
stamp issue® forking on a commission for the Falkland Islands 
Government he has completed 15 pictures of ships that had mail 
carrying contracts for the Falklands® Two samples were sent to 
the Crown Agents last November and were found to be suitable, and 
the remainder have just been .despatched® The pictures are approx
imately 18” x 13% It is thought that not all 15 pictures will be 
used® This will not be known until it is decided in what denomin
ations the stamps will be issued® The pictures are now the proper
ty of the Fol® Government and it is to be sincerely hoped that 
after the stamp people have finished with them they can be mounted 
and displayed in some public place® The paintings are of the fol— 
losing ships given in date order from 1842, Hebe, Nautilus, 
Amelia, Fairy, Blackhawk, Foam, Memphis, Oravia, Falkland, Fleurus, 
Lafonia, Fitzroy, Merak N, A.E<,S», and Darwin., 
CONSULTATIONS IITH MINISTER OF STATE

On May 23rd the Governor and the Hons® S® Miller, V/.E® Bowles 
and a® ® Monk left the Falklands by chartered flight en route for 
Rio de Janeiro® This ’little expedition1, as the Governor called 
ib, was said to be for the purpose of consultations with Britains 
Deputy Foreign and Commonwealth Minister the Rt® Hon. David Ennals 
‘o-o Mr® Ennals was in Rio for a conference of British diplomats 
m South i-merica®

Before leaving Mr. French said that no 
a e pace® After the return of the party he gave 

masters discussed® Mir® ~ 1
— —j British Government position
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dau

April 13th son

April 13th. - son

Dec. 11 th.1974
hay 8th dau ‘

'•'ay 16th son
March 26th.

May 28tho son
April 1st,>

June 12tho: • son
June 20th son

son
June 21st. dau

.Veh. 27th.

April 21st. a son •

May 29tn. a son
June 2nd.

Gwyneth May Pole-Evans to James ForstOr
Valerie Anne Allan to Ian Clarke
Margaret Rose Goodwin to Peter Goss

J

h 
n 
ft 
it

tr

Hill Cove 
Christ Church 
Cathedral

. Office Registrar 
General

6781
65
65
3390

girths 
March 26 th.

May 3rd. *
May 10th.

_In^,the FallQanjds
Mr. & Mrs. G. J. But 1 e r
(Joan McLeod)

Mr.& Mrs.J.Hobman
(Marilu Desideria)

Mr .& Mrs .A. McLaren
(Ellen Smith)

May 3rd.

Deaths
April 1st.
April 18th, 
May 3rd. 
May 7th. 
May 28th.
June 4th.
July 5th,

The Falkland Islands Times is published by Robin W.Forrester, P.O.
Box 60, Stanley, Falkland Islands. (Address in U.r.c/o Mr
& Mrs.A.Jarrett,26,Portland Gardens,Chadwell Heath,Romford,Essex.

Isabel Jfoan 
(71b 7oz) 
Luis Alphonzo 
(81b 2oz) 
Kevin Derek 

Charles 
(81b 2oz) 
Danielle Tina 
(81b 10ozs) 
Ian Lars 
(71bs |oz) 
Gareth Ian 
(91bs 9ozs) 
Colin Owen 
(61bs 15ozs) 
Benjamin Li Hi am • 
(lOlbs 1oz) 
Andrew James 
( 81b s ) 
Lynn Jane 
( 71bs )

June 21st.

Rory (61bs 5ozs).
,Mr.& Mrs.Owen May of South Sales, a daughter

,____ , a dau
ghter, Andrea Joanna. (Mrs.Ampuero was Miss Susan
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BIRTHS^ Ly^gAGAS, A1W. DLaTHS.
” We rejoice .with those who rejoice and 
mourn". Aged 74 years 

it 

it 

tt 

tt 

11 

it

George McLeod 
Frederick Browning 
Mrs. Alice Harvey 
Mrs.Elizabeth Violet Morrison 
David George Goodwin 
Lester Louis James Alazia 
Mrs. Mary Edith Harvey

Cye^eas,
James David Goss, in Punta Arenas aged 33 years 
who left the Falklands in 1906.

March 9th. 1975 Frederick Albert Ashley, at Felstead, Essex aged 
73 years who left the Falklands in the 1950*30 
Edward Ross, in Buenos Aires, Argentina aged 33 
years.
Mrs. Beryl Vega in California, U.S.A, aged 49 
years. Mrs. Vega was formerly Beryl Swain.

May 17th.

O oooooocoooooo

It was rumoured a little while ago, that our mail steamer had 
been sunk; - probably by a vivid attack of imagination.

(continued from page 41)
following Government Departments for their help - Legal Dept., 
Post Office, Studio, Secretariat & Treasury, Police and P®v.r.D. 
Als<< Falkland Islands Company, F.I. Committee, Shopkeepers and 
advertisers, all distributors in Camp and Stanley. My contribut
ors, typists, binders, printers and of course you, dear readers, 
without whom there would be no point in producing the paper at all. 
And as I won’t be here on August 14th, the 383rd Anniversary of 
the discovery of the Falkland Islands by Captain Davis'may I say,
’A happy Falkland Islands Day to you all!1
From jthe F01. lvlagazine_&. Church Pape r Klar ch.1.9-1 _7 <
We used to have a little ham

Bui? now for it we sigh
We have to do without our ham

Because the price is high
Also some other things and prices as well, its all good for 
Storekeepers.

sorrow with those who

Mr.& rrs.U.F.porey (RM)
(Doreen Anderson)

Mr. & Mr s. L. Smith
(Janice Kirphy)

Mr.& Mrs. A.Ko Durin
(Janice Miller)

:Hr.& Mrs.0.Summers
(Veronica Buse)

: Mr.<2: Mrs.R. Cockwell
(Grizelda Fanner)

Mr.& Mrs.J.R.Cooke
(Carol Alburey)

Mr •& Mrs.M.No Summers
(jane Goss)

ffyersea3
Mr.& Mirs. Juan Ampuero,Punta Arenas,Chile, 
p-l_J______ ft__ T_ _ _ -r 3 '

Ross).
Mr.,& Mrs.Peter Eelton of Reading,England
John Paul (91bs)
Mr.& Mrs.Ron Buckland a son, Colin Michael in the U.K®
(Mrs.Buckland was Miss Wendy Ross).
Mr.& Mrs.John Tranter of Northampton,Yorks,

Mrs.M.No
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Town Hall

US^eLL TELEPHONE NU?3nRS.

159

After hours telegrams 159

7c

CABLE A N D WIRELESS LIMITED

Administration and 
General Enquiries

Overseas telephone and 
Telegraph Enquiries
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OVERSEAS iELEffi^ Al'iD TELEGRALiS^
Book your telephone calls and file your 

telegrams at the Cable Office located in the 
Counter hours Monday to Friday 

0000 - 1200 and 1J15 - 1600.

Closed Saturdays, Sundays and Public 
Holidayso

ccount telegrams accepted by telephone, 
number 159 after hours and up to 2100 daily 
including weekends.

Telephone calls may be made to the Argentine 
from 1 300-2000 Monday to Saturday

The telephone link to U.K* is available from 
1000 - 1200o
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be impossible to please everybody we shall endeavour to produce a paper that 
will satisfy the majority.
EDITORSHIP - Although this has changed I am happy to say that the policy 
remains the same and for those of you who have not read the May/July ±975 
issue5 I reproduce the appropriate part of its second page;

THE FALKLAND ISLANDS TIMES
- seeks to encourage interest in the Falklands around the world.
- supports a continuance of loyalty to the British Crown.
- is a watchdog on public affairs in the Colony.
- believes in the spread of ideas and opinions.
- will use facts to kill rumours.
- explains and discusses important issues of the day in its Editorial

Column.
As some of you already know, Robin Forrester left the Falklands in 

July with the intention of returning about October. However he is now engageci 
with the Shaftesbury Society in a Mission in north London and does not 
anticipate coming back in the near future.I am sure that many of you wish him 
vrell in this work and are grateful to'him for producing a lively and 
interesting paper for almost two years.

’’The time has come/1 the Kelper said 
•'to speak of many things..."

•■'ith the cold and wet Summer that we have been experiencing I can’t imagine 
many folk speaking of cabbages and in these Southern latitudes we don’t often 
speak of kings BUT there seems to be plenty to talk about lately. Much of the 
talking is done in pubs and clubs, so for those who don’t frequent either and 
for many Campers there is no way that many Islanders can obtain first hand 
knowledge of what the other half thinks. However, once again you have the 
opportunity to share and air your views. I think you will agree that,especially 
in this day and age and in such a small community as ours, it is important 
that we try to appreciate one anothers’ problems and foster an understanding 
of other people’s ideas. It is intended that page six of the next edition of 
the TIMES will be devoted to readers’ letters. Suggestions for and criticism 
of the paner will be read with interest and although I appreciate that it will
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The SPEEDWELL store has just opened a selection of cassette tapes.
Also available; GRUNDIG radios and cassette recorders,SEIKO and ORIS watches 
crested glassware,ASAHI-PENTAX cameras & lenses,crested leather souvenirs, 
contraceptives,shopping bags, BEAR BRAND tights etc;

to those people who have been so helpful to me 
my first TIMES

FIRE!
The tragic fire at AA,Davis Street on the morning of 28th October 

of course had its repercussions. Sadly it seems that it is only when 
incidents of such magnitude occur that something is done. Stanley now has 
two more fire sirens- one less than a hundred yards from where No-AA once 
stood, the other being on Ross Road near the Secretariat- and water hoses 
have been flown in. However there is still some cause for concern as it 
appears that the only type of fire-extinguisher available for purchase is 
2 kg dry powder model primarily for use on Classa 3 and C fires at a cost 
of over EAO • and at present fire insurance rates you can insure your house 
for .€10,000 for that money ,

In the Newsletter of I6th August last it was announced that response 
from Camp settlements for copies of the ’Fire Prevention and Fighting’ 
pamphlet which was ’ to be available soon’, was good. What happened to it? 
Could it be that it is on a shelf with the new Telephone Directory?
WHO TAKES PRIORITY?

Much has been made lately of an emigrant group who are interested in 
coming to settle in the Falklands. In an article in the May/July TIMES 
Robin Forrester mentioned the subject of DEPOPULATION. It did not surprise 
me that the Secretariat had little response when they invited suggestions 
from Islanders as to what assistance might be offered the group, ‘Yhilst it 
is realised that the Colony would benefit from such artisans, surely our 
first priority is to get to the root causes of our depopulation and 
concentrate on keeping our youth and those who have given these Islands many of their years?
PIRATE PAPER?

Some readers are no doubt aware that Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hirtle have 
vhich they have called a Mini-Review.recently started producing a paper w

However it is noted that the paper is headed7 Falkland Islands Monthly Review’. 
Therefore I would like to point out to readers that this could lead to 
confusion as the full name of this publication is ’The Falkland Islands 
TIMES and Falkland Islands Monthly Review. Any person wishing to provide 
material for future editions of the paper you are now reading is asked to 
address it to The Editor, P.O.Box 60
FINALLY. , . . I would like to take this opportunity to offer my sincere thanks 

in the preparation of this
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They are employed by

Hany folk were disappointed on the morning of 8th December when they

i

T-rinka baga milka day. Recently Mr.Chris Spall of Callaghan Rd., Dairy 
changed from the old method of using bottles for his milk. The last voyage 
of ANNE EEWA brought him a milk-bagging machine and umpteen thousand 
polythene milk sachets. Both Chris and the majority of his customers are 
agreed that this is a great improvement on the bottling method.
Falklands First Female Police-officer. Mrs. Rose Livermore is to become our 
first policewoman. Rose is transferring from the Public Works Dept., and we 
understand her clerical post will be taken over by Mr. Stan Smith.
More about Flags.

The Queen-size Union Flag which flew outside the Secretariat 
was stolen during the late hours of Battle Day.'. Fortunately another one 
was available and we hope this one will last a considerable time as they are 
an expensive item.

Some people may have observed the Governor’s Personal Marine 
Standard flying outside Government House on Battle Day- this flag is usually 
flown aboard ships which His Excellency is visiting.

Two flags are to be flown daily at the FIC’s dockyard- they 
are the Union Flag and the old Diamond/F House Flag.
SiriCome navigating?

One wonders if Lindblad Explorer passengers became giddy 
recently as it was announced in the Colony Provisional Programme for December 
that the ship would call at ‘est Point on the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th!
Ewe tack the high road.

Brandon Road residents were probably pleased to hear the recent 
Govt, announcement inviting tenders for reinstating the surface of Brandon 
Road. Some townsfolk are hoping that the postwoman will be reinstated at the 

same time.
Air Traffic Controller/Airport Superintendent.

Several men applied for this post and the successful applicant, 
who will have to undergo a period of training in the Motherland, was 
Gerald Cheek.
Telstar.

Americans Jack Fried and Ed. Monteban have been seen quite often at the 
Ionospheric Observatory at the East end of Davis St., 
the Defence Mapping Agency and working on a project for NASA. They arrived 
with their families in October and expect to depart about next June.
Battle Day.
discovered that the planned programme of events was altered at the eleventh 
hour. Although the day dawned warm and sunny the ’unsettled weather’ was 
given as the reason why the usual parade at the Monument was scratched.
Touched Bottom.

It has been reported that RRS JOHN BISCOE sustained minor hull and 
propeller damage when she touched bottom at Bellingshausen(Antarctica)recentl 
p-ew Schoolmaster for Hill Cove.
— ’ Mr. Dustin Dornbrook who flew out to Hill Cove with his family
October, will be taking over duties of teacher from Miss Nicky Hansen. Dustin 
Y/ill also be the farm’s Storekeeper and Book-keeper.
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OBITUARY - Mr. S.Go Rowe

Anthony

are

62.0
II6.0
141.8
178.9
212.1
205.9

and. he gave of his 
much that has been of great value- but

SUNSHINE HRS.
Total. Average

RAINFALL 
in mm

10.5
10.2
II.7
12.2
15.5 II.0

WIND
Daily av 

in knots
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

39.1
35.9
48.2
21.3
61.8
69-5

TEMPERATURE
Daily av 
deg Celsius

1.9
2.5
4.36.1
6.5
7.3

2.0
3-7
4.7
5.8
7.1
6.6

Ee was a 
enterprises ,

While on 
Hleen’s sister Noreen, who 

manage the ’Drum Major’- a
One of the Bolder’s 

making a name for L. 
collected ten major 
as a semi-professional 
}yith Southampton a..l

11AI.NLY for OVERSEAS READERS 
Back-numbers 

available from 
Thinking ofbook a room at BYRON HOUSE- 

rates ,are £5 per day for f.

F_.I. B. FOOTBALLERS
leave recently in England John and. Ileen Smith stayed, with

9 with her ex Royal Marine husband Strom Bolder 
Charrington public house- at Deal.

> sonsj 17 years old Robert, is well on the way to 
himself in U.K. football playing in goal. So far he has 

trophies and has played for Kent teams and is now playing 
1 with one of them. He had also been in trial matches 

' l and Charlton.
Another of Noreen's sons9 Anthony9 was playing for Deal Town Reserves.

*************************

Ernesto Guillermo Rowe was born of British parentage in Buenos Aires 
on the Ilth January 1896. Much of his childhood was spent in Rosario. In 1923 
he came to the Falklands as Auditor-in-charge of the business known as 
Estate Louis Williams. He was soon to become Manager of the business and 
later owner. Mr. Rowe was appointed Uruguayan Vice-Consul in 1950. 

founder-member of the Colony Club and there,as in all his 
>5 he was known and respected for his independence of mind which 

has contributed so much to the life of these Islands. One wonders if it is 
possible to recognise how much? Ke himself lived for a period of time longer 
than half the established life of this Colony itself, and he gave of his 
experience, both here and elsewhere, 
often ‘behind the scenes’.

(The second paragraph is an extract from the funeral address given 
by the Chaplain of Christ Church Cathedral on Christmas Eve)

******************* ** * * ******

3 of the Falkland Islands TIMES and Mr.ni-t.-i the Editor. nQ Monthly Review

visiting the Falkland Islands? If you■ a guest house run by the editor•?X-h\not
mi pension an<i ,s3 °“
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Arrived

were

1970 19741973 1975

9

as

Tues 28 th and Wed 29th December.

39
3,189

Departed
July 26th 
Sept. Ath

39146 496,201

Danish 
Argentine 
Danish Brit.
Arg. 
Er it. 
Russian 
Panamanian
Arg.
Bri t.
Arg. 
Bri t. 
Or it

36
419

48
3,999

which is the only local media left to the people 
ment censorship of programmes and news items.

(Ed. And so say all of us?)
* ft * ft -X- * ft * * ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft

PU ELI C J^LIJ^JS_I576.

Good Friday
Her Majesty the Queen’s Birthday
October Bank Holiday
Anniversary of the Battle of the Falklands

J ' . • Christmas Holidays

1,620

SHIPPING. (July/Dec'76)
Vessel Nat.

SONJA BEWA
BAHIA BUEN SUCESO
ANNE BEWA
JOHN BISCOE
BAHIA AGUIRRE
JOHN BISCOE
i IKHAIL S0I10V
LINDBLAD EXPLORER
BAHIA BUEN SUCESO
SHACKLETON
CABO SAN GONZALO
BRANSFIELD
JOHN BISCOE

if
South Georgia
Buenos Aires
High Seas
Comodoro Rivadavia
Antarc tica

port New Year’s 3ve.
cleared.

Apart from January 1st the following dates have been set aside 
Public Holidays in Stanley;

Friday I6th April....
Wednesday 21st April..
Monday 4th October...
Wednesday 8th December..

and Sat 2?th, Mon 27th,

for
U.K. via St.Vincent
Buenos Aires

October 25th High Seas
November 1st Antarctica
Same day Buenos Aires
November 23th Antarctica
Nov 29th

No. of ships cleared inc. 
o’seas voyages Monsunen/Forrest 
No. of tourists/passengers

* * * ft * ft * ft ft ft ft *- ft ft * * ft * * ft * * * ft ft *

July I5th
August 29th
October 19th
October 30th
October 31st
November I8th
November 28th 
Dec 4th(West Point) Dec 7th

Dec 7th 
Dec 12th 
Dec I5th 
Dec 21st
Still in

During 1975 some 46 ships(excluding Forrest & Monsunen) 
Comparison of vessels and ship-borne tourists 1970-1975;

1971 1972

The following article is reproduced from the December issue of The Upland Goose 
which is the Journal of the Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group;
FALKLANDS l.EDIA IN J30PADDY

The only newspaper printed in the Falkland Islands is due to cease 
publication because of the lack of an Editor. Indeed regular issues of the 
government subsidised Falkland Islands Times have already ceased publication. 
The present Editor, Robin Forrester, is due to leave the Islands permanently 
at the moment he is visiting the UK and will then go on to visit the United 
States. He will return to the Islands for a few weeks, when he hopes to publish 
one more issue, before the press finally closes down, unless a volunteer comes 
forward to carry on. This means, of course, that until a newspaper is restarted 
no regular local Falkland Islands news can reach the outside world.

We also hear that the government run Falkland Islands Radio Station
, is suffering from govern-

Dec 3th
Dec 9th
Dec 10th
Dec I7th
Dec 29th



Event No.
12 oss)G.MeBain(RM)
9

'G.nni

9
8

Beauty(Mrs Masters)Srnohine(Mrs Betts)Tears(Mrs Halford)

Runner-Up was Ron Binnie with 21-J- points.

42.
43.
44.
45.

6 
56 _ __ ~___

Prize 6 Beauty (K. Jhitney)Tonini (R.Binnie)Sunshine (<•_ _
3 Beagle (Bikey Anderson) Judy (Alec Betts ); ilve^ljj 

Champion Jockey at this meeting.was.Keith Whitney with 23 points and

the 26th and 27th December 1975.
Entries Placed 1st 2nd

T.Me rhea 
tS'P^ton:- 

Miss R.Allan Mrs,G.Batson
' atson)Tcilni(R.Binnie)Lilian(J.Pemberton) 

J.Barton

3rd
Sapphire(R.Binnie) Jabina(J.Pemberton)Bloyhagd 
G.Hardcastle

Beauty(K.Whitney) Quicksilver (T .Summey^) DPr<.d
Mrs.S.Halford

14 Spinaway(N.
J.Pollard(R1 ) r.McBain(RE)
Ballerina(B.Goss) Rocket(MrseL.Blake)Gina(C.McDonald)
Nonnie(P.McKay) Bambi(I.McKay) Millie(R.Rozee)

'at son and 3rd
C o r a Me Gi 11/R. Du zee

■’atoll- Pati?nce( . ’.’.nm . )Sunbeam(K...;h?.tn ,y)Ramb] .(J.Pemoerto?.;
P.Bonner T.Kc-hee V.Berntsen

10 Beauty(K.5hitney)Paddy(J.Pemberton)Shamrock(H.Smith)
Spot(J.PernbevtonLonestar(N.McKay) Beauty(P.Gilding)

10 Shamrock(H.Smith)QuicksiIver(T.Summers)Spinaway(N.Watso
10 Beauty(Daisy McKay)Lucky(Lil Johnson)Iiistake(Sharon .Halfora)

Sunbeam(K.Whitney)Patience(R .Einrio)Peggy(D.Rozoe)
V.Berntsen Ewan Morrison D.Thom
Beauty(K.Whitney)Lilian(J.Pemberton)Shamrock „ : . Smith)

T.McPhee R.Kelland G, Hewitt

37. Ladies Gallop
38. Young Jockey’s
39. Gretna Green(Gymkhana) R.McKay/R.Rozee
40. Long Jump
41. Consolation Race

Pony Race
Salvador Prize
Woolbrokers’ -
Association Race

1. Maiden Plate
2. 200 yards(foot)
3. Helper Store Plate

Potato Race(Ladies)
5. Jest Falkland Plate
6. One Mile(foot)
7. Mile Trot
8. Pony Race
9. Wheelbarrow Race(Mixed) Rosemary Allan/Paul BonnerGlendaSNeil

-6-
Results of the Stanley Sports Association’s Sixty-third Annual Meeting 

held on

ID.Chief 1ecreta-y•s P
11. Sack Race(Mi•ed)
12. Governors Cup
13. Musical Chairs
IZ}..Rincon Grande Plate
15. Ladies I mile trot
16. Relay Race (Mixed/foot) Rosemary Al let n/C .McBain Sharon
17. The A.G.Barton Prize 13
18. Stepping 100 yds 
19e Berkley Sound Plate 12
20. Backwards Race (i*001)

Tug-o’ Jar was won by F.ID.Force team against Falkland Club team
Beauty (Daisy McKayyRed Feather (R.Bj .nnie Xucky(Z\ J-c?*ay)

Mrs S.Halford/T.McPhee Miss^,C^x?cC/;^1/^-Limburg.
Andrew Bruce Trophy II Quicksilver(T.Summers)Lilian(J.P^mberton)Liver(l .McPhee 

G.Hardcastle L.Limburn(RM) N.Keenleyside
Patience (•..3inni s)Rambler (J .Pemb-;rton)Dilys (T .Summers) 

Mrs o Lo t ty Me Askill M’. McLeod ■'. J one s
Sunbeam(K. ?hi l.ney.'Sunshine(Mrs L . Jetts)Spinaway(N. Vatson 

G .Ba.rdcastle L. Limburn J. Pollard
■ Beauty(L.' ’hitneyFeggy (?' .Rozee)Silverblaze (Miss A.Malcol

31 .Ladies Sack Race Cora I ci-ill Susan .'liitney Glenda Batson
32. Defence Force Club Race II Sunbuam(K.''hitne?)Patience(i.Binnie) Paddy (J .Pembort
33. Ladies 80 yds (foot) Sharon Halford Cheryl Johnson Cora i'.cGill
34. V.C. Race (Gymkhana) K.!,hitney D.-hitney V.Steen
35. David Smith Plate II Tonini(R.Linnie)Quicksilver(T.Summers)Lilian(J .Pemberton)
36. Douglas Station Plate 6 Sunbeam(L.Whitney)Rambler(J-Pemberton)Patience (R. Sinnie
— - - — 9 Beauty(Mrs i.asters)Sr.nohine (Mrs Betts)Tears (Mrs Halford)

Race 10 Shamrock(Mrs Halford)Peggy(D.Rozee)Paddy(T.Summers)
J D.'hitney/D.Rozee V ..Steen/MrsHalford 

G.Hardcastle L.Limburn R.Betts
Clipperd .McPhee) Bombardier (£• .Goss) Nijinsky (A .Betts) 
iVillie(R.Rczee) Bambi (I .McKay) Silverblaze (Susie Betts)
Shamrock(H.Smith)Lilian(J.Pemberton)Quicksilver(T.Summers)

L.rs Marion Betts
Duncan)

210 Tug-o’ 'ar was
22. Mile Trot(Open)
23-Three-legged Race
24
25’ 100 yds(foot)
26. Troop Race
27. Veteran’s Handicap
2D.Chart res Plate
29- 440 yds(foot)
30.Port San Carlos Prize 5
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I6th~F.I. Co. Ltd.

pncember Jrd -
D0cemlt>e_r^th-

SEVIEW SECTION
July I8th- final of Governor's Cup Darts Competition. Winner T.McKenzie (RM) 

Runner-up Les Biggs.
July 19th - Championship .Sheep-dog Trials, 'on by Pat Short with Nap

-Mr. Robin Pitaluga fell asleep at the wheel of his Landrover which 
mounted pavement outside Police Station and struck fence & stationary vehicle.
July 23rd- In the Magistrate’s Court .Douglas Station Ltd., was ordered to pay
Teal Inlet Ltd., £130.A3 plus costs in respect of repairs to a boundary fence 
carried out by Teal Inlet Ltd.,
August 2nd - Children’s Fancy Dross Party organised by Working Men's Social 
Club held' in Town Hall.
August I3.th -Infant & Junior School P.T.A. open evening.
August 31 st - Monsunen arrived back from Punta Arenas.
September I2th - Opening of Exhibition of Appliances by Gas del Estado at 
St. Mary's annexe. Although un-announced beforehand the Exhibition was 
opened by the Governor.

- After much speculation about vet Mr. Bob Bostelman it was 
announced in a Newsletter that he would not be returning.
^SLptpniber 20th-. Charter vessel ANNE BE’A'A sailed for Stanley from Gravesend.
September 26th - In the Magistrate's Court a YPF employee was fined 
disqualified from driving for 12 months for driving whilst under the influence 
of drink. For driving with no lights he was fined
October .Ath - Presentation at Government House of Colonial Police Medal to 
Chief Police Officer,Supt. T.J.Peck.
Oc.tobe^l8th - Sponsored ’«alk organised by ‘■•'omen’s Corona Society and 
assisted by Royal Marines, the proceeds of which were in aid of our elderly 
November 3rd - Sir John Gilmore and Dr. Colin Phipps of the folk.
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association arrived for a fortnight’s visit. 
TipycHnbqr A-th ~ rhe business known as Betts & hitney became Jhitney & Son.

- Forrest sailed for dry-docking at Punta Arenas.
Novamber 7th- Falkland Is. Co. Ltd., announce reduction in petrol price(£1.90

to £1.30 gal.)
November 9th - Remembrance Day parade and service.

- Service at St.Mary’s to commemorate 100th Anniversary of the 
arrival of first resident Roman Catholic priest, Rev Father Foran.

- football match interrupted by unexpected flight of Argentine 
Air Force 'plane.
November 2 A th - Forrest arrived back from Punta Arenas.

• Annual General Meeting of the Falkland Islands Committee
Dr. Gemel from Dunedin University gave an interesting talk and 

slide show in the Town Hall on the subject of Hydatid Disease.
r - 5th & 6th. St. Mary's bazaar

DecQjL99-L---HF.I. Co. Ltd., announce diesel up from 3&P to Alp a gallon.



S .Sinclair(Celia Turner)

(Jill Ford)

Dec ’ 29th Aged 58 years

is now edited andpublished by

Aged
Aged

Aged 
Aged 
Aged 
Aged 
Aged

Aged
Aged
Aged

daughter 
daughter

7th 
20th 
10th 
I6th 
25th 
Jrd 
6 th 
I7th 
22nd

Stanley.
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Annie Elizabeth Lehen .
Annabella McKay 
Hector Charles Barnes 
Peter Smith Thain 
Kitty Elliott Clifton 
Vera Alice Lang 
Edward Victor Johnson 
Isabella Bowles
Florence Eveline Berntsen(Lol) Aged
Ernesto Guillermo Rowe Aged

and in Buenos Aires
Margaret Ann Biggs

Anthony Trevor Lowe and Susan Bonner 
Rodney Lee and.Carole Bonner 
Alan Cusworth and Alana Smith 
Thomas Keane and Alva Berntsen 
Michael Harrison(RM) and Jane Kerr 
in the Falkland Islands 

George Charles Short 
August 14th Alfred Peter Anderson 
August 20th David Brown McKay 
August 22nd William Henry Charles(Ben) 
Sept’ 19th 
Oct’ 
Oct' 
Nov ’ 
Nov5 
Nov' 
Dec’ 
Dec ’ 
Dec ’ 
Dec ’

At K.E.M.Hospital-Stanley
Mr 8c Mrs L m

with those who mourn.”

**************************** #
The Falkland Islands TIMES and Monthly Review 

w Dave Ryan, 
P.O. Box 60

at Port San Carlos 
at Hill Cove 
at Port Stephens

Robin Goodwin and June Goss at Registrar General’s Office 
Renaldo Gustavo Reid and Colleen Clifton at the Cathedral

at Port Howard 
at Port Howward

at Registrar General’s Office 
at Port San Carlos

at the Cathedral

Olaf Berntsen and Jeanette Berntsen 
Ken Morrison and Charlene McKay 
Richard Fogerty and Brenda Blackley 

and June Goss

son Sean Roderick 
daughter Patricis Anne 

Colin David
Nicola Rose 
Natalie

(Shirley Berrido) daughter Carmen Jayne 
Hamish

BIRTHS,MARRIAGES andDEATHS
”We rejoice with those who rejoice and sorrow

Births 
July 8th 
July 23rd 
August 1st 
August 10th 
August 21st 
August 29th 
Sept’ 13th 
Sept' 30th 
Oct’ I7th 
Dec’ I3th 
Dec’ 23rd 
Dec’ 24th 
Dec’ 28th 
Marriages 
May 16th ’ 
June 28th 
July 4th 
July 24th 
July 26th 
August 23rd 
Sept’ 20th 
Oct’ 31st 
Oct Ilth 
Dec’ 20th 
Deaths
July 29th 79 years

72 years
69 years

Watson Aged 71 years
73 years
87 years
44 years
45 years
43 years

Aged 38 years
75 years
80 years
80 years
79 years

~ _________ daughter Veronica Joyce
Mr & Mrs J.Berntsen (Ellen Stewart) daughter Elaine Ellen 
Mr & Mrs K.Baillie (Virginia Morrison) daughter Diana Julia 
Mr & Mrs D.Limburn (Monica Bonner) 
Mr & Mrs R.Smith (Heather Murphy) 
Mr & Mrs D.Shepherd son
Mr & Mrs D.A.Ryan (Bridget Harvey) 
Mr 8c Mrs R.Henricksen 
Mr 8c Mrs P.Seeley 
Mr & Mrs D.Davidson son
Mr 8c Mrs Pat Morrison (Clare McGill) son Glyn Richard Patrick 
Mr & Mrs D.Dornbrook daughter Mara Noelle
Dr.8c Mrs. Cox daughter Heather
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ast week has angered,annoyed or bewildered

PRICEI Op

The FALKLAND ISLANDS

on the morning of Wednesday kth February the 
RRS SHACKLETON was steaming for Port Stanley in a position roughly 78 miles 
south of Cape Pembroke Light.Out of a fog bank loomed a ship of the Argentine 
NavyoThe SHACKLETON,in accordance with international maritime practice.,dipped 
her ensign-Shortly afterwards it was observed that the flag signal 'stop your 
engines' was being flown aboard the Argentine destroyer ‘Almirante Storni’. 
SHACKLETON'S Captain P.Warne switched on his radio to a VHF channel only to 
hear the destroyer ordering him to heave-to as it had orders to escort the 
SHACKLETON ( which initially the destroyer was calling'Endurance') to Ushuaia 
an Argentine port in Tierra’del Fuego.

After Captain Warne intimated that he did not ihtend heaving-to 
and that if the destroyer wanted to escort his ship anywhere they could take

SUN SHINES for SHACKLETON.
January 1976 for many Islanders will be remembered as 

Shackleton Day. The morning dawned warm and sunny- the finest we had 
for some time.

At around 9 a.m. HMS Endurance,carrying Lord Shackleton and his 
Economic and Fiscal Survey team,steamed into the Har bour^. firing a seventeen 
gun salute to His Excellency the Governor. A crowd of about two hundred 
people gathered at the East entrance to Government House and to their delight 
Lord Shackleton with the Governor alighted from their car when they arrived 
just after 10 a.m. Three cheers were given in response to which-Lord 
Shackleton said :fI shall do all I can to help you.” The Governor then introduced 
him to some lumbers of the Community and photographers were busy while 
Lord Shackleton posed for them. The highlight of the welcome was when he 
asked a lady for her Union Flag which he held high and waved it for all to 

Lord Shackleton and his team,comprising of economist Mr.P.Mould, 
oil expert Mr.R.Johnson,finance expert Mr.P.Williams,fisheries expert Mr.G.Eddy, 
animal husbandry expert Mr.H.Williams,sociologist Mr.R.Storey and Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office Secretary Mr.D.Keeling travelled extensively and 
spoke to many people during their twenty-eight day visit to the Falklands.

The secrecy which surrounded the team's arrival prevailed at its 
departure as few people knew that when oil-tanker PFA Tide Surge weighed anchor 
on Saturday JIst January she was carrying ten supernumaries?
ARGENTINE AGGRESSION ANGELS ISLANDERS.

The 'Shackleton incident' 
many Islanders.

At around 10.30 a.m.
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I.
same

as

August-

Whilst the approval of the above would be good news to the people 
concerned it is probably seen by others as another subtle move by Her 
Majesty's Govt., to help us OUT.

it to Port Stanley,the Argentine ship fired across SHACKLETON’S bow. During 
some time of silence on the radio the destroyer followed the reasearch ship 
well up the coast and when about ten miles off the Lighthouse veered to the 
north-east leaving SHACKLETON to enter port where she arrived at about 5-50 
in the evening with HMS Endurance,which had been coming at full-speed round 
the north coast, not far behind.

The incident resulted in Britain and Argentina protesting to one 
another and today we hear that both countries have taken the matter to the 
United Nations. HMS Endurance and RRS SHACKLETON are still in Port and 
have both had their programmes unnecessarily interrupted. It is understood 
that Britain is seeking assurance from Argentina that SHACKLETON can continue 
its work without further harassment while Argentina wants Britain to ask for 
her permission for SHACKLETON to carry on with her programme.

CORRECTION.
My attention has been drawn to an incorrect statement in the 

December 1975 edition.
Mr.Pitaluga was driving a car and not a LandRover and he only struck 

a stationary LandRover and not a fence also. I sincerely apologise to Mr. 
Pitaluga for any offence caused by the inaccurate statement.

Although there were about ten minor offences heard at the Magistrates 
Court on the I3'th January I cannot repott on them as the Court can’t now give 
details of any cases and as Cause Lists are not now given it is not easy 
to be at the Court when cases are heard.

Falkland Islanders should have returned to them the right to hold 
United Kingdom passports,so as to enable them to enter and leave the United 
Kingdom with the same freedom as British subjects who are citizens of the 
United Kingdom.

2.
Colonies;

This will give them the unique- position among citizens of British 
but this is justifiable and necessary because of features which in 

other ways makes the position of the Falkland Islanders unique.
Some of the other points mentioned in the Draft were; that almost 

100% of the population have their family origins in the United Kingdom; that 
the only language spoken in the Islands is English; that Islanders have no 
close ties with any country other than the U<.K.;that the number of people 
involved is about 350; and that the issue of United Kingdom passports to 
this small number of people should not cause any problems in the U.K.

This draft paper goes on to mention that in 197^ there were at least 
two cases in which Islanders wore refused entry into the U.K. and they 
continue to be excluded. The paper concludes ” ;here Falkland Islanders wish 
for some reason to leave the Falkland Islands it is understandable and 
natural that they should normally look first to what they rightly regard 
their Mother Country and ’Home‘.They should have the right to enter the 
United Kingdom;and only the right to a United Kingdom passport will give them 
this”.

NLW IMMIGRATION POLICY?
The Welfare Committee have submitted a Draft White Paper on British 

National!ty-Falkland Islands to the Home Office on immigration. It states that;



the first being

itchell of Goo -e Green shore 347 ewe-hogs in a

a Cessna 172 Sky-

bursar of the British School in 
for a fortnight in

’ VETS 15 SPIFF

SHEEP-TALK
In Dece-i. her Gary 

7 hours 40 minutes day.
SHY SHIP?

Italian tourist ship 
Saturday I7th January, 
cid not call in.

KEw CUP 7CY MOTES
Falkland Islands £10 notes have been introduced,, 

put into circulation on the I9th January.
NE'7 YEAR’S HONOURS

His Excellency the Governor Neville Arthur Irwin French Esq, M.V.O. 
to be a Companion of the moot distinguished order of St. Michael and St. 
George (CFG).Douglas Noy Morrison (Deputy Chief ecretary) to be an Officer 
of the -post excellent Order of the British Empire (OBE). Vernon Thomas King 
(Head Printer) to be a Member of the most excellent order of the British(Head Printer) to be
Empire (MEE).
BURSAR ’ 3 VISIT

Mrs Lilian Lichtenberger who is the 
Montevideo and a sister to Mrs French visited the Islands 
J e.nuary.
SOjE CATCH?

Robert Paddocks of Fox 
ne tried to lift it on 
beach.

?ay set a crab pot on January 2nd and when 
the 4th he found it too heavy so towed it to the 

Upon openi-g he found over 450 crabs?
IHL^c^ORISED FLIGHTS

Two uhau tl orised flights were reported on 2 5th and 26th January. One 
aircraft which was se-n to the Forth of Stanley was identified as an. Albatross 
and the other "a? photographed at Saunders Island.
TRAVELLED : 7 AIR

During January there were seven flights to'Stanley of Fokker 27 
aircraft. 135 people, of whom 36 wore tourists, arrived and 122 of whom 
4^ were tourists departed.

ALFA ROMEO
~Th? only privately owned plane in the Falklands, 

Hawk owned by Mr Robin Pitaluga has not be n seen recently making its 
frequent flights from Salvador to Stanley. The aircraft sustained damage 
to its propelle-r whilst attempting a take-off.
THAT SETTLES IT*

Mrs Stan Filler of Port Howard recently received a letter from an 
Argentinian in Argentina addressed:- Port .Howard, 'e-.t Falklands, ENGLAND. 
Stan received a letter from a London mail-order house which read ”We were 
,3or: y to hear we could not supply the goods you received” *

’Enrico C{ was due to call at tanley on 
Some reports indicate that she was sighted but she 

However it has been confirmed that the 3rd cruise ’which 
included a visit on Saturday plot January had been cancelled.

The VOR beacon which is used as a navigational aid for the F27 
aircraft and is situated near the landmark on Stanley Common does not now 
operate24 hours a day. The beacon transmits on a VFF and tran sits the 
letters MLV.
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■plucked 
the

The following people.would like to correspond with people in the 
Falklands:

39, Shivtolla Street,Mr Sanjay Mundra, 
Editor’s note.

The second letter on page six was written by Mrs.Kitty Bertrand.

Portland, Dorset DTJ 2HP.England
Krommenie, The Netherlands.

Rotherham S6I 3BE 
England.

Calcutta 7OOO7O, India.

CASSIN'S PEREGRINE FALCON by A.R. Chater
Later'-'one sunny afternoon a solitary Dominican Gull(Larus Dominicanus) 

still wearing the grey feathers of it’s second summer, flew leisurley across 
Stanley Common. Suddenly it shrieked and swerved upward, but too late to 
avoid the powerful talons which penetrated its' • shoulder and stabbed it s 
heart. The gull died instantly and within seconds was lying on the ground 
wings twitching as if in afterthought about what they should have done.

Characteristically Cassin’s Falcon (Falco Peregrinus Cassini) had 
S’tooped down on the gull from several hundred feet, always an electrifying 
sightas it can roach speeds in excess of 100 miles per hour. Casein’s is 
the South American race of the Peregrine Falcon, locally known as the 
Sparrow Dawk. It is widely distributed in both old and new worlds and has 
oeen used in falconry for centuries. It occurs throughout the Falklands,
nesting on sea cliffs and inland crags from late September. The female 
(falcon) is about 19” long while the male(tiercel) is smaller at around 
16”. Both are similarly marked and unmistakable. They have a dark mous- 
tacial marking on the face, slate grey or brown black, white to buff under 
side barred with grey or rufous brown, a large hooked bill and yellow legs 
equipped with enormous talons. Straight flight is fast and dynamic. The 
wingsbeat with great rapidity between glides. Often the hawk will be seen 
at considerable hight circling on thermals. Calls consist of chattering 
shrieking and squeaki’g and may be hoard from afar. They are shy birds and 
difficult to approach. Indeed their eyes are larger and far more sensitive 
to movement than our own so it is impossible to creen up unseen. Often 
they will perch on a prominent rock or fence post surrounded by scolding 
small birds.

and rats (also domestic chicks) to the Upland Goose, 
larger than the predator itself.
and eaten while warm. Only the meat fror 
rest providing food for the scavengers.

In some northern countries(e.g. Britain and United "tates) the 
peregrine has suffered much from the spraying of crops. Being at the 
summit of food chains, many of which begin with seeds, they are subject to 
a build up of poison which may kill them or affect their breeding ability. 
Fortunately there are no such problems here and the peregrine continues to 
flourish as it has done for thousands of years.

Peregrines will take prey ranging from diminutive finches, mice
This latter is far 

Kills are turned on their backs, 
the breastbone is eaten,

Mr 6.K.B. Cullin of 45 Westcliffe Road,
Mrs Cobi Vooren-Koogje, Canaverasltraat 21,
Mark Rogers (Aged 16) 10,Fox Close, Kimberworth Park
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An incorrect

not sure of) Patrick Keatley 
This is not the only one 

It also

The Suer- 3 Aires Herald of Saturday January 17th has its Editorial 
column devoted to ’’The integration of the Islands” in which it states that 
Argentina sees ritain5s refusal to discuss Sovereignty as irritating and 
irrational. The paper says that conviction that the Islands are Argentines 
is close to most Argentine hearts and that Argentina’s blindspot is it’s 
failure to take into consideration the views of the Islanders themselves.

The same paper of Sunday January I3th carries an article headed 
’’The riddle of the firing of Arauz Caster” which also has a photograph 
of the ex Ar/.entire Foreign Minister being made ” a pioneer of Argentine 
Sovereignty in the Islas Malvinas” the day before he was fired, He received 
his diploma from Mrs Sobrino, Peronist Deputy representing Tierra del Fuego, 
who had proposed that Ar .-entinas President and Britains Queen should hold 
a summit meeting to solve the conflict over the Islands.

Another interesting article is in the January 20th edition of the 
Times which is headed ’’The Falkland Islanders may be no more than pawns 
in a game Britain does not want to win”, this article mentions that the 
slippery slope of appeasement has now accelerated and that Argentina now 
virtually controlled all entry and exit documentation. It reports that 
Dr. Colin Phipps who visited the Islands last lovembor }las said that there 
is only a 10 - I chance of discovering a commercially viable oil-field 
and that if oil war discovered it would create even more difficulties 
between the British and Argentine governments. Like another British 
daily it says that H.M.S. Endurance is to be scrapped. It gives the 
history of the Falklands and speaks of the loyalty to the British Crown 
and the fact that the income from wool contributes some £2 million of 
hard currency to Britain’s balance of payments. The article concludes 
’’But, after all, the Falklands are 7,000 miles away and there are only 
1957 Islanders living there.”

:4’!
PRESS REVIEW

From time to time different people are sent press cuttings 
and for the benefit of the many who do not get the opportunity to see 
them the TII'TS hopes to summarise some of them.

The Bournmouth Evening Echo of IJth November, carries a fairly 
lengthy article headed ’’Delicate Mission for Lord Shackleton” in which 
it reports on the pending visit by Lord ’ hackle ton to South Georgia in 
I-IMS Endurance to visit his father’s grave. The article gives the usual 
facts and figures aoout the Islands and mentions that his Lordship has 

being or a special mission to Aden 
The paper goes on to mention 

, at one time 
, set out to 

a Wing Comr■ ander) 
peak Eskimo

worked in ’’.Sensitive ar; as” before, 
in 1967 to negotiate British withdrawal, 
that Lord Shackleton is Deputy Chairman of Rio Tinto Zinc 
he lived with a tribe of head-hunters in the Borneo jungle 
join the armybut joined the R.A.F.(in ••hi ch he became 
when he heard that the R.A.F. were- looking for men •who could 
and was honoured with a life peerage in 1958.

In the Guardian(the date of which I am 
has written an article headed ’’South Sea Oil”. 
I have seen which speaks of Britain’s appeasement of Argentina, 
mentions that neither Laboui- nor Tory ministers have been able to marshal 
tough, compelling ar gums’ ts to justify the '•■.lido toasell out.
statement in this article spoke of H.N.S. Endurance having to steam 1,2.00 
'miles north of the Falklands area to embark members of the Shackleton team.
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I do not understand how the Union Flag could be stolen 
, Surely the flag was lowered at

Carcass Island 
2?rd January 1976

Dear Editor, 
Congratulations on starting 

paper is vital in these Islands today.

them> 
can be

And what then of these troubled times? Arc we in the 
Falkland Islands just a pawn in the game there days? Whilst ’'ritain 
and Argentina argue the point we find ourselves slowly drifting to
wards dependenco on Argentina in many matters. Again and again 
we have shown our loyalty to Britain but Britain has only responded 
with pacifying vrords. If Britain is committed to the Falkland 
Islands it should make it very clear in the form of financial assist
ance. True, they have riven w an airstrin but that will only help 
de-population which at present I think is British Government policy. 
Perhaps Lord Shackleton’s survey will force into the open Britain’s 
long term aim for the Islands and wo will see if we arc being sold down 
the river. One or two other point.; I think need airing:
C~T ORSHIP In recent months articles have appeared in the British press 
and elsev'here concerning the Islands but ,ro in the Islands have never 
heard them broadcast on the only means of mass communication, the radio. 
All Falkland Islanders have a right and the Government a duty to keep us 
informed on -all comror-ts made re-a' ding the Islands bo they political 
or not.
T E FPORAR Y AIR S TRIP It was gratifying to hear that our non-elected
Council decided after three years that the temporary airstrip was un
safe when used by the F27. a: it t o same Council that decided when 
the Argentines wore 20 minutes from th.- jetty with materials to extend 
their strip, that seeing th y were here we had better let them go ahead? 
(Our Government air? suffers from Lack of communication it ?ooir,-:).

I must question Argentina’s motives for e tending their strio. 
Considering Argentina’s present -.conoric problems they are wasting a lot 
of money in extending their strin which will only be in use a short while 
before the permanent airstrip comes into operation. Reducing the nay- 
load on the F27 and holding off phasing them out would make more sense.

Our days as Falkland Islanders are numbered if we and our 
Government keep accenting without questioning the aims of all concerned 
with the Islands. If Britain rfon ’ t help u- and we don't want Argentina 
we must look elsewhere before it is too late.

Yours 
A not

the F.I. Times again,a news-
Regarding the mini Review

I would agree the similar title is confusing but the more papers the 
better, wo ’Id I be suggesting something very dreadful if I ask, why 
not call this paper ’’The Falkland Islands Times” and drop the ’’Falkland 
Islands Monthly Review” part of the title?

FLAGS; :
’during the late hours of battle Day’.
sunset when the person takin^ the flag was in full view?

I am looking forward to yo r next edition

Dear Sir,
I was very happy to sec- the Times back in print. During 

the present troubled times v/e Falkland Is la? der-^ have never been 
asked our opinions nor have jeen given a chance to express 
It is only through independent paper? like yours that we 
heard.

5 so calm,
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.A.

spot of the world and becoming friends.
interesting book about your Islands and found it so interesting that

Sincerely thank

hat . Arrived Departed For

Buenos Aires 
Antarctic

Punta Arenas 
South Georgia 
Antarctica 
Antarctica 
Antarctica

Sincerely;
(Sgnd) Mrs Revonne Poth

-x- -x- * •»!- x- -x- -x- -x-« * * -x- r- -x- * -x- x- # * -r -x- *

Du-nos Aires 
Du nos Aires 
United Kingdom 
Antarctica 
Curacao

-x- -x- -x- x -x- x- -;j. j'. x- -Xr -x- -x- * -x- -x- -x- -x- -.s- -n- -x- -x- -x -x -r- -x
ROUND THE r’ORLD I AC ‘TSi-'EN

Irs Revonne Roth 
758 S.Lazona Dr. 
leas.
Arizona 85204

SHIPPING
Vessel

Dear Sir5
I am most interested in corresponding with women in your lovely 

spot of the world and becoming friends. I have just read a most

February IIth 
February Ilth 
Same day

IX P LO RER Pan a ma n i a n 
British 
•zitish 
British

January IOth 
January 8th 
Same day 
January 8th 
January 9th 
January loth 
January I7th 
January 26th 
Same day 
January 31st

RRS JOHN BISCOE 
HMS ENDURANCE 
RRS BRANSFIELD

At approximately 6 p.m. or 
yacht ”preciosa” entered Stanley Harbour 
yacht was in a 
from Rio do Janerio on its way round the Horn, 
four who built the aluminium craft in Norway, 
in the early hours of January JIst 3

In port New Year’s Eve January 1st 
January Jrd 
Januar y” 4 th 
January 4th 
January 6 th 
January 3th 
January I4th 
January I7th 
January I8th 
January I3th 
January 26th 
February 4th 
Februciry 4th 
February 9 th 
February 5th 
February 5 th

housewife. I live in 
I am r.o inter- 

Your 
I feel I

I feel I have been there.
I am a middle aged mother of two and a 

Mesa, Arizona in the southwest deserts of this state, 
ested in history and I fool the Falklands have a wealth of it. 
lovely Islands are rarely heard of in my part of the world, 
must know more.

"rould you please publish my plea for friends? 
ing you for your help.

British 
British 
British 

LINDBLAD EXPLORER Panamanian 
RES JOHN BISCOE British 
ACADEMIC KNIPOVITCE U’SR 
CABO SAN GONZALO Argentine 
ENRICO C Italian
ANNE 3EEA Danish
LINDBLAD 
RFA TIDE SURGE 
HNS ENDURANCE 
RRS SHACKLETON 
ACADEMIC KNIPOVITCE US R 
CABO SAN GONZALO Argentine 
LII’DBLAD EXPLORER Panamanian

Friday January I6th the Norwegian
Many people thought that the 

race but soon discovered that the 161 metre craft had come 
"Preciosa” has a crew of 
The yacht left Stanley 

rounded the Cape safely on the 4th 
February and we under- tand that her crew intend to cruise her round the 
South Pacific for about a year.

The Financial Times London/Sydney Clipper Race entry ”CS & RB II” 
arrived in Stanley Harbour at approximately 3 a.m. on January JIst to 
effect repairs to a mast spreader. The Italian craft which carries a crew 
of 7 (including one Briton and one woman) left to re-join the race at 
approximately 3 p.m. on Wednesday 4th February.

, U.
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Births 3
January IIth (91bs IAoz)

ii I3th (81bs 6oz)a son PAUL

2Ath11 (61bs I2oz)a son TAN JOHN
29thh (71bs 7oz)

son
In the Falklands

Deaths

* * «• * * * * * * iS- * * # * * * * •!:- * * * * *

Stanley.
a son WAYNE ?TFIL

a
ALAN

In Cornwall on 5th January - Robert James Burns aged 56
In Southampton on IOth January - John Lehen aged 46
In Yorkshire on 30th November 1975 - Mrs Amelia Corrie (nee

Osborne) aged 71

JANUARY LEATHER
January 1976 was a remarkably sunny but wet month with less 

wind than usual and temperatures about normal. Average daily 
sunshine 9.1 hours which is t'e highest for any month since comp
arable records have been kept at tanley Met* Office. Total rain 
fall was 89.9 mm (3«5AH) being about 25mm above average making 
January 1976 the wettest January since 1967.

The average temperature was 9.2 deg. C (43.7 deg.F) - high
est temperature was 21.AC (70.5F) and lowest was 0.9C (33.6F). The 
average wind speed was 10.L. knots the highest gust being 51 knots. 
There were 3 hours when the average hou Ly wind speed was of gale force 
and 385 hours when the wind peed was 10 knots or less.

There were 6 occasions on which ground frost was recorded 
which is A more than usual for this time of year.

* * * * *■«• -x-* * * **** * ****** *

BIRTHS ,PEATS D MARRIAGES
At K.E.M. Hospital

To Mr & Mrs Ian Jaffray 
(Eileen Stey/art)

To Mr & Mrs J^hn Ford
(Hazel McLeod)

To Mr & Mrs Reg Davis
(Aase Kenny)

To Mr 8. Nr- Terry Clarke a daughter SUSANNE 
(Fiona Conner)

Overseas.
January 3rd in Scotland to Fr & Mrs Alan Keep(Shirley Rozee)

DAVID

Treat somebody to a subscription to the Falkland Island Times.
This years overseas subscription rate is €2.50 (^’"'’ -ir mail)
Camp subscription rate El.50 Drop a line to:

The Editor, 
P.O. Box 60 
Stanley.

Marriage
January 3rd Miss Teresa Binnie and Royal Narine Frank Michael Jenkins 

at the Office of the Registrar-General.
Fo r t hcoming Karr i ages

Caroline Porter and Ken Al-dridge
Kathleen Mary Ferguson and Atilio Segundo Laffi
Cecilia de Rosario Dias and Valdemar Lars Berntsen
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NEW CONSTITUTION SETBACK.

PRICE
■ lop

ifllg

The announcement by tlr Governor on Friday 27th February informing us 
of the delay in the approval by the Privy Council of our proposed new 
Constitution came to most people here as an unpleasant surprise- but then 
here in the Falklands we -are becoming aGcustomAd to unpleasant surprises. 

What was not announced and yet what would pioba'D.i./ mt have been very 
surprising was the reason for the delay; it being chat the ne^ w-stitutier, 
was not acceptable to a foreign country who want a bigger say in ou± 
affairs-Arge ntina. Apparently some Councillors(elected ones)wanted His 
Excellency to tell us why the new Constitution had not been approved by the 
British Government- and this he was not prepared to de . Had he broadcast the 
truth on our own radio station it would have caused noises in Buencs Aires 
and this our Masters would not like 0 The report of the Select Committee on 
the Constitution was submitted to Her Majesty's Govt., some time ago and 
there has been ample time in which to make the necessary amendments before 
the next General Election. It seems that the approval was stalled last 
December when the British Ambassador in Bogota gave a press conference in 
which he happened to mention that the Falkland Islands was soon to have a 

. new Constitutionc Argentina saw this change in our Constitution as a 
deliberate attempt to forge closer links between ourselves and the 
Motherland which of course our 'neighbours’ do not want. They hastilly made 
it known that such a move would cause further deterioration in Anglo- 
Argentine relations- the result being that the British Government have not 
recommended approval of our new Constitution to the Privy Council.

Asca result of this fiasco wo are obliged to hold a General Election 
(the date of which has now been set for I7th-2Ist May) under the existing 
Constitution which means that out of the nine members of the Legislature 
(including the Governor who is President) only four will be elected by the 
populace- the other four members being the Chief Secretary the Financial 
Secretary and two nominated by the Governor.

Had the new Constitution been approved we would have still had a 
Legislative Council of nine but six of the members would have been Elected 
Members.

1976 promises to be a most crucial one in the history of the 
Falkland Islands.
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HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE!

HORRIFYING HYDATIDOSIS.

and complacency must give

REPATRIATING the HELPER.

a

a
Trained his stomache of fluid for about

N.L.Godfrey.
Ottawa. 

************ * * * * ********** * ************** *

the same journey paid for in pesos 
at our exchange rate approximately

SPEEDWELLSTORE-
Expected by Anne Bewa- Nylon boiler suits at only £6.50

Crane brand dungaree jumpers and trousers. Imco petrol lighters, 
new selection of Devon potter?/ and Crested leather gifts.

To many people in the Islands tonight’s Broadcast Announcement from L.A.D.E. 
in which they referred to the F27 service as an ‘internal’ flight, must have 
bees yet another irritating and provocative statement in the great Malvinas 
Saga. What may have escpaed their notice is the amazing way in which our 
’friendly neighbours’ are trying to influence our choice of sovereignty. 
Whilst the flight, to the Argentininians is ’internal’ we may not pay for the 
service in pesos nor indeed at the same price! For, although the cost of a 
ticket to Buenos Aires from here now costs £100.10 ( an increase of nearly 
100% ) and which must be paid in sterling, 
in Argentina costs under 6,000 pesos or, 
£10. Now that’s what I call neighbourly!

(The above item was contributed.)

There have been several press cuttings concerning the Falklands lately 
and us this one has a different slant I reproduce it in full. It is a letter 
to 'Che Daily Telegraph headed ’Falkland Islands’;

SIR- It is quite obvious that the next(if not this) Labour Government 
intends to hand over the Falkland Islands to Argentina.

With the appalling example of wht was done to the poor Tristan 
da Cunhans in front of them, perhaps those people who have some influence will 
take enough interest,ahead of time, to see that any Falkland Islanders who 
would like to do so could be transferred to some place with a comparable 
climate to their own.

Their lives would follow much the same pattern of sheep rearing 
cJ. for instance on the islands which are now uninhabited off the north and 
west coasts of Scotland.

The scene was the British Hospital in Buenos Aires in January this 
year. A young boy , virtually skin and bone, lay on the operating table. 
During the four and a half hour op' ration doctors removed no less than 
sixty-four hydatid cysts- fifty-four of which were marble size and three of 
which were the size of a large hen-egg.

The boy was seven years old Tony McLaren of Chartres whose health had 
slowly been deteriorating since he wa.s four, Tony’s blood has been changed 
and he now has to have two injections a week for the next three years.
Doctors in Buenos Aires believe that he still has about five hundred pin
head size cysts in his stomache.After the operation Tony was fed for about 
week through a tube and another tube 
five days.

The terrible hydatid disease is still with us 
way to vigilance.

virtually skin and bone.



3rd Patricia Card

3rd David Chatall

3rd Johnathan Butler

3rd Anton Livermore

3rd

3rd Bobby Short

3rd Kartin Smith

3rd Paul Watson

3rd Frank Jaffray

Irwin Allan

3rd Derek Jennings

Peter Roberts and Robert McAskill

RACE He VARIETY RICE AGED IQ to 12 
1st Gary Livermore -2nd Peter Roberts
RACE 12t VARIETY RACE AGED 8 and 9 
1st Karina McDonald 2nd Anneze McDonald

WORKING MEN*S CLUB CHILDRENS SPORTS MEETING 1976
RACE L 100 YARDS AGED 10 to 12
1st Gary Livermore 2nd John Thain 3rd Frederick Short 
RACE 2, 80 YARDS AGED 8 and 9
1st Helen Howatt 2nd Paul Watson
PACE 3. 60 YARDS AGER 3 to 7
1st Rosemary Short 2nd Roy Jennings
RACE Lj.o 30 YARDS AGED 3 and 4
1st Herman Morrison 2nd Kevin Hewitt

RACE 10, VARIETY RACE AGED 13 to 13 
1st Derek Pettersson 2nd Darlene Short

RACE 3> 100 YARDS AGED 13 to 13 
1st Derek Pettersson 2nd Bobby Short
RACE 6o 4 LEGGED RACE AGED IO to 12
1st Toni Pettersson Alison Thom Anna King
2nd Debbie Johnson Sharon McGill Maxine Bridges
RACE 7. 3 LEGGED RACE AGED 8 and 9
1st Natalie McPhee and Jacqueline Jennings 2nd Paul Watson and Errol Goss
3rd Pauline Biggs and Patricia Card
RACE 8c 3 LEGGED RACE AGED 3 to 7
1st Lisa watson and Dawn Betts 2nd Zane Hirtle and Neil Hewitt
3rd David Chatell and Jamie Tomlinson
RACE9. 40 YARDS AGED 3 and 4
Ist Rachael Bennett 2nd Kevin Hewitt

RACE 13 VARIETY RACE AGED 3 to 7
1st Rosemary Short 2nd Davi ’ Chatell
RACE 14. SLOW BICYCLE RACE AGED 12 to 13 
1st Ian McKay 2nd Derek Pettersson 3rd
RACE 13. SLOW BICYCLE RACE AGED 8 to II 
1st Neil Rowlands 2nd Stephen Jennings
RACE 16. WHEELBARROW RACE AGED 10 to 12
1st Philip Rozee and Brian Bramley 2nd' 
3rd Martin Smith and Richard Jones
RACE 17* WHEELBARROW RACE AGED 8 and 9
1st Frederick Short and Zacharie Stephenson 2nd Paul Watson and Alan Berntsen 
3rd Pauline Biggs and Patricia Card
RACE 18, HOPPING RACE AGED 3 to 7
1st Rosemary Short 2nd Roy Jennings 3rd David Chatell
RACE 19. RELAY (TEAM OF TWO) AGED 10 to 12
1st Gary Livermore and Stephen Jennings 2nd John Thain and Robert McAskill 
3rd Frederick Short and Richard Jones
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CHILDRENS SPORTS METING Continued:

3rd Bobby Short

3rd Ian McKay

3rd Neil Rowlands

2nd Toby Ashfield

* -X- * * * -X- * -X- * * * **************** * *

DARWIN HARBOUR SPORTS ASSOCIATION SPORTS MEETING AT FITZROY ■ 2ND MARCH 1976

3rd JOHNNIE WALKER D.WhitneySummers

3rd GWEN J.Pemberton 4th TULIP E.Goss

3rd CHIQUITA T.Summers

3rd QUICKSILVER T.Summers2nd TENNESSE R.Binnie

3rd LANDY T.Summers

T.Summers2nd MISERE E.Goss 3rd TINY

A.Arkliss-3rd SPINAWAYJ.Pemberton2nd LILIAN

1st PATIENCE R.Binnie
4th CHIQUITA T.Summers

7oOPEN 500 YARDS
1st PADDY J.Pemberton

8•SAN CARLOS PLATE 500 YARDS 
1st SANTA CLAUS K.Whitney 
4th SAPPHIRE R.Binnie

RACE 22. 
1st

4oFITZROY CUP 700 YARDS
1st LILIAN J.Pemberton
4th SPINAWAY R.Rbzee

5. FALKLAND ISLAND BRED (F.I.Bj 500 YARDS
IstJOBSENA J.Pemberton 2nd NUN A J.Anderson 
4th ELENA Lyn Blake

6. FALKLAND ISLAND BRED 300 YARDS
2nd BOMBADIER E.Goss 3rd RAMBLER J.Pemberton

RACE 23» CONSOLATION RACE AGED II to 15 
1st Frazer Wallace 2nd Susan Berntsen
RACE 24 > CONSOLATION RACE AGED 8 to II 
1st Anneze McDonald 2nd Diane Roberts

RACE 20. RELAY (TEAMS OF TWO) AGED 8 to 9 •
1st Karina McDonald and Julie Thain 2nd Diane Cheek and Patricia Card
RACE 21. RELAY (TEAKS OF TWO) AGED 5 to 7
1st David Chatell and Julie Kerr 2nd Grahame Kerr and Stephen Ford
3rd Anita Lee and Teresa Clifton

150 YARDS AGED 13 to 15
Derek Pettersson 2nd Darlene Short

RACE 25- CONSOLATION RACE AGED 5 to 7
1st Neil Hewitt 2nd Barbara Steen 3rd Terence Short
RACE 26. CONSOLATION RACE AGED 3 and 4
1st Coral McGill 2nd Toby Ashfield 3rd Miranda Cheek
RACE 27 and 28 TUG OF WAR
RACE 29» BICYCLE RACE AGED 13 to 15 (FRONT ROAD)
1st Derek Pettersson 2nd Frazer Wallace 3rd Michael Allan
RACE 30° BICYCLE RACE AGED 10 to 12 (Front Road) 
1st Peter Roberts 2nd Gary Livermore 3rd Toni Pettersson
RACE 31e BICYCLE PICE AGED 8 and 9 (FRONT ROAD) 
1st Natalie McPhee 2nd Robert Whitney 3rd Paul Watson

1. maiden r* /, ie 5QQ yards
1st MIDGET~R. Binnie’ 2nd TINY T
4th ROBIN HALL J.Felton
2. MAIDEN PLATE 500 YARDS

1st BONITA N.Knight 2nd CHISPA J.Felton
3. TROOP HORSES 600 YARDS

1st PADDY J.Pemberton 2nd MISERE E.Goss
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TEARS T.Morrison Jrd

2nd TENNESSE R.Binnie 3rd NOVA LEE L.Whitney

2nd SANTA CLAUS K.Whitney 3rd CHISPA J.Felton

NoWotson 3rd QUEENIE K.McKay

2nd SPINAWAY R.Rozee 3rd QUICKSILVER T.Summers:

T.Summers 3rd COLEEN E.Goss

E.Goss 3rd BONITA N.Knight

R.Binnie E.Goss 3rd

T.Summers 3rd TIPPERARY L.Whitney

N.Watson 3rd BOMBADIER E.Goss

2nd SALLY V. Masters 3rd PINZA J.Anderson

T.Mjorison 3rd GREY DOG T.Anderson

K.Whitney 3rd QUICKSILVER T.Summers

1st PADDY PembertonJ
CHAMPION JOCKEY: Ron Binnie

4 Wins each

* * ** * ********************

20.LADIES RACE >C0.YARDS
1st'ROBIN HALL J,Felton

I win
I win

3rd MAYPOLE D.Rozee
Eric Goss 23i_ Points 

2l£ Points
CHAMPION HORSE: 
2nd TENN.TSSE 
3rd SANTA CLAUS

12 < JOCKEY'S PLAT:
1st BETSY :
4th RAMBLER

23•CHAMPION CUP OPEN 7uO YARDS 
 2nd TENnESSS R. Binnie

27t points 2nd:
3rd: Jim Pemberton

PADDY AND PATIENCE
3 seconds
2 seconds

15'■FALKLAND ISLAND BRED 400 yards 
1st PATIENCE R”. Binnie* 2nd PEGGY

17 o PORT SAN CARLOS PLATE 400 YARDS
1st QUEENIE K.McKay 2nd CHIQUITA 

1§«FALKLAND ISLANDS BRED ONE MILE
1st TEN?ACME"' RBinnie (IN I minute 30 seconds) 2nd MI SERE E.Goss
3rd LILIAN J.Pemberton

LOO YARDS
E.Goss 2nd PEGGY
! J.Pemberton

13♦DARWIN PLATE 700 YaRDS
1st PADDY J.Pemberton

1* FALKLAND ISLAND BRED 600 YARDS
1st PATIENCE R.Binnie 2nd LANDY

FITZROY SPORTS Continued
9o COLT PLATE 430 ^YARDS

1st TULIP E.Goss 2nd
10.TROOP OWNERS 600 YARDS

1st QUICKSILVER T.Summers
4th THUNDERBOLT N.Knight

II.OWNERS UP 300 YARDS
IstBOMEADIER E.Goss

I5•NORTH ARM PLATE 600 YARDS
1st MAYPOLE D.Rozee 2nd "MISERE i
4th TINY T.Summers

16 e LAFONIA PLATE 300 YARDS
1st SAPPHIRE’ R.Binnie” 2nd BETSY

21 ♦ oom^glai^n J^ce . 30Q _yards1st CLIPPER K.Whitney 2nd BEAGLE
4th STEP IT TAKE IT K.McKay

22♦CHAMPION CUP FJ. B. 600 YARDS
1st PATIENCE R<Binnie 2nd SANTA CLAUS
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FITZROY SPORTS GYMKHANA EVENTS 3RD MARCH
Io

2nd BAMBI Trudi Morrison 3rd AGNES R,Binnie
2e

2nd Neil & Glenda Watson 3rd T.Heathman & Susan Loe
■V

2nd T.Summers & K.Whitney 3rd T.Anderson ® M.Lyse
4.

3rd P Watts
5-

S ..Halford 3rd S Lee
6.

2nd T.Mcphee & S.Halford 3rd N & G.Watson
7

3rd R.MeKay
8

3rd J.Pemberton
9.

3rd T.Blake

3rd S.Lee

3rd B. Hewitt

2nd D.Rozee & T.Summers 3rd R.Rozee & LNVhJ. tr.ey

3rd G.Hardcastle

Blake
15. CATCHING THE ROOSTER Mrs Bonnie Watts

D. Whitney 3rd T.Summers
17

3rd R.Rozee

Hewitt

3rd D.Whitney

21
3rd B.Watts

22. DONKEY RACE
3rd D.Whitney2nd

FOOT
2nd D. O’Shea

- FOOT 
2nd DoO’shea

MAIDEN TROT I MILE 
1st TICKY T.Blake"

MOUNTED
2nd

MUSICAL CHAIRS - 
1st Jo Hardcastle

THREADING THE NEEDLE 
1st R. Binnie 2nd

PART MOUNTED
G. Mckay

GRETNA GREEN 
1st D

MIXED
2nd T.Summers

LADIES
2nd

IIo MENS I MILE 
1st P. Watts

LADIES 100 YARDS 
1st S. Halford

MOUNTED
2nd R. Binnie

19- MUSICAL CHAIRS - 
1st J. Pemberton

MOUNTED
2nd Jo Hardcastle

BENDING RACE 
1st K.Whitney

MOUNTED
Whitney & R.MeKay

MOUNTED
2nd N.Knight

RELAY. RACE - l^OUMTED
1st T.Morrison & J.Anderson

13• MILITARY PACE
1st D, Whitney

BACK TO FRONT RACE
1st D. Whitney

18- MENS 880 YARDS
1st P. Watts

14- POTATO PACE - MOUNTED
1st R. Binnie 2nd T.

THREE LEGGED RACE 
1st P. & B. Watts

RELAY RACE - FOOT
1st Patrick & Bonny Watts

MOUNTED
1st K. Heathman 2nd R.Rozee

20. VETERANS PACE 40 YARDS - FOOT
1st G. Stewart 2nd H. Ford 3rd L.Whitney

MENS 440 YARDS - FOOT
1st K. Plummeridge 2nd P. Watts

12.

16. V-C. RACE - 
1st No Knight

10. LADIES TROTTING RACE - I MILE
1st T. Morrison 2nd S. Halford

. - FOOT
2nd G.Watson

MENS 220 YARDS FOOT
1st G.Hardcastle 2nd K.Plummeridge

3rd B.
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Continued

1st G< 3rd T.McPhee

3rd K.Heathman

1st RED HEATHER T.Morrison 2nd AGEES R.Binnie 3rd CALIFORNIA D.Rozee

SHEEP DOG TRIALS OPEN
1st "WEST" 3rd "Bounce" - Tony AndersonBen Ford

Derek Rozee

STEER.RIDING
DuRozec2nd Ron Binnie 3rd1st Ian McPhee

Should he who supplies the spoon do all the stirring?

Peter Goss
Ron BinnieTony Heathman

isu
2nd3rd

POINTS LOST
1874204
206

FITZROY SPORTS GYWIANA EVSNTS
23. HENS 100 YARDS FOOT

* * * * * * * * * -X- * * * * * * -X- * * -x- * * * * * * *
CANADIAN’S INTEREST IN FALKLANDS AIR SERVICE

, feels that he can solve 
He envisages using twin engined

' s 
The aircraft could then land and take off on very

y paddocks. In addition to the Otter the company would use an 
Alloutte il helicopter to back it up in emergency medical evacuations,

Mr Wilson also stated that, contrary to popular opinion, helicopters 
have been so refined and advanced in technology that they are no longer a 
machine only air-forces and Governments can afford to operate. The Alloutte II 
for example has a turbine engine, requires little maintenance and burns the 
same fuel as a diesel land-rover. At the same time, helicopters do not fall 
out of the sky if the engine should cease to function. They can be auto-rotated 
to the ground in the event of engine failure much more safely than a fixed wing 
aircraft

Hardcastle 2nd J .-.Pemberton
24* VARIETY RACE - MOUNTED

1st D. Whitney 2nd N-Knight
25. QPFN TROT - 2 MILES

2nd "TANYA" - Nigel Knight
SHEEP DOG TRIALS NOVICE CLASS
1st "SP-IN" - Tony Anderson 2nd "SILVER" 
SHEEP SHEARING COMPETITION

In a recent News Release by Mr Bruce Wilson (See page Io of the May/July 
1975 edition) it was revealed that Managing Director of Canada’s Lamb-Air, Mr 
Jack Lamb had held discussions with our Government as to the possibilities of 
assisting them in the implementation of a new air service or upgrading the 
present operations.

Mr Lamb, with his vast experience in the Artic 
a number of the local air service problems. 
Otter aircraft which could operate from cur new airport (Cape Pembroke) on Tundra 
tyres. These tyres are of the low pressure type which are used in Lamb-Air 
North Canadian operations, 
short gra

26. TUG O' WAR: GAIT beat S.TAKLEY 2 straight pulls.

******************  * * ******* * ** * * * * ****** 
POINT to PONDER.
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SHIPPING

High SeasVESSEL Arrived
High Seas

$

was 47 knots. was
5?F).

* -X- * * * -X- -X * * * * * -X- -X- * * * -X- * * *

On the I2th February the Falkland Islands Trading Co. Ltd. 3

HIGHER FREIGHT RATES.

Nationality
British

20th
20th
20th
29th
5th

I7th February 
I8th February 
22nd February 
22nd February 
21st February 
2nd March 
7th March

The ’’Vicars 
the museum.

Antarctic 
Punta Arenas
Puerto Belgrano

RRS SHACKLETON
HMS ENDURANCE
FMS WESER
W/LTHER HERWIG
RRS JOHN BISCOE
RRS BRANSFIELD 
BAHIA BUEN SUCESO

than usual.
usual at this time of the year.

FEBRUARY LEATHER
February was a warm, sunny and dry month with considerably less wind 

Total rainfall was 33.5mm (I.3I'r) which is about 20mm less than
Average wind speed was 9-4 knots with 433 hours 

when the average wind speed was 10 knots or less and the highest gust recorded 
Average temperature was 10.3 deg. C (50.5F) and the highest

19.8 d^g C (67.6 F) and the lowest temperature was 2.8 dog C

W.German 
W.German 
British 
British 
Argentine

****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Departed
4th February 
4th February

February 
February 
February 
February 
March

_____ On the 2nd March Coastal Shipping Limited announced 
that with immediate effect there would be an increase of 25% on freights carried 
by their coasting vessel MOI’SUNEN. The minimum freight charge is increased 
from 35p to 44p and the freight charges on a mutton carcass from 73p to 9Ip«
POLICENARS HOLIDAY? Chief of Police, Terry Peck with his family flew out on
Tuesday 2nd en route to the United Kingdom for his leave. After delays in 
Comodoro Rivadavia they finally arrived in London on the 9th. The family have 
not been away since 1970 and the Chief has been the last two years without a 
holiday. He is due to commence a course at the Police College, Bramshill on 
29th March which will last well into June. The family are due back at the end 
of June. Some holiday’

l'E?JS IN BRIEF. On the I2th February the Falkland Islands Trading Co. Ltd. 
reduced the price of petrol from 85p to 75p a gallon
THE LAST FAEE '■ ,JE L L. At about 1930 hours on Tuesday February I7th the R.R.S. 
SHACKLETON Left the Public Jetty and steamed up the Harbour until she was 
abreast of Government House where she turned before making what is seen as her 
fibal departure through the Narrows. On Friday 20th we heard a farewell message 
from the ship.

AMERICANS PURCHASE FALKLAND HULK. America's National Maritime History Society 
recently celebrated the acquisition of the wreck the "Vicar of Bray". The 
Society have purchased the "Vicar" from the Falkland Islands Trading Co. Ltd., 
for the grand sum of one United States dollar. The ship, which has been here 
since 1880 is by the .jetty at Goose Green and the Society hone to persuade the 
U.S. Navy to recover the ship as a training project. The "Vicars" medicine 
chest which belongs to Mr Frank Howatt can be seen in the museum.
WOOL SALE. It was announced last night that due to a strong demand for a minimum 
of 1,000 bales of Falkland wool there would be a sale in London on I5th March.
PONY EXPRESS. MONGUNEN arrived back in Stanley from a camp voyage late on 
Sunday 29th February. The bags of mail she was carrying arrived at the Post 
Officeat approximately 10.15 a.m. on Monday 8th March.
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NE?JS in BRIEF (Continued)
Tractor acc i d e n t.

was seen landing by the side 
. Monday I6th February.She

_____ On Sunday 22nd February Bill Berntsen was setting out 
to cart another load of peat at San Carlos when his tractor toppled over 
and trapped him underneath. Bill was under the tractor for about four hours 
before anyone found him and about another .'three hours before he was freed. 
He sustained a broken arm and severe injury to a leg and foot.
Water shortage at Darwin.Darwin Boarding School could not re-open for the 
first term on I8th February due to a shortage of water.lt was announced 
last night that the school will re-open on Tuesday I6th March but as there 
is still a domestic-staff shortage the children will have to help with chores.
Youth Club. The Youth Club seems to suffering from lack of support.However 
marchers of HMS Endurance made themselved busy recently at the half-fiished 
Youth Club building on the waterfront to the north of the Telephone Exchange. 
At a dance held on Friday 27th February over £A0 was raised to boost the 
Club's dwindling funds.
Keppel Island to be sold. Mr Simon (Sam) Miller,present Manager of Roy Cove 
is’buying Keppel Island(owned by Dean Bros.Ltd.,). Keppel is one of the 
larger islands of the West Falklands and historically is one of the most 
interesting.It was here that Allen Gardiner's Patagonian Missionary Society 
civilised some of the Fuegian Indians and where Thomas Bridges perfected 
his knowledge of their language which he called Yahgan.In 1865 the Patagonian 
Missionary Society became the South American Missionary Society(SAMS) who 
sold Keppel to Dean Bros, in I9II .
Thoughtful Thompson. Former Colonial Secretary Mr W.H.Thompson who is now 
the Town Clerk of Brightlingsea,Essex has suggested that he take a cut of 
£500 in salary and move to a less expensive office.Soon after his departure 
from the Falklands in 1969 Mr Thompson became Commissioner in Anguilla.
Ke1per crew. Local lads Terry Allan and Alistair Minto joined the charter 
ship ’Anne Bewa’ before she left here on 26th January.The ship is on her way 
back having left Gravesend on 3rd March with cargo and 235 bags of mail. 
Terry’s older brother David is(along with fellow Islander Rodney Ford) 
serving on the 'Port Nicholson’.Having worked on various Port Line ships 
David has just completed his third round trip to New Zealand.
Almost 'in the bag'. The courier was all set to take the Diplomatic Bagto 
Buenos Aires on the I7th February. Alas he couldn’t square up his Income 
Tax so he wasn’t allowed out of the Colony. Instead a Marine took it.
Pretty flamingoes. Mr Simon Miller of Roy Cove sighted two flamingoes on 
Dunbar pond on 5th February.
Next Superintendent of Public Works.Mr Tom Royans who was S.PMV. here in 
1973 will be returning later this month to take up his hold post. At the 
moment we do not know if he will de using a Mini for a runabout or whether 
he will need a tractor.
Unusual sight. A helicopter from HMS Endurance 
of Ross Road almost opposite the Secretariat on 
was bringing em pty gas cylinders from Mangeary light.
Tourism. Although the sum of £5>000 was set aside in the Estimates for 
Tourist Development, no applications for loan? were considered by the 
Standing Finance Committee.

water.lt
interesting.It
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and

DITTY FROM DESMOND

WEDDING REPORT

Where did they throe the tin you’ll say 
On to someones nice green lawn
And when the owner collected them up 
I’m sure he must have sworn.

I must say that in any place I’ve been
You’ll see drums on poles to keep the Town clean.
So with this poem it may to the trick
And We’ll see dustbins on poles - and quick!

***************************

perfect day with sun-shine for all 
s only daughter

Where can we put the tins they’ll say 
Tins like orange,, beer and bitter 
This calls for dustbins on the poles 
To collect up all the litter.

Mr Des Peck, owner of the Philomel Store, recently left for a holiday 
in England. From time to time he composes songs and poetry - which are usually 
topical - and last December organised a programme for Battle Day (8th December) 
in which two of his songs were sung, one of them being ’’There will always be a 
Falklands”. When he returns I shall seek his permission to reproduce them. 
But in the mean time here are his thoughts about our litter problem:

While walking along Ross Road today
I thought this was a sin
Some people had been drinking
And throwing away the tin.

NEW CAMP RADIO TELEPHONE SYSTEM
In a Government Press Release of I9th February it was announced that 

the Camp R/T Committee had made recommendations as to the replacement of the old 
Berry’s valve R/T sets which have been in use since 1950.

The Committee recommended that a pilot scheme to evaluate the equip
ment and system using a six channel, 150 watt output, 12 volt DC supply SSB 
transceiver made by Aero Electronics Ltd; be set up as a matter of urgency, 
as a result of which four of these sets have been ordered. The sets will 
operate on the two channels which are used on the existing Berry sets (2.0 and 
4.5 Mhz) using a simple whip aerial. The base station in Stanley will have 
facilities to enable Camp telephone calls to be connected direct to the Stanley 
telephone exchange.

If the pilot scheme proves successful it is recommended that 'the 
entire existing R/T system be replaced by AEL sets.

**************************

Saturday the 14th February was a ] ~ -
It was also the wedding day of Nicola

, only son of Mr and Mrs Henry
the hours of daylight.
of Mr and Mrs Ray Hansen of Hill Cove and Michael 
Luxton of Stanley.

The bride, dressed in an off-white, full length chiffon gown, 
most attractive as she arrived at Christ Church Cathedral on her father’s 
The sleeves of Nicola’s dress formed a < 
and she wore a picture hat. The M.atron-of-Honour was 
first cousin of the bride) who also wore a picture hat and

, looked
— ---- ’ s arm.

cape effect gathered from the neckline, 
Mrs Shelly Morrison (a 
-- 1 a red chiffon, -fu1!
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v/hich

one.

* * * * * * * *J:- * * * * * ******** * * * * * * * * *

a

For each of these two offences

A full report of the hearings would have made most interesting read- 
but space does not permit it.

* r ■ * -x- * * * * ■:« * * ****** * * / r * * * * * * *

MORE NEWS in BRIEF.
Return of the Redwing. Ian Campbell’s 30ft ’Redwing' crewed by its owner 

and Mr Terry Reive returned to Stanley on Wednesday 3rd March after its 
annual Falkland Cruise.The weather was ideal for the trip which cc menced 
on February I9th and Redwing was even able to call at Grand & Steeple Jasons.

Salvage of hardware.
Supplies Officer Tony Carey along with Head machanic Rudi Clarke 

and carpenter Terry Clarke sailed on RRS John Biscoe on February 21st. They 
have gone to South Georgia to recover hardware which Government have 
purchased from a whaling company who once operated there.

ed so as
front licence plate*

The hearing of these four charges covered much of the mornings cf 
24th and 27th and most of the afternoon of 24th. The doctor kept the hearing 
lively with his cross examination of witnesses (four of whom were Police Officers) 
The Court adjourned until the morning of Thursday 4th March when the senior 
Magistrate dismissed the information on one of the speeding charges and of 
causing an obstruction but convicted the accused on the second speeding charge 
and of not displaying a front number plate. 
Dr. Lee was fined £?*

a licence to drive a motorcycle.

a poor state of disrepair and 
The spe'id

length dress with a round neck-line and skirt gathered at the waist. Brides
maids were Alison Thom (a friend of the couple) Lisa Watson and Cara McKay 
(Second cousins t the bride). Michael's Best Man was Mr James Lee.

A supper for about fifty guests was held in St, Mary's Annexe, 
was followed by a reception and dance in the town hall.

Nicky and Mike are grateful to everyone who made their day such a happy

COURT CASES
I9th February; Michael John McKay pleaded guil'ey to and was convicted 

of permitting someone who was not the holder of 
and was fined £10.

Derek Raymond Summers pleaded guilty to and was convicted of dangerous 
driving and fined £I3» For driving without an insurance policy he was fined 
£20 and disqualified from holding or obtaining a driving licence for one year.

Russell John Summers pleaded to and was convicted of two charges cf 
speeding and was fined £J for each offence.

20th February; Alberto Luis Miguez (YPF employee) pleaded not guilty 
to but was convicted of speeding and was fined £5.

(For the benifit of overseas readers we would point out that the only 
roads in the Islands, some of which are in such 
whose total length is about 13 miles, are in Stanley our capital* 
limit on these "Roads” is 20

23rd February; John Birmingham was fined £5 for allowing a person 
who was not the holder of a licence to use a firearm (Air-rifle)c

Dr. Bernard Lee was charged on two counts of speeding, of being pnrk- 
to cause an obstruction to other road users and of not displaying a
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ENGAGEMSNTS and DEATHS.BIRTHS

28 thFeb5

March Sth

21 st

8 thFeb'

Feb5 23 rd

* -K £■ * X- % * r- «• * * * *r •£ 4r «• * * * -X- -X- -X- -K- -X- -X- -X- * -K- «■ * M

Phillips IC 361FOR SALE. ?

I4th
28th

In Stanley;
Nicola Hansen and Michael Luxton
Cecilia de Rosario and Valdemar Lars Berntsen

Feb’ 20th
Mr Archie McLeod and was at one time
Feb’7th

At Fox. Bay East;
Caroline Porter and Kenneth Aldri.'.ge

At Roy Cove;
Kathleen Ferguson and Atilio- Laffi

In England;
Dennis McLeod and Sheila Gray.(Dennis is the son of 

a crew member of RMS DARWIN)
Debbie Lowe and Jimmy Anderson(Jimmy and Debbie left the 

Falklands last December)

a son

The Falkland Islands TIMES and Monthly Review is edited and published 
in Stanley. Subscription rates for this year are;

Overseas £2.50 including air-postage
Camp £1.50Share your news- air your views-write to The Editor,P.0.Box 60.

■>

5-Band transistor radio-mains/1: ttery.
Price £75 Contact Ron Murray or ring 277

* * * * * * * ** -x-

Engagements.
bollakdaughter of Mr & Mrs Douglas Goodwin) to Terence (son of 

Mr & Mrs Keith Summers) 
Trudi(dauehter of iir & Mrs Rex McKay)co Michael (only son of

Mr & Mrs Tony Carey
Maria Teresa Canas(Argentine Spanish teacher)to Roger Davis(JC Ltd) 
C^rol Minto to Chris Black(RM)

Deaths .
Feb1

In the Falklands;
Mrs Kathleen Anderson aged 69 years

Ir Canada;
The Rev Eric Charles Wilcockscn5OBE - an Honorary Canon of 

Christ Church Cathedral since 1967
pi Australia;

Mrs Elizabeth Hessey aged 66 years (Mrs Hessey was a sister 
tc Mrs.Jane Clarke.

MARRIAGES 9
Births. In the K.E.M.Hospital;
Feb' I7th to Mr & Mrs John Robinson (Johnston Constr.Ltd.,) a 

daughter Katherine Emma weighing 81bs 7oz
March Rth to Mr & Mrs Tommy Costello(JCL) a son Jarlaf Martin (81bs 7oz)

In England;
Feb' Ilth tc Mr & Mrs Graham Went a son Richard Graham weighing 81bs. 

(Graham & Wendy were teachers in the Stanley Schools in 1973 and
Wendy was the Falklands first female vS0 when she came here in 1963)

Marriages
Feb'
Feb'
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British government agrees to our new.constitution.

1

PRICE
,IOp

CENSORSHIP- a word of the past?
In the Aug/Dec 1975 edition of tho TIMES we carried an article on 

censorship which was reproduced from ’The Upland Goose’.Overseas readers may 
to interested to know that during the last few weeks our local Friday night 
Newsletter has included newspaper cuttings which three months ago would not 
have been read.Even the locally produced ’Magazine5 programme recently featured 
comments from three Stanley residents about a lengthy TIMES(U.k. 22nd March) 
article about the Falklands.(The Magazine programme scheduled for February IIth 
was- not broadcast when,shortly before it was due to go on the air our Chief 
Secretary-who is at present enjoying a holiday in sunnier climes- heard at 
the Colony Club that the programme included an account of the ‘Shackleton’ 
■incident as. recorded on the ship’s bridge on the morning of A th February.

After reading the article about the New Constitution setback in the 
Sa-MES of Ilth March and being informed a few days later that in fact the 
British Government had approved the changes and would implement them as soon 
as possible most readers-will be wondering if my article was wild speculation.: 
It -was not.The article was based on information from an Elected Member of the 
1 . Legislative Council and who is a member of the Executive Council and
which was confirmed by another Council member soon after the article’s 
publication.

At long i^Q.t the horizon does not look quite so cloudy and events 
and announcements during the last three weeks would,at the outset,help to 
reassure the inhabitants of a British Colony vzho WANT to stay that way, that 
after all Britain may decide not to sell us out for .€10 million(or was it 
only£7K?). There is much mistrust in the World today and the Falklands are noc 
without their chare but then when we see how we have been misguided, manip
ulated and ill-informed in the past can one wonder why?

Perhaps at long last Her Majesty’s Government have realised that we 
will not be wooed or forced into an undesirable unionwith a foreign country
even for a dowry of £7M(XI0M?)

Recent moves and announcements will be seen by some Islanders as 
a diplomatic antidote whilst to others they will be merely an attempt to sugar 
the pill! Whilst we all await the outcome of Lord Shackleton’s report one 
thing is certaiw-that the newly formed Labour Cabinet has a marathon task 
ahead of it if it -.ashes to restore the Kelpers’ confidence in Her Majesty?s 
Government.

THfe.



NEW APPOINTMENT of DEPUTY GOVERNOR.

THREE CHEERS for CHICHESTER.
In a message given by the Governor on Saturday 27th March it was 

announced that a British warship is due to make a two week visit to the 
Falklands.The ship is the HMS CHICHESTER a modified Salisbury class frigate 
of 2,360 tons with a length of 340 feet and beam of 40 feet. Her Captain 
is Commander R.P.Warwick who joined the Royal Navy as a cadet in 1954. 
Commander Warwick who is married with three children has hold his present 
appointment since September 1974.

HMS CHICHESTER carries ten officers and one hundred and fifty-seven 
ratings. She was first commissioned in 1958 and since early 1973 has been 
a guard ship at Hong Kong.

In his short speech announcing the visit His Excellency stressed that 
the ship's visit was purely routine- which immediately makes one imagine 
that it is not. We would suspect that when the ship leaves, like the 
RFA TIDESURGE she will be carrying VIP supernumaries.

Although the announcement was made on the 27th March we understand that 
the charter ship Anne Bewa which sailed from Gravesend on 3rd March was 
carrying cargo consigned to th? frigate.
THE MANY AMONG THE FEW!

Next Wednesday the 21st April will bring the: traditional parade alorg 
Ross Road and tonight’s announcement gave me that little bit of material 
needed to fill this space.Some invited guests in their’representative 
capacity’ will be present on a chosen spot of ground on Victory Green. In 
a small place like Stanley where probably no more than 100 to 150 people 
will turn out to watch the parade it seems ridiculous as well as a waste 
oftime and taxpayers’ money in the writing and printing of invitations to 
the chosen few among the few. One would imagine that if the Government 
notice did not sound so discriminatory that more people would feel disposed 
to attending this ceremony.

is a career member of
, Dacca,

In an announcement from Government House this evening it was revealed 
that Her Majesty’s Government had created a. new appointment-that of 
Deputy Governor of the Falkland Islands and Dependencies. The new appoint
ment had already been notified to and welcomed by our Executive Council. 
The Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs has made it 
clear that the new post is required due to the increased work load on 
Government House during recent years. Until the necessary Constitutional 
amendments have, been made in London and Stanley, the person appointed- 
Mr Gordon James Augustus Slater aged 54 years- will be known as the Deputy 
Governor designate.

Mr Slater’s salary and all other costs associated with the new appoint
ment will be borne entirely by the British Government. It is hoped that the 
appointment will be seen as an earnest of Her Majesty’s Government’s resolve 
to maintain and enforce the British Government's presence and close interest 
in the Colony's affairs.

His Excellency the Governor intends that Mr Slater's appointment, apart 
from the other advantages deriving from it make possible increased contact 
between Government and Camp through touring by His Excellency and his 
Deputy.

Mr Slater who is due on Thursday 6th May and 
Her Majesty's Diplomatic Service has served in Port Moresby,Karachi 
Vancouver, Kuala Lumpar and Lagos.He will reside initially at Flagstaff 
House curing the absence from the Colony of Mr Jack Abbott.



THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

HELPER (One of the pawns)Contributed by:
*************************

POINT to PONDER (with the Elections in mind)
Who shall we elect to represent us? 
Far better a Jonah than a Judas’

As the Claiming Power is
, it is clear that no

Prohibitive increase in air travel and air freights would seem 
to indicate an ulterior motive other than the one given for the lengthening f 
of the temporary airstrip.

It is our sincere hope that the organization working on our bahalf 
and world opinion, will provide H.M. Government with enough backbone stiffen
ing to prevent the disgraceful repetition of the Diego Garcia and the Ocean 
Island affair. In both cases, broken promises and slick dealing has obliged 
these dispossed people to try to obtain some recompense through the courts.

Evasive and ambiguous ansewrs, given by H.M. Government spokesmen 
in the Falkland Is. and U.K. over the years in reply to searching questions 
on their policy regarding the Falkland Is. future can only be taken as a direct 
warning of duplicity and deceit.

The recent plausible explanation as to why the changes in the 
Island’s Constitution to make it more democratic by increasing the number of 
Elected Members is postponed, carry the all too familiar verbal hallmark of 
previous reasons and explanations given. Perhaps there are more questionable 
agreements to slip through Government Council before prepondence of Elected 
Members make it difficult or impossible to do so.
not prepared to consider any solution except Sovereignty 
amicable working solution is possible.

All this makes it imperative that the permanent airfiled be made 
suitable to take long distance aircraft and a sea-link with the British 
Ascention, St. Helena,. Tristan, South Georgia and Falkland Islands be given 
fair consideration.

C.I.A. presence anywhere has also meant unlimited dollars to achieve 
and manipulate projects they are interested in. A foreigabase in the Falkland 
Islands will lead to even gteater restrictions on travel than encountered at 
present.

A Political prison for 2,000 British subjects in the South Atlantic.
A place where ingress and egress for all travellers, except V.I.P’S 

is controlled by Argentina.
That even. Armed Services personnel have to obtain a permit before 

they can enter the Colony via the Argentine is disturbing enough and increases 
the detention camp atmosphere.

That the Falkland Islands in the hands of an oppressive harsh regime 
would be ideal for concentration camps, has been noted and discussed.

The Argentine desire to build a Naval Base in the Falkland Islands 
and their repeated endeavours to convince H.M. Government that it would be to 
their mutual advantage is another cause for concern. The U.S.A, is also very 
interested, but an American/British Base would upset her relations with the 
Spanish speaking republics. The solution (disasterous for us) an American/ 
Argentine Base in the Falkland Islands, built with U.S.A, expertise and money.

U.S.A, long interest in the Falklands has recently been highlighted 
by the presence of numerous C.I.A. and their obvious finger in the Political 
pie.
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COURT CASES.
I^th March; Gary McGill was convicted of breaking battens on the Govt. 

House hay paddock fence during the late hours of Sunday 29th February.He 
was fined £5 with £3.05 damages and forfeited his bond of £50.

On the same charge was Derek Raymond Summers who was fined 
and bound over in the sum of £50 for a year.

John Birmingham was fined £20 and was bound over in the sum 
of £50 for a year for effecting a public nuisance. He rang the Police station 
claiming that the Police were needed on Davis Street.The call was a hoax and 
therefore constituted an offence.

31st March; Rudi Thomas Clarke pleaded guilty to and was convicted of 
driving without due care and attention and fined £5- Mr,Clarke was on Govt., 
business at appx.0900 hrs on February 13th when a JCB he was driving struck 
a Mini-car.

Anthony Michael Carey pleaded to and was convicted of driving 
without due care and attention and was also fined £5. Mr.Carey was driving 
down Barrack St., at appx. 10.15 p.m, on Tuesday 23rd March when he scraped 
the Land Pover belonging to Mr.H.L.Bound of the Newsagency. The stationary 
Rover’s front bumper corner tore off the near side door sil of Mr.Carey’s 
vehicle.

2nd April; Timothy Dobbyns was convicted of driving without due care and 
attention and was fined £5

5th April; Leonard Lloyd Hirtle of Port Louis was convicted of driving 
whilst under the influence of alcohol and was fined £30 and disqualified 
from driving on Stanley roads for a year.
First Prosecutions under the Hydatid Eradication (Dogs) Orc r 1975 were 
heard in the Magistrates Court on 31st March.

The two persons prosecuted were Mr.A.T.Blake and Mr. Charles 
David(Ben) Ford, both of North Arm. Mr Blake is the Manager of the farm as 
well as being one of the sixty-five Inspectors appointed by the Governor 
under Section I2a of the Dogs Ordinance(Cap 21.)

Mr Ford pleaded guilty to and was convicted of feeding s?--'op
livers to his dogs on Sunday I8th January. He -was fined £100

The Prosecution’s case against Mr.Blake(who pleaded not guilty 
to leaving sheep offal in an uncovered receptacle contrary to the Order) was 
not a sound one as the only witness used in evidence against him was 
Mr Ford. Your reporter was of the opinion that the Prosecution should have 
had more witnesses from North Arm especially as the charge against Mr Blake 
arose from a visit by a Police officer to North Arm at Mr Blake’s request!

The assistance of the Police was requested by Mr Blake who,as 
Manager ' was experiencing difficulty in obtaining the cooperation of 
some people there in the enforcing of the Ordinance. When the Police officer 
flew to North Arm on ZJrcl Januaary he observed five drums containing offal 
by the killing-house. Four of the drums were covered by a wooden lid which, 
in the opinion of the Police officer(who under the Dogs Order is also an 
Inspector) could be moved by a large dog or strong wind, the other drum 
having no lid on it.

In his address to’ the Court Mr blake(who conducted his own 
defence) submitted that no offence took place on 23rd January as the offal 
contained in the fifth drum was more than 28 days old. He also claimed that 
the Police made no attempt to ascertain how long the lid had been off the 
drum, how it had been removed or how long the offal in the exposed drum had 
been in it. Mr Blake also claimed that the Police made no approach to 
himself regarding the matter verbally or in writing.

Mr Blake was found guilty and fined £150. Both Mr Ford and 
Mr Blake have given notice of appeal and this test case gives rise to do\.bt 
as to the effectiveness of the impementation of the Dogs Order.

a 4! M MM M - — - -
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NATIONALITY FORARRIVED DEPARTED

:.;h 2nd AprilHMS ENDURANCE

7th Aoril Ushuaia
*****************

more than usual*

********** * * * * * *

SIHSEX.

British
Polish
British

2nd April
4th April
4-th April

I2th Farch 
I8th Farch 
20th March 
30th March

USSR
Australian
Danish

' SHIPPING
Vessel
HMS ENDURANCE
RRS JOHN BISCOE
GEDANIA (Yacht)
RRS BRANSFIELD

£10 (Plus postage) paid for a good copy of Boyson’s ’’Falkland Islands” (1924) 
Also wanted: any Argentine magazine articles on the Falkland Islands9 Falkland 
Islands Journal number I, Falkland Islands Centenary - a short notice by J.M. 
Ellis and Falkland picture postcards (Pre I960) Please contact:

Mr James Fitzgerald 
Rocks Farm Cottage 
Stone Cross 
Crowboroughj

Montevideo 
U.K.
Buenos Aires 
U.K via 
Antarctica 

10th April'.U.K'; via o.iw.iv ■ Hont-'evideo 
6th April

16 th Mar ch- 
19 th March 
22nd March 
3rd April

MARCH WEATHER
March was a cold wet month with less sun and wind than is usual for 

this time of the year. Total rainfall was 73•5mm (2.89”) which is about 25mm 
Average wind speed was II knots with 376 hours when the average 

hourly wind speed was 10 knots or less and 4 hours when the average speed 
The highest gust was 53 knots recorded late om the 4th.

****** * **********
AND ALL I ASK IS A TALL SHIP AND A STAR TO STEER HER BV

For a fews years now it has not been uncommon for yachts to put 
into Stanley especially in ou’ Summer season. One such vessel arrived in 
Stanley on the 20th March. She was the Polish staysail schooner "G.ED.ANIA" with 

m approximate length of sixty eight foot and fifteen foot beam with two sixty 
eight foot masts. The 41 ton craft was specially built and owned by a yacht 
club in Gdansk (Gedania being the latin name for this Baltic port). She was 
crewed by nine men and she took on an extra crew member in the form of Nick 
Hunter who had been a boatman at South Georgia. since November 1974 and who was 
in Stanley awaiting a passage to South America. ’’Gedania" left Poland in July 
last and has been, to Greenland, the Canadian Arctic, Panama Canal, Galapagos 
Islands, Callao and Antarctica (Adelaidelsland, Palmer Station, Bellinghausen).-.. 
Cooking is done on a kerosene stove and the yacht carries 3 tons of fresh water 
and about 3t tons diesel fuel. ’’Gedania" was bound for Buenos Aires and hopes 
to arrive back in Poland next- September.

A much smaller craft, the Australian 2.5 tons "RACONTEUR" slipped 
into Stanley Harbour at about 7 a.m. on April 4th. We understand that the 
vessel put-in for the repair of her rudder, and is crew.ed by a man and woman.

ACADEMIC KNIPOVITCH
RACONTEUR (Yacht)
ANNE BEWA

was 
gale force. The highest gust was 53 knots recorded late on the 4th. The daily 
avarage sunshine was 3.9hrs. The average temperature was 7.1 degrees C (44.8F) 
the highest temperature recorded was 15-8 degC (60.4?) and the lowest 0.4 deg 
C (32-7F). It was the coldest March since 1948 with 10 occasions on which 
ground frost was recorded.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Times of March IIth

Kennedy House
Stanley 
31st March 1976

Carcass Island 
28th March 1976

Stanley
29th March 1-976

s in the 
fuel agreement and what we are still

Dear Sir,
May I refer to your leading article in the F.I. 

front page, New Constitution Setback.
It is my personal belief, confirmed by the House of Lords in the 

House on March I7th, Broadcast and circulated widely in the Islands, with 
the Economic Survey Report and the new changes in our Constitution probably 
on the horizon simultaneously; it would seem obvious that HMG should advise 
the Privy, Council accordingly so that the timing of both issues is right.

Dear Sir,
It is with deep concern that I read in the edition of the Times Ilth 

March, the true facts, concerning our new constitution. It’s about time 
H.M. Government was TOLD WHAT WE ARE DOING instead of asking them CAN WE 
10 IT. They say’there will be no change of soverignty against the wishes 
of the people’. WHAT PEOPLE? The Kelpers or our so called ’’Masters”.

Then just one week after publication of the Times, we hear a news 
release from Government House, that the constitution has been approved by 
H.M. Government, but are now awaiting the report from Lord Shackleton - is 
this just marking time, and if so, for what?

With reference to our so called ’’Roads”, 
union was formed here in Stanley 
priority be given to road repairs 
annual road tax. 
pay vehicle owners compensation for damages because when it come to breaking 
springs and halfshafts on the roads it's just past a joke.

It looks to me as if our problems are all in one place 
Bottom Drawer along with the Y.P.F. 
waiting to be put on sale.

It's about time a motorists
, and demanded from the Government that

, or that the motorists refuse to pay the
The state that the roads are in now Government should

1 rTours’faithfully, 
B.Peck

Dear Sir,
I wonder if other readers have noticed an amusing mistake on 

cue last page of the article "Penguins of the Falklands” by I.J. Strange 
in the 1974 volume of the "Falkland Islands Journal" in which he refers to 
the Johnny Rook as a ’rapture' ! The mistake appears three times so it 
is evidently not a printer’s error. (Johnny Rooks in a state of ecstasy 
pc chaps?)

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the new. 
Editorial Committee on producing such an interesting Journal. I, for one, 
y: .11 be looking forward, to the 1975 volume which I understand they hope to 
bring out in June.

As a shareholder in Roy Cove which was first settled by my Grand 
father, the late William Wickham Bertrand, I find the article "Bense Islands” 
by S. Miller in this 1974 Journal quite fascinating.

Yours faithfully,
Kitty Bertrand
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say.

to live out here in the mess they
created.

if they could

future to look forward to.
it will affect the Constitution;

which is that of the people

, and end up on their short list when they take 
I believe the Falklands should counter claim

It’s just as worthy

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CONTINUED
I feel confident that the Economic Report and recommendations will 

present us with a future to look forward to. If they advise serious chang
es in our administration, it will affect the Constitution; and with the 
changes the Select Committee proposed, which is that of the people, the 
timing of these issues is vital.

My personal view is of optomisa, and trust in H.M. Government. We 
are still a dependent territory and fully co mitted to H.M. Government for 
external affairs and defence. Let’s not forget.

W.E.B.

As far as Argentina goes, it wouldn’t be so bad, 
learn to run their own country prope-. ly, without troubling us* 

Yours, Anonymous.
P.S. Not because I fear Whitehall, but I don’t wish to become a political 
dissenter in Argentines eyes 
over. As an afterthought, 
Argentinas claim, by seeking possession of Patagonia, 
a claim as theirs.   

Dear Editor,
Readers will bo interested to know about tho treatment of the 

schoolchildren who returned to Buenos Aires on the I6th March.These facts a — 
not, I think, generally known.The children arrived in Comodoro Rivadavia 
2.30pm then waited for five hours without ' cing given a meal before leaving 
for Buonos Aires in a Hercules transport plane. The flight lasted three hours. 
The plane was half full of car. go,noisy and vibrated excessively.The seats(?) 
were made of string and at least one girl sat on the floor rather than keep 
I iping her friends.Another said,”It was very noisy so you had to shout to 
hear each other,real army type.”

At Buenos Aires airport people who arrived to meet the children 
were not at first allowed in and it was midnight before most of the children 
got to bed. know how well the children have b en treated in the past.
Let’s hope the above will not be repeated in July.

Yours faithfully,
A concerned adult.

Dear Editor,
It seems ironical for such a small place and population, that 

we have not only Britain and Argentina but our own Government battling for 
our well-being, pushing us this way and that, at times suppressing all init
iative of the people. No wonder we have a reputation for being apathetic.

Part of the trouble stems from the faceless wonders who being 
born of the right name and entering the right schools find themselves in the 
right jobs in Whitehall, carefully making the wrong decisions.

Having secured a nice secure job in the civil service, the generous 
servants then decide on a course of action which will affect the Islanders life 
for all time to come.

’’They will benifit wholeheartedly by uniting with Argentina”, they 
So slowly and surely all Government policy grinds in that direction, 

forcing us whether we like it or not on our neighbours.
So that these powers to be may at last retire to their cottage in 

the country to tend the roses and Ascot, safe in the knowledge that they’ve 
done their bit for us.

But we are left holding the can,



NEWS IN BRIEF

eThe ’plane, which arrived from 
is owned by Chartres Sheep Farm

It also 
further increase from

DISAPPOINTING TURNOUT FOR P.T.A. MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Parent Teacher Association of 

the Junior School was held in the school hall on Tuesday I6th March. Only 
seventeen parents attended' representing 15 children out of the school’s one 
hundred and four children.

public,

Saturday the. 20th March saw the arrival of the Colony’s second 
privately owned aircraft, a Cessna Skyhawk. The ’plane, 

'lort.u Amsiloa and? was delayed in Buenos Aires, 
and is registered as VP FAS (Alfa Sierra)
HORTICULTURAL SHOW

The Falkland Islands Horticultural Society's Flower, Vegetable and 
Home produce Show was held at the Gymnasium on Saturday I.5th March. There 
was a record of 1,094 entries, and for the first time there was a display of 
produce from the hospital garden.
THE EARLY BIRD?

At Teal Creek recently Sandy Coutts found a Logger duck's nest with 
eight almost hatched eggs in it.
/'HE PLAYGROUP made an encouraging beginning on March I8th. The Playgroup, 
organised by MrstJan Cheek is held at St.Mary’s Annexe on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 2-4 p.m. About fifteen children,most of whom arc between the 
age of two and four, enjoy the facilities offered by this helpful service.

The Playgroup would welcome gifts of outgrown toys or games.

FURTHER INCREASE IF AIR FIRES
An announcement from Government House on 5th April said that urgent 

and vigourous representations through the F.C.O. in London and the British 
Embassy in Buenos Aires about the recent huge increase in air-fares between 
Port Stanley and Buenos Aires via Comodoro Rivadavia have been made, 
informedof notification by LADE that there had been a 
£100.10 to £125 in the fare from Stanley/Buenos Aires.
H.M.S."ENDURANCE” ENTERTAINS SENIOR CITIZENS

On Monday I5th March Stanley's Senior Citizens were given a supper 
About seventy elderly 

cold buffet which was followed by dancing and singing.
partyat the town hall by the crew of HNS Endurance, 
people enjoyed a
DONATION TO SWIMMING POOL FUND

The 'Great Britain' Project have donated the handsome sum of £2,000 
to cur Swimming Pool Fund which was established in 1964® The fund now stands 
at £8,728.
STAMP NEWS

Proof sets of the Colony’s Sheep Farming stamp issue are on show 
at the Secretariat. The set which has been designed by Mike Peake and will 
be released on Wednesday 28th April consists of: 2p Gathering, 7tP Shearing 
lOp Dipping and 20p Monsunen loading wool.

It is proposed to have a Christmas stamp issue in 1978 and the 
especially children are invited to submit designs or suggestions to 

the Postmaster,

NE^ HEADMASTER FOR SENIOR SCHOOL
Stanley Senior School's new Headmaster who is expected to arrive 

jn 22nd April is Mr Francis O'Reilly from Manchester. Mr O’Reilly who will 
be bringing his wife Maria and tvo daughters, taught languages at the British 
School in Montevideo between 1966 and 1969® 
iTALKLANIq SECOND SKYHAWK
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cakes and raffle tickets.

3

History, 
English

ftE'VS IN BRIEF Continued
AND KOT ENOUGH INDIANS!

The following promotions in the Falkland Islands Defence Force 
were announced recently: Force Sgt. Major H.T. Luxton to Second Lieutenant and 
Colour Sgt. B.W. Ford to Second Lieutenant. In a recent local radio prog
ramme the out going O.I.C. Royal Narines Naval Party 8901 said that he hoped 
more young men would join the force this winter.
HARVEST AUCTION

On Monday 29th March an auction of Harvest produce was held at the 
The sum of 277*4© v/as raised for Church funds*

As only one hundred and fifty drums of the throe hundred ordered from 
Mar del Plata arrived on the ’Anne Bewa’ the Falkland Is. Co. Ltd., announced 
on the 5th April that petrol(which has been increased to 9©P gallon) will 
be rationed to five gallons per week for private vehicles.
LUCKY CHILDREN. The children of class Junior 4 were shown around HMS Endurance 
on Monday 5th April at 10 a.m. Their trip included a visit to the bridge 
and engine-room.

Tabernacle.
PED CROSS SALE

The Falkland Islands branch of the British Red Cross Society held 
a sale of clothing, cakes and raffle tickets. Teas were served and the 
function realised £204.
TRAVELLERS BY AIR

In February there were seven flights of Fokker 27 aircraft between 
Stanley and Comodoro Rivadavia. One hundred and three passengers arrived of 
whom twenty two were tourists and one hundred and twenty one passengers depart
ed, of whom thirty were tourists. The March figures were: six flights, ninety 
one arrivals of whom twenty four were tourists, one hundred and forty five 
departures of whomc thirty three were tourists.
NE-V FIRE FIGHTING GEAR ARRIVES

Stanley’s Volunteer Fire Brigade received ninety lengths of plastic/ 
nylon hose by air recently. This now gives them one hundred lengths which, un
like the old canvas hose does not need drying. A new pump, air compressor and ' 
three pieces of breathing apparatus have also been received.
BLACK -NECKED SVfAN THE WINNER

The Sheep Owners Association Trade Mark Design Competition was won 
by schoolmaster John Farrow’s Black-necked swan emblem. Second was Mrs Kitty 
Bertrand’s Albatross emblem and third Mr Ray Clement’s ram’s head.
FOOTBALL NEWS

This season’s league champions were the Rangers who beat mustangs 
2-1 in a play-off match on Sunday 28th March. The league cup was presented by
Mr Dolan Williams. In the traditional Champs v the Rest game on Sunday Ilth 
April (drawn two gcals each) play was called off about ten minutes before time 
when Ron Murray (a member of our diminishing Police Force) broke his right leg.
G.C.E. 0 LEVEL RESULTS

DEREK CLARKE (Stanley School) Intergrated Science. British School 
Montevideo: COLEEN ALAZIA Spanish. GAVIN MCMILLAN Maths. ALISON KING English 
Language, Spanish and Geography. JOHN BARTON English Language, Geographyand 
Maths. In Buenos Aires, JAMIE ROBERTSON English Lit. English Language, 
Geography, Biology, Spanish and Maths. KIM ROBERTSON English .Language, 
Lit. and Geography.

"rell done !
PETROL RATIONED.
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BIRTHS

a

a

April 6th

.(Zena Halliday)

Feb’

9

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR 1974 ’Falkland Islands Journal’? 
on thirty seven pages.

MARRIAGES ANr: DEATHS
BIRTHS in the K.E.M. Hospital Stanley
March I4th to Mr and Mrs Les Harris(Jill Goss)
March 23rd to Mr and Mrs Roger Hillman of Darwin School

The Falkland Islands TIMES and Monthly Review is edited and published in 
Stanley. If you yave any news and views to share or would like a subscription 
(£1.50 for Campers and £2.50 overseas inclusive of 2nd class air-mail) write to:

The Editor, 
P.O. Box 6.0 
Stanley.

a son ADRIAN (91bs 5oz) 
teachers at Darwin School)

April IJth to Mr and Mrs P. /emyss 
Overseas

March 29th Gerald Hardy aged 24 years
************************

March 25th to Anne Strange and Tony Chater
March Zoth to Mr and Mrs Ronnie Anderson of Dunno.se Head a son RUPERT WILLIAM 

(71bs IIoz) 
to Mr and Mrs George Butler(Joan McLeod) a daughter CAROLINE MARY 

(71bs 13-J-oz) 
a son CHARLES (81b I^-oz)

son KARL (8lbs I-Joz) 
a son CHRISTOPHER 

(71bs I5oz) 
son THOMAS FREDERICK (61bs 7oz)

27th In England to Mr and I rs Peter Trevelyan
(Rosemarie and Pete were

March 10th In Scotland to Mr and Mrs John McLean (Jennifer Duncan) a daughter
HAZEL LOUISE

MARRIAGES in Stanley
March 20th Trudi "’atson and James Lee (at the Tabernacle)
DEATHS in Stanley
March 25th Mrs Lucy Robson aged 71 years 

in Comodoro Rivadavia
March 2oth Mr James Watson aged 78 years

in New Zealand

Seven interesting articles 
Order one now from S. Miller, Ross House, Stanley.

Only fifty pence (including postage to camp) or seventy pence 
(overseas by second class airmail).
HAD Al'7 UPLAND GOOSE LATELY?

Why not order your copy of the Journal of the Falkland Islands 
Study Group. The Journal is published quarterly and the annual subscription 
is £3 inclusive of second class air-mail.

Write for your copy to:
The Editor (Major R.N. Spafford) ’Upland Goose' 
295 Queens Road
V/es ton-Super-Mare
Somerset BS23 2LH, ENGLAND 

**************************

Dunno.se
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ELECTION RESULTS

I

The final results of our General Elections held under the old 
Constitution were announced last Friday evening. Mr L.G.Blake was re-elected 
to represent the West Falklands defeating his only opponent Mr A.D.Cusworth 
by 97 votes to 70

For the East Falklands Mr A.B.Monk was also re-elected when he defeated 
his only opponent Mr B.Hardcastle by 155 to Zj-I votes.

The two Stanley seats were contested by the Messrs W.E.Bowles,J.Smith 
and D.G.B.King. Mr William Edward Bowles was re-elected to the Legislature 
gaining 328 votes.The second seat being won by Mr John Smith with 343 votes. 
Mr King polled 145 votes.

The Stanley voting represented a poll of only 68.58% with the East 
polling 80.72% and the 'Vest 80.86% The combined poll ro.presentixig73 *82% of 
the Electorate was described by official sources as'satisfactory1.These 
figures do not do much in dispelling the feeling abroad that the Falklanders 
are politically apathetic.Many people have their own views as to why polling- 
especially in Stanley was so low.The fact that our Nou Constitution is to 
bo imlemented is probably the main factor and many aro probably anticipating 
another Election in the not too distant future when there will be six seats 
contested-three each from Stanley and the Camp.

Last night it was announced that the Messrs H.L.Bound and A.B.Hadden 
have been nominated by the Governor to be Legislative Councillors.

The constitution of the now Legislature which is due to hold its first 
meeting on the 15th Juno is therefore:

President -His Excellency the Governor;Ex Officio-Tho Hon the Chief 
Secretary and the Hon the Financial Secretary;Elected Members-A.B.Monk Esq JP 
Lionel Geoffrey Blake Esq JP,John Smith. Esq and W illiam Edward Bowles Esq; 
Nominated Independent Membors-Alexander Burnett Hadden Esq BEM and Horace 
Leslie Bound Esq MBE,JP

Fortunately the system by which the Governor nominates two members to 
the Legislative Council will be abolished under the Now Constitution.



' 1 DELAY of SHACKLETON REPORT “
In a message from His Excellency the Governor on Hay 1st we were informed 

that the Economic and Fiscal Report on the Falkland Islands by Lord Shackleton 
had bec-n further delayed and that it would not, as hoped, be on sale to the 
public during the first half of May.Two main reasons for this were given; the 
first being due to thefact that Mr Anthony Crossland had recently replaced 
Mr James Callaghan as Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs 
and has inherited Mr Callaghan’s extensive committments for important over
seas visits including one to China;secondly Lord Shackleton wished to present 
his Report to the Foreign Secretary personally and to ensure that it is 
properly understood by Her Majesty's Government.

In a personal message to the Governor,Lord Shaklc-ton emphasised that the 
Survey was a very much more arduous task than anyone had appreciated before 
they embarked upon it. Ho added that he believed the people of the Islands 
would find it very positive report which could make a real contribution to 
the future of the Colony.

Meanwhile wo anxiously wait,as,no matter what local topic is discussed the 
same- thought prevails "It all depends on the Shackleton Report".
SENDING THEM TO KEEP THEM

It is pleasing to see that at last the Government,in some respects at 
least, has started to plan for the future.That may sound an odd statement to 
many when there is nothing more unsettled than the future of the Kelper. But 
wc- must at least try to look on the brighter side in which case the jobs 
requiring training courses in the- Motherland and advertised during the last 
six months will bo seen by many as the chance that our younger citizens have 
been denied for far too long. It would be unfair not to mention that a few 
people have been sent to the United Kingdom for training -tut far more posts 
could have been filled years ago by trained’locals’.In bygone days the 
official view was ’train them and you lose them' but after a re-think it has 
been realised that wo have lost many through the lack of opportunity. The 
advertisement for a person to train as a pilot for our air service brought no 
less than 14 applications which has been narrowed to a short list of 5(four 
of whom are F.I.3.) However the method of selection comes into question here 
as only some of the applicants were interviewed and of those who were not 
some were well‘‘‘qualified educationally while onoo known applicant did not 
even receive a reply’ The selection of the successful applicant of those 
short listed is not going to be easy.The English born candidate has qualif-

3 applicants but one wonders what public 
comparatively new-comer to the Islands is given the job.

ications exceeding those of the F.I.B 
opinion will be if a
YET ANOTHER TURN of the SCREWS

From time to time wo in the Falklands are subjected to bullying tactics 
from our’neighbours’-control of external travel in the form of the infamous 
’white card' and the dictating of the air fares for the service they operate 
the prevention of the Shackleton Team to travel here by air and the act of 
aggression on the RRS SHACKLETON. The latest one is the imposition of a 
’customs Charge’ on a I kg package consigned from England that arrived: last 
Thursday May 20th.The package- contained vetinerary vaccine and when the con
signee went to collect it from the LADE office they were told that there was 
a charge of appx £14 in respect of Argentine customs charges as it was deemed 
necessary to inspect it in Comodoro•Rivadavia to make sure that it did not 
contain prohibited drugs.To add insult to injury it was quite obvious that the 
Package had not been opened en route, only the address altered from Falkland 
Islands to Islas Malvinas.The cost of the customs'inspection' was about 1,600 
pesos which in Argentina would amount to appx £4 at the official rate-but then 
of course not being Argentine wo are .expected to use the strange,unexplained 
and ’special’ rate of about 98 pesos to the £.
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It requires little effort 
a little more to. see why, and yet more to find a

It is probably this habit of destructive rather than constructive

Stanley, 
3rd May, 1976.

society is so fragmented, 
we have.’

in 
This

It is certainly one of the more

Dear Sir,
In recent months I have read your monthly publication with mixed feelings 

•f both pleasure and irritation. ivy pleasure comes from the repeated demonstrations 
in your pages that, at last, we have a medium of public cammunication which is not 
in awe ->f the ’’Establishment”, either local or overseas. It is obvious that your 
own independent spirit has encouraged others to make some of their thoughts public. 
The irritation I feel is caused by the general lack of constructive criticism to be 
found in your paper.

As a community we are all experts at any and everybody else’s job, with the
■” entire personal

Ability or virtue we seldom recognise - unless we can qualify it

This opinion, which, 
incidentally, is not mine alone, is further confirmed when one sees how our small 

How many small Clubs, societies, groups and cliques 
Seldom co-operating with each other and, in the main, jealous not only 

of what they have themselves but also of any gain, real or imagined, vzhich any of 
the others might obtain.

Additional proof of our degeneracy is provided by our attitude to the younger 
members of our society. Because we are not progressive we are disapproving of much 
that thdy either do or wish to do and are unwilling to either assist them, or provide 
any outlets or guidance for the energies and curiosities of youth vzhich we appear 
to have forgotten. The poor support for both the P. T.A. and the Youth Club amply 
demonstrate this facet of our apathy and should give us all, the Administration in 
particular, cause for shame.

The most noticeable expression of our apathy is probably to be found in the 
amount and the manner in which alcohol is consumed in this tiny society. Mostly 
it is done as a substitute for more meaningful activity, and a large number of us 
would achieve more and feel better if we took a little less of it. A solution to 
far too many of our problems, both private and otherwise, is sought at the bottom 
of a glass, - in spite of the fact that we know it is rarely there.

The foregoing comments on some aspects - there are others - of the Falkland 
Islands malaise will produce different reactions from different readers.

(Continued on Page 4*... )

special ability of being able to expose ’’their” faults to ”our' 
satisfaction.
in some vzay which will lessen its degree.

By all means let us have open criticism and comment - we have been starved 
of this for too long - but let us offer an alternative, 
to see that something is wrong; 
vzay of correction, 
criticism vzhich has caused this Colony as a whole to lose sight of the word PROGRESS 
and to adopt the apathetic attitudes that are so noticeable among us. One, which 
appears to be almost a national trait, has most of us believing that the world owes 
us a living. From this flows another which insists that most responsibilities 
should be the burden of somebody else. We are satisfied with what our forefathers 
provided ©r did to the point that ten good reasons can invariably be found for not 
doing something either new or different. We are prophets of doom for almost every 
novel enterprise be it large or small.

Some years ago Mr. A.B. Monk wrote a letter to the Editor of the Times, 
vzhich he said that the Colony as a whole was devoid of a community spirit, 
is as true today as it was then. Maybe more so. 
noticeable aspects of the apathy which grips us.

These are all signs of a degenerating society.
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recent and incidental aggravation 
) What is it

just thinking of the 
responsible.
Which brings us to religion.

•F

us from realising that the cede of 
is one which is appropriate to any

of most of our lives here is not really as busy as we would have 
With a little effort we could often fit in some other activity

I wonder! Is' it not sometimes 'because we are 
* ' ° And I am not, here, 
There are many ways of being

- 4 - -
Like most generalisations they touch some of us all the time and all of us some' of 
the time. Some readers may applaud some .parts and be irritated by others, depending 
on their own views and experiences. Many, ILm afraid, will take some parts as a 
personal insult. This is not my intention but such a reaction is to be expected 
from members of a society which is no lenger progressive. Our conviction that we 
know all the answers makes us very sensitive to any criticism, be it direct er implied. 
We take this sort of thing very personally and, unfortunately, we react all teo often 
in the same manner.

It is possible that this combination of smugness and sensitivity, as much as 
economic considerations, has been the cause of this society not ma.king any serious 
attempt to implement many of the recommendations na.de to it by a succession of advisers 
whom it has seen fit to either hire or borrow, (mostly the latter).

Having said all that I cannot withdraw without offering the "alternative” that 
I bemoaned the lack of at the start of this letter. The symptoms are fairly easy 
to deduce; the cure must be a matter of some speculation. I am tempted to wait 
and see what your other readers have‘to offer, but this would be further evidence of 
the Falklands malaise .and it is this that we must resist.

So far all I have done is to attempt to demonstrate that something is wrong. 
This is the part that requires little effert. Why it is wrong need not concern us 
here but could well give you material for a "bumper" edition, and it is the part 
which requires more effort. The part which requires most effort is that at which 
we arc now arrived. How do you cause a society to become progressive? How do you 
stop people from either looking over their shoulder or. burying their heads in the 
sand, and get them-to look with interest and optimism to the future? (Let’s not 
blame too much onto the Argentines, - they are only a j 
of a problem which began, almost certainly, several generations back.) 
that creates a Community spirit and subdues the selfish interests which will otherwise 
tend to cause it to disintegrate?

The answers are more likely to be complex than simple, which is unfortunate but 
we must attempt to make a start somewhere. I-am assuming, rather arrogantly I’m 
afraid, that a large number of your readers recognise the problem in broadly similar 
terms and consider that our society is non-progressive but would wish it to change for 
THE BETTER.

Probably for us the first step should be to cut down on our "blind" criticism 
of other people and organisations. If we were to enquire for factual information 
rather than rely on quite so .much hearsay, we might well find we had little or no 
grounds on which to criticise, - or would make a modified and (let’s hope) constrictive 
one. An equally important step is to ask ourselves why we want to criticise something. 
We might often, to our discomfort, find that it is to cover an inadequacy in wn-ilv-u. 
Overcoming these inadequacies should leave us precious little time to ferret out the 
shortcomings of our neighbours and could also serve to improve us as individuals and 
therefore society as a whole.

The manner of most of our lives here is not really as busy as we would have 
others believe, 
but we claim not to have the time, 
afraid we might have to take on some small responsibility?

~ ‘ j organised clubs and societies. 7'
That may sound rather like a sermon, and I suppose in a way it is.

For many of us the Churches have little relevance 
and less attraction but this should not st^p 
basic social conduct which they all advocate, 
humat~i society which wishes to retain its self respect.

We in these islands, have the potential and the ability to make ourselves into 
a Community which will command the respect of much larger societies. Until we do we 
cannot expect to be taken seriously and must accept that others, whom we dont necessarily 
approve of, must act on our behalf. Yours faithfully,

R.D. Clements.

na.de
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BO ARD of HEALTH

Tho Hon.W.E.Bowles
The Hon.L.G.Blake,J.P.
The Chief Police Officer

Stanley 
20th Kay 1976

So rally all you Islanders
Get your British flags up high 
This is out National Day of course
And one we hope won’t die!

,***************** * * * * * * * * *
The following persons have boon appointed members of 

tho Board of Health for the year 1976;
’The Senior Medical Officer-Chairman

The Medical Officers
Tho Hon.S.Hiller,J.P.
Superintendent of Public Works

Yours sincerely, 
Margaret Stocks.

*****************

Dear Sir,
I was grieved this evening to hear Mr John Smith state in his 

election speech that religious education in Stanley Schools had been 
’’suddenly stopped”. This statement is completely untrue. Religious 
education has been taught since last August, by professional teachers, 
at all levels in the schools in Stanley and members of the clergy have 
beenfree to take the whole school for assembly at the beginning of the 
day.

We all know what was the outcome 
Of the battle which we fought 
The Battle of the River Plate 
Which made Captain Langdorf snort
After running into Monte
For repairs and to bury his dead 
He blew his famous Graf See up 
And chose suicide instead

All that was stopped was the abominable procedure of splitting 
each class into three groups i.e. Church of England, Roman Catholic and 
Tabernacle for the purpose of this religious education. Surely in 1976 
A.D. we can teach our children to read and study the basic truths of 
the Bible without involving them in denominational doctrine? - a practise 
which has led to not a little trouble in Northern Ireland.

DES PEC*' is still on holiday in England but he wrote the Times a letter 
recently in which he gave us the words of a song called ’’There will always 
be a Falklands” composed by him and sung to his own music for a special 
Battle Day programme broadcast on the 8th December last year. The first 
verse forms the chorus which is rep . after each of the other four verses:

There will always be a Falklands
With peace and liberty
That’s why our Navy fought and died
To keep our dear land free
Then remember in the last war
When Langdorf thought he could 
Destroy the British navy 
Until he met Harwood
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However after an experimental period c? two years experts in this 
field have developed a far better test that, although not 100% perfect, shows 

no record of any false positive reactions. To conduct the new test 
would be very expensive but as Britain is a c:' ribing member of the 
Panamerican Health Organisation we in the Falklands would be eligible to 
enjoy the services offered by it. Due to the risk of introducing foot 

and mouth disease in the reagent both Australia and Britain refuse to import 
any from Buenos Aires and of course it would not be wise for us to import 
any here. Therefore if the new test is arranged blood samples would be 
taken here, the serum separated and after being frozen would be sent to the . 
zoonosis laboratories in Buenos Aires where the tests would be carried out.

During a. recent visit to Buenos Aires our Senior Medical Officer 
Derek Cox met the head of the zoonosis section of the Pan American Health 
Organisation(who, incidentally is a Puerto Rican) which is a branch of the 
World Health Organisation.

George Roberts was born on the 27th January 1885 and spent his 
early teenage years employed at Chatham Dockyard where he became Inspector 
of Works in I9O5» In 1905 he was sent by the Admiralty to Gibraltar 
to work on the reconstruction of the Naval Hospital, Oil Fuel Installations 
and improvements to the water supply, During the I9I4-I8 War he was 
employed on laying the anti-submarine boom across the English Channel and 
he also assisted in the preparation for the Naval raids on Ostend and 
Zeebrugge e

In 1921 the Admiralty sent him to the Falklands to supervise 
the construction of the two oil fuel storage tanks at the Camber after, 
which he was asked to ta) J on the task of improving the sanitation, water 
supply, certain mod rnisation, projects and the new roads in Stanley, 
became Chief Water Authority I927-38O Acting Colonial Engineer 1927, 
of the Fire Brigade 1928-32 Chairman of the Board of Health 1928-38. 
Colonial Engineer Engineer 1928-38, Director of Public Works and Justice of 
the Peace 1930-38. In 1949 he was elected a Member of the Legislative 
Council and a Member of the Executive Council from 1932-38. Mr Roberts 
was Harbourmaster and Registrar of Shipping at Stanley I937-38o Philatel
ists will remember him as the designer of the greater part of the two 
issues of Falkland Islands Stamps - the 1933 Center?- ?y Issue and the 1938- 
49 Pictorial Defii t?ve Issue*

Beside erecting the Battle Memorial (1926), restoring Matthew 
Brisbane’s grave and making rhe foundation stone far the uncompleted swim
ming pool, the most striking evidence of his time working here is the 
Whalebone Arch which was erected as a monument on the occasion of the 
Falkland's Contentry with the four whaleboner- from two sperm whales found 
by Mr Roberts on the beach m frour. of the old Town Hall.

Mr Roberts died quite suddenly but peacefully in England on 25th 
March aged 9I years.

Most Islanders will remember that a few years ago a test, des
igned to detect Hydatidosis in humans, was carried out here. They will 
also remember that Hydatid cysts have been found in people on which the 
test was negative.

Hitherto tests for the detection of Hydatidosis have been 
liable in that they have produced false reactions - people, 
mentioned above on which the test showed negative have found to be infected 
whilst some on which the test has shown a positive reaction have not been 
infected.
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TURKEY VULTURE by A.R. Chater.

****** * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * **
PENFRIENDS CORNER

DDR-155^ Ketzin/Kavel. German Dem Rep.5

(aged 15 and 12) and works

Mr Fritz Cuhrts jr
Mrs Joyce Bastin

12,Woodwater Lane,Exeter EX2 5LL Devon who has two daughters 
; as an audio typist-collects stamps and 

postcards.

P.O.Box 868,

What then are the true 
on a fence waiting 

a previous night’s binge, or

Featured in the film ’’McKenna’s Gold” there is a desert scene 
in which a particular shot of circling ’’Turkey Buzzards” is repeated 
several times as an old Indian lies dying in the sand. Other such 
sinister roles in films and books have contributed to this bird’s un
warranted reputation as a bringer of death, 
facts about the Turkeys which line up patiently 
for a certain shepherd to awaken after 
peck the eyes out from newborn lambs?

The Turkey Vulture (Carthartes Aura Falklandica) to give it’s 
correct name, is one of the American Vultures (carthar tidae), a

It is common and 
often seen alone, gliding on out- 

These latter are long, broad, and
Turkeys cover vast areas of land 

Both
However they can

is one of the American Vultures (carthar tidae) 
family which includes the Condors of the Andes, 
widespread throughout the Islands, 
stretched slightly uplifted wings, 
deeply fingered - ideal for soaring, 
in search of food which for them consists mainly of carrion, 
their eyesight ans sense of smell are very keen, 
make some croaking and hissing noises.

Adults have horn-coloured, hooked beaks, bare red heads ( a 
matter of good sanitation) brown legs and brown , talonless feet. 
Immature birds are altogether duller, with grey-brown beaks, heads and 
feet, but like the adults have brownish black plumage. wingspan is 
varied between five and six feet (Condors may exceed ten feet). They 
nest away from settlements often on tussac islands. Two and some
times three eggs are laid in a mere scrape under a rock, a tussac bog 
or in a cave, during September and October. From these, which are 
white, spotted and spattered with red-brown, usually only one chick 
is raised, and the young are fully fledged by late January and early 
February.

The question of whether Turkeys kill sheep and lambs has long 
been debated and no doubt many a shepherd has his answer. However, it 
is unlikely that any sheep being attacked would have lived much longer 
and indeed many a cast or trapped animal must have been saved by some 
one investigating a suspicious gathering of vultures. If any one 
reading this article has a first hand account of Turkey Vultures kill
ing anything I would bo very interested to hoar from them.

The commoness of this bird in the Falklands can be attributed 
to the vast amounts of carrion available. Probably most significant 
to the vultures are the bodies of sheep, seal, and penguins. In the 
rookeries of the latter two they waddle about eating droprings as well 
as carcasses, and act as a kind of garbage disposal officer.

Shy and retiring, the Turkey isn’t really such a bad character 
(although there remains a price tag round it’s skinny neck) and some 
people have found them charming pets, even gentle and affectionate!
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The following is contributed by Mr Cecil Bertrand of Carcass 
letter which appeared in the Argentine

The writer of the letter
In our next edition we hope

Island 3 and is a copy of a 
paper ’’Standard” dated IJth November 1898. 
was a grandfather of .Cecil’s son-in-law. 
to carry the reply to ’’J.M’s” enquiry.

Dear Editor,
As I am thinking of taking a trip to the. Falkland 

Islands I should feel obliged if you would give me a little 
information in regard to that place.

If the natives of the Islands have any particular
language?
Are they to be trusted without carrying firearms?
As■ the Captain of a fine whaler told me the natives were a. 
fine race of young men but very treacherous, very much res
embling the Pitcairn Islands but the women were very fat and 
clumsy and walked in a way resembling the penguins, not having 
the activity of the SouthSea Island native.
Is there any trade to be done with them?
”'ould some glass beads be acceptable to the girls?
I am taking, some of McDougall’s dip with me as I hear there are 
some scabby sheep running half wild on the Islands. I choose 
McDougall’s as I believe there are a few shipwrecked Scotchmen 
minding sheep there.

On my return I will give you 
regard to the customs and habits of the inhabitants.

Yours,
”J.M o It

Editor’s note.
We arc indebted to Major R.N.Spafford for allowing, us to use his book 
The 1953 Cc-ntenary Issue of the Falkland Islands from 
information for Mr Robert’ obituary was taken.

APRIL LEATHER
This month's temperatures were about normal for the time of 

year with a little more rain than usual but less wind, 
was 56.9mm (2.24”) which is about 8mm more than usual for April, 
average daily wind speed was II.7 knots (4 knots less than usual) with 
354 hours during which the speed was 10 knots or less and 10 hours of 
gale force winds. The highest gust recorded being 63 knots on the 
26th. The daily average sunshine was 4»I hours (20 minutes per day 
more than average). The average temperature was- 5.8 deg.C (42.5F) 
which was above average for A'oril. Highest temperature recorded at 
Stanley Met. Office was I4«4 deg C (58F) on the 6th and the lowest 
was -I deg C (30.2F) on the night of I5th/I6th. .There were 13 occas
ions on which ground frost was recorded.
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During April 69 passengers arrived by F2.7 (-six flights) 
Some 109 passengers departed of whom 14 were

JUNIOR SCHOOL P.T.A. 
held at the Junior School.

Strange. 
SHIPPING, 
seas

EXHIBITION AT ST. NARY1s Also held on ^Saturday afternoon of IJfh May was 
an art exhibition. Over BOO people viewed pen and ink drawings by 
Australian visitor Louise Laverack and water colour paintings of local
birds and sketches of his baby son by Tony Chater. Also exhibited were 
three beautifully hand knitted from homespun wool pullovers made by Annie

The colours of these pullovers were all made from natural; dyes.
___ We do not have a shipping section this time as the only over
shipping movements concerned the M/v "Anne Bewa” which returned from

Ushuaia on t'he I7th April to load 5?4 bales wool and 20 tons general cargo 
after which she sailed for London ypa Cape Verde Islands on the I9th»

On April 22nd a Bring and Buy Sale and Teas were 
The sum of £42.©6 was raised towards the 

purchase of black-out curtains for the hall.
MAY QUEEN 1976. The May Ball organised by the Girls &• Boys Brigades 
was held in the Town Hall . tonight. The May Queen 1976 is Miss Janet 
Hardcastle of Darwin, runner up being Miss Cheryl Johnson.

AIR TRAVELLERS. 
of whom 12 were tourists, 
tourists.
HOUSING SHORTAGE. Stanley’s housing shortage has become acute. In a 
recent public notice Government stated that in an attempt to alleviate 
the situation in which it found itself short of quarters for it& staff 
consideration was being given to purchasing suitable accomodation.
Owners wishing to dispose of property were asked to contact the Chief 
Secretary’s office immediately. One would have thought that our Admin
istration should be encouraging people to stay, not sell out and pull out!
■FORKING MEN’S SOCIAL CLUB TO GO MIXED. At a recent general meeting of 
the Working Men’s Social Club it was unanimously decided to open the 
Club to female membership. The club, which was founded in the 1920s 
and has some of the finest indoor sporting facilities in Town will later 
be styled the Stanley Social Club. Membership costs only £6 per annum.
NE^ PILOT FOR F, I. G. A ■ 5 . Mr John Lavine the Canadian pilot who brought 
the Colony’s second privately owned aeroplane from North America in March 
returned to the Colony on 6th May to take up the post of relief pilot 
during the absence on leave of Ian Campbell.
■'VEST STORE MANAGER "■ETIRES. Mr Fred Reive who has for the past forty 
years worked for the Falkland Islands Co. Ltd., retired last week. At a 
drinks party on the 20th May Fred, who since 1973 has been Manager of the 
West Store and who departs on leave on Thursday 27th May, was presented 
with an electric wrist watch by F.I.C. Stanley Employees.
SUCCESSFUL APPEAL. On the 10th May the Supreme Court ruled that the
fine of £100 imposed upon Er Charles David Ford, who had been convicted 
undc-r the Hydatids(Dogs) Order by the Magistrates Court, was excessive. 
The fine was reduced to £75(The maximum fine for the first offence under 
the Dogs Order is £200).
TABERNACLE SALE. On Saturday I5th May a sale of clothing, cakes and 
vegetables and beef was held in the Sunday School room. The function, 
which many folk enjoyed afternoon tea, realised the sum of £161 for the 
Church funds.
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A survey of the Gymnasium roof was held last month 
following glass falling into the building after strong winds and heavy

It has been found necessary to effect major repairs to the glass 
A recent public notice warned? users of the building 

The existing roof was erected -in

VARIETY SHOW, < 
enjoyed a variety show 
several people stood, 
to the Youth Club, 
ican lady and a 
show,

____________ During the last tr ut fishing season 
30th April) this club’s total catch was 273 fish with a

Tony Smith of the outgoing Naval Party 8901
During the season a

9
offered for sale at London's Antique Fair from 9th-I9th June 
of €3SC-2 — -
GYMNASIUM POOF DAMAGE.

A.I.L. MANAGER'S VISIT TO SCOTLAND. Whilst on a tour of duty in the Isle 
of Lewis recently Nr Fred Gooch* the Falklands Manager of Alginate Indust
ries Ltd., met Roddy Morrison who is the uncle of the FIC Fast Jetty 
Foreman Billy Morrison. He also met 88 year old Donald McLeod who, still 
hale and hearty, worked for the Blake family at Hill Cove and in Patagonia.
ANOTHER USB FOR ALGINATES. The French have found yet another use for alg
inates, the price of which now reaches £2,000 per ton. They have found 
that sodium alginate particles as opnosed to silver iodide and sodium 
chloride can be used to disperse fog.
FALKLAND MAPS AT LONDON FAIR.

Last night a crowd of about 500 people 
nt the Town Hall. All seats were taken and 

The show, the proceeds of rrhich will be donated 
involved many local singers and a visiting North Amer- 

Chilean Senorita who is working at Government House. The 
which ran for some three and a half hours concluded with all artistes 

and the audience singing together and at about”II .30p.m. the National 
Anthem was sung.
FALKLAND I'LANDS ANGLING CLUB, 
(ending here on 
total weight of 1,014 lbs. 
set up a new record catching a twenty pounder, 
sixteen by six foot porch was added to the hut at the Malo to enable ang
lers more space in which to stow gear.
A HEFTY ROOT. Recently Theodore Fleuret dug a root of Kerrs Pinks pot
atoes consisting of 22 potatoes weighing a total of IT. lbs.
'VET CARGO. When the Annie Bewa arrived back in Stanley from Ushuaia she 
was carrying 2,528 bales of wool,most of which wore wet. The Captain of 
the vessel requested a survey in Stanley. After conflicting views about 
the condition of the wool and its safety risk some farms withdrew their 
bales for shipment. A further 524 bales were added and the vessel was 
due to unload the wool from Ushuaia in Rotterdam before proceeding to 
London.

rain, 
frames in the roof, 
that they did so at their own risk. 
1930.
THAT TROUBLESOME GATE! (or should we say the people who use it?)

Despite a public notice broadcast for three evenings 
from 29 - h April warning people about damaging or of leaving the Common Gate 
open at the east end of Davis Street it has been damaged and left open yet 
again. We understand that the gate, which was a new one, has disapppr.r-d 
It is understood that Johnston Construction Ltd., have undertaken to repair 
the gate, repair culverts and make the pasalibre(Cattle Grid) useable.

__________________________ Four manuscript maps drawn by Captain
Thomas Don’t flower in 1768 depicting scenes of life at Port Egmont
Island and Saunders Island of people shooting, egging and fishing will be

’’ A j, for the sum.000 (throe thousand pounds)
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New Telephone Directory .Government arc assessing the- demand for advertising 
space in the new telephone directory.The proposed rate is in. the region of 
£10 per half page.Our latest directory is dated October 1974 but wo under
stand that telephone subscribers should sec- a now one in about a month’s 
time.
Moro about Flagg.In a recent circular from the Harbour Master we were 
informed that the correct flag for privately owned ships is the Red Ensign 
undefaced. For Government vessels i.e. m/vForrest the correct flag is the 
Blue Ensign defaced with the Colony Badge.In addition to the undofaced Red 
Ensign privately owned ships may also fly the Blue Ensign defaced with the 
Colony Badge.
N.I.P.Co. to be wound up Mr I.J.Strange who along with Mr R.B.Napier owns 
New Island which is run as the Nev/ Island Preservation Co. Ltd., has filed 
a petition to the Supreme Court for the winding up of tho Company.
Huadmastar Rcti res. At a short ceremony recently at the Senior School 
Mr Stuart Booth who has been teaching here for 25- years,the last II of 
which he has been Headmaster Stanley Schools, was presented with a sot of 
crystal wine glasses. With his wife Jessie Mr Booth plans to spend his 
retirement in the Falklands.
Darts Competition Results.Mr Pat Whitney wa the winner of the Johnnie 
Walker Darts(Open) Competition hold at the Town Hall on the. evenings of 
21st and 22nd May,the runner up being Mr Sidney Smith.Winner of tho Ladies 
competition was Mrs Glenda McGill and runner up was Mrs Maly Lee.
New Transmitter.Government are renting a transmitter from Cable&Wirclsss Ltd 
which is being used for evening transmissions from our Broadcasting Station 
on 2370 Khz.Reports indicate that reception on this frequency in the Camp 
is a great improvement on the old transmitter. The C & W set has a far 
greater output than the Government transmitter which is about thirty years 
old.
Now 3.A.S. Headquarters. HRH Prince Philip tho Duke of Edinburgh opened thc 
new Headquarters of .the British Antarctic Survey in Cambridge on May 7th 
Lcgal D0partment Statistics. The Supreme Court granted 4 divorces in 1975 
compared with 7 in I974.In 1975 there wore J2 births, 15 marriages and 
22 deaths compared with 39 births, 24 marriages and 25 deaths in 1974.Last 
year 12 people were placed on tho Black List compared with 16 in 1974. A 
total of 32 cases wore heard in 1975 against 34 in 1974. In brief- 1975 
was a quieter year’ 
Falkland Islands Committee.Tho Chairman of tho Local Committee Mr Jack Abbott; 
left the Colony en route to the U.K. on Ipth April and hopes to have 
meetings with committee members there.Copies of acknowledgements to the 
Local Committee's appeal of 19th February addressed to all Members of 
Parliament of tho United Kigdom can ba seen in the West Store.
Airport Manager for Falklands.Mr Bala Kanagasabai was among tho arrivals to 
the Colony on 22nd April.Ho has been engaged by the Commonwealth Secretariat 
und-r tho Technical Assistance Scheme to establish tho new airport at 
Capo Pembroke.Mr Kanagasabai,who is impressed by the Islands' rugged beauty 
is from Sri Lanka(formerly Ceylon) and served with the Royal Air Force in 
England for six years,, as a navigator.He has worked in tho field of airport 
management,at -which ho is an expert, in Canada,Australia and the Middle 
East under Technical Cooperation Schemes.From 1971-73 he. worked with tho 
United Nations International Civil Aviation Organisation in Montreal.
Mr Kanagasabai is married and hopes that his wife will join him during the 
second year of his appointment. Until today he was using the Conference 
room at the Secretariat for an office but ho is now using the bungalow 
opposite the Defence Force Club known to some folk as 'Shackleton House’.
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'fir

May I7th

Marriage

Forthcoming Marriages

Deaths

65 years
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April 26th
May 12th

April 24th at Port Howard- Jane (second daughter of Mr and Mrs Don 
Bonner) to Mr William Cunningham.The Rev,G.Smith officiated at the 
wedding ceremony.Jane and William loft the Colony on 13th May on route 
to Ireland where thc-y vzill be making their home.

Terence Summers and Sybella Goodwin 
Simon Goss and Elizabeth Triggs
Robert Peart and Rose Livermore

in Stanley .
April 20th
May

and

aged 74 years 
aged 56 years

Births in' the K.E.M.Hospital3 Stanley
to Mr and Mrs John Harradinc- a son ANDREW DAVID (81bs I-J-oz)

to Mr and Mrs Ron Binnie(Linda Cantlie) a daughter
JULIET ANN(71bs 4oz)

to Mr and Mrs Nigel Knight a son KEITH ANDREW (61bs 9oz)
in England

April 2nd to Mr and Mrs Peter Hume(Julia Binnie) a daughter DONNA MARIE
April 9th to Mr and Mrs Graham Mills a son RICHARD GRAHAM (71bs 12 oz)

Graham worked for ESRO for a few years and loft' the Falklands in 1971

Mainly for Overseas Readers. The Editor’s ’in tray’ is full of your 
letters for which I am most grateful.However duo to-other committments 
it is becoming more obvious that most of them probably v.ill not got 
answered.For those of you who have wondered if you have a copy of the 
TIMES missing, please note that the edition following that dated 
August/Dc-cember 1975 was dated II th. February 1976.

********* ******* ************* ********
The Falkland Islands TIMES and Monthly Review is published in Stanley 
at Byron’House. .It in entirely independent being, fina need purely by 
Subscriptions. Circulation is about eight hundred copies.

Mr Donald William McAskill aged 80 years 
2Ifft Mr John Summers Jaffray aged 7L years 

Mrs Elena Maud lonc(Ncllic) Reive aged 
in England

. In April Mrs Bella O’Sullivan (Lang)
I4th April Mr Roger McLaren 

in Chile
April 26th Mrs Florence Yonge(Hansen) aged 75 years

in the United States of America
April IJth Mr Leslie Nicholson aged 84 years.Mr Nicholson left the 

Falklands in I961.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEETING June I5th-25th
The first meeting of the new Legislature which was primarily a 

Budget Session was delayed by inclement weather which prevented Camp 
members from being in Stanley by 10 a.m. on Tuesday I5th June.

After inspecting a Guard of Honour in the Gymnasium at approxim
ately 2.30 p.m. Hia Excellency the Governor officially opened"the Legis
lative Council meeting when Stanley members were sworn in* Proceedings 
were then adjourned until 10 a.m. on Wednesday I6th when, after the 

swearing in of the rest of the members with the exception of the 
Elected Member for the West Falklands, the Governor delivered his open
ing speech. At the conclusion of the speech the proceedings were again 
adjourned until 3 P*m. that afternoon by which time the remaining member 
had arrived from Hill Cove. The main business of that afternoon being 
the motion of thanks to the Governor for his speech. Friday the I8th 
brought motions moved by Elected Members and the day's business at the 
Court and Council Chamber ended at approximately 12.40 until the Select 
Committee (comprising of all Members) studied the Estimates. After near
ly a week of difficult and thankless deliberations the Select Committee 
re-assembled at the Town Hall at noon on Friday 25th. After the reading 
of several Bills the Motion for Adjournment was proposed by the Chief 
Secretary and the House stood adjourned sine die at approximately 6p.m.
Summary of H.E* the Governor's opening speech.

The Governor began his address by welcoming both old and new 
Members and paid tribute to Members of the last Council, in particular to 
Mr Sidney Miller for more than forty year's service to the Colony in 
many spheres as well as on Executive and Legislative Councils. After 
commenting on the understandable disappointment that the recent General 
Election was held under the existing Constitution Mr French said that 
it was reasonable to expect that another election held under the new 
Constitution would be held during the next twelve months. Of the 
Shackleton report, which is in the hands of the printers, he said that 
the delay reflected the complexity of the task, rather than any 

leicur ■ lin.'..-s. and that most thoughtful people wcpuld take the view that the 
Report and the British Government's decisions on it would almost cert-
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Turning to highlights of Departmental activities he commended 
the performance of the depleted Police Force during resignations, illness 
and overseas leave. However a Superintendent and Sergeant had been recrui
ted under technical assistance terms and that it was intended that they 
should lead and instruct local members of the force. .After mentioning 
news of the Aviation and Education departments the Governor went on to say 
that, because of the perennial staff shortage and tight finance, the upkeep 
of buildings and the repair of tanley roads continued to be a major head
ache as did the maintenance of the aged official transport and the water 
filtration plant. The Grasslands Trial Unit was making good progress and• 
were carrying out large scale experiments »at Darwin and Salvador to measure 
the effects of a two pasture system as had been developed in the United 
Kingdom. His Excellency said that Government is giving every possible 
encouragement to Falkland Islanders and other career makers who were well 
identified with the Colony by training courses here and overseas.

A special vote of thanks was owed to Messrs Ashfield and Thompson 
of Pendell, Palmer and Tritton for giving their expert and honorary assist “ 
ance in the preparation and drawings and estimates for the swimming pool 
which, it was hoped, would be started during the next twelve months.

Commenting on the Colony’s attainment of full membership of the 
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, His Excellency said th^t it was 
envisaged that the seccessful visit by . the..Hon.. Mr Blake and"his wife to the 
CPA conference in New Delhi last October would be followed up by sending 
a representative to the next CPA conference to be' held in Mauritius towards 
the end of this year.

In the field of external affairs the Governor said that the past 
year had been eventful and at times almost too exciting and reminded us 
that it was all too easy to forget that the British Government retained 
complete responsibility for the conduct of our external affairs and deter
mines defence policy. Over the past twelve months we had shared the stress 
and anxieties created by Argentina.

ainly amount to a great watershed in the life of the Colony. On financial 
matters His Excellency said that through’the windfall from the surplus 
income of the Savings Bank, revenue was expected to yield over £110,000 
more than the original estimate and that the Colony’s ordinary reserves 
should exceed half a million pounds at the start of the new financial year 
commencing July 1st but that a deficit of £83,000 was forecast for the 
coming year with Expenditure estimated at £1,126,000 and Revenue at 
£1,043,000. A major item of the Expenditure was provision for the operat
ional costs of Cape Pembroke airport and depending on the results of the 
pilot scheme, the sum of £36,800 for the new Radio Telephone network.

At the end of the last financial year the Government Savings 
Bank had some 1,900 depositors with over £1,332,000 to their credit. About 
£45,000 was expected to accrue from the three recent commecorative issues 
of the Heraldic Arms, New Coinage and Sheep Farming stamps. On remarks 
made by some people about the Colony having a swollen and cumbersome 
bureaucracy His Excellency held firmly to the view that, far from being 
inflated, the Secretariat in particular, and most Governin 'nt Departments 
labour under serious disadvantages of staff shortages and lack of contin
uity. - - •
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After recalling some of the more encouraging features of our 
relations with the Argentine people with whom we lived and worked His 
excellency said he felt sure that we would like to see such co-operation 
develop, particularly in the commercial sector. He continued ” Against 
this highly compressed background, I would commend to you my own belief 
that in the forseeable future the security and prosperity of this British 
Crown Colony will best be achieved by an volving, harmonious and profit
able relationship with our great neighbour on the South American Continent. 
Ultimately success must spring from the hearts and minds of the human 
beings involved. But one of the keys to achieving this must lie in 
the efficient and imaginative conduct of British diplomacy, and as I 
remarked during my speech to Council a year ago, by its very nature 
much of what takes place in’ this sphere must be confidential or handled 
with great discretion. I would again urge you to be patient and place 
your trust in the integrity of the British Government 'and. it’s will 
to implement, to the best of its ability, policies in the interests both 
of the people of these Islands and of its-: wider concerns in Latin 
America and indeed throughout much of the world. We can only hope and 
pray that the British Government’s strivan.ee for a stable, realistic 
understanding of the Colony’s rights and aspirations, will be matched 
by some comparable effort by Argentina to achieve a sound design for 
living with us as good friends and neighbours.

To .finish, I would like to quote from my words of a year ago. 
said then that the Colony rcauired ’Pride in the past, combined with 
flexibility and. imaginative a statesmanlike acceptance of the need for 
change’. Today I would add to this an urgent call for an end to the 
petty, outmoded divisions which still hamper our society, lever was the 
need greater for unity and a fresh breadth of vision.”

Summary of debates on motions moved by members in Legislative 
Council on Friday I8th June:

Mr L.G. Blake member for West Falklands asked the administration 
to prepare and put before the Council legislation needed to give the 
Government statutory powers to control prices and incomes. Mr Blake 
observed that a high rate of inflation being experienced was manufactured 
here as well as being imported and that although traders deserved a 
reasonable living, any high profit margin which they may may impose 
could influence the cost of living which others had to bear the burden 
of. He said that the budget had risen from £235?000 to over one 
million pounds since he. joined Council (1964) and that although not 
suggesting its immediate use, legislation should be prepared to control 
the profit margin on ba'.ic stores.

Mr. A.B. Monk (East Falklands) who seconded the motion said that 
any statutory prices and incomes board would have to consider such 
aspects as the monopoly nature of our largest trading concern which might 
have some bearing on the situation.

Mr 'V.E. Bowles (Stanley) had no personal objection to the proposal 
but urged caution and further study. He was sure that the Shackleton 
Report would contain references to inflation but asked two questions 
about the proposal. Was the taxpayer going to profit by it? ’vas the 
Dapartment to" be set up to run it going to pay ith • way?

strivan.ee


a

censorship,

The Chief Secretary opposed the motion and at some length gave 
details about the constitution of the B.B.C. ^e felt that our broadcast
ing service was probably as autonomous as the B.B.C. and if there was 
any editing of programmes the editor was responsible to the Legislative 
Council and could be removed but he could not think of an instance where 
this power had been abused.

Mr H.L. Bound(Nominated) supported the views expressed by the 
Chief 'ecretary, Financial ’ ecretary and Mr Bowles and said that he vrould 
oppose the motion.

The Mover of the motion hammered home his point when he referred 
to the recent ITV documentary in which the Governor was reported to have 
said that the Executive Council requires the Chief Secretary to exercise 
a degree of control. Striding the table, Mr Monk added ”if that’s not 

what is?”. reply to this challenge the Governor spoke for 
approximately five minutes during which time he pleaded with Members not to 
quote from the ITV tape as it had been heavily edited and that he had given 
the interview without any preparation and that along with many others ho did 
not feel much pleasure after listening to the recording and thought that it 
could be damaging to the Colony.H.E. said that during his time as Governor 
there had boon no censorship and that regarding the ’Shackleton Incident’(see 
April TIMES-front page) he felt that with all respect to broadcasting offic
ials the tape should have been broadcast immediately, not when HMG wore 
negotiating the safe passage of the ship.

The motion was not persuod any further and a break for

The Financial Secretary opposing the motion said that legislation 
for the control of prices was not needed at this stage.

The Chief Secretary, urging that tlie motion be rejected said 
that no one quarrelled with its , intention but such a statutory board 
would generate a need for extra staff and without precise informatuon it 

war likely to do more harm than good. However he thought it might 
be useful to consider something along the lines of Britain’s National 
Economic Development Council which would require only occasional consult 
ation between importers, traders, retailors and consumers possibly with 

Government Representative to keep an official eye on progress.
The motion was lost by four votes to two.
The secondmotion moved by Mr h.B. Monk urged that Government 

broadcasting service should be administered and run by an autonomous 
body free of Government control and financed like the B.B.C. by an annual 
grant from the Government, plus licence fees. The purpose of the motion 
was to ensure free discussion on the radio without intervention from the 
administration. Mr Monk said that in proposing the motion he thought 

that the need for it was obvious and that free speech was essential in 
a deomcratic community.

Mr L.G. Blake seconding, said that no democracy could claim to 
be completely free when there was any degree of censorship even when 
this filtering process was done from the best motives and with kid gloves.

Mr W.E. Bowles (Stanley) said that he was all for freedom of 
speech and thought that there was a relative amount of free speech permit
ted to anyone who went to the broadcasting studio - programmes like 
’’Magazine” and ’’Visitor’s Book” has co tained interviews and commentaries 
which were not censored. He hoped that in the not too distant future 
we -would have some more comments on the subject, but that for reasons of 
caution and not opposition he would abstain from the voting.

Mr John Smith (Stanley) rose to support the motion and said that 
the proposal could give new impetus to our broadcasting and revitalise it 
to some extent.

’smoko’ taken.
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letters to the editor

Dea'

I wonder,

ADRIAN MONK
Stanley

I4th June 1976

San Carlos
The Ea«t Falkland Islands 

I5th June 1976

is:
ewe with 
his work,

Sir,
In your May issue you published a very thoughtful well written 

letter from Nr Clements: I would like to congratulate Mr Clements.,
Obviously this letter is very thought provoking indeed: if I 

may summarise what he says in a few words then I think these words are 
’’Instead of just moaning do something about it”, I have heard us 
described, though not perhaps in these •,ords, as a GI'ME society ,GI ’ME 

this, GI’ME that. Lack of money does of course hold up our development 
and Improvements to existing works; that lack would not be so great if 
we arranged our axation affairs so that most of the money earned here, 
stayed here, of course, but that’s another subject! Money plays a 
part in all development and improvements but in many cases is mostly 
spent on the labour to do these things.

If we looked around our Community both the Stanley and Camp 
parts and said to ourselves ’’this or that is the most important thing 
to put right or improve for the benefit of the Community” we might 
find we could improve it or nut it right without much money at all; 
how? Suppose we save our time instead of money, suppose we gave only 
one week each year to'a Community project. Utopian and absurd you 
might say: I wonder, 1000 Adults working one week a year is equival
ent to 20 Adults workimg a whole year! Quite a lot can be done by 20 
Adults working together for a whole year*

Communities would have to define the most pressing needs and 
agree to work together on them; Employers and Employees alike. The 
chances are that if all contributed their time and Employers and owners 
their equipment, in many projects not much money would be required and 
the Standard of Living in the Community would be improved. As important 
as the improvements to roads. Camp tracks or whatever might be to the 
Community, I think that the fact that people were‘getting together and 
doing things for themselves, for their own collective benefit, would be 
far more important. Falkland Islanders are notably generous with their 
money when asked to contribute to some disaster Fund or Charity, if we 
all donated some time for the benefit of the Community I bellrve we 
would find it.more rewarding.

Dear Editor,
In answer to Mr A.R. Chater's article in,, .the May issue.
I don’t profess to know all the fancy names and wjjat have you 

about this bird, but it is a Bringer of Death. A shepherd does not 
have to awaken after a previous nights binge to see what Turkey Buzzards 
are doing (this is what they ar:-- conr-caH. call 'd in the Falklands) if ho is 
doing his work, they will kill the new-born lambs before they get on 
their feet and torture the cast mother.

For instance a good shepherd iacla good dog and a good dog 
what is needed when shepherding a ewe flock, if you come on a cast 

a strong lamb and the lamb tends to take off, the dog knows 
and without being told he plays around on the niit-side nf
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9on a peat

A.F. ALAZIA

28 th Fay I976

1/

I know of one in- 
in fact where ever

were hovering over them.
the settlement one day for stores

bin waiting for him to go back home 
manager shot them and cut their beaks off. 
to go out to Camp at all.

94A "'hi te chapel High’Street 
LONDON

9
9

, what happens then? 
he will not kill the lamb but will take it home

, to rear it.
In my days of shepherding I 

a 
sheep that had been skinned

game 1 
oly.” 
particular sentence.

The Falkland Islands Company is owned by Charrington Gardner 
Locket & Co. Ltd. but in view of the special nature of it s role in the 
Colony it has been given a. high degree of autonomy within the Charring
ton Group. No decision of the Company Board has been affected by 
pressure from Charringtons.

Commercial decisions of the Company are not affected by political 
considerations although it would be true to say that the wishes and 
interests of the people of the Colony are an important influence. Our 
chartered vessel calls at Mar del Plata not because the British 
Government has entered into a Communications Agreement with Argentina 
but because it is presently in the interest of the Colony that it does 
so. The policy is constantly under review.

Dear Sir,
I was disturbed to read in the Election address of Mr A.B.Monk 

the statement that ’’Playing the 'cut ourselves off from outh America 
is playing the FIC/Charrington Gardner Game; they have the monop- 

Now that the election is over I would like to comment on this

lamb while you are working on the cast ewe, this is called holding. The 
-'same thing applies if you pick up a ewe and the lamb has not quite got 
on. it’s feet the dog will hold the ewe and in most ca?e:s. thpy .^ill^jiiot- 
her jup? apd you .caw then ridetcav/Py'. -THib-'-'sOketimes' take's ah hour dr. . 
more. In the case of a ewe'it hat- has- been1 down' a day5 or more- it is" 
sometimes necessary to drag herto a water hole and then wet the other 
side to balance her up, this very often works, it : is also knownthat 
a heavy rain will sometimes help a cast sheep onto it3 feet even if 
no-one has tended it. But, if a ewe is down with her eye picked 
out you take the lamb from her, no matter how short a time she has been 
down she is in so much pain that she rill defy the dog and it is imp
ossible to get them to mother up, what happens then? If the shepherd
has a heart at all, he will not kill the lamb but will take it home,
that of course is just one more chore for the Mrs

The mention of carrion available.
have found that Turkey Buzzards would rather pick the eyes out of 
cast -sheep or other parts of it than eat a 
only the day before just a few yards away. I have ptoved this by 
going over the same ground two days in succession. In my opinion no 
price is too high for turkey beaks. With less shepherds today the • • 
death rate and torture must be much greater.

The mention of turkeys as pets is quite true 
stance where two reared from chicks were great pets 
the children went their mother knew where they were because the Turkeys 

But what happened? The father rode into 
the Turkeys went with him, they rested 

, but before he left, the 
These birds were not known
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Not if SOA get their

San Carlos 
East Falkland Islands

I5th June 1976

way,
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LETTER- TO THE EDITOR Continued

I would like to make it quite clear that F.I.C. has no monopoly 
of trading in the Colony. What we have is an obligation to provide 
essential services that no one else will undertake. In 1973 the Company 
offered control of these services to the sheepfarrring industry and 
Falkland Islanders but the offer was not taken up. It is significant 
that whereas a monoploy will always command a premium upon sale the 
assets and business offered by us were at a figure below market value.

Yours faithfully
F.G. MITCHELL
Managing Director.

Dear Sir,
The Grasslands Trial Unit have a vet now, and a very gooe thing 

At the time of writing I have not met the Gentleman but I have
I certainly wel-

he criticised;
not come back because his demands were too high 
back’ because he wounded the vanity of a 
places by criticising their Policies?
have the chance of getting a person so likeable 
energetic as Bob out here.

Will Taffy Evans be coming back here again? 
some of SOA perhaps I should say.

Here is an extract froma:-. SOA circular recently issued, I quote 
” Government enquired if we required a visit by the Shearing Instructor 
nexr season. Following the Board Meeting in March, we advised that a 
further visit is desirable but preferably not by Mr Eifon Evans. We 
suggested that an attempt be made to recruit a New Zealander for the job 
Etc Etc”. Well, Well now wo know, the SOA Board don’t want Mr Taffy 
Evans, I wonder why? Was he unpopular with Shearers? Perhaps he 
could not teach? Were the Shearers here ever asked for their opinions? 
I don’t think any of these things were why Taffy is not wanted.

Taffy was not the world’s fastest shearer but he was a damn good 
one AND he could teach. Furthermore I believe he was popular amongst 
the majority of the -oeople. He is, however a blunt sort of chap who 
calls a spade just that. He criticised one ofc two people in high places 
who thought they knew it all, poor fellow, you must not do that out here,

ATlDTAV MniTV

too. 
no doubt he is an excellent man and well qualified, 
come him here.

What happened to Bob Bosselman, why did he not come back? Bob 
wanted to come back jiere. I am sure nearly everyone here •'Will agree 
with me that Bob was an exceedingly nice chap. He was also very well 
qualified, and was prepared to go anywhere by any means of transport 
to tend sick animals or give advice. So if he wanted to come back 
what happened? Executive Council decided that they did not want him 
back, just that.

The official reason given why they did not want Bob back was 
because they said the service conditions he wanted wore more than the 
Colony could grant; they never seemed very excessive to me. Bob of 
course got the wrong side of one or two Influencial persons whose ideas 

but then Bob was an expert and they were not. Did Bob 
or, did Bob not come 

few small minded people in high 
A pity anyway, we don’t often , 

, so well informed and
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BEDDING Livermore- Peart
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cn 
this being two less than is normal for May.

Departed
Ilth June 
6th June 
7th June 

22nd June 
30th Juneii

Danish

U.K.
I!

Fishing Grounds
Buenos Aires
San Julian(Arg)

May brought loss wind than usual for this time of year with rain and 
temperatures about normal but less sunshine.

Total rainfall was 53•5mm (2.II”) which is about Imm less than usual. 
Average wind speed was I0.3knots (6 knots less than is usual) with 431 hours 
when it was of 10 knots or less and 27 hours during which it was of gale 
force. The highest gust recorded at Stanley was 64 knots on the 3rd.The 
daily average sunshine was 2.1 hours which is about 20 minutes a day less 
than usual for this time of year. The average temperature was 4-4 deg C 
(39«7F) the highest being II.5 dogC(52.7F) on the I4th and the lowest 
-1.7 degC(28.9F) on the night of 6th/7th.There were seventeen occasions 
which ground frost was recorded,

Nationality Arrived
HMS CHICHESTER—- 31st May
RFA ORANGELEAF 2nd June
MART SAAR USSR 6th June
BAHIA BUEN. SUCESO Argentine 18th June
CABO SAN PIO ” 24th June
ANNE BEWA Danish 27th June
RACONTEUR-Australian yacht still in Harbour

The Falklands' first and only Policewman Rose Livermore and Special 
Constable Bob Peart were joined together in Holy matrimony by the Registrar 
General on Saturday 5th June at 4 p.m.

Rose,who wore a long dress of blue lace over nylon and a white, wide- 
brimmed picture hat,was attended by Mrs Pamela Summers. The groom along 
with his best man Mr Billy Morrison looked very smart in their dark suits 
with pink carnations in their button-holes.

After visiting friends and relations in the Hospital Rose and Bob drove 
to the Upland Goose Hotel where with twenty five guests they enjoyed a 
delicious supper prepared by Mrs Mary Livermore. Some three hundred guests 
attended the Wedding Reception in the Towh Hall where the Wedding cake,made 
by Mrs Kath Berntsen and given to the couple by Kath and Bill and decorated 
by Mrs Juno Goodwin, was sampled by all.

The bride and groom had a thoroughly enjoyable day and wish to extend 
their appreciation to one and all.

editor’s note.
Long delays are not confined to the Shackleton Report. Although dated 

30th June this edition was not completed and put on sale until I2th July. 
However we hope to have the next edition out before the end of July when 
we hope to carry a summary of the remainder of the Leg.Co. meeting.

It has been suggested that the TIMES should bo published fortnightly 
and although it is realised that this would bo ideal it is not something 
that I could promise. However when I bring myself up to date with other jobs 
and get more organised I shall certainly endeavour to produce a twice monthly 
paper-depending on demand.
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Aip Travellers. There wore four flights of the- F27 aircraft during May. Some 
56 passengers arrived of whom 7 wore tourists and 91 passengers departed of 
whom 8 wore tourists.
Queen's Birthday Honour.£  ,  t, ____ a In this year's Queen's Birthday Honours, Major Sam
Bomrose was awarded an OBE. Many Islanders will remember Sam and his wife 
Tulip when ho commanded Naval Party 8901 in 1965/66.
Islander returns for business visit. On May 27th Mr David Nowing returned 
to the Falklands after an absence of 58 years.He was representing a party 
who ship live sheep to the Lebanon and had discussions with the Sheep Owners 
Association about the possibility of arranging shipments of sheep from the 

Falklands.
'Glory Hour' extended. HMS Chichester's visit brought a busy programme of 
sporting and social events.On Sunday 6th Juno the Public Houses wore open 
from Ila.m.-Ip.m. .instead of the usual Noon-Ip.m.
A well' Ernd Retirement. After forty-two years in the Telephone and Broad
er sting Section of the P & T Dept, Mr Ernest Fuhlendorff retired today.Ern 
started as an apprentice in 1934 and became Senior Technician' and Broadcasting 
Officer in 1975»
British Caledonian Airways officials pay flying visit. Mr Healy and
Jr fl/ronotei of BCA in Buonos Aires made a short visit on 3rd Juno when they 
flew in by F27 to present the Falkland Is.Co.Ltd., with a shield inscribed 
'A.gonts Performance Award 1975' in recognition of services rendered by the 
Company.
.-''Bl?/.’ rn Television team leader writes to Governor.Mr Michael Finlason of 
the i.eV camera team who visited the Falklands in March/April wrote a letter 
o H.E. the- Governor in which he thanked H.E. for the hospitality and inter

esting interview which he gave the team.Mr Finlason hoped that the film 
would go a long way towards helping the people of the Falklands and that the 
earn could have- asked for no more in the way of friendly help and co-operation.

.''.-•■ackod DR': Pilot visits British Embassy. Captain Ernesto Fernandez Garcia 
hose DCA rcraft landed on Stanley Racecourse in 1966 after being hijacked 
hile on a flight from Buenos Aires to Rio Gallegos, called at the British

Embassy recently to deliver two sets of photographs depicting various aspects 
o:' the incident. Gno set has been forwarded to the Governor and the other is 
fcr HRH Prince I'hilLp who apparently congratulated Capt.Garcia on the skill 
with which he land d the 'plane.In handing over his gift Capt.Garcia made it 
clear that there was no political motive behind his gesture;ho merely wished 
to cv.r’ ~s 'A 3 gratit .do to all the people in the Islands who assisted him 
during -he incident.
go3igious.Education CirculaE. A circular to all parents of children attending 
the In fant/Junior School was recently sent out informing them that Government 
had instructed the schools to make provision on the time-table for R.E. on a 
denominational or sectarian basis. This follows an Executive Council 
dccision(in the absence of the Supt. of Education and the Chief Secretary and 
after representations by Monsignor Spraggon) to allow the Clergy back in the 
schools to continue with the practice of denominational teaching.

T03 copies of the circular wore sent out and of the 94 returned 
51 indicated that'they did not want sectarian Religious Education taught while 
16 wanted their children to bo taught RE by a representative from the Anglican 
Church, II for teaching by the Roman Catholic Church and 5 for the United 
Free Church(Tabernacle).
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BIRTHS

May 50th to Mr & Mrs Richard Fogerty (Brenda Blackley)

0 9

9

an

TZAR

9

Doreen Jaffray and Lewis Morrison of North Arm
**********************************

(61bs 8 oz) 
a son PHILIP JOHN

(61bs 8v oz)

in the K.E.M.Hospital-Stanley
May 25th to Mr & Mrs Valdemar Berntsen a daughter SUSANA CAROLINE

, daughter of Mr & Mrs Robert 
youngest son of Mr & Mrs Bill Goss of Stanley*

, youngest daughter of Mr & Mrs 
elder son of Mr & Mrs Keith Summers 

of Stanley.
Juno 5th at the Registrar's Office;. Rose Livermore to Bob Peart.

ENGAGEMENT

The Falkland Islands TIMES and Monthly Review is published in Stanley.
Air your views-share your nows.Write to The Editor, 

P.O.Box 60 
Stanley.

etc.., I er shave

mugs,

lipstick,mascara, nail-varnish,compact cases etc
***********************************

A NEW SELECTION of cassette ta 'cs by RCA and DECCA at £1.95 
ASAHI-PENTAX ESII camera bodies, Spotmatic bodies(chromo and black) and 
cameras complete, lenses, Superlitc flash guns, binoculars etc., 
FALKLAND ISLANDS lettered pottery; sugar bowls, pint jugs,egg cups 

cruets, tea-strainers, vases and jardinaircs.
C0LI3RI lighters;MinigasjMoloctrie,Bonlow etc., an' gas refills 
BEAR BRAND tights in Toffee Apple and Sombrero at only 35p pair 
HELENA RUBINSTEIN-Applo blossom and Heaven Sent talc,deodorant,soap and Gift

Sets.
SMITHS battery operated wall clocks, mantel and alarm clocks(inc.travel 

alarms) and timers
IMCO petrol lighters at 26p and 35P
TIFFANY cosmetics; bubble bath,talc,hand-lotion,perfume mi|£
DUREX contraceptives only 20p per pkt of throe 
ORIS v/atches- ladies and gents 
GALA cosmetics;

-) SPEEDWELL STORE (-
NYLON BOILER-SUITS sizes 40" 42” 44” and 48" at £6.50
BRUSHED NYLON shcets-Single bed £4.55 pr Double bed £5.55 pr
SNAFFLE BITS £2.63 CHEEK BITS D4-I5 Curb chains 8?p Curb hocks 26p 
NIV.CA cares for your skin;Creme 22gr at I3P? 45gr at I8p and 95gr at 36p

Liquid largo 4Ip? medium 30p Soap lip 
OLD SPICE- for the man in your life;

After shave,talc,cologne,deodorant etc in ORIGINAL’LIME and BURLEY 
A NEW SELECTION of Falkland Is. Crested leather souvenirs;wallets,purses, 
scissors,nail-clippers, fuse kit,driving licence case,spectacle cases etc., 
ATTRACTIVE selection of F.I. crested glassware;beer mugs,ashtrays,sherry 

glasses etc

MARRIAGES
May 28th at St.Mary’s Church; Elizabeth 

Triggs of Chartres to Simon,
May 29th at Christ Church Cathedral;Sybella 

Doug Goodwin of Rincon Grande to Terence,
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IT'S OUT! CO-OPERATION- the Key-word.
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PRICE 
10 p

The long awaited Shackleton Report was published simultaneously, in 
the Colony and United Kingdom on Tuesday 20th July. The A 50 odd page report 
composing of two volumes-the first containing some 344 pages devoted to an 
analysis of the overall economy of the Falklands and their surrounding watery 
assesses the development potential and points out opportunities,constraints . 
and the likely impact of development and the second containing 108 pages 
summarising the first volume and goes on to discuss and propose development 
strategy,presents recommendations for a policy and programme for economic 
development and discusses the financial implications and the arrangements 
which the Team judge to be necessary to implement them- was placed on sale at 
the Secretariat at II.30 a.m, and by the time Councillors, and other eligible 
people were presented with theirs, there were only 70 odd copies available 
for the general public at £8 per copy and all of which wore already ordered.

No doubt the Campers who had ordered copies were annoyed when they 
learnc that their copies would bo held at the Secretariat until their remitt
ances had been received and in many cases wore frantically sending telegrams 
(at che now rate of 3p per word?) to relatives or friends asking them to pay 
for9 collect and dispatch post-haste to save waiting for a second visit of the Joaver aircraft.

The much broadcast Government Commentary on the Report sounded two 
notes of warning about it.Firstly it was not a magic wand which would dispel 
overnight the problems facing the Colony.The report was an independent one 
and its recommendations and their financial and political implications call 
for a careful and detailed study by Her Majesty’s Government and at this stage 
no comment should be expected about acceptance of any of the recommendations. 
Much had to be done and high on the list were consultations with the people 
of the Islands and with other interested parties for, as the Report points 
out5there are also wider political and financial considerations including a 
fram-work for co-operation with Argentina.Secondly for Her Majesty’s Govern
ment to receive an accurate picture of the Islanders’ vic-ws on.the Report 
requires as many Islanders as possible to study it thoroughly.The Commentary 
went on to say that the least helpful attitude of all.would be to skim through 
the Report for selective quotations to be deployed in support of political 
points.(Ed. This statement caused considerable annoyance to those who felt 
that after paying £8 for thoRcport they wore quite free to interpret it as 
they wished.) The commentary concluded by advising responsible citizens to 
read and re-read the Report and get together with others to discuss it and
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SUMMARY of SOME of the REPORT'S RECOMMENDATIONS.
As the TIMES doos not possess its own copy of the Report yet and wo do not 

have much time in which to study the borrowed one I shall only summarise 
some of the recommendations contained therein.
Constitution. Although this was not directly withinthe Terms of Reference 
of the Survey it was considered that government changes were vital to the 
implementations of the recommendations;those being the establishment of the 
post of Chief Executive who would bo directly responsible to the Governor in 
Council and which post would replace the office of Chief Secretary and the 
appointment of a Political Adviser to assist the Governor.
External Air Service. The extension and strengthening of the Cape Pembroke 
runway by 900 metres at an estimated cost of £J-£4miIlion.The Report emphas
ises that without such an extension there is strong doubt whether tourism, 
fisheries and other diversifying potential would bo realised to any signif
icant degree.
Grasslands Trials Unit.The extension of this Unit by the addition of a scien
tific officer, a technical assistant and a general farm assistant.
Agricultural Department.This department to bo sot up for the administration 
of ordinances and regulations relating to agriculture,administration of Crown 
lands,provision of information,operation of advisory services and research 
development.Suggestions for staffing wore;Agricultural Development Officer 
to head the department;an Agricultural Officer and Advisory Assistant in the 
Administration and Advisory Division and two Scientific Officers,one field 
.technician,one laboratory assistant and one general farm assistant in the 
Research and Development Division.
Knitwear production. A careful local assessment of the likely availability 
of full and part-time labour with regard to the establishment of an expanded 
knitwear industry.
Tourism. It is.suggested that the Government should encourage and control 
development starting with a development study and to consider concessionary 
finance for Island-based accomodation and travel facilities. Legislation 
to control standards of accomodation and the development of this industry 
should bo drh„Led at an early datee .
Internal Air Service.A review of the current prices charged for internal air 
travel with the aim of gradually decreasing the level of subsidy.Regarding 
the replacement of the two Beaver aircraft,the need for flexibility in view 
of possible developments in the economy as well as capital and operating 
costs should bo borne in mind.
Investment and Banking. It is recommended that high priority bo given to 
establishing new institutions to encourage local enterprise and investment 
making maximum use of local savings.

On other services the Report envisages the development of building, 
vehicle repair,road transport haulage,dry cleaning and shoo repair if the 
economy expands and the banking facilities recommended should .provide the 
necessary incentive for local entrepreneurs to extend their activities from 
part-time or embark on new ventures.Financial assistance or subsidy would bo 
justifiable in some instances such as the production and distribution of an 
effective,frequent and regular newspaper. The Report recommends that the 
rointroduction of a local newspaper should be strongly encourag .•<!•
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when opinions have been formed pass them on to Councillors or commit comments 
to paper and send them to the Chief Secretary.(Ed. Or better still to the

TIMES)
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l|-6p (First Day Cover 55p)

PHILATELIC NEWS.
Tho Philatelic Bureau recently announced the release of the 

following Commemorative Issues;
In Novombcr/Docember 1976-

c t i c Tc r r i t o r y
Whales Issue -a set of four stamps value

South Georgia.
Discovery Investigations Issue—a set of four stamps value A6p 

(First Day Cover 55p)
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^jjACJ£LETON REPORT - U.K. Pross Comments

Publication of tho Survey was widely reported in tho British press.Tho 
possibility of off-shore oil and tho fisheries potential was the main load. 
There wore comments on the financial gains to Britain from taxation of remitt
ances sent to this country and on possible future problems with Argentina.

The Times leader said-"Lord Sha.akloton has felt obliged to sidestep 
tho political implications.There is tho linked problem of Britain's relations 
with Argentina and the- logical as well as political impossibility of off
shore economic development without co-operation from the Argentine Government. 
Furthermore,it is a pity that Lord Shackleton's report could not spell out 
more categorically that such co-operation,as tho 1971/72 transport agreement 
showed,is very much in their(tho Falkland Islanders) own interest. It is 
difficult to envisage how HMG could justify spending thirteen million pounds 
in aid over tho next five years on a population who enjoy a per capita income 
comparable to the UK when there arc very poor countries whose aid is threat * . 
-enc-d at this time.

Another Times article by David Spanier is headed-'Falklands Report 
urges local incentive”. and says that British aid will not succeed unless 
accompanied by local accion to reverse past policies.

In the Guardian5Patrick Kcatley comments that tho Islands,far from 
being a burden on the British taxpayer,have financially benefitted the UK 
due. to taxes on personal and company remittances .There is '.Iso an Associated 
Press report in the Guardian calling for talks with Argentina on oil explor
ation in th- region.

Tho Financial Timos carries thro? factual reports on tho very largo 
fisheries and off-shore oil deposits mantioned in the Report.

Hugh. 0'Shaughnessy says-”Whitohall is likely to put to tho Falklandors 
forcefully that if they do not accept that their economic future depends on 
closer links with Argentina tho outlook for them is bleak.”

A loader article in tho Financial Timos makes the point that few of the 
developments recommended in the Report can bo implorn nt d without co-operation 
between Britain and Arg: ntina.lt goes on to say that without an agreement 
with Argentina,development of oil and gas reserves -'ould bo almost impossible 
if only because, of the heavy defence commitment involvod.lt would also be 
extremely difficult to go ahead with a major fishing development without such 
co-operation.It adds that it should be made clear to the Argentine Government 
that they are b ing offered co-operation not with Britain alone but with tho 
European Community.In conclusion it says that at tho very least the Falklands 
are a Community as well as a British responsibility and the British Government 
should not bo shy on saying so.

******** * * it- * it- * * * * * * * * it- ****************

In February 1977-
Silver Jubilee Issuo-Tho Colony,South Georgia and the British 

Antarctic Territory will each issue a set of three stamps(50p) tho First 
Dav Covers costing 60 p

ntina.lt
involvod.lt
operation.It


seemed

per annum

Internal telegrams

Cigars 
Cigarettes 
Tobacco
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEETING June I5th-23th.

In this edition I was hoping to summarise the remainder of the- Log Co. 
business but as the laborious task of producing the transcription has not yet 
boon completed9 the Government Gazette containing it has not yet*been placed 
on sale so I shall only comment briefly on some of the matters discussed.
Quustions for 0ral Reply. There wore -eleven questions for oral reply and in 
many cases the Chief and Financial Secretaries in answering questions 
to think that it would bo prudent to await the Shackleton Report.

Councillor J.Smith asked how much money from Colony Development funds 
expended on the YPF installation and when was it expected to bo operational. 
The Chief Secretary gave the reply in which he said that the sum of £5-332 had 
boon withdrawn from the fund and that the installation would not be operation
al until a now jetty had been constructed to pipe the fuels ashore or until 
a guarantee given that such a jetty will bo- built and such guarantee bo accep
ted by the Argentine authorities.

Another question asked by the same Councillor asked if Government intend 
to draw up a contingency plan against the possible introduction of Foot and 
Mouth Disease and also to install preventive measures at the air terminal and 
jetties as a safeguard against th. disease. There were several supplementary 
questions on this subject and among the answers given were: that Government 
had already taken precautions against the rick by the restriction of the 
importation of certain foodstuffs; that one day FMD will almost certainly 
enter the Colony;that the last vct(Mr Bob BostoIman) made recommendations to 
Government about the possible risks of FMD entering the Colony; Government had 
ordered disinfecting mats, for eventual use at the airport and looked into the 
possibility of using them on tourist vessel.*?; and that the Chief Secretary 
would discuss with the Vet, Customs Officer and I-Iarbour Master to sec what 
could be done about preventing the dumping of waste food from visiting ships 
into the Harbour as FMD could bo transmitted 'on the bone and it was this part 
of a carcass that was likely to be thrown away.
Budget. The Select Committee- approved the following revenue increases for the 
1976/77 year;

Import Duties
Beer,lager etc., from Up to 33p per gallon
Spirits from £9*60 to £12 per gallon
Wines from 60p to 78p per gallon
Sherry,Port& Vermouth from 60p to 90p per gallon

from £3*50 to £4.20 per lb 
from £2.40 to £2.88 per lb 
from £2 to £2.40 per lb 

Other increases;
Telephone rental from £12 to £13 

(business rate- £24 to £30)
Internal telegrams from 2p to 3P per word
House rents for Government quartors-approximatc-ly 10% increase.
The- Select Committee also requested Government to consider increasing 
Registration of Trade Marks & other registration fees along with Port 
Duos,Pilotage and allied charges.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
During the Mooting it was announced that the Governor had appointed 

Mr Sidney Miller to bo a Member of the Executive Council and that the 
Unofficial Members elected Councillor3L.6-Blake j.gnith to repr ’ .•'•nt
them on tlr- Executive- Council.
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CAMP TRACKS- The following article which was written by a. Camper was 
submitted at the end of Juno but duo to its length was hold over;

Dear Editor,
I would like to submit this article in the hope that it 

provide further thought on how wo could try and improve our Camp tracks 
throughout the Falklands* Regardless of the findings of the Shackleton Report 
I feel we should press on with improving our Camp tracks without waiting for 
outside help.It is something that could bo tackled ourselves as a united effort 
by most of the working population resident here and if undertaken could go 
some way in creating a whole-hearted common goal for the community.

The proposal is for the creation of a Charitable Trust for 
purposes beneficial to the community. This Trust would raise the necessary 
funds from the various registered and non-registored company farms and then 
use the funds for the construction of All Weather-All Year tracks or AWAY 
tracks for short.
Establishing Trust. A figure of some £200,000 would bo raised on an acres
ownod basis. Thor; being some 2,676,700 acres of mainland involved, this 
figure would be the base-line of the 100% capital required. Approximately 
26,767 ' cros would represent 1% of capital or £2,000. As the F.I.C. owns around 
I,2999OOO acres or 59-4% of capital the F.I.C. would donate a sum of £118,000 
towards the fund. A farm of 150,000 acres or 5.62% would donate £11,420- with 
the smallest non^rogistcred mainland farm of 25,700 acres contributing 0.962% 
or £1,934. As a charitable trust it would or could avoid the usual taxation 
clauses and in the ordinary way it would be eligible to compensation for 
capital employed, on machinery etc., I was hoping to figure out some formula 
whereas with expert financial juggling a sum of £200,000 could bo loaned from 
some international monetary organisation, using the capital as security and 
the loan invested in a good balanced portfolio-thc original capital being 
used for the purchase of necessary equipment. This would necessitate further 
donations from the farms- say around an extra fifth plus interest per year on 
a five year loan. Over a period of years the investment of £200,000 should 
yield a good sum of interest for road maintenance. Perhaps one day it would bo 
possible to channel the original sum back to the farms and leave a still 
considerable sum out of the interest to gain further interest.
Planning.Having reached this stage it would then be necessary to compile a 
comprehensive map of routes to be taken by the now tracks.Firstly an overall 
plan of the Falklands which is then divided up into areas covering each farm 
followed by further division into sections of track to bo completed stage by 
stage.This would call for very careful planning and co-ordination of everyone 
involved.Topographical features would bo anticipated and studied with areas 
for draining,levelling, sites for bridging and quarry work noted in advance. 
Equipment. Among th., major items to be considered for purchase would be the 
following; a bulldozer,a large JCB,a couple of 20 cu. yard four-wheel drive 
tippers and a roller for consolidation.I’m afraid that this order would have 
to be doubled- one lot for the West and one for theg.East. A selection of large 
diameter pipes for culverts plus a quantity of materials for bridging purpos
es. This doesn’t include any equipment which would be needed for quarry work. 
It may prove worth while to send a local man away for a course on explosives 
and demolitions-anyhov with or without a scheme for roads it would still bo 
worth while to have a trained man on hand in the Colony for this kind of work. 
Ho would bo worth his weight in TNT
Labour. To keep prices of construction rock-bottom, labour would be drawn 
from the farms with the bulk of the work of general labour being done during 
the off-season peritfK Some men though would have' to work right through with 
the capital equipment to avoid it lying idle.Mon would work at ordinary

help.It


Carcass Island.
21st July 1976

Dear Editor,
I have boon asked by Miss Mcg Laver whether I know who 

wrote under the pseudonyms ’FIGARA’ and’THULE' in the Falkland Islands Weekly 
News in 1939/40. I cannot remember myself although I think I know at the time. 
I wonder if you or your readers can help? Also who was the artist’NOD’ who 
did little cartoon pictures of ’Life in the Falklands’ in the mid 1940s? 
Finally Miss Laver asked if I knew who was the author of the poem on the
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farm rates and top management would do their bit by lending their expertise 

at low rates. Above all wo want to keep this a community project with every
one enthusiastic to see the task .completed as quickly and efficiently as 
cheap as possible.There should bo no quibbling over who does what and he’s 
earning more- than mo. Labour relations on all sides should run as smoothly 
as possible. As long as everybody is put in the picture-from the word go, all 
should operate correctly.
The Track. Suffice to say that it would be negotiable in most weather with 
the exception of snow which tends to cause havoc -with the best roadways in 
the World. It would be wide enough for most single line traffic with an 
adjoining hard shoulder to be used in the event of meeting traffic coming 
from the opposite direction. The finished surface should permit an average 
speed of 20-30 m.p.h. to be maintained in comfort which should revolutionise 
overland travel here,doing for us what the Concorde has done to convention
al jot travel.Materials used would have to be simple and plentiful though the 
quarrying sites wouldn’t be of great importance in relation to the track as 
I imagine the tracks would have to start at the source of material otherwise 
the heavy equipment would soon churn the ground up to a mass of mud.
Conclusion. That wo need some kind of major road improvement in our overland 
travel is fairly obvious but just how much ?ur community ills can be traced 
to tliis over riding fault may not be at first appreciated. Our social life 
should take a good upswing-just to bo able to visit neighbouring farms easily 
such as in the evening and return the same.It would be possible to run a small 
car rather than the ubiquitous Landrover the latter being a heavy,expensive 
machine to operate anyway. Hidden savings to' the farms would be enormous.I 
doubt if any farm could arrive at the thousands of pounds it costs, the 
Falklands every year in work performed by sending tractors and Landrovers to 
and fro for business. To think of all these machines at present grinding and 
labouring over tortuous tracks which meander all over the place in an effort 
to avoid the worst spots, I would like to think that sometime in the future 

it would bo possible to instal the ultimate to this scheme- that being a ferry 
link to the East and West. Then it would be possible to inaugurate a regular 

mail,freight cum passenger service delivering all and sundry frosh, into 
Stanley. Perhaps it would be possible to be whisked into town by ambulance 
from the far West in an emergency without having to wait three or four days 
for conditions to ease to permit flying.

One could go on and on with the possibilities which I feel are within 
our grasp-especially when one considers that most other internal travel 
systems wore financed by private entrepreneurs and all these systems opened 
up their countries to the benefit of all.

This system offers the best of both worlds-the trust offered by the farms 
and the response by the labour force to do a good cheap job.It would servo as 
an example to the rest of the World what we as a community arc capable of.

MODUS OPERANDI

same.It
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(Sgnd) Adrian Monk.

San Carlos
East Falkland Island.

2Ath July 1976

HYDATID PAHASITE
While listening to the weekly Newsletter I was more than shocked when I 

heard the result of the Supreme Court concerning the hydatid.I believe the 
hydatid disease is getting worse instead of better or maybe we arc- just learn
ing more about the disease and that makes it sound worse.I was a dog owner 
myself once and hbpe to be again someday with lot’s say a difference.When first 
the. rules came out about caging dogs I was one of the worst to kick up.But 
there is a time when one has to swallow his pride.

I have just come back from the British Hospital in Buenos Aires where I 
watched a brave little boy(Ncil Clifton) go through the operation for the 
second time.Was it someone like myself who wouldn’t cage his dogs that causc-d 
that little boy the pain and family expense? Not forgetting the Government 
expensc.lt certainly changed my way of thinking.I would like to make a few 
suggestions; I) Instead of putting up the telephone rental in Stanley put the 
dog licences up. 2) Any dog found to bo running around Stanley to be reported 
by anyone to an inspector and must be destroyed straight away by the vet- by 
the proper means of course.At least it would help to clean up the grass patches 
in Stanley and help to make the grass safe for children to play on. I am sure 
they arc not safe by any means .now as one morning alone I saw four different
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outsido cover of the booklet by Forrest McWhan which was sold in aid of 
St Dunstans? I cannot remember the poem although I think I have a copy of 
the booklet somewhere but can’t, remember where it is.I thought the- was 
what we know as ’The Song of the Falklands’.

I was interested to sec the suggestion that the ’Times' should be pub
lished fortnightly and hope that you will bo able to manage this in duo 
course,we all look forward to our outspoken little paper.

Yours sincerely
( Sgnd)Kitty Bertrand

Dear Sir,
In your June issue Mr F.G.Mitchell commented on something I 

wrote- in my Election manifesto .Though I took up quite a lot of your space in 
the June issue I would bo grateful if you would allow mo to reply to 
Mr Mitchell. Mr Mitchell said in the 1st sentence of the last paragraph of 
his letter-1 quote;”! would like to. make it quite clear that the F.I.C. has 
no Monopoly of trading in the Colony” end of quote.m, . . , , .. .... .a This is what Mr Mitchell
wrote in the 1975/76 issue of 'Britain Overseas’ winter numb. r-I quote; 
’’The ancilliary services arc not sufficiently attractive financially to 
attract much competition but are operated responsibly by the Company in 
what arc virtually monopoly conditions.” end of quote. 'Jell alright,! will 
settle for virtual Monopoly,after all Mr Mitchell should know;the Shackleton 
Team on page 19 of their Report would seem to settle for virtual Monopoly 
as well. Maybe the Monopoly is operated responsibly by FICnow;FIC however 

is a whole ].y owned subsidiary of another Company, iol ly ? a- lu L. ilia ios 
no matter what Mr Mitchell says, do what the owning Company says.Maybe the 
owning Company’s Policy is benevolent now but tomorrow,±t may not bo so benevolent and FIC may- bo told to ■ ® bit cerw. r town no-:.

Anyway thank you Mr Mitchc-ll for putting mo right; Virtual Monopoly 
not Monopoly.

expensc.lt


)

to load and

About a year ago the Police Force had
so

full time
or

V.L.Berntsen.
*********************************

Point to Ponder-
Opinion is private property which the law cannot seize.

instruct local members of the force’
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dogs on the children’s Playing Field and they wore not dogs that live close 
to this area.So it seems that some people let their dog out in the morning for 
a run on its own.Why?Is it to save their own yard? It is easy to say ”1 have 
handled dogs for 30-40 years or more and never got hydatid disease1'(So have 
We are lucky so why not all pull together and help clean the disease up for 
ever- unless wo do wo will never be clear of the killing disease.

There are some things I would like to know;Why is it that in the Camp 
the Managers arc the inspectors? Would it not be better if a none dog owner 
was an inspector? Would it not be possible for an inspector to visit farms 
without warning? It is very encouraging that the Government are spending 
€1,200 for equipment etc, for testing the people of the Islands- but surely 
prevention is better than cure?

WHERE HAVE all the POLICEMEN GONE? Gone to bettor jobs c-vory one-’
By the time this edition is put on sale,our Chief Police Officer, who has 

boon on leave and training in the Motherland,will probably be back in the 
Colony.lt is also possible that the two officers mentioned in the Governor’s 
address to the recent Log.Co. meeting who have been recruited ’

will have arrived- only to find a skel
eton crew or perhaps a token force sounds more appropriate, 

a f..ll compliment of 
officers using ’Specials’ only occasionally.For the past four months 
through leave,sickness and resignations the Specials have formedcthe backbone 
of the Force and the remaining regulars(two constables and a Policewoman) 
have shouldered responsibilities normally borne by senior officers.Until the 
attitude of th Administration regarding the Police Force changes one can’t 
foresee any improvement in the situation.About three years ago a Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office Inspector of Colonial‘Police visited the Islands and sub
mitted his report. How many of his recommendations have materialised?

Last July when the then Inspector retired after eighteen and a half years 
service and the Sergeant promoted to Inspector and a Constable to Sergeant, 
we were( for overseas readers I should mention hero that I joined the Force 
in Ma~ ’ , > and loft last October) looking forwrd to a small celebration at 
Government expense.However the Men at the Top decided that the invitation 
list was too long! The Administration should be aware- by now why people are 
leaving the Police Force( one of the remaining two regular constables is due 
to leave at the end of this month to go back to work in the Camp and our 
Policewoman is due to leave in October) as usually when an officer leaves he 
is interviewed by or on behalf of the Chief Secretary and all apparently give 
the main reason for leaving as the poor salary. £840 per annum with a 
Cost of Living Allowance of £690 is hardly going to attract men who are virt
ually on call 24 hours a day seven days a week and subject to Police Regulat
ions which among other thirfs. requires them to tender three months notice of 
resignation. Contrary to what some people believe,a policeman’s job here is 
not a cushy number •

If the salary of Police Constables was to be brought into lino with 
that of a Senior Clerk in our Civil Scrvico(£I,I04-£I,356) then the Force 
would probably attract older or perhaps married mon who would fool that a 
career in the Falkland Islands Police Force,with its long hours and sometimes 
unpopular duties, would bo worthwhile.

No sir.Offering limited accomodation’in certain circumstances’ is 
n'n?uf--h. Th y want a carrot-not a handful of straw!

************ -^ ****** * * * ********

Colony.lt
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NEWS in BRIEF,

SECOND HYDATID APPEAL SUCCESSFUL.Mr F.Cooke, the Colony’s Legal advisor who 
paid a month’s visit(IJth May to IJth Juno) to work on the revision of the 
Islands’ laws, was appointed to act as Supremo Court Judge on IIth Juno to 
hoar the Appeal of Mr A.T.Blake who had boon convicted under the Hydatid 
Eradication (dogs) Order on JI st March(soo page 4 of April TIMES) Mr Blake- 
appealed on the grounds that he was wrongly prosecuted as he was not the 
owner of the farm and that the offal in the exposed drum was older than 28 
days.The judge’s verdict was that the charge could not stand as he- was not 
satisfied with the Prosecution's case and there had been a confliction of 
evidence.The fine of £150 was set aside.
WETTEST PIARCH at PORT HOWARD.Harch this year was the wettest on record at 
Port Howard with rainfall at 94.7mm(3-73").The average rainfall for the 
previous twenty-six years there was 51.69mm(2.04")
CHARRINGTONS CHAIRMAN GIVES ASSURANCES. In his annual statement to share
holders and under the heading 'Shoepfarming’ Mr Rowland Hall,Chairman of 
Charrington,Gardner Locket Ltd., said”0n your behalf,1 should like to assure 
the Islanders that, in spite of their remoten-u.’Sv.'e arc very concious of their 
various difficulties and frustrations and they may roly on our whole-hearted 
co-operation and goodwill”.
NEW FILM OFFICER.The now Film Officer,who succeeds Mr Peter Short,is 
Mr Vernon Steen.The duties of this part-time Government post paying £200 
per annum arc the ord .ring and distribution of the films in the Film Library.
ANNUAL DRY.DOCKING. The Falklands' coasting vessel m/vMonsuncn sailed for 
Punta Arenas(Chile) at I700hrs on Friday 2nd July.After experiencing heavy 
seas the vessel finall arrived at her destination during the morning of 
Thursday 8th.(This voyage usually takes about 3 days)-
RUBY WEDDING ANNIVERSARY. On Sunday I8th July Mr& Mrs Bill Goss celebrated 
their 40th -adding Anniversary.Unfortunately the couple could not celebrate 
this occasion together as Bill was in Punta Arenas with the Monsunon.
FREEDOM of STANLEY for ROYAL MARINES. A recent proposal by Councillor John . 
Smith that -the Royal Marinos bo conferred the honour of the Freedom of 
Stanley has been followed up through the Foreign^ Commonwealth Office and 
approved by the Ministry of Defence.The proposal has been welcomed by 
Lt General Sir Peter Whiteley KB OBE who is the Commandant General of the 
.Corps. It is envisaged that the Freedom Ceremony will take place on 3th ..
December,which is our Battle Day,but '/ill be treated as a distinct and 
separate event.
PROSPECTIVE IMMIGRANTS. A new style of Public Notice was broadcast recently. 
It was a list of people who arc seeking employment in the Falklands.(Ono of 
the Shackleton Report recommendations is the establishing of a regularly 
updated register of farm jobs,business opportunities and vacant houses which 
can bo regularly published locally and provided to potential immigrants)
L. A. D. E. ANNO UN CE CHEAPER FARES. After the escalation of air fares on the 
Fokker 27 aircraft operated by LADE and .which is the only link with the 
outside world announced a reduction in the faros- from Stanley to Buonos 
Aires. The faro which was £100.10 in April was recently reduced to £57.30 
The faro at 27th July has been further reduced to £55.88
CHEAPER.J1ESEL-DEARER PETROL. The Falkland. Islands Co.Ltd., recently 
announced that the price of diesel had boon reduced from 4Ip to 40p per gallon 
However duo to the sharp rise- in the cost of drums at Mar del Plata petrol 
has boon increased from 90p to £1.32 per gallon.



various Camp stations.
Zl) The upgrading of Fox Bay Station by installing 

a more powerful transmitter is also being investigated.
(Editor’s note; The names of the two successful air mechanic applicants 

was confirmed officially)
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A DAY to REMEMBER! Sunday 27th June will not be forgotten in a hurry.Gale 
force winds and savage snow squalls swept the Falklands in.what was the rough
est day here for many years.Considerable damage was done to property and the 
look-out hut near the Hooker's Point air-strip blew over injuring the Royal 
Marine sentry on duty. The roof of the Johnston Construction Ltd., office at 
Cape Pembroke blow away and materials and equipment lost.Although the storm 
tore down power lines causing power failure the intrepid linesman were out 
restoring the electricity supply. The yacht FLYDD broke loose from her moor
ings but thanks to the crow of the FIC tender LIVELY she was saved from being 
dashed upon the shore at the east end of the Harbour.
PER BY SWEEPSTAKE. This yaer’s sweepstake on the Derby and organised by the 
F.I.Football League raised over -SgOO for club funds.League champions this 
year were Rangers who beat Mustangs in a play-off 2-1. Our third league team 
in the Falklands is called Rodsox. The winners of the six-a-side tournament 
were Mackeson's Mob skippered by James Loe.
SHEEPDOG TRIALS. This year’s Championship Sheepdog Trials hold at the Sixty 
Acre paddock in Stanley on Sunday 2pth July were won by Los Morrison of Hill 
Cove with Shell scoring 112 out of a possible 135 points.Second was Fontjn 
Hirtle of Roy Cove(previously of Hill Cove) with Judy.In third place there was 
a tie between Raymond Evans of Pebble Island with Sweep and Nigel Knight of 
North Arm with Tania.
DOG INSPECTORS RESIGN. Two of the Colony's inspectors under the Dogs Ordinance 
have resigned;they being Mr.A.T.Blake of North Arm and Mr S.R.Miller of 
Roy Cove,both of whom are farm managers.
APPRENTICESHIP BOARD RECONSTITUTED.The Apprenticeship Board is now; 
Chairman-Mr R.D.Clements;Ex-Officio-Supt. of Education;Representatives of 
Employers-Supt. of Public Works and Manager Cabled Wireless Ltd.,;Ropresont- 
ativos of Operatives-General Secretary of General Employees’ Union and Mr 
W.E.Bowles
SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS. Early this year Government advertised for persons 
interested in training as mechanics with the Air Service to make application. 
Although we could not get Official confirmation we understand that five 
people applied and the successful applicants subject to satisfactory medicals 
wore Mr Vernon Steen who is a senior clerk in the Post Office and Mr John 
Coutts who is at present working with JCL.
NEW SPANISH TEACHER. The new Argentine Spanish teacher arrived on Sunday I8th 
July.She is Senorita Maria Eugenia Greco from Mar del Plata who replaces 
Maria Teresa Canas who loft the Islands recently after marrying Mr Roger 
Davis who was working hero with JCL
CAMP COMMUNICATIONS. A recently broadcast Government announcement said that 
the problem "of communications with the Camp,especially during the hours of 
darkness,is continually under review.A series of tests is being conducted in 
this field and they include;!) Tests between Fox Bay,Cable and Wireless, 
Saunders Island and the Stanley Broadcasting Studio to try to ascertain the 
most favourable frequencies.

2) Tests between Fox Bay and Darwin with a view to 
utilising a tone alarm system.

3) Tests throughout the night between Stanley and
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NEW LIBRARY HOURS.. r_li
on Thursdays from 5“7p»m

Following an experimental change of Stanley Library hours 
io to 5-5p*m. the Library Committee have announced that 

Tuesday's opening time has also boon changed.Hours are now;Mondays,Wednesdays 
and Fridays from 5-7p»m. and Tuesdays and Thurdays 3-5p*m.
SHIPPING. Apart from Monsunen's dry-docking trip the only other deep sea 
movement was that of the charter ship ANNE BEWA which departed for thef United 
Kingdom via St.Vincent on July ?th carrying 2,86? bales of wool,32 tons of 
general cargo(mostly personal effects : and 10 bales of wet,salted sheepskins. 
The next charter voyage will be made- by the ANNETTE DANIELSEN which is due to 
leave the U.K. on 27th August.
AIR TRA. VELLERS.Thore were fiv_ flights of the F27 aircraft in June.Sixty-t"o 
passengers arrived of whom one was a tourist and one hundred and thirty pass
engers departed of whom two were tourists.
HOUSE PARENTS for DARWIN SCHOOL. The newly created poets of House Parents for 
Darwin Boarding School have boon taken by Mr & Mrs Neville Bennet,who, with 
their two children Isobcl and Rachael, arc duo to fly out to Darwin shortly.
TROUBLESOME TANKER. On the morning of Sunday 20th Juno the water tanker belong- 
to Argentine- personnel engaged in the extension of the Hookers Point airstrip 
ran back down Villiers Street and through the corrugated iron fence of the 
proportyof Mr Ray Campbell at the junction of Villiers St and John St(oppcsite 
the Speedwell Store).The peat shod which was full acted as a buffer and con
sequently ,although not smashed down, was twisted.The next morning the same 
vehicle was being driven up the samo hill when it ran back into the fence of 
Rowen House causing minor damage.
GOVERNOR'S CUP . The Governor’s Cup Darts Competition held at the Town Hall 
last night and tonight and had 149 entries was won by Lus Biggs who beat 
hike Smith in an exciting final by 2 games to I.In the Ladies Rose Bowl 
Competition Paulina McKay was victorious over Joan Middleton.This part of the 
tournament had 37 entries.
HELPER CENT EN ARI AN. On Thurday 29th July th.; Governor sent a congratulatory 
telegram to Mr Jim Pitaluga,who is now residing in Cornwall, on the attain
ment of his 100th birthday.
CPA REPRESENTATIVE. It was announced tonight that the Hon. L.G.Blake had been 
selected by the Falkland Islands Branch of the Commonwealth Parliamentary 
Association to represent it at the CPA conference to bo hold in Mauritius from 
l8th-30th September. Mr Blake who is the Manager of Hill Cove and the elected 
Member for West Falklands on the Legislature represented the Colony at last 
year’s CPA conference :in Now Delhi.

TEMPORARY ATR^TPTP---——  —.—textension of the temporary airstrip at Hook r*"’ Point 
by Argentine engineers was completed towards th^ end of June.The strip which 
was 800 metres long now has a length of 1200 metres.
CHILDREN’S FANCY DRESS PARTY.The annual. Children’s Fancy Dress Partyorganisod 
by the Stanley Social Club(Working Men’s Social Club) was held in the Town 
Hall on Saturday I7th July.A dance in the Town Hall the same evening raised 
£60 for the Party Fund.
POWER HOUSE FEED TANK LEAKe After reports of a strong smell of diesel oil 
during the evening of uiday l8th July it was discovered that the- 73OOO gallon 
feed tank at the Power House was leaking.Power House staff assisted by others 
pumped the remaining fuel into one of the larger tanks and the- loss of fuel 
was minimal thanks to their swift action.
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• Deaths.

************************ * * -X- * *

WANTED:

******* ****** * ** * * * * ** ****** * *

July '22nd
July 27th

Serious collector socks old(obsolcte) Colonial and 
Commonwealth banknotes and paper money.Cash paid quickly for 
interesting items .Please- send items for immediate- offers to;

Peter Burke,
No . I5 Els tow C1 o go , 

Eastcotc- pRuislip.
MIDDLESEX.

Share your nows-Air your views.Drop a line to the TIMES which is edited 
and published at Byron House in Stanley.
Suggestions for and comments about the paper are ' nbed.'.d if you want to 

Gx. c th: type of paper that you v-njoy reading. Rcmombor-
He who pays the paper calls the tune!

BIRTHS,MARRIAGES and DEATHS.
Birth in the K.E.M.Hospital,Stanley;
July I4th to Mr & Mrs Basil Morrison(Cathy McMillan) a daughter 

ANGELA CATHERINE (lOlbs 6oz)

JUNE WEATHER.
June brought loss wind than is usual for this month with more rain and 

less sunshine than normal.
Total rainfall was 63«4mm(2.5”)which is about 16mm more- than usual. 

Average wind speed was 12.3 knots(4 knots less than usual) with 35- hours when 
'it was of gale force and 312 hours when it was 10 knots or loss.The highest 
gust recorded at Stanley was 88 knots(I00 m.p.h.)on the 27th.The daily 
average sunshine was 1.6 hours which is 12 minutes loss than usual for this 
time of year.The average temperature was 2 deg C(35*6F) the highest being 

the 10th and the lowest minus 5*4 dcgC(22.28F) on the 
26 th.There’ wore twenty one occasions on which ground frost was recorded,this 
being one more than the June average.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** *

Marriage in Christ Church Cathedral on July 31st
Rowc-na 5% elder daughter of Mr&Mrs V/.McBeth of Sedge Island to 
Derek, third son of Mr & Mrs Nigel Summers of Stanley.

and in Southampton;
Landy Harrison and Petty Officer G.Edwards on the 12 June

Forthcoming Marriage; Margaret Nightingale and Reginald Anderson

7.2 deg C (44.96F) on

in Tasmania on 14th July, Mr Andy Halliday aged 76 years.
(Andy left th Islands about i960) 

in Stanley;
Mr George- Douglas Smith agc-d 71 years
Mrs Sarah Craig Cartmell aged 75 years
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STRICKEN BEAVER SHIPPED BACK to STANLEY. August 1976.
When m/v FORREST arrived in Stanley on Wednesday I8th August she 

was carrying the dismantled Alpha Lima Beaver aircraft,one of the two 'planes 
that form -our internal-air-service. The aircraft,now a write-off,capsized at 
Nov/ Island on the Ilth August at approximately 1500 hrs whilst taxying towards 
a dinghy carrying its passengers who were due to fly to Stanley, when’ it was 
struck by a freak wind commonly known here as a 'woolly'.The unlucky pilot was 
the tall Canadian John Lavino who first camo to.the Falklands when he■ piloted 
a Cessna Skyhawk- aircraft from America on March 20t'h(soo. April TIMES) .After 
beingapproached by Government ho agreed to act as relief pilot during the ab
sence on leave of Ian Campbell and ho returned to the Islands on May 6th.

Although the accident occurred after John had clocked up over 200 hours fly
ing hero giving him a tally of over 4?J00 flying hours since ho became a pilot 
ten years ago at the ago of sixteen,ho has boon grounded but asked to fly in 
an emergency until the rourn of Ian Campbell on September 9th.It was in this 
role- that he flew to Darwin on Saturday 28th.Although not officially announced 
there was a Board of Inquiry into the incident.Many people wore annoyed as this 
is not the first time a freak wind has capsized a Beaver but it is tho first time 

a pi-let has been grounded as a result. There wore pathetic Government announcements about the incident and the subsequent collapse of tho air-service due to the 
hospitalisation of our second pilot Jim.-Korr who is also the Director of Civil 
Aviation here .None of the nows releases expressed what a miracle i t-was that 
Big Bad John escarped from tho aircraft unscathed sliding down one of the 
'planes floats to the witing dinghy after tho cockpit started-to fill with water.

When I asked Gapt.Lavino if he had been told to miss out Now Island if he 
thought there*was any risk inv.olvod( the mean wind speed was about 35 knots) he 
ropliod"NoSir! In fact when I asked Jim if it wasn't rather.late to be leaving 
for New Island(ho did not leave Stanley until aft>-r I230hrs) ho said that I had plenty of time".

BAD BLOOD at HOSPITAL. It was announced on Saturday 4th September that a Board 7 
of Inquiry was to be convened to -investigate tho dissension between the Colony's 
throe*doctors.The hopeless situation in which apparently Doctors Cox and Dunnett 
arc- at loggerheads with Dr.Lee has .been going■ on .for some’ time and no doubt‘is 
another problem which Government hoped would go away(I seem to remember a’Coun
cillor at the Juno L-cg.Co. meeting refer to us having our heads in. the ..sand-!), 
Tho dispute came into the open after a short broadcast on.4.5Mhz by the-Senior 
Medical Of ficor ‘ Dr,.Cox> in which'gave the reason why there-’ would-bo np-;more ' 
'Doctor skeds' and said that he and Dr Dunnett would be withdrawing from all duties 
other than emorgon.ciesdue to--a .dispute, with Governm mt. Executive, Council have mot 
more than once over’.the-matter and although I can't- g^t anyone to confirm it,it 
appears that tho Board comprises of the Chief Secretary and Councillors Goss and 
Smith. ' .. ..

Moro on these major 'talking points next time.
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Bear Sir,

■ r.
f * .

Ycurs faithfully, 
W.E. Robertson.

Stanley.
5th August, 197&.

Wilmette, Illinois, 
U.S.A.
9th August, 1976.

Fox Bay West, 
West Falklands, 
Falkland Islands. 
5th August, 1 976.

a TIMES (London)I feel I must write after reading the absurd statement by 
leader which was published in your paper last month.

The report I refer tc was as follows, and I quote:- ‘It is difficult to 
envisage hew H.M.G. could justify spending thirteen million pounds in aid -ever 
the next five years on a population who enjoy a per capita income comparable to 
the U.K. when there are very poor countries whose aid is being threatened at 
this time’ end of quote. I can think of many men, alas new in history most of 
them that would tear this statement tc shreds for many different reasons.

Bear Sir,
As a stamp collector in North America, I decry any action to take away 

Falkland stamp issues from ttee Crown Agents. Please make a stand for sensible 
philatelic policy and not promulgate vast, new and meaningless "label” type 
stamps.

Bear Editor,
I’d like to air my view's on Lord Shackletons recommendations to Philately. 

-Rof "to** ’Economic Survey of the Falkland Islands.
Chairman: The Rt, Hon. Lord Shackleton KG FC OBE.
Volume i cf 2 Government Finances and Public Services, Outlook pp J27-329.
Volume 2 of 2 Strategy, Recommendations & Implementation, published 

July, 1976.
Chapter 20 - Implementation and Finance,
Government Recurrent Finances p,' 102^ *

As a Philatelic collector of Falkland Islands stamps I feel strongly that 
the recommendations on Philately should NOT be implemented.

I’d like to make it stronger by pointing out if the Crown Agents cease to 
be the production and marketing authority, I for one will cease to buy Falkland 
new issues. Also I will discontinue sending them overseas to friends.

Surely it would be better in the long term interest to have a steady growth 
than to get rich quick, for say maybe two years. Before Falklands stamps died 
out. Ref: St. Vincent.

As yet I’ve never known of anything that was done in an aggressive, way tc 
be a success. I’d like to hear ether peoples views on cur philatelic future.

Ycurs faithfully, 
Brenua Whitney.
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..•Camp Reads should "be an inspiration
What about cur Stanley Roads?

Stanley9
Falkland Islands

colleagues would ’be party to harsh policies.
, Yours faithfully,
. r : IlG-. Mitchell .

• .Managing Director,

.. ...
Dear, Sir,

I thought, the letter .'of • Modus -Operandi on. 
to us all and I hope something comes- cf his. ideas.

. Dear Sir, .
*■ -■ ' .z.. •

I apologise, for again raising this question of monopoly but Adrian Monk’s 
letter of 24th July cannot go unanswered* .

The Concise Oxford dictionary defines monopoly as.”exclusive possession of 
the trade in some commodity^ this conf er .red as privilege by State.” The Com
pany has net a monopoly wit.hih th?s definition but it has a.”Virtual Monopoly” 
because no one else is interested in setting up in competition. This is a 
measure. of the re.sponsible way in which the Company operates these ancillary 
activities* ■

Of course, as Adria?.), states., there oould be a change cf policy new that we 
are a wholly cwaed subsidiary but 1 believe this to be unlikely with. Char ring
tons.-.. But one thing is certain, however, and that, is neither I nor my

Yours faithfully, 
Peter 'Walmsley0

V & ‘1 -X: & V • • ‘<v ??

Falkland Islands Cc0 Ltd*; 
94a White chapel High St., 
London El 7QY-

To. name but a few-;-
D-.-es this gentleman (?) knew how much during the-last-fifty odd years H.M.G. 

have plQ-ghed back into the Colony after taking so much in the way of Taxes from 
the proceeds of ’Our National ProductCorrect me if I am wrongly informed 
but I think it was as high as two million in 1914 or there abouts.

It would also do this questioned gentleman a power of good to walk up to, 
study and contemplate the War Memorial in Stanley, Thirteen million looks 
rather a sick gesture to a proud group cf names etched into a block of stone.

It is a plausable and honourable thing when a rich nation helps ’poor 
countries ■. Hcwr can this gentleman imply that Britain is rich?

It seems to me that this gentleman Would wish that the Falklands he given 
to someone else, (no prizes for 'correct guesses) after all Britain seems bo have 
been in the giving•mood for the last thirty o?? so.years but one thing that this 
man doesn’t seem to' realise is that'the--countries we have given • back were .tou - 
there own people. . Isn’t it different with us, are-we not BRITISH? . ’ “'T - «-

Finally I would like to see this. gentleman come to the Falklands, give up 
his col cub "tele, large • detached .suburban residence not forgetting his and his 
wifes car, his high salary v/i't.h the Times and all the perks that go with the 
job and enjoy his so called :per capita Income with the U,K0! all on 80£ per 
capita month.
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living in the camp, especially

4

Hill Cove, 
Falkland Islands, 
16th Augus t, 197^•

P.O. Box 148 
Stanley. .
17th August, 1 976.

month probationary period in the outback, sorry the 
accurately the problems of camp life.

Ycurs faithfully,
Mr. Ron Reeves.

and get us goihg. 
Islands, build up the community, and STAY BRITISH.

Yours faithfully, 
B. Miller.

V * $ ❖ * * ❖ * # * * £

Dear Sir,
Per only the second time during this Century we are about to witness the 

Silver jubilee cf our Sovereign.

Dear Editor,
Further to your comment in the July edition of the Times, referring to the 

Government’s reluctance to part with Shackleton’s report unless accompanied with 
confirmation anu. a cash with order basis.

This cash with erder basis, has long been a pecularity mainly to be found, 
with Government, whereas most other traders in Stanley are quite happy-to. accept 
bona-fide orders from the camp, and to dispatch the goods without prior payment, 
Government, deems it fit to demand cash with order.

New this can be quite annoying for these cf us 
when the transaction requires to be completed by two trips of the Beaver, which 
can be a prolonged affair.

Dees Government fear that intending buyers might do. a bunk from the Colony • 
without paying? - I would have thought’ it easier to abscond from Alcutraz than 
the. 'Falklands n

I suppose its a case of rules is rules] start to bend them and you’ll lead to 
anarchy, civil, disorder, government collapse and gracious - revolution]

Really it only highlights the gulf between the administration - secretariat 
and the camp, whith could be helped by making all top civil servants serve a 12 

far west, to appreciate mere

Why do we sit back and wait for somebody else to .renew these? Why not get on 
with it ourselves? As far as I know our Government has road making machinery 
available. Supposing a Public Meeting was called and everyone from 16 to 60^ 
or even 70!, of both sexes volunteered to work week-ends road making - after 
all gardens can be worked in evenings once peat is out. Then Royans and 
experts like John Rowlands could be asked to draw up a plan of work. I suppose 
an early start could be made on rock crushing, and shouldn’t we start a campaign 
to raise money to buy cement? After all if we ean carpet our hospital w© can 
surely cover our reads]

As Helpers, we are renowned for the ability to turn our hands to anything. 
I’m sure the community spirit is here, we just want some leaders to stand-up 

Let us all get on with helping ourselves to improve
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What will this legislation do?? ■
Will legislation cause ill feeling against /the administration??
Will legislation cause managerial depression when ohe problem is beyond the con
trol of the management??

Yours faithfully, 
Velma Malcolm
Sjl❖ * >:< * V * ❖ ❖

-5"
To-date the only known celebration to mark this event is the issue of a‘ 

set of stamps. Surely we who want the world to knew that we are, British and 
intend to remain so, are going to demonstrate our Britishness on this very 
important occasion by jubilation, a public holiday and the accompanying pageantry 
that normally forms part of such occasions, a heritage of which we are justly 

. proud. V
However, I sat through the Budget Session of Legislative Council but did 

not hear any mention of any provision of funds to celebrate the Silver Jubilee 
of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. As 6th February, 1977 is now less than 6 
months hence, I hope’.our Administration will he taking ‘steps to provide an 
interesting and fitting programme of events 'to celebrate such an auspicious 
occasion, .which will prove to the world we mean what we’say, when we proclaim 
"KEEP THE FALKLANDS BRITISH". ;

What are we doing about Keds then, we'are putting forward legislation to fine 
•farms that have keds.
Will legislation help the' farm that isc shert cf shepherds to get seme more??
Will legislation impreve the standard cf shepherding ensuring clean gathers??
Will legislation rid the Wickham Heights cf stray sheep??
Will legislation step keds from becoming immune to dip as in the past??
Wiki legislation stop re-infection from a neighbour who still has the problem??
I think the answer in all cases is NC,

-that still has the problem?? * ,-;
Hew many farms along the "Wickham Heights have got together to attempt to clear 
the area cf stray sheep?.?
I think, that .the answer to both these'questions is NONE.

WHAT ARE WE DOING TOGETHER???? '
Its a known or supposed fact that in small communities, such -p.s ours, there is 

.. usually a high standard of communal e*o-operation.
It would seem that Falkland Island farmers are an exception. Each farm remains 
a strictly closed unit with very little if any combined effort being made to. 
combat problems that we have in c ommon.
Take for example the KED problem, here we are on' the verge of defeating a com
mon enemy, victory could be ours with a little communal co-operation.
How many farms, that are free of-keds, have .offered-help to their neighbour,
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W5.ll legislation cause ill feeling between neighbours, in cases of re
infection??
Will legislation cause increased pressure on a depleted and over stressed " 
labour force, probably driving-them from camp if not the Colony??
± think the answer in all cases is YES. ■ ;•

What should we do then?? . --••••)
Should we send shepherds and labourers, at cost, to help that neighbour that 
just can’t quite get rid of the beasts??
Should we get together and .clean gather the Wickham Heights??
Should we generally work together to eradicate 
of the Colony??
Should we take a good look and see if there is anything else we can do in the 
same spirit??
I think the answer in all cases is YES,

STANLEY SWIWENG POOL
At a meeting in Stanley on 6th August the Trustees for the proposed new- 

swimming pool were given a portfolio of seven drawings together with detailed, 
schedules of work and quantities for the project. The donors, who had under
teen the work in their own time on an honorary basis, were Mr. Brian Ashfield 
and Mr. Phillip Thompson.

.. The receipt .of this material takes Stanley one step nearer-the realisation 
ofla century old aspiration. The new material complements the feasibility 
study on the project undertaken by a firm of consulting engineers just under .a 
year-ago, ’

The site cf the pool is to be in the old power station building. The. 
pool will be bruit up above ground level, with dressing rooms and other 
facilities below. It will have a filtration plant, a mechanical ventilating 
system, and special plant to use waste heat from power stat ion. generators to 
warm.’the water- of the pool.

Mr. Harold Rowlands, the Financial Secretary said that a substantial sum 
of money-was already available to’get1 the project launched. It included 
donations fr^m the publip in both: the -Camp and Stanley; and from the Government.

Another £2,000 is available from, the Great Britain fund on demand, and an 
application has gone to the European Economic Community for further financial 
help. . ’

Mr.' Tom Royans, Superintendent of Public Works, who produced a design for 
the pool three years ago, was at the meeting as was "Mr. Clem‘Clements, another 
of the Trustees. The meeting was chaired by the Deputy Governor, Mr. Gordon 
Slater. 

The Trustees are now considering ways af raising further funds. It was 
stated after the-' meeting that" some • organisations and firms had already offered 
help Of various kinds. ? . . <■ •

The Committee warmly thanked Messrs Ashfield and Thompson for their contri
bution /which would mean a considerable saving in the project^

a common enemy to the benefit
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JULY WEATHER ■;T ■’■■ .
"■■..............................- ----------------■- - - • • .. n. .11 ......................................

July this year was the coldest, snowiest and sunniest_fcr .ten years, with 
slightly-more rain and less-wind than usual. ..1/'

rainfall was ’52. 2mm( 2'. 05” ) .which is about 7mm..more thinf the.'July 
average. “The' average0 wihd speed was- 1’3. J.knots (2 knots., less than usual) with 
13--hours whfen’it'.wase of gale force and 301 hours when-it was 10 knots or less. 
The highest gust recorded at- Stanley was 52- knots on the JOth. Daily, average • 
sunshine was' 3.1 hours which makes July this year the sunniest on record. -The 
average"daily temperature was 1.5 deg C (34.7 F) the highest being ’6.5 leg C 
(43-7 F) on the 20th and.the lowest -5«5 deg C (22.1 F) oh .the 26th. There 
were 1’6 occasions on which snow covered half the ground, and. 25 .occasions on 
which ground frost was recorded this being 4 more then the July average.

s]s >;< sjc 5*,< sj< V v •.<

MacBeth - Summers • . ■
Christ Church Cathedral was the scene of a very pretty wedding bn Saturday 

31st July when Rowena, eldest daughter' of Mr. & Mrs. Wally Macbeth of Sedge 
Island and Derek, third sen cf Mr. Mrs. Nigel Summers of,Stanley were’ married 
by .-the-Reverend Gerald Smith. ^'4

unfortunately the bride’s parents could not be present due to unfavourable 
weather conditions preventing the Beaver from lifting them from Sedge Island 
and she was given away by her brother Raymond. Rowena’s bridesmaids were. Marilyn 
Benner and little Annaliese. Clarke, also Marie younger sister of the bride, 
Hair styles were by-Rita .And Mrs. Kay McCallum made the beautiful dresses. The 
flowers for the bouquets were from Comodorc Rivadavia being a present from Mat
ron of the.K. E. M, Hospital where Rowena works as a nurse and which were expertly 
arranged.by Mrs.--.Rene Rowlands.

..^dferek^s-lest man was Mr., Neil McKay and both he and the groom were HreSsed 
in dark suits with carnation buttonholes. Due to the Wintry road conditions ■ 
the bridal party had to use Land Rovers to be conveyed to the Hospital to visit 
patients and duty staff then on to the Town Hall fzr the reception followed by 
supper atsEmmaAs./ -

The; 3ay*s celebrations concluded ■with a lively dance in the Town Hall.

NON ALIGNED. CONFERENCE Calls for Handover
’ ■' -The recent Conference -of Non Aligned countries held in Colombo demanded the 

restoration of the sovereignty over Guantanamo, the panama ^anal Zone and the 
Malvinas respectively to Cuba, Panama and Argentina who were the rightful owners 
of. these territories.

■ ' Th'e declaration went on “In the special and particular case of the Falk- 
land Islands, the Conference firmly supported the just claim of the Argentine 
Republic>and urged;-the .United Kingdom to actively pursue the negotiations re- 
gqmmended by the United Nations for the purpose of restoring that territory to’ 
Argentine sovereignty thus ending that illegal situation that still prevails in 
the extreme southern part of the American continent ”4

QBd. , The. Declaration on the granting of Independence to Colonial Countries 
and ..Peeples: adopted. by. the United-Nations General Assembly states "All peoples 
have ?the. right .;tc self-determination; by virtue of. that right they freely deter
mine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social-and cultural 
development”)
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NEWS in BRIEF* ’ ' - ' - ’
INCREASE FOR PENSIONERS. We failed to report the increase of the’ O.A.P.' and 
Contributions made at the Legislative Council Meeting on June 25th, After a - 
determined bid by Councillor Flake to -improve the lot of our Pensioners the 
Legislature went into Select Committee at approximately 4. JO p.m. on the final 
day: of the‘session and. Council. resumed at about 5* 15. when it reported to His 
Excellency that the amendments proposed by Councillor Blake and seconded by 
Councillor Adrian Monk had been approved. The result being that Pensioners, 
are t_o receive an. extra £1 .per week as from the 1st July and single folk will 
now receive £6 per. week and married couples £9- Contributions will , be in
creased’ at the 1st January 1.977 from; Employers 80p - 92p per week, Employees 
JOp - 62p per week and self-employed persons £1 ,J0 - £1*54 pel' week.
HOSPITAL VISITING COMMITTEE* The Hospital Visiting Committee fcr.1976 com- -,- 
prises of Mrs, Hui da Stewart ’Chairman, Monsignor Spraggen and Nirs. Her mi re 
Johnston who replaces Mrs. Valerie Bennett who resigned when she went’ to work at Darwin, o .. • ■ ■ . ■

tJILANL GEESE VISIT the TOV/N. Both visitors and residents now have an added- 
attraction, to Stanley. For about a month now a small flock of Upland Geese, 
consisting of a goose and five ganders have been grazing peacefully, on Victory 
Green opposite the. UPLAND GOOSE Hotel. They had also been observed on the 
'green outside the Secretariat... - v
NEWS of ISLANDERS ABROAD,. Mr* David Hardy of the radio division, Metropolitan 
Police (London) has been promoted to Telecommunications Technical Cfficer Gx'ade 

David left the Islands in 1973 returning- for a brief visit last year.
Peter Felton (younger son of Mr. Roy Felton off?

Stanley) .has. been, appointed Deputy Headmaster at Whitenights School, Earley near 
Reading while his wife Jennie now has a B. Ed. degree (2nd Class Honours) from Readi'/g U~ .varsity, ■ ' ,
CUR BOYS at BISLEY. Falkland Islanders have yet again displayed their high 
standard-of marksmanship at the annual Bisley Camp at Woking (England). The 
Falklands Rifle Association with a membership of just over twenty and represent
ed by Ren Betts, Tim Dobbyns, Robin Henricksen, Gerald Cheek and Owen May was 
competing against many countries including the USA, The Falklands were Jrd in 
the Junior Kclapore with a score of 5&1 (Winners were Barbados with 573 and 2nd 
the USA with 5^8)In the Junior McKinnon the Falklands team were 4th with 352 
points (Winners were Jersey J6O, 2nd Guernsey with 337 and 3rd Barbados 333.)• 
In individual competitions Robin won the Sudan with 93 points and won' the gold 
medal with Gerald being -second with 97 points and winning the silver medal.
FALKLAND - ISLAN1?S ‘JOURNAL 1 975 • The Journal has now been placed on sale and can 
be obtained from Mr. Sidney Miller, Ross Hor.se, Stanley. TlSe price is 50p or 
8Cp including 2nd class air-mail,
SEMINAR at PORT SAN CARLC6. The second Camp Teachers ’Work-in’ at Port San 
Carlos was held over the weekend 2J-26th July* It was confined to teachers from 
the permanent settlement schools and enabled them to disduss new teaching methods, 
exchange ideas and 'help each other solve problems as in any staffroom.

. RED CROSS.SOCIETY’S BINGO NIGHT. A Bingo evening organised by the Re’d Cross 
Society tc raise,.funds for the purchase of carpet tiles for the Hospital was 
held at the Town Hall on Friday 1Jth August. Another fund raiser in the form 
of a dinner nance is planned for Saturday 11th Septemoer,
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‘ ..BAHAI FESTIVAL.
Over the weekend of September IIth,tho Bahai’s of Stanley, are • 

having a festival.Study classes will be hold during the day and on Friday and 
Sunday evenings there will be a social gathering at the Upland Goose- Hotel 
where invited guests will watch' slide shows and share refreshments and music.
FILM on FALKLANDS. The Government have beer negotiating to obtain a copy of 
the Southern Television film on the Falklands(sce page 9 of Juno TIMES) and it 
has recently been announced that a print will be available shortly.
CHANTER SHIP OUTWARD BOUND.The ANNETTE DANIELSEN sailed from Gravesend(London) 
for the Falklands on Friday 27th August and apart from cargo is carrying 149 
bags of letter mail, 3 bags registered mail and 161 bags of parcels.
TOURIST SHIPS VISITS. The Italian liner EUGENIO C is due to call at Stanley 
on a day’s visit on 31st January next. The LINDBLAD EXPLORER is due to call 
on 21st January and I8th February before- making its usual call to West Point 
Carcass and Now Islands
SENIOR SCHOOL P..T.A, ANNJAL GENERAL MEETING.Duo to a poor turn-out,tho Annual 
General Meeting of the Senior School Parent Teachers Association,scheduled for 
Ilth August, could not bo hoi c Only II parcnts(roproscnting 6 children)attcndod 
the mooting at the school which has 37 children on tho register.
SHOOTING INCIDENT VICTIM EVACUATED to BUENOS AIRES.A special flight of the F27 
aircraft was laid on by LADE on Monday 9th August to evacuate Mr Nelson Vidal 
who sustained a1 bullet wound to the lower stomachc during a shooting incident 
at Roy Cove on Saturday 6th.The incident occurred after a family quarrel when 
Robin Ross,a,stepson of Vidal, was about to r.o shooting geese and was approach . 
-od by Vidal in a tnroatoning posture and drunken state.
COURT CASES.In the Magistrates Court on I7’th August,Mr T.Costello(JohnstonC.Ltd) 
was fined £15 for tampering with a vehicle without authority.The offence took 
place soon after 2p.m. on 29th July v/hen Costello released tho hand-brake of 
tho Police Land Rover which had been placed in tho gateway on- the south side-' 
of tho temporary airstrip to prevent vehicles crossing at the time of take-off 
of the F27.After the- hand-brake had been released tho defendant pushed the 
Police Rover with tho vehicle ho was driving and proceeded to cross the strip.

For failing to comply with a Police’No Crossing’ sign at tho same 
place on 12th August,Messrs J.Towso,B.Morrison and W.Morrison were each fined 
€SlDING ISLAND SOLD.Dean Bros.Ltd., have sold the Golding group of islands 
(North West .Falklands) to Mr Fc-nton Hirtlc- of Roy Cove.
JOBS GALORE; It was recently re-vealod that there were 41 vacancies in tho Camp: 
for 25 shepherds,! tractor driver,3 mechanics,2 cowmen/gardeners,2 boys,
6 handyman;and 2 navvies.These figures excluded 5 farms for which vacancy.fig
ures were not available.
IT’S zx SMALL WORLD,Australian tourist Mr Charles Sharp who spent a week hero 
from 26th August/2nd September recently met Richard Pearson in Western 
Australia.Richard was one o.f an eight-man shearing team at Mocberrie'Station 
( about 180 miles NE of Goraldtown)which runs 16,000 sheep on some- 450,000 acrc-s.
NEXT EDITION. Once again wo are behind with a TIMES.However wo, shall have tho 
next edition out before tho end of September and in fact it is already in the 
pipeline. Wo shall have more interesting lcttors(including one of tho -30A 
Sub Committee's ’Reports Report’ which .we hops to summarise).the reason for 
tho forthcoming visit by tho Bishop of,Argentina and,hope-fully, more about 
flying doctors.
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-) SPEEDWELL STORE (-

s

Linda Clifton(daughter of Mr&Mrs’Gug1Clifton)and Frank Bilish 
of Yugoslavia

aged 76 years 
aged 71 years

in the K.E.M.Hospital,Stanley;
August 10th to Mr & Mrs Tony Summers(Sylvia Newman)a daughter DONNA (81bs) 
August I8th to Mr & Mrs Delhi Berntsen (Florence- Browning) a daughter

LYNETTE (61bs 2oz)

>'v .

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES and DEATHS.
Births

a Medical Officer here- in 1958

in England;
August 9th to Mr & Mrs Rex White(Teresa Llamosa) a son DOMINIC CHARLES(71bs8ox) 

Teresa is a grand daughter of Arthur and Rosie Llamosa late of Port Howard
Engagements

Paul Biffc-n(JCL) and Teresita Clocia Volpi(Argentine Spanish Teacher)
in New Zealand;

August I4th

Have you got your vegetable seeds yet? Never mind if you haven’ t-thor<.' 
still plenty of time- be fore the next full moon .Send in your orders now 
Campers for your SUTTONS se<.ds at U.K.prices

Other goods expected later this month;
LADYBIRD books,CHAD VALLEY toys,CHRISTMAS- cards,BENSONS confectionery, 

CRANE BRAND dungaree trousers.and jumpers,GRUNDIG radios and radio/rccordors, 
another selection of BAROMETERS,POTTERY,SEIKO watches,PENTAX cameras,lenses 
and accessories.

Calling all shepherds-have you got a docent check bit,snaffle 
or pair of stirrups ready for the Season? Then if not order one now as wo 

only have a few of each loft.
Callaghan Dairy customors-why not make it easier for the milkman 

by paying- your milk bill' at the SPEEDWELL STORE 
**********************

Share your nows-Air your views.Write P.O.Box 60,
Stan!nv

Marriages
at Dunbar(Roy Cove)

August 28th Margaret Nightingale and Reginald Anderson 
in England;

August IAth RAF Cpl.Michael Alazia,oldest son of Mr & Mrs Bob Alazia of Roy 
Cove- to Ann Oxtoby of Holland.

in San Lorenzo,Argentina.
August 14th Susan,eldest daughter of Mr & Mrs Charlc-s Coutts of Stanley to 
George Diego Marcicllo. The brides parents and sisters travelled to Argentina 
for the wedding. The groom met Susan when he was working here with Y.P.F.
Deaths
August I6th Robert Lionel Robson JP
August 30th Edward Andrew Robson 

in England;
July 23rd Rodney de Saram who served a.s
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ONE BEA VET?-NG PILOTSo Air Service Crisis Worsens»

I P/FIT/1#27 |

When Falkland Islands Government Air Service pilot
Ian Campbell returned from leave on September 9th,it looked as if the> 
Air Service would soon be operating as usual thus ending the crisis 
mentioned in the August TIMESoIan wasted no time and was in the‘air 
doing a scheduled flight on Friday < 1Ct.ho However on Sunday 12th 'it was announced that he would not be flying ’tomorrow or the rest of the 
week'oApparently he did not pass a medical examination that, day thus 
rendering him unfit to. fly.Jim Kerr flew out on Thursday 16th Sept-' to 
undergo a medical examination in Buenos Aires and has since, gone"’.on to 
the UoKo for ^treatmentoIan was ordered to Buenos Aires for a medical and he flew out by last Friday’s (24th)Fo27o

Meanwhile Mr Bill Luxton of Chartres has given invaluable 
support with his Cessna Skyhawk 'plane while Government are exploring 
various avenue s_in its endeavour to recruit the services of temporary 
pilotso -/v FORREST has been doing her share of carrying mail and 
passengers^in an attempt to alleviate the problem and tonight her itinerary lor the next three weeks was announced0' 
 . . ifter being approached for finance to help pay for twoLeaver aircraft on offer in Canada, Her Majesty's Government have 
agreed to provide a loan of up to £50,000 interest free and J2 years 
allowed for repaymentoTotal cost of the two aircraft including a snare sen of floats is reckoned at £115,000 5-, ’

-!1he members of the Board of Inquiry into the dispute between the Colony’s three doctors were named in the evening-of the 1 
day on which the August TIMES, was placed on saleo;'e .have .very’-little' to 
report other than. a..recent Government announcement informed us that^a 
Doctor Baker who is a Medical Adviser to the Ministry of Overseas Dev
elopment world be coming next month to participate in the Inquiry
•BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY will be reducing its Stanley staff to one 

and will dispose of all its holdings in the Falklandso In a short 
broadcast on September 2nd His Excellency the Governor tried to 
assure people here that the reduction of the Survey's presence in ‘the 
Falklands was an internal BAS administrative matter unconnected with any aspect of Government policyo

PRICE 
10 p
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SUMMARY of4 SHEEP OWNERS ASSOCIATION SUB-COMMITTEE ’ S REPORTS REPORT.

areconducive to excellent grass production,

Editor's note; read

such as Medicine, Education and, in particular, Agriculture, 
again tc social apathy and failure, 
action has been taken speaks for itself,

1,. * :|S

the first two lines of Ron’s letter at page 5 sn.ould 
o,oSome/clown leaves the gate open,and finally rule three-

thorough cultivation and manuring•All these three aspects

The S,0oAo Sub-Committee Reports Report examines more than 26 previous 
Reports on the Falklands over the past 5'' years and adepts those recommendations 
which have present-day and foreseeable application. It is constructed under ten 
subject headings with reference to the previous reports.

The work which is mainly concerned with Agriculture (upon which the Colony 
is wholly economically dependent), was commenced more than a year ago and com
pleted before plublication of the Shackleton Economic Survey,

What follows are some of the recommendations only;
Crucial to the development of Agriculture is a road system on both main 

Islands witn a ferry link. Low cost ’dirt' roads are sufficient.
The flew of revenue leaving the Colony should be stepped, permitting invest

ment in land improvement. Further funds should be made available to this end 
with proper banking facilities.

One of the more important costs is that of energy. The implementation of 
the YPF Agreement is most important tc the development of the Industry.

Legislation must be passed to minimise the possibility of any new disease 
cccuring and plans laid to eradicate them when they occur.

Reducing farm size should prevent the under-capitalisation and under
utilisation which noew exists, K Wool Marketing Commission would guarantee prices 
and permit sensible management planning for future development and these advant
ages could apply to meat marketing. The funds made available to the Board could 
be used for development.

The Senior School education must be concentrated in one place (Stanley) to 
permit G.C.E, ’0’ level standard; scholarships should be provided for higher and 
further education only. Agriculture should be taught in schools and Earwin School 
used for extra-curricular activities and Agricultural education.

Necessary to provide a home market for Agricultural products and mere inten
sive farming is an increase in population which provides its own revenue (industrial 
development in oil, fishing and alginates). Comparative figures with UK (an 
industrialised country) would indicate a theoretical Camp population of 16,500 
and that of Stanley greater than half a million. Amusing calculations but thej do 
shew the theoretical scope for development.

The social aspects considered by the Report are highly critical of the 
absence of a democratic Governmental system and is responsible for frustration and 
social apathy - the political system seems designed to strangle every good idea,

The Government as it is new7 makes decisions on specialist subjects not 
necessarily with the advice or presence of those in areas responsible for things 

Such attitudes lead
The long list of Reports over which no



LETTER BOX

The Falkland .Islands Philatelic

Dear Sir,

Up Country, 
Glayshers Hill, 
H’dadley, BANTS. 
3^ st-July1976

Yours faithfully, 
G.A. Pattman (Mrs.)

* -if. £ $ # >;< * fcsM?

Leave Well Alone 
it would be to kill the Falkland Islands philatelically - 

than 25 years would.never buy an-.'.
■ ' Y/hat a. shame it would be to kill the Falkland Islands philatelically - I,

- for one, an enthusiastic- collector for mere than 25 years would.never buy an-.' 
other Falkland Island stamp if Falkland Islands leaves' the Crown Agents and 
thus. leaves the stamps of your country to moulder in -a possible-philatelic 
graveyard. ' ... ’’ ••••'

Maj ox' R.N.. Spaff ord, .
29 Queens Road,

''Weston-SuperiMare, ‘
BS23 2LH., ' '
25th July, ; i‘976 .The Editor,

The Falkland Islands Times,
Dear Sir,

■ It is entirely the decision of the Falkland Islanders and their.elected 
Government, whether th^y accept the report and recommendations of Lord Shackle
ton in pjiece or as a whole. _•

Not surprisingly members of the Fa Beland Islands Philatelic Sturdy Group 
consider those paragraphs concerning your magnificent and much envied heritage - 
your stamps- - to be ill considered and ill informed. Although Lord Shackleton 
had access to copies of certain' confidential letters concerning the Views of'"cur 
Study Group, at no time did he or any member of his team cc.nsult or discuss 
Philately or stamp issuing policy with the Study Group. We understand that ■ 
neither Lord Shackleton ncr any member of his team has any knowledge about 
Philately or about the ethics of a stamp issuing policy. The Falkland Islands 
Philatelic Study Group are not "purists" as described'by Lord Shackleton: we 
are> realists. From past experience we knew what will happen to your stamp issues 
and your revenue from that source, if you abandon'the Crown Agents for a stamp 
dealer to run your issuing policy, production or marketing-. • We. would, hat-e to 
see your precious heritage thrown into the. same gutter as the Philately of St, 
Vincent and their "Grenadines". for example. •

Should you."chocse to abandon the Crown Agents and go instead for a "get rich 
quick" policy and to hell with the future, instead of steady growth, I for one, 

. who at. present buy a sheet of - every stamp you. produce, will never buy a Falk
land stamp again. If. other philatelists throughout the .World, feel .alike, they 
must say so. noy;, so that the Falkland Islanders can decide. Itris their choice^ 
We believe we knew’ what thezr choice will be.

Yours sincerely, 
R.N. .Spafford 

Editor The Upland Geese and Research Co-Ordinator, 
Study Group.

X- Jji ❖ # £ »;< # # ❖ ❖ ❖ ❖
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abundantly, so vigorously

Hill Cove, 
Falkland. Islands.
16th August, 1976.

Fear Editor,
I have lived, and. worked, at Hill Ocve for ten years now, and. to date have 

digested, most of the material available on the Falkland. Islands, from Shackle
ton's report ib William lavies of 1939- I base the following on my experience 
living at Hill Cove,

To anyone unfamiliar with perhaps the largest afforested, area in the Falk
lands, and. I'm in daily contact with this unique bit of environment, it may 
be interesting for readers to know just how vast the change in climate is cue 
to this thick band of spruce-.

You have to experience, it to believe it, whilst on many occasions- the wind, 
howls and shrieks on the windward side, whilst on the leeward, all is quiet and 
tranquil, and very, very warm (providing the sun is out). It is quite comfort
able to sunbathe on the leeward side yet stroll to the end of the belt of trees 
and the full blast of the wind Takes your breath away.

These trees stand as a living testimony to anyone who declares that trees 
don’t grow in the Falklands. These do and infact are increasing in height 
s ome 12 - 18” per annum now,

Now what makes this piece of ground any mere different to the rest of the 
adjoining paddecks, and as far as I can see none, the trees were planted, took, 
grew and. are txcn thriving, jostling each other to reach the sunlight. • .

Some specimens on the leeward side measure some 6 feet in • girth and tower 
40 feet towards the heavens, and they’re growing.all the time, not like a wire 
fence which costs nundreds to put up and starts to deteriorate from the word go, 
in the. time taken for these trees to. mature most fences are ready tc collapse 
with old age. Yet year by year these trees poke'their heads. up and..increase 
the sheltered area to the leeward, no fence yet invented has these capabilities.

If ,ycu have the energy, and scrabble around at^the foot of these trees you 
will find numerous young seedlings growing, so infact not .only de trees grew- 
thrive in the Falklands they actually defie the rules and regenerate themselves, 
which just isn’t on. '

Now with all this mountain of expert advice on grassland improvements, 
which must have utilised a few acres of softwood to produce 'the paper its written 
on, we come to the next phenomenon and tWt is how to improve ones grassland.

New in my profession as gardener I find that my hardest task is that of ' 
venting the growth of grass in my gardens, yet paradoxically the farmers are 
trying hard to establish the growth of better grass. My experience has shown 
and many gardeners should be able tc bear this out, leave a garden for a season 
and it transforms itself into an admirable bit of grassland, cocksfoot-waist 
high, huge clumps of yorkshire fog. Yes I’ve had my fair share of clearing 
neglected ground.

Why is it that grass should grow so luxuriously, so abundantly, so vigorously 
in a garden? Especially when neglected, also I've found grass tc grow and spread’ 
quite happily right through the extremes of winter-time.

Here then in the garden lays the rules, the rules to grew healthy grass, 
grass comparable to anywhere in U.K. f The rules are thus:- One, shelter* - 
shelter from the winds, two - shelter from unrestricted grazing unless some
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manuring.

Our lamb surpasses -anything,
Our milk^is good, with plenty 

•, do they suffer from

logs to build their cabins.

Also we ought to stop knocking ourselves and being inferior, we have all the 
potential here to create an Utopian existence free from all the stress and strains 
of modern life* We should say to overseas visitors, come to the Falklands and 
learn to live as life is meant to be lived. Cn this sccre I would recommend 
folks to obtain a cop^ of E.F. Schumacher’s paperback called ’Small is Beautiful’ 
there are some good tips quite relevant to our life in the Falklands. Why chase’ 
after the industrialised way of life, is Britain very happy? Hew about the U.S. 
the most advanced country in the world, are they very happy with their lot?

The Falklands are the Falklands, we shouldn’t keep comparing ourselves with 
the U.Kv We growuthe finest vegetables going, uur meat is supposed to be lew 
grade but has more taste and goodness than anything you can. Buy in the butchers 
shop, you can’t whack cur mutton, boils and all. 
not even New Zealand lamb edn beat it for taste, 
of guts in it, just look at the graze that the cows ream ever 
the fantastic array of disease that afflict the so called pedigrees of. '’other 
countries, read A.L. Hagerdcorn’s volume cn Animal Breeding.!

There must surely be scope for expert of live cattle for breeding purposes, 
after all if .thdy can thrive here, they can thrive anywhere from Alaska to the 
Ukraine.

Besides there is a great fad in the western world for health foods, whey don’t 
they buy our meat, ,meat which is completely unadulterated from all the fancy 
chemicals that are shoved d.*wn the throats of the pedigrees to keep them healthy. 
Not much fear of consuming to much saturated animal fats from cur stcck, very 
good for the arteries.

Eat Falkland Island meat and every mcuthfull gives you a tang of mountain 
freshness, cool as the very waters that spring forth. from the mountain tops-.

Nt' we’ve got to stop impersonating the western worlds ideals ard create our 
cwn, and have a fuller more featlthy life which would be the envy cf other nations 
much larger.than curs, who are hopelessly bogged down in a sea P? beaucracy and 
crisis with a sea of pollution and filth closing in on all sides, with everyone 
striving to grab mere and mere and give less and less °~ls that the life we want?

. o n -'i •> • 1 -,r> 1 1 j - •> 1 4-1 — _ M. . -w. - r,l . . . , 1 4. •_ , L.", . fUld

All these three aspects are conductive to- excellent grass production.

Garden sites are no different to any other piece of adjoining ground, go 
back a hundred years and the site was probably just an ordinary piece cf camp.

Sc there you have it in a nutshell, shelter the ground, keep off the stock, 
give it thorough cultivation, rotating crops of turnips, greens and whathaveycu 
and the problems are solved,, Send home the experts get out your spades and dig, 
dig for victory.!

This coming summer, when it eventually arrives and most folk are being blown 
from pillar t^ post, you will find mo. reclining in a deck-chair down in the 
Forest in my Bermuda shorts with a glass of iced bacardi rum in one hand and my 
Shackleton report in the other.

If the Falklands should find themselves well and truly isolated from the 
rest cf the world due t-- some catastrophe, like the collapse cf the western 
world, Hill Cove will be able to supply intending house-owners with the necessary
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Carcass Island, 
26th August, 1 976,

P. 0. Bex 1 75 , 
Stanley.
24th August, 1976. ’

that the Falklands'" are well .able to stand ;on their own., by producing"our. 
water, food, shelter and

it advises that Falkland. Islands stamps shpuld be managed by an independent 
agent instead of the Crown Agents which nevz arc the production and marketing •’ 
•.authorities for our stamps. This to me is a very dangerous idea - I KNOW that ' 
serious ■stamp collectors would very soon.pease to buy our new issues as I de 
not think there is any way to safeguard the longterm interests in this way and 
the'Falkland Islands could very soon become a ’dead’ country philatelically as'.
I-believe happened to St. Vincent. I knew that I would no-longer -buy new issues 
for a collection. The brown Agents , have managed our stamps Very well for many 
years.and we have a good name in the stamp world, once lost we would not.regain 
it.... To mo this suggestion is similar to a farmer overstocking his land-in boccv 
years only ,tc find himself left with useless eroded land for .ever, more.;,

I would suggest that the Falkland Islands Study-Group' should be' consulted1' 
to. their views and any suggestions they may have. ; . -

Yours sincerely,
. Kitty Bertrand. '. --.< .••)•

# X*. V #X' ;c v V

Dear Editor, 
z • • ■ • - . . , . ■ • .•

Most people will by now have seen the Shackleton Report,'and a very compre- 
I wonder if others have noticed with concern as I did that 

it advises that Falkland. Islands stamps shpuld be managed by

• Rear Sir,
May. I, through the courtesy of your'paper, congratulate the Sub Committee 

of■ the S.O.A., upon their ’’Reports Report”. ' It is unfortunate, but perhaps not- 
surprising, that the Government did net take a lead in this matter. But at 
least the job has been dene, eyen if. on.e .might wish, that .a little more padding 
had gone into it. ... ■ • .

The striking thing about this report apart, from the large amount of work 
and; time which*already'busy men have put 'into it, is that , the authors have 
obviously not edited out the portions which .are self critical: and this is an ■ 
approach which many will find refreshing - not. t.d say unexpected.

If the attitudes adopted by this Sub-Committee are an indication of the 
general attitude of the S.O.A. , then there may be some hope for us yet. It is, 
do you think, toe much to hope that we may see similar signs of an intelligent 
interest in the Colony’s future from, say, the G.E.U. and the Government?

Yours faithfully,
R.D. Clements.
$ v v X- -c sji

If the world is' supposed to be ehtering a'grave crisis we’d better make 
sure '__ _ __  . _ _ . .
own basic wants, the essentials of life, namely-*- 
clothing in that order.' • a - . •

’ • Yours faithfully,
Ron Reeves. 

. ■ ❖in,'.****.*#
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the article concerning the stray sheep on the

Stanley
21st September, 1976.

unanimous approval of the Cathedral CcUncj.1.
Yours sincerely, 

The Reverend. Gerald Smith (Snd) 
Priest-in-Charge, 
Christ Church- Cathedral.
# i;< sj: £ # # # # # % # sj< j}s £ s£ >;« j[c j j: jjc

Stanley, ■ •
21st September,. 1976.

Bear Editor,
In your last edition you mentioned, that you would publish the reasons for 

the visit of Bishop Richard Cutts. Anglican Bishop in ^Southerp, Argentina and 
Uruguay, which has taken place this week.

. I would be. glad if you could convey to your.readers that the reasons have 
been given in full, insofar as it is possible in a matter which, is^ both complex 
and wide-reaching, by myself, in a broadcast sermon of 1st August. . Copies' of 
this sermon are still available from me if readers wish to avail themselves of 
a .complete account of •the situation which has led to Bishop 'Cutts1 visit.

What -is £ perhaps, more-important at this stage, is tq. oonvey the effect of 
Bishop-Cutts ’ visit, and this has been twofold. Firstly, the Bishop ha’s re
ass uredcur Anglican Community, both the Cathedral Council and others who, have 

cur position and is sympathetic to 
of his support and friendship -in this

met the Bishop, that he fully understands 
it; Secondly, the Bishop has assured us 
matter.

Naturally no decisions have been made at this stage and this was neither 
expected,’ ncjp is it possible at this, momenta Bishop Cutts-.will • continue 
negotiations about cur Jurisdiction on cur' behalf and this- has the’full and

Bear Editor,
- , X wcul^d like to comment on. the article concerning the stray sheep on the 

Wickham Heights by. Kir. A.T. .Blake. o .
Has any-one ever thought‘ of a simple way of getting rid of these, net . 

jtist' with the -few shepherds on horse-back, hut a line cf men on foot. -c

Has any-one ever thought cf approaching the Government and getting an 
organised line of men made up of Royal Marines and F.I.D.F. spread right across 
the mountains assisted by the shepherds on the lew land, to collect ’the sheep 
as they were chased cut of the mountains. ■x.y.

■ A man bn horse-back is handicapped where stene-runs and swamps are con
cerned but a man on feet can go straight on ahead he can also climb on r^cks 

. and see if there is anything hiding behind it without any fear of losing his 
• horse.

This dene in the fine weather when it is possible to sleep cut for a night 
or two should net only get rid of the stray sheep, but'also the wild cattle, 
and the forces would net only get exercise but would get rifle practise as well 
because no doubt anything that defied them or tried to break back wculd.be shot 
anyway.

I am no green-hern to the mountains or the ways of animals and I really 
think if this was done in mid summer when we only- have about five hours darkness

wculd.be
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Mr. Stephen Kissure, 171 Clonkeen Road, Blackrock/pc; Dublin, Ireland.

He

further details

AUGUST WEATHER c-

The average wind speed was 15.1 knots (about 1

Yours faithfully, 
A.F. Alazia

’c & # ❖ ❖ v V & ’S }? X; V 4- & 5»<

i

it would, pay off, and infact if worked with a full moon' there would riot be any 
total darkness.

SITUATIONS WANTED

■The following people are seeking employment in the Falklands:

£.TP-?- ’PRESS The Nepsreadei1 of the Newsletter for Friday 17th’Sept' 
informed us. that Government had decided to stay with the Crown Agents 
and regarded its duty as to maintain the highest prestige and stand- a. d for its. philatelic policy,,

... • , The received /.many letters on, the subject of the
onackietoi}.Report recommendations.,all of which advocated that our stamp issuing policy should remain unchanged.

The second hall' cf August this year was notable for the very dry, 
relatively warm and strong Northwesterly winds;

Total rainfall was 20 .'8mm (0.82”) which is about 25mm less than usual" and 
the driest August since 1958. The average wind speed was 15.1 knots (about 1 
knot below average) with 52 hours when the average hourly wind speed, was OfA 
gale force and 251 hours when it was 10 knots or less. The highest gust re- 
ocrdel was 55 knots on ^he 17th. Daily^average sunshine.-was 5*7 hours which is 
about 55 minutes more thr.n normal. The, average daily temperature was 5 deg C 
(57*4.<-F), the highest being 12.8deg C.. (55*04?) on the 21st and the lowest -2.4 
deg P\(-27*68f)- on the 18th.

ThereWej?e20 occasions ern which ground frost was recorded which is 2 less 
than usual 4 this time of year. o.

Mr. Stephen Kissure, 171 Clonkeen Road, Blackrock,; pc; Dublin, Ireland. Mr., 
Kissure is interested in work in one of the following fields - tourism, kelp, 
education or harbour. In the event cf his being offered employment he is pre
pared t<, pay part or all of. his fare to the Falklands.

Miss Anne’McGregor, 5 Queens Gardens, Ilkley, West Yorkshire, England. Miss 
McGregor has recently completed a three year course at a College of Education 
in England. The course was directed at the Junior range and. sbo took Rural • 
Science as her main subject wich subsidiary courses in mathematics,. art and 
outdoor pursuits. She is also trained, in typing, and other commercial subjects.
Mr. B. Dalmer, 1 Station Villas, Bank Read, Kilning, Bristol, England, is will
ing to take any farm employment. He has experience cf dock.work and at the 
moment is a tanker driver. <•

Mr. Gregory Allen, Combesatchfield, Silverton, Exeter EX5 4DE, be von. • Mr. 
Allen is trained as a potter and has some experience as a Youth Deader.
was brought up in a rural area and. has varied farming experience. His major 
interests are conservation and self sufficiency.

If-anyone is interested in offering employment to any.cf these people, 
further details are available from the Secretariat.
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additional." 11b at £1 o 50

■ Comrnonwealth-z!-p per oz

SPURT CASES.
In the Magistrates1 Court on Y/ednesday 15th September Michael John McKay 

V.as fined £20C-ahd bound oyer in the sum cf <£1C0 and ordered to pay* £19-34” - 
damages when he was convicted of breaking into the home of Mr. R.V. Goss in 
the early hours of Sunday ’5th September,

On Friday 17th September there were four cases heard. Mr0 Colin McDonald 
pleaded guilty to having a shotgun in his possession ■without holding a licence 

Jand was fined’£5* ' *>
Mr. Sidney Miller pleaded not guilty to failing to comply with an ;IN ONLY1 

sign at “the East drive to the Secretariat from Ross Road, on Friday 27th August. 
The'Senior Magistrate deferred his decision on the case after hearing a Police 
Constable and one other witness testify that they had seen Mr- Miller’s .car 
disappear from Ross Read towards the Secretariat and re appear driving into- 
Ross R< ad. On Thursday 23rd September : the Magistrate dismissed the information 
given, (fi. peso for your thoughts J )

Mr. Louis James Watson was convicted of careless driving end fined £5 
resulting from an accident on 23rd July when his vehicle collided with a car . 
owned and driven by Mr. Joe Bee th. Mr. Watson was driving his Landrover up; : 
Bean Street, and failed to give way to Mr. Booth who was driving East along 
Eitzrcy Read, (l have witnessed several ’near misses’ at the intersection of* 
St. ‘Mary’s Walk/John Street and Barrack Street, the latest of which was Friday 
24-th September when a Landrover almost collided with the Senior Magistrate’s 
Landrover.which had the. right cf way). Far greater caution needs to be exercis
ed when Negotiating many cf Stanley’s road-crossings. It never fails to amaze 
me hew there has never been a serious accident involving a child from the .• 
stretch of read from the ’ Co-Op’ to the Junior School where there is usually- ' 
a line of vehicles during the day and along which many drivers travel without 
due care.

- -Mr. Roger Martin (working for Johnston Construction Ltd.) was fined £20 
and disqualified from holding a driving licence for 1 2 months after he had 
pleaded guilty to driving while under the influence cf alcohol on Sunday' 1st 
August. The Landrover Mr. Martin was driving rar off the road and on'to the 
foreshore opposite Government House, A few moments after the- Court had risen 
it was reconvened, after an appeal that Martin was the only person licenced to 
convey explosives for Johnston Construction Ltd. and the disqualification was 
removed and the fine increased to yO (.Thirty pounds)

Letters- United Kingdom £ ~ \
-Other parts of the World- 8p per oz 

Parcels- 21b-£2 045; 71b-£3 o 20 ;.11 lb-£4o 00; 221b-£5 o 25LOCAL’ MAIL. . '
Letter’rates remain unchanged but parcel rates will be-
21b-15p;4lb-25p;7lb-30p;11lb-40p and 221b-75p

INTERNAL TELEGRAMS will from October 1st 197& be charged at
5p per word (increased from 2p) with a minimum charge of 21p
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shippin;
forVessel

Buenos AiresBAHIA BUEN SUCESO
ANNETTE DANIELSEN

Nationality Arrived Departed
Argentinian Sept1' 19th Sept’ 21st
Banish (Supply Ship) arrived Sept1 25th

bombs nor racial unreste 
any dangerous animals. No

from U.K. via 
Mar Bel Plata

THESE ARE' QUA MOUNTAINS by Mrs, K. Bertrand.
This morning when I wakened up. there was a Tussac-bird twittering on 

the stone wall’-outside- my bedroom window, it was one of a pair which always 
make a .nest in the wall.- I went out tn the kitchen and drew.hack the curtains., 
a Rock.Wren was singing on the hedge, the sky was pale blue .with- a few little 
pink clouds,. . .The t sea was a soft gentle blue and I could see. Hill Cove mountains 
over twenty miles away. I opened the window’wide” to the clear pure air. When 
I filled the kettle the water was as clear as crystal. In fact it was a 
beautiful spring day and I suddenly thought how we Kelpers take these things 
for granted.

No pollution in the water, no smog in the air, no 
No snakes and no stinging nor biting insects not even 
floods nor famines nor earthquakes nor tidal 'waves.

So often when we have the tourists from the “Lin db lad Explorer” ashore here 
they mention the water, it seems to impress them more than anything else, ■Shat 
and the wonderful air. Last year two people walked from the East Bay to the 
settlement and as it was- a hot day they were very thirsty, I offered them tea 
hut they said ‘’first may we have a drink cf water?” 0 .When I told them they 
could have safely had a drink from any of the springs they had passed on the 
way they could hardly believe me,

Whon I was in England throe years ago (having not been there since I was 
a child) I thought it was very beautiful, 1 do not think anywhere could be 
more beautiful then the English countryside and if I could not live in the 
Falklands I would rather live in England than anywhere else that I have scon 
or read about, There was one thing however which I found most noticeable the 
haze. Even when we drove into the heart of the country or went up on top of 
some hill it was impossible to sec. for a great- distance like we do here. . I 
would ask hew- far away a village was that seemed to be a long way off, only to 
be told it was three or four miles and when the sun set it was always as if 
behind smoked glass. Wo only see the sun like that if there has boon a great 
forest fire in southern South Amoric.i. I remarked about this to a friend - 
and her 17 year, old son was most interested, be said, ”1 thought the setting 
sun always looked like that” , This was in the -south of England Well away from 
heavy industry and everyone said that there was much less sseke in the air than 
there used to be* ■ ■’

One Falkland Islander said to me that in all his travels nothing gave him 
greater joy than coming through the Narrows and seeing the little town cf 
Stanley. A girl once said she longed for the white grass camps she know as a 
child. Still another, a man, said when wo were flying in answer to my remark 
that the land looked beautiful "It is always beautiful” . To me, Paradise could 
net be better than Carcass Isla.nd on a fine spring day. We all have cur own 
picture cf this land which wo remember forever - because, well because - these 
arc our mountains □
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Sup er in t endentj s pr e ma tur e j Jepar tur e.
Superintendent of Education, Mr. 
December with his family.
Leans.

__ Darwin Shipping Ltd. 9 recently announced that due tc
sterling which is mainly responsible for a 2O^o rise in diesel 

a currency surcharge of 12^> on'all freights on

the islands.
Higher Freight Rates. 
the ’weakness 
costs} they have introduced  ~ 
their Charter ships -with imine diate effebt.
FIC Appointments. The Falkland Islands Co. Ltd. have made the following 
appointments; Mr. Finlay Ferguson to be Manager of Lively and Speedwell 
Islands, group farms from 1 st. NovemberMr. Eric Goss to be Manager of Larwin 
Farm’and? Mr. Tim Miller'to be Assistant Manager, Mr. Ron Binnie tc take ever 
as Manager of Fitsroy Farm at the end of the coming season-.

jftcrgase j.n Riesel price.o< The ■.Flakland TSoCOoLtd? , announced 
tonight that- the 7price-of,diesel- oil is increased from 4-Op to 48p 
per gallon with immediate effect.

NEWS in BRIEF. .
Government, Sayings Bank. The maximum holding of a depositor with the 
Government .Savings Bank has been increased from £10,0<'O to <£25,0C0, -■

The interest..r<'f - the Savings Bank will be“ increased from 3^ to 5% 
socn as possible after 3rth September*; 197^F
Trainee Pilots. After a considerable period of suspense forkthe five 
applicants short-listed for the trainee pilot posts with the Falkland Islands

. Government/'Air-Service (see page 2 of May TIMES) it was recently announced 
that "the two successful candidates were Derek Clarke and Ian McPhee-.
Tilese not so silly Cows, The problem of animals coming into the- Town is not 
a new one, Various people have been blamed during the last year or so and the 
problem has become so aosute that a meeting of senior Government Officials 
has been arranged for this week,. Perhaps they will .discover that the cows 
walk over the pasalitres (Cattle grids).
Police Inspector:s Visit Off. The newsletter of 10th September included a 
cutting from a Scottish newspaper which stated that Inspector David Laing 
who had sold his car and let his home after being selected-for secondment to 
the Falkland Islands Police Force would net now be coming, (see page 8 July

• TIMES), .
Sgt. Morrison of the Dumfries and Galloway Constabulary arrived on 

September 1 7th tc take up duties with the loca.l Police Force, ~~
Owing to contractual difficulties -our

B.S. Stocks will be leaving the Colony in
Mr. Stecks was not due to leave.until August ’77 •

____ The sum of £3,700 has been earmarked in the 1976/77 Estimates for 
available loans for Islanders who have emigrated and wish to return to the 
Islands. ■ •
Air Travellers. ■ There were six flights of the F27 aircraft in July. Some 

. d’C9 travellers arrived of whom 16 were tourists and 85 passengers departed 
of whop 1,3 were tourists. Figures for August; six scheduled flights bring
ing 49..passengers of whom 3 were tourists and 63 passengers departing of whom 
6 were tourists,
: On August 12th a young South. African tourist was refused entry and left

■ on the return-flight as he did not have sufficient funds to finance a stay in
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September 23rd to Mr.

MAXWELL JULIAN ,(7Ibs. 4ez.)

o

Paul Biffen and Teresita Volpi.

July 10th
in Southampton;

Colin Grierson, son of Mr. & Mrs. W. J. Grierscn to Avril, 
daughter of Mr. & Mrs-. Munden. Colin and Avril are making 
their home in Bassett, Southampton.

Hospital, Stanley;
& Mrs. Joe Newell (Trudi Johnston) of Fox/Bay West 

a daughter CARA JANE (71bS»' 1 ?oz. )
& Mrs. Ron Dickson (iris Ford) of Cape Dolphin 

a son MICHAEL KEITH (61bs. 8o£,)
in England;

August 20th to Mr. & Mrs. Ian White (who were working in the Falklands) 
a son i

■> Engagement.
in Southampton; ■ ' ">

July 31st Linda Frances Thompson to Philip Long. Linda is the youngest 
daughter of Jock and Violet Thompson late of Stanley.

Marriages.
in Stanley;

September 18th at St. Mary’s Church,

Ou tward Lound.
, United Kingdom.
awarded a' scholarship to Warwick University..
studying at Rutgers University (USA) for an M.A. degree in Classical Archaeology. 
Mr.' Robin Lee who- has been Assistant Manager at Darwin left for New Zealand 
last -Friday (24th) where he will be attending Lincoln Agricultural College in 
Chr'istchurch.

Taiyo takes the plunge. The Taiyo fishing company of Japan, who did some 
research into coastal fishing at Darwin and Chartres last year will be return
ing shortly for more trials. They propose to charter the FIG Darwin farm’s 
auxilliary ketch ’Penelope’ with Mr. Eddie Anderson (Snr) as skipper. If 
the results are positive the Taiyc company may form a local company with FIC 
and-general public participation.

Camp wages UP. October 1st is traditionally the date on which the new agree
ment’s between the Sheep Owners Association and the General Employees- Union 
come into force.* • Camp workers will soon earn over 10CjFo more than what they 
would haye been earning five years ago. An outside shepherd, in 1971 would, 
have earned’ £43 per month and will now earn £92.31* A farm labourer in 1971 
.w.ould have earned £37*4° but will soon earn £81.83.

Research Group -interested in Canopus gun,

The Kent Defence Research Group has expressed interest in one of the 
Canopus guns situated on Stanley Common near the site of Cape Pembroke air
field. The Group want to install a breech loading gun of this type in the 
newly restored New Tavern Fort at Gravesend.

Mr. Graham Bound departed on Thursday 1 6th September for the 
Graham, who had been serving as a Police Constable, has be.on 

Graham's brother Michael is

Births c in the K. E. M.

September 21st to Mr.
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IN THE SUMMER c.f HIS YEiRS.
It is with deep regret that we have to 

a ’plane accident

P/FIT/1#28 j

PRICE
10 p

report the death of Captain Ian Campbell MBE,after 
on the afternoon of Thursday 14th October.

Little is known about the cause or circumstances of the accident to the Colony’s remaining Beaver air
craft Alpha Kilo which took off from Brenton Loch at about 3 p.m. on 
its return to Stanley with Ian as its pilot and with one passenger 
Dr.Bernard Lee.The weather was inclement-there being a north-easterly wind with steady rain-and the radio was out of action.

Search parties set out after the 'plane 
was overdue and the m/v FORREST which was at North Arm sailed for the 
Lively Is. area.The Broadcasting Studio remained open throughout the 
night and many people stayed up in the hope that the next hourly 
bulletin would bring good news.The following day i.many more people 
joined the search; on foot,horseback,LandRover,boats and Bill Luxton 
with his Skyhawk ’plane.All were hampered by rain and poor visibility.

At about 3 p.m. on Friday 15th,Capt. Jack Sollis of FORREST renor-° 
ted that the Beaver had been spotted.Apparently she was upside down 
and aground near a reef to the East of Johnsons Is.in Mare Harbour 
(Choiseul Sound)with only a small section of her floats visible. 
Anxiety turned to relief when an unconfirmed reoort spoke of both 
men being found alive and well. Even the music from the Studio 
changed to a more cheerful tone,only to change again when it was 
realised that Ian had not been found. ‘.FORREST returned to Stanley 
at about 10 p.m. that night with Dr.Lee who had been discovered 
the reef to the east of Johnsons Is. and who was suffering from 
moderately severe degree of exposure.(Dr.Lee left the Colony 
October with his family for medical treatment in Buenos Aires has since flown on to England).

Despite extensive and intensive searches which included a 
of the area by an Argentine ?27 aircraft and local divers there 
no trace of Ian and on Tuesday 20th it was announced that a - 
Royal Marines would be based on Johnsons Is. for the next two w-ek* or so.

A party of sixteen men, seven of whom were divers,organised by 
the Chief Police Officer decided to carry out a further search of 
Mare Harbour and set out on Sunday 31st October by LandRover and by 
sea in the NANCY and SEAGULL on Monday 1st November.

It/...
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It seems ironical that it was this group who had no Government 

support( those taking part were required to sign a disclaimer which 
virtually said that what they were doing was pointless) and for whom 
assistance by Royal Marines on Johnsons Is, was forbidden by their 
Commanding Officer,should be the ones who discovered Ian's body on 
November 2nd near the spot where Alpha Kilo had grounded.

Flags flew at half mast yesterday and on that cold,grey after
noon of the funeral the Colony came to a standstill,Shops and offices 
were closed and the Camp settlements were able to the short service 
which was broadcasto Ovei 400 people came to pay their last respects 
to someone who was looked upon not as just another pilot but as 
everybody's friend and helper.

It will be a long time before many will realise that the 
youthful looking 42 year old,who invariably before take-off would 
turn with a smile from the cockpit and say"Everybody O.K?",is no 
longer^it^ ^flcerely hoped that, as a befitting memorial to Ian 
our own airport nearing completion at Cape Pembroke will be 
re-named Cape Campbell,
Me£Ut iV-S .councillors resign .

During an emergency Executive Council meeting held cn the 
morning of Monday 18th October,Councillors Smith and Hille:? walked 
out after they had stressed the importance and urgency of an indep
endent inquiry into the accident to Alpha Kilo with the participation 
of one or more Inspectors from outside the Colony, and as a result 
of which the Council table was yet again thumped and voices raised,, 
After much pressure and embarassment,which included a most informative 
conversation on 4.5 Mhz in which it was said that much wool had been 
pulled over EX.CO's eyes,it was announced that evening that the 
Governor had appointed the Deputy Governor to establish a Board of 
Inquiry into the accidento ‘The announcement which was read before the 
one informing us of the resignations attempted to give the impression 
that 'the Governor's action automatically followed his receip' of 
official notification of the accident'(4 days after')

On Tuesday 19th a crowd of people visited homes of Stanley 
Councillors to express their support for the action taken by John 
Smith and Sydney Miller and show their lack of confidence in uhe 
Administration, At about 7 p*m, on Wednesday 20th a crowd of over 
200 people gathered in Murdo's paddock to demonstrate their mistrust " 
in the administration of Governor French and Chief Secretary 
Mr Arthur Monk and at which most Councillors(including Councillors 
Blake,Monk and Hadden who had travelled in from the Campthat day) 
atuendedgn 21 st October it was announced that a team of three from 
the Accident Investigation Branch of the Dept, of Trade in London and headed by Mr G.C,Wilkinson would be arriving on the 28th,On 
Friday 22nd in what could be described as an attempt to bridge a 
widening gap between the people and Administration,Councillor Adrian 
Monk gave a talk over the air. Space is running out here but 
comments will be found in this edition's LETTERBOX to which I will 
add just one- the announcement about our next Governor was most 
timely in that it is seen as a diplomatic move to take the heat off 
a potentially explosive situation.
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Brittania was not averse to drawing on her meager resources for 
her own uses and before long Malvina1 s health was affected. 
Over the years her complexion become mere and mere raddled and 
alas her bloom of youth .has gone forever, 
hearted attempts at plastic surgery*

When Brittania addepted Malvina

A FAIRY STORY by Don Davidson, West Point Island
Once upon a time 

princess called Malvina 
unmarked by the hand of time, 
happy to remain sc , 
and King Espana all thought otherwise, 
more persuasive than the others and after some time became her 
step mother.

Although net actively unkind to her step daughter

, she had so manjr step 
children she didn’ t know what to do and it was inevitable that . 
some were not given the love 
their due. Over the years, 
left the family fold and still others 
neglected.

Brittania was not all bad and as the realisation that all was 
net well with Malvina and perhaps influenced by the fact that 
there was oil and fish on her lands, started to take a little 
interest ir her welfare.

But what of handsome prince Silver Land her near neighbour, 
who for many years has had evil designs on the Princess, 
for her personal attributes but for her position and her use as 
a pawn in the internal game of politics. He planned no glitter
ing marriage but wished her just as a concubine and after a 
brief honeymoon to be relegated like Cinderella to the ashes,. 
He has even threatened to take her by force, but Brittania sent 
thirty knights on white chargers to defend her and the Prince 
quailed in his shoes.

Secretly Brittania would like the association to take place, 
or at least for Malvina to have an affair with the Prince, but 
the Princess has shouted sc loudly against any break with her 
step mother who has had, at least on the surface, to defer to 
her wishes. The Prince put the problem before an .cle they 
have in common, but he has sc much trouble in keeping his own- 
large household in a semblance of order, .that-he^ has come up 
with no acceptable solution to the.- situation.
Meanwhile, Malvina’s'health has gone from bad to worse, while al
ready ailing from apathy, civilse.rvicitis and a bad dose of the 
virtual monopolies, she has been stricken by a major circulatory 
disease; the left valve of the heart has gone, the right being 
kept going by a pacemaker, A complete transplant is being, large
ly financed by step mother and it is hoped that it will arrive 
before any of her other organs are damaged* The medical 
bulletins have contained considered and interim statements which 
have left her people little the wiser but the promised definative 
statement may reveal all.
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Her fairy godfather paid her a visit recently anc* his 
premise of a new constitution might yet come in time to save 
her flagging health, this*along with other pills and potions 
could well help her recovery, but first she has to find the 
necessary rats, mice and pumpkins before the magic wand can 
be waved.

Alas, the tale cannot end with Malvina living happily . 
ever after with her doting step mother, no Brittania* s health •. 
is poor as well and on the near horizon lurks Prince Silverland 
ready to take her by force if necessary and take her to a•fate 
worse than death.

The Following article was written by Mr. Colin Y?ung who is 
Specialist Adviser in Red Deer at the N^rth of Scotland College 
f Agriculture and who was working in the Falklands as a Grasser Agriculture and who was working in the Falklands as a Grass
lids Officer in 19^4° .

In his bock on the Falkland Islands, Ian Strange suggests 
that there would be a potential on the Islands for the production 
of reindeer meat. While not agreeing that the reindeer w-'-uld 
be the most suitable animal, I do feel that there ’is much to be’ 
said for the concept of farming an animal which can utilise the 
existing poor quality pastures.

Abaut six years ag" this idea was put forward in Seteland, 
and as a result an experimental red deer farm was established. 
These animals would'be more suited to Falkland Island condition? 
than reindeer as the red deer on Scottish hills eats a large 
quantity of heather and hopefully it v/ould also find diddle-dee 
and white grass palatable.

Deer farming in Scotland is about to move out of the 
experimental stage with one or two commercial farms being set up 
at present. On such farms, deer will be totally enclosed and 
handled in a similar manner to a domestic sheep stock. Methods 
for taming deer have been devised and farmed animals are extreme
ly easy to handle - even being trained tc respond to a ‘whistle 
as driving by dogs or humans has proved difficult, Farming isq 
of course, not the only method of exploiting deer in Scotland • 
as there is a thriving deer stalking industry which> as well as 
providing sport, produces a large amount of venison for export.

Venison is a high quality meat and at present the pride of 
shot, venison is around 50p per. pound. A large percentage-of the 
carcase is prime cuts and the meat is very lean. This makes it 
particularly suited to present day tastes.

New Zealand also has a deer farming industry. There are 
many more deer farms there than in Scotland but the stock are 
not so well domesticated or so intensively managed. Again, the 
main venison production is from hunting,.

As well as venison production there is an almost limitless 
market for certain deer by-products in the Far Bast. Deer antlers 
at a. certain stage of growth are particularly sought after.

There/...
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NEXT FALKLANDS GOVERNOR ,
It was announced on 26th October that Her Majesty the Queen 

has been pleased to approve the appointment of Mr James Roland 
Walter Parker OBE as iur next Governor and Commander inChief,

Mr Parkerwho is 56 and -married,recently left his post in 
The Gambia where he had been British High Commissioner since 1972- 
He will succeed Mr N,A.I.French CMGo,MV0, who arrived in the Colony 
on 27th January 1975 and whose term of office ends in January’77c 
Hitherto Falkland Governors have served for 4-6 years.

TMpha Tango) landed at Hookers Point strip 2.50 
Holed on edge port side wing after striking bird 
Stanley at altitude 7,000 feet.

. There would appear to be a potential in the Falklands for 
some sort of red deer production industry based on either wild 
or semi-domesticated population. Complete domestication as we 
have in a small way in Scotland calls for a lot of expensive 
fencing and this may or may not be justified depending on the 
price of the final product.

It is possible that red deer have been tried and failed on 
the Falklands but if not it could be worth introducing a few as 
this is the only way the suitability of the grazing can be 
tested. It is also possible that some ^ther wild animal could 
be introduced a? the basis of a meat production industry but 
my own experience is restricted to red deer which put up a very 
impressive performance on poor ground in Scotland.

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONe
In the House of Commons on the 20th October Mr David James 

asked the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs 
what pland for celebrating the Queen’s Silver Jubilee are being 
made by the Governor and people of the Falkland Islands, Replying 
Mr Ted Rowlands said,

" On the recent advice of the Executive Council 
to the Governor,the Queen's Silver Jubilee will be celebrated in 
the Falkland Islands during a week in June,probably from the fifth 
to the eleventhoA. number of suggestions are under consideration 
but the final form of the celebrations, both in Stanley and on the 
farming settlements,will be decided by a widely representative 
committee of citizens and officials*"

* * * >■ * S' * * * C * * # * *

Upon observing new parking signs in the Government House area of 
Ross Road as a result of a thoughtless motorist being parked near 
that famous residence, a West-Ender was inspired to comment thus;

On looking out the other morn, 
It being shortly after dawn, 
What vision did my eye espy 
Reaching up towards the sky? 
A giant daffodil o'er sidewalk looming? 
No, 'twas an eyesore, sign forbidding parking 1

STOHFRESg Monday^8th- The first of the replacement Beaver aircraft 
' p.m. today, 
-Jhr out of
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JlQte. The <:-.bove :oen ano? Ph? jallace’s letter on ne.f-e 
8 were received just ..if tor the 07th -epte her edition was' 
placed on sale.

Barwin School is lacking water, 
should you send your son dr daughter

But if you don!t they won11 get taught, 
As travelling teachers are down to naught.
The wind it1 blows' at' a rate of knots,
Poor old John he got the lot, 
That Beaver will not fly nr more 
John .was quickly shown the door.
The Forrest ploughed thro wind and rain, 
Returned Old Lima to town again, 
Then the D. C.A. took to his bed, 
Just a slight illness the C.S. said.
Fr^m Darwin School rur children came, 
By boat and rover Not a plane, 
The rovers shuttled down the track, 
Relief was great when they got back.
Next we had the Doctors fight,
Which left the R/T patients in a plight, 
Perhaps our aches and pains must wait, 
Until we hear the Doctors fate.
Campbell's return, we shout Hurray, 
The C.S. then reports NO FLIGHTS TODAY 
Medical reasons known to some, 
Leave us Campers feeling numb.
Pregnant Mums by Cessna fly,
Relief is great you hear their sigh, 
Thanks from all concerned do flow. 
Well done Bill, a dammed good show.
Oil and fisheries are sought, 
According to the Shack Report, 
Don’t let the Argies have their way 
Leave the Yanks to save the day.
The cry is Kelpers do net stray,
But .nought is done to help us stay
The King Penguin cannot go, 
For it!s a Royal tourist shew.
And sc to end,, we can hut hope, 
That Government will finally cope 
Restore to us our peace of mind, 
The tranquil life we wish to find.
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lets leave

perhaps, have gone 
So obviously its

L'ear Sir,
With the dust now settling on one Shackleton report at

I would like to give my opinion; i ‘

from them. However, 
introduce new blood, 
just can’t wait to get away, 
do care - no matter how few - perhaps we could get on with the job.

Also/* o *

U2? Davis Street,
Stanley, Falkland Islands,

least, I would like to give my opinion; which I hasten to add may 
make no further mention of that popular work,

I have heard somewhere that these Islands became self ' 
supporting in 1880, and have heard much speculation of what 1980 
will bring. It would be nice to be self sufficient; the trouble 
is, when we are - if we are - sufficient in the future there will 
be very little of what we now see as belf* left.,

The saga of failed industrial enterprise in the Falklands 
is well known to all. and many have been only too pleased to add 
Alginate Industries (which still hangs in the balance) to the'list, 
However, none of these failures have prevented us from talking on, 
we'^e new on the scent of vast industries such as oil,

We knew little of how viable these resourses may be, but 
we are told that if development succeeds? we will be nicely sustain
ed; even if it may mean the end of what many would wish \o clingbo,

Perhaps our condition of passionate loyalty to the Grown
- as a defence against Argentina’s claim to the Islands - makes us 
prepared tc accept ideas we would never have.entertained a short 
while .ago., ■ >:

The word ’’politics” is to most people here, synonymous of 
the sovereignty issue; but it may be a good idea tc look closer 
home, at our political system, which - despite minor innovations 
such as the illusive new constitution - has some room for change. 
Think of the censorship designed to prevent any number if cranks, 
(that’s us!) from expressing extremist views*

Also there is the class system, which has been, to a 
great degree, responsible for what is seen as lack of opportunity 
for young people in the Islands. This system seems not to follow 
any law of wealth, ownership or ability, but be dependent on the 
inheritance or acquisition of certain family connections.

A great deal of money is now being spent; putting us 
deeper and deeper into a compromising position, and further from 
self determination, making way for real development and exploitat
ion as quickly as possible,

With a'fraction of this sum we could 
some way to re-establishing self -sufficiency, 
not just for us! ! .... and we? re asking fcr more?

While we can’t close cur doors to the world 
them on their hinges.

It is unfortunate that a large number of people grow more 
affectionate to the Islands relative to how far they can get away 

before we encourage people to comeback, or. 
it would be nice to weed out those people who

If we were left with those that really
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and these contracted from abroad
There is no chance of this being 

thus, if _large development was to 
it is unlikely that we

Dear Ed,

Davis Street, 
Stanley. ' . 
9th September 1976^

The events of the past weeks have given rise to much 
doubting of our administration’s ability to run the day to day 
affairs of our community, the bulletins from the Chief Secretary, 
have been largely evasions and contained nothing that any good 
4.5 listener was not already aware of.

Many questions are still unanswered, and so far there/ 
has been little attempt to keep us well informed.

The incident at New Island resulted in the loss of- one 
of our aircraft, and, with the hospitalisation of our other pilot, 
caused many campers inconvenience and much anxiety. Yet we did 
not hear.officially of the grounding of our pilot nor did a whisper 
of the results of any inquiry reach us,  ■

'inly, rumours - which add to the unrest and concern.
Two of our doctors are forced into a rather desperate., 

demonstration of their discontent by Governments inaction, and 
when people all over the Islands are wondering what caused this 
sad state of-affairs, all we hear fiu-m our administration is* a 
pathetically biased announcement, snivelling that the doctors had 
net informed the Government of their- intention.

The administration seem incapable of conducting the 
simplest of our affairs in anything ressembling an open and honest 
manner.. I hear .that our own people supposedly in positions of some 
authority are ..not allowed to make any real decisions without first 
trotting up to the chief secretary and getting‘his approval.

’’Keep taking- the pills” seems to be Exco* s current maxim., 
Shrouded in secrecy and, reportedly, constantly hampered by the 
Governor’s directives on ’’Correct Procedure”, they meet regularly : 
at dead of day in a building on the outskirts of'Stanley. At 
some recent meetings Mr. John Smith was the only elected member 
present, '(Good on Yer John’)

Did someone mention a Junta 1 * ' ’

Also there are those who are our most ardent supporters 
while in a position of some importance and securitywho, only’ too 
frequently, thin out if that security is’eroded., .

The local population is sadly deficient inkpersons • • 
qualified in the professions, 
aspire to super-human status, 
changed in the short term; 
proceed even at a moderate or slow pace 
wruli play any significant part.

Lets decide what we want, and be prepared to say what 
we think ....... o •. even if it doesn’t conform with that which 
is■fabricated to be the norm,

bWaM»i.
! ii i i ; f i j it m i t i i i
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Pear Sir

s^me

Carcass Island, 
29th September,

, and. 
fully supported the

‘ be,'.

Yours faithfully, 
Roh & Lorraine McGill..
J I I M M II II I ? II M 11 f II

1 ort San C arlos.?
2l|.th October, 1976-,

I refer to the broadcast by the Elected member cf the 
Legislative Council for the East Falklands on the nights cf 21st 
22ndo

I attended the Public Meeting in Stanley at which 
200 people advised the councillors of their complete lack of con
fidence and indeed, mistrust of the Government Administration 
was extremely obvious that these people were deeply concerned 
coupled with the many telegrams from Campers, 
actions of the two councillors who resigned from Executive Council.

These resignations and subsequent R/T conversation brought 
all the councillors together in Stanley for a General Meeting with 
the official Administrators.

P. S. At the. time of writing, the fFoar.’ is being prepared for 
another mail collecting trip to Punbar,

-9-The Governors speech the radio the other evening 
served only to reassure us that, behind those bars, Deputy 
Governor and assorted Private Secretaries, He is still alive and 
well, and, presumably, residing in deepest Government House,

Yours faithfully, 
Stuart Wallace,

1 1 1 i 11 1 1 1 i t i t 1 i 1 1

Pear Sir,
We would like to record our appreciation and thanks to 

Kitty and Cecil (Bertrand) who with the :Fcaml have travelled 
102 miles during the past few weeks to bring us three mails,

Their first trip to Grave Cove, to rendezvous with the 
unfortunate Alpha Lima drew a blank, as the pilot informed that 
the requested West Point and Carcass mail had not been loaded, 
This was a big disappointment as the ’Foam’ had waited a week in 
We si Point for this flight to take place. Recent trips have been 
to Dunbar on the 2nd and to Saunders Is. from the 6th to 11th 
where they'collected mail and urgently needed veterinary supplies 
which Ian took out on his ‘flight of the 1pth for our sick cow. 
The- next day they received more mail for both islands from -the 
’Monsunen’ at Saunders.

Cur sincere thanks alsc to the many kind people who have 
collected and passed our mail along the track during Government’s 
inability to get PI GAS operational again.. It is obvious that 
Government does not reply on FIGAS for the delivery of it’s over
seas mail,
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rely on word of mouth which
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1976.9
West Point.
26th October

r\

The broadcast by the Elected Member for East Falklands was
I wonder how

’’inspired”
supposed to quell our anxieties and inspire confidence, 
many listeners were so ’’inspired”, I most certainly wa& not.

It was suggested that we should all be calm and patient, 
is true up to a point, but it is obvious to me.that the peoples patience 
has been stretched beyond normal limits.

It was further suggested that we should all be quiet and not 
speak about these things so as not to provide ammunition for Argentine 

It has become apparent that our Administration has been

selves.
formed of current happenings.
..won gets the facts distorted,

I I ! I I . I ! I f ! t I I I I
I t I ! I I t I t f ! !

Dear Sir.
As one of the people who were outspoken on the R.T, recently, 

I would like to reply to Mr. Monks speech on behalf of Ex, Co. and Leg. 
Co. members made on the 22nd of October.

Firstly I was speaking to my elected representative Mr, L.G. 
Blake, on matters which were worrying me deeply, and in the only way 
available to people on islands at the present time, the R.T. ; 
exercising my right, as a British citizen, to free speech. I do not ask 
members to agree with what I say but I expect them to uphold my right 
to say ito

Secondly Mr. Monk exhorted us to consider the facts before, 
speaking, how can we, when we don’t have the facts, this is what worries 
me most and is what I was trying to get through to my representative. 
I have tried to .get the facts, I have written to the secretariat on 
several occasions and the only answer I have had is a slip of paper 
saying ’ Your letter of the - is being attended to ’, then nothing more. 
I did get one variation, ’Your letter of the - has been mislaid, please 
repeat’, I did, back comes slip one, then nothing more.

On the 16th August 1976, I sent a letter to the undermentioned, 
with the following results. 

. , c c

Propaganda, It has become apparent that our Administration has been 
quietly hiding some problems and/or not informing Council or taking 
proper action. Surely it is better for us to stand up united and earn 
the respect of the World. ’’Soft soaping’ and uttering soothing noises 
only gives cause for contempt.

Let us face the facts. If Mr. Sydney Miller had not had his 
R/'T conversation, Council would not have met and the Mis-Administration 
would have gone gaily on.

Yours sincerely, 
Alan C. Miller.

P,So Whilst in Stanley I heard so many rumours and stories so very 
definitely not true that I implore all people in. Stanley and in the 
Camp to listen carefully when you are being told a yarn-or telling- 
one, ensure that the facts are true, There is nothing worse than 
rumours and false stories to undermine a persons confidence in them-

In the Falklands we have no Daily Newspaper to keep us in- We have to
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Bear Sir

for if I might end with another quote from our excellent paper The 
which is attributed to His Excellency in the JOth June 1976 

Today I would add to this an urgent call for an end to the 
Never was - and if I

In my talk to my representative, after which eight camp stations 
on the East and. West came up and agreed with me, the only statement I 
made which I can th ink might come under the ire of the councils, is 
that I expressed the opinion that, " we are living under what could 
virtually be called a benevolent dictatorship". Now one of the things 
about a benevolent dictatorship, is that people can live their lives 
as they wish as long as they keep their opinion to themselves and don't 
criticize the actions, or lack of them, of government. My opinion has not been changed by Mr. Monks speech.

Here I would like to follow advice given in a letter to ’The 
Times’ by Mr, R.D. Clements, that one should always provide constructive 
criticism. As an aside, I hope that Clem & Sadie with their combined 
talents and knowledge of local affairs, will not be lost to the Colony, 
but might be offered some position in the implementation of The Shackleton Report.

People are unsettled because of, lacx of facts and lack of con
tact with the administration, which breeds mistrust. The provision of 
facts should by easy, if members of Leg. Co., with their new access, to 
heads of department, give regular radio talks to keep people up to date, 
also why wait for December to answer questions?

The administration already has the answer to the lack of contact, 
to quote from the Times of the 15th April 1976.
"H is Excellency intends that Mr. Slaters appointment, apart from other 
advantages deriving from it, make possible increased contact between 
Government and Camp through touring by His Excellency and his Deputy.”

Let’s get it underway, what better time than now, when 
communications are difficult and I’m sure people will get a better idea 
of the problems besetting Government and vice versa. I hope, that if 
they get round to it, they will follow Lord Shackleton's example and 
really meet the people and not make a pilgrimage round managers houses,
T ime s, 
edition, ” 
petty, outmoded divisions which still hamper our society, 
the need greater for unity and a fresh breadth of vision." 
might add Freedom of Speech.

Yours faithfully, 
Don Davidson.

1 1 1 t ! 1 ! I I ! I t I t I ! 1 ! 1 I ! I 1 T t I I . ! f I I I J
Ross H ouse,
Stanley. 29th October, 1976 

tn these difficult times with the plunging value of the pound 
sterling, we in this small British community cannot afford either to 
mumble and complain and yet at the same time do nothing much to help 
ourselves, nor can we afford to tolerate any sort of Administration 
that fumbles and shows no drive to adopt strong policies.

His Excellency the Governor - No Acknowledgement / Chief Secretary - 
Acknowledged / The Hon. J. Smith - Ackn owl edged / The Hon V/.E. Bowles - 
No Acknowledgement / The H on. L.G. Blake - No Acknowledgement, but 
mail conditions and his overseas trip probably prevented it, as he 
normally answers letters. The Hon. A.B. Monk - A very full and prompt answer.
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Very recently by radio-telcphone undisguised criticism was 
‘used by this writer to stir the Colony’s people and in particular to 
awaken your Members of Council to some of the facts of the Administrative performance.

People were stirred and response was Colony wide, but the con-- 
b.ined Councils which sat in total secrecy as is customary seen, to have 
produced something of a damp squib..

True enough in a subsequent broadcast which he told us was his 
own manufacture, one Member made lofty remarks, to use his own words, 

’’talking in an immoderate way on the radio in deplorable had taste 
which does harm to relations with Argentina.”

Whilst the writer is well aware that to develop and exploit 
major oil or fishing exploration, a harmonious commercial relationship 
with our large neighbour is desirable and indeed essential, it is non
sense to infer that criticism of our own internal politics must be kept 
from Argentine ears. This kind of pussy-footing towards h foreign 
country does nobody any good. Any internal criticism is within our own 
family of people and we are totally uninterested in any degrading 
appeasement of foreign opinion.

That attitude has both annoyed and worried me during the recent Ex6 Co. years.
The point Which that Councillor missed was that the talking.on 

the radio-telephone by me both stirred people up and brought all the 
■ Councillors into Stanley.

But after that Council meeting it now would seem that the 
credibility of some Councillors has ebbed somewhat - with one very notable exception who had the extreme political courage during his 
first Council year to walk out of an Executive Council.meeting.

However that is all now behind us and we must build energetically and immediately for the future with a rejuvenated and an< inspired 
Council; it is a waste of time to talk about trying to understand and 
appreciate an Administration which is failing us.

Your Councillors need definitely and very rapidly to pool ideas 
and not only put them across the table, but put them across strongly and 
effectively and refuse to accept evasions and bromides.

We are unlikely to receive financial help for a while from 
Britain in her present very serious economic difficulties, but.there is 
money available within this Colony and wo can help ourselves by building 
our own loan fund so that keen and progressive Islanders can launch out 
on some of the schemes that the Colony lacl.cs and for which it is crying 
out. The current fishing exploratory voyage of "Penelope" can well be 
one of the best things that we have ever seen to start; as the writer 
understands it, if their discoveries of crab and fish stocks are success
ful, and we so far understand them to be very encouraging, local money 
can soon be subscribed to form an efficient local company.

This is only one thing we can do when we study Shackleton, but 
above all imagination and very definite push is required by Councillors 
to get the.Administration not only, into gear but operating with energy 
and drive.
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SHIPPING
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in England;
Oct'1st tp Hr and Firs

for
United Kingdom
Buenos Aires
South Georgia
Antarctica

in Bahrain;
l et'1st to Nr and Mrs

3rd
9th 
24th 
6th

rrived
Sept' 25th 

28th 
22nd

Nov' 4th

uinmy : /orster(Gwyneth Pole-Evans) of Hill Cove EiANDA. (71bs 4oz)
John Nlackley(Candy Lang) of Chartres

SHANE DAVID (51bs ?oz)

Departed
Oct' 
C ct' 
( ct' 
'• OV5

^be KcEoIioHospital, Stanley.
Oct'1st to Nr and Mrs 

a daughter /,
Oct'5th to Mr and Mrs

Hick Green(Hyrrig Cleadell) a daughter 
HICUBLLH COLLEEN (olbs 2oz) (Hick was a relief pilot LiA/l. in 1968)

a son

TTJHKJl ”2..THEN---- u—--T-0-y--
September this year was a cool 

s 1 ight 1 y less rai?n bu.t with aye r ag.?
■j? o t a 1 r a inf a 11 wa s 30 o 2mm (1.2■;)

.'.verage wind speed was 15* 2 knots \
and 172 hours when it was 10 knots'or less. The highest gust recorded 
was 57 knots on the 3rd.Daily average-sunshine was 4.5 hours- which is 
about 18 minutes more than the ••September coverage* The average daily-..
temperature was 2.9 degC(57<>2” ) the-highest being ’ 1,5.1 dc-gC(59Ki3.7) on 
the 2pth and the lowest..-Jo'S degC(21 .G') on the T8th.

There were-five days when snow covered more than half the ground 
and nineteen occasions on which ground frost was recorded*

■ These are .very lovely. Islands/ that we 'live in and we sh.db.ld 
take to heart and absorb the facts that Mrs. Kittjr Bertrand wrote’ in 
her article in the Tines of 27th September. So many of us feel* as 
Mrs. Bertrand -do^-s" about * our Islands, but it. is not enough unforunately 
just to live in then. We .have by’our own efforts got oto improve them 
and our effective way of life - and we shall, not do that without 
imagination, determined drive.and hard work,  .

Yours very sincerely,
■ ' ’ Sydney Miller.

.uonth? with slightly more sun and
■ •indo ..-

- hich is 5o5^^i less than usual.
••’ith 26 hours when it was of- gale force

Danish
Argentine Sept' 
ritish let'

Vessel Nationality
ANNETTE D.2NIELSEN 
Cr.BO SAN GCbZ.;_LC 
RES JOHN BISCOE

PS JCIE? BISCOE

P-'rank Jenkins (Theresa Binnie) son 
SHwUH CD”. .RD (61bs)
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• Teague-Collins

and

*❖ , * ;; *

A signed harpoon 
Georgia was given to the couple by 
HHS ENDURANCE with whom Kelvin was 
Navy a short while ago.

nylon chiffon dress,
The two

, were
carrying a small

Mr and Mrs Harland Greenshields plus Clare and the former 
Governor and Mrs. Lewis. Before proceeding to Portsmouth all 
the above were entertained to drinks at the Southampton home 
of Mr and Mrs Clark of the PIC.

WEDDING
On Saturday October'9th. 1976 at St. Mary’s Church, the 

marriage of Miss Barbara Teague, Nursing Sister at King Edward 
Memorial Hospital, and nf Rhosllanerchrugog, North Wales, to 
Sergeant John Collins R. M. N. P. 8901 of Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffordshire, was celebrated.

The Bride who wore a lang white, 
carried a Bible, was given away by Mr. Ray Smith, 
young bridesmaids Miss Sharon Smith and Miss Anita Lee 
very pretty in long dresses of turquoise lawn, 
pcsy of daffodils.

The Bridegroom and the Best Man Sergeant Major John Windy- 
Lank R. M. looked immaculate in th&ir ’’Blues”.

There was a reception in the Town Hall, where the Bride 
and Bridegroom cut the beautiful three tiered cake, made and 
decorated by Mr. Doug Ridley. A supper followed at the Upland 
Goose, and the celebrations continued with a dance at Moody 
Brock.
A HAPPY CHRISTENING FOR JCHN ANTHONY WALSH

There was a good representation from the Falklands at 
the christening of John Anthony, son cf Lieutenant Commander 
John Walsh, RN, and Vil, both of whom will be remembered by 
their many friends in the Islands. The ceremony took place 
on Sunday, 12 September, on board HMS ’’FALMOUTH” at Portsmouth 
and this was followed by a reception in the Wardroom where the 
health of John Anthony was toasted.

The Falkland contingent consisted of Mr and Mrs Pitaluga,

s?. Y :Jc :> *

' JEDDING Jewke s-£ummers
On Saturday 4th September at the Weymouth Register Office, 

the wedding of Hr Kelvin Summers,youngest son of Hr and Hrs Phil 
Summers of Stanley,and Hiss Christine Jewkes,daughter of Hr and 
Hrs Ho Co Jewkes of Weymouth took place.

Kelvin's parents,being on holiday in England at the time, 
were able to be at the wedding and his younger sister Una atten
ded the bride who wore a cream polyester crepe dress with train 
and a matching Juliet cap and veil and who carried a bouquet of 
gold,yellow and orange roses and a silver horseshoe which was 
sent to the couple by the bridegroom's small nephew Roy.

head from a whaling station at South 
some of the crew of 
serving before he left the
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newspaper articles(a downright lie) and that 
letter programme he considered it unsuitable*

Until more peoplj stand up and let themselves be counted 
there is an increasing danger that the aforementioned diseases will 
become terminal., The writing has been on the wall for some time now and 
it is up to us to heed the warning before it is too late*

PUBLIC AF.THY and OFFICIAL SUPPRESSION
I often wonder if there are many people in these Islands who 

would deny that these two subjects haunt us like a cancerous disease 
and whether the latter has grown out of the former or vice-versa* 
another illness from which we appear to suffer is that of tolerance but 
perhaps that is one of the drawbacks of living in a small community 
where, rather than offend or embarrass people we know-jell and with whom 
we live as well as work, we tolerate their actions and policies even 
■"hough we realise that in some cases they are obstacles in the path of 
progress and efficiency*How many of us complain in the right quarters 
about some of our uncivil servants who act sometimes like mini-Hitlers, 
' r express their concern about the sorry state of our Police force(now 
down to one regular constable and two ’specials’) or the way animals 
still roam the Town or question the upsurge in expenditure on the upkeep 
of Government House or many other things that spring to mind when desire- 
ing the right* As for suppression(using the least sinister meanings) 
v;e could give many instances such as the Alpha Lima(New Island) accident* 
xt was never publicly announced that there had ever been an Inquiry but 
<- f ter reporting an incorrect statement ms.de in the House of Commons on 
1.5th Nov’ a Government announcement stated-’ As the public will be aware 
a formal investigation under the Colonial Air Navigation Order was .in 
fact held by the Chief Secretary who was appointed Inspector for the 
purpose and he was assisted by the Supt* Civil Aviation and the Airport 
Manager*’ Then of course we have the more flagrant type of suppression
censorship which,contrary to the belief of some, we do suffer* A most 
recent example of this was when,after the completion of the last edition 
of the TIMES and due to the embargo on all F*I*GcA*So operations(includ
ing medical flights) there were some 160 copies of the paper at the Post 
Office awaiting dispatch to the Camp and as it was obvious that most 
Campers would not be able to read theirs for some time, I submitted page 
3 of it(Don Davidson's Fairy Story) for inclusion in the 19th November 
Newsletter*However when I rang the Chief Secretary, who appears to be 
responsible for much unrest here lately, to ask him why it had not been 
read he told me that newsreaders did not make a practise of reading 
newspaper articles(0. downright lie) and that as ’editor' of the News-

ms.de
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Gordon Slater was sworn in as Acting-Governor*

GOVERNOR! S^PR^AfUREDEPARTURB.

BIG BAD JOHN RETURNS,
Few of us ever dreamt that when we waved farewell to Capt* John 

Lavigne on September 16th we would see him in this corner of the 
Globe aga?nc However after much rumour and speculation the tall 
Canadian ferry pilot?who has become something of a hero after he was 
made a ■- uapegnat after the Alpha Lima capsize at New Island (see 
August TIMES) turned up in the Islands on 22nd November after an epic 
journey f??om St* Louis, Missouri, UfS*A * after a 16 day journey with 
the Colony’s second replacement aircraft. Alpha Victor, on floats * 
(Alpha Tango piloted by Tim Rudy arrived here on wheels at Hookers 
Point strip on November 8th after an 8 day journey which would only 
have taken 7 days when due to poor visibility, he diverted to Rio Gallegos when he was off West Falkland on Sunday 7th).

Capt, Lavigne kept officials and welconers waiting on the Monday 
evening when his ETA was estimated at about 1815 hrs as he was re
ported over Chartres at approx* 1730 and at which place he dropped in 
on. A broadcast message ordered him to fly to Fox Bay to overnight 
and clear customs but by this time he was heading for Stanley™

John, who flew out on Thursday 25th told the TIMES that although 
he was subjected to rigorous customs formalities and was expected to 
make out a report as to why he landed at Chartres first, he was happy 
to be baok to visit old friends and was sorry that he had not been 
able t_ stay longer, When I asked him if he had been asked to stay 
for a while as a temporary pilot he replied ”Nc I haven’t but in any 
case I could net have as we are very busy”, Governor French who 
entertained John twice before he left sent the following cable to 
Univair Int* Ltd,, in St. Louis for whom John is workings- ’Beaver 
float plane Alpha Victor arrived safely in Port Stanley late yesterday, 
Monday, evening,. Aircraft appears to be in perfect condition, but 
John Lavigne has clearly had a most exhausting trip and is to be 
warmly congratulated on having completed the flight. Almost none of 
the landing points were equipped to deal with a float plane and he 
encountered constant difficulties in fuelling, mooring and other 
operations* He was forced to spend several nights aboard the plane 
and had long periods with insufficient sleep and food. There are 
lessons to be learned from this,. Best thanks for your co-operation,

... . On 16th November Governor French gave 
a broadcast address in which he announced that due to the desire of 
Her Majesty’s Govt*, to discuss with him directly a number of issues 
raised by the Shackleton Report he would be leaving the Islands on

His Excellency said that although Councillors felt 
strongly that he should return to the Colony after discussions with 
Ministers on the future of the Falklands, it would be an unjustifiable 
charge on public funds,

After the feelings of Councillors about the Governor returning 
for a few weeks had been passed on to the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office it was announced on Nov’ 18th that it would not be possible to 
revise the firm arrangements which had been made for Governor French’s 
successoi to take up his appointment and that our Governor Designate 
Mr. James Roland Walter Parker, OB E would be leaving London on 12th 
December to assume the Office of Governor and Commander-in-Chief on 
Thursday, 16th December,

Upon the departure of the Governor French our Deputy Governor 
Designate Mr« Gordon Slater was sworn in as Acting-Governor*



LETTERBOX San Carles. November 23rd.

Editor’s notes:
1/ Paragraph two of the letter written by Mr. Davidson begins

1 Firstly I was speaking to my elected representative ....’
2/ The"Classroom Wall is a locally produced publication cf poetry 

and prose written by children taught in the Camp.

Dear Sir,
Having read the Nov. edition of the Falkland Islands Times I 

must first of all admit to feeling somewhat nauseated by Mr. Don 
Davidson’s ‘Fairy Story’, surely for that piece of writing The Class
room Wall would be a better choice of publication?

Then having read Mr, Davidson’s letter to the Editor and other 
letters, I feel that it was time someone threw in a few hard facts 
about Councillors in general and possibly Mr. Monk in particular.

First of all to Mr. Davidson’s credit he does admit that among 
the Tetters he wrote to Govt. officials, Mr. Monk is the only one who 
replied fully and promptly.

Next to the RT conversation you refer to Mr. Davidson when you 
understandably wished to know what was happening in Stanley at that 
time. It was a pity, as events have shown, that you did not speak 
either to your own Elected Member or to the Elected East Member., They 
are the people representing you, chosen by you, and no doubt you would 
have received sensible and enlightening n^ws of events in those diffi
cult times.

Now to a point later in Mr. Davidson’s letter in which he asks 
’’why wait until December fcr Members tc publicly answer questions” 
Because Mr. Davidson, Members are working men who have to earn their 
living. Leg, Councillors are not paid. Why do they become Members, of 
Leg. Co., because they feel they can contribute in' some small measure, 
to the good of the Colony. Not for them the lovely long weekends, their 
spare time is spent, most willingly I may add, in dealing with Gov, 
business, answering their constituents letters and patiently phoning . 
and belieye me the San Carlos line is not always good, the people in 
Stanley who might be able tc help with your jroblems.

Next to a point in Mr. Sydney Miller’s letter, he quotes that 
at least his talk on the RT ’got the Councillors into Stanley’ 0 Cert
ainly he did. Certainly at that stage it was necessary. However, dees 
Mr, Miller quite realise that for Mr. Monk and Mr. Hadden to get into 
Stanley at that time of the year it took 13 hours hard slogging driving 
over the -roughest possible Camp - after of course Mr. Monk had. first 
made., his way to Darwin. On reaching Stanley they had 10 .minutes 
literally for tea and then to a meeting of some 2C0 people. Followed 
for Mr. Monk by discussions with various people who wished to talk to 
him until one o’clock that night, Followed by a practically off the 
cuff broadcast. There you have it. Again they are about- to take to 
the long track to Stanley for more Meetings - and I expect the Broad
cast. N ot an easy life nor"at the moment a particularly rewarding one -

Yours sincerely, 
Nora Monk. -

****************



Dear Editor,
Reading the TIMES I was most interested in ACT. Blake’s version 

of how to get shepherds., t The managers of today have my sympathy- no.-t... . 
Being able to obtain 100% gangs but had not the 'foot on the neck’ 
been applied years back' then maybe all the young folk w.ho have gone ’’ ■ 
overseas.would have stayed and been.good shepherds. If the- same manner 
and respect had’been applied to men in•those days as I know W 
managers practise today then the outlcok would‘have .been nu.ch-brighter and there would be no problem*.

Percy .Beck* ■ . -

23rd November, 1 976.

THE FOLLOWING- LETTER WAS SENT TO THE FOUR ELECTED MEMBERS ^F THE 
LEGISLATURE AND THE FALKLAND ISLANDS 'TIMES;- • ■ ..

t West Point Island.
26th October, 1976. Dear Sirs,

Referring to Adrian-Monk’s recent broadcast,.. I was deeply dis
appointed that Leg Co/Ex 0o could issue such a condemnation,;, of. some • --.
recent R.T. conversations. f

I find it astonishing that they should call for unity at a time- 
when I have never seen the people united in their censorship - of the - 
current administration.

I found much ^f the statement, to belacking in understanding of 
the feelings of local people. How can you ask a group:of people whose 
Trery - -lives- have' and still are being gambled with,- tc-.show restraint, ' \ 
as the position continues to worsen. Rome may not have been built in 
a day, but accident’s - mortal accidents do happen in a day. If: we do v:‘ 
'not use the R.T. what alternative have we?. /TO .write.? ...-Many .people find 
it difficult to put their ’thoughts on paper,, -and we always have to con-' 
tend with erratic mails. Most demoralising is the lack of response- ' 
letters often get.' / . / - ;

So on this• basisin a crisis of confidence, ;.we arc asked to 
show’restraint. • • 1, •. • ■> ■ ...’

; ■' ■ ■ , . .. • , •• . -. fj

Granted SOME, repeat Some, of the recent conversations were-a .. 
little hysterical, but- often they are the only information we have.. • 
How otherwise would we on- the West^have known anything about, some .. 
recent events?. - e,g. The rehsohs behind the Ex-co'resignations, the 
public meetings in Stanley* Government tells us nothing. The broad- ■ 
casting system is silent. Our Leg-cc members tell us ncthing-..though , - 
admittedly in the case of our representative . on the'West, because "he ' ’■ 
was probably as much-in the dark as we- were. I .am sure if a more free • 
public debate was >the rule, here in the Islands, the hysterical tone-of : 
such conversations-would disappear. ... .

I am quite sure that our R«T. system is avidly monitored on the 
Coast, but do you honestly think’that' anything we may say here will 
have the slightest effect in the- United Nations. Argentina will con
tinue to pass her futile motions’ arid most’ of the 'Third World’ countries 
will continue to support them through ignorance. We must realise that 
our skins are the wrong colour to make..any impression -at the U.N. in the. 
current prevailing-attitude’s. . One wonders how long: we must,, wait before 
Britain has' the fore-sight to co-opt a Falkland' Islander to its, delegation to put cur own .case when' the.- new arises„ ;
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condemnations Etc. should he 
especially over the Radio.

Yours sincerely, 
Margaret Davidson.* * * * * ** ** -x- ** **

Dear Sirs, Madam,
Referring.to a letter written by Margaret Davidson dated 

October 26th.
I agree entirely with a great deal of what Margaret Davidson
No-one supports free speech more than I des No-one wants a

No-one is more aware of 
or has felt more frustrated

standing with us, 
who elected you.

COUNCIL,

You should be 
Remember gentlemen

THE FOLLOWING LE TTER WAS WRITTEN TO MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE 
MRS MARGARET DAVIDSON AND THE FALKLAND ISLANDS T3ME3:-

San Carlos,
Falkland Island s.
1 5th November, 1 976.

says.more Democratic form of Council than I do. 
Administrations shortcomings than I am, 
than I have on occasions.

I share another problem with Margaret Davidson in that I very 
often don’t know whats going on either. I do have a slight advantage 
over Margaret Davidson in that I am connected with Stanley by a 
telephone of serts, inspite of this however it is surprising how often 
I learn about things through Contacts rather than through Official 
sources.

I go back to free speech and the first Paragraph of Margaret 
Davidsons letter. The right of free speech brings responsibilities as 
well. Criticisms, questions, doubts, 
made in a reasonable moderate manner,

It has been greatly encouraging to see the local people finding their own voice, after long being accused of apathy. We hove been 
given this year a blue-print for our future. How can we have con
fidence in this administration to carry out these recommendations if 
we cannot trust them with purely local matters? Tho.ir dealings with the people have been high-handed and completely out of touch. Unless 
there is a considerable improvement local opposition will mount.

This is a time to encourage the people to find their voice and 
to pressure for changes. Local opinion is just beginning to flex its 
political muscles and our Leg-co members should be standing with us, 
helping to get this administration by the tail while it is running, 
and give it the really good shake up it needs. It was encouraging to 
hear that Leg-co is torhold more public discussion - it is a start. 
But why are not all Leg-co AND Ex-co meetings broadcast? Why do Leg
co members not hold R.T. conversation times with their constituents? 
I know tliis may have been tried in the past and failed, but the 
situation is different now - we are at a crisis point, both with this 
government and in the development of the Colony. I don’t think there 
would be any lack of questions now. We have a new Deputy Governor, 
what is he doing? If they wish to find out local opinion on the 
Shackleton Report, he should be out with Leg-co members, travelling 
all settlements until government knows.

By critising our recent means of expressing ourselves, 
and all members of Leg-co run the risk of smothering the embryo of 
political awareness which is just beginning to emerge 

and net de-meaning cur efforts
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I can.only imagine that either Margaret Davidson did not listen to my 
little talk or reception was bad that night. If she had heard she 
would have realised that I in no way condemned freedom of speech: only 
immoderate scurrilous speech.

If Margaret Davidson thinks that nothing we say makes the 
slightest, difference in the United Nations then I am afraid she is 
living in ’Cloud cuckoo land’. Without strong lobbying of members of 
Parliament by FI Committee members and others in the past it is doubt
ful if we would still be British. If when we disagree with the 
Administrations actions, or lack of them, we indulge in scurrilous 
comments about senior Officials or Her Majesty’s personal representative 
uhen we do nothing to strengthen the British Governments1 resolve to 
keep us British and everything to help that part of Argentina’s case 
which is that, we are a downtrodden Colonial population under a des
potic Expatriate regime.

Whether Messrs S, Miller and Je Smith were right to resign from 
Ex-co is a matter of opinion, my views may be different from Margaret 
Davidson'so In the case of the former, I think he had no option, in 
the case of the-latter I think he should have stayed on. However, it 
is worth remembering that Messrs L.G. Blake and R.V. Goss did not re
sign and, to take another point in Margaret Davidson’s letter: The 
Hon. L.G. Brake was certainly FULLY in the picture. It is also worth 
remembering that two very experienced level headed persons namely, 
Messrs W.H. Goss and W.E. Bowles agreed to take the places of the above two personsc

Finally, I would like to point cut that I recently introduced a 
Motion in Legislative Council that would have taken the- control of our 
Broadcasting from the Administration and put it in the hands of an 
Autonomous body of citizens. The idea being to dispense with 
Administration censorship and to encourage more public debate on matters 
of interest and a better news service. In the course of the debate on 
this the- Ch. Secretary ’fogged’ the issue with a lot.of verbal ’red 
herrings’. Anyway the Motion was lost because the majority of 
Legislative Council Members opposed it. I got the impression at the 
time that they believed in freedom of speech but doubtful if we were 
in all respects .ready for it, thinking that our broadcasts might often 
degenerate into slanging matches,- I entirely disagreed with that think
ing and still do, though I am bound to admit my confidence was some
what shaken when I listened to some and I repeat, some of the comments made bn the R/T within the. last few weeks.

Thank you Mrs, Davidson for sending me a copy of your letter and 
I am very interested in your views. You may rest assured that I vrould 
be the last person to discourage the ’growing political awareness’ of 
the people.

With regards to what Mrs. 'Davidson calls the ’Blue-print’ for 
our future: Mrs. Davidson must realise that the implementation of this 
largely rests with the Br„ Government. In my view unless the Br. 
Government lengthens and strengthens the Permanent Airstrip we can say 
goodbye to any worthwhile development for many years, if not forever.

Yours sincerely, 
Adrian Monk.** * * * w ** ** * ***
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THE FOLLOWING WAS SUBMITTED BY THE FALKLAND ISLANDS COMPANY LIMITED 
AND DATED 5 TH NOVEMBER, 1976:-

Annpmicement^y^ the^Bpard^pf^Directors.
The Falkland Islands Company, having considered the Shackleton 

Report arguments in favour of establishing more tenant or owner-managed 
farms, is willing to make land available for that purpose, if a satis
factory scheme can be drawn up in consultation with the Falkland 
Islands Governmentc

At the same time it is pointed out that because of economies of 
the Company contributes to the Colony’s revenue a greater sharescale, the Company contributes to the Colony’s revenue a greater share 

of corporate - taxation than is represented by its share of farm land; 
and that there would therefore be loss danger of an adverse effect on 
the economy if experimental subdivision took place on one of the in
dependent farms presently available for sale*

The Company is presently considering other measures to implement 
the recommendations in the Shackleton Report, more particularly and 
urgently the provision of housing finance and home-ownership and 
security of tenure- on.farms,

In diversification of the economy, an in-Shore fishing survey 
is presently being undertaken in the Colony jointly with the Japanese 
Company TAIYO, Discussions are also talcing place with a view to fish
ing blue whiting for fish meal and fish oil, This would bo a wholly 
British ’venture which would bringsin over £1m gross of foreign currency 
earnings.

Discussions have also been held with North America interests for the development of tourism.
The Company concurs with Lord Shackleton’s opinion that without 

an extension to the present airfield diversification of the Falklands 
economy is* unlikely. It is now certain that diversification would 
bring substantial benefits to Britain’s economy.

Diversification of the economy would create a stronger local 
market and lead to the int.eduction of small industries and trades, 
particularly small scale farming units which are not viable in an 
economy based solely on sheep farming for wool.

-X-* * * -X- * 7T -K- -x- * -x ■

October 1976 was the least sunny October since o.t least 
195^cThe average daily sunshine was 4,16 hours-nearly an hour and 
forty minutes a”day less than what would usually be expected at this 
time of year, The total rainfall wa^ 77««zlnim(5,05")-over double what . 
is normal in October and the wettest October since 1941, The average 
temperature was 5,2 deg 0(41,56F)~just about normal for the time of 
year,The highest temperature’ recorded .was 15,6 deg 0(60,08F) on the 
JOth and the lowest was -1;4 deg C(29,48F) in tho early morning of 
the 1st,The average wind speed was 13,5 knots-about 1 knot higher 
than is usual in October,The highest gust recorded during the month 
was 53 knots on the 25rd,There were 12 hours -when the average hourly 
wind speed was of gale force and- 127 hours when it was of 10 knots or 
less. There were 9 occasions when ground frost was recorded.

In brief; wet and less sunny with a little more than usual wind 
and temperature just about average.
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recently■ were

and you. possess a Colobus badius gordcnorum (not 
had better leave it where it is as it is one of the Almighty’s hundreds, 
of creatures, which, by a proclamation of 22nd June 1976 made under 
Section 35 cf the Customs Ordinance (Chapter 16), is forbidden to be 
imported or exported. If you would like to know the names of the other 
576 ycu can read them in the Gazette N o. 11 dated 3rd September 1976 
price 60p obtainable from the Secretariate
Ruby 'Wedding. Mr and Mrs James Sarney of Carnoustie,Scotland . 
celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary.James and Betty married in Stanley on the 26th August 1936.

If ycu are thinking of coming to or leaving the Falklands 
; a gcrdonslater) you

NEWS IN BRIEF Silver Wedding. Emily and Eddy Lilley of 22, Albion 
St. Rowhedge, Colchester celebrated their Silver W edding Anniversary 
on 27th October. Emily is the eldest daughter of Mr-. & Mrs, C.J. 
Skilling who left the Falklands 24 years ago.
Philatelic News. Suggestions are invited from the public for subjects 
for stamp issues for the Colony and South Georgia. Any persons having 
ideas about stamp issues are requested to submit them to the Secretariat 
as soon as possible.

It was announced recently that the Colony1s next Definitive stamp issue of vessels which have carried mail to and from 
the Islands between 1842 and 1973 will not new he available before 
August ’77» The stamps are prepared from drawings by local artist and 
historian John Smith and the final art-work of which will be given tc 
the Corps of Royal Marines in connection with tomorrows Freedom Ceremony. 
Freedom of Stanley. Colonel Sir Stuart Pringle arrived last Thursday 
to represent the Commandant General cf the Royal Marines at tomorrow’s 
conferment of the Freedom cf Stanley upon the Corps. A Royal Marine 
B ugler also arrived specially for the occasion. The days proceedings 
will commence with the Ceremony at Government House followed by a 17 
gun salute, helicopter fly-past and Royal Marine march past at Victory 
Green, a reception for some 450 people has been arranged at the Town 
Hall from-..12.30 - 1.30 p.m. A gymkhana will be held at 3 p.m. and an 
informal dance at the Town Hall from 10 p.m. - 1 a.m. will conclude the 
day’s celebrations.
Fashion Show postponed. The commercially sponsored Argentine fashion 
show which was to' have taken place in Stanley at the end of November 
has been postponed due to illness among the group concerned. It is hoped to arrange the show here in or about March ’77.
First Landing by Jet. An F-28 jet of the Argentine Air Force landed on 
the temporary air-strip on Saturday 13th November at apprex., 10.40 a.m. 
after a 44 minute flight from Rio Grande (Tierra del Fuego) . Several 
people went out to the strip tc view the first pure jet aircraft to 
land in the Islands.
A Thank-you from Jim. Dorothy and Thomas Goodwin write on behalf of 
Mr. Jim Pitaluga to thank all cf those people who sent messages and 
cards on the recent attainment cf his 100th birthday.
Public Library Committee. The composition cf the Library Committee to 
control and manage the Public Library is8.- Chairman-Supt. of Education. 
Members - Mrs. G. Johnston, Mrs. G. Cheek, Mrs. M. Luxton, Mrs. F<i 
O’Reilly and Mr. S.A. Booth.
I’m a Gnu ?
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^21i2e_Sergeant returns to Scotland. Sergeant"Fred Morrison of the 
Dumfries and Galloway Constabulary who arrived here to join the local 
Police Force on September 16th departed the Colony on October 9th and 
returned to Scotland. ~ ’
difficulties here and

_______________________ Gross takings at this year’s bazaar at 
St. Mary's held on .the evenings of Friday 5nd/Saturday 4th amounted 
to £2,520, 
Air -Travellers

Month
September 
October 
N ovembe r

of flights Arrivals/Tourists
112 5
122 10

. 97 25
Wool Brokers David Smith & Co, are sending

United Kingdom readers of the TIMES may obtain copies of the 
Mitchell at the F.I.C. office at 94a Whitechapel 

High Street, London E1 7RH at 45p 4- 9p postage for the ‘74 edition and 
50p + 9p for !75c 
News of an Islander.

5
4
4

Falkland Islands Journal.
a copy of the 1974 and 1975 F.I. Journals to all buyers of Falkland 
Wool.
Journal from Mr. F.G.

Sgt. Morrison experienced accommodation 
a trunk of personal effects which apparently 

arrived in Buenos Aires by the same flight as himself on 15th Septem
ber and arrived here on 50th September had had both locks wrenched 
off, apparently by Argentine Customs officials.
Have Camera Will Travel. A Pentax camera body.was’ stolen from the 
SPEEDWELL STORE by a crew member of the BAHIa BUEN SUCESO on the 21st 
September. Thanks to the efforts of Captain Castagna and Vice 
Comod^r^ Carnelli here and the Authorities in Buenos Aires ..the camera 
was recovered when the ship docked in that port and sent'back to the 
shop.
Another successful Bazaar.

___________ Alexander McGill left the Islands in 1973 to 
join the Merchant Navy in which he has travelled' to most parts of the 
world. Alec married in London in 1973 and now manages a chain of 
boutiques and has bought a house in Moreton Wirrali Alec with his 
wife Nuala would be most pleased to receive a visit from'Helpers and 
can be found at 14, Millers’Way, Garden Het Est., H cylake Rd.,, 
Moreton Wirral, Merseyside, Liverpool.; Telephone 0S1-678-6718.
Temporary Doctor. • During the absence of Dr. Bernard Lee, who has gone 
to the U.K. for medical treatment, the Colony has only two doctors. 
However, it was announced this evening that, the Ministry of Overseas 
Development have notified Government that a Dr. Summers who has pre
viously worked in St. Helena and Auguilla would be prepared to come to 
the Colony for four months from mid-January,
Executive Council Appointments, Following, the resignations of 
Councillors Smith and Miller from the Executive Council, (see page 2 
of 6th November TIMES) Mr. W. Bowles has been elected to replace 
Councillor John Smith and Mr. W.H-, Goss, J.P., to replace Councillor. 
Sydney Miller. .
Pixilated Penguins.■ A West Falkland reader, has observed that the 
Jackasses were eight days late returning this year and asks "Diet they 
have trouble with their white cards?”
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Social Nurse Barbara Braddock, 
and Barbara at the Hospital.
Silver Jubilee Celebrations.

TIMES.
ion runs out and at the moment I am not accepting subs, 
as I am undecided as to whether I shall be carrying on.

_J  ~ The Colony’s celebrations of Her Majesty 
the Queen’s 25th Anniversary of her ascension to the throne were to 
have been held next June. However, it has now been decided that the 
celebrations would best be combined with the joint sports meeting 
planned to be held in Stanley during the week commencing 21st February. 
Government Pests. The post of Assistant Supt. of Public Works has 
been reinstated and it was announced recently that Senior Carpenter 
Basil Morrison had been appointed to the post which will pay approx. 
£1,000 per annum more than the post of Senior Carpenter,

Mr. Bill Roberts who for the past 2 years has been 
with Cable & Wireless Ltd., assumed the post of Communications Officer 
from the 1st December. For those of you who are as puzzled as I was, 
this post is a re-styling of Broadcasting Officer and Senior Technician 
which was held by Mr, Ernie Fuhlendorff until his recent retirement. 
Belated Bag. A Diplomatic hag dispatched from FCO on 6th April and 
marked ’Priority1 arrived here on 14th October,
Well Wishers. I would like to express my sincere thanks to the three 
people Ttwo overseas and one local) who have made donations to the

There is just one more issue due before this year’s subscript- 
for next year 
In the mean

time I shall be pleased to hear from anyone in the Islands who would 
be prepared to take over the press for a year.

Machinery fire at airport. Dense black smoke from the permanent air
port site could be seen from Stanley on the afternoon of Saturday 27th 
November when the tar machine caught fire. Nobody was injured and 
Johnston Construction Ltd., signalled their Redhill, Surrey, Head 
Office who have arranged for a replacement to be shipped by the mid
December sailing of ANNETTE DANIELSEN. Meanwhile the Public Works 
Dept., have loaned JCL its tar machine which is much smal1 er than the 
burnt out one holding two drums of tar as opposed to about twelve.
No Scholarships this year. The annual overseas scholarship examination 
was held in Stanley recently. The Scholarship Board met to consider 
the results of the eight candidates but none had done well enough in 
each of the four subjects to justify an award.
Badminton Club. It was announced this evening that as attendances 
had been poor recently, the Stanley Badminton Club would he closing 
until further notice.
Stanley Cup, The 1976 Stanley Cup Competition was won by Stan Smith 
with 125 points. Second was Doug Hansen with 123 points and third 
Henry Luxtcn with 120. There were 12 entries in this Open competition 
organised by the Rifle Club on or around Battle Day and shot off over 
two, three and five hundred yards.
Raconteur sails North. The 24 foot Australian yatch RACONTEUR which 
put into Stanley on 4th April headed for home via the Carribbean on 
24th November, The fibreglass craft built in Sydney in 1972 left 
Brisbane on 24th December, 1974 and came by way of Pitcairn Island, 
Easter Island and the Chilean coast. RACONTEUR, which lost her rudder 
near Staten Island, was crewed by civil engineer Bill Hatfield and 

Whilst in Stanley Bill worked with JCL
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Gibraltar is largely inhabited 
But of course it is very much 

and British voters go tc

’’You feel like a prisoner 
says Mrs. Spruces

PRESS COMMENT
Charrington’s Review, a new publication which reports the 
activities of the Charrington Group for the year up to 31 Mar«\h 
19^6 contains a special feature about the Falklands entitled - 
’’Britons who feel let down by Britain”,
’’Question: when does a British Government force a group of 
British people into dependence on a foreign power which covets 
their land - deliberately prising loose the tenacious ties which 
bind them to their home country?
Answer:. when these people have no vote at Westminster, number 
only 2/100;, and live 7,000 miles away - in the Falkland Islands, 
Under successive Governments, the Foreign Office has given away, 
point after point to the Argentinians, who have territorial 
ambitions over the U,000 windswept square miles of moorland and 
rough grazing-which make up the Falklands, Under a Government 
agreement, all access tc the Islands is via the Argentine - al
though Argentine lav/ insists that y >ung Falkland Islanders are 
liable-for military call-upt Under a Government agreement, the 
Argentine state oil company has a monopoly of the supply of oil 
tc the.islanders. Under a. Government agreement, the airstrip 
being built near Stanley, the capital, will only be long enough 
to take short range planes from the Argentine* At one time, 
medical and education services too were becoming increasingly 
dependent on the Argentine, because applicants for posts in the 
Islands were being discouraged,
A sorry story.
It is a sorry story, much of it the result of bowing to pressure 
from the United Nations De-Golonisation Committee. If the 
Committee had its way, the Islands would of course simply become 
a colony of the Argentine instead of Great Britain, exchanging 
the tutelage of the homeland for that of a country with which 
they have- nd natural ties at all. But in the curious mcral 
climate which prevails in that towering slab-sided pile in New 
York, this is perfectly acceptable. The Islanders find it a 
little ironic that the Foreign Office has actually taken a 
stronger line with Spain over Gibraltar than it has with the 
Argentine over the Falklands, 
by people cf Spanish descent, 
closer than thq South Atlantic; 
Gibraltar on holiday*
’•'Lets of people do actually worry whether it’s worth planting 
their gardens this year or painting their houses,” says Joan 
Spruce, a fifth-generation Islander. ”It might be handed over 
next week* ” And her husband Terry says, ”We get the feeling 
that the Government are trying to force the islanders to say, 
’’All right, we’ll go over to the Argentine”, and the islanders 
are very much against this, They want full contact with Britain, 
tc live their own life, but new they think the British Government 
are selling us out - 9C% of the islanders believe this”.
A point which rankles particularly is that anybody travelling 
between Britain and the Islands has to apply to the Argentine 
Government for a ’’white card” permit, 
with this silly little piece of paper,”
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Edo Rather than run into 14 pages again I am closing down for this 
edition. Births,Shipping., Court cases and other items for News in 
Brief are being held over., until the year’s final edition which 
should be out by.mid-January.

f a former resident and mother of a pre- 
We’re British through and through, and very 

The islanders 
They don1t ask

And Mrs. Bessie Pranks, 
sent one, says: ”r‘ 
loyal, and the Argentine is an alien country,” 
also suffer severely from the Immigration Act. 
for any specially favourable treatment. It just strikes them 
as a little odd that the number of Chilean Marxists granted 
enrry to Britain in recent months has been more than the total 
Falkland1 s population.. When the son of one of the Falkland 
Island Company’s foremen came here to stay with his uncle and 
aunt he, was peremptorily given a week to leave the country. The 
Company’ s intervention won him an extension; but in order to 
get it he had to go 7,000 miles back to the Falkland Islands 
and wait there for a work permit to be sent to him. The work
ing of the act is making it extremely difficult to keep up the 
family ties which mean a great deal when you are 7>000 miles 
away. In many cases it is actually impossible for seme of the 
islanders to get home. ’'Even though I’ve get a British passport 
I:m.only allowed into the country for six months in every year, 
I cciuldn* t come here and settle,” says Jimmy Alazia, a third-gen
eration Falklander. ”If the Argentine took over, it loo^s as 
though 0 anadr. would be the only place I could go to.”
The bill?
One of the most telling comments comes from Mr Hadden cf Goose 
Green. ’’People are beginning to worry that we1 re getting so much 
from the Argentine because some day we’re gc ing to get a bill for 
all this and the price will be sovereignty,”
The Government1 s attitude is believed to stem in part from a 
belief that the Islands could not be a -viable self-supporting 
community on their own; but the Falklanders themselves dispute 
this. Given the right encouragement, there are enough natural 
resources to.support vigorous growth. Wool, the main concern 
cf the Falkland-Islands Company, Charringt cn! s subsidiary, al
ready provides a firm basis. There is potential for fisheries; 
there is.abundant seaweed from which valuable alginates can be 
made; agriculture could be developed; there may well be oil. 
But potential investors in all cf these -are reluctant to come 
forward while - to quote Mrs Malcolm cf the Falkland Islands 
Committee - "everyone feels insecure.”
How the Islands are waiting for the Shackleton Report on their 
future. A firm statement of intent could be a turning point in 
the lives of 2,000 very loyal Britons.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sp-hp.Ji Teachings for the Family of Mankind

Trust in God and be unmoved by either praise or false 
accusations.... depend entirely on God.
Set all thy hope in God and cleave tenaciously to His unfailing 

mercy.


